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Release Notes
Panvalet establishes, maintains and protects a control library of source programs, JCL and card-image data files. It
provides immediate access for maintenance and processing and effective control and protection against theft, disaster or
other loss. Panvalet can increase staff efficiency, enable reliable and powerful change management and improve machine
performance by:

• Providing a central library on a direct access storage device (DASD)
• Automating resource-intensive manual processes

See the following articles for detailed information about this release:

• New Features
• Target and Distribution Libraries
• Release Compatibility and Support

New Features
This article describes the new features in Panvalet Release 14.6.

CSM (formerly known as CSM)

The following functionality has been added for CSM Version 04.0.00:

• Software Deployment Service (SDS) -- Use this service to deploy Broadcom mainframe products to your target
enterprise systems.

• Database Migration Tool -- Use this tool to migrate your current CSM database after you upgrade CSM.
• Automatic Download Scheduling -- Use this tool to automatically obtain updates for products and product releases on a

regular basis.

NOTE
For more information, see the installation instructions for your product and the CSM documentation.

CSM Serviceability

This release of your security product includes enhancements to support CSM serviceability. Serviceability helps users
identify, manage, and respond to a failing program.

Serviceability enables the following:

• Ensures that error messages provide clear information for use in problem determination.
• Identifies ownership of resources.
• Ensures module and storage protection.
• Facilitates self-help.
• Simplifies identification of preventative and corrective maintenance.

Revised Installation Process

Panvalet Release 14.6 has a revised installation process. The pre-modified ISPF panels that were included with the
Panvalet product ISPF option have been eliminated. The Installing section has been modified to include instructions to
merge product customizations with the current ISPF panels to retain existing user modifications. For more information,
see Customizing the Option for ISPF.
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Installing

The Installing section of the documentation has been restructured and describes the following methods of installing
Panvalet:

• CSM (CSM) -- CSM (formerly known as CSM) simplifies and unifies the management of Broadcom mainframe
products on z/OS systems. The services provided by CSM acquire, install, deploy, and maintain products in a common
way.

• Pax-Enhanced Electronic Software Delivery (ESD) -- This utility enables you to download and install Broadcom's
mainframe software and maintenance electronically to your own disk.

• Updated Panel Relationships for Customizing the Option for ISPF and Option for CMS, ISPF, and TSO.

Target and Distribution Libraries
The target and distribution libraries have changed to conform to new Broadcom packaging standards with CSM. The
lowest data set level qualifier of the installed data sets has changed as noted in the following table:

Old Target New Target Old Distribution New Distribution
CAILIB CBA3LINK CX7E5LLD ABA3MOD0
CAILPA CBA3LPA CX7E5ALD ABA3MOD0
CAIMAC CBA3MAC CX7E5MLD ABA3MAC
CAISRC CBA3SAMP CX7E5SLD ABA3SAMP
CAIHELP CBA4HELP CX7E5LLD ABA4HELP
N/A N/A N/A ABA4MOD0
CAIISPL CBA5LMD0 CX7E5LLD ABA5MOD0
CAIISPM CBA5MSG0 CX7E5SLD ABA5MSG0
CAIISPP CBA5PNL0 CX7E5SLD ABA5PNL0
CAIISPS CBA5SKL0 CX7E5SLD ABA5SKL0
CAIISPMJ CBA5MJPN CX7E5SLD ABA5MJPN
CAIISPPJ CBA5PJPN CX7E5SLD ABA5PJPN
N/A CBA3XML N/A ABA3XML
N/A CBA3JCL N/A ABA3JCL

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval Maintenance
As part of our ongoing Mainframe strategy, Broadcom now offers a new maintenance delivery service: SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval. This new delivery method uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom
Mainframe product maintenance over the internet by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote
Broadcom server.

This service can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more productive
and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. “This capability has drastically reduced the time and effort needed to
find and download updates. Best of all, it is easy to use!” said Rob Capel, Senior Operating System Programmer, Sentara
Healthcare.

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:
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• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom Support
Portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom product maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Broadcom Recommended Service for z/OS and preventive services

With the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can acquire maintenance on demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run
regularly. The Broadcom Order server supports the IBM-documented order types, which include: ALL, APARS, CRITICAL,
HOLDDATA, PTFS, and RECOMMENDED.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this new service to download maintenance and dramatically
reduce the time needed to download PTFs.

To get started, review the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval documentation in the Mainframe Common Maintenance
Procedures documentation.

Release Compatibility and Support
The following resources are available from Broadcom Support Online (login required):

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Release and Support Lifecycle Dates
• Maintenance Grid
• Panvalet Compatibility
• Mainframe Compatibiities
• Panvalet Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Panvalet Community

Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to making sure that all customers can successfully use its products and supporting documentation
to accomplish vital business tasks. 

Panvalet provides the following accessibility features support:

Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
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– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.

NOTE

To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the
emulator, refer to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating
system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online, or downloaded in PDF and EPUB files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• Aggregated Maintenance (AM)
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• Allocate™ DASD Space and Placement (Allocate)
• Chorus™ Software Manager (Chorus)
• Common Components and Services for z/OS (Common Components and Services)
• CAI Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM)
• Disk™ Backup and Restore (Disk)
• Easytrieve® Report Generator (Easytrieve)
• Librarian® (Librarian)
• License Management Program (LMP)
• MIM™ for z/OS (MIM)
• Panexec® (Panexec)
• Panvalet® (Panvalet)
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret for z/OS)
• Command Processor Parameter List (CPPL)
• Content Delivery Network (CDN)
• Create Link Pack Area (CLPA)
• Direct Access Storage Device (DASD)
• Electronic Software Delivery (ESD)
• Extended Feature (EFF)
• Generalized Exit Manager (GEM)
• Global Resource Serialization (GRS)
• Group Processor (PGP)
• Hierarchical File System (HFS)
• High-level Qualifier (HLQ)
• IBM Health Checker for z/OS
• IBM RACF® (IBM RACF)
• Initial Program Load (IPL)
• Library Data Entry (LDE)
• Load Module Audit (LMA)
• Logical Display Table (TLD)
• Member Selection List (MSL)
• PAM Action Control Block (PACB)
• Panvalet Access Method (PAM)
• Panvalet Option Module (PVOPT)
• Partitioned Data Sets (PDS)
• Product Acquisition Service (PAS)
• Program Temporary Fixes (PTFs)
• Shared Virtual Area (SVA)
• Software Deployment Service (SDS)
• System Input Unit (SYSIPT)
• System Print Unit (SYSLST)
• System Punch Unit (SYSPCH)
• Terminal Monitor (TMP)
• TSO/MON® Performance Management (TSO/MON)
• UNIX System Services (USS)
• VMLIB® (VMLIB)
• zSeries File System (zFS)
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Installing
This section describes how to acquire, install, and implement Panvalet to make it available to the staff who customize and
use the product.

Audience

Readers of this content should have knowledge in the following areas:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• Your organization's IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure

You may need to work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer for z/OS
• Storage administrator for DASD allocations

Installation Process

The following steps describe the installation process:

1. Prepare for the installation by confirming that your site meets all installation requirements.
2. Acquire the product using one of the following methods:

– CSM
Note: If you do not have CSM, you can download it from the Download Center at Broadcom Support Online. Follow
the installation instructions in the CSM documentation, available on the Documentation page of Broadcom Support.

– PAX-Enhanced Electronic Software Delivery (ESD)
3. Install your product based on your acquisition method.
4. Apply maintenance, if applicable.

Note: After you complete the CSM or Pax-Enhanced procedures, go to Configuring Your Product.
5. Configure the minimum settings to start your product.
6. Start your product.

Preparing for Installation
The following sections describe what you need to know and do before you install the product. 

Hardware and Software Requirements
The following hardware is required for installation:
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Hardware

Target and Distribution Library Space Requirements

The following table estimates additional 3390 disk space for the target (operating) libraries required to install Panvalet:

CBA3LINK CAI load library 6144 -- 10 cylinders 46
CBA3LPA CAI subsystem load

library (optional)
6144 -- 2 cylinders 5

CBA3MAC CAI macro library 3120 80 7 tracks 5
CBA3SAMP CAI source library 3120 80 3 tracks 5
CBA3XML MSM 3.0

Deployment
32760 512 16 tracks 2

The following table estimates 3390 disk space for the distribution libraries required to install Panvalet:

ABA3MOD0 Panvalet load 6144 -- 17 cylinders 200
ABA3MAC Panvalet macro 3120 80 3 tracks 6
ABA3SAMP Panvalet source 3120 80 15 cylinders 180
ABA3XML MSM 3.0

Deployment
32760 512 16 tracks 2

Option for ISPF Requirements

The following table describes the Option for ISPF disk space requirements. This table shows the data sets that are
created during installation, and the required space for each one:

Load Module CBA5LMD0 10 cylinders 12 cylinders 46
Panel Library CBA5PNL0
(English)

10 cylinders 12 cylinders 46

Panel Library CBA5PJPN
(Kanji)

10 cylinders 12 cylinders 46

Message Library CBA5MSG0
(English)

10 tracks 12 tracks 6

Message Library CBA5MJPN
(Kanji)

10 tracks 12 tracks 6

Skeleton Library CBA5SKL0 1 track 1 track 1

WARNING

 You must be licensed for this option to install it. Before installing, make sure you have an IBM-supported version
of ISPF/PDF. The base product must be present in the same SMP/E target and DLIB zone.

Option for TSO Requirements

The following table describes the Option for TSO disk space requirements. This table shows the data sets that are created
during installation, and the required space for each one:

PDS (DLIB and Target LIB) 3390 3380 Directory Blocks
Load Module ABA4MOD0 1 cylinder 1 cylinder 1
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Help Library 1 track 1 track 1

As a general rule, the PAN Command Processor requires two I/O areas for the  library and at least one I/O area for the
TSO input or output data set. All input and output areas and all access methods that are required at execution time must
have their core requirements added to the basic program size.

The basic load module size for the PAN Command Processor is 120 KB. The main storage requirement for the program
varies between 160 KB and 190 KB, depending on the library size, library block size, and the block size of any TSO input
or output data sets.

WARNING

You must be licensed for this option to install it. The  base product must be present in the same SMP/E target
and DLIB zone.

Software

The following software is required for Installation:

• IBM Supported release of z/OS r1.7 or above
• SMP/E

Common Components and Services Requirements
Common Components and Services is shipped with Panvalet. The required common services are CAIRIM and LMP.

CAIRIM

CAIRIM, the CAI Resource Initialization Manager, is the common driver for a collection of dynamic initialization routines
that eliminate the need for user SVCs, SMF exits, subsystems, and other installation requirements commonly encountered
when installing systems software. These routines are grouped under the Broadcom dynamic service code S910. Some of
the features of CAIRIM are:

• Obtaining SMF data
• Verification of proper software installation
• Installation of z/OS interfaces
• Automatic startup of Broadcom and other vendor products
• Proper timing and order of initialization

For more information, see your Common Components and Services documentation.

LMP

The License Management Program portion of the CAIRIM services interfaces with Panvalet to determine licensing
authorization. If LMP is not installed, LMP messages display on the console. For more information, see your Common
Components and Services documentation.

Storage Requirements
Panvalet operates under control of the following IBM operating systems:

• z/OS Version 1.7 and above
• ISPF and ISPF/PDF
• TSO
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Batch System

Core size varies depending upon options, the implementation of extended features, and the generalized exit facility.
The batch system requires a minimum of 320 KB for all but the PAN#2 direct library-to-library transfer, which requires a
minimum of 512 KB.

DUMP/RESTORE

PAN#2 dynamically allocates buffer storage for multi-buffering. To perform a ++DUMP, you must specify four times the
maximum block size of the device to which you are dumping. For example, to dump to a tape you would require a block
size of 4 * 32 KB (in addition to the normal PAN#2 overhead) for each protection file you use.

Also, to perform a ++RESTORE, you must specify four times the block size of the protection file (in addition to the normal
PAN#2 overhead) for each protection file that you use.

Subsystem Storage

Several of the Panvalet subsystem modules must be in the LPA or the LINKLIST (less than 8 KB for LPA). The subsystem
also uses less than 1 KB of CSA storage. Such things as transient programs, control blocks, and buffers require additional
storage in each user's address space. If you do not install load modules in the LPA, the subsystem adds an additional 704
KB (or 832 KB if using GEM) to the region required by the same program running without the subsystem.

Option for ISPF Requirements
The following table describes the Option for ISPF disk space requirements. This table shows the data sets that are
created during installation, and the required space for each one:

 PDS (DLIB and Target LIB)  3390  3380  DirectoryBlocks 
Load Module CBA5LMD0 10 cylinders 12 cylinders 46
Panel Library CBA5PNL0
(English)

10 cylinders 12 cylinders 46

Panel Library CBA5PJPN
(Kanji)

10 cylinders 12 cylinders 46

Message Library CBA5MSG0
(English)

10 tracks 12 tracks 6

Message Library CBA5MJPN
(Kanji)

10 tracks 12 tracks 6

Skeleton Library CBA5SKL0 1 track 1 track 1

WARNING
You must be licensed for this option to install it. Before installing, make sure you have an IBM-supported version
of ISPF/PDF. The base product must be present in the same SMP/E target and DLIB zone.

Option for TSO Requirements
The following table describes the Option for TSO disk space requirements. This table shows the data sets that are created
during installation, and the required space for each one:

 PDS (DLIB and Target LIB)  3390  3380  Directory Blocks 
Load Module ABA4MOD0 1 cylinder 1 cylinder 1
Help Library 1 track 1 track 1
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As a general rule, the PAN Command Processor requires two I/O areas for the Panvalet library and at least one I/O area
for the TSO input or output data set. All input and output areas and all access methods that are required at execution time
must have their core requirements added to the basic program size.

The basic load module size for the PAN Command Processor is 120 KB. The main storage requirement for the program
varies between 160 KB and 190 KB, depending on the library size, library block size, and the block size of any TSO input
or output data sets.

WARNING
You must be licensed for this option to install it. The base product must be present in the same SMP/E target
and DLIB zone.

Target and Distribution Library Space Requirements
The following table estimates additional 3390 disk space for the target (operating) libraries required to install Panvalet:

DDName Description Block Size LRECL Cylinder/Track DirectoryBlock
CBA3LINK CAI load library 6144 -- 10 cylinders 46
CBA3MAC CAI macro library 3120 80 7 tracks 5
CBA3SAMP CAI source library 3120 80 3 tracks 5
CBA3LPA CAI subsystem load

library (optional)
6144 -- 2 cylinders 5

CBA3XML MSM 3.0
Deployment

32760 512 16 tracks 2

The following table estimates 3390 disk space for the distribution libraries required to install Panvalet:

DDName Description Block Size LRECL Cylinder/Track Directory Blocks
ABA3MOD0 Panvalet load 6144 -- 17 cylinders 200
ABA3MAC Panvalet macro 3120 80 3 tracks 6
ABA3SAMP Panvalet source 3120 80 15 cylinders 180
ABA3XML MSM 3.0

Deployment
32760 512 16 tracks 2

Other Installation Considerations
This article contains the following installation considerations:

Security Requirements

To complete the tasks in this document, you need the following security privileges:

• Read authority for the input media data sets
• Update authority for the target and distribution libraries

Authorize CAI.CBA3LINK

CAI.CBA3LINK is the default name of the target load library for Panvalet. This library must be an authorized library.

To authorize CAI.CBA3LINK, add the following line to member IEAAPFxx in SYS1.PARMLIB:
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CAI.CBA3LINK             volser,

volser is the volume serial number in which CAI.CBA3LINK (or another load library) is located. xx is the appropriate
authorization member for IEAAPFxx.

An IPL puts this authorization into effect. If any other Broadcom product required you to authorize CAI.CBA3LINK, then
the authorization is already completed.

If the CAI load library is accessed through LINKLIST, you must modify the active LNKLSTxx member in SYS1.PARMLIB to
add an entry for the library as follows:

CAI.CBA3LINK

Optional Product Considerations

You may not be licensed for all the optional products that are contained on the Panvalet installation media. You should
install only those products for which you are licensed and hold valid LMP key certificates.

You can install Panvalet without reinstalling the optional products, allowing you to test the new version by itself. Accessing
Release 14.5 libraries from Release 14.6 will not necessarily change the format of the libraries unless PVOPT macro
option 'UPGRADE' has been activated. For more information, see PVOPT Macro USERMODs. You cannot, however, use
all the new features of this version until you install the optional products.

Physical reformatting of a Panvalet library takes place on a Release 14.3 library with the ++UPGRADE command. When
the library has been upgraded to release 14.6 format, prior releases of Panvalet cannot access that library. For this
reason, we recommend that the PVOPT macro option UPGRADE be set at NO,NO,NO (default) during any testing or use
of two different releases against the same libraries.

The optional products, if any, must be at the same release level to access the formatted libraries. Earlier releases of the
optional products require a Panvalet options module (FGPAN23) of the same version.

SYSMODs

The following table lists the SYSMOD names and descriptions:

SYSMOD Name Description
CBA3E60 Panvalet base product
CBA4E60 Panvalet Option for TSO
CBA5E60 Panvalet Option for ISPF in any ISPF version environment.
CBA5E61 Panvalet Kanji panels and messages.

Concurrent Releases

You can install this release of Panvalet and continue to use an older release in another SMP/E CSI environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When installing into an existing SMP/E environment, this installation deletes previous releases in that environment.
• If you acquired your product from tape or with Pax-Enhanced ESD, select different target and distribution zones for

your new release from where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current
release.

NOTE
CSM is installed to a new CSI by default.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.
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Options

Several options for Panvalet enhance the functionality and productivity of anyone who must work with different types of
data that can be stored in a Panvalet library. Because the base product tape contains Panvalet for z/OS, Panvalet Option
for ISPF, and Panvalet Option for TSO, the installation of the Panvalet base product and the ISPF and TSO options are
discussed in this document.

For information about installing the Option for CMS, see the Option for CMS section. For information about installing
Panvalet for VSE, see VSE Considerations.

Option for ISPF

The Panvalet Option for ISPF works under IBM ISPF and is specifically tailored for Panvalet libraries. It is easy to
learn even if you have never worked in ISPF. The ISPF Option uses panels to let you decide what you want to do with
members. You can edit, browse, copy, rename, add, compare, change characteristics of members, and so on.

Option for TSO

The Panvalet Option for TSO is command-driven and lets you retrieve, save, add, or change the characteristics of
members, and much more.

Supported Environments

Panvaletoperates under control of the following IBM operating systems:

• z/OS Version 1.1 and above
• ISPF and ISPF/PDF
• TSO

Exits

Using exits, Panvalet lets you do almost anything you want when a member is being processed. For example, you can
add a statement before or after a specific record is written, or change the existing record that is about to be written.
Security exits are also available for external security checks. For more information about using exits, see Exit Facilities.

Compare Utility

Panvalet comes with a compare utility that lets you find the differences in members that were changed.

Subsystem

Panvalet provides its own subsystem that lets you concatenate Panvalet libraries in your SYSLIBs with partitioned data
set (PDS) MACLIBS or copybooks when compiling. This lets you keep INCLUDES(COPYBOOKS) in your Panvalet
libraries. This means that, when you compile, Panvalet gets and expands the copybooks from Panvalet libraries. You do
not have to keep your copybooks in MACLIBS.

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
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users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage z/OS
software.

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Use the following topics to guide you through the installation process using z/OSMF:

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Provides information about z/OSMF general configuration and security requirements.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Provides the steps to acquire the product software from Broadcom Support and register the portable software
instance in z/OSMF.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Provides the steps to install (deploy) the portable software instance to an LPAR using z/OSMF Deployments. This
step creates the SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps to prepare the software
instance for SMP/E operations. This step also:

• Customizes the data set names that are defined to SMP/E.
• Mounts required USS files if necessary.
• Performs workflow execution to customize the deployed runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS

system.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Provides the steps to import the Broadcom product information file so that z/OSMF has access to the latest
product release information. For a list of products using z/OSMF, see Mainframe Products using z/OSMF in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

TIP
See our installation best practices article for a list of comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

When these tasks are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance. You can also configure software
instances using z/OSMF workflows.

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Before you install your Broadcom mainframe products using the IBM® z/OSMF Management Facility (z/OSMF), address
the installation and security requirements in the following table:

TIP
Your systems programmers and security administrators can complete these tasks in parallel.

Task Role

Apply required maintenance for CA Common Services for z/OS (CCS) Version 15.0
(SO12499)
The CCS PTF installs load module stubs for select IBM products into your installed
CCS library hlq.CAW0CALL. If prompted during installation for the data set name of
a load library for an IBM product that you do not have installed, specify your installed
hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Systems programmer

Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM Knowledge Center
The IBM z/OS Management Facility Configuration Guide  is your primary source of
information about how to install and configure z/OSMF. We also strongly recommend that
you review the z/OSMF overview and use the installation checklists that are provided in
the IBM Knowledge Center. You can open the IBM documentation in a separate browser
tab for reference during installation of your products using z/OSMF Deployments.

Systems programmer, security
administrator, domain administrator
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Task Role

Configure z/OSMF security for CA ACF2™ for z/OS, CA Top Secret® for z/OS, or IBM
RACF as applicable to authorize users and resources.

Security administrator

Confirm that the installer has read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write
access is also required to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for
the installation process.

Security administrator

Address the following USS requirements:
• Create a USS directory to receive the z/OSMF pax file and to perform the unpack

steps.
• Confirm that you have write authority to the USS directories that are used for the z/

OSMF pax installation process.
• Confirm that you have available USS file space.
To download and unpack the pax file, you need free space that is approximately 3.5
times the pax file size in the file system that contains the pax directories. For example, to
download and unpack a 14 MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in
the file system hosting your pax directory. If you do not have sufficient free space, error
messages like EZA1490I Error writing to data set or EZA2606W File I/O error 133 can
occur.

Systems programmer, security
administrator

After these requirements have been addressed, you are ready to acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance or
Configure a Software Instance using z/OSMF Workflows.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Learn how to acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance (PSWI) for your product from Broadcom
Support and then add the portable software instance to z/OSMF. The product SMP/E environments are pre-built at
Broadcom, backed up, and made available for download as a PSWI.

The PSWI includes the SMP/E CSI data sets, all associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-
managed data sets, and metadata that is required to describe the PSWI.

The following diagram illustrates the acquisition process:

1. Review the installation best practices and address all requirements.
2. Complete one of the following tasks to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance:

– Download the PSWI to the z/OSMF host from the Broadcom download server.
Before you use this option, complete the one-time security configuration tasks to use the RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK (RFN) process through GIMGTPKG and SMP/E. See Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery.

– Download the PSWI to your laptop and FTP it to a USS directory on the mainframe or download it to z/OS.
3. Register the portable software instance in z/OSMF.
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Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery

Perform the following one-time security configuration steps to instruct the SMP/E RECEIVE command and the
GIMGTPKG service routine to download the PSWI using HTTPS. GIMGTPKG performs the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK TRANSFERONLY command functions. SMP/E supports secure and encrypted download operations
using HTTPS (HTTP over SSL, Secure Sockets Layer). The default z/OS Java truststore manages the certificates.

NOTE
If your site has already configured the server certificate to acquire solutions and process maintenance requests
through https://downloads.broadcom.com, skip this task. Go to order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the External Security Manager (ESM) database:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH yourcertname DSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) -

  LABEL(yourlabelname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) TRUST

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname)-

DCDSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) TRUST

– For IBM RACF, specify:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) + 

WITHLABEL(‘yourlabelname’) TRUST

The ESM database now includes the certificate.
4. Grant UPDATE access to the IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) to the user ID submitting the FTP JCL:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(userid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS PER(userid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

– For IBM RACF, specify:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The user that submits the FTP JCL can use a virtual CERTAUTH keyring to authenticate the FTP server. The
certificate does not need to be added to the keyring of the FTP user.

The one-time security configuration is complete. You are now ready to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance

You can order the z/OSMF portable software instance from the Broadcom Support and download the PSWI using GIMZIP
to z/OSMF or download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host as a single pax file. You can download directly to the mainframe
or you can download to your workstation and then transfer the pax file to the mainframe. A file transfer utility, such as FTP,
is required to transfer data to the mainframe.
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Use the following procedure to create a service order from the Broadcom Support site for a product-specific PSWI:

1. Go to Broadcom Support and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My Downloads.
2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.

The My Downloads page appears.
3. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.

The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
4. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
5. Use the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the product-specific software packages that you can select
to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows more software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. View the file information for the product that you want by selecting the right arrow key (>) or by selecting Expand

All.
b. Select the checkbox under Download for the PSWI (productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z) and other files that you

want to include in the product download.
c. Select one of the following download methods:

• If your product is RFN-enabled, a GIMZIP download option is available. Select GIMZIP to acquire the product
package from the Broadcom download server directly to your z/OSMF host system using z/OSMF Software
Management. Go to Step 7.

• Select HTTPS Download or Secure FTP Download to download the files from the Broadcom download server.
Secure FTP Download is the preferred method. Go to Step 8.
To select a download method from the Download Manager, select Download Selected. This option lets you
download multiple files at one time.

For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see Download Methods
and Locations.

7. If you selected GIMZIP, the GIMZIP text changes to Order is Placed. An email is sent to the order creator.
Complete the following steps to generate the required SERVER XML to download the PSWI from the FTP download
server to your mainframe using the GIMGTPKG service routine. GIMGTPKG transports the GIMZIP packages from a
remote FTP server to a local host.
a. Use the link in the email to access the order details (site ID, order number, and product release) on the Download

History page in the Download Manager on Broadcom Support.
b. Select GIMZIP to access the service order details (SERVER XML) in a text file. For example:

<SERVER 

   host=”ftpserver.broadcom.com”

   user=”joesmith”

   pw=”password”

 > 

 <PACKAGE

    file=”/order/product/GIMPAF.XML”

    hash=”01234567890123456078901234567890”

    id=”BROADCOM”

 > 

 </PACKAGE> 

</SERVER>

The SERVER XML contains the required information for the download server to receive the network package.
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c. Copy the SERVER XML to your clipboard and change the id tag to name the subdirectory in the SMPNTS
directory. Use this copy to register the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From Download Server option.

Go to Register the Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.
8. If you selected Secure FTP in Step 6, the Secure FTP Download Instructions pop-up appears.

a. Copy the host URL (downloads.broadcom.com) and paste it into a browser.
b. Log in using one of the following options:

• Broadcom Support Portal username and password
• Secure Access Token

To use this option, select Generate Access Credentials, specify your email address and password, and select
Generate. Before you close the window, copy and save the generated FTP credential details (username and
password) into a text file.

c. Copy the path for the zip file located in Order Location. This file identifies the order to be downloaded. For
example, /12345678.zip.

d. Use the following sample JCL with an added JOB card to download the z/OSMF pax file using FTP:
 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com

 supportportalemail or generatedUsername 

 supportportalpassword or generatedPassword

 Binary

 get orderlocation + ‘yourUSSpaxDirectory’ (rep

 quit

 /*

 //*

e. Execute JCL to unpack the installation file and restore the individual pax files. Sample JCL follows:
//USSBATCH EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDPARM  DD *

//* Be sure that there are no line numbers on the input lines.

sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/;

pax –rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

/*

//*

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

• Add a JOB statement.
• Update the USS directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) with the path name where you want to copy the pax file.
• Update productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z with the name of the pax file that you want to copy to the mainframe.
• Submit the customized JCL.

USSBATCH can take several minutes to execute. A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code
indicates a problem.
You can also use OMVS to unpax the z/OSMF pax file. For example:
$ cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory

$ pax -rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

After successful execution, the individual pax files are restored and ready for use. You are now ready to register
the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From z/OSMF System option.

Go to Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.
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Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF

After you acquire and download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host system, log in to z/OSMF to register the product
software and define the PSWI to z/OSMF as shown in the following procedure. When you complete these steps, the PSWI
is registered in z/OSMF and ready for installation (deployment).

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select your user ID in the top or bottom right-hand corner to switch between
the Desktop Interface and Classic Interface.

2. Complete one of the following steps to display the Software Management page:
a. In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
b. In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.

3. Select Portable Software Instances to define your PSWI to z/OSMF.
4. Select Add from the Actions menu and select From Download Server (GIMZIP download) or From z/OSMF System

(HTTPS or Secure FTP download) as applicable.
For detailed steps, see Tutorial 2 - Add a PSWI from IBM.
Use the default CLIENT XML or if needed, specify the CLIENT XML attributes that you use in other SMP/E jobs to
download software products or PTFs from the Broadcom download servers. For example:
<CLIENT  downloadmethod="https"

         downloadkeyring="javatruststore"

         javahome="/usr/lpp/java/J8.0"

         >

</CLIENT>

NOTE
For more information about specifying the CLIENT XML tag, see Content of CLIENT data set in the IBM
documentation.

downloadmethod
Specifies the network protocol for downloading the files from a remote server. HTTPS is the only supported
option. When you specify https, certificates are required to perform the SSL handshake with the HTTPS server to
encrypt the network activity. The location of the certificates is defined using the downloadkeyring attribute.

downloadkeyring
Identifies the location of the certificates that are required to perform SSL operations with the HTTPS server
where the files to be downloaded reside. Specify the name for an external security manager (ESM) keyring or the
keyword javatruststore.
The name of the keyring can specify a real or a virtual keyring.
To indicate that all CA certificates that are defined in the ESM can be used to perform SSL operations, specify
“*AUTH*/*” for the CERTAUTH virtual keyring userid/keyring value.

javahome
Specifies the location of the Java runtime to be used by SMP/E.

The PSWI exists on your z/OS system and is defined to z/OSMF. The product software is ready for installation. Go to
Install Product Software using z/OSMF Deployments.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF Deployments.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing product software in your z/OS environment. After
the portable software instance or software instance is registered in z/OSMF, you can use z/OSMF Deployments to
install the product software and create the product data sets (global, CSI, target libraries, and distribution libraries) for
the new software instance. The deployment jobs create a copy of the source product data sets to create the product
target runtime environment. Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and it
also isolates the product runtime environment for maintenance activities. You can also perform z/OSMF workflows to
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customize the SMP/E data sets, mount UNIX System Services (USS) files if necessary, and configure the new software
instance on the target system.

To install Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF and make the product software available for use on a system
by users and other programs, define a new deployment. This step defines the SMP/E environment name and the prefix
of the CSI data set in z/OSMF. You also specify data set allocation parameters for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries,
and distribution libraries. To define a new deployment, complete the deployment checklist (specify the USS path, DSN,
VOLSERs), and submit the deployment jobs through the z/OSMF user interface. When the deployment is complete, you
have a source and target copy of the software.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Deploying software in the IBM documentation.

Subsequent maintenance activities for the product update the SMP/E environment without affecting your active product
runtime environments. You decide when to redeploy the maintenance-updated SMP/E target data sets to each of the
product runtime environments.

Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify the installation requirements in Prepare for
Installation.

NOTE
The installer requires read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write access is also required to the
USS directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN, SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

1. Display the Deployments table in z/OSMF (Software Management, Deployments).
2. Define a new deployment by selecting New from the Actions menu.

The deployment checklist displays. You can also modify, view, copy, cancel, or remove existing deployments.
3. Complete the deployment checklist items as described in Defining new deployments in the IBM documentation.

As you complete the deployment checklist, be sure to make the following selections:
a. Specify the properties for this deployment (name, description, and optional category).
b. Select the software to deploy.

For this step, select the Portable Software Instance button and select your package.
c. Select the objective for this deployment to indicate where and how you want to install the selected portable

software instance.
For this step, indicate that you want to create a software instance and specify the global zone CSI and the system
where the target software instance will reside.

d. Check for missing SYSMODs and view missing SYSMOD reports.
For this step, deselect the following report options:
• Requisite SYSMODs and Fix Categories reports
• Regressed SYSMODs and HOLDDATA Delta reports

e. Configure this deployment to define the target software instance.
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• For DLIBs, specify Yes to copy the distribution zones and libraries that are associated with the source software.
You can customize the names and the storage class or volumes of the new data sets.

• For Model, indicate The source software to use as a model. z/OSMF uses the data sets, volumes, mount
points, catalogs, and SMP/E zones that are associated with the model to specify default values for the target
software instance.

• For SMP/E Zones, the DLIB and TLIB names do not typically need to be changed.
• For Data sets, change the target data set name prefix to the one that you want to use for your deployment.

Specify a volume or storage class to identify where to create the target data sets.
• For Catalogs, no action is required assuming that your target data set prefix is defined in a user catalog.
• For Volumes and Storage Classes, no action is required. A summary is presented of the target data sets to be

created and how much space is required.
• For Mount Points, review the mount points for the UNIX file system data sets that are included in the target

software instance. When specifying a new target mount point, retain the static path extension in the path name
to prevent failures in the configuration workflow. For example, targetpathname.

NOTE
If your product does not include USS directories, ignore this instruction.

f. Define the job settings to generate JCL to install the software and view the deployment summary. For this step,
update the JOB statement as needed.

NOTE
If the target system for the deployment is in a JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) and the mount point is only
accessible from the target system, add a System Affinity (SYSAFF) to the job card to ensure execution
on the system where the zFS resides.

g. Submit the deployment jobs in sequential order, wait for each job to complete, and then select Refresh to register
job completion in z/OSMF.
A return code of zero is expected.
When all deployment jobs have executed successfully, you have unzipped and renamed the product data sets, and
updated the CSI data sets. The product data sets have also been successfully copied and the properties for the
target software instance have been specified.

h. Execute workflows if any exist for the software being deployed. Most products have at least one of the following
workflows:

Post SMP/E Workflow
Updates the CSI with site-specific external data sets, relinks load modules, and optionally mounts USS
directories.

NOTE
If prompted for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your
installed Common Components and Services for z/OS CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Base installation Workflow
Configures a new software instance for your product software.

Upgrade Workflow
Updates an existing software instance for your product to a new product release.

NOTE
For a list of products with workflows to complete post-install configuration, see Mainframe Products using
z/OSMF for Software Management in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

i. Specify a name and description for the new target software instance.

The deployment process is complete. The new software instance is defined to z/OSMF. You are now ready to Import
Product Information into z/OSMF before you install product maintenance.
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Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Learn how to import a product information file into z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. z/OSMF lets you view a consolidated list of the products and
maintenance packages that are included in each software instance or portable software instance. You can import product
information for the Broadcom mainframe products that you have installed on z/OS into z/OSMF. After retrieving the
information, you can use the Products page in the z/OSMF Software Management task to obtain a list of products that are
contained in your software instances. This information helps you to determine which products are nearing or have reached
end of service (EOS) or end of life (EOL) support. This information is useful when planning for future installations and
upgrades. You can also use this information to identify software instances that will be affected by changes to a product.

The product information file for Broadcom mainframe products is stored on the following FTP directory:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

Enable Secure Downloads

To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, use the following procedure to
enable secure downloads:

1. Download the certificate from the following URL: https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/
digicert_intermediate_2031.crt Note the location on your workstation where the certificate was downloaded.

2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use
the following FTP commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.mvs.dataset.name'

quit

3. Add the certificate to the existing z/OSMF IZUSVR keyring.
For ACF2, specify SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.yourcertname DSN('your.zos.dataset.name') -

  LABEL(yourlabeldescription)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.yourDigicertCAcertname) KEYRING(IZUSVR.keyr01)

 RINGNAME(IZUKeyring.IZUDFLT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For Top Secret, specify TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourDigicertCAcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname) - 

DCDSN('your.zos.dataset.name') TRUST

            

TSS ADD(IZUSVR) KEYRING(zosmfringname) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,yourDigicertCAcertname) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For IBM RACF, specify RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('your.zos.dataset.name') WITHLABEL('yourlabelname') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(IZUSVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('your_digicertCA_label') +

RING(keyringname) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

To load the contents of this file into z/OSMF, you can:

• Load the file from the Broadcom URL
• Load the file from your local workstation
• Load the file from a z/OS data set or UNIX file

After the file is loaded, you can then retrieve the product information in z/OSMF from the Products view in the Software
Management task (see Displaying a list of your products in the IBM documentation).
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NOTE
If you create software instances or portable software instances in z/OSMF, import the product information file
again so that you have current information that is displayed about your installed products. We recommend that
you repeat the following procedures on a regular schedule or at least monthly to ensure that you have current
Broadcom product information available in z/OSMF. This process ensures that you have access to all product
packages as they become available. For more information, see Retrieving product information from product
information files in the IBM documentation.

Load the File from the Broadcom URL

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF directly from the
Broadcom FTP directory.

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface.
2. Complete either of the following steps:

– In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
– In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.
The Software Management dashboard displays.

3. Select Products. The Products table list is displayed.
4. Select Retrieve End of Service Information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service Information

button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
5. Complete the following steps:

a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from the
Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files. The Add Product Information File page is displayed.

b. Select URL and then specify the following URL in the URL field.
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

c. Specify a description in the Description field.
d. Select OK. The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

6. Select the new URL and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

You can now view the Broadcom product information that has been retrieved from the Software Management dashboard.

Load the File from Your Local Workstation

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from your local
workstation.

1. Download the product information file from the following Broadcom FTP directory to your local workstation using your
Web Browser or an FTP client:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface.
3. Complete either of the following steps:

– In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
– In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.
The Software Management dashboard displays.

4. Select Products. The Products table list displays.
5. Select Retrieve End of Service Information from the Actions menu. The Select Product Information File page

displays.
6. Select the option to Select a file that resides on your local workstation, enter your file name and description, and

select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

You can now view the Broadcom product information that has been retrieved from the Software Management dashboard.
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Load the File from a z/OS Data Set or UNIX File

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from a z/OS data
set or UNIX file that the primary z/OSMF host can access.

1. Use FTP to download the product information file directly to the mainframe.
NOTE
Upload the file with binary in the FTP JCL so that the file is not converted to the EBCDIC character set.

Sample JCL follows that you can customize and execute:
//FTPSTEP  EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM='(EXIT=08' 

//SYSTCPD  DD DSN=your_TCP/IP_data_set_name,DISP=SHR 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=* 

//INPUT    DD * 

ftp.broadcom.com 21 

anonymous youremailaddress 

cd /pub/MSPSaccount/JSON/ 

dir 

asc 

locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0 

locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY 

get BroadcomProdInfo.txt 'z/OS_data_set' (REPLACE

your_TCP/IP_data_set_name
Specify the TCP/IP stack for an external network.

email_address
Specify your valid email address.

z/OS_data_set
Specify the z/OS data set name where you want to save the product information file. If the specified data set does
not exist, it is created during the download process.

2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface.
3. Complete either of the following steps:

– In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
– In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.
The Software Management dashboard displays.

4. Select Products. The Products table list displays.
5. Select Retrieve End of Service Information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service Information

button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
6. Complete the following fields:

a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from the
Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files. The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Select Primary z/OSMF system and specify the z/OS_data_set_name in the Data set or UNIX file field. The
primary z/OSMF host system must be able to access the specified data set or UNIX file.

c. Specify a description in the Description field and select OK. The product information file table is updated with
the new URL.

7. Select the new URL and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

You can now view the Broadcom product information that has been retrieved from the Software Management dashboard.
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Installing Your Product Using CSM
Use the procedures in this section to manage your product using CSM. Managing includes acquiring, installing,
maintaining, and deploying products, setting system registries, and managing your CSIs. These procedures assume that
you have already installed and configured CSM.

NOTE
If you do not have CSM, you can download it from the Download Center at the support Online website. Follow
the installation instructions.

When you have completed the procedures in this section, go to Configuring Your Product.

NOTE
The following procedures are for CSM r3. If you are using CSM r2, see CSM..

CSM Documentation

This section includes the required procedures to install your product using CSM. If you want to learn more about the full
functionality of CSM, see the CSM bookshelf on the CSM product page on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To ensure you have the latest version of these procedures, go to the  product page on Broadcom Support
website.

Access CSM Using the Web-Based Interface

You access CSM using the web-based interface. Obtain the URL of CSM from the CSM administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Start your web browser, and enter the access URL.
The login page appears.

NOTE

 If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.
2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and click the Log in button.

The initial page appears. If you log in for the first time, you are prompted to define your account on the Broadcom
Support Online website.

NOTE

 For more information about the interface, click the online help link at the top right corner of the page.
3. Click New.

You are prompted for the credentials to use on the Broadcom Support Online website.
Important! The account to which the credentials apply must have the Product Display Options set to BRANDED
PRODUCTS. You can view and update your account preferences by logging in to the Broadcom Support Online
website and clicking My Account. You need the correct setting to use CSM to download product information and
packages.

4. Specify the credentials, click OK, and then click Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings.

NOTE

 These settings are available on the User Settings page.
5. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then click Finish.

A dialog shows the progress of the configuration task. You can click Show Results to view the details of the actions in
a finished task.
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Important! If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Getting Started Using CSM: Scenarios
This section includes information and scenarios about how to get started using CSM.

 

How to Use CSM Scenarios

The scenarios in this section, imagine that your organization recently deployed CSM to simplify the installation of
Broadcom products and unify their management. You have also licensed a new Broadcom product. In addition, you have
a number of existing CSIs from previously installed products.

• The first scenario shows how you can use CSM to acquire the product.
• The second scenario shows how you can use CSM to install the product.
• The third scenario shows how you can use CSM to maintain products already installed in your environment.
• The fourth scenario shows how you can use CSM to deploy the product to your target systems.

How to Acquire a Product
The Product Acquisition Service (PAS) facilitates the acquisition of mainframe products and the service for those products,
such as program temporary fixes (PTFs). PAS retrieves information about products to which your site is entitled. Then it
records these entitlements in a software inventory that is maintained on your driving system.

You can use the PAS component of CSM to acquire a Broadcom product.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up a Broadcom Support Online account.
To use CSM to acquire or download a product, you must have a Broadcom Support Online account. If you do not have
an account, you can create one on the Broadcom Support website.

2. Determine the CSM URL for your site.
To access CSM, you require its URL. You can get the URL from your site's CSM administrator and log in using your z/
OS credentials. When you log in for the first time, you are prompted to create a CSM account with your credentials for
the Broadcom Support website. This account enables you to download product packages.

3. Log in to CSM and go to the Software Catalog page to locate the product that you want to manage.
After you log in to CSM, you can see the products to which your organization is entitled on the Software Catalog tab.
If you cannot find the product you want to acquire, update the catalog. CSM refreshes the catalog through the
Broadcom Support website using the site IDs associated with your credentials for the Broadcom Support website.

4. Download the product installation packages.
After you find your product in the catalog, you can download the product installation packages.
CSM downloads (acquires) the packages (including any maintenance packages) from the Broadcom FTP site.

After the acquisition process completes, the product is ready for you to install or maintain.

How to Deploy a Product
The Software Deployment Service (SDS) facilitates the mainframe product deployment from the software inventory of the
driving system to the target system. This facilitation includes deploying installed products that are policy-driven with a set
of appropriate transport mechanisms across a known topology.

You can use the SDS component of CSM to deploy a Broadcom product that you have already acquired and installed.
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Follow these steps:

1. Set up the system registry:
a. Determine the systems you have at your enterprise.
b. Set up remote credentials for those systems.
c. Set up the target systems (Non-Sysplex, Sysplex or Monoplex, Shared DASD Cluster, and Staging), and validate

them.
d. Add FTP information, including data destination information, to each system registry entry.

2. Set up methodologies.
3. Create the deployment, which includes completing each step in the New Deployment wizard.

NOTE
After creating the deployment, you can save it and change it later by adding and editing systems, products,
custom data sets, and methodologies, or you can deploy directly from the wizard. If you must deploy other
products to the previously defined systems using the same methodologies, you must create a separate
deployment.

4. Deploy the product, which includes taking a snapshot, transmitting to target, and deploying (unpacking) to your
mainframe environment.

After the deployment process completes, the product is ready for you to configure. You may have to perform other steps
manually outside of CSM before beginning the configuration process.

System Registration

You must add and then validate each system in the enterprise that you are deploying to the CSM system registry. You can
only send a deployment to a validated system. This process is called registering your system and applies to each system
in your enterprise. For example, if you have five systems at your enterprise, you must perform this procedure five times.

NOTE
After a system is registered, you do not need to register it again, but you can update the data in the different
registration fields and re-register your system.

The system registration process contains the following high-level steps:

1. Set up your remote credentials.
This is where you provide a user ID and password to the remote target system where the deployment will copy the
installed software to. Remote credentials are validated during the deployment process. You will need the following
information:
– Remote user ID
– Remote system name
– Password
– Authenticated authorization before creating a remote credential.
Your system administrator can help you with setting up your remote credentials.

2. Set up your system registry.
The CSM system registry is a CSM database, where CSM records information about your systems that you want to
participate in the deployment process. There is one entry for each system that you register. Each entry consists of
three categories of information: general, FTP locations, and data destinations.
Each system registry entry is one of four different system types. Two reflect real systems, and two are CSM-defined
constructs used to facilitate the deployment process. The two real system types are Non-Sysplex System and Sysplex
Systems. The two CSM-defined system types are Shared DASD Clusters and Staging Systems.

Non-Sysplex Systems
Specifies a stand-alone z/OS system that is not part of a sysplex system.
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NOTE
During system validation, if it is found to be part of a sysplex, you will be notified and then given the
opportunity to have that system automatically be added to the sysplex that it is a member of. This may
cause the creation of a new sysplex system. If you do not select the automatic movement to the proper
sysplex, this system will be validated and cannot be deployed.

Sysplex or Monoplex Systems
Specifies a Sysplex (SYStem comPLEX), which is the IBM mainframe system complex that is a single logic
system running on one or more physical systems. Each of the physical systems that make up a Sysplex is often
referred to as a member system.
A Monoplex system is a sysplex system with only one system assigned.
Note: Monoplexes are stored in the Sysplex registry tree but with the name of the Monoplex System and not the
Monoplex Sysplex name. For example, a system XX16 defined as a Monoplex, with a Sysplex name of LOCAL. It
will be depicted in the System Registry as a Sysplex with the name of XX16. This sysplex will contain one system:
XX16.
This system type can help you if you have Monoplexes with the same Sysplex name (for example: LOCAL).
Instead of showing multiple LOCAL Sysplex entries that would need to be expanded to select the correct
Monoplex system, the CSM System Registry shows the actual Monoplex System name at the top-level Sysplex
Name.

Shared DASD Clusters
Specifies a Shared DASD Clusters system, which defines a set of systems that share DASD and it can be
composed of Sysplex systems, Non-Sysplex systems, or both. A Staging system cannot be part of a Shared
DASD Cluster.

Staging Systems
Specifies a Staging system, which is an SDS term that defines a virtual system. A Staging system deploys the
deployment to the computer where the CSM driving system is located. To use a Staging system, the CSM driving
system must be registered in the CSM System Registry.

NOTE
A Staging system can be useful in testing your deployments and learning deployment in general. It can
also be used if your target systems are outside a firewall. For example, deploy to a Staging system and
then manually copy the deployment to tape.

3. Define the FTP location information for every system.
FTP locations are used to retrieve the results of the deployment on the target system (regardless if the deployment
was transmitted through FTP or using Shared DASD). They are also used if you are moving your deployments through
FTP.
To define the FTP location, provide the following:

URI
Specifies the host system name.

Port Number
Specifies the port number.
Default: 21.

Directory Path
Specifies the landing directory, which is the location that the data is temporarily placed in during a deployment.

4. Define a data destination for every system.
The data destination is how you tell CSM which technique to use to transport the deployment data to the remote
system. The following choices are available:

FTP
When FTP is selected as the transport mechanism, the deployment data is shipped to the target system
through FTP. It is temporarily placed on the target system at the landing directory specified in the FTP Location
information section of the System Registry.
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Shared DASD
When you specify shared DASD, CSM uses a virtual transport technique. That is, it does not actually copy the
data from one system to the other. Because the two systems share DASD, there is no need to do this. All of the
deployment data is kept in USS file systems managed by CSM.
Even though the DASD is shared, the remote system may not be able to find the deployment data in the USS
file system. Therefore, CSM temporarily unmounts the file system from the CSM driving system and mounts it in
read-only mode on the remote system.
For CSM to determine where to mount the file system on the remote system, you must specify a mount point
location in the data destination. In addition, you can provide allocation information for the creation of the
deployment file system, so that when the file system is created on the CSM driving system, it will be on the DASD
that is shared.

Data destinations are assigned to Non-Sysplex and Sysplex systems, and Shared DASD Clusters. Data destinations
are named objects, and may be assigned to multiple entities in the system registry and have their own independent
maintenance dialogs.
The remote allocation information is used by the deployment process on the remote system, letting you control
where the deployed software is placed. By specifying the GIMUNZIP volser, CSM adds a volume= parameter to the
GIMUNZIP instructions on the remote system. The list of zFS VOLSERs is needed only if both of the following occur:
– The software you are deploying contains USS parts.
– You select a container copy option during the deployment process.

NOTE
After you have created your systems, you will need to validate them.

5. Register each system by validating that it exists.

NOTE
You should validate your Non-Sysplex Systems first, and then your Sysplex or Shared Cluster Systems.

You start the validation process when you select the Validate button in the Actions drop-down list for a Sysplex
System, Non-Sysplex System, and Shared DASD Cluster on that system's System Registry Page. This starts a
background process using the CCI validation services to validate this system.
Note: Staging Systems are not validated. However, you will need to create and validate a system registry entry for the
CSM driving system if you are going to utilize Staging systems.
Note: If the validation is in error, review the message log, update your system registry-entered information, and
validate again.
You are now ready to deploy your products.

Deploying Products

After you install software using CSM, you still need to deploy it. You can use the deployment wizard to guide you through
the deployment process. In the wizard, you can deploy one product at a time. You can also save a deployment at any step
in the wizard, and then manually edit and deploy later.

NOTE
You must have at least one product, one system, and one methodology defined and selected to deploy.

You must complete the following steps in the Deployment wizard before you deploy:

Deployment Name and Description
Enter the deployment name and description using the wizard. The name must be a meaningful deployment name.

NOTE
Each deployment name must be unique. Deployment names are not case-sensitive. For example
DEPL1 and depl1 are the same deployment name.

We recommend that you enter an accurate and brief description of this deployment.
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CSI Selection
Select a CSI. A CSI is created for the installed product as part of the installation process.

Product Selection
Displays the products that are installed in the CSI you selected.

Custom Data Set
Custom data sets let you add other data sets along with the deployment. They contain either a z/OS data set or
USS paths.

• For a z/OS data set, you need to provide a data set name that is the actual existing z/OS data set and a mask
that names the data set on the target system. This mask may be set up using symbolic qualifiers and must be
available to CSM. During the deployment process, the custom data set is accessed and copied to the target
system the same way a target library is accessed and copied.

• For USS paths, you need to provide a local path, a remote path which may be set up using symbolic qualifiers
and type of copy. Type of copy can be either a container copy or a file-by-file copy.

You can add a custom data set.
Methodology

Methodology is the process by which data sets are named on the target system. A methodology provides the how
of a deployment, that is, what you want to call your data sets. It is the named objects with a description that are
assigned to an individual deployment.
To create a methodology, specify the following:
Data set name mask

Lets you choose symbolic variables that get resolved during deployment.
Disposition of the target data sets

If you select Create, ensure that the target data sets do not exist, otherwise, the deployment fails.
If you select Create or Replace and the target data sets do not exist, they will be created. If the target
data sets exist, Create or Replace indicates that data in the existing data set, file, or directory will be
replaced, as follows:
Partitioned data set

Create or Replace indicates that existing members in a partitioned data set will be replaced by
members with the same name from the source file. Any currently existing member that is not in
the source file will remain in the PDS. Any member from the source that does not already exist in
the target PDS will be added to the target PDS.
The amount of free space in the PDS should be sufficient to hold the additional content, because
no automatic compress is performed.

Directory in a UNIX file system
Create or Replace indicates files in a directory will be replaced by files with same name from the
source. Any currently existing directory in a UNIX file system that is not in the source will remain
in the UNIX file system.

Sequential data set or a file in the UNIX file system
Create or Replace indicates the existing data set or file and its attributes will be replaced with the
data from the source file.

For a VSAM data set (cluster)
Create or Replace indicates that an existing VSAM cluster should be populated with the data from
the source file. The existing VSAM cluster must be of the same type as the source cluster (ESDS,
KSDS, LDS, or RRDS). In addition, the existing VSAM cluster must have characteristics that are
compatible with the source cluster (such as, record size, key size, and key offset). Replace does
not verify the compatibility of these characteristics!
Note: You can replace the contents of an existing cluster using the IDCAMS ALTER command
to alter the cluster to a reusable state. You must do this before the data from the VSAM source is
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copied into the cluster using an IDCAMS REPRO command. The REPRO command will use both
the REPLACE and REUSE operands, and after you use it, the cluster is altered back to a non-
reusable state if that was its state to begin with.

System Selection
Select the system for this deployment.

Preview
Preview identifies the deployment by name and briefly states the products, systems, means of transport, target
libraries including source, target and resolution, as well as SMP/E environment and snapshot information. It
shows the translated symbolic qualifiers.
Use this option to review your deployment before deploying.

Deploy
Deploy combines the snapshot, transmit, and deploy action into one action. Deploy enables you to copy your
CSM-installed software onto systems across your enterprise. For example, you can send one or many products to
one or many systems. Deploy can send the software by copying it to a shared DASD or through FTP.

Summary
After your products have successfully deployed, you can review your deployment summary and then confirm your
deployment. You can also delete a completed deployment.

Confirm
Confirms that the deployment is complete. A deployment is not completed until it is confirmed. After it is
confirmed, the deployment moves to the Confirmed deployment list.

How to Maintain Existing Products
If you have existing CSIs, you can bring those CSIs into CSM so that you can maintain all your installed products in a
unified way from a single web-based interface.

You can use the PAS and SIS to maintain a Broadcom product.

Follow these steps:

1. Migrate the CSI to CSM to maintain an existing CSI in CSM.
During the migration, CSM stores information about the CSI in the database.

2. Download the latest maintenance for the installed product releases from the Software Catalog tab.
If you cannot find a release (for example, because the release is old), you can add the release to the catalog manually
and then update the release to download the maintenance.

3. Apply the maintenance.

NOTE
You can also install maintenance to a particular CSI from the SMP/E Environments tab.

NOTE
After the maintenance process completes, the product is ready for you to deploy. You may have to perform other
steps manually outside of CSM before beginning the deployment process.

Acquiring Products
This section includes information about how to use CSM to acquire products.
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Update Software Catalog
Initially, the CSM software catalog is empty. To see available products at your site, update the catalog. As new releases
become available, update the catalog again to refresh the information. The available products are updated using the site
ID associated with your credentials on the Broadcom Support website.

If you update the catalog tree and some changes are missing, check your user settings on the Broadcom Support website.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab.

NOTE
The information on the Software Status tab for HIPERs and new maintenance is based on the current
information in your software catalog. We recommend that you update the catalog on a daily or weekly basis
to keep it current.

2. Click the Update Catalog Tree link in the Actions section at the left.

You are prompted to confirm the update.
3. Click OK.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

Download Product Installation Packages
You can download product packages through the Software Catalog tab. The Update Catalog action retrieves information
about the products for your site.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of the Broadcom Support website on the
Software Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access the Broadcom Support website.
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2. Locate and select the product you want to download by using the Search For field or expanding the Available Products
tree at the left.
The product releases are listed.

NOTE
If the product does not appear on the product tree, click the Update Catalog Tree link in the Actions section
at the left. The available products are updated using the site ID associated with your credentials for the
Broadcom Support website. If you update the catalog tree and some changes are missing, check your user
settings on the Broadcom Support website.

3. Click Update Catalog Release in the Actions column in the right pane for the product release you want to download.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product pages are downloaded.

NOTE
You can expand the tree in the right panel by selecting the Products link from the catalog tree. Then, click the
vendor link in the right panel. If you select and download multiple products using this method and one of the
products cannot be downloaded, the remaining products are not downloaded either. Remove the checks from
the products that were processed and repeat the update catalog request.

Migrate Installation Packages Downloaded External to CSM
If you have acquired product pax files by means other than through CSM, you can add information about these product
installation packages to CSM from the Software Catalog tab.

Migrating these packages to CSM provides a complete view of all your product releases. After a package is migrated, you
can use CSM to install the product.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and click Insert New Product.

NOTE
A product not acquired from the Broadcom Support website does not appear in Software Catalog until you
perform this step.

An entry is added for the product.
2. Select the product gen level (for example, SP0 or 0110) for which the package applies.

The packages for the gen level are listed.
3. Click the Add External Package button.

You are prompted to enter a path for the package.
4. Specify the USS path to the package you want to migrate, and click OK.

Information about the package is saved in the CSM database.

NOTE
To see the added package, refresh the page.
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Add a Product
Sometimes, a product is not currently available from the Broadcom Support website. For example, if you are testing a
beta version of a product, the version is delivered to you by other means. You can add these types of product packages to
CSM using the Insert New Product action.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and click the Insert New Product link in the Actions section at the left.
You are prompted to supply information about the product.

2. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and click OK.
The product is added to the software catalog.

3. Click the gen level of the product you want to install on the product tree at the left.
The Base Install Packages section appears at the right.

4. Click the Add External Package button.
You are prompted to identify the package.

5. Specify the USS path to the package you want to add, and click OK.

NOTE
To add several packages from the same location, use masking.

Information about the package is saved in the CSM database.

NOTE
To see the added package, refresh the page.

Masking for External Packages

Masking lets you add more than one package (or set of maintenance files) from the same location using a pattern (mask).
You can use masking for components, maintenance in USS, and maintenance in data sets. You can use masking for files
only, not for directories.

Masking: Use the asterisk symbol (*).

• For PDS and PDSE, you can mask members using asterisks.
• For sequential data sets, use the following characters:
?

Match on a single character.
*

Match on any number of characters within a data set name qualifier or any number of characters within a member
name or file system name.

**
Match on any number of characters including any number of qualifiers within a data set name.

You can use as many asterisks as you need in one mask. After you enter the mask, a list of files corresponding to the
mask pattern appears.

NOTE
By default, all files in the list are selected. Verify what files you want to add.

Example 1

The following example displays all PDF files that are located in the /a/update/packages directory:

/a/update/packages/*.pdf
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Example 2

The following example displays all files that are located in the /a/update/packages directory whose names contain p0:

/a/update/packages/*p0*

Example 3

The following example displays all sequential data sets whose name starts with PUBLIC.DATA.PTFS.:

PUBLIC.DATA.PTFS.**

Example 4

The following example displays all members in the PDS/PDSE data set PUBLIC.DATA.PTFLIB whose name starts with
RO:

PUBLIC.DATA.PTFLIB(RO*)

Installing Products
This section includes information about how to use CSM to install products.

Install a Product
You can install a downloaded product through the Software Catalog, Base Install Packages section. The process starts a
wizard that guides you through the installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other
utilities required to install the product.

NOTE
If your site uses only one file system (for example, only zFS or only HFS), you can configure CSM to use this file
system for all installed products regardless of the file system that the product metadata specifies. The settings
are available on the System Settings, Software Installation page. The file system type that you specify will
override the file system type that the product uses.

Any USS file system created and mounted by CSM during a product installation is added in CSM as a managed product
USS file system. CSM lets you enable and configure verification policy that should be applied to these file systems when
starting CSM. For verification results, review CSM output.

These settings are available on the System Settings, Mount Point Management page.

During installation, you select the CSI where the product is to be installed, and specify its zones. You can either specify
target and distribution zones to be in the existing CSI data sets, or create new data sets for each zone.

NOTE
While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and select the product gen level (for example, SP0 or 0110) you want to install on the
product tree at the left.
Information about the product appears in the Base Install Packages section at the right, for example:
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NOTE
If a product is acquired external to CSM, you can install the product using the Install External Package link.
The process starts the wizard.

2. Do one of the following:
– If the package was acquired using CSM, locate the product package that you want to install, click the Actions drop-

down list to the right of the package, and select Install.
or

– If the package was acquired external to CSM, click the Install External Packages link under the Actions section in
the left pane, enter the location of the package, and click OK.

The Introduction tab of the wizard appears.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

3. Review the information about the installation, and click Next.

NOTE
If the license agreement appears for the product that you are installing, scroll down to review it, and accept it.

You are prompted to select the type of installation.
4. Click the type of installation, and then click Next.

(Optional) If you select Custom Installation, you are prompted to select the features to install. Select the features, and
click Next.
A summary of the features to install appears, with any prerequisites.

5. Review the summary to check that any prerequisites are satisfied.
– If no prerequisites exist, click Next.

You are prompted for the CSI to use for this installation.
– If prerequisites exist, and they are all satisfied, click Next.

You are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites. If an installed prerequisite is in more than one CSI or zone,
the CSI and Zone drop-down lists let you select the specific instance. After you make the selections, click Next.
You are prompted for the CSI to use for this installation.

– If prerequisites are not satisfied, click Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites, and then install this
product.
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NOTE
You can click Custom Installation to select only those features that have the required prerequisites. You
can click Back to return to previous dialogs.

6. Select an existing CSI, or click the Create a New SMP/E CSI option button, and click Next.
If you select Create a New SMP/E CSI, you are prompted to specify the CSI parameters.
If you select an existing CSI, the wizard guides you through the same steps. Allocation parameters that you specify for
work DDDEFs are applied only to new DDDEFs that might be created during the installation. The existing DDDEFs if
any remain intact.

NOTE
Only CSIs for the SMP/E environments in your working set are listed. You can configure your working set
from the SMP/E Environments tab.

After you select a CSI or specify a new CSI, you are prompted for the target zone to use.
7. Select an existing zone, or click the Create a New SMP/E Target Zone option button. Click Next.

NOTE
If you select Create a New SMP/E Target Zone, you perform additional steps similar to the steps for the
Create a New SMP/E CSI option. The target zone parameters are pre-populated with the values that are
entered for the CSI. You can change them.

If you want the target zone to be created in a new data set, select the Create New CSI Data Set check box and fill in
the appropriate fields.
After you select or specify a target zone, you are prompted for the distribution zone to use.

8. Select an existing zone, or click the Create a New SMP/E Distribution Zone option button. Click Next.

NOTE
If you selected to use an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected, and
you cannot select other distribution zone. If you selected to create a new target zone, you create a new
distribution zone, and you cannot select existing distribution zone.

After a distribution zone is selected or specified, a summary of the installation task appears.

NOTE
If you select Create a New SMP/E Distribution Zone, you perform additional steps similar to the steps for the
Create a New SMP/E CSI option. The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are
entered for the target zone. You can change them.

If you want the distribution zone to be created in a new data set, select the Create New CSI Data Set check box and fill
in the appropriate fields.
– If you want to use the same data set that you have already specified to be created for the target zone, the data set

will be allocated using the parameters you have defined when specifying the target zone.
9. Review the summary, and click Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

Create a CSI
You can create a CSI while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the following:
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• Data set allocation parameters, which you can then customize for each data set
• Parameters for DDDEF allocation

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that will be allocated during product installation. You can allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, you must specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the
following validations to help ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume defined

by VOLSER.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that should be allocated during the

installation.
a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Create a New SMP/E CSI from the product installation wizard.
You are prompted to define a CSI.

2. Specify the following, and click Next:
Name

Defines the name for the environment represented by the CSI.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.
Cross-System

Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.
High-Level Qualifier

Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that will be allocated during installation. The low-
level qualifier (LLQ) is implied by the metadata and cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this CSI should use SMS or data set parameters, and complete the applicable fields.
Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the SMS storage class for SMP/E data sets.
Management Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the management class for SMP/E data sets.
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Data Class (SMS Parameters only)
Defines the data class for SMP/E data sets.

VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets.
Note: This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.

Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)
Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the CSI appear.
3. Specify whether to use SMS or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the CSI, and complete the appropriate

fields.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software Installation
tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

4. Review the data set names. Click the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the
allocation parameters, and then click Next.
You are prompted to specify any additional parameters. A new CSI is specified.

Download LMP Keys
When you install a Broadcom product on z/OS systems, you must license the product on each system that uses the
product. You do this by entering Common Components and Services Broadcom License Management Program (LMP)
statements. You can download LMP keys through the Software Catalog tab so that the keys are available for you to enter
manually. The Show LMP Keys action retrieves the keys for the products to which your site is entitled.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and click the Show LMP Keys link in the Actions section at the left.

A list of LMP keys retrieved for the indicated site ID appears.
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2. Select the site ID for which you want to list the LMP keys from the Site IDs drop-down list.
The list is refreshed for the selected site ID.
If the list is empty or if you want to update the lists, proceed to the next step.

3. Click Update Keys.
You are prompted to confirm the update.

4. Click OK.
The LMP keys are retrieved. On completion of the retrieval process, the LMP keys are listed for the selected site.

NOTE
You can use the Refresh Site IDs button to refresh the information on the page.

Maintaining Products
This section includes information about how to use CSM to download and apply product maintenance packages.

How to Apply Maintenance Packages

Use this process to download and apply product maintenance packages.

1. Identify your download method. This section details the steps to use the following download methods:
– Download Product Maintenance Packages
– Download Product Maintenance Packages for Old Product Releases and Service Packs
– Manage Maintenance Downloaded External to CSM
Contact your system administrator, if necessary.

2. Apply the product maintenance package. This section also details the role of USERMODs.

NOTE
This section also describes how to back out maintenance that has been applied but not yet accepted.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Software Catalog tab.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of the Broadcom Support website on the
Software Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access the Broadcom Support website.

2. Click the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance on the product tree at the left.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section at the right.

3. Click the Update Catalog Release button for the product release for which you want to download maintenance.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.

Download Maintenance Packages for Old Product Releases and Service Packs

CSM does not retrieve information about old product releases and service packs. If you need maintenance from those
releases and service packs, you must add them to the software catalog before you can download the maintenance.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and click the Insert New Product link in the Actions section at the left.
You are prompted to supply information about the product release.

2. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and click OK.

NOTE
Use the same product name that appears on the product tree, and use the release and gen level values as
they appear for Published Solutions on the Broadcom Support website.

The product release is added to the software catalog.
3. From the product tree at the left, click the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance.

Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section at the right.
4. Click Update Catalog Release for the added product release.

NOTE
Maintenance packages are downloaded. A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task
completes, you can click Show Results on the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens
and you can view the action details. Click Close to close the task output browser. While a task is in progress,
you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the Tasks tab.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded External to CSM

Add Maintenance Packages

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

The maintenance package must be located in a z/OS data set or a USS directory. If you use a z/OS data set, it must have
an LRECL of 80. If you place the maintenance in a USS directory, copy it in binary mode.

The maintenance is placed as either a single package or an aggregated package that is a single file comprised of multiple
maintenance packages. An aggregated package is a file that comprises several single maintenance packages (nested
packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all nested packages that the aggregated package
includes and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is identified by
the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters, starting with AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) followed by a unique 6-digit number whose value increases by
1 with each added aggregated package.

NOTE
If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested
packages are added. The aggregated package itself will not be available in the list of maintenance packages.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
The maintenance packages for the release are listed.

2. Click the Add External Maintenance button.
You are prompted to specify the package type and location.

3. Specify the package type and either the data set name or the USS path.

NOTE
To add several packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Click OK.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database.
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NOTE
To see the added package, refresh the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you
want to view.
The maintenance packages for the release are listed.

2. Click the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Click the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages contained in the aggregated package appears.

How to Apply Maintenance Packages
Use this process to download and apply product maintenance packages.

1. Identify your download method. This section details the steps to use the following download methods:
– Download Product Maintenance Packages
– Download Product Maintenance Packages for Old Product Releases and Service Packs
– Manage Maintenance Downloaded External to CSM
Contact your system administrator, if necessary.

2. Apply the product maintenance package. This section also details the role of USERMODs.

NOTE
This section also describes how to back out maintenance that has been applied but not yet accepted.

Download Product Maintenance Packages
You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Software Catalog tab.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of the Broadcom Support website on the
Software Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access the Broadcom Support website.

2. Click the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance on the product tree at the left.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section at the right.

3. Click the Update Catalog Release button for the product release for which you want to download maintenance.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.
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Download Maintenance Packages for Old Product Releases and Service Packs
CSM does not retrieve information about old product releases and service packs. If you need maintenance from those
releases and service packs, you must add them to the software catalog before you can download the maintenance.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and click the Insert New Product link in the Actions section at the left.
You are prompted to supply information about the product release.

2. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and click OK.

NOTE
Use the same product name that appears on the product tree, and use the release and gen level values as
they appear for Published Solutions on the Broadcom Support website.

The product release is added to the software catalog.
3. From the product tree at the left, click the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance.

Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section at the right.
4. Click Update Catalog Release for the added product release.

NOTE
 Maintenance packages are downloaded. A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task
completes, you can click Show Results on the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens
and you can view the action details. Click Close to close the task output browser. While a task is in progress,
you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the Tasks tab.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded External to CSM
Some maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, APARs, and USERMODs, may be acquired externally
to CSM. You can add information about these maintenance packages to CSM from the Software Catalog tab. The process
starts a wizard that guides you through the migration.

Add Maintenance Packages

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

The maintenance package must be located in a z/OS data set or a USS directory. If you use a z/OS data set, it must have
an LRECL of 80. If you place the maintenance in a USS directory, copy it in binary mode.

The maintenance is placed as either a single package or an aggregated package that is a single file comprised of multiple
maintenance packages. An aggregated package is a file that comprises several single maintenance packages (nested
packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all nested packages that the aggregated package
includes and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is identified by
the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters, starting with AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) followed by a unique 6-digit number whose value increases by
1 with each added aggregated package.

NOTE
If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested
packages are added. The aggregated package itself will not be available in the list of maintenance packages.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
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2. Click the Add External Maintenance button.
You are prompted to specify the package type and location.

3. Specify the package type and either the data set name or the USS path.

NOTE
To add several packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Click OK.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database.

NOTE
To see the added package, refresh the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you
want to view.
The maintenance packages for the release are listed.

2. Click the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Click the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages contained in the aggregated package appears.

Manage Maintenance
After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can manage the maintenance in an existing SMP/E product
installation environment.

NOTE
While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

The following installation modes are available:

Receive and Apply
Receives the maintenance and applies it to the selected SMP/E environment.

Receive and Apply Check
Receives the maintenance and checks if the maintenance can be applied to the selected SMP/E environment.

Receive, Apply Check, and Apply
Receives the maintenance, checks if the maintenance can be applied to the selected SMP/E environment, and
applies it if it can be applied.

Receive Only
Receives the maintenance.

The process starts a wizard that guides you through the maintenance steps. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically
invokes the SMP/E and other utilities required to apply the maintenance.

NOTE
You can also manage maintenance to an SMP/E environment using the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and select the product from the tree at the left.
Maintenance information appears at the right for the releases you have.

2. Click Update Catalog Release for the release on which you want to apply maintenance.
The maintenance information is updated.

3. If the information indicates that maintenance is available, click the Release Name link.
The maintenance packages are listed, for example:
Red asterisks identify HIPER maintenance packages.

4. Click the Fix # link for each maintenance package you want to install.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog appears, identifying any prerequisites.

5. Review the information on this dialog, and click Close to return to the Maintenance Packages section.
6. Select the maintenance packages you want to install, and click the Install link.

Note: The Installed column indicates whether a package is installed.
The Introduction tab of the wizard appears.

7. Review the information about the maintenance, and click Next.
The packages to install are listed.

8. Review and adjust the list selections as required, and click Next.
The SMP/E environments that contain the product to maintain are listed. Only environments in your working set are
listed.

9. Select the environments in which you want to install the packages.
10. Click Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance will be installed, click OK to confirm the

selection and return to the wizard, and click Next.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can either wait until the
notification message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select
another SMP/E environment.

11. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and click Next.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them and click Next. CSM installs these prerequisites as part of the

process. If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. You must acquire the prerequisite and restart
the process.

– If HOLDDATA entries exist, review and select them, and click Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

NOTE
For more information about SMPWRKx and SYSUTx data sets, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference.

12. Review the allocation parameters of work DDDEFs, and edit them if necessary to verify, that sufficient space is
allocated for them during the maintenance installation:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance installation only.

To update allocation parameters for all DDDEFs automatically, click Retrieve DDDEF. CSM provides values
for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages that you want to install. All
DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

If you want to cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF, clear its check box.

If you want to edit the allocation parameters for a particular DDDEF after you automatically updated them
using the Retrieve DDDEF button, click Override. Make the necessary changes and click OK to confirm, and
return to the wizard.
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13. (Optional) Review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the selected SMP/E zones, and click Close
to return to the wizard.

NOTE
The allocation parameters can differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the Retrieve
DDDEF button.

14. Click Next.

NOTE
A summary of the task appears.

15. Review the summary, and click Install.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

NOTE
The task applies the maintenance. You can accept the maintenance (except USERMODs) using the SMP/E
Environments, Maintenance tab. As a best practice, CSM prevents you from accepting USERMODs.

View Installation Status of Maintenance Package

You can view installation status details of each maintenance package, including a list of SMP/E environments where the
package is installed. You can also see the SMP/E environment data sets, and the installation status of the package for
each SMP/E environment zone. For example, a maintenance package can be received in the global zone, but applied in a
target zone, and accepted in a distribution zone.

Note: The installation status is not available for aggregated maintenance packages, for packages that are uninstallable,
and for packages that do not have available SMP/E environments for installation.

Depending on the package status for each zone, you can see available actions for the package. For example, if the
package is not received in an SMP/E environment zone, the Install action is available.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and select the product release that has the maintenance package whose installation
status you want to view.
The maintenance packages for the release are listed.

2. Click the status link in the Installed column for the maintenance package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens to the Installation Status tab. A list of SMP/E environments with
package status per zone appears.

NOTE
Click the Actions drop-down list to start the installation wizard for packages that are not yet installed in at
least one SMP/E environment zone, or the accept wizard for packages that are not accepted in at least one
SMP/E environment zone. Click Install to More Environments to install the maintenance package in one or
more SMP/E environments available for the package.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Catalog
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
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USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

GROUPEXTEND Mode
CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for managing (applying and accepting)
maintenance.

Sometimes before you install a maintenance package, you install other maintenance packages first (SYSMODs).

If a SYSMOD - prerequisite for the required maintenance package, has not been applied or cannot be processed, you can
install the maintenance package in GROUPEXTEND mode. (For example, the SYSMOD is held for an error, a system,
or a user reason ID; it is applied in error; it is not available.) The SMP/E environment where the product is installed
automatically includes a superseding SYSMOD.

NOTE
When applying maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the SMP/E environment must receive all SYSMODs
that are included in the GROUPEXTEND option.

When you apply maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:

Apply Check
Checks if the maintenance can be applied to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

Apply
Applies the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

Apply Check and Apply
Checks if the maintenance can be applied to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
applies it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when applying the maintenance. Apply check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

You can also use the following similar installation modes to accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode:

• Accept Check
• Accept
• Accept Check and Accept

GROUPEXTEND Mode Maintenance

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

We recommend that you apply maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Receive all SYSMODs that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Apply check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not received) SYSMODs or
HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what SYSMODs were found and applied.
3. Run the maintenance in Apply mode, and specify SYSMODs that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA that you want

to bypass, if any exist.
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The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

NOTE
For more information about the BYPASS options, see the IBM SMP/E V3Rx.0 Commands. x is the SMP/E
release and corresponds to the SMP/E version that you use.

You can run the maintenance in Apply mode in the same CSM session after Apply check mode is completed. The values
that you entered for Apply check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Manage Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for managing (applying and accepting)
maintenance.

NOTE
While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from the tree on the left side.
A list of products installed in the SMP/E environment appears.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can either wait until the
notification message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select
another SMP/E environment.

2. Click the Maintenance link.
A list of maintenance packages for the products installed in the SMP/E environment appears.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply in GROUPEXTEND mode, and click the Apply
GROUPEXTEND link.
The Introduction tab of the wizard appears.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and click Next.
The packages that you want to apply are listed.

NOTE
Click a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The zones
indicate, where the maintenance package is already received, applied, or accepted. Click Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and click Next.
The Prerequisites tab of the wizard appears.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when applying the maintenance. Apply check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. We recommend that
you run the maintenance in Apply check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and click Next.
Installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and click Next:
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a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.

NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error user ID.

c. (Optional) Enter SYSMODs that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter several
SYSMODs, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA tab of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Click Next.

A summary of the task appears.
10. Review the summary, and click Apply GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

If you run the maintenance installation in Apply check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output.
Review what SYSMODs were found and applied.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Apply check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output.
Review if there are missing (not received) SYSMODs or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

You can accept the maintenance (except USERMODs) in the GROUPEXTEND mode using the SMP/E Environments,
Maintenance tab. As a best practice, CSM prevents you from accepting USERMODs.

NOTE
You cannot accept USERMODs in GROUPEXTEND mode. Providing you have not enabled NOUSERMODS
option, you can install USERMODs that are prerequisites for the maintenance package being installed.

Back Out Maintenance
You can back out an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package) through the SMP/E
Environments tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the backout.

NOTE
While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to back out maintenance
on the tree on the left side.
Products installed in the environment are listed.

2. Select the product component from which you want to back out maintenance.
The features in the component are listed.
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NOTE
You can back out maintenance from all the products in the environment. Click the Maintenance tab to list all
the maintenance packages for the environment.

3. Select the function from which you want to back out maintenance.
The maintenance packages for the feature are listed.

NOTE
You can use the Show drop-down list to show only applied packages.

4. Select the packages that you want to back out, and click the Restore link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can either wait until the
notification message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select
another SMP/E environment.

5. Review the information about the backout, and click Next.
The packages to back out are listed.

6. Review and adjust the list selections as required, and click Next.

NOTE
To review and adjust a list of zones from where you want to restore the maintenance, click Select Zones.
Click OK to confirm the selection and return to the wizard.

The Prerequisite tab of the wizard appears.
7. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and click Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance

backout process.
A summary of the task appears.

8. Review the summary, and click Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

Setting System Registry
This section includes information about how to use CSM to set the system registry.

The system registry contains information about the systems that have been defined to CSM and can be selected as a
target for deployments. You can create Non-Sysplex, Sysplex, Shared DASD Cluster, and Staging systems as well as
maintain, validate, view, and delete a registered system, and investigate a failed validation.

View a System Registry
You can view a system registry by using the CSM.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, Shared DASD Clusters, or Staging
Systems from the tree on the left side.
Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.
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Create a Non-sysplex System
You can create a non-sysplex system registry.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section click the Create Non-Sysplex System link.

The New Non-Sysplex System dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

1. Enter the following information, and click Save:
Name

Enter the non-sysplex system name.
Limits: Eight characters

NOTE
Sysplex and non-sysplex systems can have the same name. Use the Description field to differentiate
between these systems.

Description
Enter the description.
Limits: 255 characters

CCI System ID
(Optional) Enter the CAICCI system ID.
Limits: Eight characters

NOTE
The CAICCI system ID is a unique name for a system that is part of a CAICCI network. If you do not
specify one, CSM obtains it using a validate action.

The non-sysplex system is saved, and its name appears in the non-sysplex system list on the left.
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NOTE
To withdraw this create request, click Cancel.

2. Detail the nonstaging system.

WARNING
z/OS systems running under VM are treated as being in BASIC mode and not LPAR mode. As a result, the
LPAR number is null in the z/OS control block. When the LPAR number is null, the system validation output
shows the following message:

Property Name: z/OS LPAR Name, Value: ** Not Applicable **. 

Create a Sysplex or Monoplex
If you have monoplexes with the same sysplex name, you can create a sysplex or monoplex system registry. Monoplexes
are stored in the sysplex registry tree but with the name of the sysplex system and not the monoplex sysplex name. For
example, you have a system XX16 defined as a monoplex, with a sysplex name of LOCAL. The system registry displays
the system as a sysplex, with the name LOCAL. This sysplex contains one system: XX16.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section click the Create Sysplex link.

The New Sysplex dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

1. Enter the following and click Save.
Name

Enter the sysplex system name.
Limits: Eight characters

Description
Enter the description.
Limits: 255 characters

Sysplex and non-sysplex system can have the same name. Use the Description field to differentiate these systems.
The sysplex system is saved, and its name appears in the sysplex list on the right.

NOTE
Click Cancel to withdraw this create request.

WARNING
z/OS systems running under VM are treated as being in BASIC mode and not LPAR mode. As a result,
the LPAR number is null in the z/OS control block. In this case, the system validation output includes the
following message:

Property Name: z/OS LPAR Name, Value: ** Not Applicable **. 

2. Right-click the newly added sysplex and select Create Sysplex System to add a system to a sysplex. Repeat this
process for each system belonging to this sysplex.
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3. Enter the following data items for each system:
Name

Enter the sysplex system name.
Limits: Eight characters

NOTE
Sysplex and non-sysplex systems can have the same name. Use the Description field to differentiate
between these systems.

Description
Enter the description.
Limits: 255 characters

CCI System ID
(Optional) Enter the CAICCI system ID.
Limits: Eight characters

NOTE
The CAICCI system ID is a unique name for a system that is part of a CAICCI network. If you do not
specify one, CSM obtains it using a validate action.

The non-sysplex system is saved, and its name appears in the non-sysplex system list on the left.

NOTE
To withdraw this create request, click Cancel.

4. Detail the nonstaging system.

Create a Shared DASD Cluster
You can create a shared DASD cluster.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section click the Shared DASD Cluster link.

The New Shared DASD Cluster dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

1. Enter the following information, and click Save:
Name

Enter the shared DASD cluster name.
Limits: Eight characters

NOTE
Each shared DASD cluster name must be unique and it is not case-sensitive. For example, DASD1 and
dasd1 are the same shared DASD cluster name. A shared DASD cluster can have the same name as a
non-sysplex, sysplex, or staging system.

Description
Enter the description.
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Limits: 255 characters
The shared DASD cluster is saved, and its name appears in the Shared DASD Clusters section on the right.

NOTE
Click Cancel to withdraw this create request.

2. Right-click the newly added DASD cluster name and select Add System or Sysplex to this Shared DASD Cluster.
Select the systems or sysplexes that you want to add to the DASD cluster.

Create a Staging System
You can create a staging system.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section click the Create Staging System link.

The New Staging System dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

1. Enter the following information, and click Save:
Name

Enter the staging system name.
Limits: Eight characters

NOTE
Each staging system name must be unique and is not case-sensitive. For example, STAGE1 and stage1
are the same staging system name. A staging system can have the same name as a non-sysplex,
sysplex, or a shared DASD cluster.

Description
Enter the description.
Limits: 255 characters

The staging system is saved, and it appears in the Staging System Registry on the right.

NOTE
Click Cancel to withdraw this create request.

Authorization
CSM supports the following authorization modes for the system registry.

Edit Mode
Lets you update and change system registry information.

NOTE
After the information is changed, you must click Save to save the information or Cancel to cancel the
changed information.

View Mode
Lets you view system registry information.
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NOTE
You cannot edit information in this mode.

Change a System Registry
You can change the system registry if you have Monoplexes with the same sysplex name (for example: LOCAL). Instead
of showing multiple LOCAL sysplex entries which would need to be expanded to select the correct Monoplex system, the
CSM System Registry shows the actual Monoplex System name at the top level Sysplex Name.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, Shared DASD Clusters, or Staging
Systems from the tree on the left side.
Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system to change.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Update the following information as needed. The information that you update is dependent on whether you are
changing a Non-Sysplex System, Sysplex, Shared DASD Cluster, or Staging System.

4. Depending on the type of system, do one of the following:
– For Shared DASD or sysplex system only, select the contact system, which is the system where the Shared DASD

or FTP is located. The FTP location should be set to the contact system URI. The contact system is used for remote
credentials.
For example, if the contact system is set to CO11, FTP location URI is set to XX61 and the remote credentials are
set up for CO11, the deployment could fail because your remote credentials might not be the same on both systems
(CO11 and XX61) and, because you set the Contact System to CO11 but you are contacting to XX61, a spawn will
be started on CO11 but CSM will look for the output on XX61 because that is where the FTP location was set.

NOTE
Monoplexes are stored in the Sysplex registry tree but with the name of the Monoplex System and not the
Monoplex Sysplex name. For example, a system XX16 defined as a Monoplex, with a sysplex name of
LOCAL. It will be depicted in the System Registry as a Sysplex with the name of XX16. This sysplex will
contain one system: XX16.

The FTP and DATA Destinations at the system level are not used when the Sysplex is a Monoplex. The only FTP
Location and Data Destinations that are referenced are those defined at the Sysplex Level.

– For Staging systems, enter the GIMUNZIP volume and/or zFS candidate volumes.
The zFS candidate volumes let you specify an optional list of VOLSERs used during the allocation of zFS container
data sets for USS parts.

5. Select one of the following actions from the Actions drop-down list in the General bar:
Cancel

Cancel this maintenance.
Save

Save the changes to this maintenance.
Validate

Validate authenticates this entry.

NOTE
The validation process is done in steps; each system in this request is validated with the last step
summarizing, verifying, and confirming the validation. If the validation fails this step shows how the
validation failed. You can investigate the failed validation.
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Validation Rules

• For a Non-Sysplex system, that single system is validated and the last step summarizes, verifies, and confirms
the validation.

• For a Sysplex system, each system within the Sysplex is validated as an individual step and the last step
summarizes, verifies, and confirms the validation.

• For Shared DASD Cluster each Non-Sysplex system is validated, each Sysplex system is validated as
described in the Sysplex Rule and the last step summarizes, verifies, and confirms the validation.

NOTE
A Staging system is not validated.

When a system is validated, the status appears in the Status field.
The following are the system validation results:
Validated

Indicates that the system is available, status is updated as valid, and system registry is updated with
results from validation.

Validation in Progress
Indicates that the system status is updated to in progress.

Validation Error
Indicates that the system status is updated to error, and you can investigate the failed validation.

Not Validated
Indicates that this system has not been validated yet.

Not Accessible
Indicates that the she system has not been validated because it is no longer available or was not found in
the CCI Network.

Validation Conflict
Indicates that the system has been contacted but the information entered then different then the
information retrieved.

Error Details
When there is a validation conflict, the Error details button appears. Click this button to find the reason for this
conflict. You can investigate the failed validation.

NOTE
The error reason resides in local memory. If the message Please validate the system again appears,
the local memory has been refreshed and the error has been lost. To find the conflict again, validate this
system again.

Conflict Details
When a validation is in conflict, the Error details button appears. Click this button to find the reason for this
conflict. You can investigate the failed validation.

NOTE
The conflict reason is kept in local memory. If the "Please validate the system again." message appears,
the local memory has been refreshed and the conflict has been lost. To find the conflict again, validate
this system again.

Failed Validations

Use the following procedures in this section to investigate a failed validation, make corrections, and revalidate:
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• Investigate a Failed Validation using the Tasks Page
• Investigate a Failed Validation Immediately After a Validation
• Download a Message Log
• Save a Message Log as a Data Set
• View Complete Message Log

NOTE
The CSM screen samples in these topics use a non-sysplex system as an example. The method also works for
a sysplex or a shared DASD cluster.

Investigate a Failed Validation Using Task Output Browser

You can investigate a failed validation, make corrections, and validate it again.

Follow these steps:

1. On the System Registry tab, in the column on the left, find the system with a validation status error and make a note of
it.

2. Click the Tasks tab and then click Task History.
3. At the Show bar, select All task, or My task to list the tasks by Owner.

NOTE
You can refine the task list by entering USER ID, types, and status.

4. Find the failed validation and click the link in the Name column.

The Validate System Task Output Browser appears.

5. Click the Validation Results link to view the results.
6. Click the messages log to review the details for each error.

Note: You can analyze the error results and can determine the steps that are required to troubleshoot them.
7. Correct the issue and validate again.

Investigate a Failed Validation After Validation

You can investigate a failed validation, make corrections, and validate it again.
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Follow these steps:

1. On the System Registry tab, in the column on the left, find the system with a validation status error, and make a note of
it.

2. Click Details to see the error details.
3. If the error message prompts you to revalidate the system, click Validate.
4. Click the Progress tab.
5. Click Show Results to view the results.

The validation results appear.
6. Click the messages logs to review the details for each error.

Note: You can analyze the error results and can determine the steps that are required to troubleshoot them.
7. Correct the issue and validate again.

Download a Message Log

You can save the message log in the following ways:

• To download a zipped file of all the text messages for this validation, click the Deployment Name on the top left tree.
Click the Download Zipped Output button on the General menu bar. Save this file. 

• To download as TXT, click the Deployment Name or the Deployment Results on the left tree. Click the Action button on
the Message Log bar and click the Download as TXT. Save this file. 

• To download as ZIP, click the Deployment Name or the Deployment Results on the left tree. Click the Action button on
the Message Log bar and click the Download as ZIP. Save this file.

 

Save a Message Log as a Data Set

You can save a message log as a data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployment Name or the Deployment Results on the left tree. Click the Action button on the Message Log
bar, and click the Save as Data Set.
The Save Output as Data Set dialog appears. 
Note: This information is sent to Broadcom Support to analyze the failed deployment. 
Note: The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory. 

2. Enter the following information and click OK:

•Data Set Name
Enter a data set name. CSM generates a value.

VOLSER
For non-SMS data, enter the Volser.
Example:
Volser: SYSP01 and SYSP02

Storage class
For SMS Allocation data, enter the Storage Class.

The message log is saved as a data set.

View Complete Message Log

To view the complete message log for a failed validation, click Show All.

Note: To close the message log, click Close.
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Contact System

The contact system defines which system the deployment is unpackaged on. That is, which system CAICCI is spawned to
run the unpackaging.

When deploying to a shared DASD cluster, sysplex, or both, the deployment is sent to only one system in that
configuration, where it is unpackaged. The expectation is that all other systems within that configuration have access to
the unpackaged deployment.

For a shared DASD cluster or sysplex, the URI must be the URI of the Contact System. Also, set up Remote Credentials
for the contact system, because they are used to retrieve the deployment results.

zFS Candidate Volumes

You can use a zFS candidate volume when your environmental setup dictates that zFS container data sets are directed to
the specified volume.

When your environmental setup dictates that zFS container data sets are directed to specified zFS candidate volumes,
use one or more of the candidate volumes. CSM uses the candidate volumes in the IDCAMS statement to create the zFS
container VSAM data set.

The zFS candidate volumes are only required if the following statements are true:

• Your deployment has USS parts.
• You are doing a container copy.
• You selected zFS as the container type.
• The remote system requires it.

NOTE
Remote system requirement is customer defined.

To allocate and maintain your disk, the following products are recommended:

Allocate
Allocate is a powerful and flexible allocation management system that lets the Storage Administrator control the
allocation of all z/OS data sets.

Disk
Disk is a flexible, full-featured hierarchal storage management system.

You can also use the following standard IBM techniques:

• Allocation exits
• ACS routines

If you do not implement any of these options, z/OS needs a candidate list of volumes for placing the zFS archive.

Maintain a System Registry using the List Option
Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab.
The System Registry window appears.

2. In the System Registry panel on the right, click the System Type link, and then click the system name.
The detailed system entry information appears.
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Delete a System Registry
Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab and on the right, in the System Registry panel, select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes,
Shared DASD Clusters, or Staging Systems.
The system list appears.

2. Select each system registry that you want to delete, click Delete, and then click OK to confirm.
The system is deleted.

FTP Locations Introduction
The FTP Locations lists the current FTP locations for this system. You can add, edit, set default, or remove FTP locations.

An FTP location must be defined for every system. They are used to retrieve the results of the deployment on the target
system regardless if the deployment was transmitted through FTP or using Shared DASD. They are also used if you
are moving your deployments through FTP. You will need the URI (host system name), port number (default is 21), and
the directory path, which is the landing directory. The landing directory is where the data is temporarily placed during a
deployment.

Deployment FTP Locations

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is a protocol for transfer of files from one computer to another over the network.

Define an FTP location for every system if you deploy to specified systems within a sysplex. They are used to retrieve
the deployment results on the target system regardless of whether the deployment was transmitted through FTP or using
shared DASD. They are also used when you are moving your deployments through FTP. You need the URI (host system
name), port number (default is 21), and the directory path, which is the landing directory. The landing directory is where
the data is temporarily placed during a deployment.

Add FTP Locations

You can add FTP locations.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system you want to create FTP locations for.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the FTP Locations tab.
The FTP Locations window appears.

4. Click Add.
The New FTP Location dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

5. Enter the following information, and click Save:
URI

Enter the URI.
Limits: Maximum length is 255.
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Port
Enter the Port.
Limits: Maximum Port number is 65535 and must be numeric.
Default: 21

Directory Path
Enter the Directory Path.
Limits: Must start with a root directory, that is /.

The new FTP location appears on the list.

NOTE
Click Cancel to withdraw this create request.

Edit FTP Locations

You can edit FTP locations.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system you want to change FTP locations for.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the FTP Location tab.
The FTP Locations window appears.

4. Select the FTP location, click the Actions drop-down list, and select Edit.
The Edit FTP Location dialog appears.

5. Update the following and click Save:
URI

Enter the URI.
Limits: Maximum length is 255.

Port
Enter the Port.
Limits: Maximum Port number is 65535 and must be numeric.
Default: 21

Directory Path
Enter the Directory Path.
Limits: Most start with a root directory, that is, /.

Your changes are saved.

NOTE
Click Cancel to close this dialog without saving your changes.

Set FTP Location Default

You can set an FTP location default.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system you want to set the FTP location default to.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the FTP Locations tab.
The FTP Locations window appears.

4. Select the FTP location you want to set as the default, and then select Default from the Actions drop-down list.
Default appears in the Default column, and this location becomes the default FTP location.

NOTE
The Default action is not available if only one FTP location is defined.

Delete FTP Locations

You can delete FTP locations.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system you want to delete FTP locations from.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the FTP Locations tab.
The FTP Locations window appears.

4. Click the Select box for each FTP location you want to delete, click Remove, and then click OK to confirm.
The FTP location is deleted from this system.

Data Destinations
The Data Destinations page lists the current data destinations for this system. The following choices are available:

FTP
When FTP is selected as the transport mechanism, the deployment data is shipped to the target system
through FTP. The data is temporarily placed on the target system at the landing directory that the FTP Location
information section of the system registry specifies.

Shared DASD
When you specify shared DASD, CSM uses a virtual transport technique. That is, it does not actually copy the
data from one system to the other. Because the two systems share DASD, there is no need to copy the data. All
of the deployment data is kept in the USS file systems that CSM manages.
Even though the DASD is shared, it is possible that the remote system does not find the deployment data in the
USS file system. Therefore, CSM temporarily unmounts the file system from the CSM driving system and mounts
it in read-only mode on the remote system.
For CSM to determine where to mount the file system on the remote system, specify a mount point location in the
data destination. In addition, you can provide allocation information for the creation of the deployment file system.
The file system is created on the shared DASD, on the CSM driving system.

Data destinations are assigned to non-sysplex and sysplex systems, and shared DASD clusters. Data destinations are
named objects, and can be assigned to multiple entities in the system registry. Data destinations can have their own
independent maintenance dialogs.
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The deployment process on the remote system uses the remote allocation information and lets you control, where the
deployed software is placed. By specifying the GIMUNZIP VOLSER, CSM adds a volume= parameter to the GIMUNZIP
instructions on the remote system. The list of zFS VOLSERs is needed only if both of the following situations occur:

• The software that you are deploying contains USS parts.
• You select a container copy option during the deployment process.

NOTE
The FTP and data destinations at the system level are not used when the sysplex is a monoplex. The only FTP
locations and data destinations that are referenced are defined at the sysplex level.

Create Data Destinations

You can create data destinations that define the method that CSM uses to transfer the deployment data to the target
systems.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section click the Maintain Data destinations link.
The Maintains Data Destinations dialog appears.

2. Click Create.
The New Data Destination dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

1. Enter the following information, and click Save:
Name

Enter a meaningful name.
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

NOTE
Each data destination name must be a unique name and it is not case-sensitive. For example DATAD1
and datad1 are the same data destination name.

Description
Enter the description.
Limits: Maximum 255 characters.

Transmission Method
Select the transmission method.
Default: Shared DASD.

Mount Point
(Shared DASD only) Enter the mount point directory path, which is a directory path that must exist on the
target system. The user that is doing the deployment must have write permission to this directory, and mount
authorization on the target system.

NOTE
A mount user must have UID(0) or at least have READ access to the SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT
resource found in the UNIXPRIV class.

Limits: Maximum 120 characters

NOTE
SMS is not mutually exclusive with non-SMS. They can both be specified (usually one or the other
is specified though). This is where you specify allocation parameters for the deployment on a target
system.
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Storage Class
(Shared DASD only) Enter the Storage Class.
Limits: Maximum 8 characters
Example: SYSPRG

VOLSER
(Shared DASD only) Enter the Volser.
Limits: Maximum 6 characters
Example: SYSP01 and SYSP02

GIMUNZIP Volume
Enter the GIMUNZIP volume.
Limits: Maximum 6 characters

zFS Candidate Volumes
Enter zFS Candidate volumes.
Limits: Maximum 6 characters
The zFS candidate volumes allow the specification of an optional list of VOLSERs used during the allocation of
zFS container data sets for USS parts.

The new data destination appears on the Data Destination list.

NOTE
Click Cancel to withdraw this create request.

Add a Data Destination

You can add current data destinations to an existing system.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems related to the type you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system you want to add data destinations.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the Data Destination tab.
The Data Destination window appears.

4. Click Add.
The Pick Data Destination dialog appears.

5. Select the data destinations you want to add and click Select.
The data destinations are added to the system.

Maintain Data Destinations

You can maintain, delete, or create data destinations.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section, click the Maintain Data destinations link.
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The Maintains Data Destinations dialog appears.

NOTE
 A grayed select box indicates that the data destinations is assigned and cannot be removed. It can be
edited. 

2. Select Edit from the Actions drop-down list for the data destination you want to change.
The Edit Data Destinations dialog appears. An asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

3. Update the following and click Save:
Name

Enter a meaningful Name.
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

NOTE
Each data destination name must be a unique name and it is not case-sensitive. For example DATAD1
and datad1 are the same data destination name.

Description
Enter the description.
Limits: Maximum 255 characters.

Transmission Method
Select the transmission method.
Default: Shared DASD.

Mount Point
(Shared DASD only) Enter the mount point directory path, which is a directory path that must exist on the target
system. The user that is doing the deployment must have write permission to this directory, as well as mount
authorization on the target system.

NOTE
A mount user must have UID(0) or at least have READ access to the SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT
resource found in the UNIXPRIV class.

Limits: Maximum 120 characters

NOTE
SMS is not mutually exclusive with non-SMS. They can both be specified (usually one or the other
is specified though). This is where you specify allocation parameters for the deployment on a target
system.

Storage Class
(Shared DASD only) Enter the Storage Class.
Limits: Maximum 8 characters
Example: SYSPRG

VOLSER
(Shared DASD only) Enter the Volser.
Limits: Maximum 6 characters
Example: SYSP01 and SYSP02

GIMUNZIP Volume
Enter the GIMUNZIP volume.
Limits: Maximum 6 characters

zFS Candidate Volumes
Enter zFS Candidate volumes.
Limits: Maximum 6 characters
The zFS candidate volumes let you specify an optional list of VOLSERs used during the allocation of zFS
container data sets for USS parts.
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The updated data destination appears on the list of data destinations.

NOTE
 Click Cancel to withdraw this change request.

Set a Default Data Destination

You can set a default for a current data destination.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system link to which you want to set the data destination default.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the Data Destination tab.
The Data Destination window appears.

4. Select the data destination that you want as the default.
5. In the Action field, select Set as Default.

The word Default appears in the Default column.

Delete Data Destinations

You can delete current data destinations that have not been assigned.

WARNING
A grayed selection field indicates that the data destination is assigned and it cannot be deleted. The field can be
edited.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system where you want to delete a data destination.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the Data Destination tab.
The Data Destination window appears.

4. Click the Select field for each data destination you want to remove, click Remove, and then click OK to confirm.
The data destination is deleted from this system.

Remote Credentials
The Remote credentials page sets up remote credentials accounts by owner, remote user ID, and remote system name.
Use the Apply button to apply and save your changes.

WARNING
Remote Credentials are validated during the deployment process when deploying to a nonstaging system.
The user is responsible for having the correct owner, remote user ID, remote system name, password, and
authenticated authorization before creating a new remote credential.

You can add, edit, or delete remote credentials.
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Add Remote Credentials

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Settings tab, and select Remote Credentials from the tree on the left side.
Detailed information appears on the right side.

2. In the Remote Credentials Accounts panel, click New.
The New Remote Credential dialog appears.

3. Enter the following, and click OK:

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

Remote User ID

Enter a correct remote user ID.

NOTE
Limits: 64 characters

Limits: 2 to 63 characters

NOTE
The password is case-sensitive. Verify that your password follows the correct case-sensitive rules for your
remote system.

Limits: 2 to 63 characters

NOTE
The password is case-sensitive. Verify that your password follows the correct case-sensitive rules for your
remote system.

The remote credential entry appears on the Remote Credentials list.

Click Apply.

Your changes are applied.

Edit Remote Credentials

You can edit remote credentials.

WARNING
Remote Credentials are validated during the deployment process when deploying to a nonstaging system.
The user is responsible for having the correct owner, remote user ID, remote system name, password, and
authenticated authorization before creating a new remote credential.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Setting tab, and select Remote Credentials from the tree on the left side.
Detailed information appears on the right side.

2. In the Actions drop-down list, click Edit for the remote credential you want to edit.
The Edit Remote Credential window appears.

3. Update the following and click OK:

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

Remote User ID

Enter a correct remote user ID.
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Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

Remote System Name
Enter a correct remote system name.
Limits: Maximum 8 characters.
Example: RMinPlex

NOTE
A remote credential default can be set up by creating a remote credential without the system name. This
default would be for the user creating this remote credentials only.

Password
Enter a correct password.
Limits: Minimum 2 characters and Maximum 63 characters.

NOTE
Password is case sensitive, make sure that your password follows the correct case sensitive rules for
your remote system.

Confirm Password
Enter the correct confirm password.
Limits: Minimum 2 characters and Maximum 63 characters.

NOTE
Password is case sensitive, make sure that your password follows the correct case sensitive rules for
your remote system.

The remote credential entry appears on Remote Credentials list.

Click Apply

Your changes are applied.

Delete Remote Credentials

You can delete remote credentials.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Setting tab, and select Remote Credentials from the tree on the left side.
Detailed information appears on the right side.

2. In the Actions drop-down list, click Delete for the remote credential you want to delete.
A Delete Confirmation window appears.

3. Click OK.
The remote credential is deleted.

Deploying Products with CSM
This section includes information about how to use CSM to deploy products.

A deployment is a CSM object that you create to deploy libraries and data sets using a process that copies target libraries
defined to SMP/E and user data sets across both shared DASD and networked environments.

Deployment Status
Deployments exist in different statuses. Actions move deployments from one status to another. You can use the following
available actions for each of the following deployment statuses.
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Under Construction
The user is constructing the deployment.
Available Actions: All but Confirm

Snapshot in Progress
Snapshot is in Progress
Available Actions: Reset Status

Snapshot in Error
Snapshot failed
Available Actions: All but Confirm

Snapshot Completed
Snapshot Succeeded
Available Actions: Delete, Preview, Transmit, Deploy

NOTE
At this point, no editing, adding, or removing of products or systems is allowed.

Transmitting
The deployment archives are being transmitted using the FTP procedure.
Available Actions: Reset Status

Transmission Error
Transmission Failed
Available Actions: Delete, Preview, Transmit, Deploy

Transmitted
The deployment archives have been transmitted.
Available Actions: Delete, Preview, Deploy

Deploying
The deployment archives are being deployed.
Available Actions: Reset Status

Deploying Error
Deployment failed
Available Actions: Delete, Preview, Deploy

Deployed
The target libraries were deployed.
Available Actions: Delete, Summary, Confirm

Complete
The deployment is complete.
Available Actions: Delete, Summary

Creating Deployments
The deployment creation process consists of the following steps:

Initiate Deployment Creation

You can create a new deployment by using the New Deployment wizard.

To initiate deployment creation, click the Deployments tab, and then in the Actions section, click the Create Deployment
link.

The New Deployment wizard opens to the Introduction step.
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NOTE
When creating a deployment, you can save this deployment at any step in this wizard. This "under construction"
deployment is added to the current deployments list. You can maintain this deployment until a successful
snapshot has been created.

Define Name and Description

When you create a deployment, you begin by defining the name and description so that it will be known and accessible
within CSM.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Introduction step, enter a meaningful deployment name. 
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.
Note: Each deployment name must be unique and it is not case-sensitive. For example, DEPL1 and depl1 are the
same deployment name.

2. Enter the description of this deployment.
Limits: Maximum 255 characters.

3. Click Next.
The CSI Selection step appears.

NOTE
When creating a deployment, you can save this deployment at any step in this wizard. This "under construction"
deployment is added to the current deployments list. You can maintain this deployment until a successful
snapshot has been created.

Select a CSI

After you define the name and description, you select a CSI for the deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. On the CSI Selection step, in CSIs to Deploy, click the CSI you want to select.
The CSI selections listed are preselected from the SMP/E Environments page.

2. Click Next.
The Product Selection step appears.

NOTE
When creating a deployment, you can save this deployment at any step in this wizard. This "under construction"
deployment is added to the current deployments list. You can maintain this deployment until a successful
snapshot has been created.

Select a Product

After you select a CSI for the deployment, you select a product for the deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Product Selection step, select a product from the list.

NOTE
If you cannot select the product or product feature from the list, it is for one of the following reasons:

If a feature is mandatory for the selected product, the corresponding check box is also selected and disabled,
and you cannot deselect the feature from the list.
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2. If there is a text icon in the Text column, click it to read the instructions supplied by Broadcom Support for product, data
set, and other necessary information.

3. Click the check box I have read the associated text, and click Next. The Next button is disabled until you click the
check box.

NOTE
If there are no products displayed, the appropriate PTF that enables your products' deployment through
metadata has not been installed.

The Custom Data Sets step appears.

NOTE
When creating a deployment, you can save this deployment at any step in this wizard. This "under construction"
deployment is added to the current deployments list. You can maintain this deployment until a successful
snapshot has been created.

Select a Custom Data Set

A custom data set is a data set that contains either a z/OS data set or USS path.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Custom Data Sets step, select a custom data set from the list and click Select.

NOTE
To add a new custom data set, click Add Data Set and enter the custom data set information.

2. Click Next.

NOTE
The Methodology Selection step appears.

NOTE
When creating a deployment, you can save this deployment at any step in this wizard. This "under construction"
deployment is added to the current deployments list. You can maintain this deployment until a successful
snapshot has been created.

Select a Methodology

After you select a custom data set, you select a methodology, which lets you provide a single data set name mask that is
used to control the target library names on the target system.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Methodology Selection step, select a Methodology from the list.
2. (Optional) Click the Create button and enter the new methodology information.
3. Click Next. 

The System Selection step appears.

NOTE
When creating a deployment, you can save this deployment at any step in this wizard. This "under construction"
deployment is added to the current deployments list. You can maintain this deployment until a successful
snapshot has been created.

Select a System

After you select a methodology, you select a system.

Follow these steps:

1. On the System Selection step, select the systems to be deployed.
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NOTE
When two systems have the same name, use the description to differentiate between these systems.

Sysplex systems are denoted by sysplex system:system name. For example, PLEX1:CO11, where PLEX1 is the
sysplex system, and CO11 is the system name.

2. Click Next.
The Preview step appears.

NOTE
When creating a deployment, you can save this deployment at any step in this wizard. This "under construction"
deployment is added to the current deployments list. You can maintain this deployment until a successful
snapshot has been created.

Preview and Save the Deployment

After you select a system, you are ready to preview the deployment, and then save or deploy it.

• To save the deployment, click Save.
• To set up the deployment, click Deploy.

Note: Click Cancel to exit the wizard without saving.

The Preview identifies the deployment and describes the products, systems, means of transport, and target libraries
(including source, target, and resolution), as well as the SMP/E environment and snapshot information.

WARNING
Data sets may need to be APF-authorized and added to the Link List and Link Pack Area. These data sets are
identified in this dialog.

NOTE
??? in the Preview indicates that CSM has yet to assign this value.

View a Deployment
To view a deployment, click the Deployments tab, and select the current or completed deployment from the tree on the left
side. The detailed deployment information appears on the right side.

Change Deployments
You can change deployments any time before you snapshot the deployment.

WARNING
Each deployment must have at least one product defined, at least one system defined, and a methodology
defined.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab. The Deployment window appears.
2. On the right, in the Deployments panel click the current deployment link.

The detailed deployment information appears.
3. Click the Deployment Name link for the Deployment you want to change.

This deployment’s window appears.

NOTE
Change the information on this window as needed. Each deployment name must be unique and it is not
case-sensitive. For example DEPL1 and depl1 are the same deployment name. The methodology provides
the means for deployment. It is used to control the target library names on the target system.
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There are actions that you can perform based on Deployment State.
4. To change a methodology, select a methodology from the drop-down list and click Edit.

The Edit Methodology window appears. The Deployment ID is the value of the MSMID variable.

NOTE
You can perform the following actions:

5. Click Save on the Deployment Details window.
6. Click Actions drop-down list to do one of the following:
Preview (Summary)

NOTE
This action button changes to Summary after a successful deploy.

Generates a list of the following current information:

• Deployment’s ID
• Name
• Products
• Systems
• Transport information
• Target libraries including: source, target, and resolved data set names.
• SMP/E environment
• Snapshot path and container

Snapshot
Takes a snapshot of the current deployment.
A snapshot of the set of target libraries is taken by CSM, by utilizing the IBM supplied utility GIMZIP to create
a compressed archive of these libraries, along with a list of applied maintenance. The SMP/E environment is
“locked” during this archive creation process to insure the integrity of the archived data.

Transmit
Transmit enables a customer to take their CSM installed software and copy it onto systems across the enterprise
through FTP, in preparation for a subsequent deployment.

Deploy
Combines the snapshot, transmit, and deploy action into one action.

Confirm
Confirms that the deployment is complete. This is the final action by the user.

NOTE
A deployment is not completed until it is confirmed. Once it is confirmed the deployment moves to the
Confirmed deployment list.

Delete
Deletes deployment and its associated containers, folders, and files. This does not include the deployed target
libraries on the end systems. See delete a deployment for a list of deleted files.

NOTE
A deployment's deletion does not start until it is confirmed.

Reset Status
You can reset a deployment status when the deployment has a status of snapshot in progress, transmitting, or
deploying. See reset status for a list of deleted files.

7. Click Save on the Deployment Details window.
You changes are saved.
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Deployment Maintenance

You can maintain a deployment in the following ways:

• Adding
– System
– Product
– Custom data sets

• Delete
– Deployment

• Removing
– System
– Product
– Custom data sets

• Editing
– Maintain deployments
– Edit a custom data set
– Edit a methodology

• Viewing
– System
– Product
– Custom data sets

Failed Deployments

When a deployment fails, you investigate, correct, and deploy again. Use the following procedures in this section:

NOTE
A deployment is processed in steps and in order as listed in the Deployment window. Each step must pass
successfully before the next step is started. If a step fails, the deployment fails at that step, and all steps after
the failed step are not processed.

Investigate a Failed Deployment

When a deployment fails, you investigate, correct, and deploy again.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Deployments Page, in the left hand column, find the deployment with an error and note its name.
2. Click the Tasks tab and then click Task History.

NOTE
Click Refresh on the right hand side of the Task History bar to refresh the Task History display.

3. At the Show bar, select All tasks, or select My tasks to only see the tasks assigned to you.

NOTE
You can refine the task list further by selecting task and status types from the drop-down lists, and then sort
by Task ID.

4. Find the failed deployment step and click the link in the Name column.
The Task Output Browser appears.

5. Click the link in the Name column to view the results, and click on the messages logs to review the details for each
error. 
Note: You can analyze the error results and determine the steps required to troubleshoot them.
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6. Correct the issue and deploy again.

Download a Message Log

You can save the message log in the following ways:

• To download a zipped file of all the text messages for this validation, click the Deployment Name on the top left tree.
Click the Download Zipped Output button on the General menu bar. Save this file. 

• To download as TXT, click the Deployment Name or the Deployment Results on the left tree. Click the Action button on
the Message Log bar and click the Download as TXT. Save this file. 

• To download as ZIP, click the Deployment Name or the Deployment Results on the left tree. Click the Action button on
the Message Log bar and click the Download as ZIP. Save this file.

Save a Message Log as a Data Set

You can save a message log as a data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployment Name or the Deployment Results on the left tree. Click the Action button on the Message Log
bar, and click the Save as Data Set.
The Save Output as Data Set dialog appears. 
Note: This information is sent to Broadcom Support to analyze the failed deployment. 
Note: The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory. 

2. Enter the following information and click OK:

•Data Set Name
Enter a data set name. CSM generates a value.

VOLSER
For non-SMS data, enter the Volser.
Example:
Volser: SYSP01 and SYSP02

Storage class
For SMS Allocation data, enter the Storage Class.

• The message log is saved as a data set.

View Complete Message Log

To view the complete message log for a failed validation, click Show All.

Note: To close the message log, click Close.

Reset Deployment Status

You can reset a deployment status when the deployment has a status of snapshot in progress, transmitting, or deploying.
The message log explains if any containers, folders, and files were deleted during reset.

You can also investigate a failed deployment to see additional details in the message log.

The following statuses may be reset.

Snapshot in progress
Snapshot in progress is reset to snapshot in error.

Transmitting
Transmitting is reset to transmit in error.
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Deploying
Deploying is reset to deploy in error.

The following artifacts are reset by status.

Snapshot in Progress
Archive located at Application Root/sdsroot/Dnnnn, where nnnn = Deployment ID automatic number. Application
Root is defined in settings under mount point management,
Temp files located at Application Root/sdsroot/Deployment_nnnn, where nnnn = Deployment ID automatic
number.

Transmit in Progress
Nothing is reset.

Deploy in Progress
Nothing is reset.

Delete a Deployment
You can delete deployments.

Note: You cannot delete deployments that are currently being deployed.

A deployment deletion must be confirmed before a deletion starts.

NOTE
If system information was changed, not all files may be deleted. In this case, you many need to delete these
files manually. For example, if an FTP transmission was changed to a Shared DASD Cluster or if the remote
credentials are incorrect or changed.

The message log explains which containers, folders, and files were deleted during processing and which ones were not
deleted. See how to investigate a failed deployment for details on finding the message log.

NOTE
Target libraries are never deleted.

The following artifacts are deleted by status:

Under Construction
All applicable database records

Snapshot in Error
All applicable database records

Snapshot Completed
Archive located at Application Root/sdsroot/Dnnnn where nnnn = Deployment ID automatic number. Application
Root is defined in settings under mount point management.
All applicable database records.

Transmit in Error
Same as Snapshot Completed, plus attempts to delete any transmitted snapshots on target systems.

Transmitted
Same as Transmit in Error.

Deploy in Error
Same as Transmitted.

Deployed
Same as Snapshot Completed.
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Complete
Same as Snapshot Completed.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab.
The Deployment window appears.

2. On the right, in the Deployments panel, click the Current Deployments or Complete Deployments link.
The detailed deployment information appears.

3. Click the deployment name link, and from the Actions drop-down list, select Delete, and then click OK to confirm.
The deployment is deleted.

Confirm a Deployment
You can use this procedure to confirm that the deployment is complete.

NOTE
A deployment is not completed until it is confirmed. After it is confirmed, the deployment moves to the
Completed deployment list.

WARNING
Data sets may need to be APF-authorized and added to the Link List and Link Pack Area. These data sets are
identified in this dialog.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab.
The Deployment page appears.

2. Click Confirm.
The Confirmation dialog appears.

3. Review the confirmation.
4. Click OK when the deployment is correct.

NOTE
Click Cancel to exit this procedure without confirming.

The Deployment Summary window may contain the following:
– Deployment’s ID
– Name
– Products
– Systems
– Data Sets actions
– Transport information
– Target libraries including: source, target, and resolved data set names.
– SMP/E environment
– Snapshot path and container

The following example shows the Data Sets actions, Transport, and Target libraries information.
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Products
You can view, add, and remove products from a deployment.

View the Product List

You can view a product.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab.
2. Select the current deployment from the tree on the left side.

The detailed deployment information appears on the right side.

Add a Product

You can add a product to a deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab. The Deployments window appears.
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2. On the right, in the Deployments panel click the Current Deployment link. 
A list of current deployments appears.

3. Click the deployment name link.
4. In the Product List panel click Add Products. 

The Add Products wizard appears.
5. Select a CSI and click Next.

The Product Selection appears.
6. Select a product.
7. If there is a text icon in Text column, click the text icon to read the instructions supplied by Broadcom Support for

product, data sets, and other necessary information.
8. Click the "I have read the associated text by selecting the text icon from the list about" box. This box appears only if

there is a text icon.

NOTE
You will not be able to click Next until you click this box.

9. Click Next.
The Custom Data Set Selection appears

10. If needed, select or add a custom data set.
11. Click Add Products. 

The Product is added.

Remove a Product

You can remove a product from a deployment.

NOTE
This product will no longer be associated with the current deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab. The Deployment window appears.
2. On the right, in the Deployments panel click the Current Deployment link. 

A list of current deployments appears.
3. Select the deployment that you want to remove the product from.
4. In the Product List panel, select a product to remove.
5. Click the Remove link.
6. Click OK to the Remove Products confirmation window. 

The product is removed.

Custom Data Sets
You can view, add, edit, and remove custom data sets from a deployment.

A custom data set is a data set that contains either a z/OS data set or USS path.

• For a z/OS data set, you need to provide a data set name that is the actual existing z/OS data set and a mask that
names the data set on the target system. This mask may be set up using symbolic qualifiers and must be available to
CSM. During the deployment process, the custom data set is accessed and copied to the target system the same way
a target library is accessed and copied.

• For USS parts, you need to provide a local path, a remote path (which may be set up using symbolic qualifiers), and a
type of copy. The type of copy can be either a container copy or a file-by-file copy.
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View Custom Data Sets

You can view custom data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab, and select the current deployment from the tree on the left side.
The detailed deployment information appears on the right side.

Product Name Sort Arrows
Click the up arrow to place the product names in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

Add a Custom Data Set

You can add custom data sets to a deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab. 
The Deployments window appears.

2. On the right, in the Deployments panel, click the Current Deployment link. 
A list of current deployments appears.

3. Click the deployment name link.
4. In the Custom Data Sets List panel, click Add Data Sets. 

The Add Custom Data Sets dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

1. Select a Product from the drop-down list.
Note: When there are instructions, they are required and supplied by Broadcom Support.

2. Select the Data Set Type, either data set (step 7) or USS (step 10).
Default: data set

3. For data set, enter the data set name.
Limits: Maximum 44 characters.

NOTE
This is the existing z/OS data set name that you want CSM to include in the deployment when it is deployed
on the target systems.

4. Enter the data set name mask, click the file icon, and select a symbolic name.
Mask

This is the mask that will be used to name the data sets that are being deployed. They can contain symbolic
qualifiers. For example, if you enter CAPRODS.&SYSID, the &SYSID is replaced by its values, and if the SYSID
that is being deployed to is XX16, the DSN mask will be CAPRODS.XX16
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

NOTE
Each deployed target data set is named using the resolved content of the data set name mask followed
by the low-level qualifier of the source data set. Appending the low-level qualifier from the source data
set helps ensure uniqueness of the final data set name. Verify that the mask that you entered does not
exceed 35 characters when it is translated.The mask consists of one or more qualifiers that are separated
by periods. The maximum number of characters is 64, including the periods. While you are entering the
mask, CSM validates the mask by replacing symbolics with the minimum possible values first, and then with
the maximum values. If the validation with the minimum possible values fails, an error message appears
at the top of the dialog, and you cannot proceed. If the validation with the maximum values fails, a warning
message appears, and you can proceed.
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When the mask is translated, it has a maximum length of 44 characters including the periods and the low-
level qualifier from the source data set. The low-level qualifier from the source data set has a maximum
length of nine characters including a period.

Two consecutive periods are required to separate the two masks.

Two consecutive periods are required to separate the two masks.
5. Enter the Mask and click OK.
6. For USS data set type, enter the Local Path. The local path is the directory are where files are to be copied from.

Limit: Maximum 255 characters.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

1. Enter the Remote Path and/or click the file icon and select a symbolic name. The remote path is the path where the
files are to be copied to.
Limit: Maximum 255 characters.

2. Select the Type of Copy:
– If you select Container Copy, proceed to step 14.
– If you select File-by-file Copy, proceed to step 15, and ensure that the USS path exists on all of the remote systems

of this deployment, and that there is sufficient space to hold these target libraries.
Default: Container Copy

3. Click OK.
4. For Container Copy, enter the container name and/or click the file icon and select a symbolic name.

Limit: Maximum 64 characters.
Note: It consists of one or more qualifiers separated by periods, and has a maximum input length of 64 characters,
including the periods. When it is translated, it has a maximum length of 44 characters, including the periods.

NOTE
For Container Copy, the following occurs during the deployment process:

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

1. Select the Type of Container from the drop-down list.
2. Enter the Mount Point and/or click the file icon and select a symbolic name.

Limit: Maximum 255 characters.

NOTE
The container is created and it is mounted at a position in the USS file system hierarchy. The place in the
hierarchy where it is mounted is known as that containers mount point. Most nodes in the USS file system
can be mount points, for any one container.

3. Enter the percentage of Free Space needed.
The percentage of free space is the amount of space to leave in the file system, after the size has been computed.
This is done by specifying secondary space on the allocation. For example, the computed space was determined
to be 100 tracks. Then 35 would be 35% free space and the space allocations would be in tracks, 100 primary 35
secondary. While 125 would be 125% over and allocation would be in tracks, 100 primary 125 secondary.
Limit: 0 to 1000.

4. Click OK.
The custom data set is added.

Edit a Custom Data Set

You can edit a custom data set.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab. 
The Deployments page appears.

2. On the right, in the Deployments panel, click the Current Deployment link. 
A list of current deployments appears.

3. Click the deployment name link.
4. In the Custom Data Sets List panel, click the Actions drop-down list and click Edit. 

The Edit Custom Data Sets dialog appears.
Note: The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory. 

5. Select a Product from the drop-down list.
Note: When there are instructions, they are required and supplied by Broadcom Support.

6. Select the Data Set Type, either data set (step 7) or USS (step 10).
Default: data set

7. For data set, enter the data set name.
Limits: Maximum 44 characters.

NOTE
This is the existing z/OS data set name that you want CSM to include in the deployment when it is deployed
on the target systems.

8. Enter the data set name mask, click the file icon, and select a symbolic name.
Mask

This is the mask that will be used to name the data sets that are being deployed. They can contain symbolic
qualifiers. For example, if you enter CAPRODS.&SYSID, the &SYSID is replaced by its values, and if the SYSID
that is being deployed to is XX16, the dsn mask will be CAPRODS.XX16
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

NOTE
Each deployed target data set is named using the resolved content of the data set name mask followed
by the low-level qualifier of the source data set. Appending the low-level qualifier from the source data
set helps ensure uniqueness of the final data set name. Verify that the mask that you entered does not
exceed 35 characters when it is translated.The mask consists of one or more qualifiers that are separated
by periods. The maximum number of characters is 64, including the periods. While you are entering the
mask, CSM validates the mask by replacing symbolics with the minimum possible values first, and then with
the maximum values. If the validation with the minimum possible values fails, an error message appears
at the top of the dialog, and you cannot proceed. If the validation with the maximum values fails, a warning
message appears, and you can proceed.

When the mask is translated, it has a maximum length of 44 characters including the periods and the low-
level qualifier from the source data set. The low-level qualifier from the source data set has a maximum
length of nine characters including a period.

Two consecutive periods are required to separate the two masks.

Two consecutive periods are required to separate the two masks.
9. Enter the Mask and click OK.
10. For USS data set type, enter the Local Path. The local path is the directory where files are to be copied from.

Limit: Maximum 255 characters. 
Note: The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

11. Enter the Remote Path and/or click the file icon and select a symbolic name. The remote path is the path were the files
are to be copied to.
Limit: Maximum 255 characters.
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12. Select the Type of Copy:
– If you select Container Copy, proceed to step 14.
– If you select File-by-file Copy, proceed to step 15, and ensure that the USS path exists on all of the remote systems

of this deployment, and that there is sufficient space to hold these target libraries.
Default: File-by-file Copy

13. Click OK.
14. For Container Copy, enter the container name and/or click the file icon and select a symbolic name.

Limit: Maximum 64 characters.
It consists of one or more qualifiers separated by periods, and has a maximum input length of 64 characters, including
the periods. When it is translated is has a maximum length of 44 characters including the periods.
For container copy the following occurs during the deployment process:
a. A file system of the requested type is created
b. The size of the file system is computed as follows:

• The size off all of the constituent files and directories in the local path are added up as bytes.
• These bytes are converted to tracks and used as the primary allocation value
• If there is a non-zero percent of free space entered, it is used to calculate the secondary allocation.

c. All of the directories in the mount point will by dynamically created.
d. The file system will be mounted at the requested mount point

NOTE
The mount is not permanent. You will need to update your BPXPARMS to make this mount point
permanent.

e. The content from the local path will copied into the newly created and mounted file system.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

15. Select the Type of Container from the drop down list.
16. Enter the Mount Point and/or click the file icon and select a symbolic name.

Limit: Maximum 255 characters.

NOTE
The container is created and it is mounted at a position in the USS file system hierarchy. The place in the
hierarchy where it is mounted is known as that containers mount point. Most nodes in the USS file system
can be mount points, for any one container.

17. Enter the percentage of Free Space needed.
The percentage of free space is the amount of space to leave in the file system, after the size has been computed.
This is done by specifying secondary space on the allocation. For example, the computed space was determined
to be 100 tracks. Then 35 would be 35% free space and the space allocations would be in tracks, 100 primary 35
secondary. While 125 would be 125% over and allocation would be in tracks, 100 primary 125 secondary.
Limit: 0 to 1000.

18. Click OK.
The custom data set is changed.

Remove a Custom Data Set

You can remove a custom data set from a deployment.

NOTE
This data set will no longer be associated with the current deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab. 
The Deployment page appears.
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2. On the right, in the Deployments panel click the Current Deployment link. 
A list of current deployments appears.

Product Name Sort Arrows
Click the up arrow to place the product names in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

3. Select the custom data set that you want to remove from this deployment.
4. Click the Remove link.
5. Click OK to the Remove Custom Data Set confirmation window. 

The custom data set is removed.

Methodologies
You can create, maintain, edit, and delete methodologies from a deployment.

A methodology has the following attributes:

• A single data set name mask that is used to control what target libraries are to be called on the target systems and
where these deployment will go.

z/OS data sets
z/OS data sets use a data set name mask. The data set name mask is a valid data set name comprised of
constants and symbolic qualifiers.
The minimum methodology data consists of a data set mask and a target action. The symbolics in the data set
mask are either symbolics defined by CSM or z/OS system symbolics.

• Deployment Style information is used to create only or create and replace a methodology.
Create Only

Use Create Only when you are creating a new methodology that does not have any target libraries already
associated with a deployment.

Create or Replace
Use Create or Replace to:

• Create new data sets and/or files in a UNIX directory.
• Replace existing sequential data sets or files in a UNIX directory.
• For partitioned data sets, replace existing members, add new member without deletion of members that are

not replaced.

NOTE
Using Create or Replace would not cause the deployment to fail due to data set name conflicts.

Create a Methodology

You can create a methodology.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Create button, in the Methodology Selection in the New Deployment wizard.
The Create a New Methodology dialog appears.

2. Enter the methodology name.
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.
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NOTE
Each methodology name must be unique and it is not case-sensitive. For example Meth1 and meth1 are the
same methodology name.

3. Enter the description of this methodology.
Limits: Maximum 255 characters.

4. Enter the data mask name, click the file icon, and select a symbolic name.
Data Set Name Mask

This is the mask that will be used to name the data sets that are deployed. They can contain symbolic qualifiers.
For example, assume you enter, CAPRODS.&SYSID. In this case, the &SYSID. will be replaced by its values. If
the SYSID that is being deployed to is X16, the DSN mask will be: CAPRODS.X16
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

NOTE
Each deployed target data set is named using the resolved content of the data set name mask followed
by the low-level qualifier of the source data set. Appending the low-level qualifier from the source data
set helps ensure uniqueness of the final data set name. Verify that the mask that you entered does not
exceed 35 characters when it is translated.The mask consists of one or more qualifiers that are separated
by periods. The maximum number of characters is 64, including the periods. While you are entering the
mask, CSM validates the mask by replacing symbolics with the minimum possible values first, and then with
the maximum values. If the validation with the minimum possible values fails, an error message appears
at the top of the dialog, and you cannot proceed. If the validation with the maximum values fails, a warning
message appears, and you can proceed.

When the mask is translated, it has a maximum length of 44 characters including the periods and the low-
level qualifier from the source data set. The low-level qualifier from the source data set has a maximum
length of nine characters including a period.

5. Select a style of Deployment.
Create only

Creates new data sets.

NOTE
Prior to creating any data sets on the remote system, a check is made, to see if the data sets already
exist. The deployment is not allowed to continue if this occurs.

Create or Replace
Creates new data sets if they do not already exist, or replaces existing data sets.
Partitioned data set

Replaces existing members in a partitioned data set with members that have the same name as the
source file. Any currently existing member that is not in the source file will remain in the PDS. Any
member from the source that does not already exist in the target PDS will be added to the target PDS.
The amount of free space in the PDS will need to be sufficient to hold the additional content, since no
automatic compress will be done.

Directory in a UNIX file system
Replaces files in a directory with files with the same name as the source. Any currently existing directory
in a UNIX file system that is not in the source will remain in the UNIX file system.

Sequential data set or a file in the UNIX file system
Replaces the existing data set or file and its attributes with the data from the source file.

For a VSAM data set (cluster)
Populates an existing VSAM cluster with the data from the source file.
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Note: The existing VSAM cluster must be of the same type as the source cluster (ESDS, KSDS, LDS, or
RRDS), and it must have characteristics that are compatible with the source cluster (such as, record size,
key size, and key offset). Replace does not verify the compatibility of these characteristics.

To replace the contents of an existing cluster, the cluster is altered to a reusable state by using an IDCAMS
ALTER command, if necessary, before the data from the VSAM source is copied into the cluster by using
an IDCAMS REPRO command. The REPRO command will use both the REPLACE and REUSE operands.
Following the REPRO operation, the cluster is altered back to a non-reusable state if that was its state to begin
with.

6. Click Save.
The methodology is saved.

NOTE
Click Cancel to close this dialog without saving.

Symbolic Qualifiers

The data set name mask and the directory path contain the following symbolic qualifiers:

Data Set Name Mask
This is a unique name that identifies each data set. It consists of one or more qualifiers separated by periods, and
has a maximum input length of 64 characters, including the periods. When the data set name mask is translated
is has a maximum length of 44 characters including the periods.

Directory Path
This is a USS path name, it consists of one or more directory leaves separated by forward slashes, and has
a maximum input length of 255 characters including slashes. When the Directory Path is translated it has a
maximum length of 255 characters.

Symbolic Substitution
Symbolic substitution, or translation, is a process performed by CSM to resolve the mask values specified in
the data set name mask and directory path, into real names based upon the contents of the symbolic variables
at translation time. A CSM symbol is defined in the list of symbols. Each symbol begins with an ampersand (&)
and ends with a period (.). For example, the symbol &LYYMMDD. would be completely replaced with its value at
translation time, including the ampersand and trailing period. The trailing period is important and is considered
part of the symbolic name.
Symbolic Variables

You can use symbolic variables in the construction of a data set name with the value of the symbolic
variable to end a data set name segment.
Example: Assume MSMDID is 255.
SYSWORK.D&MSMDID..DATASET

NOTE
The double periods are necessary because the first period is part of the symbolic name, and
therefore does not appear in the translated value.

The final data set name is SYSWORK.D255.DATASET.
Numeric Values

Some CSM symbolic names translate to numeric values. In the case where you want to use one of these
symbolic variables in your data set name, you may have to precede it with a alpha constant. This is
because z/OS data set naming rules do not allow a data set name segment to start with a numeric.
If you wanted to use a date value in your translated data set name, you could use one of the CSM defined
date symbolic qualifiers such as &LYYMMDD. You must be careful how you construct the data set mask
value.
Example: Assume that you want to have a middle level qualifier to have a unique value based upon the
date of April 1, 2010.
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Mask = SYSWORK.D&LYYMMDD..DATASET, translates to SYSWORK.D100401.DATASET
An incorrect specification of the mask would be:
SYSWORK.&LYYMMDD..DATASET, translates to SYSWORK.100401.DATASET. Because the middle-
level qualifier starts with a numeric it is an invalid data set name.

Directory Paths
Symbolic substitution works in the same logical way for directory paths. However, directory paths do not
typically have periods in them, so you will typically not see the double dots in directory paths.
Example: Assume the target system is SYSZ.
/u/usr/&MSMSYSNM./deployments translates to /u/usr/SYSZ/deployments.

Preview Example

NOTE
Before a Product Deployment is deployed, the MSMDID shows as ???. After deployment, the Automatic ID is
assigned and this is the MSMDID.

Symbolic Qualifiers

• ID and System Information
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MSMDID
This is the CSM deployment ID.
Limits: This is automatically assigned by CSM when the Deploy button is clicked or when a deployment is saved.

MSMMPN
This is the CSM Mount Point Name. The value is entered into the mount point name field when adding a custom
data set with both the USS radio button and the Container copy radio button set. It is of primary value in remote
path.

NOTE
The Mount Point Name field can contain symbols when it is translated first, the value of the MSMMPN.
variable is resolved.

Example: Assume the value of MSMDID is 253 and the user entered the following information.
Mount point name: /u/users/deptest/R&MSMDID./leaf
Remote path: &MSMMPN.
The translated value of &MSMMPN is /u/users/deptest/R253/leaf

MSMSYSNM
This is the CSM system object name.

SYSCLONE
This is the shorthand name of the system.
Limits: Maximum 2 characters.

SYSNAME
This is the system name entered when a non-sysplex, sysplex, Shared DASD Cluster, or Staging system is
created.

SYSPLEX
This is the system name entered when a sysplex is created.
Note: This symbolic may not be used for a non-sysplex system.

SYSUID
The current user ID.

• Target Libraries
MSMHLQ

MSMHLQ is the high-level qualifier for the target library.
Limits: It is the characters before the first period in a fully qualified data set name. The high-level qualifier can be
from 1 to 8 characters.
Example: For the data set JOHNSON.FINANCE.DIVISION.SCRIPT, the high-level qualifier is JOHNSON.

MSMMLQ
MSMMLQ is the middle-level qualifier for the target library.
Limits: It is the characters after the first period and before the last period in a fully qualified data set name. The
middle-level qualifier size can vary based on the number of qualifiers defined.
Example: For the data set JOHNSON.FINANCE.DIVISION.SCRIPT, the middle-level qualifier is
FINANCE.DIVISION.

MSMLLQ
MSMLLQ is the low-level qualifier for the target library.
Limits: It is the characters after the last period in a fully qualified data set name. The low-level qualifier can be
from 1 to 8 characters.
Example: For the data set JOHNSON.FINANCE.SCRIPT, the low-level qualifier is SCRIPT.

MSMSLQ
This is the secondary low-level qualifier for the target library and it is the "segment" of the data set name just
before the low-level qualifier (MSMLLQ).
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Limits: It is the characters after the second to last period and before the last period in a fully qualified data set
name. The secondary low-level qualifier can be from 1 to 8 characters.
Example: For the data set JOHNSON.FINANCE.SECOND.SCRIPT, the low-level qualifier is SECOND.

MSMPREF
This is the target library prefix. The target library prefix is the entire data set name to the left of the MSMLLQ.
Example: For the data set JOHNSON.FINANCE.DIVISION.SCRIPT the prefix is JOHNSON.FINANCE.DIVISION.

MSMDLIBN
The deployed library number is a unique number, for each deployed library, within a deployment.
Example: Assume 3 target libraries in a deployment.
DSN = USER456.LIBR473.CAIPROC 

DSN = USER456.LIBR473.CAILOAD 

DSN = USER456.LIBR473.CAIEXEC

Assume the methodology specified a mask of:
&SYSUID..D&MSMDID..LIB&MSMDLIBN

Assume USERID is USER789, and the deployment ID is 877, then the resolved DSNs would be,
Deployed library = USER789.D877.LIB1.CAIPROC 

Deployed library = USER789.D877.LIB2.CAILOAD 

Deployed library = USER789.D877.LIB3.CAIEXEC

• Local Date and Time
LYYMMDD

This is the local two-digit year.
YY two-digit year
MM two-digit month (01=January)
DD two-digit day of month (01 through 31)
Example: 100311

LYR2
This is the local two-digit year.
LYR2 two-digit year
Example: 10

LYR4
This is the local four-digit year.
LYR4 four-digit year
Example: 2010

LMON
This is the local month.
LMON two-digit month (01=January)
Example: 03

LDAY
This is the local day of the month.
LDAY two-digit day of month (01 through 31)
Example: 11

LJDAY
This is the local Julian day.
LJDAY three-digit day (001 through 366)
Example: The Julian day for January 11th is 011.

LWDAY
This is the local day of the week.
LWDAY is three characters in length. The days are MON, TUE, WED, THR, FRI, SAT, and SUN.
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Example: MON
LHHMMSS

This is the local time in hours, minutes, and seconds.
HH two digits of hour (00 through 23) (am/pm NOT allowed)
MM two digits of minute (00 through 59)
SS two digits of second (00 through 59)
Example: 165148

LHR
This is the local time in hours.
LHR two-digits of hour (00 through 23) (am/pm NOT allowed)
Example: 16

LMIN
This is the local time in minutes.
LMIN two-digits of minute (00 through 59)
Example: 51

LSEC
This is the local time in seconds.
LSEC two-digits of second (00 through 59)
Example: 48

• UTC Date and Time
Coordinated Universal Time is abbreviated UTC.

YYMMDD
This is the UTC date.
YY two-digit year
MM two-digit month (01=January)
DD two-digit day of month (01 through 31)
Example: 100311

YR2
This is the UTC two digit year.
YR2 two-digit year
Example: 10

YR4
This is the UTC four digit year.
YR4 four-digit year
Example: 2010

MON
This is the UTC month.
MON two-digit month (01=January)
Example: 03

DAY
This is the UTC day of the month.
DAY two-digit day of month (01 through 31)
Example: 11

JDAY
This is the UTC Julian day.
JDAY three-digit day (001 through 366)
Example: The Julian day for January 11th is 011.
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WDAY
This is the UTC day of the week.
WDAY is three characters in length. The days are MON, TUE, WED, THR, FRI, SAT, and SUN.
Example: MON

HHMMSS
This is the UTC time in hours, minutes, and seconds.
HH two-digits of hour (00 through 23) (am/pm NOT allowed)
MM two-digits of minute (00 through 59)
SS two-digits of second (00 through 59)
Example: 044811

HR
This is the UTC time in hours.
HR two digits of hour (00 through 23) (am/pm NOT allowed)
Example: 04

MIN
This is the UTC time in minutes.
MIN two-digits of minute (00 through 59)
Example: 48

SEC
This is the UTC time in seconds.
SEC two-digits of second (00 through 59)
Example: 11

Maintain Methodologies

You can edit, replace, or remove methodologies.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab, and in the Actions section click the Maintain Methodologies link. The Maintain
Methodologies select window appears.

NOTE
A grayed select box indicates that the methodology is assigned and cannot be removed. It can be edited.
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2. Select a methodology. Select Edit from Actions list.
The Methodology window appears for editing.

Edit a Methodology

You can edit a methodology by updating or modifying any of the fields on the Edit Methodology window.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab, and in the Actions section click the Maintain Methodologies link.
2. Select the methodology that you want to edit, click the Actions drop-down list, and then click Edit.

The Edit Methodologies dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

NOTE
As with Add a Methodology, all fields are available to be edited and the details for each field are listed.
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• Enter the Methodology Name.
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

NOTE
Each methodology name must be unique and it is not case-sensitive. For example, Meth1 and meth1 are the
same methodology name.

• Enter the Description of this Methodology.
Limits: Maximum 255 characters.

• Enter the data set name mask, click the file icon, and select a symbolic name.
Data Set Name Mask

This is the mask that will be used to name the data sets that are deployed. They can contain symbolic qualifiers.
Example: CAPRODS.&SYSID. - in this case the &SYSID. will be replaced by its values. If the SYSID that is being
deployed to is XX16 the DSN mask will be: CAPRODS.XX16
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

NOTE
Each deployed target data set is named using the resolved content of the data set name mask followed
by the low-level qualifier of the source data set. Appending the low-level qualifier from the source data
set helps ensure uniqueness of the final data set name. Verify that the mask that you entered does not
exceed 35 characters when it is translated.The mask consists of one or more qualifiers that are separated
by periods. The maximum number of characters is 64, including the periods. While you are entering the
mask, CSM validates the mask by replacing symbolics with the minimum possible values first, and then with
the maximum values. If the validation with the minimum possible values fails, an error message appears
at the top of the dialog, and you cannot proceed. If the validation with the maximum values fails, a warning
message appears, and you can proceed.

When the mask is translated, it has a maximum length of 44 characters including the periods and the low-
level qualifier from the source data set. The low-level qualifier from the source data set has a maximum
length of nine characters including a period.

• Select a Style of Deployment.
Create only

Creates new data sets.

NOTE
Prior to creating any data sets on the remote system, a check is made, to see if the data sets already
exist. The deployment is not allowed to continue if this occurs.

Create or Replace
If you select Create or Replace and the target data sets do not exist, they will be created. If the target data sets
exist, Create or Replace indicates that data in the existing data set, file or directory will be replaced.
Partitioned data set

Create or Replace indicates that existing members in a partitioned data set will be replaced by members
with the same name from the source file. Any currently existing member that is not in the source file will
remain in the PDS. Any member from the source that does not already exist in the target PDS will be
added to the target PDS.
The amount of free space in the PDS will need to be sufficient to hold the additional content, since no
automatic compress will be done.

Directory in a UNIX file system
Create or Replace indicates files in a directory will be replace by files with same name from the source.
Any currently existing directory in a UNIX file system that is not in the source will remain in the UNIX file
system.
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Sequential data set or a file in the UNIX file system
Create or Replace indicates the existing data set or file and its attributes will be replaced with the data
from the source file.

For a VSAM data set (cluster)
Create or Replace indicates that an existing VSAM cluster should be populated with the data from the
source file.
Note: The existing VSAM cluster must be of the same type as the source cluster (ESDS, KSDS, LDS, or
RRDS), and it must have characteristics that are compatible with the source cluster (such as, record size,
key size, and key offset). Replace does not verify the compatibility of these characteristics!

To replace the contents of an existing cluster, the cluster is altered to a reusable state by using an IDCAMS
ALTER command, if necessary, before the data from the VSAM source is copied into the cluster by using
an IDCAMS REPRO command. The REPRO command will use both the REPLACE and REUSE operands.
Following the REPRO operation, the cluster is altered back to a non-reusable state if that was its state to begin
with.

• Click Save.
Your changes are saved.
Note: Click Cancel to close this dialog without saving your changes.

Delete Methodologies

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab, and in the Actions section click the Maintain Methodologies link.
The Maintain Methodologies select window appears.

2. Select the methodology that you want to delete.

NOTE
A grayed select box indicates that the methodology is assigned and cannot be deleted. It can be edited.

3. Click Delete and then OK to the Delete Methodologies confirmation window.
The methodology is deleted.

Systems
You can view, add, and remove systems from a deployment.

Target System Types

There are two types of target systems.
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Test Environment
Test Environment target systems isolate untested deployment changes and outright experimentation from the
production environment or repository. This environment is used a temporary work area where deployments can be
tested, modified, overwritten, or deleted.

Production
Production target systems contain current working product deployments. When activating products in a production
target system care must be taken, CSM recommends using the following procedure.

1. Copy the product to that target system with the data set names set to private. This allows only those assigned
to this area to test these deployed products. The purpose of this first stage is to test or verify that the product
is working.

2. Use intermediate test phases for products as they move through various levels of testing. For example you
may want to let the application development group as a whole use the product in its test mode prior to moving
to production.

3. Move the deployed products to production.

View a System List

You can view a system list.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab, and select the current deployment from the tree on the left side.
The detailed deployment information appears on the right side.

System Name Sort Arrows
Click the up arrow to place the system names in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

Type Sort Arrows
Click the up arrow to place the types in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

Description Sort Arrows
Click the up arrow to place the descriptions in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

Add a System

You can add a system to a deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab. 
The Deployment page appears.

2. On the right, in the Deployments panel click the Current Deployment link. 
A list of current deployments appears.

3. Click the deployment name link.
4. In the System List panel, click Add Systems. 

The Add Systems window appears.
5. Select a system to add and click OK.

NOTE
When two systems have the same name, use the description to differentiate between the systems.The
Preview window appears, and the system is added.
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Sysplex systems are denoted by Sysplex System:System Name. For example, PLEX1:CO11, where PLEX1
is Sysplex name and CO11 is the system name.

Remove a System

You can remove a system from a deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab.
The Deployment page appears.

2. On the right, in the Deployments panel, click the Current Deployment link.
A list of current deployments appears.

3. Select the deployment that you want to remove the system from.
System Name Sort Arrows

Click the up arrow to place the system names in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

Type Sort Arrows
Click the up arrow to place the types in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

Description Sort Arrows
Click the up arrow to place the descriptions in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

4. In the System List panel, select a system you want to remove.
5. Click Remove and then OK to the Remove Products confirmation window.

The system is removed.

Deployment Summary
The Action button is available after a successful deployment.

WARNING
Data sets may need to be APF-authorized and added to the Link List and Link Pack Area. These data sets are
identified in this dialog.

The Deployment Summary window may contain the following:

Deployment ID

• Name
• Products
• Systems
• Data Sets actions
• Transport information
• Target libraries including: source, target, and resolved data set names.
• SMP/E environment
• Snapshot path and container
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Installing Your Product from Pax-Enhanced ESD
This section describes the Pax-Enhanced ESD process. We recommend that you read this overview and follow the entire
procedure the first time you complete a Pax-Enhanced ESD installation. For experienced UNIX users, the Pax-Enhanced
ESD Quick Reference Guide has sufficient information for subsequent installations.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process requires write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the ESD process.

If you prefer not to involve all Broadcom product installers with z/OS UNIX System Services, assign a group familiar with
USS to perform Steps 1 through 4 and provide the list of the unpacked MVS data sets to the product installer. USS is not
required for the actual SMP/E RECEIVE of the product or for any of the remaining installation steps.

To install files using Pax-Enhanced ESD, use the following process:

1. Allocate and mount the file system. This process requires a USS directory to receive the pax file and to perform the
unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to Pax-Enhanced ESD and
create the directory in this file system. Ensure that all users who will be working with pax files have write authority to
the directory.

2. Copy the product pax files into your USS directory. To download files, choose one of the following options:
– Download a zip file from Broadcom Support Online to your PC, unzip the file, and then upload the product pax files

to your USS file system.
– FTP the pax files from Broadcom Support Online directly to your USS directory.

NOTE
Perform Steps 3 through 6 for each pax file that you upload to your USS directory.

3. Create a product directory from the pax file. Set the current working directory to the directory containing the pax file,
and create a directory in your USS directory by entering the following command: 

pax -rvf pax-filename

4. Use the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create z/OS installation data sets. The file UNZIPJCL in the directory that the
pax command created in Step 3 contains a sample JCL to GIMUNZIP the installation package. Edit and submit the
UNZIPJCL JCL.

5. Receive the SMP/E package. Use the data sets that GIMUNZIP created in Step 4. Perform a standard SMP/E
RECEIVE using the SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD (if applicable) DASD data sets. Also, specify the high-level qualifier for
the RELFILEs on the RFPREFIX parameter of the RECEIVE command.

6. Proceed with product installation. Consult product-specific documentation, including AREADME files and installation
notes to complete the product installation.

7. (Optional) Clean up the USS directory. Delete the pax file, the directory that the pax command created, all of the files
in it, and the SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA data sets.

How the Pax-Enhanced ESD Download Works
WARNING
To download pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process, you must have write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories used for the ESD process and available USS file space
before you start the procedures in this guide.

Use the following process to download files using Pax-Enhanced ESD:

1. Log in to Broadcom Support, and click Download Center.
The Broadcom Support web page appears.
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2. Under Download Center, select Products from the first drop-down list, and specify the product, release, and genlevel (if
applicable), and click Go.
The Broadcom Product Download window appears.

3. Download an entire Broadcom product software package or individual pax files to your PC or mainframe. If you
download a zip file, you must unzip it before continuing.
For both options, The ESD Product Download Window topic explains how the download interface works.

NOTE
For traditional installation downloads, see the Traditional ESD User Guide. Go to Broadcom Support, log in,
and click Download Center. A link to the guide appears under the Download Help heading.

4. Perform the steps to install the product based on the product-specific steps.
The product is installed on the mainframe.

ESD Product Download Window
You can download Broadcom product ESD packages multiple ways. Your choices depend on the size of the individual files
and the number of files that you want to download. You can download the complete product with all components, or you
can select individual pax and documentation files for your product or component.

The following illustration shows sample product files. The illustration lists all components of the product. You can use the
Download Cart by selecting one or more components that you need, or selecting the check box for Add All to cart. If you
prefer to immediately download a component, click the Download link.
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Clicking the link for an individual component takes you to the Download Method page.
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Depending on the size and quantity of ordered product files, the Download Method screen could also have these options:

Note: For mainframe downloads using this HTTP method, click the Learn More link.

The HTTP method lets you start downloading immediately. The FTP method takes you to the Review Orders page that
displays your order, first in a Pending status changing to Ready when your order has been processed.
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Preferred FTP uses the new content delivery network (CDN). Alternate FTP uses the Broadcom New York-based FTP
servers.

The Create a Zip File option first creates the zip, and when ready, offers the options that the Zip Download Request
examples show in the next illustration.

USS Environment Setup
You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support Online.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into MVS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to Pax-Enhanced ESD. The amount of space
that you need for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. You need to complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent
downloads. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.
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WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process requires write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the ESD process.

WARNING
The USS file system that is used for Pax-Enhanced ESD must have sufficient free space to hold the directory
that the pax command created, and its contents. You need approximately 3.5 times the pax file size in free
space to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14 MB pax file,
you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your ESD directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
You can use the zSeries File System (zFS) or hierarchical file system (HFS) for ESD downloads.

This procedure describes how to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate a zFS or an HFS.
• Create a mount point in an existing maintenance USS directory of your choice.
• Mount the file system on the newly created mount point.

NOTE
You must have either SUPERUSER authority, or the required SAF profile setting to allow you to issue the
USS mount command for the file system.

• Optionally, permit write access to anyone in the same group as the person who created the directory.

WARNING
USS commands are case-sensitive.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:
– On a zFS, use the following sample:

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(your_zFS_data_set_name) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate your_zFS_data_set_name -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– On an HFS, use the following sample:
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//ALCHFS EXEC PGM=IEFBR14 

//CAESD  DD   DSN=yourHFS_data_set_name,

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=3390,

//            DSNTYPE=HFS,SPACE=(CYL,(primary,secondary,1))

The file system is allocated.

NOTE
Ensure that the zFS or HFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for
USS file systems. If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not
allowing for the allocation. On an HFS, try using the ISPF 3.2 Data Set Utility to allocate your HFS data set.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create a /CA/CAESD directory in an existing
directory, /u/maint. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:

cd /u/maint/

mkdir CA

cd CA

mkdir CAESD

NOTE
This document refers to this structure as yourUSSESDdirectory.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:

– On a zFS, use the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name')

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSESDdirectory')

      TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(RDWR)

      PARM(AGGRGROW)

– On an HFS, use the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_HFS_data_set_name') 

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSESDdirectory') 

      TYPE(HFS)  MODE(RDWR)

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can use the chmod command to let other users access the

ESD directory and its files. For example, to allow write access to the ESD directory for other users in your USS group,
from the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following command:

chmod -R 775 /yourUSSESDdirectory/

Write access is granted.

NOTE
For more information about the chmod command, see the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User Guide
(SA22-7802).

Copy the Product Pax Files into Your USS Directory
To begin the Broadcom product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.
Use one of the following methods:
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• Download the product pax files directly from the Broadcom Support Online FTP server to your z/OS system.
• Download the product pax file from the Broadcom Support Online FTP server to your computer, and upload it to your z/

OS system.
• Download the product file from Broadcom Support Online to your computer. If your download included a zip file, unzip

the file, and upload the unzipped pax files to your z/OS system.

This section includes a sample batch job to download a product pax file from the Broadcom Support Online FTP server
directly to a USS directory on your z/OS system and sample commands to upload a pax file from your computer to a USS
directory on your z/OS system.

WARNING
The FTP procedures vary due to local firewall and other security settings. Consult your local network
administrators to determine the appropriate FTP procedure to use at your site.

Ensure that sufficient free space is available in the USS file system that you are using for Pax-Enhanced ESD to hold the
product pax file. If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:

EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

When the download finishes, the pax file size in your USS directory matches the value in the Size column for the
corresponding pax file on the Broadcom Products Download window.

Download Using Batch JCL
Use this process to download a pax file from the Broadcom Support Product Downloads window by running batch JCL on
the mainframe. Use the sample JCL attached to the PDF file as CAtoMainframe.txt to perform the download.

WARNING
To simplify the Pax-Enhanced ESD process, the PDF version of this guide includes a sample JCL job that you
can copy directly to the mainframe. To access this job, click the paper clip icon at the left of the PDF reader. A
window displaying attachments opens. Double-click the file to view the sample JCL.

NOTE
We recommend that you follow the preferred method as described on Broadcom Support Online. This procedure
is our preferred download method; however, we do include the procedure to download to the mainframe through
a PC in the next section.

Follow these steps:

1. Supply a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset with the name of the TCP/IP profile data set for your system. Consult your local

network administrators, if necessary.
The job points to your profile.

3. Replace YourEmailAddress with your email address.
The job points to your email address.

4. Replace yourUSSESDdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for ESD downloads.
The job points to your USS directory.

5. Locate the product component to download on the Broadcom Support Product Download window.
You have identified the product component to download.

6. Click Download for the applicable file.

NOTE
For multiple downloads, add files to a cart.

The Download Method window opens.
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7. Click FTP Request.

NOTE
The Review Download Requests window displays any files that you have requested to download. We send
you an email when the file is ready to download or a link appears in this window when the file is available.

8. Select one of the following methods:
Preferred FTP

Uses Broadcom worldwide content delivery network (CDN). If you cannot download using this method, review
the security restrictions for servers that company employees can download from that are outside your corporate
network.
Host Name:Downloads

Alternate FTP
Uses the original download servers that are based on Long Island, New York.
Host Name:Downloads for product files and download cart files and ftp://ftp.broadcom.com for individual solution
files.

Both methods display the host, user name, password, and FTP location, which you then can copy into the sample
JCL.

NOTE
The following links provide details regarding FTP: the FTP Help document link in the Review Download
Requests window and the Learn More link available in the Download Methods window.

9. Submit the job. 

WARNING
If your FTP commands are incorrect, it is possible for this job to fail and still return a zero condition code.
Read the messages in the job DDNAME SYSPRINT to verify the FTP succeeded.

After you run the JCL job, the pax file resides in the mainframe USS directory that you supplied.

Example

The following text appears in the attached CAtoMainframe.txt JCL file:

//GETPAX   JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'FTP GET ESD PACKAGE',

//          MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to download a pax file directly from  *

//* CA Support Online to a USS directory on your z/OS system.         *

//*                                                                   *

//* When editing the JCL ensure that you do not have sequence numbers *

//* turned on.                                                        *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. The SYSTCPD and SYSFTPD JCL DD statements in this JCL may be   *

//*    optional at your site. Remove the statements that are not      *

//*    required. For the required statements, update the data set     *

//*    names with the correct site-specific data set names.           *

//* 3. Replace "Host" based on the type of download method.           *

//* 4. Replace "YourEmailAddress" with your email address.            *

//* 5. Replace "yourUSSESDdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for ESD downloads.               *

//* 6. Replace "FTP Location" with the complete path                  *
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//*    and name of the pax file obtained from the FTP location        *

//*    of the product download page.                                  *

//*********************************************************************

//GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM='(EXIT',REGION=0M

//SYSTCPD  DD   DSN=yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset,DISP=SHR

//SYSFTPD  DD   DSN=yourFTP.DATA.dataset,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//INPUT    DD   *

Host

anonymous YourEmailAddress

lcd yourUSSESDdirectory

binary

get FTP_location

quit

Download Files to Mainframe through a PC
If you download pax or zip files from Broadcom Support Online to your PC, use this procedure to upload the pax file from
your PC to your z/OS USS directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Follow the procedures in How the Pax-Enhanced ESD Download Works to download the product pax or zip file to your
PC. If you download a zip file, first unzip the file to use the product pax files.
The pax or zip file resides on your PC.

2. Open a Windows command prompt.
The command prompt appears.

3. Customize and enter the FTP commands with the following changes:
a. Replace mainframe with the z/OS system IP address or DNS name.
b. Replace userid with your z/OS user ID.
c. Replace password with your z/OS password.
d. Replace C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile with the location of the pax file on your PC.
e. Replace yourUSSESDdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for ESD downloads.
f. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file to upload.
The pax file is transferred to the mainframe.

Example

This list is a sample of FTP commands to upload the pax file from your PC to your USS Pax-Enhanced ESD directory:

ftp mainframe

userid
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password

bin

lcd C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile

cd /yourUSSESDdirectory/

put paxfile.pax.Z

quit

exit

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
Use the sample job attached to the PDF file as Unpackage.txt to extract the product pax file into a product installation
directory.

WARNING
To simplify the Pax-Enhanced ESD process, the PDF version of this guide includes a sample JCL job that you
can copy directly to the mainframe. To access this job, click the paper clip icon at the left of the PDF reader. A
window displaying attachments opens. Double-click the file to view the sample JCL.

Follow these steps:

1. Supply a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSESDdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for ESD downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job runs and creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, uncomment and use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead.
This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM= parameters to a second line.

Sample Job to Execute the Pax Command (Unpackage.txt)

The following text appears in the attached Unpackage.txt JCL file:

//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX ESD PACKAGE ',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSESDdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for ESD downloads.               *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line, make  *

//*       sure the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.        *

//*********************************************************************
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//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSESDdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSESDdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets
Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create MVS data sets from the files in the product-specific
directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate and read the product readme file or installation notes, if applicable, which resides in the product-specific
directory that the pax command created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. You can perform this step in one of the following
ways:
– Use ISPF EDIT. Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
– Use TSO ISHELL. Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.
The job is edited.

3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.
Your view is of the product-specific directory.

4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:
a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.

NOTE
The default Java location is the following:

/usr/lpp/java/Java_version

b. Perform one of the following steps:
• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/

classes/.
• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.

One of the following occurs: ICSF is active, or you are using Java.
5. Change all occurrences of yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS data sets that the installation process

uses. We suggest that you use a unique HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify uniquely the package. Do not use
the same value for yourHLQ as you use for the SMP/E RELFILEs.
All occurrences of yourHLQ are set to your high-level qualifier for z/OS data sets.

6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable.
GIMUNZIP creates z/OS data sets with the high-level qualifier that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. You use these
data sets to perform the product installation. The pax file and product-specific directory are no longer needed.

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference (SA22-7772).
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Receiving the SMP/E Package
If you are installing the package into a new SMP/E environment, use the sample jobs included with the product to set up
an SMP/E environment before proceeding.

At this point, complete the SMP/E RECEIVE using files on DASD that the UNZIPJCL job created. Consult the product
sample JCL library that contains a sample job customized to receive the product from DASD. Specifically, you must
specify the following values:

• DASD data set names for SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD (if applicable)
• The HLQ that you used in the UNZIPJCL job on the RFPREFIX parameter on the RECEIVE command

How to Install Products Using Native SMP/E JCL

The following steps describe the process to install products using native SMP/E JCL:

1. Allocate product data sets and SMP/E data sets. 
2. Create SMP/E CSI.  
3. Receive base functions. 
4. Apply base functions. 
5. Accept base functions. 
6. Configure the product according to your site requirements.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for Pax Installation

For information about the members, see the comments in the JCL.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the macro PANSEDIT with your site-specific information and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC
location. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command. Each time you edit an installation
member, type PANSEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults with your specifications.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members. 
Note: Set the DASD HLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ for the unzip to DASD ESD JCL.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the PANSEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
PANEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member PAN#1ALL in an edit session and execute the PANSEDIT macro from the command
line.
PAN#1ALL is customized.

3. Submit PAN#1ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– The target and distribution data sets for Panvalet are created.
– Unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone are created.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member PAN#2CSI in an edit session and execute the PANSEDIT macro from the command line.
PAN#2CSI is customized.

5. Submit PAN#2CSI.
This job produces the following results:
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– The CSI data set is defined.
– The SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets are allocated.
– The global, target, and distribution zones are initialized.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation

Submit and run these yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has
completed successfully.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAMPJCL member PAN#3RECD in an edit session, and execute the PANSEDIT macro from the command
line.
PAN#3RECD is customized.

2. Submit the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL member PAN#3RECD to receive SMP/E base functions.
Third-Party Software for Panvalet is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member PAN#4APP in an edit session, and execute the PANSEDIT macro from the command
line.
PAN#4APP is customized.

4. Submit the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL member PAN#4APP to apply SMP/E base functions.
Third-Party Software for Panvalet is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member PAN#5ACC in an edit session, and execute the PANSEDIT macro from the command
line.
PAN#5ACC is customized.

6. Submit the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL member PAN#5ACC to accept SMP/E base functions.
Third-Party Software for Panvalet is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

Clean Up the USS Directory
WARNING
This procedure is optional. Do not use this procedure until you complete the entire installation process.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom product, we recommend removing the files from your USS directory and deleting unnecessary MVS data sets.
You can delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all of the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets

These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the UNZIPJCL job.

Note: Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to your Pax-Enhanced ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:

rm paxfile

paxfile
Specifies the name of the Broadcom pax file that you downloaded.
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The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific_directory

product-specific_directory
Specifies the product-specific directory that the pax command created.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

Apply Maintenance
Broadcom Support Online has maintenance and HOLDDATA published since the installation data was created. After the
maintenance process completes, the product is ready to deploy.

Follow these steps:

1. Check Broadcom Support Online and download any PTFs and HOLDDATA published since this release was created.
If the base release was created recently, no PTFs or HOLDATA will have been published yet. 

2. Transfer the downloaded files to two separate FB 80 sequential data sets. Use one data set to contain the PTFs and
the other to contain the HOLDDATA. 
The PTFs and HOLDDATA become accessible to the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL maintenance members. 

3. The PANSEDIT macro was customized in the installation steps. Verify that you still have the values from the base
installation. 

4. Open the SAMPJCL member PAN#6RECP in an edit session and execute the PANSEDIT macro from the command
line. 
PAN#6RECP is customized with your JOB statement, CSI location, and zone names. 

5. Customize the PAN#6RECP SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD DD statements to reference the FB 80 data sets for the PTFs
and HOLDDATA. 

6. Submit PAN#6RECP. 
The PTFs and HOLDDATA are received. 

7. Open the SAMPJCL member PAN#7APYP in an edit session and execute the PANSEDIT macro from the command
line. 
PAN#7APYP is customized. 

8. Submit PAN#7APYP. 
The PTFs are applied. 

9. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member PAN#8ACCP in an edit session and execute the PANSEDIT macro from the
command line. 
PAN#8ACCP is customized. 

10. (Optional) Submit yourHLQ.SAMPJCL member PAN#8ACCP. 
The PTFs are accepted. 
Note: You do not have to submit the job at this time. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy. 
Note: We recommend that you check for available maintenance; however, you may find that none is available.

HOLDDATA

When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.
Note: When you have completed the procedures in this section, go to Configuring Your Product.
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Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:

• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update
As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:

Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
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TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support
or Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance manually. After you complete the
maintenance process, the product is ready to deploy.

Download and Receive Maintenance

PTF Maintenance and HOLDDATA are available at Broadcom Support. To download and receive maintenance, use SMP/
E Receive Order, create a service order request online, or the following procedure during product installation and for
ongoing preventive maintenance in non-installation use cases according to your maintenance strategy.

We recommend that you use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to submit requests securely for PTFs and HOLDDATA
to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates the manual steps that are required to download the PTFs and
HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on
your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your system.

You can use the Create Service Order request from Broadcom Support to submit requests to download and receive
maintenance from the secure Broadcom download servers.

You can also download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support. With this option, you manually select PTFs and
build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive
the files. This utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS without the need for an intermediate platform, such as a
Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP). To use this download option,
you must be running Common Components and Services Version 15.0. Review the CAUNZIP requirements.

1. Select one of the following options to create a PTF maintenance package:
– Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance (see Configure SMP/E Internet

Service Retrieval).
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After your PTFs are downloaded and received, you are ready to apply and accept maintenance. To do so, go to
Apply and Accept Maintenance.

– Use the Create Service Order online interface (see Use the Create Service Order Online Interface). To apply and
accept maintenance, go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

– Select the PTFs manually, and then use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive the files. To do so, go to
step 2 and complete the remaining steps in this procedure.

2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads - Mainframe Software page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or search by product name and then select a product from the list.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Select the Solutions tab and select the product that you want.
A list of releases appears.

6. Use the hypertext link to select the release that you want.
A list of published solutions appears with the most recently published solutions shown first.

7. Select the checkbox next to the solutions that you want to download.
NOTE
To filter the list, search by solution number, CARS level, or description. You can also select an operating
system or component. For download solution search tips, see Solution Download Help.

8. Select a download method:
– Select Download Selected to go to the Download Manager. Use this option to create a complete solution

package that includes all requisite solutions back to an optional date. From the Download Manager, you can select
your download method (HTTPS or Secure FTP).

– Select HTTPS Download to start downloading immediately. Check your browser for the download progress.
– Select Secure FTP Download to download securely from downloads.broadcom.com. This option is the fastest and

most efficient download method.
For assistance, see Solution Download Help. For HTTPS and Secure FTP information, and sample JCL, see
Download Methods and Locations.
The solution package is downloaded.

9. Run the CAUNZIP utility by completing the following steps.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

10. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file and then complete the following steps:
a. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
b. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
c. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.

11. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the  macro, which you customized in the installation steps.
12. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.

NOTE
Update  SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

is customized.
13. Submit .

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
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The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone. After maintenance has been
downloaded for a product, you can apply and optionally accept the maintenance for products that are installed in the SMP/
E environment. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

After downloading and receiving your maintenance package, use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective
maintenance.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that any required file systems are mounted and that you have specified
the correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the
zFS file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /cai/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /cai/abc/CA.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

2. Submit .
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit .
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Corrective maintenance is complete. You can now optionally apply CARS maintenance.

Apply CARS Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
For information about CARS maintenance, see CARS in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
documentation.

1. Download the ASSIGN statements from https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads/pub/ASSIGNS/.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN files are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS level, download all YEARLY ASSIGN
statements, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

a. Determine whether to download the yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements in the following files: YEARyyyy.txt or
CARyymm.txt.

b. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session, update  SAMPJCL to download your ASSIGN statements from
Broadcom Support, and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

2. Submit .
The job downloads the ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN statements to
the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

4. Submit .
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.
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6. Submit .
The CARS PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit .
The CARS PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.

CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer be enhanced and maintenance and technical support, including self-service support, will
be discontinued effective June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:
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Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.
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After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.
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This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.
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Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
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5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.

CARS is a set of maintenance packages that are installed and tested regularly on the Broadcom Mainframe Software
Division development, test, and production systems. Install CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom
releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.
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To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address
 

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.
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As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
System.z/OS.%%

Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
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The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept

Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept Check and Accept

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.
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3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.
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NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

Configuring Your Product
This section describes the minimum configuration tasks needed before Panvalet can be started, customized, and used in
your environment.

Configuring the Option for ISPF
Configuring the Panvalet Option for ISPF consists of the following steps:

Step 1: Renaming the Primary Menu

The Option for ISPF is distributed with a sample modified ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu panel definition. This panel
definition, PSPIP000, contains an option P for Panvalet.

You must rename PSPIP000 to ISR@PRIM to invoke the Panvalet Option for ISPF from the ISPF/PDF Primary Option
Menu. In the following PSPIP000 copy, the two bold areas indicate the modifications to be made to the ISPF/PDF panel.

NOTE
If you make any changes of your own to ISR@PRIM, replicate these changes in PSPIP000 or make the Option
for ISPF changes to your modified panel definition.

%-----------------------  ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU ------------------------+

%OPTION  ===>_ZCMD                                                              

%                                                           +USERID   - &ZUSER  

%   0 +ISPF PARMS  - Specify terminal and user parameters   +TIME     - &ZTIME  

%   1 +BROWSE      - Display source data or output listings +TERMINAL - &ZTERM  

%   2 +EDIT        - Create or change source data           +PF KEYS  - &ZKEYS  

%   3 +UTILITIES   - Perform utility functions                                  

%   4 +FOREGROUND  - Invoke language processors in foreground                   

%   5 +BATCH       - Submit job for language processing                         

%   6 +COMMAND     - Enter TSO command or CLIST                                 

%   7 +DIALOG TEST - Perform dialog testing                                     
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%   8 +LM UTILITIES- Perform library management utility functions               % P +PANVALET - Browse, edit,

 and utilities <==== 

%   C +CHANGES     - Display summary of changes for this release                

%   T +TUTORIAL    - Display information about ISPF/PDF                         

%   X +EXIT        - Terminate ISPF using log and list defaults                 

%                                                                               

+Enter%END+command to terminate ISPF.                                           

%                                                                               

)INIT                                                                           

  .HELP = ISR00003                                                              

  &ZPRIM = YES        /* ALWAYS A PRIMARY OPTION MENU      */                   

  &ZHTOP = ISR00003   /* TUTORIAL TABLE OF CONTENTS        */                   

  &ZHINDEX = ISR91000 /* TUTORIAL INDEX - 1ST PAGE         */                   

  VPUT (ZHTOP,ZHINDEX) PROFILE                                                  

)PROC                                                                           

  &ZSEL = TRANS( TRUNC (&ZCMD,',')                                              

                0,'PANEL(ISPOPTA)'                                              

                1,'PGM(ISRBRO) PARM(ISRBR001)'                                  

                2,'PRM(ISREDIT) PARM(P,ISREDM01)'                               

                3,'PANEL(ISRUTIL)'                                              

                4,'PANEL(ISRFPA)'                                               

                5,'PGM(ISRJB1) PARM(ISRJPA) NOCHECK'                            

                6,'PGM(ISRPTC)'                                                 

                7,'PGM(ISRYXDR) NOCHECK'                                        

                8,'PANEL(ISRLPRIM)'                                             P,'PGM(PSPILINI) NOCHECK'

 <==== 

                C,'PGM(ISPTUTOR) PARM(ISR00005)                                 

                T,'PGM(ISPTUTOR) PARM(ISR00000)'                                

              ' '.' '                                                           

                X,'EXIT'                                                        

                *,'?' )                                                         

  &ZTRAIL = .TRAIL                                                              

)END                                                                            

**********************************************************************************

Step 2: Creating a CLIST or Logon Procedure to do Allocation

To make the Panvalet Option for ISPF operational, you must create a CLIST or logon procedure to allocate the Panvalet
Option for ISPF load, panel, and message libraries.

A sample CLIST follows:

CONTROL NOMSG                                    

WRITE ===> ALLOCATING PANVALET/ISPF FILES        

FREE FI(ISPLLIB ISPPLIB ISPMLIB ISPSLIB)          

ALLOC FI(ISPLLIB) DA('CAI.CBA5LMD0'        -      

                     'CAI.CBA3LINK'         -      

                     'ISP.VxRyMz.SISPLOAD') SHR   

ALLOC FI(ISPPLIB) DA('CAI.CBA5PNL0'        -      

                     'ISP.VxRyMz.SISPPENU') SHR   

ALLOC FI(ISPMLIB) DA('CAI.CBA5MSG0'        -      
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                     'ISP.VxRyMz.SISPMENU') SHR   

ALLOC FI(ISPSLIB) DA('CAI.CBA5SKL0'        -      

                     'ISP.VxRyMz.SISPSENU' -   

                     'ISP.VxRyMz.SISPSLIB') SHR   

WRITE ===> PANVALET/ISPF FILE ALLOCATIONS COMPLETE

Note the following, in the previous CLIST:

1. Change the data set names CAI.CBA5LMD0, CAI.CBA5PNL0, and CAICBA5MSG0. to the names you specified in
Step 2 and Step 3 for the load library, panel library, and message library, respectively. Change CAI.CBA3LINK to the
name of your Panvalet batch load library.

2. Replace the x, y, and z in VxRyMz with the version, release, and modification level of your version of ISPF/PDF.
3. If you use a logon procedure to allocate the Panvalet Option for ISPF libraries, specify the load data set with the

STEPLIB ddname instead of the ISPLLIB ddname.
4. You can use LIBDEFs to allocate panel (ISPPLIB) and message (ISPMLIB) libraries, but not the load library. LIBDEFs

do not support a normal z/OS LOAD (macro). For more information, see the IBM ISPF Dialog Management Guide and
Reference.

5. The following modules must be available:

Module Description

FGPAN23 Panvalet options module

PANPVGEM, PVEXTLDR, PVEXTUSR, and PVEXTPRD Generalized Exit Manager (GEM) modules

The modules must be in the same load library or in a library concatenated with the Panvalet Option for ISPF load library.
All FGPAN23 options in effect in Panvalet are also in effect for the Panvalet Option for ISPF.

Step 3: Testing the Option for ISPF

At this point, you are ready to test the Panvalet Option for ISPF. We recommend a test period to ensure that the
installation process was successful.

If you are having difficulty running the Option for ISPF, you can restore your regular ISPF/PDF environment by executing
the following CLIST:

CONTROL NOMSG                                        

WRITE ===> REALLOCATING ISPF/PDF WITHOUT PANVALET/ISPF

FREE  FI(ISPLLIB ISPPLIB ISPMLIB ISPSLIB)

ALLOC FI(ISPLLIB) DA('ISP.VxRyMz.SISPLOAD') SHR

ALLOC FI(ISPPLIB) DA('ISP.VxRyMz.SISPPENU') SHR

ALLOC FI(ISPMLIB) DA('ISP.VxRyMz.SISPMENU') SHR

ALLOC FI(ISPSLIB) DA('ISP.VxRyMz.SISPSENU' -

                     'ISP.VxRyMz.SISPSLIB') SHR       

WRITE ===> REALLOCATIONS COMPLETE                    

NOTE
In the previous CLIST, replace the x, y, and z in VxRyMz with the version, release, and modification level of your
version of ISPF/PDF.

Customizing the Option for ISPF (Optional)

After you have the Panvalet Option for ISPF installed and running, you can take several additional steps to customize the
product. For information about the options available to you, see Customizing the Option for ISPF next.
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Customizing the Option for ISPF
You can tailor the Option for ISPF to your site. The following sections describe the options that are available to you.

Selecting Library Concatenation Panels
By installation default, the Panvalet Option for ISPF uses standard library concatenation in the form of Project, Group, and
Type for any panels where libraries are concatenated. However, if your site uses a significant number of non-standard
Panvalet data sets, you can use an alternative set of panels, which support concatenation for non-standard libraries.
Examples of both types of panels are provided later in this section.

If you select the alternative panels at installation time, non-standard library concatenation is provided, replacing the
familiar concatenation of project, group, and type.

To display panels that use non-standard library concatenation, modify the Panvalet Option for ISPF panel, PSPIPOPT, by
setting the variable SF046 to Y.

NOTE
Sample panels in this guide use the standard form of library concatenation: project, group, and type format.

The following panel shows the standard form of library concatenation (using Project, Group, and Type):

--------------------------  PVEDIT - ENTRY PANEL  --------- CA 

COMMAND ===>                                                                    

                                                             VERSION - nnnyymm  

 Standard CA-Panvalet Library:                                                  

   PROJECT  ===> USERID                                                         

   GROUP    ===> SAMPLE     ===>           ===>              ===>               

   TYPE     ===> PANLIB                                                         

                                                                                

   MEMBER   ===> MEMBER1    (Blank for Criteria Selection PANEL for MSLs)       

                            (Member name with Wildcard * ? notation for MSL)    

 Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library  -  RETAIN ===> Y    (Y/N, Save in Profile)     

   DSNAME   ===>                                                                

   VOLSER   ===>            (If NOT Cataloged)                                  

                                                                                

 CA-Panvalet Retrieval/Save Options:                                            

   CONTROL  ===>            (If necessary)          EXPAND  ===> N  (Y/N)       

   ACCESS   ===>            (If necessary)       EDIT LOCK  ===> N  (Y/N)       

   SAVE     ===> 1          (1 = First  Library  UP LEVEL # ===> Y  (Y/N)       

                             O = Origin Library)                                

                                                                                

 CA-Panvalet EDIT Profile   ===>             Initial Macro  ===>                

                                                                                

   Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.                 

The following panel shows the non-standard form of library concatenation:

 ------------------------  PVEDIT - ENTRY PANEL  --------- CA  

COMMAND ===>                                                                    

                                                             VERSION - nnnyymm  

 Standard CA-Panvalet Library:                                                  

   DSNAME 1 ===>                                                                
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   DSNAME 2 ===>                                                                

   DSNAME 3 ===>                                                                

   DSNAME 4 ===>                                                                

                                                                                

   MEMBER   ===>             (Blank for Criteria Selection PANEL for MSLs)      

                             (Member name with Wildcard * ? notation for MS     

 Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library - RETAIN ===> Y   (Y/N, Save in Profile)      

   DSNAME   ===>                                                                

   VOLSER   ===>             (If NOT Cataloged)                                 

                                                                                

 CA-Panvalet Retrieval/Save Options:                                            

   CONTROL  ===>             (If necessary)           EXPAND  ===> N  (Y/N)     

   ACCESS   ===>             (If necessary)           EDIT LOCK  ===> N  (Y/N)  

   SAVE     ===> 1           (1 = First  Library      UP LEVEL # ===> Y  (Y/N)  

                              O = Origin Library)                               

                                                                                

 CA-Panvalet EDIT Profile   ===>                  Initial Macro  ===>           

                                                                                 

   Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.                 

PSPIPOPT Installation Options
You can modify the panel definition member PSPIPOPT (contained in the panel library) to define the Option for ISPF
installation options at your site. The PSPIPOPT panel definition member is usually referred to as the Options Panel.

PSPIPOPT contains a series of assignment statements, one for each option. To change an option, alter the right side of
the assignment statement.

NOTE
You must make alpha changes in uppercase or you will experience errors.

Before reading this section, browse the PSPIPOPT panel definition member. This section discusses each PSPIPOPT
parameter in its exact order within the member. For additional information about PSPIPOPT, see the documentation within
the PSPIPOPT member itself.

The following sections discuss the PSPIPOPT.

NOTE
The Option for ISPF honors any batch PVOPT options (with the exception of suppressed commands) that are
described in the topic "PVOPT Macro USERMODs."

Edit Sub-Command Keywords

When using the Option for ISPF EDIT, COPY, CREATE, and REPLACE commands to manipulate Panvalet members, it
might be necessary to enter additional command information. The Option for ISPF provides an extended entry panel for
each command to accomplish this.

Specify a four-character keyword after the COPY, CREATE, or REPLACE command to display the corresponding
extended entry panel. This four-character keyword defaults to /PAN. However, you can choose four different characters by
modifying the assignment strings for dialog variables PCKW, PKKW, and PRKW on the options panel definition member
PSPIPOPT.

For example:

COMMAND ==> CREATE /PAN
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This command would display the following panel:

--------------------  PVEDIT(CREATE) - ENTRY PANEL  ------- CA 

                                                                                

 EDIT LIBRARY(MEMBER): USERID01.TEST.PANLIB(TEST)                               

                                                                                

 To Standard CA-Panvalet Library:                                               

   PROJECT    ===> USERID01                                                     

   GROUP      ===> TEST                                                         

   TYPE       ===> PANLIB                                                       

                                                                                

   MEMBER     ===>                                                              

                                                                                

 To Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library:                                           

   DSNAME     ===>                                                              

   VOLSER     ===>          (If NOT Cataloged)                                  

                                                                                

 Create Member Options:                                                         

   USER CODE  ===>          (Optional)       PAN/TSO    ===> PAN  (Sequencing)  

   CONTROL    ===>          (If necessary for the TO LIBRARY)                   

   FORMAT     ===> Y        (Y = Format according to Language type)             

                            (N = NOFORMAT, store all characters)                

   COMMENT    ===>                                                              

                                                                                

COMMAND ===>                                                                    

 F1=HELP      F2=SPLIT     F3=END      F4=RETURN    F5=RFIND     F6=RCHANGE     

 F7=UP        F8=DOWN      F9=SWAP     F10=LEFT     F11=RIGHT    F12=RETRIEVE  

The Edit Sub-Command Keywords (PCKW, PKKW, and PRKW) are displayed at the top of the PSPIPOPT member
following the BODY and INIT PSIPOPT statements, as shown in the following example:

)BODY                                                           

  /* Panel PSPIPOPT   */                                        

                                                                

)INIT                                                           

  .RESP = 'ENTER'                                               

                                                                

  /*                                                          */

  /* CA-PANVALET/ISPF Edit sub-command keywords.              */

  /*                                                          */

  &PCKW = '/PAN'         /* Edit COPY keyword.                */

  &PKKW = '/PAN'         /* Edit CREATE keyword.              */

  &PRKW = '/PAN'         /* Edit REPLACE keyword.             */

You can change the keyword default entry, /PAN, to the four characters of your choice.

NOTE
We recommend that the keyword begin with a special character (for example, slash [/] or asterisk [*]) so that it
does not interfere with Panvalet member naming conventions.

To change the PCKW, PKKW, and PRKW defaults from /PAN to /CAI, alter the defaults in the example, as follows:

&PCKW = '/CAI'         /* Edit COPY keyword.                */
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&PKKW = '/CAI'         /* Edit CREATE keyword.              */

&PRKW = '/CAI'         /* Edit REPLACE keyword.             */

Edit/Browse Temporary Data Set Variables

For information about the technique for interfacing to the ISPF PDF Edit and Browse services, see Relationships Between
the Option for ISPF and ISPF/PDF in this section. Before you invoke these services, use variables to allocate a temporary
data set with a five-qualifier name.

• The first and second qualifiers are determined by the values of the ISPF system variables ZPREFIX and ZUSER.
When ZPREFIX and ZUSER are the same, only ZUSER is used in the building of the temporary data set. You can
control the use of ZPREFIX and ZUSER in the temporary Edit and Browse data sets from the panel definition member
PSPIPOPT by using the PQZP and PQZU variables.
In some instances, the values of ZPREFIX or ZUSER might not be acceptable as high-level data set qualifiers for
the building of the temporary Edit and Browse data set. If this is the case at your site, you can set the variable PQZP
(ZPREFIX) or PQZU (ZUSER) to off (N). Acceptable entries for these two variables are an uppercase Y or N.

NOTE
You must specify Y for at least one variable for Panvalet to arrive at a valid high-level qualifier.

PSPIPOPT is set by default to use both ZPREFIX and ZUSER as high-level qualifiers. You can choose ZPREFIX and
ZUSER as the first and second qualifiers for the temporary Edit and Browse data sets.

• The third and fourth qualifiers default to PANVALET and ISPFOPTN, respectively. However, you can choose different
names for these two qualifiers by modifying the assignment strings for dialog variables PQL1 and PQL2 on the panel
definition member PSPIPOPT.
The temporary data set is created on the VOLSER specified by the assignment string to dialog variable PDVL on the
panel definition member PSPIPOPT. An assignment string of blanks, the default, results in the Option for ISPF using a
system default volume. You can modify the assignment string for PDVL to indicate the VOLSER of your choice.
You create the temporary Edit and Browse data sets using the unit name specified in the variable PDUN. An
assignment string of blanks, the default, results in the Option for ISPF using a default unit. You can modify the
assignment string for PDUN to indicate the UNIT of your choice. You can modify the assignment string for PDUN to
indicate the UNIT of your choice.
You can also set the PDUN variable to VIO. This applies only to Browse functions. Edit functions cannot use VIO data
sets.
You can set the retention period associated with the Edit and Browse temporary data sets to the retention period of
your choice using the PDRP variable. An assignment string of blanks (the default) results in the Option for ISPF using
a default retention period of zero days. You can modify the assignment string for PDRP to indicate the retention period
of your choice.

The Edit/Browse Temporary Data Set Variables follow the Edit Sub-Command Keywords within PSPIPOPT. The default
entries for these variables are as follows:

/*                                                              */

/* CA-PANVALET/ISPF Edit/Browse temporary data set variables.   */

/*                                                              */

&PQZP = 'Y'          /* Use ZPREFIX in Temporary Dataset name   */

&PQZU = 'Y'          /* Use ZUSER   in Temporary Dataset name   */

                     /* One or both of the above variables must */

                     /* be set to an uppercase 'Y'              */

                                                                */

&PQL1 = 'PANVALET'   /* 1st user-modifiable qualifier.          */

&PQL2 = 'ISPFOPTN'   /* 2nd user-modifiable qualifier.          */

&PDVL = ' '          /* VOLSER (If blank, a default volume      */
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                     /*         will be used).                  */

/*                                                              */

/* FOR BROWSE(ONLY) , UNIT Variable PDUN can be set to VIO.     */

/*                                                              */

&PDUN = '        '   /* UNIT   (If blank, default UNIT is used) */

                     /*        IF VIO only BROWSE WILL USE IT   */

&PDRP = '    '       /* RETPD  (If blank, no retention period   */

                     /*         will be used).                  */

Browse Only Temporary Data Set Variables

You can modify the Panvalet Option for ISPF Temporary Browse data set default space requirements. You can set the
variable PBUN to specify the unit of allocation. The two acceptable choices for the PBUN variable are CYL (cylinders)
and TRK (tracks). You can modify the variables PBPS (primary space), PBSS (secondary space), and PBRB (number of
records per block) to fit your needs. These variables must have a numeric value and are restricted in size. The variables
PBPS and PBSS are three numeric positions in length. The variable PBRB is four numeric positions in length.

The Browse Only Temporary Data Set Variables follow the Edit/Browse Temporary Data Set Variables within PSPIPOPT.
The default entries for these variables are as follows:

/*                                                              */

/* CA-PANVALET/IPSF Browse only temporary data set variables.   */

/*                                                              */

&PBUN = 'CYL'        /* Unit of Allocation for Temporary Browse */

                     /* Dataset (CYL or TRK)                    */

&PBPS = '001'        /* Primary Space Allocation                */

&PBSS = '001'        /* Secondary Space Allocation              */

&PBRB = '0020'       /* Number Of Records Per Block             */

/*                   /* Maximum allowed Blocksize=32000         */

NOTE
Blocksize for the Panvalet browse data set is calculated using the variable PBRB as a multiple of the browsed
member's logical record length.

In cases where the blocksize calculated exceeds 32000, Option for ISPF browse uses a blocksize based on a blocking
factor of 10 or 5. A blocking factor of 10 is tried first and, if the calculated blocksize does not exceed 32000, it is used. If
the calculated blocksize exceeds 32000, then a blocking factor of 5 is used.

Example
Using PBRB with a value of 20, a member with a logical record length of 4096 is to be browsed with Panvalet
Option for ISPF.

• RecordsPerBlock (20) is multiplied by the Panvalet member's logical record length (4096), giving a
total calculated blocksize of 81920. The calculated blocksize of 81920 exceeds the maximum allowable
blocksize of 32000. Therefore, the Browse facility computes its own blocksize, using a multiplier of 10 or 5.
The multiplier of 10 is tried first.

• RecordsPerBlock (10) is multiplied by the logical record length (4096) = 40960, which is still larger than
32000. The multiplier of 5 is then used.

• RecordsPerBlock (05) is multiplied by the logical record length (4096) = 20480, which is less than the
maximum allowed blocksize of 32000. Therefore, the browse facility uses a blocksize of 20480 for the
temporary browse data set for this member.
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Special Fix Variables

You will note that some of the PSPIPOPT member's variables may be special fix variables (SFxxx). The Option for ISPF
special fix variables provide your site with optional features. These features are briefly described next to each special fix
variable. As special fixes are developed, Broadcom updates PSPIPOPT to make them generally available. Valid values
are an uppercase Y or N, unless otherwise specified within the variables description within PSPIPOPT. To activate the
special fix option, set the variable equal to Y.

The special fix variables and their defaults follow. Special fix variables without a description default to N and are reserved
for future use. Release 14.5 enhancements are identified with a 14.5 on the right side of the comment area. Special fixes
beyond 75 are not shown, because they are all reserved for future use.

&SF027 = 'N'      /* Treat USER780 like COBOL (USRE2)         */

&SF028 = 'N'      /*                                          */

&SF032 = 'N'      /* Allow COPIED ++Include Header, Trailer   */

/*                   and Data records to be saved with the    */

/*                   member                                   */

&SF033 = 'N'

&SF034 = 'N'      /* Library to Library Copy                  */

/*                   Bypass Control and Access code           */

/*                   checks for the "FROM" Library ONLY       */

/*                                                            */

&SF035 = 'N'      /* Treat USER180 Like COBOL (USER1)     14.5*/

&SF036 = 'N'      /* Prevent numbers on Standard for          */

/*                   Data Type OTHER                          */

&SF037 = 'N'      /* Force Num-On-Std for TSO Sequenced JCL   */

/*                   Members                                  */

&SF038 = 'N'      /* Force Num-On-Std-Cob for COBOL Members   */

&SF039 = 'N'      /* Force NUM-On-Std for Assembler members   */

&SF040 = 'N'      /* Force Num-On-Std-Cob for USER180 (USER1) */

/*                   Members that are treated as COBOL,       */

/*                   NOTE  -  SF035 must be also set to 'Y'     */

&SF041 = 'N'      /* Force Num-On-Std-Cob for USER780 (USER2) */

/*                   that are treated as COBOL, Members       */

/*                   NOTE  -  SF027 must be also set to 'Y'     */

&SF042 = 'N'      /* Do NOT Renumber Members after a          */

/*                   CA-PANVALET/ISPF Copy when NUM-ON-STD    */

/*                   is set in the PROFILE and the            */

/*                   member under EDIT is TSO                 */

/*                   Sequenced or is NOFORMAT                 */

&SF043 = 'N'      /* Always Force Numbers OFF for JCL type    */

/*                   members                                  */

&SF044 = 'N'      /* Do NOT modify the Numbering Mode in the  */

/*                   Users profile for JCL type members       */

/*                                                            */

/*SET SF045 to Y For JAPAN KANJI Panels DEFAULT is English14.5*/

/*                                                            */

&SF045 = 'N'      /* SET TO 'Y' TO DISPLAY KANJI PANELS   14.5*/

/*                                                            */

/* SET SF046 to 'Y' For the NON-STANDARD EDIT & BROWSE PANELS */

/*                                                            */

&SF046 = 'N'      /* SET TO 'Y' NON-STANDARD EDIT/BROWSE PANEL*/

/*                                                            */
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&SF047 = 'N' /* Y=IF CONCATENATED LIBRARIES DISP DUP MBRS 14.5*/

&SF048 = 'N'     /* N= LIBRARY CODES ARE PROFILED         14.5*/

                 /* Y= LIBRARY CODES IN SHARED POOL ONLY  14.5*/

&SF049 = 'N'    

/*                                                        14.5*/

/*               *** UTILITY P.3 DELETE   ***             14.5*/

/*                                                        14.5*/

&SF050 = 'N'     /* N= DO NOT ALLOW DELETES               14.5*/

                 /* Y= ALLOW DELETES                      14.5*/

&SF051 = 'N'     /* N= DO NOT ALLOW DELETES OF PROD MBRS  14.5*/

                 /* Y= ALLOW DELETES OF PRODUCTION MBRS   14.5*/

&SF052 = 'Y'     /* Y= DISPLAY DELETE CONFIRMATION PANEL  14.5*/

/*                                                        14.5*/

&SF053 = 'N'     /* N=DO NOT ALLOW PV CREATE              14.5*/

                 /* Y= ALLOW PV CREATE                    14.5*/

&SF054 = 'N'     /* N=DO NOT ALLOW PV SCANS               14.5*/

                 /* Y= ALLOW PV SCANS                     14.5*/

&SF055 = 'N'

&SF056 = 'N'

&SF057 = 'N'

&SF058 = 'N'

&SF059 = 'N'

/*                                                        14.5*/

/* SET SF060-SF075 ARE USED TO SET PANEL DEFAULTS(1 CHAR) 14.5*/

/*                   AND ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN              14.5*/

/*                                                        14.5*/

/*                 *** FOR EDITS ***                      14.5*/

&SF060 = 'Y'     /* Y=INCREMENT LEVEL # ON SAVE OF MBR    14.5*/

                 /* N=DO NOT INCREMENT LEVEL #            14.5*/

&SF061 = 'N'     /* N=DO NOT TEMPORARY LOCK MBR IN EDIT   14.5*/

                 /* Y=TEMPORARY LOCK MEMBER DURING EDIT   14.5*/

&SF062 = '1'     /* 1=SAVE IN FIRST LIB                   14.5*/ 

                 /* O=SAVE IN ORIGINAL LIB                14.5*/

&SF063 = 'N'     /* N=ON PROD MBR EDIT PF3 NEEDED TO END  14.5*/

                 /* Y=ON PROD MBR EDIT CANCEL REQUIRED    14.5*/

/*                 *** FOR LANGUAGE CHANGE ***            14.5*/

&SF066 = 'N' /* KEEP LEVEL STAMP IF "TO" LANG IS SIMILAR  14.5*/

&SF067 = 'N'

&SF068 = 'N'

/*                 ***                            ***     14.5*/

&SF069 = 'N'

&SF070 = 'N'

&SF071 = 'N'

&SF072 = 'N'

&SF073 = 'N'

&SF074 = 'N'

&SF075 = 'N'

/*                 *** END FOR PANEL DEFAULTS     ***     14.5*/
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Function Suppression Options

In the Panvalet Option for ISPF, you can suppress several Panvalet ISPF functions on a system-wide basis. When you
suppress a function, the user must enter a correct control code to perform that function.

To suppress a function, set the assignment string for the corresponding dialog variable equal to N. The default is Y (no
suppression) for all functions.

For function suppression to take effect, the library must have a control code other than zero (zero is the default). To
access any suppressed functions, a proper control code must be specified. Since the default library control code is zero,
setting a Function Suppression has no effect unless a library control code of other than zero is assigned to the library.

The Function Suppression Options follow the Browse Only Temporary Data Set Variables within PSPIPOPT. The default
entries for these variables are as follows. The comment area on the right of the Function Select Options identifies the
corresponding dialog variable to modify:

/*                                                           */

&PSCP = 'Y'       /* Member Copy.                            */

&PSRN = 'Y'       /* Member Rename.                          */

&PSLV = 'Y'       /* Member Level change.                    */

&PSST = 'Y'       /* Member Status change.                   */

&PSUS = 'Y'       /* Member User Code change.                */

&PSCM = 'Y'       /* Member Comment change.                  */

&PSLC = 'Y'       /* Member Language change.                 */

&PSEA = 'Y'       /* Edit Create/Replace/Save - new members. */

&PSES = 'Y'       /* Edit Replace/Save - existing members.   */

&PSRE = 'Y'       /* Member Retrieval.                       */

&PSMS = 'Y'       /* Member Selection Lists.                 */

&PSLO = 'N'       /* Member lock                             */

&PSUN = 'Y'       /* Member unlock                           */

NOTE
Function suppression by the Option for ISPF does not affect Panvalet batch processing. However, the Option for
ISPF honors any suppression that Panvalet batch defines during file creation processing.

Library-To-Library Copy Disable Option

You can disable the Library-to-Library Copy utility by setting the assignment string for dialog variable POLL equal to N.
The default is Y. When this utility is disabled, you still see the Library-to-Library Copy option on the utility primary menu,
but selecting this option generates an error message.

The Library-to-Library Copy Disable Option follows the Function Suppression Options within PSPIPOPT as follows (shown
with the default entry):

/* CA-PANVALET/ISPF Library-To-Library Copy disable option (Y/N). */

/* Set variable equal to 'N' to disable function.                 */

/*                                                                */

&POLL = 'Y'
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Update Date of Last Access

Setting this option determines whether a member's Date of Last Access field in the directory is updated when performing
read-only member access functions such as Browse or Print. The default, N, is not to update it. If you want this field
updated during read-only processing, set the assignment string for the variable PDLA equal to Y.

By leaving this option equal to N, you gain performance improvements. When set to Y, library ENQ and DEQ processing
takes place. For a security package to allow read-only access, you must set this variable to N in combination with POPC
set to Y. For information about POPC, see Security Package Support in this section.

The Update Date of Last Access Option follows the Library-to-Library Copy Disable Option within PSPIPOPT and is as
follows (shown with the default entry):

/* Update date of last access field in CA-PANVALET directory (Y/N)*/

/* Set variable equal to 'Y' to update that field.                */

/*                                                                */

&PDLA = 'N'

NOTE
Specifying Y for PDLA causes the Panvalet library to be updated for seemingly Read Only (R/O) functions like
Browse. Users who have a security system that grants them R/O access to a Panvalet library get an abend
when they try to do a BROWSE function if PDLA is set to Y.

Information Window Delay

When performing a possibly time-consuming operation such as selecting a large MSL or performing multiple functions
from an MSL, it is desirable to be notified periodically about the progress of the function. The Information Window Delay
option lets you specify how frequently you want the notification to take place. The notification takes place through the
display of a busy box. The time value represents elapsed seconds and the default is ten. To change the delay time, modify
the assignment string for the PSPIPOPT variable POBB.

The Information Window Delay Option follows the Update Date of Last Access Option within PSPIPOPT and is as follows
(shown with the default entry):

/* Informatory panel timer delay in seconds.                  */

/* To disable informatory panel, set timer delay to '0'.      */

/*                                                            */

&POBB = '10'                                                   

NOTE
The POBB variable default is 10; however, many users set this value to 0. A value of 0 specifies that the busy
box should never display.

Security Package Support

By default, the Option for ISPF opens all Panvalet libraries for update. This setting improves performance. However, it
does not let a security package distinguish between update and read-only access. If your site requires this ability, you
must set the assignment string for PSPIPOPT variable POPC equal to Y (security packages include PCF, RACF, ACF2,
and Top Secret). In addition, the Update Date of Last Access variable, PDLA, must be set to N (see Update Date of Last
Access (PDLA) in this section).

The Security Package Support Option follows the Information Window Delay Option within PSPIPOPT and is as follows
(shown with the default entry):
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/* Security package support option (Y/N).                    */

&POPC = 'Y'                                                    

System Dump Processing Variables

The Panvalet Option for ISPF can trap all abend conditions and perform environment cleanup before exiting. An option
during cleanup is to execute a system dump. You can change this by setting the assignment string for the PSPIPOPT
variable PODU equal to Y. If you enable the dump option, you can also specify the dump data set ddname and SYSOUT
class.

The default for the ddname is PANDUMP. You can change this by modifying the assignment string for the PSPIPOPT
variable PODD. The default for the SYSOUT class is to use a system default, specified by setting the assignment string
for the PSPIPOPT variable PODC to spaces. You can change this default to a SYSOUT class of your choice by modifying
the assignment string for the variable PODC.

The System Dump processing variables follow the Security Package Option within PSPIPOPT and are as follows (shown
with the default entries):

/* CA-PANVALET/ISPF SYSTEM DUMP processing variables.         */

/*                                                            */

&PODU = 'N'        /* Dump enable option, 'Y' to enable dump. */

&PODD = 'PANDUMP ' /* DDNAME for dump data set .              */

&PODC = ' '        /* Dump SYSOUT class (if blank, the system */

                   /*                    default will be used)*/

PSPIPOPT Options for TSO+ Users

Note that this TSO-only assignment statement is for use at TSO+ shops only and so does not apply to most TSO users.
The PSPIPOPT assignment string for variable PVPR identifies the variable name for the ODA Edit Profile ddname. Set
PVPR to the variable name that will be VPUT to the Shared variable pool by the CLIST invoking Panvalet Option for ISPF.
The named variable must be set with the On-Demand Application Edit Profile ddname prior to entering Panvalet Option for
ISPF.

The TSO+ User Variable, PVPR, follows the System Dump Processing Variables within PSPIPOPT and is as follows
(shown with the default entry):

/* TSO+ USERs ONLY                                     */

&PVPR = '        '         /* Uppercase 1-8 Characters */

For more information about PVPR, see the documentation with the PSIPOPT member.

Implementing User Exits
The Panvalet Option for ISPF lets you use user-written exits. By writing exits, you can customize the product in a wide
variety of ways such as changing panel layouts, logging data changes, and securing functions by user ID. For more
information about exits, see the Option for ISPF" section.

Performance Improvements
You can improve performance by loading all LPA eligible load modules into the LPA. All load modules, except PSPILIFC
and PVSPIN, are LPA-eligible.
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See the Performance Improvement Checklist in the section "Installation Checklists" for other ways to improve
performance with the Option for ISPF.

The following table shows the attributes of all Option for ISPF load modules:

Module Name PSPILINI PSPILSUB PSPILLCM PSPILIFC PSPILXIT
Entry Point PANINIT PANVCON LCMDRVR PANXALK PSPIAXIT
AMODE Value 31 31 31 31 31
RMODE Value ANY ANY ANY 24 24
LPA Eligible YES YES YES NO YES
SIZE (bytes) 41 KB 263 KB 36 KB 121 KB 2 KB
Aliases NONE PVCOPY

PVCREAT
PVEDIT
PVEND
PVINIT
PVMOVE
PVREPLA
PVRINIT
PVRMACR
PVSAVE

NONE PVSPIN NONE

You can also improve performance by preprocessing all eligible Option for ISPF panel definitions.

The following panels are not eligible for preprocessing:

PSPIPB02 PSPIPB03 PSPIPE02
PSPIPE03 PSPIPE12 PSPIPS01
PSPIPU03 PSPIPU05 PSPIPU10
PSPIPU13 PSPIPU20 PSPIPU21

Relationships Between the Option for ISPF and ISPF/PDF
The Panvalet Option for ISPF uses ISPF dialog services for panel, message, and variable manipulation, and uses ISPF/
PDF for Browse and Edit services.

Basic Relationships

The following diagram shows these basic relationships:
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Browse Relationships

The Browse facility of the Option for ISPF retrieves the member you want to browse from the Panvalet library and writes it
to a temporary data set named:

prefix.userid.PANVALET.ISPFOPTN.BROWSEn 
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Specify the TSO prefix qualifier only if it is not blank and it is not the same as the TSO user ID. The n in BROWSEn is set
to the current ISPF logical screen number.

You can modify the data set qualifiers PANVALET, ISPFOPTN, and VOLSER for this data set. For more information, see
Customizing the Option for ISPF in this section.

The attributes of the temporary data set are:

DISP=(NEW,DELETE,DELETE),SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),RETPD=0,UNIT=SYSDA,

DCB=(DSORG=PS,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=1600,RECFM=FB)

The Option for ISPF then invokes the ISPF/PDF Browse service using the temporary data set. The temporary data set is
deleted when the Option for ISPF Browse ends.

NOTE
The BLKSIZE= parameter is controlled from the Option for ISPF panel, PSPIPOPT variable PBRB.

Edit Relationships

The Edit facility of Option for ISPF first allocates a temporary data set named:

prefix.userid.PANVALET.ISPFOPTN.EDITnnn 

Specify the TSO prefix qualifier only if it is not blank and it is not the same as the TSO user ID. The nnn in EDITnnn
represents a unique Option for ISPF Edit session number.

You can modify the data set qualifiers PANVALET, ISPFOPTN, and VOLSER for this data set. For more information, see
Customizing the Option for ISPF in this section.

The temporary data set is allocated with zero tracks of data space. The data set exists only in the VTOC and has the
following attributes:

DISP=(NEW,DELETE,DELETE),SPACE=(TRK,(0)),RETPD=0,UNIT=SYSDA,

DCB=(DSORG=PS,LRECL=89,BLKSIZE=89,RECFM=F)

The temporary data set is deleted and the VTOC entry freed during the Option for ISPF Edit initialization (before the
member is displayed). This dummy data set is necessary only to invoke ISPF/PDF Edit.

Member Name ENQ

The Edit facility of Option for ISPF issues a conditional ENQ when you select a member for editing. This detects whether
another Option for ISPF user is currently editing the same member. If another user is editing the member, a MEMBER
IN USE message displays. The corresponding DEQ is issued when the user ends or cancels the edit session. The ENQ
parameters are:

• TYPE -- System ENQ
• Qname -- 'SPFPAN'
• Rname -- 44-character DSN, right-padded with blanks, followed by the 10-character member name (length = 54).

NOTE
The ENQ cannot detect whether another user on a different CPU is editing the same member through shared
DASD. See System Management for more information about multiple partition protection.

Command Front-Ends

The Option for ISPF dynamically front-ends several ISPF/PDF Edit primary commands with Panvalet Option for ISPF
program macros.
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A list of these commands and the corresponding program macros follows:

Command Macro
COPY PVCOPY
CREATE PVCREAT
EDIT PVEDIT
END PVEND
MOVE PVMOVE
REPLACE PVREPLA
RMACRO PVRMACR
SAVE PVSAVE

While in Panvalet Option for ISPF Edit, you can invoke these edit commands from user-written edit macros. You can do
this by coding the edit macro according to normal ISPF/PDF macro syntax. The Option for ISPF front-end automatically
gets control and performs the request. For example, the statement in a user-written macro to perform a Panvalet Option
for ISPF Edit COPY function would read as one of the following:

ISREDIT COPY panmbr AFTER linenbr

ISREDIT !PVCOPY panmbr AFTER linenbr 

When invoking Edit functions from a user-written macro with the Option for ISPF, note the following:

• When the Option for ISPF function completes, shared variables PVRC and PMSG contain the return code and
message ID (eight bytes in character format). The user macro must first VGET these variables from the shared pool to
determine the success of the function.
The following values are returned in PVRC:
– 0 (No errors)
– 4 (Non-critical error such as an INCLUDE expand error)
– 8 (Critical error, function not performed)
– -1 (Internal error)

• The Option for ISPF Edit MOVE, COPY, CREATE, and REPLACE functions do not pass control to the ISPF/PDF
Edit routines if you omit the member name, as they do when you invoke them from the primary command line. Use
BUILTIN to perform ISPF/PDF MOVE, COPY, CREATE, and REPLACE functions.

NOTE
You cannot use BUILTIN to override any of the Option for ISPF front-ends except MOVE, COPY, CREATE,
and REPLACE.

• User-written edit macros can check dialog variable PACT to determine if the Edit in progress is the Option for ISPF or
not. PACT is set to Y during an Option for ISPF Edit.

Command Front-Ends

Option for ISPF Edit recoveries are not interchangeable with ISPF/PDF Edit recoveries. The Panvalet Option for ISPF
automatically defers pending non-Panvalet Option for ISPF recoveries and ISPF/PDF automatically defers Panvalet
Option for ISPF recoveries.

If you have user-written dialogs that use the EDREC service, the dialog must check the target data set name returned
from EDREC QUERY. If the data set name matches the dummy data set name used by Panvalet Option for ISPF Edit,
then the recovery is for a Panvalet Option for ISPF Edit session and must be deferred.
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Utilities Relationships

The Panvalet Option for ISPF Utilities do not use ISPF/PDF services. They use ISPF dialog services for panel, message,
and variable manipulation.

Panel Relationships

The following ISPF/PDF panels are modified:

• ISR@PRIM is modified so that you can select the Panvalet Option for ISPF from the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.
Make the changes described in Step 1: Renaming the Primary Menu.

• ISR00003 is modified to link in the Panvalet Option for ISPF tutorials. Make the following changes:
In the )AREA section for ISR00003, before the following statement:
.   ..X .Exit        .- Terminate ISPF using log and list defaults     .        

Add the following Panvalet statement:
.   ..P .PANVALET    - CA-Panvalet ISPF Option                         .        

In the )PROC Section of ISR00003, before the following statement:
                X,ISP90100                                                      

Add the following Panvalet statement:
                P,PSPIT000                                                      

• ISREDM02 is modified so that Panvalet Option for ISPF edit recoveries are automatically deferred when entering
normal ISPF/PDF edit. Make the following changes.
In the )INIT Section of ISREDM02, after the following statements:
  IF (&ZEDTVOL = ' ')                                                           

    &Z2 = ' '                                                                   

Add the following Panvalet statements:
/*                                                                            */

/*  The following logic has been added for CA-Panvalet/ISPF so that           */

/*  pending CA-Panvalet recoveries are automatically deferred. This           */

/*  is necessary since ISPF/PDF can not process CA-Panvalet recoveries.       */

/*  The target dataset name for the recovery determines whether the           */

/*  edit was CA-Panvalet or not. CA-Panvalet edit uses the dataset name:      */

/*                                                                            */

/*  '(PREFIX.)USERID.PANVALET.ISPFOPTN.EDITNNN'                               */

/*                                                                            */

/*  (PREFIX.) ============> TSO PREFIX, omitted if same as USERID             */

/*  USERID. ==============> TSO USER ID                                       */

/*  PANVALET.ISPFOPTN. ===> Can be changed in options panel (PSPIPOPT)        */

/*  EDITNNN ==============> NNN is a unique PV EDIT session number            */

/*                                                                            */

 &P1 = TRUNC(&ZEDTDSN,'.')              /* first qualifier of DSN             */

 &P2 = .TRAIL                           /* remainder of DSN                   */

 IF (&P2 ^= ' ')                        /* more than one qualifier?           */

   IF  (&PQZP = 'Y')                    /* Use Tso Prefix                     */

     IF (&P1 = &ZPREFIX)                /* is first qualifier prefix?         */

         IF (&PQZU = 'Y')               /* Also using ZUSER                   */

           IF (&ZPREFIX ^= &ZUSER)      /* If ZPREFIX and ZUSER Differ        */

               &P1 = TRUNC(&P2,'.')     /* next qualifier of DSN              */

               &P2 = .TRAIL             /* remainder of DSN                   */

         IF (&PQZU = 'N')               /* If NOT using ZUSER                 */

               &P1 = TRUNC(&P2,'.')     /* next qualifier of DSN              */

               &P2 = .TRAIL             /* remainder of DSN                   */
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   IF (&P2 ^= ' ')                      /* more qualifiers?                   */

     IF (&PQZU = 'Y')                   /* Use Tso Userid ZUSER               */

      IF (&P1 = &ZUSER)                 /* userid present in DSN?             */

       &P1 = TRUNC(&P2,'.')             /* next qualifier of DSN              */

       &P2 = .TRAIL                     /* remainder of DSN                   */

     IF (&P2 ^= ' ')                    /* more qualifiers?                   */

         IF (&P1 = &PQL1)               /* PV edit dummy DSN?                 */

           &P1 = TRUNC(&P2,'.')         /* next qualifier of DSN              */

           &P2 = .TRAIL                 /* remainder of DSN                   */

           IF (&P2 ^= ' ')              /* more qualifiers?                   */

             IF (&P1 = &PQL2)           /* PV edit dummy DSN?                 */

               &P1 = TRUNC(&P2,'.')     /* next qualifier of DSN              */

               &P2 = .TRAIL             /* remainder of DSN                   */

               IF (&P2 = ' ')           /* right number of qualifiers?        */

                 &P1 = TRUNC(&P1,4)     /* first four bytes                   */

                 IF (&P1 = 'EDIT')      /* PV edit dummy dsn?                 */

                   &ZCMD = 'DEFER'      /* defer PV edit recovery             */

                   .RESP = 'ENTER'      /* simulate 'enter' response          */

           IF (&P2 = ' ')               /* PQL2 NOT present                   */

                 &P1 = TRUNC(&P1,4)     /* first 4 bytes of last qual         */

                 IF (&P1 = 'EDIT')      /* PV edit dummy dsn?                 */

                   &ZCMD = 'DEFER'      /* defer PV edit recovery             */

                   .RESP = 'ENTER'      /* simulate 'enter' response          */

/*                                                                            */

/*  End of logic added for CA-Panvalet/ISPF.                                  */

/*                                                                            */

• Edit confirmation panels ISRECPY2, ISRECRA2, ISREMOV2, and ISRERPL2 are modified so that they display the
Panvalet data set name when you invoke the ISPF/PDF edit COPY, CREATE, MOVE, and REPLACE commands from
within a Panvalet edit session.
Make the following changes:
In the )INIT Section of ISRECPY2, after the following statement:
)INIT                                                                           

Add the following Panvaletstatements:
  IF (&PACT = Y)                 /* CA-PANVALET/ISPF */                         

     &ZTODSN = '&PCUR(&PMBR)'    /* CA-PANVALET/ISPF */                         

In the )INIT Section of ISRECRA2, after the following statement:
)INIT                                                                           

Add the following Panvalet statements:
 IF (&PACT = Y)                  /* CA-PANVALET/ISPF */                         

    &ZCURRDSN = '&PCUR(&PMBR)'   /* CA-PANVALET/ISPF */                         

In the )INIT Section of ISREMOV2, after the following statement:
)INIT                                                                           

Add the following Panvalet statements:
 IF (&PACT = Y)                  /* CA-PANVALET/ISPF */                         

    &ZTODSN = '&PCUR(&PMBR)'     /* CA-PANVALET/ISPF */                         

In the )INIT Section of ISRERPL2, after the following statement:
)INIT                                                                           

Add the following Panvalet statements:
 IF (&PACT = Y)                  /* CA-PANVALET/ISPF */                         

    &ZCURRDSN = '&PCUR(&PMBR)'   /* CA-PANVALET/ISPF */                         
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Message Relationships

The Panvalet Option for ISPF uses some of the ISPF/PDF message IDs when displaying some of the more common
errors, such as INVALID COMMAND.

Profiled Variable Relationships

The Panvalet Option for ISPF uses the ISPPROF data set to remember various parameters from session to session. The
variable name, size, and purpose stored in the ISPPROF data set are listed in the following table:

Name Size (Bytes) Description Used By
PLB1 44 Standard library #1 Edit/Browse
PLB2 44 Standard library #2 Edit/Browse
PLB3 44 Standard library #3 Edit/Browse
PLB4 44 Standard library #4 Edit/Browse
PLBU 44 Standard library Utilities
PNSL 56 Non-standard library Edit/Browse
PNSU 56 Non-standard library Utilities
PVOL 6 Volume serial Edit/Browse
PVOU 6 Volume serial Utilities
PMS1 9 MSL list members starting with All
PMS2 10 MSL list members with language

type
All

PMS3 4 MSL list members with user
code

All

PMS4 1 MSL list members with status All
PCON 5 Control code Edit/Browse
PCOU 5 Control code Utilities
PACC 5 Access code All
PUP1 80 User parameter one *
PUP2 80 User parameter two *
PUP3 80 User parameter three *
PUSR 4 User code Edit
PPRF 8 Profile Edit
PCOM 1 Comment flag All
PMS5 1 MSL display option Edit/Browse/ Lock/Unlock
PMS6 1 MSL display option Changes/ Manipulation/

Language Change/ Lib-To-Lib
Copy/ Utilities

NOTE
These variables are available for coding user exits.

Japanese Kanji Panels and Messages

You can display your Option for ISPF panels in English or in Japanese Kanji through PSPIPOPT options panel variable
SF045. By default, panels are displayed in English. Users that require Kanji panels must rename the PSKIPOPT Kanji
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options panel to PSPIPOPT and ensure that the PSPIPOPT options panel variable SF045 is set to Y. Additionally, the
panels that begin with the first three characters ISK, must have the third character renamed to R (therefore, ISR).

The PSPIPOPT options panel variable SF045 follows; the default setting is N for English panels:

/*SET SF045 to Y For JAPAN KANJI Panels DEFAULT is English14.5*/

/*                                                            */

&SF045 = 'N'      /* SET TO 'Y' TO DISPLAY KANJI PANELS   14.5*/

Additional Considerations
This section helps solve any problems that might occur when using Panvalet Option for ISPF. 

The following is a checklist for installing the Option for ISPF. If you encounter any problems during the installation, review
the following topics for possible solutions.

Installation

General Information

The size requirements for the Option for ISPF installation are listed in Option for ISPF Requirements.

Verify that the same version or a compatible version of batch Panvalet is used with the Option for ISPF. Also verify that
the batch Panvalet is installed first so that the Option for ISPF has access to the batch modules. A system 15D abend is a
possible error if the wrong version modules are accessed.

Abends During or Directly After Installation

If a PV041 error is issued during an install, an attempt was made to access a more current library version with a software
version less than that of the library version. For example, an attempt to access a Release 14.6 library with Release 14.0 of
the Panvalet Option for ISPF can result in a PV041 error message. Check the Panvalet batch installation PANLIB to see
if a compatible PTF exists that allows a lower version of the Panvalet Option for ISPF to access a more current version
library.

Load Module Attributes

Panvalet Option for ISPF load modules must have the same AMODE attribute as the IBM ISPF/PDF modules ISPSUBS
and ISRSUBS. The Option for ISPF load modules are distributed with AMODE(31) and RMODE(ANY), except PSPILIFC.
PSPILIFC must have RMODE(24).

NOTE
If you need to relink the Option for ISPF, see the table of load module attributes in Performance Improvements.

Exits

If you have any exits involved, you must relink the exits with the RENT attribute.

Other Products

Other products that front-end IBM modules can cause various problems. When module identifiers are scanned, the
incorrect offset is given. A common result is an S0C4 abend. If you install TSO/MON, a system 15D abend occurs. You
must contact Broadcom Support for a PTF.

For a sample CLIST to allocate the Option for ISPF libraries, see Step 2: Creating a CLIST or Logon Procedure to do
Allocation earlier in this section. Note that the Option for ISPF libraries are concatenated in front of IBM libraries. Various
abends can result if the proper sequence is not followed.
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Changing Installation Options

You must make option changes in panel PSPIPOPT in uppercase. An entry in lowercase can result in various abends,
including abend codes in the range of X300 to X3nn or user abends ranging from 768 to 7nn.

If you made changes to suppress any of the functions, you must put a control code on the library. A control code (other
than zero) is required on the library for function (command) suppression to be activated. If no control code is put on the
library, any suppressed functions are not activated. For information about establishing a library control code, see System
Management.

Performance Improvements

Use the performance improvement checklist in the section "Installation Checklists" for suggestions for fine-tuning the
Panvalet Option for ISPF environments to achieve maximum performance.

S0C1 Abends

Interrogate S0C1 abends

You can use the following partial tree structure to interrogate S0C1 abends:

1. If an S0C1 abend occurred after applying the Panvalet Option for ISPF (PTF) maintenance, go to Step 2; otherwise:
a. Verify with Broadcom Support that the ZAP data keyed in is correct. You can do this by:

• Reading the PTF over the phone to the Broadcom Support representative.
• Running a DUMPT program that dumps the module and verifies what data is out in the module. You might be

requested to submit this data as documentation.
b. If the PTF was a module that you need to relink, check the following:

• Verify that correct AMODE/RMODE values were specified.
• Verify that all ALIAS statements are spelled correctly and that all ALIAS statements are present in the link

stream. The modules in the Panvalet Option for ISPF, Version 12 (IPNSUBS) and Version 14 (PSPIPSUB), have
the same ALIAS statements.

• Execute an AMBLIST program to check proper values for the module in question. The Broadcom Support
representative might request that you submit this data to Broadcom Support as documentation.

2. If the abending module is not the Panvalet Option for ISPF and is IBM, check the current IBM put level or APARs. If
you do not find an APAR relating to this problem, go to Step 3; otherwise contact IBM (or check INFO) to see if they
have an APAR that resolves the problem.

3. If you do not have any other vendor software installed at your site, go to Step 4; otherwise check with the vendor
support group to see if there are any dependencies or related problems.

4. If you do not have an exit in place, go to Step 5; otherwise try to isolate the Panvalet Option for ISPF by removing the
exit to see if the S0C1 still occurs.

5. Contact Broadcom Support to see if there are any reported problems or if there are available PTFs that relate to your
S0C1 abend. If not, submit the following documentation to Broadcom Support:
– S0C1 dump (to allocate a Panvalet Option for ISPF dump, see Obtaining a Dump in PDF Test in this section).
– List of all applied PTFs.
– Dialog Variable Trace (to properly set up the trace, see Obtaining a Dump in PDF Test in this section).
– Physical screen prints of the session (if applicable)
– Short synopsis of the sequence of events leading up to the abend

NOTE
Contact Broadcom Support to make sure this is all the required documentation for your specific problem
resolution.
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Obtaining a Dump in PDF Test

Before obtaining a dump, contact Broadcom Support for a ZAP to disable ESTAE processing. To obtain a dump in PDF
test for an ISPF problem, perform the following:

1.  Ready;

   ALLOCATE FI(SYSUDUMP) DA(SYSUDUMP) BLOCK(1632) SPACE(0,800) MOD

    Ready;

2. ISPF TEST

        (ISPF PRIMARY OPTION MENU)

        .

        .

        .

3. (CAUSE ABEND IN ISPF SUBTASK) - REPRODUCE THE PROBLEM

         (Screen is cleared)

         * ISPF SUBTASK ABEND *

         ISPF   ABENDED DUE TO ERROR

         Ready;

4. PRESS ENTER KEY

       SYSTEM ABEND CODE XXX          REASON CODE XXX

       Ready;

5. (PRESS ENTER TO REQUEST DUMP OF SUBTASK) **

         (Dump is taken and screen is cleared)

         *** ISPF MAIN TASK ABEND ***

         ISPF   ABEND DUE TO ERROR

         Ready;

6. (PRESS ENTER TO REQUEST DUMP OF MAIN TASK) **

         Ready;

7. LOG OFF TO CLOSE THE SYSUDUMP FILE OR ENTER COMMAND FREE FI

   (SYSUDUMP)

8. LOG ON AND PRINT THE HARD COPY (OPTION 3.6)

NOTE
Always remember to press Enter (rather than entering another command) after the ISPF abend message is
displayed. Otherwise, the dump is not taken.

Obtaining a Variable Dialog Trace

To obtain a variable dialog trace in the Panvalet Option for ISPF, perform the following steps:

WARNING
Due to the information that is being captured, slower processing is expected. Do not exit from Dialog Test until
you have completed capturing the variable dialog trace or the process must be restarted.

The option numbers in the following instructions correspond to an unmodified ISR@PRIM panel:

1. At the ISPF/PDF Primary Option panel (ISR@PRIM):
a. Select option 7, Dialog Test -- Perform dialog testing
b. Select option 7, Traces -- Specify trace definitions
c. Select option 1, Function Traces -- Monitor dialog service calls. Then, enter the following settings in the fields

below:
• Enter ALL in the Function column. ALL is the default.
• Enter YES in the Active column. The default is NO.
• Press PF3 or End to accept changes. Press PF3 again to return to the ISPF/PDF Primary Option panel.
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d. Select option 2, Variable Traces -- Monitor dialog variable usage. Then enter the following settings in the fields
below:
• Enter ALL in the Variable column. ALL is the default.
• Enter YES in the Active column. The default is NO.
• Press PF3 or End to accept changes. Press PF3 again to return to the Dialog Test Primary Option panel.

2. At the Dialog Test Primary Option panel:
a. Select option 1, Functions -- Invoke Dialog Functions/Selection panel.
b. Invoke the Panvalet Option for ISPF and reproduce the problem by choosing one of the following functions:

• Enter the panel ID in the Panel field. For example:

    PANEL===> ISR@PRIM  

    PGM ===> PSPILINI   

This displays the ISPF/PDF Primary Option panel.
c. Enter a command in the Invoke Command field.
d. Enter the program name in the PGM field. For example:

3. After completing the Steps 1 and 2, duplicate the same functions you performed when the error occurred. The problem
is reproduced in Dialog Test mode.

4. Press PF3 to exit Dialog Test only after you have finished reproducing the problem.
5. Print the Panvalet Option for ISPF Transaction Log referenced by USERID.SPFLOGn.LIST. Fax or mail the variable

dialog trace to your Panvalet Option for ISPF Level 1 or 2 technician.

Frequently Asked Questions
This section contains the answers to questions most frequently asked by our clients. Before contacting Broadcom
Support, look through this section to see if your question is already answered here.

Generalized Exit Manager

Question: When is the Generalized Exit Manager (GEM) loaded into the Option for ISPF?

Answer: When you enter the Option for ISPF, GEM is loaded and stays loaded until you exit this option. This applies to
each logical screen. GEM must be link-edited using the REUS and RENT attributes. For more information about GEM,
see System Management.

Product Modules

Question: Why must the Panvalet modules come before IBM modules in the ISPLLIB, ISPPLIB, and the ISPMLIB
concatenations?

Answer: They must exist first in the concatenation sequence because the Panvalet Option for ISPF front-ends some
IBM programs and uses some of the same names as the IBM modules. This ensures that the Panvalet Option for ISPF
modules are called first.

Product Modules

Question: Why must the Panvalet modules come before IBM modules in the ISPLLIB, ISPPLIB, and the ISPMLIB
concatenations?

Answer: They must exist first in the concatenation sequence because the Panvalet Option for ISPF front-ends some
IBM programs and uses some of the same names as the IBM modules. This ensures that the Panvalet Option for ISPF
modules are called first.
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Concatenating Libraries

Question: When concatenating libraries in the Option for ISPF, where is the member saved?

Answer: In the Panvalet Retrieval/Save Options section of the PVEDIT - Entry Panel, you can specify to save the
member in one of two ways:

• Specify 0, Origin Library to save the member in the Origin Library from which it was retrieved
• Specify 1, First Library to save the member in the First Library of the concatenation.

Display MSL, Multiple Libraries

Question: In an MSL, when displaying more than one Panvalet library (using concatenation), member names appear only
once and only in the first library in which the member resides. Why is that?

Answer: The MSL for concatenated Panvalet libraries was designed to conform to similar IBM function and standards.

Update Intent Security Violation Messages

Question: Why do users get the following message when attempting to browse a Panvalet library for which they have
read-only access?

Update Intent Security Violation

Answer: To indicate to a security package that the Panvalet library is being opened as read-only, the &POPC parameter
of the PSPIPOPT panel member must be set to an uppercase Y, not to the default value of N. Also, the &PDLA parameter
must remain at the default value of N.

This occurs when the Panvalet Option for ISPF software version is at a lower level than the version of
the Panvalet library. To fix this, install the corresponding version of the Panvalet Option for ISPF.

Dialog and STOW Errors

Question: What causes Dialog and STOW errors when editing a Panvalet member?

Answer: The most commonly known cause is that the directory blocks of the profile data set are full and need to be
expanded.

Preprocessing Panels

Question: Why is it that certain Option for ISPF panels cannot be preprocessed?

Answer: Panels cannot be preprocessed when they have AREA(DYNAMIC) coded in the ATTR section; that is, they are
not predefined and the data values are provided by the programs. These panels are:

• PSPIPB05
• PSPIPE10
• PSPIPE13
• PSPIPS02
• PSPIPU17

Installation

The following is a checklist for installing the Panvalet ISPF Option. If you encounter any problems during the installation,
review the following topics for possible solutions:
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Performance Improvement

The following checklist contains suggestions for fine-tuning the Panvalet ISPF Option environments to achieve maximum
performance.

Complete? Description

 Check the Panvalet Library Configuration -- Individual Panvalet
members are stored in increments of blocks. If a library contains
relatively large members, COBOL programs for example, a
correspondingly large block size is recommended. Similarly,
if the library contains small members, a small block size is
recommended. You can run the PAN#2 ++PRINT or the PAN#6 +
+ANALYSIS program to determine the characteristics of the library
and its members.
Execute the following steps to create a new PANLIB after you
determine the characteristics of the library:
PAN#2 ++DUMP -- Produces a copy of the PANLIB.
PAN#4 ++CLEAR -- Clears new space for the library.
PAN#2 ++RESTORE -- Restores the copy of the PANLIB to the
newly created library.

 Migrate Library to DASD Where There Is Less Contention
-- When DASD use increases, the wait time for job execution
also increases. If a device has a lot of I/O being generated
against it, tasks are going to wait for execution. You can increase
performance results by moving the library to a volume that has
less activity.

 Avoid the Use of Member Selection Lists (MSLs) -- The MSL
is not retained in the Panvalet ISPF Option; it must be created
each time it is displayed. Every time an MSL is requested, the
directory is read from the library. Avoid creating an MSL as often
as possible by specifying the member name.

 Exits -- Exits can affect product performance because of
additional processing. Do not use exits if they are not necessary.
If you use exits, it is possible to fine-tune the exit to achieve
maximum performance.

 Put Eligible Modules in LPA -- Placing modules in LPA means
that one single copy of the module is shared by all users. Because
it requires no physical load of the module, it does not take up any
private space. For a list of modules that you can place in LPA, see
the table in Load Module Attributes.

 Installation Options:
Turn Off Updating Date of Last Access -- This prevents directory
updates for read-only functions. This means that no library
enqueueing is done.
Eliminating Hardware Reserve in a Multiple CPU Environment --
Turning on the footprint option in Panvalet provides protection of
a Panvalet library when it is shared across like or unlike operating
systems by eliminating the need for a long-term hardware reserve.
With footprinting, the reserve is active only for the time required
to read or write the footprint. The footprint, a two-byte field in
the library control record, tells a job from the second CPU that
someone else has write access to the Panvalet library.
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Configuring the Option for TSO
The Panvalet Option for TSO is a TSO Command Processor that lets you manipulate members in Panvalet libraries.
Configuring this option requires one step. After you have the Option for TSO installed and running, you can optionally
customize the Option for TSO as follows:

• Member X8USRMOD in CAI.CBA3JCL is a ++ZAP USERMOD and is used to change some of the installation defaults
for the PAN TSO command. Review and edit this member if you want to change the installation defaults to suppress
subcommands, set sequence number and retrieval options, and define work data set attributes. You can run this
USERMOD multiple times.

• Read all the comments in the JCL before submitting this USERMOD. For more information about the options that you
can change, see Modifying Installation Defaults in the Option for TSO section.

Note The Panvalet options module, FGPAN23, must be available for the Panvalet Option for TSO to load. The
Generalized Exit Manager (GEM) modules PANPVGEM, PVEXTLDR, PVEXTUSR, and PVEXTPRD must also be
available. The modules must be in the same load library or in a library concatenated with the Panvalet Option for TSO
load library. All FGPAN23 options in effect in Panvalet are also in effect for the Panvalet Option for TSO. The PAN TSO
command also uses the defaults that are set in the FGPAN23 options module.

For more information about the X8USRMOD USERMOD, see System Management.

Deploying Your Product
We recommend that you deploy your security product according to your site-specific requirements. If you have questions,
contact us at http://support.broadcom.com.

NOTE
If you use CSM to deploy Panvalet, refer to the CSM deployment instructions.

Activating the Subsystem
After you complete the Panvalet installation process, there are certain optional procedures that you can perform. These
optional procedures are associated with activating the Panvalet subsystem.

The subsystem uses the z/OS Subsystem Interface to perform direct sequential I/O and partitioned (BPAM) access from
the Panvalet library. The subsystem uses the converter, allocation, deallocation, OPEN, CLOSE, GET, and COMMAND
subsystem exits provided by the z/OS Subsystem Interface, as well as dynamic allocation and SVC screening.

System Considerations

When activating the Panvalet subsystem, you must coordinate each activity with your systems programmer to conform to
local procedures and standards.

The Panvalet subsystem requires exclusive control of the IBM SVC Screening Facility on a task-wide (step-wide) scope.
No other product or installation application that uses SVC Screening can run concurrently in the same task (step) with
the Panvalet subsystem.

The Panvalet subsystem was designed for direct compiler input to eliminate job steps required for compiling source
programs that reside in Panvalet libraries. To accomplish this task, the Panvalet subsystem must use dynamic allocation
during the OPEN process, which IBM discourages.

IBM provides APAR #OY62193/PTF #UY9508, which, when applied and activated, causes Panvalet subsystem jobs to
abend with a system abend 05C and an undocumented reason code of 702. This PTF allows tracing of dynamic allocation
activity to help solve mystery system 0C4 abends not related to the Panvalet subsystem.

To prevent these S05C abends, you should not run the Panvalet subsystem while the UY9508 function is activated. This
UY9508 facility might be built into future releases of z/OS and the reason code documented. If IBM enhances the dynamic
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allocation functionality during OPEN (to prevent this abend), the Panvalet subsystem will be enhanced immediately, if
needed.

For a list of products supported by the Panvalet subsystem and their restrictions, see Using.

JES3 and JES2 Multi-Access Spool Considerations

The Panvalet subsystem must be active on each system in a JES3 or JES2 multiple access spool complex in which JES:

• Converts JCL to z/OS internal text.
• Runs initiators that are eligible for jobs using the Panvalet subsystem.

Perform this activation procedure on each operating system in the complex. The Panvalet subsystem must be active when
jobs are processed (by the converter or the initiator), but need not be started in any synchronized manner.

If the Panvalet subsystem is installed in the link pack area, steps using subsystem data sets require an additional 64KB
(or 192KB if using GEM). If the subsystem resides in a LINKLIST or STEPLIB library, steps using the subsystem require
an additional 704KB (or 832KB if using GEM).

GETMAIN Considerations

Some language translators perform a variable GETMAIN to get a large work area for the program. The GETMAIN takes
advantage of the available region, leaving very little, if any, region for other purposes. Executing these programs with
the subsystem results in an abend with a S106-C code. The subsystem modules cannot be loaded when the GETMAIN
takes all the usable space in the region. Programs using the subsystem, especially those using sequential concatenation,
require an increased region size.

IBM provides the systems programmer with several controls for this condition. Each control limits the maximum size
of variable GETMAINs to reserve more storage so subsystem modules can be loaded. The IBM IEALIMIT exit can
control variable GETMAINs for all jobs run in the system. The IBM SMF STEP initiation exit, IEFUSI, can control storage
allocation with more discrimination between jobs. Your systems programmer should determine which alternative best
meets the requirements of your environment.

NOTE

Installing the Panvalet subsystem in the (M)LPA could eliminate the S106-C abends.

SMP/E Considerations

Some of the options mentioned here involve the movement of modules outside of the control of SMP/E. If you use these
techniques, ensure that maintenance applied with SMP/E is migrated to all copies of modules affected. When moving
modules from one target library to another, you must use the ++MOVE statement in an SMP/E USERMOD. Do not use
IEBCOPY outside of the control of SMP/E. Sample USERMODs are provided for you to customize and use.

Subsystem Activation
To track your progress through the process of activating the subsystem, use the Subsystem Activation Checklist provided
in Installation Checklists. These steps are described in detail in this section.

Step 1 Implement the Subsystem Programs
CAI.CBA3LINK is assumed to be in the LINKLIST. However, some sites install Panvalet batch programs in a private
library so that jobs must specify a JOBLIB or STEPLIB to access the programs. Because Panvalet subsystem programs
are sometimes invoked by z/OS outside of jobs, you must move these programs into z/OS system-defined libraries.
CAI.CBA3LPA already contains the two required LPA modules. CAI.CBA3LPA must not be a PDSE.
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Types of Subsystem Programs

Panvalet subsystem programs are classified into three types. A program's classification is based on the type of library in
which it must reside (LPA, LINKLIST, or authorized private).

The following table lists the Panvalet subsystem modules by type, required region size, and the libraries in which the
module is eligible to reside.

• Type I programs must reside in the LPA.
• The recommended method of moving them is using the ++MOVE statement of SMP/E.
• A sample USERMOD is provided in CAI.CBA3JCL(X7USRMD2) for your use. This USERMOD moves the modules

that are necessary for the subsystem to function. You can move additional modules, if required, by uncommenting the
module names.

• For testing purposes, you can use the MLPA feature before the actual move using SMP/E.

AMODE RMODE MODULE SIZE(K) LINKLIST LPA ELPA Authorized
Private

31 24 TYPE I PSDFI146** 2.8 N Y N N
31 ANY PSKMD146 49.3 N Y Y N
31 ANY TYPE II or

TYPE III
PANALLOC 38.2 Y Y Y Y

31 ANY PSAAL146* 58.9 Y Y Y N
ANY 24 PSIN2146 38.2 Y Y N Y
31 ANY PSKMO146 62.8 Y Y Y N
31 ANY PSKQU146 50.4 Y Y N N
ANY 24 PSVCV146 49.1 Y Y N N
24 24 TYPE III PANMODI* 143.8 Y Y N Y
24 24 PANPVGEM 24.9 Y Y N Y
31 ANY PSBLDL 57.0 Y Y Y Y
24 24 PSBLDLS1 1.0 Y Y N Y
24 24 PSGCBUPT 37.0 Y Y N Y
24 24 PSGEMPRT 33.4 Y Y N Y
ANY 24 PSIGC146 37.5 Y Y N Y
ANY 24 PSINIT 48.1 Y Y N Y
24 24 PSNOTPNT* 78.5 Y Y N Y
31 ANY PSOPEN* 146.5 Y Y Y Y
24 24 PSOPEN02* 113.9 Y Y N Y
24 24 PSPDSIO 50.0 Y Y N Y
ANY 24 PSQUIT 43.6 Y Y N Y
24 24 PSRDI146* 1.2 Y Y N Y
24 24 PSSMSB 55.8 Y Y N Y
24 24 PSSMSI 65.2 Y Y N Y
31 ANY PSUCR 41.6 Y Y Y Y
24 24 PVEXTLDR 1.0 Y Y N Y
24 24 PVEXTPRD 2.2 Y Y N Y
24 24 PVEXTUSR 1.0 Y Y N Y
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24 24 FGPAN#23  Y Y N Y

* Module has associated aliases, as follows:

Module Aliases
PANMODI PVPVLAMS, PANMODC, PSCCLPVI
PSAAL146 PSUUN145
PSOPEN PSCLOS
PSOPEN02 PSCLOS02, PSOPBNXP, PSCLBSXP
PSNOTPNT PSPOINT
PSRDI146 PSCKI145

WARNING
Use caution when you copy modules with alias entries from one library to another. You must copy the MAIN
module first, and then copy the ALIAS entries for the MAIN module.

** Module PSDFI145 must have AMODE=ANY, RMODE=24 if running in a pre-MVS/ESA environment.

In addition to X7USRMD2 in CAI.CBA3JCL, the Panvalet installation library (CAI.PANLIB) contains members with the JCL
necessary to activate the Panvalet subsystem outside the control of SMP/E. The Panvalet installation library also contains
a series of members with control statements to use during the installation. Select the JCL and the control member you
want to use, depending on where you decide to move the Type 3 programs. You activate Type 1 and 2 programs as part
of the process for each alternative.

To activate the Panvalet subsystem programs, use the following steps:

1. Review the alternatives for Type 3 programs (see Methods for Locating Type 3 Programs).
2. Select the alternative most appropriate for your installation.

– Modify X7USRMD2 or extract JCL member PSINST from the Panvalet installation library (CAI.PANLIB).
– You can use the PAN#1 ++WRITE WORK command to extract this JCL member. For the PAN#1 sample execution

JCL, see System Management. PANDD1 should be assigned to the Panvalet installation library.
3. Extract the appropriate control member.
4. Modify the JCL according to your site's standards and requirements.
5. Run the job and save all output for future documentation requirements.

Methods for Locating Type 3 Programs

There are five methods for locating Type 3 programs. Review each method to determine the best one to use at your site.

Method 1

Move Type 3 Panvalet subsystem programs and all Panvalet batch programs to the LINKLIST.

All Panvalet programs, including batch programs, are available to all users without requiring a STEPLIB, because
the Panvalet installation library is in the LINKLIST concatenation. Type 1 programs are copied to an LPA-eligible library
you specify from CAI.CBA3LPA or that you include in your LPA definition. Type 2 programs remain in CAI.CBA3LINK.

Use this method when you want to:

• Limit the number and size of modules in LPA rather than enhance subsystem performance.
• Keep Panvalet programs in their own separate library.
• Make all Panvalet programs available without requiring a STEPLIB.

Use JCL member PSINST and data member PSONLYLPA from the Panvalet installation library.
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NOTE
Your systems programmer must define the Panvalet installation load library in the LINKLIST.

Method 2

Move the Type 3 Panvalet subsystem programs to the LINKLIST.

The Panvalet subsystem is available to all users without requiring a STEPLIB, but Panvalet batch programs (for example,
PAN#1) require a STEPLIB DD statement to allocate the library. The Type 2 and Type 3 modules required by the
subsystem are copied from the Panvalet installation load library (PDS) to a LINKLIST library (PDS) that you define. Type 1
programs are copied to an LPA-eligible library.

Use this method when you:

• Want to limit the number and size of modules in LPA rather than enhance performance of the Panvalet subsystem.
• Do not want to keep Panvalet programs in their own separate library.
• Want to make only Panvalet subsystem programs available without requiring a STEPLIB.

Use JCL member PSINST and data member PSSCOPY from the Panvalet installation library.

NOTE
Your systems programmer must ensure that the library specified by the LPALIB DD statement can hold modules
that are loaded into LPA. Also, you must define the library specified by the LINKLIB DD statement in the
LINKLIST.

Method 3

Move all Panvalet subsystem programs to the link pack area (LPA).

The Panvalet subsystem is available to all users without requiring a STEPLIB, but Panvalet batch programs (for example,
PAN#1) require a STEPLIB DD to allocate the private library. All Type 1, 2, and 3 modules are copied to an LPA-eligible
library (PDS).

Use this method when you want to:

• Improve subsystem performance rather than limit the number and size of modules in LPA.
• Make only Panvalet subsystem programs available without requiring a STEPLIB.
• Use JCL member PSINST and data member PSSALLPA from the Panvalet installation library.

NOTE
Your systems programmer must tell you where to install the programs so that they are included in the LPA.

Method 4

After moving the Panvalet subsystem programs into LPA or LINKLIST, relink all Panvalet subsystem programs into the
LPA to minimize size. Use JCL member PSINST and data member PSSCOPY to install the Panvalet subsystem in
LINKLIST. Use data member PSSALLPA to install in LPA.

The Panvalet subsystem is available to all users without requiring a STEPLIB. The library containing Panvalet batch
programs does not have to be in the LINKLIST.

Use this method when you want to:

• Improve the subsystem performance rather than limit the number and size of modules in the LPA.
• Limit the number and size of modules in the LPA and are willing to relink programs. You can further limit size by

installing the Panvalet subsystem in the LINKLIST instead of the LPA.
• Make Panvalet subsystem programs available without requiring a STEPLIB.
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This selection provides the best possible subsystem performance with minimum LPA use. It reduces LPA requirements by
approximately 30 KB and reduces Extended LPA (above 16 MB) requirements by approximately 170 KB.

With this selection, separate load modules are created for programs that reside above the 16 MB line in MVS/XA and for
those that must reside below the line. (In MVS/SP, all load modules reside below the line.)

Use JCL member PSLPALNK and control member PSLPALKED, from the Panvalet installation library, to relink the
modules to an LPA library.

NOTE

Your systems programmer must tell you where to move the programs so that they are included in the LPA.

Method 5

Move Type 3 Panvalet subsystem programs to a private library. Type 1 programs are copied to an LPA-eligible library.
Type 2 programs are copied to a LINKLIST library.

If you select this method, every job using the Panvalet subsystem must include a STEPLIB or JOBLIB JCL statement
designating this authorized private library in order to access the programs.

Use this method only for preliminary testing with a previous release of Panvalet installed in the LINKLIST.

Use JCL member PSINST and control member PSSCOPLNK from the Panvalet installation library.

This option forces initialization of the subsystem using the operator START command to start the JCL PROC from the
PROCLIB's PSINIT instead of specifying start-up at IPL. This option can also use CAIRIM to start the subsystem.

Step 2 Define the Subsystem
Define subsystems to z/OS by one of the following methods:

• A line entry in the IEFSSNxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB
• CAIRIM, a common service of Common Components and Services, to dynamically add the subsystem definition.

SYS1.PARMLIB (IEFSSNxx)

You can use a line entry in a SYS1.PARMLIB member to define the subsystem. This member is named IEFSSNxx, where
xx is a two-character ID determined by your systems programmer. Each line entry defines a subsystem that you can
activate.

The format of the line entry to define the Panvalet subsystem in SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) is one of the following:

PANx

PANx,PSINIT,'xx,PANx,vvvvv,MSGLVL=x'

Which format you use depends on how you initialize the subsystem:

• When initializing the subsystem through a started PROC, a JCL JOB, or CAIRIM, PANx is the only parameter in
IEFSSNxx.

• If you are using the IPL procedure, you must specify the next two parameters and the parameters passed to it, on the
PSINIT program.

• If neither of these methods is used, CAIRIM will start the PANx subsystem dynamically.
•  PANx

The subsystem name (a required parameter). For the Panvalet subsystem, the first three characters must be PAN.
You can change the value of x to any alphanumeric character. The default value is V (the default subsystem name is
PANV).

•  PSINIT
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The name of the program used to initialize the Panvalet subsystem. This parameter is optional. If you include this
parameter in the IEFSSNxx member, PSINIT starts the subsystem whenever you IPL. If you omit this parameter, the
subsystem does not start at IPL time. In that case, you must always use a started PROC, JCL JOB, or CAIRIM to
initialize it.

•  'xx,PANx,vvvvv,MSGLVL=x'
Optional parameters passed to the PSINIT program when it starts at IPL time. All of these parameters are positional;
you must code them in the order in which they are shown. For more information about online-entry formats, see your
IBM documentation: MVS/SP, SPL: Job Management and MVS/XA and SPL: System Modifications.

xx
Specifies the two-character suffix for the PANSYSxx member in SYS1.PARMLIB. If this parameter is omitted,
the suffix defaults to 00. The PANSYSxx member (see PANSYSxx Parameters in Step 3) specifies initialization
parameters for the Panvalet subsystem.

PANx
Specifies the four-character subsystem name. The suffix (x) must be alphanumeric. If the suffix is coded as name
in the IEFSSNxx member, it must agree with the value used there.

vvvvv
Indicates the five-character release number of the subsystem. For Panvalet subsystem Release 14.6A, you must
code 14.6A; otherwise, the subsystem does not initialize. If you install later release products (for example, 14.6B),
change the release number to reflect the latest release.

MSGLVL=x
Specifies one of the following volumes of messages to appear on the operator's console during subsystem
initialization:

• 0 -- Displays only error messages.
• 1 -- Displays error and basic informational messages. The default is 1.
• 2 -- Displays error and detailed informational messages.
• T -- ITrace setting for initialization debugging purposes only.

NOTE
 You can use the supplied PSINIT PROC to enter these parameters (see the PSINIT PROC member for
parameter override names). This PROC is in the installation PANLIB under the name PSINITJCL. You can
also use CAIRIM to start the subsystem and enter these parameters. For more information, see Step 3:
Initialize the Subsystem and Step 4: Start the Subsystem in this section.

CAIRIM 1
If you do not use the IEFSSNxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB to define the subsystem, you must use the CAIRIM
procedure to dynamically add your subsystem name that was specified to the system table through PSINIT. This allows
for dynamic subsystem names without an IPL.

Step 3 Initialize the Subsystem
Initialize the subsystem by using the program PSINIT through an IPL, a started PROC, a JOB, or CAIRIM.

PSINIT

The program PSINIT initializes the Panvalet subsystem. When PSINIT is invoked (at IPL time, by using CAIRIM, or by
executing a PROC or a JOB), it is passed certain parameters (see Step 2: Define the Subsystem in this section).

For the subsystem to be properly initialized, you must establish additional subsystem parameters. Define these
parameters in PANSYSxx. You can define PANSYSxx in SYS1.PARMLIB or, if using CAIRIM, point an IEFPARM DD to
any JCL library that contains your PANSYSxx member. Here is an example of a PANSYSxx member:
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SUBSYSNAME=PANX

VERSION=14.6A

CMDPREFIX=%

UPTIMEST=N

SPLEVEL=6.0.9

DSNWAITB=Y

DSNWAITT=N

If the installation PANLIB was built in Phase One: Install Panvalet, you can find a sample of PANSYS00 in the installation
PANLIB. PANV is the recommended subsystem name. However, if multiple subsystems are being used, they must have
unique names (such as PANX in the previous example).

PANSYSxx contains the parameters for the Panvalet subsystem. The suffix (xx) can be any two-character identifier. The
suffix that PSINIT uses to determine the correct PANSYSxx member is based on the MBRSUFF parameter passed into
PSINIT. The following is a sample JCL stream invoking PSINIT to reference PANSYS01:

//PSINIT JOB (accounting info)

//PSINIT    PROC  MBRSUFF='01',

//          SUBSYS='PANV',

//          VERSION='14.6A',

//          MSGLVL='T'

//$$$$$$@   EXEC  PGM=PSINIT,

//          PARM='&MBRSUFF,&SUBSYS,&VERSION,MSGLVL=&MSGLVL'

//          PEND

//*

//$$$$$$@  EXEC PROC=PSINIT

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=MY.APF.AUTH.CBA3LINK,DISP=SHR

//IEFPARM  DD   DSN=MY.PANSYS.PDS,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

NOTE
All load libraries in the STEPLIB concatenation must be APF authorized. The IEFPARM DD statement
references the PDS containing the PANSYSxx member (in this case, PANSYS01, based on the MBRSUFF
parameter).

You can maintain more than one copy of the parameters by using different member names. This is especially useful
during testing of new releases of subsystems. The default identifier is 00.

The following rules apply when coding the PANSYSxx parameters:

• The parameter name must begin in column one.
• You can specify only one parameter on each line.
• No continuation is allowed.
• An equal sign (=) (for example, NAME=VALUE) separates a parameter name from its parameter value.
• No blanks are allowed on either side of the equal sign.
• An asterisk (*) in column 1 indicates that the line is treated as a comment.

NOTE
Parameter errors can prevent the system from initializing.
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PANSYSxx Parameters
SUBSYSNAME

The four-character name of the subsystem. It must begin with PAN and end with a single alphanumeric character.
The recommended name is PANV.
If you do not code the name in this member, you must code it in the SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) member as
a positional parameter. If you code the name in both places, both names must agree or the subsystem is not
initialized.

VERSION
The release number of the subsystem. This parameter is required and must be 14.6A. If you install future
refreshes, you must change VERSION to reflect the current release number (for example, 14.6B).
You can also specify the release in the SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) member as a positional parameter. If you
code it in both places, both releases must agree or the subsystem is not initialized.

CMDPREFIX
The alert character command prefix used by the Panvalet subsystem to identify its z/OS operator commands.
The default is a forward slash (/). Choose a character acceptable to JES2 that does not conflict with any other
subsystem or command at your site. For more information, see the IBM JES2 Install Initialization and Tuning
Guide.

DSNWAITB
Determines whether the Panvalet subsystem should wait when a subsystem data set is not available. Valid values
are Y (Yes) or N (No).
The default is Y. If you specify N, batch jobs abend with a system 013-C0 if a subsystem data set is unavailable.

DSNWAITT
Determines whether the Panvalet subsystem should wait when a subsystem data set is not available to a TSO
user. Valid values are Y (Yes) or N (No).
The default is N. TSO commands abend if a subsystem data set is unavailable. If you specify Y, TSO users wait
indefinitely, up to the site-specified z/OS wait limit, until the data set is available.

SPLEVEL
Specifies the version, release, and modification level of the z/OS operating system that the subsystem is running
on. SPLEVEL is a required parameter and must be five characters long. For example, z/OS Version 1.8 appears
as:
SPLEVEL=7.0.8

UPTIMEST
Specifies whether the Panvalet subsystem updates the time stamp date of last access in the Panvalet library for
members accessed by the Panvalet subsystem. Valid values are Y (Yes) or N (No).
A value of Y updates the access date. A value of N (the default) does not update the access date for every access
of a member by the Panvalet subsystem. This can enhance subsystem performance because it takes system
resources to change the date. Individual jobs cannot override this parameter.
A value of N corresponds to a universal specification of the OPEN=INP parameter (for read-only access) used on
batch jobs. No override for individual jobs is provided.

RESERVE
Specifies the amount of additional virtual storage the Panvalet subsystem reserves within the user's region for
processing. In the case of certain language processors, such as the high-level Assembler (ASMA90), that obtain
all remaining virtual storage within the user's region, this option ensures that the Panvalet subsystem reserves
enough virtual storage for normal operation.
To specify a reserved storage specification of 512 KB bytes:
RESERVE=512K

You can specify 0 KB (for no storage) up to 1024 KB (for one megabyte). If you do not specify RESERVE, 512
KB of virtual storage is automatically reserved when the Panvalet subsystem is initialized and released when the
subsystem is shut down.
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CAIRIM 2

If you are not using SYS1.PARMLIB at all, you must specify an IEFPARM DD for a PDS that contains your
PANSYSxx member in your CAIRIM procedure. This allows the PSINIT program to find the necessary information from
that PANSYSxx member to use for initialization.

If you do not use the IEFSSNxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB to define the subsystem, the CAIRIM program dynamically
adds your subsystem name specified to the system table through PSINIT. This allows for dynamic subsystem names
without an IPL.

Step 4 Start the Subsystem
You must specify the CLPA (Create Link Pack Area) option at the first IPL following your installation or reinstallation of the
Panvalet subsystem. Otherwise, the modules you intend to install in the LPA are not loaded.

If you specified start-up at IPL time, as recommended in Step 2, the Panvalet subsystem initializes itself during IPL.
Otherwise, you can use CAIRIM, a JCL JOB, or the operator start command to start the JCL PROC from the PROCLIB's
PSINIT. See the sample JCL PSINIT member in the unloaded PANLIB.

The following messages appear during subsystem initialization regardless of the method used to start the subsystem:

PANV600I PANVALET SUBSYSTEM INITIALIZATION IN-PROGRESS

PANV601I PANVALET SUBSYSTEM VERSION 14.6A *NOW ACTIVE*

Error messages, if any, appear at the operator's console.

The Panvalet subsystem does not maintain a separate address space after initialization.

This article contains the following information:

CAIRIM 3

To use CAIRIM to start an active version of the subsystem, the JCL to execute CAIRIM must include:

• STEPLIB to the 14.6 CBA3LINK (and all libraries in the concatenation must be APF authorized)
• IEFPARM DD statement referencing the PDS containing the PANSYSxx member
• PARMLIB DD statement referencing the PDS/member containing the CAIRIM parameters.

You must add the CAIRIM parameters for PANV as follows:

PRODUCT(CA-PANV) VERSION(X7E6) INIT(PSINIT) -

PARM(00,PANV,14.6A,MSGLVL=1)

NOTE
Do not specify single quotes around the PARM statement entry, or it will not execute correctly. The 00 in this
PARM must match the suffix for the PANSYS member. In this case, PANSYS00 is being used.

Restarting the Subsystem

The Panvalet subsystem installation job creates the JCL PROC member PSINIT. Normally, this JCL member is placed on
SYS1.PROCLIB. However, when running the installation job, you can change where this JCL member is placed.

This PSINIT PROC restarts the Panvalet subsystem without an IPL or starts the Panvalet subsystem if you did not specify
PSINIT in the IEFSSNxx member. If the installation PANLIB was built during the installation of Panvalet, PSINIT is in the
installation PANLIB. Otherwise, see the discussion for topic PSINIT under Step 3: Initialize the Subsystem in this section.
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The JCL in the PSINIT PROC or JOB executes the PSINIT program with the same parameters specified in the description
of the IEFSSNxx member. You must code these parameters in the PROC or JOB in the same order as in the description
of the IEFSSNxx member and have the same valid values. See Step 2: Define the Subsystem in this section.

NOTE
The subsystem name is required in this JCL PROC or in the PANSYSxx member since there is no other source
from which the initialization program can be determined. You can find a sample PANSYS00 in the installation
PANLIB.

Using CAIRIM to Restart the Subsystem

You can also restart the subsystem using CAIRIM:

PRODUCT(CA-PANV) VERSIONX7E6() INIT(PSINIT) -

PARM(00,PANV,14.6A,MSGLVL=1)

NOTE
Do not specify single quotes around the PARM statement entry, or it will not execute correctly.

This can be accomplished only after a successful shutdown using CAIRIM and PSQUIT. For more information, see Step 6:
Stop the Subsystem.

Congratulations! You have successfully completed the activation of the Panvalet subsystem.

NOTE
RC=256 is normal if using CAIRIM to start the subsystem. CAIRIM needs RC=256 to be able to do a REINIT
or DELETE later if necessary using CAIRIM. For Common Components and Services, RC=256 is the same as
RC=0.

Step 5 Communicate with the Subsystem
You can communicate with the subsystem using any z/OS operator's console. All commands entered must begin with
the command prefix character defined by the CMDPREFIX= parameter in member PANSYSxx in SYS1.PARMLIB. For
illustration purposes, all examples use the default command prefix character of a slash (/).

The two basic command classes are QUERY and MODIFY. QUERY displays information about the subsystem and
MODIFY changes the subsystem in some way. The command line itself consists of the command prefix and the command
class followed by the appropriate parameters.

The QUERY commands have two parameters: the keyword and the operand. The MODIFY commands have three
parameters: the target of the modify, the keyword, and some optional operands.

The command formats are:

/QUERY   keyword  operand

/MODIFY  target keyword operand

QUERY Commands

For QUERY class commands, the keywords are STATE, USECOUNTS, INIT, and RESERVE.

STATE
Displays the current operating status of the subsystem. Execution of the command returns a message indicating a
status of Active or Quiescing. Active indicates that the subsystem is up and running normally. Quiescing indicates
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the subsystem is shutting down, pending the completion of all tasks with allocated PANLIBs that the subsystem is
managing. You can use this command to verify that a QUIESCE command has been acknowledged.

USECOUNTS
Displays the current number of open and allocated PANLIBs that the subsystem is managing. Execution of the
command returns a message indicating how many PANLIBs, not jobs, are open or allocated. It also distinguishes
between batch and TSO sessions as far as the USECOUNTS are displayed.

INIT
Displays the subsystem name in use for this command prefix and the SYS1.PARMLIB member used to initialize
the subsystem.

RESERVE
Displays the current amount of virtual storage reserved in the user's region for Panvalet subsystem processing.
This amount is initially specified (or defaulted) by the PANSYSxx (SYS1.PARMLIB) RESERVE keyword and
dynamically changed by the /MODIFY RESERVE command.

For example, to find the current operating status, use the following command:

/QUERY STATE

MODIFY Commands

MODIFY commands have only one target: subsystem status (STATE) and three keywords.

/MODIFY STATE QUIESCE
Schedules shutdown of the subsystem as soon as the last allocated PANLIB is unallocated.

/MODIFY STATE SHUTDOWN
Shuts down the subsystem immediately. Does not wait for tasks with open or allocated PANLIBs (if any) to
complete. If active jobs are using the subsystem, you must enter this command twice in succession to bring down
the subsystem.

/MODIFY STATE START
Cancels previous QUIESCE command. You can enter this command any time before the last allocated PANLIB is
unallocated (before the subsystem shuts down).

/MODIFY RESERVE=<size>K
Where <size> is a numeric value between 0 and 1024 inclusive. The RESERVE command modifies the current
amount of additional virtual storage the Panvalet subsystem reserves in the user's region for processing. In the
case of certain language processors, such as Assembler H (ASMA90), that obtain all remaining virtual storage
within the user's region, this option ensures that the Panvalet subsystem reserves enough virtual storage for
normal operation.
To specify a reserved storage modification of 512 KB bytes:
/MODIFY RESERVE=512K

The valid amount of virtual storage that you can modify ranges from 0 KB (for no storage) to 1024 KB (for one
megabyte).

Step 6 Stop the Subsystem
To stop or shut down the subsystem, use the /MODIFY STATE QUIESCE command. This lets all jobs using the
subsystem complete normally and prevents any new jobs from allocating or opening additional PANLIBs. If no jobs are
currently using the subsystem, this command has the same effect as the SHUTDOWN command; the subsystem shuts
down immediately.
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To display how many PANLIBs must be closed or unallocated to let the subsystem shut down, use the /QUERY
USECOUNTS command. This command is especially useful for determining whether the subsystem shutdown is being
delayed by TSO users who have neglected to free PANLIBs allocated over the course of the session.

CAIRIM 4

To stop a version of the subsystem that was started with CAIRIM, you must modify the CAIRIM parameter for PANV and
execute CAIRIM as follows:

PRODUCT(CA-PANV) VERSION(X7E6) INIT(PSQUIT) -PARM(00,PANV,14.6A,MSGLVL=1)

NOTE
Do not specify single quotes around the PARM statement entry, or it will not execute correctly.

Emergency Shutdown and Recovery of the Subsystem
If you require immediate termination of the subsystem, regardless of the number of open or allocated PANLIBs, use the /
MODIFY STATE SHUTDOWN command.

NOTE
Use this command only if you detect problems in the subsystem. This command causes any jobs currently using
PANLIBs managed by the subsystem to abend.

One last method available for shutting down the subsystem is to start a task named PSQUIT. This is the least desirable
method of shutting down the subsystem. You should use this command only when you cannot shut PANV down with the /
MODIFY commands.

WARNING
You should use PSQUIT only as a last resort. PSQUIT always forces down the subsystem and does not
respect active jobs. After PSQUIT executes, a job that has allocated a subsystem data set probably abends
with a system SOC4 error when it attempts to access storage that PSQUIT released. Consult your systems
programmer before you start PSQUIT.

To execute PSQUIT, enter this command from the operator console:

S PSQUIT,SSN=PANV

Executing PSQUIT might be required if the subsystem abends without properly cleaning up. The following message when
you attempt PANV restart indicates improper cleanup:

PANV626E SUBSYSTEM ALREADY ACTIVE / SHUTDOWN NOT COMPLETE

WARNING
Warning! Before using PSQUIT, you must ensure that the subsystem is not already active or in the quiesce
state.

Command Reference

/QUERY STATE|USECOUNTS|INIT|RESERVE

 

/MODIFY STATE QUIESCE|SHUTDOWN|START

 

/MODIFY RESERVE=<SIZE>
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Multiple Subsystems
More than one Panvalet subsystem can run on the same z/OS system. This capability is provided and supported only to
allow testing of a new version of Panvalet without requiring a shutdown of the production subsystem. Use this capability
only for testing subsequent Panvalet versions.

NOTE
The PANALLOC TSO command is not version-dependent and requires a STEPLIB to the appropriate load
library. To use multiple versions of PANALLOC from LINKLIST, rename different versions to unique names.

Panvalet subsystem modules reside in three places:

• LPA
• Authorized LINKLIST library
• Authorized STEPLIB/JOBLIB

Requiring modules in LPA and the LINKLIST forces a version-dependent naming convention so that subsystem
initialization can distinguish between the modules of two or more subsystems.

The modules in LPA and the LINKLIST have the following convention: PScxxvvv, where c is the component, xx is a
subfunction name, and vvv is the version. The version part of the name changes for each release or refresh of the
subsystem. The desired version is provided to the subsystem initialization program, which then invokes the proper
routines to initialize that version of the subsystem.

To use an alternative subsystem, specify the installation load library as the JOBLIB/STEPLIB for the job step and put the
second subsystem ID in the SUBSYS= parameter on the DD statements. This load library must be authorized.

Use only one Panvalet subsystem in a single job step. Specifying multiple Panvalet subsystems in a single job step gives
unpredictable results because program versions can be mixed.

NOTE
The Panvalet subsystem is downwardly compatible, not upwardly compatible. For example, this 14.6 version
can process members residing in pre-14.6 Panvalet libraries. However, pre-14.5 versions of the Panvalet
subsystem cannot process members residing in version 14.5 or above Panvalet libraries, even if the member
does not take advantage of the new attributes, such as logical record length greater than 80 bytes.

Compare and Additional Facilities
This section provides an overview of additional facilities available with Panvalet, such as:

For more information about these facilities, see Compare Reference, Extended Features, and System Management.

Compare Facility

The Compare facility compares two files and reports on the differences.

It consists of the following modules:

PCOMPARE
The compare program, which resides in the installation load module PDS.

PCOPTION
The default PCOMPARE options module, which resides on the installation load module PDS. You can find sample
JCL for assembling and linking a new PCOPTION module in the installation Panvalet library. The sample JCL
member name is PCOPTJCLM.

PCOPT
The macro that creates the PCOPTION module, which resides on the installation Panvalet library. For more
information, see the next section, PCOPT Macro.
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PCEXIT
A sample I/O handler exit, which resides on the installation Panvalet library.

For more information about the Compare facility, see Compare Reference.

PCOPT Macro

The PCOPT macro alters the default options of the Compare facility for your specific environment. Each keyword operand
of the PCOPT macro corresponds to an option.

To alter Compare options, perform the following steps:

1. Code the PCOPT macro as the only statements in an Assembler source program. Code the macro according to the
rules of IBM Assembler language. See Compare Reference for more information about coding the PCOPT macro.

2. Apply the USERMOD found in CAI.SAMPJCL(X7E5UM01). Follow the directions found in that JCL. Use the operands
described in the following section, PCOPT Options to code the PCOPT macro.

PCOPT Options

You can use any of the following options to code the PCOPT macro:

EXPAND=
The value for the EXPAND parameter on the OLD and NEW commands. Valid values are NO or YES. The default
value is NO.

FILEORG=
The value for the FILEORG parameter on the OLD and NEW commands. Valid values are PANVALET or
SEQUENTIAL. The default value is PANVALET.

OUTPUT=
The value for the OUTPUT parameter on the COMPARE command. This can be one of the following:

• NO
• DELTA
• UPDATE
• (DELTA,UPDATE)

The default value is UPDATE.
PCDELTA=

The ddname for the DELTA file. This can be any one- to eight-character alphanumeric value. The first character
must be alphabetic. The default value is PCDELTA.

PCNEW=
The ddname for the NEW file. This can be any one- to eight-character alphanumeric value. The first character
must be alphabetic. The default value is PCNEW.

PCOLD=
The ddname for the OLD file. This can be any one- to eight-character alphanumeric value. The first character
must be alphabetic. The default value is PCOLD.

PCUPDTE=
The ddname for the UPDATE file. This can be any one- to eight-character alphanumeric value. The first character
must be alphabetic. The default value is PCUPDTE.

PCWORK1=
The ddname for work file 1. This can be any one- to eight-character alphanumeric value. The first character must
be alphabetic. The default value is PCWORK1.
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PCWORK2=
The ddname for work file 2. This can be any one- to eight-character alphanumeric value. The first character must
be alphabetic. The default value is PCWORK2.

REPORT=
The value for the REPORT parameter on the COMPARE command. This can be one of the following:

• NO
• DELTA
• DETAIL
• UPDATE
• (DELTA,UPDATE)
• (DELTA,DETAIL)
• (UPDATE,DETAIL)
• (DELTA,UPDATE,DETAIL)

The default value is DELTA.
SENTINL=

The value for the SENTINL parameter on the UPDATE command. Note the spelling of this parameter (no second
E). This can be one of the following:

• ++
• --
• $+
• $-

The default value is ++.
TEMP=

The value for the TEMP parameter on the UPDATE command. Valid values are NO or YES. The default value is
NO.

Multiple Partition Protection

The Multiple Partition Protection (MPP) facility protects Panvalet libraries between multiple partitions and shared systems.

It consists of the following modules:

• PANMPP -- The MPP facility main program
• PANENQ -- A CICS transaction to allow the MPP facility to work under CICS
• PANENQPM -- A component used by PANENQ

For more information about the MPP facility, see System Management.

CICS

If you are using any product or option that accesses the Panvalet library in a CICS environment, you must install the
PANENQ component according to the instructions described in System Management.

In the CICS environment, the following tables must be updated before the MPP facility can be activated.

For PCT:

• PANENQ with a transaction ID of PVEQ (TWASIZE=0)
• PANDEQ with a transaction ID of PVDQ (TWASIZE=0)

For PPT:
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• PANENQ
• PANENQPM
• PANMPP
• PANDEQ
• PVCOMENQ
• FGPAN23
• PANMODK

Access Method (PAM)

The Access Method (PAM) is a read-only facility that allows access to a Panvalet library or protection file to retrieve
members or directory entries. It consists of the PAM module, that is, the Panvalet Access Method module and resides on
the installation load module PDS.

For more information about the Access Method (PAM), see System Management.

Extended Features

The source for all extended features resides in CAI.PANLIB. For more information about these features, see Extended
Features.

As part of the initial installation, the following extended features are provided in an executable format:

• z/OS PDS Conversion (PAN0)
• Panvalet Group Processor (PGP)
• Print Member (PVPRNTDS)

Library Upgrade Feature
The Library Upgrade Feature provides a simple and controlled method for upgrading (converting) a Panvalet library from
one Panvalet version to the next. A Panvalet library upgrade is defined as a change in the Panvalet library format from
one version to the next.

This section describes how to use the upgrade feature with all of the Panvalet options. However, this section might include
an upgrade feature with a Panvalet option that your installation does not support. If this is the case, ignore the description
and continue by reading information relevant to your site.

Release Interdependencies

Panvalet Release 14.6 is downward compatible, but not upward compatible. For example, Release 14.6 can process
members residing in pre-14.6 libraries. However, pre-14.6 versions cannot process members residing in Release 14.6 or
above libraries.

WARNING
An upgrade to Release 14.6 is not performed or required for Release 14.5 libraries. However, libraries created
with Release 14.6 cannot be accessed by the pre-14.6 release product.

If you inadvertently upgrade a pre-14.6 release production library to 14.6, you can return the library to the previous release
by creating a backup protection file with Release 14.6, recreating the library with the previous release of Panvalet, and
restoring the backup file to it using the previous release. All batch Panvalet systems can use the backup protection file
created by other releases of Panvalet.
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Conversion Summary

The AFTERDUMP, COMMAND, or PAN#1OPEN upgrade options of the PVOPT macro conditionally upgrade previous
release libraries to Release 14.6 libraries.

The format of the Panvalet backup protection files is different for each release level. Backup protection files created by
the ++DUMP command are always created in the format of the Panvalet PAN#2 program release level doing the backup.
Release 14.6 of the Panvalet PAN#2 program can process backup protection files created with Panvalet PAN#2 programs
of Releases 10.0, 11.0, 12.0, 14.0, 14.1, 14.2, 14.3, or 14.5.

Library Upgrades

A library upgrade can occur as follows:

AFTERDUMP
PAN#2 can perform library upgrades. An upgrade can occur automatically after a successful ++DUMP command.
If you choose this method, the Panvalet library is upgraded after the first successful ++DUMP function is
completed. This method also creates a protection file prior to the library upgrade, thereby giving you the option to
restore to a previous release.

COMMAND
You can use the ++UPGRADE command to perform a library upgrade. The ++UPGRADE command does not
provide a protection file of the library; however, you can precede the ++UPGRADE command with a ++DUMP
command. This is the COMMAND method. For an example, see the PVUPGRADE in the Panvalet installation
library.

PAN#1OPEN
Upgrade can also occur immediately after PAN#1 opens the library. If you choose this method (PAN#1OPEN),
the upgrade function is performed automatically anytime you execute PAN#1. This method does not create a
protection file.

The UPGRADE parameter in the PVOPT installation macro (see the topic "PVOPT Macro USERMODs") determines
how the upgrade function is performed. On a typical system, the execution time of the upgrade function is less than
one second. If your Panvalet library contains supersets and subsets, there is a delay while subset directory entries are
upgraded.

Indirect Upgrade

You can also perform an indirect upgrade function by following these steps:

1. Allocate a Panvalet library using the new version of PAN#4.
2. Use PAN#2 (any version) to create a protection file of the library.
3. Use PAN#2 of the new version to restore the protection file to the new version of the Panvalet library.

Protection Files

After a library is upgraded, Panvalet requires a restore from a backup protection file to return the library to the previous
release format.

PAN#2 reads protection files in any format. PAN#2 writes new protection files in a format corresponding to the current
release of the Panvalet library.

To restore a Panvalet library as it was before the upgrade:

1. Create a new Panvalet library using PAN#4 of the previous release.
2. Use the new PAN#2 to restore the library from the protection file created by ++DUMP.
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Recommendations

In most cases, you should use the AFTERDUMP option to upgrade libraries. This technique:

• Is transparent to both programmers and management.
• Automatically upgrades libraries without any special effort from you.
• Provides a backup if you must return to an older version of Panvalet.

You might want to use the ++UPGRADE command to gain more control over the upgrade process. You should use this
technique when:

• Several libraries share the same historical protection file.
• Several libraries require special character support at the same time.
• Backups of critical libraries have been run separately before the upgrade.

Use the PAN#1OPEN method only when the other options are not practical for your site. The PAN#1OPEN method is
intended primarily for users having a large number of Panvalet libraries that:

• Are not under control of a central maintenance organization.
• Do not have regularly scheduled library backup (++DUMP) procedures.

NOTE
If a system crash occurs during an upgrade, you must restart the UPGRADE job. Execute a ++UPGRADE
command or any of the other methods that cause an upgrade. This completes the upgrade process.

Backups

Panvalet can:

• Read the new and any previously-supported format of the Panvalet library (see Note below).
• Read the new and any previously-supported format of the Panvalet protection file (see Note below).
• Merge any combination of library and protection file formats (during ++OPTION INPUT processing).

The protection file is always written in the same format as the library being read. Therefore, it is always possible to:

• Maintain match-merge historical files.
• Restore to an earlier version of Panvalet.

NOTE
For information about supported versions of Panvalet libraries and protection file formats, see Conversion
Summary.

Using Release 12.0 or 14.0 Library Format

Panvalet 14.6 can also perform any of these functions:
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Figure 1: Library Upgrade Feature_Using Release 12.0 or 14.0 Library Format

NOTE
The output protection file always agrees in format with the library. The input protection file can be any format.

Rules and Guidelines for Upgrading Libraries

Follow these guidelines when upgrading libraries:

1. Install Panvalet batch before installing the following optional products that access Panvalet libraries:
– Panvalet Option for CMS
– Panvalet Option for ISPF
– Panvalet Option for TSO

WARNING
These optional products must be at the same release level as Panvalet batch.

Panvalet batch contains several system service modules (PVPVLAMS, PANMODI, PANMODK, PANPVGEM, and
FGPAN23) that the optional products require.
For information about the Option for CMS, see the  Panvalet Option for CMS Getting Started.

2. When you install Panvalet batch, all optional products must have access to the latest CAI.CBA3LINK before upgrading
any Panvalet libraries that the optional products access.

3. Only Panvalet programs PAN#1 and PAN#2 can upgrade a library.
4. Release 14.6 and the 14.6 modules defined in Step 1 can access pre-14.6 libraries. Release 14.6 is downward

compatible.

Considerations for Installing Optional Products
Plan your installation method before you install any of the Panvalet optional products (CMS, ISPF, or TSO options). This
section describes the recommended installation methods for the CMS, ISPF, and TSO options.
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Review the recommended installation methods, and choose the one that best suits your organization. The Panvalet
optional products must be at the same release level as Panvalet batch. These procedures are outlined for conversions
from an earlier release of Panvalet to Release 14.6.

NOTE
To avoid release conflicts and errors between the software and the library format, you should install the new
releases of the optional products before you upgrade or clear (create) your Panvalet library.

Upgrading Libraries One at a Time or All at Once

The following method is the best method for installing any of the Panvalet optional products because of its flexibility. When
using this method, you do not have to install the Panvalet optional product and Panvalet batch at the same time. You can
upgrade your libraries one at a time, or all at once.

If you use a backup (++DUMP command), you can automate the upgrade process by setting the AFTERDUMP parameter
of the PVOPT UPGRADE option. By dumping your libraries, you can back out of an upgrade, if necessary.

Follow these guidelines to upgrade your libraries one at a time or all at once:

1. Familiarize yourself with this entire section. You should understand how to upgrade a library and how Panvalet 14.6
handles protection files.

2. Familiarize yourself with the UPGRADE parameter of the PVOPT macro (see the topic "PVOPT Macro USERMODs").
3. Install Panvalet batch Release 14.6 first. Make sure the PVOPT macro specifies:

UPGRADE=(NO,NO,NO,...)

This prevents libraries from being upgraded until you are ready to upgrade them.
4. Test your new Panvalet batch processes.
5. Install the Panvalet optional product. Release 14.6 works with Release 10.0, 11.0, 12.0, 14.0, 14.1, 14.2, 14.3, and

14.5 libraries and supports features available for those levels.
6. Test the new Panvalet optional product.
7. Change the option in the PVOPT macro to specify:

UPGRADE=(NO,AFTERDUMP,NO,...)

This causes your Panvalet libraries to be upgraded the next time you execute a ++DUMP command.
8. Reassemble and relink your PVOPT macro.
9. Execute ++DUMP commands for your Panvalet libraries.

Upgrading All Libraries at the Same Time

Use this method if you have many Panvalet libraries and you want to upgrade them all at the same time.

Use the following guidelines for choosing Recommended Method 2:

1. Familiarize yourself with this entire section. You should understand how to upgrade a library and how Panvalet 14.6
handles protection files.

2. Familiarize yourself with the UPGRADE parameter of the PVOPT macro (see the topic "PVOPT Macro USERMODs").
3. Install and test Panvalet batch Version 14.6. Make sure the PVOPT macro specifies:

UPGRADE=(NO,NO,NO,...)

This prevents libraries from being upgraded until you are ready to upgrade them. You can wait to install
the Panvalet optional product until you are ready.

4. Install the Panvalet optional product. Version 14.6 works with Version 10.0, 11.0, 12.0, 14.0, 14.1, 14.2, 14.3, and 14.5
libraries.

5. Test the new Panvalet optional product.
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NOTE
Run Steps 6 through 8 overnight, on a weekend, or at some other time when Panvalet is not active.

6. Reassemble and relink your PVOPT macro. Make sure you specify:

UPGRADE=(COMMAND,NO,NO,...)

7. Run high-speed, full-pack backups of all DASD volumes that contain Panvalet libraries. You can use a utility, such as
FDR, DRWDASDR, or equivalent. However, you must restore Panvalet libraries to the same device type they were on
when the full-pack backup took place.

NOTE
Use only Panvalet system management programs to migrate Panvalet libraries from one device type to a
different device type. Use PAN#4 to create a new Panvalet library on the different device type. Next, use
PAN#2 to back up (DUMP) the library and then restore it to the new Panvalet library.

8. Upgrade all your Panvalet libraries using the ++UPGRADE command of PAN#2. The JCL for this procedure is in
your Panvalet installation library, under the name PVUPGRADE.

Gradually Phasing in the Use of Release 14.6

To gradually phase in the use of Panvalet Release 14.6 when you have many Panvalet libraries, use the following
installation method guidelines:

1. Familiarize yourself with this entire section. You should understand how to upgrade a library and
how Panvalet Release 14.6 handles protection files.

2. Familiarize yourself with the UPGRADE parameter of the PVOPT macro (see the topic "PVOPT Macro USERMODs").
3. Install and test Panvalet batch Release 14.6. Make sure the PVOPT macro specifies:

UPGRADE=(COMMAND,NO,NO,...)

This prevents libraries from being upgraded until you issue the UPGRADE command. You can wait to install
the Panvalet optional product until you are ready.

4. Install the Panvalet optional product. Release 14.6 works with Release 10.0, 11.0, 12.0, 14.0, 14.1, 14.2, 14.3, and
14.5 libraries.

5. Test the new Panvalet optional product.
Arrange a time to upgrade each user or department's Panvalet libraries. Schedule the upgrades so that they occur
gradually, according to plan.
Before doing a ++UPGRADE, make sure you have a good ++DUMP backup of the library you are upgrading.

//DUMPUPGR     JOB  ...                                              

//*            BACKUP THE CA-PANVALET LIBRARY BEING UPGRADED         

//BACKUP       EXEC PGM=PAN#2                                        

//PANDD1       DD   DISP=SHR,DSN='CA-PANVALET.LIBRARY.TO.BE.UPGRADED'

//PANDD2       DD   DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE,DSN=PANLIB.BACKUP     

//SYSPRINT     DD   SYSOUT=*                                         

//SYSIN        DD   *                                                

  ++CONTROL nnnn                                                     

  ++DUMP                                                             

 /*                                                                  

//*            UPGRADE THE CA-PANVALET LIBRARY JUST BACKED UP        

//UPGRADE      EXEC PGM=PAN#2,COND=(0,NE) EXEC ONLY IF BACKUP WORKED!

//PANDD1       DD   DISP=SHR,DSN='CA-PANVALET.LIBRARY.TO.BE.UPGRADED'

//SYSPRINT     DD   SYSOUT=*                                         

//SYSIN        DD   *                                                

  ++CONTROL nnnn                                                     
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  ++UPGRADE                                                          

 /*                                                                  

//                                                                  

6. Use the PAN#2 command ++UPGRADE on each library according to your schedule.

Upgrading Variable Library Information

Use this method if your site has many Panvalet libraries that are not under your control, if there are too
many Panvalet libraries to upgrade by other methods, or if you do not know what Panvalet libraries exist or who owns
them.

Use the following guidelines for choosing Recommended Method 4:

1. Familiarize yourself with this section. You should understand how to upgrade a library and how Panvalet Version 14.6
handles protection files.

2. Familiarize yourself with the UPGRADE parameter of the PVOPT macro (see the topic "PVOPT Macro USERMODs").
3. Install and test Panvalet batch Version 14.6 first. Make sure the PVOPT macro specifies:

UPGRADE=(NO,NO,NO)

This prevents libraries from being upgraded until you are ready to upgrade them.
4. Install the Panvalet optional product. Version 14.6 works with any Version of 10.0, 11.0, 12.0, 14.0, 14.1, 14.2, 14.3,

and 14.5 libraries.
5. Test the new Panvalet optional product.
6. If possible, run high-speed, full-pack backups of the DASD volumes that might contain Panvalet libraries. You can use

a utility such as FDR, DRWDASDR, or equivalent.

NOTE
Use only Panvalet system management programs to migrate Panvalet libraries from one device type to a
different device type. Use PAN#4 to create a new Panvalet library on the different device type. Next use
PAN#2 to back up (dump) the library and then restore it to the new Panvalet library.

7. Change the option in the PVOPT macro to specify:

UPGRADE=(NO,NO,PAN1OPEN,...)

8. Reassemble and relink your PVOPT macro.

Each Panvalet library is upgraded the first time a user opens it with the program PAN#1.

Component List
This section identifies components used by various facilities of Panvalet.

Component Summary for Facilities

The following table lists the Panvalet facilities, and lists the associated modules by type:

Facility Type Modules

Batch EXEC PAN#1, PAN#2, PAN#3, PAN#4, PAN#6,
PAN#7, PAN#8, FGPAN23*

MACRO PVOPT

Access Method EXEC PAM*

SOURCE PAMREAD
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Generalized Exit Facility EXEC PANPVGEM*, PVEXTLDR*, PVEXTUSR*,
PVEXTPRD*

MACRO EXITDEF

SOURCE PVEXTUSR, PVEXTLDR
SECEXIT

Compare Facility EXEC PCOMPARE*, PCOPTION*

SOURCE PCOPT
PCEXIT

Sample Exits EXEC PAN0, PGP, PANEXIT, PVRACF*,
PVACF2*, TSSPAN#11*, PVPRNTDS

SOURCE EFF000, EFF001, EFF004, EFF005,
EFF007, EFF008, EFF010, EFF011,
PVRACF, PVACF2, TSSPA11, PVLMAUD

JCL PVRACFJCL, PVACF2JCL, TSSPVJCL,
PVLMAJCL

Extended Features Facility EXEC PAN0, PGP, PANEXIT

SOURCE EFF000, EFF000F, EFF001, EFF004,
EFF004F, EFF005, EFF006, EFF008,
EFF009, EFF010, PANEXIT

Library Access Method (PAM) EXEC PVPVLAMS*, PANMODI*, PANMODK*,
EZKYLAM*,PANMODC*,PSCCLPVI*

Multiple Partition Protection EXEC PANMPP*, PANDEQ*, PANENQ*,
PANENQPM, PVCOMENQ

Upgrade Procedure JCL PVUPGRADE

Subsystem (all modules are reentrant) EXEC PSINIT*, PSDFI146, PSOPEN*, PSCLOS*,
PSOPEN02*, PSCLOS02*, PSSMSI*,
PSAAL146*, PSUUN146*, PSVCV146*,
PANALLOC*, PSKMD146*, PSKMO146*,
PSKQU146*, PSIGC146*, PSIN2146*,
PSQUIT*, PSBLDL*, PSBLDLS1
PSPDSIO*, PSNOTPNT*, PSSMSB*,
PSUCR* PSGCBUPT, PSGEMPRT,
PSRDI146*, PSOPBNXP*, PSCLBSXP*,
PSPOINT*, PSCKI146*

JCL PSINST, PSLPALNK, PSQUIT, PSINIT,
PSINITJCL

DATA PSLPALKED, PSSALLPA, PSSCOPY,
PSONLYLPA, PANSYS00, PSSCOPLNK

*Note: Module is reentrant.

PVOPT Macro USERMODs
The PVOPT macro generates the general Panvalet options for your specific environment. Each keyword operand of the
PVOPT macro corresponds to an option.
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Keyword Format

Keywords begin in column 16, can continue to column 71, and are separated by commas. An X in column 72 designates
continuation to the next line. All continuations must begin in column 16. You cannot split keyword operands. For example:

 col 10   col 16                                           col 72

 PVOPT    COBCMPR=NO,LISTDEL=NO,                              x  

          LVLSTMP=NO,SHRDASD=YES,                             x  

          USER='CA TEST INSTALLATION'          

 END                                                            

Linkage Conventions

The PVOPT macro generates a CSECT named FGPAN23. You must link edit or catalog the module generated by the
assembly of PVOPT as FGPAN23. The CAI.CBA3JCL library contains member X7USRMD1, which you can use to apply
changes to FGPAN23 using SMP/E processing.

PVOPT Options
Minimally, you must change the USER parameter to reflect your installation name. Enter only the keyword operands of
the options you need. The macro automatically assumes the default values for the rest. All rules pertaining to Assembler
macros hold. Acceptable options and keywords are as follows:

AUDIT=([field1][,field2][,field3][,field4][,field5][,field6][,field7][,field8])
Uses the AUDIT field names as keywords to access and modify audit information stored by the ++AUDIT
command.
The field names must be standard Panvalet format (alphanumeric, including the special characters @, #, and $).
The fields must be one to eight characters in length, if specified. The default is ( ) (null value).

BUSYLIB=(TIMER,m,n)
Specifies the wait interval for retrying an enqueue request for a Panvalet library. Valid values are as follows:

• m -- The retry interval is the number of seconds to wait between each enqueue attempt.
• n -- The retry count is the number of enqueue attempts made. When the retry count is exceeded, an MP004

message is issued. To retry continuously, set n to -1.

NOTE
Retry is currently supported in the Panvalet TSO Option only.

The default is (TIMER,2,-1).
COBCMPR=[YES|NO]

Compresses COBOL keywords, achieving up to 25 percent additional compression of COBOL, ANSCOBOL, and
COBOL-72. Valid values are YES and NO. The default is YES, extended COBOL compression.

DATFMT=[MMDDYY|DDMMYY|YYMMDD]
Specifies the format in which all directory dates appear. The default is MMDDYY.

DELVERS=xxxx
Retains number of previous versions of identically named members on all delete files. When Panvalet reaches
this number, it adds a new module and deletes the oldest version. Valid values are from 1 to 9999. The default is
99.

FILSTAT=[YES|NO]
Prints unit record file statistics at the end of a step. Valid values are YES and NO. The default is NO.

FTP=[YES|NO|(SID,x,y)|(OTHER,x,y)]
Specifies the type of footprinting for the Panvalet library. SHRDASD=YES is required.
Choose one of the following acceptable option entries:
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• NO -- Uses a long term reserve against the device. This is the default.
• YES -- Uses the channel unit address (CUU) as the footprint.
• (SID,x,y) -- Uses the system ID as the footprint. x and y represent the relative positions of the four-byte ID to

be used. They can be the same or different positions. Valid range is 1 to 4.

To locate the SMF system ID, go to SYS1.PARMLIB, member IEASYS00. Look for entry SMF=xx, where xx
represents the suffix for member SMFPRMxx. The actual system ID is specified in member SMFPRMxx entry
SID(xxxx).

• (OTHER,x,y) -- Uses the values specified by x and y as the first and second characters, respectively,
for the footprint. x and y must be hexadecimal values. For example, to specify the characters ET code
(OTHER,C5,E3).

• INCLVLS=x -- Specifies the maximum number of nested INCLUDE commands that Panvalet accepts. PAN#1
requires an additional 250 bytes of storage for each level. Valid values are from 1 to 6. The default is 2.

• INSTSEC=xxxxx -- Specifies a non-zero value for the installation security code, resulting in a security-
controlled library. Valid values are from 0 to 32767. The default is 0.

SHRDASD=[YES|NO]
Specifies shared DASD support so multiple systems can share the same Panvalet library. Valid values are as
follows:

• NO -- (Default) Indicates no Panvalet library is shared.
• YES -- Indicates one or more Panvalet libraries are shared across systems. See the previous entry, FTP=, for

the type of library mechanism used.

NOTE
If you specify SHRDASD=YES and you have software such as GRS or MIM in place, we recommend
that you not use footprinting (FTP=YES). If you have software that propagates Enqueues across
systems in place, you should define Panvalet QNAMES to those systems so that hardware reserves are
changed to software reserves between multiple systems. Use footprinting (FTP=YES) only if you do not
have software in place that propagates Enqueues across multiple systems.

Language Name Change Options
Changes the name as a data format or type to fit your needs.

• An acceptable entry for OTHER= is any combination of characters, five-characters in length.
• Acceptable entries for ZUDATA=, ZULOAD=, and ZUNSPC= are any combination of characters, one to five characters

in length.

Keyword Default
OTHER= OTHER
ZUDATA= DATA
ZULOAD= LOAD
ZUNSPC= UNSPC

Note: DATA is the only language type that allows record lengths up to 4096 bytes.

Acceptable options and keywords are:

LEVEL0=[YES|NO]
Suppresses level checking by specifying a zero (0) level number on an UPDATE ALL command. Valid values are
YES and NO. The default is YES.
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LINECNT=xx
Establishes the number of lines per page printed by Panvalet. Valid values are from 10 to 99. The default is 56.

LISTDEL=[YES|NO]
Lists all deleted statements during an update for programmer review. Valid values are YES and NO. The default is
YES.

LNGEXIT=[YES|NO]
Preserves the functionality of existing Panvalet user exits that process member records. Prior to Version 14.3,
records were no longer than 80 bytes; however, since Version 14.3, record exits must be prepared to process
records up to 4096 bytes. To facilitate this transition, LNGEXIT=NO suppresses the call of member record
processing exits for any member containing records longer than 80 bytes. Otherwise, LNGEXIT=YES activates
member record processing exits for all logical record lengths.

NOTE
When using the z/OS Supplied Executable PDS Conversion Feature (EFF000/PAN0) to convert records
greater than 80 bytes in length, you must set this option to YES. For more information, see Extended
Features.

The default is NO.
LVLSTMP=[YES|NO]

Places a level stamp on all COBOL, ANSCOBOL, PL/I, BAL, RPG, AUTOCODER, JCL, and FORTRAN
statements when they are changed. This provides a statement change audit trail for the programmer. In addition,
user formats (USRFMTs) have a level stamp option. Valid values are YES and NO. The default is YES.

OTHER=
See Language Name Change Options at the beginning of this topic.

PANDD1=filename
Changes the file name PANDD1 to fit your needs. This option can be any one- to eight-character alphanumeric
value. The first character must be alphabetic.
If you change the default ddname for PANDD1, all secondary libraries used in concatenation use that name plus a
suffix of 1, 2, 3, and so on. For example, if you change the default to MAIN, then the first two concatenated library
DDs are MAIN1 and MAIN2. The default is PANDD1.

PANDD2=filename
Changes the file name PANDD2 to fit your needs. This option can be any one- to eight-character alphanumeric
value. The first character must be alphabetic. The default is PANDD2.

PANDD3=filename
Changes the file name PANDD3 to fit your needs. This option can be any one- to eight-character alphanumeric
value. The first character must be alphabetic. The default is PANDD3.

PANPRT=filename
Changes the file name PANPRINT to fit your needs. The PANPRINT file is used to direct the ++WRITE to PRINT
operations of members with printer carriage control. PANPRINT is opened with either ASA (American National
Standard) or MCH (machine) carriage control attributes depending on the operational requirements.
This option can be any one- to eight-character alphanumeric value. The first character must be alphabetic. The
default is PANPRINT.

PAN#8SCN=[SCANUPDATE|SCANNOENQ]
Sets the default for PAN#8 library ENQ requests at execution time. This parameter determines whether PAN#8
issues an ENQ (and a RESERVE in a shared DASD environment) for the Panvalet library when it is only being
scanned and no updates are requested.
At execution time, you can override the PAN#8 default selected at installation time using the two execution parms
SCANUPDATE and SCANNOENQ.
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• SCANUPDATE instructs PAN#8 to issue an exclusive ENQ against PANDD1 for all executions, regardless
of whether the job is performing a ++SCAN or ++REP. This is compatible with the method used in previous
releases of Panvalet in which the PANLIB is opened in update mode. This is the default.

• SCANNOENQ instructs PAN#8 to analyze the input stream before issuing an exclusive ENQ against PANDD1.
If the input stream contains only ++SCAN requests, no ENQ is performed and the PANLIB is opened in read-
only mode. However, if a ++REP is encountered, an exclusive ENQ is requested for PANDD1 and the program
behaves as though you selected SCANUPDATE.

The SCANNOENQ option allows all other jobs access to the PANLIB being scanned. This solves the problem
of lengthy lockouts during the scan procedure. However, it presents the possibility of a PV096 error message,
indicating that another job has modified the PANLIB while the ++SCAN is in process. While this does not corrupt
the library, it does interrupt the scan. If this is a problem, you can temporarily override this installation option
through the execution parameter SCANUPDATE on the scan job, which enables the ENQ facility.

PCHINCL=[YES|NO]
Expands all INCLUDEs when written to the punch file and set to YES. Otherwise, the INCLUDE acts as an
ordinary data statement. This option does not affect INCLUDE expansion to the work or print files. Valid values
are YES and NO. The default is YES.

PFBUFNU=(xx|MAX)
The Protection File maximum buffer number specifies a numeric value between 2 and 99 or the character
string MAX. PFBUFNU defines the maximum buffer number of I/O buffers for both PANDD2 and PANDD3.
The region size and protection file block size determine the actual number of buffers used. As the number of
buffers increases, the greater the effectiveness of overlapped I/O contributing to system throughput. When
PFBUFNU=MAX, Panvalet uses all available virtual storage to optimize the number of buffers. The default is
MAX.

PFBUFSZ=(xxxxx|MAX)
Defines the maximum block size for the output protection files (PANDD2). This option can be a numeric value
between 1024 and 32767, or the characters MAX. If this value is less than the block size of the input Panvalet
library (PANDD1), the protection file block size is set to the block size of the library plus 52 bytes of overhead.
When PFBUFSZ=MAX, Panvalet uses all of the available virtual storage to optimize block size. The default is
MAX.

PRINTER=filename
Changes the file name SYSPRINT to fit your needs. This option can be any one- to eight-character alphanumeric
value. The first character must be alphabetic. The default is SYSPRINT.

PUNCH=filename
Changes the file name SYSPUNCH to fit your needs. This option can be any one- to eight-character
alphanumeric value. The first character must be alphabetic. The default is SYSPUNCH.

QNPDS=qname
Specifies the QNAME used for an operating system enqueue. It is used when Panvalet enqueues a partitioned
data set for the ++OPTION INPUT or ++OPTION OUTPUT commands of PAN#1. Change the QNAME for PDS
(option output or input) to suit your needs. This should match the value used by ISPF for data set enqueue. The
default is the ISPF enqueue QNAME default. Valid values are the QNAME parameter values on an enqueue
macro. The default is SPFEDIT.

READER=filename
Changes the file name SYSIN to fit your needs. This option can be any one- to eight-character alphanumeric
value. The first character must be alphabetic. The default is SYSIN.

RENAME=[YES|NO]
Renames production or disabled members. Valid values are YES and NO. The default is YES.
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RSTSTAT=status
Restores the named module of all members restored by name functions to the specified status. Status can be
TEST (T) or production (P); ENABLE (E) or DISABLED (D); and ACTIVE (A) or INACTIVE (I). Valid values are
TEA, TEI, TDA, TDI, PEA, PEI, PDA, and PDI. The default is TEA.

SHRDASD=[YES|NO]
Specifies shared DASD support so that multiple systems can share the same Panvalet library. Valid values are:

• NO -- The default value. Indicates no Panvalet library is shared.
• YES -- Indicates one or more Panvalet libraries are shared across systems. For information about the type of

library integrity mechanism used, see the FTP=[YES|NO|(SID,x,y)|(OTHER,xy)] option in this section.

If you specify SHRDASD=YES, we recommend that you also implement footprinting, because of the different
resource levels in which Panvalet batch and its product options (for example, CMS, ISPF, and TSO) use each
library. Enqueues are issued at the library level or member level, and it is possible for library corruption to occur.
For more information, see the topic "Multiple Partition Protection" in System Management.

SKIPAGE=[YES|NO]
Selects a page skipping option in PAN#8 to skip a page before listing SCAN matches for each member. Valid
values are YES and NO. The default is NO.

STACKER=x
Specifies the stacker select character to use. Valid values are any one character. The default is V.

TSOTYPS=(xxxxx,xxxxx)
Applies only if you have installed the TSO Option of Panvalet. For retrieve operations, the member created on
disk has a format of userid.PVname.type, where type is the language or type of the member name retrieved. You
can choose the name used as type for user formats.
The keyword consists of two positional operands enclosed in parentheses. USRFMT1 uses the first operand and
USRFMT2 the second. Each can be from one to five characters in length.
The default is (USER1,USER2).

TSO#BLK=xx
The default is 40.
Applies only if you have installed the TSO Option of Panvalet. Sets the PANTSO output DD2 file value to be used
to calculate the block size for the output file pointed by DD2. The default of 40 sets the block size of the output file
to 3200 (40x80=3200).
UPGRADE=(  [COMMAND]    [AFTERDUMP]    [PAN#1OPEN] , [MESSAGE])

[  NO   ] ,  [   NO    ] ,  [   NO   ]

Controls the way you upgrade a Panvalet library. An upgrade changes the format of the library from the previous
release to the format of the new release. PAN#1 or PAN#2 exclusively performs the upgrade function. The default
is (NO, NO, NO). Valid values are:
COMMAND|NO

COMMAND allows the PAN#2 ++UPGRADE command to perform the upgrade. NO (the default) prevents
the execution of the ++UPGRADE command. Panvalet generates a PV001 error message if you attempt
a ++UPGRADE command.

AFTERDUMP|NO
AFTERDUMP causes PAN#2 to automatically upgrade the Panvalet library after the first successful +
+DUMP command. NO (the default) prevents the upgrade function from being performed after a ++DUMP
command. This is the recommended method to use when you are ready to upgrade.

PAN#1OPEN|NO
PAN#1OPEN upgrades the library after PAN#1 opens the Panvalet library. Any PAN#1 command
upgrades the library, unless OPEN=INP is used. NO (the default) prevents an upgrade function from
being performed when PAN#1 opens the library.
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MESSAGE
(optional) When specified, causes an informative message to be written to the system print unit and to the
console. This message indicates that a specific library has been upgraded. If you omit this subparameter,
a library upgrade does not generate a message. When specified, the following message is generated:
library-name HAS BEEN UPGRADED FROM VERSION xx.x to 14.6

DATE: mm/dd/yy

TIME: hh.mm.ss METHOD: method

NOTE
You can substitute null values for all subparameters whose values are NO. For example:

UPGRADE= (,,PAN#1OPEN,MESSAGE)

The UPGRADE options are not mutually exclusive. None or any combination of UPGRADE options can
be active at any time.

USER=name
Specifies your company name (enclosed in single quotes) to display at the top of each page of Panvalet printed
output. The name can be up to 50 characters in length, and can include special characters. The default is
'COMPUTER ASSOCIATES TRIAL INSTALLATIONS.'

USRFMT1=(format)
The default is (USER180,0,73,8,1,80,0,0,84).
Defines the user format (first of four). The format defines column numbers for sequence checking, ID fields, and
columns stored in the library.
The keyword operand consists of nine positional parameters all enclosed in parentheses. The parameters are:
Name

One to eight alphanumeric characters.
Level stamp switch

Can be 0 to 77 (the level stamp is expanded in columns 78 to 80); 0 turns off level stamp. Any non-zero
value turns on the level stamp.
If you turn on the level stamp switch, specify parameters 5 and 6 below so that columns 78 through 80
are available for level stamping. To make these columns available, ensure that the sum of parameter
5 plus parameter 6 is less than 78. When the level stamp switch is on, the macro expansion of this
parameter shows the internal record location where the level stamp is stored.

Starting column for sequence checking.
The column where sequence checking starts.

Sequence field length
Maximum is 8.

Starting column of data field you want stored in the library.
The column of the data field of the data field field you want to store in the library.

Length of data field you want stored in the library.
If the level stamp switch (parameter 2) is turned on, the value of item 5 plus item 6 must be less than 78.
This keeps columns 78 to 80 open for level stamping. Therefore, you can store data only in columns 1 to
76 when you specify level stamping. Column 77 is reserved for use by Panvalet.

Starting column of ID field
Set the value to zero if you do not want the ID field.

Length of ID field
Set the value to zero if you do not want the ID field.

Print position where the five-position Panvalet sequence numbers are printed on a WRITE PRINT operation.
This is also the location where Panvalet sequence numbers are placed in a card-image on all WRITE
operations whenever sequence numbers are referenced. For internal sequence numbers, any location
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from 1 to 76 is suggested. For external sequence numbers, 84 is suggested. Valid values are from 1 to 76
and 81 to 84.

USRFMT2=(format)
The default is (USER780,0,1,6,7,74,0,0,1).
The second of four user formats available. Specify in the same manner as USRFMT1.

USRFMT3=(format)
The default is (USER3,0,73,8,1,80,0,0,84).
The third of four user formats available. The Name parameter can be one to five alphanumeric characters. Specify
the other parameters in the same manner as is shown in the USRFMT1=(format) section.

USRFMT4=(format)
The default is (USER4,0,1,6,7,74,0,0,1).
The fourth of four user formats available. The Name parameter can be one to five alphanumeric characters.
Specify the other parameters in the same manner as is shown in the USRFMT1=(format) section.

ZTYPE1=(language) to ZTYPE8=(language)
Specifies user-defined language labels for existing language types (similar to language settings). You can set
these to display as different languages but act as an existing language. For example:
PVOPT ZTYPE1=(COBLE,COBOL),

      ZTYPE2=(ASM90,ASMB),

      ZTYPE3=(PRINT,DATA)

      .

      .

      .

      ZTYPE8=(DOC,DATA)

For a member that you add with a language type of COBLE, that member is treated as the existing language
COBOL. The displays show up as language type COBLE. Any selection or processing by language type is
handled by using COBLE. This option can be any one- to five-character alphanumeric value.

ZUDATA=type | ZULOAD=type | ZUNSPC=type
See Language Name Change Options in this section.

ZUPABF=[BIN|CHAR]
Prior to Version 14.3, records could be no longer than 80 bytes; consequently, the average bytes stored per
record field (60-61) in the 0-up Directory Card Image could be no larger than 80 bytes. However, since Version
14.3, the average bytes stored per record field can be as large as 4096 bytes. The maximum numeric character
value of this two-byte field can be 99; however, when you select ZUPABF=BIN, the average bytes stored field
(60-61) is reported in binary, allowing a maximum value of 4096. To preserve the downward compatibility of
user applications that process the average bytes stored fields (60-61) as a two-byte numeric character field,
ZUPABF=CHAR reports only numeric character values less than or equal to 99. Field values greater than 99 are
blanked (spaces). The default is CHAR.

ZUPTYPS=(xxxxx,xxxxx)
Specifies the five-character abbreviation for the two user formats. The PRINT 0-UP layout contains a five-
character abbreviation for the format of the member.
The keyword operand consists of two positional parameters enclosed in parentheses. The first parameter is
the abbreviation for USRFMT1 and the second for USRFMT2. Each entry can be from one to five characters in
length. The default is (USER1,USER2).

Exit Facilities
This section discusses how to use user exits for Panvalet. It describes the Generalized Exit Manager (GEM), the Alternate
Exit Facility Loader, and the EXITDEF macro where you specify exit names. For more information about exits, see System
Management.
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NOTE
See the Option for ISPF for information about user exits for the ISPF option and the Option for TSO for
information about user exits for the TSO option.

Generalized Exit Manager (GEM)

The Generalized Exit Facility, also called the Generalized Exit Manager (GEM) facility allows user interfaces into the
Panvalet system.

The GEM consists of the following six modules:

• PANPVGEM -- The generalized exit manager. It resides in the installation load module PDS.
• PVEXTLDR -- The default exit loader. It resides in the installation load module PDS. The source for the exit loader

resides in CAI.PANLIB.
• PVEXTUSR -- The default user profile. It resides in the installation load module PDS. The source for the user profile

resides in CAI.PANLIB.
• PVEXTPRD -- The product profile. It resides in the installation load module PDS.
• EXITDEF -- A macro that generates a user profile. It resides in CAI.PANLIB.
• SECEXIT -- A sample exit to demonstrate how to implement a user exit. It resides in CAI.PANLIB.

GEM Usage

To use the GEM facility, follow these procedures:

1. Create a user profile, PVEXTUSR, using the EXITDEF macro. The format of this macro is discussed later in this
section.

2. Create the appropriate exits following the linkage conventions outlined for generalized exits in System
Management. The name of an exit must correspond with the NAME= parameter used on the appropriate EXITDEF
macro.

3. Determine the method by which GEM loads your exits. See the default exit loader source to determine if its method is
sufficient.
a. If the default loader is sufficient, place the exits in the appropriate PDS or CIL.
b. If the default loader is not sufficient, create your own exit loader following the linkage conventions outlined in

Alternate Exit Facility Loader in this section.

For more information about using generalized exits, see System Management.

Alternate Exit Facility Loader

The supplied exit facility loader dynamically loads and deletes all exits as required for processing. You can provide an
alternate method for loading exit modules or linking them together. To develop a loader, examine the following interface
information.

Module Replacement

Replace the default exit loader, PVEXTLDR, with your loader. You must use the same name, PVEXTLDR, and have it
accessible to the Panvalet system.

Linkage Conventions

The following subroutine linkage conventions pass control to the exit loader:

ENTRY: (R1) -- address of parameter address list

       (R13) - address of register save area (18 fullwords)
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       (R14) - return address

       (R15) - entry address of the exit loader

Figure 2: Exit Facilities Linkage Conventions v2

RETURN: (R15) - return code:

                 0 - successful

                 4 - load unsuccessful, deactivate only the user

                     exit

                 8 - unsuccessful, terminate the product

A(FUNCTION)
The address of the loader function code. Format is CL8'LOAD' or CL8'DELETE' depending upon whether this is a
load or delete request.

A(ENVIRBLK)
The address of environment block associated with the exit facility. See System Management for more details.

A(EXIT)
The address of the user exit placed in the fourth fullword of the parameter list.

All other registers are restored.

EXITDEF Macro

The EXITDEF macro specifies the event exit names to be loaded by the exit loader. It also specifies a set of events for
each exit.

The entire EXITDEF macro group is optional.

Two special operands exist for the EXITDEF macro:

• BEGIN -- Indicates the beginning of the EXITDEF macro group. This must be the only operand of the first EXITDEF
macro statement entered.

• END -- Indicates the end of the EXITDEF macro group. This must be the only operand of the last EXITDEF macro
statement entered.

You can code multiple EXITDEF macros.
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Linkage Conventions

You must link or catalog the module generated by the assembly of the EXITDEF macros as member PVEXTUSR in the
PDS load library.

Specifying the Options

The three keyword parameters for the EXITDEF macro are NAME, TYPE, and EVENTS. At least one space must precede
EXITDEF parameters; the parameters can continue through column 71. Use commas to separate parameters. An X in
column 72 designates continuation to the next statement. All continuations must begin in column 16. You cannot split
keyword operands.

col 1        col 10  col 16                                col 72

PVEXTUSR     CSECT

             EXITDEF BEGIN

             EXITDEF NAME=EXIT01,TYPE=SECURITY,            X

                     EVENTS=($OPEN001,$MEM001)

             EXITDEF END

             END

Parameters
NAME=exitname

This required parameter is the name of the exit (one to eight characters) you want to load.
TYPE=xxxxxxxx

This is a user-defined field (one to eight characters). An exit can use this field as an identifier. The default is blank.
EVENTS=eventname

These required parameters are event names that correspond to exit points that call the named exit.

A single event can invoke multiple event exits. The event invokes the exits in the same sequence as the exit macros were
coded. Each exit macro defines one exit but can define multiple events.

The INIT and TERM events are not user-designated events and you cannot code them here. For more information about
events and exits, see System Management.

Exit Example - Calling an Exit for a Security Event

In this example, one exit (EXIT01) is called for security events:

PVEXTUSR CSECT

         EXITDEF BEGIN

         EXITDEF NAME=EXIT01,TYPE=SECURITY,            X

               EVENTS=($OPEN001,$MEM001)

         EXITDEF END

         END

Exit Example - Calling an Exit with Optional Entries

In this example, exits and events are mixed with optional entries:

PVEXTUSR CSECT

         EXITDEF BEGIN

         EXITDEF NAME=EXIT01,TYPE=COMPARE,                 X
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               EVENTS=($OPEN002,$READ001,$WRIT001,$EOF001)

         EXITDEF NAME=EXIT03,TYPE=SECURITY,                X

               EVENTS=($OPEN001,$MEM001)

         EXITDEF END

         END

Installation Checklists
This section contains checklists for installing Panvalet:

Installation Worksheet

The following worksheet identifies the decisions you must make and helps you set consistent variable names in the
remaining installation steps. Use this worksheet to define symbolic variables found in procedures or installation job
streams. Defaults are given.

Installation Settings Defaults Variables

What is your installation generic unit name
for tape drives?

Default: TAPE=CART TAPE=_________________

What SYSOUT unit assignment do you use
for standard printed output?

Default: SYSOUT='*' SYSOUT=_______________

What is your installation generic unit name
for DASD devices?

Default: PERMDA=SYSDA PERMDA=______________

What is your installation generic unit name
for temporary work DASD volumes?

Default: WORK=SYSDA WORK=________________

Which DASD pack do you plan to use for
SMP/E?

Default: SMP='CAI.' SMP=__________________

Which DASD pack do you plan to use for
the CAI target libraries?

Default: MNT='CAI.' MNT=__________________

Which DASD pack do you plan to use for
the Panvalet distribution libraries?

Default: CAI='CAI.' CAI=___________________

What data set prefix do you want to assign
to the SMP/E libraries for your installation of
Broadcom products?
For SMP/E, these data sets are:
SMPCSI (CAI.SMPCSI.CSI)
SMPSCDS (CAI.SMPSCDS)
SMPMTS (CAI.SMPMTS)
SMPPTS (CAI.SMPPTS)
SMPSTS (CAI.SMPSTS)

Default: SMP='CAI.' SMP=__________________
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What data set prefix do you want to assign
to the product target libraries? These are
cataloged, permanent data sets.

The data set names are:

CBA3LINK (CAI.CBA3LINK)

CBA3MAC (CAI.CBA3MAC)

CBA3SAMP (CAI.CBA3SAMP )

CBA3JCL (CAI.CBA3JCL)

CBA3LPA (CAI.CBA3LPA)

For the ISPF Option:

CBA5PNL0 (CAI.CBA5PNL0)

CBA5MSG0 (CAI.CBA5MSG0)

CBA5LMD0 (CAI.CBA5LMD0)

CBA5SKL0 (CAI.CBA5SKL0)

Note: You must use the same data set
prefix you used for Panvalet.

For the TSO Option:

CBA3LINK (CAI.CBA3LINK)

CBA5HELP (CAI.CBA5HELP)

Note: You must use the same data set
prefix you used for Panvalet.

Default: MNT='CAI.' MNT=__________________

What data set prefix do you want to assign
to the product distribution (DLB) libraries?
These are cataloged, permanent data sets.

The data set names are:

ABA3MOD0 (CAI.ABA3MOD0)

ABA3MAC (CAI.ABA3MAC)

ABA3SAMP (CAI.ABA3SAMP)

For the ISPF Option:

ABA5MOD0 (CAI.ABA5MOD0)

ABA5MSG0 (CAI.ABA5MSG0)

ABA5SKL0 (CAI.ABA5SKL0)

ABA5PNL0 (CAI.ABA5PNL0)

Note: You must use the same data set
prefix you used for Panvalet.

For the TSO Option:

CBA5HELP (CAI.CBA5HELP)

ABA5MOD0 (CAI.ABA5MOD0)

Note: You must use the same data set
prefix you used for Panvalet.

Default: CAI='CAI.' CAI=___________________
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Which DASD pack do you want to assign
for receiving the SMP/E TLIB data?

Default: TLIB=TLIB TLIB=__________________

Subsystem Activation Checklist

Use the following table to track your progress through the process of activating the subsystem. These steps are described
in detail in the section "Activating the Subsystem." If you need to contact Broadcom Support for assistance during the
installation process, refer to the step number in question.

Step Completed? Description

1 Implement the subsystem programs.

2 Define the subsystem.

3 Define the subsystem initialization
parameters.

4 Start the Panvalet subsystem.

5 Communicate with the Panvalet subsystem.

6 Stop the Panvalet subsystem.

Performance Improvement Checklist

The following checklist contains suggestions for fine-tuning the Panvalet ISPF Option environments to achieve maximum
performance.

Complete? Description
Check the Panvalet Library Configuration -- Individual Panvalet
members are stored in increments of blocks. If a library contains
relatively large members, COBOL programs for example, a
correspondingly large block size is recommended. Similarly,
if the library contains small members, a small block size is
recommended. You can run the PAN#2 ++PRINT or the PAN#6 +
+ANALYSIS program to determine the characteristics of the library
and its members.

Execute the following steps to create a new PANLIB after you
determine the characteristics of the library:

PAN#2 ++DUMP -- Produces a copy of the PANLIB.

PAN#4 ++CLEAR -- Clears new space for the library.

PAN#2 ++RESTORE -- Restores the copy of the PANLIB to the
newly created library.

Migrate Library to DASD Where There Is Less Contention
-- When DASD use increases, the wait time for job execution
also increases. If a device has a lot of I/O being generated
against it, tasks are going to wait for execution. You can increase
performance results by moving the library to a volume that has
less activity.
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Avoid the Use of Member Selection Lists (MSLs) -- The MSL
is not retained in the Panvalet ISPF Option; it must be created
each time it is displayed. Every time an MSL is requested, the
directory is read from the library. Avoid creating an MSL as often
as possible by specifying the member name.

Exits -- Exits can affect product performance because of
additional processing. Do not use exits if they are not necessary.
If you use exits, it is possible to fine-tune the exit to achieve
maximum performance.

Put Eligible Modules in LPA -- Placing modules in LPA means
that one single copy of the module is shared by all users. Because
it requires no physical load of the module, it does not take up any
private space. For a list of modules that you can place in LPA, see
the table in Load Module Attributes.

Installation Options:

Turn Off Updating Date of Last Access -- This prevents directory
updates for read-only functions. This means that no library
enqueueing is done.

Eliminating Hardware Reserve in a Multiple CPU Environment --
Turning on the footprint option in Panvalet provides protection of
a Panvalet library when it is shared across like or unlike operating
systems by eliminating the need for a long-term hardware reserve.
With footprinting, the reserve is active only for the time required
to read or write the footprint. The footprint, a two-byte field in
the library control record, tells a job from the second CPU that
someone else has write access to the Panvalet library.

Maintenance Installation Checklist

WARNING
Before applying any new maintenance, you must accept the base product and all previous maintenance to
Panvalet.

The following checklist summarizes the steps involved in the maintenance process for Panvalet and the Panvalet optional
products. Review this checklist before you perform maintenance on Panvalet or the Panvalet optional products.

Steps Complete? Description

1 Review and follow the cover letter
instructions.

2 Unload the sample JCL from the tape.

3 Receive Panvalet maintenance.

4 Apply check Panvalet maintenance.

5 Restore any applicable SYSMODs.

6 Apply Panvalet maintenance.

7 Accept Panvalet maintenance.

8 Reapply any applicable SYSMODs.

9 Execute Panvalet to validate maintenance.

10 Save all materials and output.
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Uninstall
Uninstall Panvalet when you no longer want to use the product. As part of the uninstall process, you must first disable
Panvalet. After you finish disabling Panvalet, you can then remove it from your system.

Disable Panvalet
You must first disable Panvalet before you can remove it from your system. This document includes the procedure for
disabling Panvalet.

An IPL is not required to complete this procedure.

WARNING
Create backups of all affected and related libraries prior to starting the uninstall procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Remove the following Panvalet subsystem entries from the IEFSSNxx member in SYS1.PARMLIB:

PANx

PANx,PSINIT,'xx,PANx,vvvvv,MSGLVL=x'        

        

2. Remove the PANSYSxx member from SYS1.PARMLIB.
3. Remove the Panvalet entry from the CAIRIM service.

PRODUCT(CA-PANV) VERSION(X7E6) INIT(PSINIT) -PARM(xx,PANV,14.6A,MSGLVL=1)

4. Remove the following Panvalet LMP keys from the keys data set:
– X7 Panvalet
– X8 Panvalet Option for TSO
– X9 Panvalet Option for ISPF

5. Remove the Panvalet library CBA3LINK from the LINKLIST.
6. If Panvalet was added to any ISPF panels, such as the ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU - ISR@PRIM or user

panels, remove the Panvalet option from the panels.
7. If using runtime libraries instead of using the Panvalet Target libraries, perform the following substeps if applicable to

your configuration:
a. If you use a dedicated runtime library for Panvalet, delete the Panvalet runtime library.
b. If you use a shared runtime library for Panvalet, review the members found in the CBA3LINK, CBA3LPA, and

CBA5LMD0 libraries and remove them from the shared runtime library
8. Remove the Panvalet libraries and any Panvalet runtime libraries from any TSO logon PROC.
9. Verify the Panvalet libraries were removed from the TSO logon PROC by entering the following command at the ISPF/

PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU:
TSO ISRDDN

The Current Data Set Allocation displays. Enter the following command on the command line:
m PAN#1

This searches the list of data sets. A Member not found message indicates the Panvalet libraries were removed from
the TSO logon PROC.

Remove Panvalet
After you disable Panvalet, you can remove it from your system. This document includes the procedure for removing
Panvalet from your system.

An IPL is not required to complete this procedure.
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Follow these steps:

1. Delete the following Panvalet Distribution and Target libraries:

Panvalet Distribution and Target Libraries

ABA3JCL CBA3JCL

ABA3MAC CBA3LINK 

ABA3MOD CBA3LPA 

ABA3OPT CBA3MAC 

ABA3SAMP CBA3OPT

ABA3USR CBA3SAMP

ABA3XML CBA3USR

ABA4HELP CBA3XML

ABA4MOD0 CBA4HELP

ABA5MOD0 CBA5LMD0

ABA5MSG0 CBA5MSG0

ABA5PNL0 CBA5PNL0

ABA5SKL0 CBA5SKL0
2. Verify all ABA* and CBA* data sets and libraries were deleted by performing the following substeps:

WARNING
The following data set searches can take an extremely long time.

a. Verify all ABA* data sets were deleted by navigating to the ISPF 3.4 Data Set List Utility screen and searching for
  **.ABA*.
You should receive the message No data set names found.

b. Verify all CBA* data sets were deleted by navigating to the ISPF 3.4 Data Set List Utility screen and searching for
  **.CBA*.
You should receive the message No data set names found.

3. Delete the Panvalet SMP/E CSI library.
4. Delete all Panvalet PANLIB libraries.
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Using
This section describes the most frequently used functions of the Panvalet direct access library system. It is intended for
programming, operating, and data processing personnel who use Panvalet.

General Information

Panvalet, the program management and security system, is designed to support the central storage, fast retrieval, easy
maintenance, and control of all source programs, object programs, job control language, and card-image files.

The Panvalet library can reside on any DASD supported by z/OS or VSE. The unique storage techniques and direct-
access methods that are used for dynamic space allocation minimize the reorganization of the <PANVLT> library. Internal
compression techniques remove all non-essential data fields such as blanks, sequence numbers, identification fields, and
COBOL keywords.

Versions of Panvalet are available for operation in a z/OS environment and under VSE.

Both versions support the Panvalet library on any DASD supported by the specific operating system. Both versions
support an operation in a shared DASD environment. In both versions, the commands to use the Panvalet system are
functionally similar. Input/output files that are used by z/OS or VSE programs are compatible and version independent.
Both the z/OS and VSE versions can process the Panvalet library (CKD only) and protection files without modification, if
the library is created under z/OS (due to data being created differently).

Note: z/OS can read VSE created protection files if the proper DCB information is provided.

This document presents the functions and uses of PAN#1, including requirements and options of PAN#1 commands
and parameters, operating considerations, and examples of the use of PAN#1 in typical user situations. See the System
Management section for use of the management control functions of PAN#2 through PAN#8, and for more detailed
technical design and operating characteristics of the Panvalet program management and security system.

Command Notation

The following conventions are used throughout this document for illustrative purposes.

Notation Meaning
{ } Mandatory choice of one of these entries.
[ ] Optional entry or choice of one of these entries.
CAPS All capital letters indicate a keyword or a name or field used in a

program example.
lower case Lower case letters represent variable information in command

syntax.

Capabilities

The extensive capabilities of Panvalet provide you with more benefits than those available in standard source
management control systems. Panvalet provides an environment of security, manageability, and control of the data
processing program library.

Central Library

By maintaining a central library for programs, job control streams, and data files, Panvalet:
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• Eliminates the need for separately located storage.
• Stores all source programs, object programs, and production job control streams in a single central location.
• Minimizes the necessity to reorganize or condense the library.
• Removes non-essential data such as blanks, sequence numbers, COBOL keywords, and identification fields.

Protection

By protecting production programs and data files against change or deletion, Panvalet:

• Restricts modification of stored members that are in production (PROD) status.
• Copies production members to create test versions.
• Replaces original production version after testing.
• Eliminates accidental or unauthorized alteration of production programs, job control streams, or data files.
• Reserves the DELETE option for management use only.
• Protects any member from change or deletion by means of the Integrity LOCK Facility.

Retrieval and Access Restriction

By restricting retrieval and access to confidential data files, Panvalet:

• Allows you to put confidential source programs or card-image files into a security controlled library.
• Restricts the control code to retrieve confidential files to management.

Backup

By providing complete backup of all programs, job control streams, and data files, Panvalet:

• Recreates the library at any time by using the most recent protection file and the Panvalet input that has been
processed since the creation of that file. (See the Extended Features section.)

• Eliminates the problems of protecting programs and job control streams against disaster, loss, or accidental
destruction.

Card File Elimination

(z/OS only) It is unnecessary to retain any Panvalet input that was processed prior to the creation of the most recent
protection file because Panvalet eliminates card files of programs, job control streams, and data files. Panvalet:

• Allows you to dispose of all source program decks, object program decks, production job control decks, and stored
card files once adequate backup is developed.

• Eliminates problems associated with card files.

History

Panvalet can furnish a history of all prior versions of programs, job control streams, and data files. It also:

• Copies deleted members to a protection file before physically removing them from the library, thereby recovering
additional DASD space.

• Optionally match-merges or merges deleted members with a previously created protection file.
• Optionally reinstates a prior version of a source program or object code to the library.

Inter-Library Transfer

Panvalet provides for the transfer of programs, job control streams, and data files between libraries using the TRANSFER
command. The TRANSFER command:
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• Replaces any prior version of the same member stored in the receiving library with the incoming member. (As long as
the member is not in PROD status.)

• Minimizes the possibility of remote sites using obsolete or unauthorized versions of program job control streams or
data files.

• Operates independently of the operating system (for example, the z/OS version can read and process a protection file
produced by the VSE version).

Efficiency

Using the Panvalet central library file makes possible a systematic and highly efficient procedure for the storage,
modification, and retrieval of programs, job control streams, and stored data files. Panvalet lets you:

• Add a source program to the library, modify, retrieve, compile, link edit, and execute it in a single job.
• Job stream second generation programs in the library onto tape or disk with appropriate JCL.
• Retrieve any segment of any program and combine it with other program segments or programs to form a new

program.
• Store and retrieve test data.
• Retrieve, modify, and combine any number of programs and JCL to form a job stream on either tape or disk for

compiling, link editing, and so on.

Report Information

All functions performed successfully or unsuccessfully are reported on an output print file when Panvalet programs are
processed. Special Panvalet reporting techniques include producing:

• A library directory listing on request.
• Special directory listings by selecting the desired member characteristics, status, or activity.
• A protection file directory listing on request.

Program Functions

The Panvalet system is structured to serve both programmers and programming management. Since user functions,
responsibilities, and authorities differ, the functions of the Panvalet system are likewise separated into several programs;
one for programmers and six for programming management.

The following list briefly describes the various Panvalet programs. The commands that perform the function are enclosed
in parentheses.

Pan#1 Programmers Program

The PAN#1 programmers program:
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• Adds members to the library. (ADD)
• Formats member records. (ADD)
• Assigns member attributes. (ADD, STATUS, USER, LEVEL, RENAME, FORMAT)
• Sequence checks members. (ADD)
• Copies members on the library. (COPY)
• Retrieves members from the library. (WRITE, SELECT)
• Inserts data from the SYSIN file into output files. (INSERT)
• Retrieves portions of members. (SELECT)
• Modifies members. (UPDATE)
• Tags members for subsequent deletion by PAN#2. (STATUS)
• Includes members within other members during retrievals. (INCLUDE)
• Assigns user comments to members on the library. (COMMENT)
• Allocates supersets on the library file. (ALLOCATE)
• Adds subsets to supersets. (ATTACH, COPY)
• Removes subsets from supersets. (DETACH)
• Assigns user sequence numbers to a member. (RESEQ)
• Initiates a transient mode extended feature. (USING)
• Advances the output print file to the next page. (EJECT)
• Prints user identification on a separate page. (ID)
• Specifies auxiliary input from or output to a PDS for z/OS. Specifies auxiliary input from an alternate logical unit for

VSE. (OPTION)
• Inserts records from an existing Panvalet member into a Panvalet input stream. (I)
• Restricts modification of a member. (LOCK)
• Allows modifications of a LOCKed member. (UNLOCK)
• Supplies a user ID and password to the Panvalet VSE system for validation. (PASS)
• Secures confidential members on the library. (USER)

Special functions available only to management:

• Overrides suppressed PAN#1 functions. (CONTROL)
• Authorizes access to confidential members. (ACCESS)

Pan#2 Management Program

The PAN#2 management program:
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• Creates a directory list of the entire or selected contents of the library or protection file. (PRINT)
• Produces a complete and current compressed copy of the entire library file. Produces the copy on tape or disk and

gives complete backup protection to the resident library. (DUMP)
• Replaces all or selected members in a Panvalet library from a tape or disk backup file. (As long as the member is not

in PROD status.) (REPLACE)
• Restores all or selected members to the library from any of the Panvalet backup files. (Does not overwrite members of

the same name currently in the library being restored.) (RESTORE)
• Removes tagged members to a Panvalet protection file, with or without match-merging an input protection file.

(DELETE, OPTION)
• Creates a protection file for members you want to transfer to another library file, with or without match-merging an input

protection file. (TRANSFER, OPTION)
• Initiates transient mode extended features. (USING)
• Modifies the library security code. (CONTROL)
• Transfers a member directly to another Panvalet library. (TRANSFER, OPTION)
• Bypasses copying a named member or a range of members from an input protection file. (BYPASS)
• UNLOCKs a member to allow modification regardless of the user ID it was previously locked with. (UNLOCK)
• Allows LOCKed member to be reLOCKed to a new user ID. (You must unlock it then lock it with new user ID.) (LOCK)
• Modifies and reports audit information. (AUDIT)
• Supplies a user ID and password to the Panvalet VSE system for validation. (PASS)

Pan#3 Footprinting Utility

The PAN#3 footprinting utility:

• Displays the current library footprint information, such as current footprint, library cuu, system ID, and option specified
in PVOPT. (DSN)

• Optionally clears the library footprint. (REP)
• Optionally rewrites out-of-sequence control records on multi-volume Panvalet libraries. (VOL)

Pan#4 Library Initialization Program

The PAN#4 library initialization program:

• Formats and labels direct access devices for subsequent use as a Panvalet library. (CLEAR)
• Specifies selected PAN#1 functions to suppress. These functions remain suppressed for the lifetime of the

corresponding library and only a special function of PAN#1 can override them. (PAN#2 must be used to establish a
control code to enforce suppression.) (SUPPRESS)

• Supplies a user ID and password to the Panvalet VSE system for validation. (PASS)

Pan#6 Analysis Program

The PAN#6 analysis program produces a summarized presentation of the Panvalet library composition by size, status,
language type, and user code. (ANALYSIS)

Pan#7 Cross-Reference Report

The PAN#7 cross-reference report:

• Lists the location of all Panvalet ++INCLUDE commands, reports the name of the including library member, the
statement number of the ++INCLUDE command within the including member, and the name of the included member.
(CROSSREF)

• Produces a cross-reference list in which the above information appears detailed under the name of the included
member. (CROSSREF)
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Pan#8 Scan Program

The PAN#8 scan program:

• Produces a listing of statements within the library that contain the character string you supply. You can scan the entire
library or limit it to a:
– Given language type
– Given library member
– Selected range of commands
– Selected group of columns. (SCAN)

• Makes changes to the members selected by the scan. (REP)
• Supplies a user ID and password to the Panvalet VSE system for validation. (PASS)

PAN#1 Functions and Uses
PAN#1 performs the functions necessary for addition, retrieval, maintenance, protection, and control of programs and data
on the Panvalet library.

All library input is thoroughly checked to verify proper format. PAN#1 provides complete documentation, including a
detailed report of all library activity.

Typical uses for PAN#1 in a user environment include:

• Adding source or object programs, JCL, and data to the Panvalet library. You can optionally list or sequence-check
new entries to the library. Blank characters are automatically compressed. You can optionally remove non-essential
data such as sequence numbers and identification fields, according to established formats. These fields are properly
regenerated in any subsequent retrieval from the library.

• Making a duplicate copy of a library member that you can modify and test. The original or production version remains
unchanged and protected.

• Updating a library member by deleting, replacing, or inserting one or more statements. The library member is
automatically resequenced following the update.

• Creating job streams for user processing onto a work file, or retrieving members in the library to a print or punch output
file.

• Automatically incorporating commonly-used subroutines or data by a single command reference embedded within the
library member, whenever a library member is retrieved.

• Flagging library members that are inactive or no longer needed for later deletion from the library to a backup history
file.
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Requirements and Options

Input/Output Flow Diagram - z/OS

Figure 3: Input Output Flow Diagram zOS
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Input/Output Flow Diagram - VSE

Figure 4: Input Output Flow Diagram VSE

Library File
The Panvalet library resides on a direct access storage device (DASD). A library contains source programs, job control
language, and card-image data files. It is logically segmented into library members that Panvalet commands reference by
name.

Input File

Input to PAN#1 consists of PAN#1 commands for library actions and user-supplied data for input to the library or output
to the print, punch, or work files (for more information on output files as input, refer to the following discussions on output
files). Processing a /* statement or end-of-file indicator (tape mark, and so on) terminates the input file.

PAN#1 uses the ddname SYSIN for the input file. It is device independent and can be a card reader, tape, disk, or any
other input device supported by QSAM. Normally, this file is the input stream.
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The logical record length of the SYSIN file may range between 80 and 4096 bytes (inclusive). When SYSIN logical
record lengths are greater than 80, tape or disk files should be used instead of JES SYSIN SPOOL files. BLKSIZE=80,
LRECL=80 is used if you do not supply them. Stacker select input data uses a LRECL=81 with the ",SL=YES" command
option on the ++ADD or ++UPDATE command. Bytes 2 though 81 are used as input in this case.

By default, the logical record length of the SYSIN file automatically determines the logical record length of the input data
being processed for the current command, unless otherwise specified by the ++ADD or UPDATE LRECL= option.

You can concatenate SYSIN files, provided the BLKSIZE subparameter of the DCB parameter on the first DD statement is
equal to or larger than the blocksize of the subsequent concatenated data sets.

Optional Input File

PAN#1 can optionally process data from one or more partitioned data sets (PDS) or sequential files as instructed by
appropriate commands contained in the SYSIN file. Source modules, object modules, or other data that are members of
a PDS or sequential file can be individually referenced and added as new data sets to the library. Also, PDS members or
sequential files can replace existing library members using the UPDATE ALL command.

Identify each PDS or sequential file to be used as optional input by a separate DD statement whose ddname you specify
in an OPTION INPUT command. The ddname must not be one that PAN#1 can use for other purposes. For example,
if you attempt to use the optional ddnames SYSPUNCH or PANDD2 for your optional input file, PAN#1 opens them for
sequential output, overwriting the PDS directory or sequential file. Since your systems programmer might choose to define
different ddnames for PAN#1 to use, you must check with the systems programmer to get the equivalent names. Only one
OPTION INPUT command is required if PAN#1 uses the same PDS or sequential file.

PAN#1, after encountering an OPTION INPUT command, automatically switches to the specified PDS or sequential
file each time it encounters an ADD or UPDATE ALL command. These two commands identify the member-name.
The specified member is then processed as input data until end-of-file, at which time processing switches back to and
continues with the SYSIN file. An ID command turns off the OPTION INPUT command until another OPTION INPUT is
encountered.

The logical record length of the OPTION INPUT file may range between 80 and 4096 bytes (inclusive). By default, the
logical record length of the input file automatically determines the logical record length of the input data being processed
for the current command, unless otherwise specified by the ++ADD or UPDATE LRECL= option.

Output Print File

All Panvalet input commands and most user-supplied input data are printed on the output print file for documentation of
library activity. Output resulting from PAN#1 commands and Panvalet system messages are also written to the output print
file for user information or action.

PAN#1 uses the ddname SYSPRINT for its output print file. It is device independent and can be a printer, tape, disk, or
any output device supported by QSAM.

Normally, this file is assigned to a SYSOUT writer. The carriage control is by ASA code in the first character. If you do not
specify these subparameters, BLKSIZE=121, LRECL=121 is assumed.

Optional Output Punch File

PAN#1 uses the ddname SYSPUNCH for its output punch file. Data produced by PAN#1 PUNCH operands are placed on
this file. It is device independent and can be a card punch, tape, disk, or any device supported by QSAM.

Normally, this file is DUMMY or a SYSOUT writer. The stacker select is by ASA code in the first character. If you do not
specify these subparameters, BLKSIZE=81, LRECL=81 is assumed. Note that if you specify LRECL=80, the stacker
select character is omitted and you can use the file as an additional work file.

The DD statement can override the RECFM parameter on the SYSPUNCH DCB. If not overridden, a RECFM of FBA is
assumed as default. This facilitates the use of the SYSPUNCH file as a secondary work or input file to your programs.
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Output Work File

PAN#1 uses the ddname PANDD2 for an output work file. Data produced by PAN#1 WORK operands are placed on this
file. The file is usually passed to a later step in the job.

The output work file can serve simply as either a temporary or permanent storage area. You can, for example, use it
to store the z/OS job control for production jobs and job steps. In this way, production job streams can be stored in the
library, maintained by PAN#1, retrieved to the WORK file, and executed on a day-to-day basis.

The logical record length of the PANDD2 output file may range between 80 and 4096 bytes (inclusive). The logical record
length of the PANDD2 output work file must match the logical record length of the member currently being processed for
any ++WRITE to WORK PANDD2 operations.

Optional Output Work File

PAN#1 can optionally write members to a PDS. An OPTION OUTPUT command specifies a PDS to which output can be
written. Then, whenever a WRITE, SELECT, or INSERT to the work file is encountered, those records are written to the
appropriate PDS member.

You can write as many members as necessary to any one PDS. Multiple OPTION OUTPUT commands can specify
multiple PDSs to process.

Together with the optional input file, you can perform complete PDS maintenance on existing PDSs. This is especially
important for system members that must reside in PDS form, such as SYS1.PROCLIB.

The logical record length of the OPTION OUTPUT file may range between 80 and 4096 bytes (inclusive). The logical
record length of the output file must match the logical record length of the member currently being processed for any +
+WRITE to OPTION OUTPUT operations.

NOTE
See Copying Members to a PDS for more discussion and sample JCL.

Panvalet VSE Library File
The Panvalet VSE library resides on a direct access storage device (DASD) for storage of source programs, object
programs, JCL, and card-image data files. The library can reside on any DASD supported by VSE. There can be multiple
libraries and each can reside on multiple DASD volumes.

Space is allocated and tracks must be formatted in PAN#4. You can supply up to sixteen DASD extents. You normally
assign the first extent to logical unit SYS006; subsequent units, if any, are then assigned to SYS007, SYS008, and so on.
If you use multiple extents, the entire library file must be online when processing Panvalet programs. The DLBL file name
used for the library is PANDD1. It is suggested that all Panvalet labels and DASD extents be cataloged to the SYSRES
Standard Label Track.

Support is provided for shared-DASD operation (multiple access to the Panvalet library from more than one CPU). You
must specify this option at system installation time.

Input File

Input to PAN#1 consists of PAN#1 commands for library actions, user-supplied data input to the library, or output to the
print, punch, or work files (for more information on output files as input, see the following discussions on output files).
Processing of a /* statement in a normal operating environment terminates the input file. By setting the third UPSI byte to
1, PAN#1 processes all statements encountered and only a /& or an EOF condition terminates it. This eliminates the need
to remove all /* statements before inputting a stream to Panvalet.

All programs use the VSE system input unit (SYSIPT) for commands and user input. You can assign SYSIPT to a card
reader, tape, disk, or any other device supported by VSE as a SYSIPT file. SYSIPT is assumed to consist of 80 or 81-byte
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unblocked records. When PAN#1 reads an 81-byte record, it assumes the record was formerly a VSE SYSPCH record,
and the stacker select character in position 1 is ignored.

The LRECL parameter can be specified for certain PAN#1 commands, but cannot be larger than the actual record length
of the SYSIPT file. Specifying an LRECL=80 for an 81-byte SYSIPT record causes the first 80-bytes of SYSIPT records to
be processed, maintaining the stacker select character.

PAN#1 can process records ranging from a record length of 80 to 4096 bytes, however, SYSIPT is limited to processing
80-byte records.

Alternate Command and Data Input File

When specified, this optional parameter provides the filename of the file that is used in place of SYSIPT. This file can
have a record length ranging from 80 to 4096 bytes in length. This file is assumed to be unblocked. Any available unused
logical unit number can be used with any seven character filename. This file can be assigned at runtime to a tape or disk
unit.

This file completely replaces any normal SYSIPT processing. All SYSIPT Panvalet commands and data must be present
on this file as they would normally be on the SYSIPT file. By default, the logical record length of the input file automatically
determines the logical record length of the input data being processed for the current command, unless otherwise
specified by the ++ADD or UPDATE LRECL= option.

The following JCL illustrates how to use the alternate SYSIPT filename:

.

.

.

// ASSGN SYSNNN,DISK,VOL=VOLUME-SERIAL,SHR

// DLBL PANIPT,'PANVALET.ALTERNATE.SYSIPT.FILE',0,SD

// EXTENT SYSNNN,VOLUME-SERIAL

.

.

.

// EXEC PGM=PAN#1,SIZE=256K,PARM='PANIPT'

Optional Input File

PAN#1 ++OPTION INPUT can, in addition, switch to read from any programmer logical unit under control of the ++ADD
or ++UPDATE (with the ALL parameter) commands being read from SYSIPT. When this is done, PAN#1 processes all
data from the specified logical unit as though it were being read from SYSIPT until end-of-file is encountered. At this point,
PAN#1 switches back to SYSIPT for its next command and processing continues.

The optional input file record length can range from 80 to 4096 bytes in length. This file is used in conjunction with
SYSIPT to add or update members with record lengths up to 4096 bytes in length. Panvalet members with records greater
than 80 bytes are added by using this file. This file is assumed to be unblocked.

By default, the logical record length of the input file automatically determines the logical record length of the input data
being processed for the current command, unless otherwise specified by the ++ADD or UPDATE LRECL= option.

End-of-file on the specified programmer logical unit can occur in all the usual ways, tape mark or /* on tape, file mark or /
* on disk, or /* if a card reader. In addition, encountering VSE system service generated control statements (PHASE from
LIBR punch, CATALR from RSERV, CATALS from SSERV, and CATALOG from LIBR) can simulate end-of-file. In each of
these cases, PAN#1 drops the PHASE, CATALR, CATALS, BKEND and /+ statements without processing them.

The PAN#1 work file and all unit record files are limited to one tape volume or one disk extent only.
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Output Print File

All Panvalet input commands and most user-supplied input data are printed on the output print file for documentation of
library activity. Output resulting from a PRINT command and Panvalet system messages are also written to the output
print file for user information or action. The VSE system print unit (SYSLST) is used for all printed output of PAN#1.

The SYSLST file is device independent and can be assigned to a printer or to tape or disk for later off-line printing.
Records are 121 bytes, unblocked, with a standard ASA carriage control code in the first position followed by 120 print
positions.

PANPRINT Print Output

This logical unit is used by PAN#1 for the printed output of Panvalet members containing ASA or machine carriage
control. PANPRINT is not device independent and must be assigned to a valid printer device. Valid printer devices are
defined to power at IPL startup time and can be real or dummy devices.

The PANPRINT output can be separated from SYSLST output by assigning the PANPRINT logical unit number SYS022 to
a dummy printer. This results in all PAN#1 commands and SYSLST output in one print queue entry, while the PANPRINT
output is in yet another print queue entry.

SYS022 is the default logical unit for PANPRINT output and can be changed during installation of Panvalet.

For information about printing members from the Panvalet library that contain ASA or machine carriage control, see
WRITE Command.

Output Punch File

PAN#1 uses the VSE system punch unit (SYSPCH) as an optional output file. Data produced by PAN#1 commands
writing to punch are written to this file.

The SYSPCH file is device independent and can be assigned to a card punch or to tape or disk for later off-line punching.
Records are normally 81 bytes, unblocked, with a standard ASA stacker select character in the first position followed by
the 80-byte punch record.

By assigning SYSPCH to tape and including a // UPSI 1 card in the JCL for execution of PAN#1, punch records written by
PAN#1 to SYSPCH are in 80-byte, unblocked form with the stacker select character omitted. In all other cases, standard
81-byte records with the stacker select character inserted are written to SYSPCH.

By assigning the system punch unit to a tape or disk in PAN#1, VSE users with no need for actual card punching can use
the punch unit as an optional second work file. This file can be used as a subsequent input file to PAN#1, or used as a
means of creating two job streams simultaneously, one on disk as the normal work file and one on tape. The tape can be
used as a job stream for processing on another computer or in emulation mode.

Optional Output Work File

Use a work file in PAN#1 to facilitate subsequent processing of members retrieved from the Panvalet library (for example,
compile, assemble). Data retrieved from the library by (PAN#1) WRITE, WORK, INSERT, or SELECT commands are
written to this file.

You can assign the work file at runtime to a tape or disk unit. It is normally assigned to logical unit SYS005, if used. If
assigned to a disk extent, the DLBL filename used is PANDD2. It is recommended for users wanting to use the disk
WORK capability that the DLBL and EXTENT statements be cataloged to the SYSRES Standard Label Tracks. If
assigned to a tape, no Volume of Header label is written to facilitate subsequent processing.

The record length of the output PANDD2 work file is determined by the record length of the first member written from
the Panvalet Library. All members written to the PANDD2 work file must be the same record length. All records are written
as unblocked. The record length of this file can range from 80 to 4096 bytes in length.
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You can use this work file as a subsequent SYSIPT without JCL, or as SYSIN with JCL and data. However, record length
restrictions for SYSIPT and SYSIN still apply. You cannot assign the work file to a VSAM managed SAM/ESDS file.

You can use the work file for retrieval of job streams from the library for production operations. In this way, you can store
production job streams in the library, maintain them using PAN#1, and execute them from tape or disk on a day-to-day or
job-to-job basis.

Library Members
The following Panvalet concepts are referred to in the Panvalet documentation.

Library Member

All entries in the Panvalet library are called members. A member can contain all or any portion of a source language
program, object program, Job Control Language (JCL), or card-image data file. You can store any of the 256 EBCDIC
characters in the library. Library members can be of mixed format (for example, JCL and source language together). Use
the ADD Command of PAN#1 for adding and formatting members in the library. See PAN#1 Library Statements for more
information about the ADD command.

Name of a Library Member

When initially entering a member into the library, assign the member a unique name. You will use this name to reference
the member for retrievals. The name can consist of up to ten alphabetic (A through Z), numeric (0 through 9), or special
characters (#, $, or @), in any order or combination.

Status of a Library Member

The status of a member controls your ability to alter or delete the member. It has a three part description:

PRODuction or TEST

Describes the current purpose of the member. A member in PRODuction represents a program or file being actively
used in your installation's data processing operations and cannot, therefore, be modified. However, you can still delete
a member in PRODuction status. A member in TEST represents a program or file being used for testing and can be
updated. You can use a COPY Command in PAN#1 to create a duplicate of any library member; a copied member is
placed in TEST status automatically. See COPY Command for more information.

NOTE
You cannot change a member from PRODuction to TEST.

ENABLE or DISABLE

Describes the activity of the member. To remove an obsolete member from the library, place it in DISABLEd status. You
can then remove it to a protection file.

ACTIVE or INACTIVE

Describes the frequency of reference expected for the member. The member is ACTIVE if you expect normal or greater
frequency of reference. You can place it in INACTIVE status if you expect low or nil frequency of reference. The system
administrator can use PAN#2 (++DELETE) to remove the member to a backup or low-usage file if the space on the library
is needed.

When you initially enter a member into the library, it is assigned a status of TEST, ENABLE, and ACTIVE. You can use
the STATUS command of PAN#1 to alter the status (use or activity) of a member. See STATUS Command for more
information.
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Modification Level of a Library Member

Each member in the library has a current modification level. The modification level is a number from 1 to 255. When
you add a member to the library, its modification level is set to 001. Each time the member is updated, the level is
automatically increased by one.

You must specify the level when requesting the PAN#1 UPDATE function. It must match the level of the member in the
library for a successful update. Specifying and checking the level of the member insures that you have referenced the
most current version of the member. The level appears at the beginning of each compile listing. You can use the LEVEL
command of PAN#1 to alter the level of a member.

If you selected the level stamp option at installation, when you retrieve members using PAN#1 ++SELECT and ++WRITE,
the Panvalet Subsystem and the Panvalet ISPF Option, the level number is retrieved into positions 78 through 80 of
changed statements for:

ANSCOBOL COBOL PL/I
AUTOCODER FORTRAN RPG
BAL JCL  

Format of a Library Member

A member entered in the library can be optionally described as: AUTOCODER, BAL or ALC, COBOL, ANSCOBOL,
COBOL-72, FORTRAN, PL/I or PL/1, or RPG if a source language program; or as OBJECT, JCL, DATA, OTHER,
USER780, or USER180. The appropriate description is optional on the PAN#1 ADD command. If you do not specify a
format, the member is described as unspecified. This description appears on the Panvalet directory list and also controls
the sequence checking option of the ADD command. You can change the format type through the FORMAT command.

You can also format the statements of source language members. If a member is described as one of the previous source
languages and you do not specify the NOFORMAT parameter on the ADD command, Panvalet removes the sequence
and identification fields from each statement prior to storage in the library. Panvalet generates new sequence numbers
and identification fields whenever you subsequently retrieve the member.

All formatting follows the standard rules for the source language specified. You should be cautious where non-standard
formats or special application is made of the sequence or identification fields. For detailed effects of each format, see the
formatting reference chart in Effects of Formatting. Formatting of member records is strongly recommended. Eliminating
non-essential fields results in a substantial increase in DASD space utilization.

If chosen at installation time, compression of COBOL keywords is part of Panvalet compression techniques. In COBOL or
ANSCOBOL formatted members, you can store a CBL statement as the first statement of the member as long as the CBL
begins in column 7. Retrieval of the member automatically places the CBL in column 2, a compression of approximately
20%.

Member User Code

You can supply an optional user code when entering a member into the library. The user code is a parameter on the
PAN#1 ADD command. It can consist of up to four numeric digits, 0 to 9999.

The member user code is printed on the Panvalet library directory list.

The user code can represent additional numeric information related to the member (for example, project number,
application or account number, or employee number). However, it can also be a member's security code if it is a secured
member (see the next section, Member Security Level). The user code defaults to zero if you do not specify it on the ADD
command. The USER command of PAN#1 can establish, alter, or eliminate the user code.
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Member Security Level

Optionally, you can assign a security level to selected members using the USER command in PAN#1. Zero (0) is the
default value for all library members, and implies that no special actions are necessary to protect the contents of an
individual member. Assigning a value of 1, 2, or 3 as a member's security level results in a security controlled member.

To access a secured member, you must submit a ++ACCESS command with an appropriate code for that member in a
PAN#1 run. The member security level determines the number of factors (member security code, and installation and
library security codes) used in developing the appropriate code specified in the ACCESS command.

Sequence Checking of Members

You can optionally sequence check members during initial entry into the library by specifying the SEQ parameter on
the ADD command. Panvalet checks members for ascending sequence in the positions indicated by the standard of
the member description specified at installation. See the formatting reference chart in Effects of Formatting for specific
positions checked.

When you specify the SEQ option, Panvalet provides a complete print of all 80 positions of each input record.
When Panvalet detects a sequence error, the characters SEQUENCE ERROR appear to the right of the out-of-sequence
statements on the print output file. The new sequence number assigned by PAN#1 also appears on each printed line for
future reference.

The LIST option is an alternative to the SEQ parameter. LIST operates in the same way as SEQ, producing a print of the
80 position input record and the PAN#1 sequence numbers for future reference, but the LIST option does not print the
SEQUENCE ERROR message.

LOCKing a Member

Panvalet allows you to LOCK any member, regardless of status. Users can still access a LOCKed member; however, a
user cannot modify the member's data, attributes, and comments unless the user ID associated with the LOCK matches
that of the user attempting the modification, or until the user ID associated with the LOCK UNLOCKs it.

See LOCK/UNLOCK Considerations for more information.

Member Date of Last Access

The Access Date, also known as Date Accessed or Date of Last Access, contains the most recent date on which the
member was accessed. See System Management  for access date considerations.

Member Date of Last Maintenance

The Date of Last Maintenance, also known as Date Maintained, Last Maint, or Last Update Date, contains the most recent
date on which the member was modified.

NOTE
Whenever the Access Date and Maint Date are the same, only the Access Date displays the date. The Maint
Date displays with blanks.

Updating a Library Member
To update a library member, you must specify the name and current level of the member on the PAN#1 UPDATE
command. The member must be in TEST and ENABLE status, and the level number must be the same as that specified.

One or more change subcommands (C, D, and R) that specify the sequence numbers affected can follow the UPDATE
command. The C subcommand can specify one or two sequence numbers. If you specify two numbers, member
statements are deleted starting with the first, up to and including the second sequence number. For example, to delete
statements 45 through 72 code:
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++C 45,72   or  ++D 45,72   

To delete statement 64 only code:

++C 64,64   or   ++D 64

Any number of user-supplied statements following the C or D subcommands are added to the member in place of the
deleted statements. If you specify a single sequence number on a C subcommand, all following user-supplied statements
are inserted into the member following the sequence number specified.

The R replacement UPDATE subcommand updates a member on a scan and replace basis. Used with or without the
other subcommands, R scans for a specified character string within the member and sequence numbers specified.
When it finds an occurrence, it replaces the scan field with a replace field. If these fields are not the same length, the
remaining portion of the statement is adjusted right or left as necessary. For complete syntax description of C, D, and R
subcommands, see UPDATE Command.

In all cases of deletion, replacement, or insertion of statements, successive C subcommands must be in ascending
sequence; the second sequence number cannot be less than the first. All sequence numbers must be numeric (0 through
9). The member is always resequenced automatically following a successful update. The Panvalet library is self-protected
against occurrence of a partial update; if any error condition occurs while processing an UPDATE, the entire update is
canceled and the member is unaffected.

Because of the critical nature and frequent use of sequence numbers, the required level number provides protection
against the use of outdated or incorrect sequence numbers. To ease the determination of the level number and the
member name (for example, the library name need not be the same as the program name), special processing is
performed in PAN#1 to provide you with the member name, level number, and date of last maintenance. This does not
affect a compile or assembly, but provides the necessary data. See Effects of Formatting for the PAN#1 special comment
record format.

UPDATE ALL Command

Two types of UPDATE modes are exceptions to the processing described in this section. The first of these is the optional
parameter ALL of the UPDATE command (for example, ++UPDATE name,level,ALL). This command replaces the entire
contents (ALL) of the named library member with whatever follows in the input stream; change subcommands are not
permitted. The optional ALL parameter of the UPDATE command is especially useful for replacing object decks with new
object decks created during compiles. When the ALL option is specified, input data of a different logical record length may
replace all the existing member's data, thus, changing the logical record length of the member. For more information, see
UPDATE Command.

C Subcommand

The second exception to the UPDATE mode does not process Panvalet generated sequence numbers. Follow the
UPDATE command with a special C subcommand to specify this operation. This subcommand has a single parameter,
SEQxxy, where xx is the beginning position (left end) of a sequence field contained in the card-images themselves, and
y is the length of this field. The update replaces equal sequence numbers and inserts records when the input stream
sequence number is lower than the sequence field in the card-image from the library.

Use C subcommands with two sequence numbers or D subcommands to delete records. Sequence numbers
specified must be of the same length as the y length specified in the C SEQxxy command. As in the update function
using Panvalet generated sequence numbers, change subcommands must be in ascending order by sequence number.

A single exception to this rule is the case of a range delete ++C seq1,seq2 or ++D seq1,seq2, followed by statements that
are in the range from seq1 to seq2.
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  col 1                                          col 77

  ++UPDATE PAY57,9

  ++C  SEQ774

  ++C  A401,A427

         LR    5,11                              A410

         BCT   5,LOOP                            A420

         MVC   WORK,IOREC                        A778

         LR    5,9                               A894

  ++C

In the previous exhibit, any statements in the library member that are between A401 and A427 are deleted and replaced
by the statements numbered A410, A420, A778, and A894. They are inserted at the proper location. Any following ++C
subcommands must have sequence numbers greater than A894.

All change subcommands can process members with user-supplied sequence numbers. You can use the RESEQ
command to initially generate user sequence numbers.

Temporarily Updating a Library Member

You can perform a temporary UPDATE for members with a logical record length up to 80 bytes by specifying the optional
parameter TEMP on the UPDATE command. This temporary UPDATE feature makes it possible to create an updated
library member for an intermediate duration (long enough to be retrieved for a subsequent compilation that does not
modify the original member).

NOTE
Temporary UPDATE for members with a logical record length greater than 80 bytes is not supported.

++UPDATE name,level,TEMP

A temporary UPDATE permits you to try out a program modification without permanently altering the member.

When you perform a temporary UPDATE, a temporary copy of the named library member is created along with the applied
changes. Two members with the same attributes temporarily reside in the library; the original member and the temporarily
updated copy. Until this temporary copy is erased, all references to the original member name refer to the temporary copy.
Commands such as the WRITE and embedded INCLUDE that follow a temporary UPDATE retrieve the temporary copy,
provided that the:

• UPDATE is successful
• Original member name is used
• Temporary copy is not erased.

Any of the following erase the temporary copy:

• Execution of an ID command
• End of execution of PAN#1 (normal or abnormal end-of-job step)
• Any PAN#1 command requiring additional library space, which includes:

ADD COPY UPDATE

ALLOCATE DETACH  

ATTACH RENAME (of a subset)  

• Comprehensive WRITE.

All rules pertaining to the UPDATE command still apply. You must specify the correct level number and the named
member cannot be in DISABLEd status. You can use the temporary UPDATE with either sequence numbering
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schemes, Panvalet generated sequence numbers, or optional user-supplied sequence numbers. You can perform a
temporary update on a production member.

 ++UPDATE PAY57,3,TEMP      Create a temporary member

 ++C

                            Update commands and data

 ++INSERT WORK

 /&                         JCL statements to execute a compile

 ++WRITE WORK,PAY57,/*      Write temporary member to work (z/OS)

 ++WRITE WORK,PAY57,/&      Write temporary member to work (VSE)

 ++ID                       Erase temporary member

The input stream statements in the previous exhibit create a temporarily updated member and a job stream for a
subsequent compile of the temporary copy.

The program source listing of a compiled, temporarily-updated source module has the following characteristics:

• Source statements retained from the original member (statements not inserted or deleted) are printed with their original
sequence numbers.

• Inserted statements appear without sequence numbers, unless you are using the SEQxxy option.
• Deleted statements do not appear. Missing sequence numbers identify their absence.
• The identification TMP (temporary) appears in place of the level number.

These source listing characteristics should help you identify your changes to the original member.

The following commands are not permitted while the named member is in a temporary status:

COMMENT RENAME STATUS

LEVEL SELECT USER

The comprehensive WRITE erases temporary updates when the WRITE command is encountered, not after.

Creation of Job Streams for User Processing

You can retrieve members in the library to a print, punch, or work file (tape or disk). You can intersperse statements
supplied in the input stream on any of these output files in the same form using the INSERT command.

You can retrieve an entire member to any of the output files with a WRITE command. You can also retrieve any portion of
a member to any of the output files with a SELECT command by specifying the range of sequence numbers you want to
retrieve.

INCLUDE Command

You can embed one or more INCLUDE commands within any member in the library. The INCLUDE command specifies
other commonly used members also in the library. These are automatically retrieved in the place of the INCLUDE
command whenever encountered during retrieval of a member. The single INCLUDE command can automatically
incorporate subroutines, test data, JCL, or object modules. This eliminates the need to store common routines in the
library many times.

You can nest INCLUDE commands. This permits INCLUDEs to be nested within members called by an INCLUDE. The
nesting level is an installation option. The maximum is six levels.

NOTE
The logical record length of all ++INCLUDEd members must match the logical record length of the member in
which the ++INCLUDE statement resides (the ROOT member); otherwise, a diagnostic ERROR message is
issued.
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In summary, you can create simple or complex job streams as combinations of entire library members, segments of other
members, and user-supplied statements from the input stream. You can easily combine standard JCL members with
source or object programs for compile, assembly, link edit, and so on.

You can compose multiple JCL streams for production job executions. You can create complete production or test streams
on a tape work file for scheduling, processing on another computer, and so on.

PAN#1 Library Statements

Syntax Requirements

You supply library statements that control the functions of PAN#1. Each library statement consists of a library command to
direct a specific action. Optional parameters further identify or clarify the action to take. Statements can also include any
comments or notes that you want to incorporate.

The characters ++ or -- in the first two positions of an input record, followed by a keyword specifying the function you
want to perform (for example, ++ADD or --WRITE) distinguishes the command. Functional parameters can be required or
optional, based on the command. Panvalet prints comments supplied on a library statement on the library activity list. The
comments do not effect the system.

NOTE
All keyword functions and parameters must be in upper case.

The following rules apply to all PAN#1 library statements:

1. The command must begin with a ++ (plus, plus) or a -- (minus, minus) in positions one and two (except for +
+INCLUDE).

2. The command must follow the ++ or -- without intervening spaces. 
The command can be any of the following and must be spelled exactly as shown:

ADD I RESEQ
ALLOCATE ID SELECT
ATTACH INCLUDE STATUS
C INSERT UNLOCK
COMMENT LEVEL UPDATE
COPY LOCK USER
D OPTION USING
DETACH PASS WRITE
EJECT R  
FORMAT RENAME  

1. At least a single space must separate the command and the first parameter. Commas with no intervening spaces
separate multiple parameters.

2. At least one space must always follow the last parameter. Comments can begin in any position following this space.
3. The INCLUDE command is embedded within a member for execution only when the member is retrieved. To conform

to source language format standards, the command must begin in position eight of the input record rather than the
standard position one required for all other commands.
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Special Input Character Combinations

Certain combinations of characters in positions one and two of an input record have special meanings when processed by
PAN#1:

Character Meaning
++ A ++ followed by a valid PAN#1 command and a space is an imperative command to

perform a specific library action.
-- A -- followed by a valid PAN#1 command and a space is a conditional command to

perform a specific library action if the preceding ++ command completed successfully.
The -- command is bypassed if the preceding ++ command was in error.

/* A /* in the input stream terminates the processing of PAN#1 input. Verify that /* is present
only at the end of the PAN#1 input stream.

$+ or $- A $+ or $- in the input stream converts to a ++ or -- respectively, before being written to
an output print, punch, or work file (z/OS only) or added to the Panvalet library. All other
positions of the input record remain unchanged. Subsequent processing of the output file
as a input file results in normal execution of the converted statements as valid PAN#1
commands.

$/ A $/ in the input stream converts to a // before being written to an output print, punch,
or work file (z/OS only) or added to the Panvalet library. All other positions of the input
record remain unchanged. The $/ facilitates storage of JCL in the library or insertion to an
output file without interfering with the PAN#1 job stream or JCL.

$* or $& A $* or $& in the input stream converts to a /* or /& before being written to an output
print, punch, or work file (z/OS only) or added to the Panvalet library. The standard
termination functions of the /* and /& statements are not processed until subsequent
retrieval, thus eliminating conflict with PAN#1 termination characters.

NOTE
You can store unconverted $+, $-, $/, $*, or $& on the library by first adding the member, then reconverting the
other symbol back to $ by using PAN#8 scan and replace.

The ++ or -- Characters

A PAN#1 command preceded by ++ is assumed to be imperative. PAN#1 processes it directly regardless of prior or
following library actions.

Whenever Panvalet encounters an error during PAN#1 processing, it bypasses the erroneous library statements and user
statements until it encounters a valid ++ command in the input stream to re-establish normal processing.

The first library statement in the input stream must always be a ++ or -- command. In a batch input environment, each set
of library statements should begin with a ++ command; you are not affected by any error caused by use of a ++ command
as the first statement.

A PAN#1 command preceded by a -- is a conditional command. Library commands in PAN#1 that are entirely dependent
upon successful completion of a previous library action are bypassed if the previous command was unsuccessful due to
error. A -- command is bypassed if the immediately preceding command does not successfully complete. If the previous
command completes successfully, the -- is processed as if it were a normal ++.

For example, several -- commands to create a test job stream can follow an UPDATE command. Failure of the UPDATE
due to an incorrect level number does not result in the test stream being built and executed on the old version of the
member. Also, a new member is added to the Panvalet library and immediately updated. If the ADD failed due to a
parameter error, the member is not added and the UPDATE fails after searching for the member; use of --UPDATE
bypasses this search and results in faster machine throughput. Computer and distribution time wasted in processing an
incomplete or incorrect job stream is eliminated.
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Any number of -- commands can follow a ++ command. They are bypassed or processed as ++ commands depending on
the prior command.

Any PAN#1 command can appear as ++ or -- except ++INCLUDE.

Remember, all Panvalet commands (++, --, $+, $-, $*, $&, $*, $/) and parameters must be contained within positions 1
to 72 of the input record. The number of blanks permitted between a Panvalet command and its associated parameters
cannot exceed the number that extends the command or parameters beyond position 72. User comments or other
data can be contained on the input record through position 80, separated by a single space after the command and
parameters. This data is processed normally, through position 80.

NOTE
When extending comments through column 80, be sure that you do not inadvertently invoke the column 72
option.

Commands and Parameters

See Command Notation in Using for standard references throughout Panvalet (for example, all capital letters signify a
keyword). Also, see PAN#1 Applications for a practical explanation of sample problems and solutions using the PAN#1
commands discussed in this section.

ADD Command
The ++ADD command adds a new member to the library. The records in the input file that follow this command are written
in the library until a record with a ++, --, /*, or /& in positions one and two is encountered. The resulting member resides in
the library with status of TEST, ENABLE, ACTIVE, and with a modification level of one.

Syntax

The ADD command has the following format:

            [,AUTOCODER     ]

            [,BAL or ALC    ]

            [,COBOL         ]

            [,ANSCOBOL      ]

            [,COBOL-72      ]

            [,FORTRAN       ] [,DLM=dc]

 ++ADD name [,PL/I or PL/1  ] [,LIST] [,NOFORMAT]

            [,RPG           ] [,SEQ ] [,TSO     ] [,user code] [,SL=YES]

            [,ZTYPE         ]

            [,OBJECT        ]

            [,JCL           ]

            [,DATA          ] [,LRECL=size]

            [,OTHER         ]

            [,USER780       ]

            [,USER180       ]

Parameters

The ADD command uses the following parameters:

name
This required parameter is the name of the new member. This name must be unique; it cannot be the name of any
member currently in the library. It can consist of any combination of up to ten alphanumeric characters (letters A
through Z, digits 0 through 9, and special characters #, $, @) in any order.
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NOTE
Language designates the format and internal description of the member. This language identifies source
programs; object programs are identified as OBJECT; job control language is identified as JCL; other
members are identified as DATA or OTHER. This parameter is optional; if omitted, the member is
described as UNSPECIFIED.

[,AUTOCODER]
Positions 6 through 75 of each input record are compressed and stored in the Panvalet library. Upon any retrieval
from the Panvalet library to a work, print, or punch file, PAN#1 processes the member as follows:

• Inserts the first five characters of the member name into positions 76 to 80 of each output record, and into
positions one through five of the first record.

• Inserts the second five characters of the member name into positions one through five of the second record.
• Inserts LVmmm into positions one through five of the third record; mmm indicates the current modification level

of the member.
• Inserts the date of last maintenance of the member into positions one through five of the fourth record, in

MMDDY form (MM=month, DD=day, Y=last digit of year).
• Inserts Panvalet sequence numbers that you reference in a subsequent UPDATE of the member into positions

one through five of the fifth and all subsequent records (for example, 00005 in the fifth record, 00006 in the
sixth record, and so on).

[,BAL or ALC]
BAL designates the format and internal description for 370 Assembler language source programs. Positions 1
through 72 of each record are entered into the library. When the member is written to an output file, sequence
numbers are inserted into positions 73 through 77 of each record.

[,COBOL ] [,ANSCOBOL]
These parameters designate the format and internal description for standard COBOL and ANSCOBOL language
source programs. Positions 7 through 72 of each record are entered into the library. Keywords are compressed
if you selected COBOL keyword compression as an installation option. When the member is written to an output
file, sequence numbers are inserted into positions one through five of each record and column six is set to a
blank. The following data is also inserted into the output records:

• Inserts date of last maintenance into positions 73 through 80 of the first record in the form of MM/DD/YY.
• Inserts the first eight characters of the member name into positions 73 through 80 of the second record.
• Inserts the ninth and tenth characters of the member name, if present, into positions 73 and 74 of the third

record.
• Inserts the current modification level into positions 78 through 80 of the third record.
• Inserts the first eight characters of the member name into positions 73 through 80 of all remaining records.

[,COBOL-72]
COBOL-72 designates the format and internal description for non-standard COBOL language source programs.
Columns 7 through 72 are compressed and stored in the library; columns one through six are retained unchanged
for subsequent retrieval. Keywords are compressed if you selected COBOL keyword compression as an
installation option. When retrieved from the library, the following formatting rules apply:
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• When retrieved by a WRITE command, inserts asterisks (***) into positions 78 through 80 of the first record,
and inserts periods (...) into positions 78 through 80 of the second record.

• When retrieved by other than a WRITE command, inserts blanks in positions 78 through 80 of the first and
second records.

• Inserts the date of last maintenance into positions 73 through 80 of the third record in the form of MM/DD/YY.
• Inserts the first eight characters of the member name into positions 73 through 80 of the fourth record.
• Inserts the ninth and tenth characters of the member name, if present, into positions 73 and 74 of the fifth

record.
• Inserts the current modification level into positions 78 through 80 of the fifth record.
• Inserts zero-filled sequence numbers, used for Panvalet updating functions, in columns 73 through 77 of the

sixth and all subsequent records.

[,FORTRAN]
This parameter designates the format and internal description for FORTRAN language source programs.
Positions 1 through 72 of each record are entered into the library. When the member is written to an output file,
sequence numbers are inserted into positions 73 through 77 of each record.

[,PL/I or PL/1]
This parameter designates the format and internal description for PL/I language source programs. Positions 1
through 72 of each record are entered into the library. When the member is written to an output file, sequence
numbers are inserted into positions 73 through 77 of each record.

[,RPG]
The formatting rules for RPG members are similar to the AUTOCODER processing described earlier in this
section. RPG members are processed the same as AUTOCODER except that when you specify RPG, only
positions 6 through 74 of each input record are compressed and stored in the Panvalet library. The first six
positions of the name are generated in positions 75 through 80 of all output records.

[,ZTYPE]
For information about the eight user-defined language labels for existing language types, see Language Name
Change Options.

[,OBJECT] [,JCL ]
OBJECT is the format and internal description for object programs. JCL is the format and internal description
for job control language members. Positions 1 through 72 of each record are entered into the library. When the
member is written to an output file, a sequence number is inserted into positions 73 through 77 of each record.

[,DATA]
You can use DATA to define the format and internal description for other members that are undefined source
programs, object programs, JCL, print image listings, or general DATA records from 80 to 4096 bytes long.
The DATA format parameter results in the following internal handling. Positions 1 through 4096 of each record are
entered into the library. When the member is written to the output print file, sequence numbers appear in positions
84 through 88 of each print record. Logical records greater than 80 bytes are "wrapped" onto the print file, that
is, each 80-byte record segment of the logical record is written to a single print record, followed by the next 80-
byte segment until the whole logical record is printed. When the member is written to the output punch or work
file, no sequence numbers are added to the individual records. For logical records greater that 80, the work file
must have the same logical record length as the member; however, only 80-byte or 81-byte (stacker select coded)
records may be punched.

[,OTHER]
You can use OTHER to define the format and internal description for other members that are undefined source
programs, object programs, or JCL.
The OTHER format, as well as the NOFORMAT parameter, result in the following internal handling. Positions
1 through 80 of each record are entered into the library. When the member is written to the output print file,
sequence numbers appear in position 84 through 88 of each print record. When the member is written to the
output punch or work file, no sequence numbers are added to the individual records.
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[,USER780] [,USER180][,USER3] [,USER4]
You can modify default user formats at Panvalet installation time. USER3, USER4, and USER780 default store
positions 7 through 80; they have no ID field, sequence numbers are inserted in positions one through six as in
COBOL for USER780, but not for USER3 and USER4. USER180 defaults store positions 1 through 80. It has
no ID field and prints sequence numbers on a write to print only, as in DATA. For more information, see System
Management.

[,DLM=dc]
This optional parameter lets you add members or JCL to a Panvalet library that contains Panvalet commands
starting with ++ or -- in columns 1 & 2.
Select two characters that are not used in positions 1 & 2 of the member to be input. Add the two characters to
the SYSIN input stream after ++ADD statement of the member. The DLM parameter causes Panvalet to read the
input member as data until it reads the two-character delimiter. In the following example, the JCL001 and TEST02
are members in the input PDS library.
//ADDMEM   EXEC PGM=PAN#1

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//PANDD1   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.mlq.PANLIB

//PDSIN    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.mlq.input.PDS

//SYSIN    DD *

++OPTION INPUT,PDSIN

++ADD  JCL001,JCL,DLM=%%

%%

++ADD  TEST01,DATA

++ADD  TEST02,DATA,DLM=%%

%%

/*

[,LIST] [,SEQ ]
These optional parameters write the member to the output print file and sequence check the records as the
member is added to the library. The print contains the entire 80 column card-images ++ADDed, as well as the
new sequence numbers assigned by Panvalet for subsequent modifications. New sequence numbers appear to
the right of the 80 column card-images. Each member begins printing at the top of a new page.
LIST only prints the new member without sequence checking.
SEQ forces a print of the new member and checks sequence according to its designated format. When it detects
a sequence error, Panvalet prints a message to the right of the record in error.
Input records are checked for ascending sequence in the following positions of the member:

Member
Internal Description

Positions
1 to 5

Sequence
1 to 6

Checked
73 to 80

ANSCOBOL  X  

AUTOCODER X   

BAL or ALC   X

COBOL  X  

COBOL-72  X  

DATA (LRECL = 80)   X

DATA (LRECL > 80)    

FORTRAN   X

JCL   X
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OBJECT   X

OTHER   X

PL/I or PL/1   X

RPG X   

UNSPECIFIED   X

USER180   X

USER780  X  

USER3   X

USER4   X

NOTE
If you choose the default options, sequence checking for user formats is as listed previously. If you do not
choose the default, refer to the user format definitions in the installation options module.

[,NOFORMAT] [,TSO ]
The NOFORMAT parameter overrides source language formatting. The internal description and the positions to
be sequence checked are unaffected. Positions 1 through 80 of each record are entered into the library. When
the member is written to the output print file, sequence numbers are inserted into positions 84 through 88 of
each print record. When the member is written to an output file, no sequence numbers are inserted into the
individual records. If you use the SEQ option, the internal description of the member determines the positions to
be sequence checked. When a NOFORMAT member is written to a WORK or PUNCH file, no Special Comment
Record is inserted, regardless of the language type. When a NOFORMAT member is updated, no level stamping
is done.
The TSO parameter is designed to be used in conjunction with the TSO option of Panvalet. In many cases,
columns 73 through 80 are used to store sequence numbers that are incremented by ten. Since these sequence
numbers become part of the stored record, truncation of the sequence numbers can occur when you use a shift
function (R subcommand or scan/replace). You can only use TSO formatting with BAL, COBOL, ANSCOBOL,
FORTRAN, PL/I, and JCL language types. You should only use the TSO parameter in conjunction with the TSO
option of Panvalet. See Option for TSO for further details.

[,user code]
This optional parameter allows you to supply information related to the member you are adding. The user code
can be any numeric digits from 0 to 9999. This field has no effect on the member, but is maintained and printed
on the Panvalet directory list for your later reference. The field can represent a project number, application code,
client number, installation number, or machine number in a multi-computer environment. Zero is assumed if you
omit this parameter.

[,SL=YES]
This optional parameter allows you to automatically strip stacker select codes in column one (1) of each input
PUNCH data record. Only columns 2 through 81 of each data record are used as input data for each member
record. The logical record length of the input file must be 81 (either physically or by use of the LRECL=81
parameter); otherwise, the SL=YES parameter is considered invalid.

[,LRECL=size]
This optional parameter allows you to declare the size of the logical record length of the input data associated
with the ++ADD command. The size must be a numerical value from 80 to 4096 bytes (inclusive). The size must
not be larger than the physical logical record length of the input file. For example, if the SYSIN (or the INPUT
WORK) file has a logical record length of 133 (LRECL=133), a ++ADD with LRECL=134 (or larger) is invalid. This
parameter is only valid for format DATA.
When the LRECL parameter is not specified, the physical size of the input file is used to automatically determine
the logical record length of the new member.
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NOTE
The LRECL specification is only in effect for the duration of the ++ADD command processing. Upon
completion, the physical size of the input file is the default value of the input data.

COMMENT Command
The ++COMMENT command enables you to associate up to 50 characters of user-defined information with a library
member. This is a member's user comment record. ++COMMENT creates, replaces, or deletes a user comment record for
a specified member. Only one comment record is maintained per member.

The user comment record can contain a programmer's name, target date, program description, application name, and so
on.

Syntax

++COMMENT name[,up to 50 characters of user-defined information]

Parameters
name

This required parameter is the name of the member you want to comment.
[user-defined information]

All characters contained in the first 50 positions immediately following the comma that separates the two
parameters are treated as the user-defined information.
If you specify this parameter and the member already has a user comment record, the supplied data replaces the
information contained in the existing user comment record.
If you omit the second parameter (this is assumed if one or more blanks follow the name parameter), the user
comment record is deleted from the member.

COPY Command
The COPY command adds a new member to the library by copying an existing member. The member you want to copy
must be in the library. The COPY function does not affect the original member. The new member is given a different
name and is automatically placed in TEST, ENABLE, and ACTIVE status. In all other respects the copy is identical to the
original, including the original modification level. The logical record length of the new (copied) member is the same as that
of the existing member.

Syntax

++COPY name-1 ,name-2

Parameters

Both parameters are required.

name-1
This parameter names the existing member you want to copy.

,name-2
This is the name of the new member. It must be unique and can contain up to 10 alphanumeric characters (A
through Z, 0 through 9, or special characters #,$, @) in any order. It cannot be the same name as any other
existing member.
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EJECT Command
The EJECT command advances the output print file to the top of the next page. Normally, the output list is only advanced
to a new page when a page is filled. Use this command to cause the following statement to begin on a new page. The
command has no effect on the library, the output work file, or the output punch file.

Syntax

++EJECT

NOTE
This command does not print on the output print unit.

EXEC Command
(z/OS only) The EXEC command terminates the execution of PAN#1 and transfers control (XCTL) to the load module that
you specify.

Syntax

++EXEC name[ ,PARM='parameter info']

Parameters
name

This is a valid z/OS load module name.
[PARM='parameter info']

The parameter field you want to pass to the program to execute.
See PARM Execution Options for more information.

FORMAT Command
The FORMAT command changes the internal format/type of an existing member with a logical record length of 80 bytes.

Syntax

               {,AUTOCODER     }

               {,BAL or ALC    }

               {,COBOL         }

               {,ANSCOBOL      }

               {,COBOL-72      }

               {,FORTRAN       } col 72

 ++FORMAT name {,PL/I or PL/1  }  [N]

               {,RPG           }  [F]

               {,OBJECT        }

               {,JCL           }

               {,DATA          }

               {,OTHER         }

               {,USER780       }

               {,USER180       }
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Parameters
name

This required parameter is the name of the member whose format you want to change. This cannot be the name
of a superset.

{language}
These languages are the allowable formats (see the ADD Command section earlier in this section). This
parameter changes the internal format/type. All rules associated with an UPDATE apply. All statement
change level stamps are cleared. The member must be in TEST, ENABLE status for this function to complete
successfully.
Changing the format of a member to its present format clears the level stamps.

NOTE
You cannot change the TSO format characteristic of a member using this command. Once you ADD a
member using TSO parameters, you cannot reformat it to non-TSO format. You can, however, create a
new format member and COPY the TSO format member into it.

Column 72 Option
The FORMAT command can add or override options for the command execution. You must place the character
code for the option desired in column 72 of the command statement to be executed.
The FORMAT command options are as follows:
N

Applies the NOFORMAT characteristic to the member being formatted.
F

Eliminates the NOFORMAT characteristic from the member being formatted, even if the member was
previously NOFORMAT.

If column 72 is blank, the NOFORMAT characteristic is unchanged (if the member was previously NOFORMAT, it
remains so).

NOTE
If you place a comment on a Panvalet statement, and the comment extends into column 72, you can
force an option into effect.

I Command
The ++I command inserts records from an existing Panvalet member into a Panvalet run stream. The Panvalet command
in operation at the time the ++I command is encountered still remains in effect after the ++I records are inserted. The
inserted records replace the ++I command itself. Any ++I data found is processed as input to Panvalet, no matter which
command was previously executed.

Syntax

          [                                   ]

          [         [                       ] ]

 ++I seq1 [,[seq2]  [,[name] [,access code] ] ]

Parameters
seq1

This required parameter is the first sequence number desired for insertion. It must be a valid numeric Panvalet
sequence number and not more than five digits in length.
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,[seq2]
This optional parameter is the last sequence number desired for insertion. It must be a valid numeric Panvalet
sequence number and not more than five digits in length. If you do not specify seq2, only the record given in seq1
is inserted. If the value of seq2 is greater than the remaining number of numeric statements in the member (a
valid number is less than six digits in length), seq2 is treated as if its value indicates the end of the member you
want to insert.

,[name]
This is the name of the Panvalet member, superset, or subset from which the inserted records are retrieved. If
Panvalet is processing an UPDATE command, you can omit the name parameter since the update member name
is used instead. All other commands process this situation as an error condition.

[,access code]
This parameter names the access code of the member. This parameter is required if the member is security
controlled.

Operation

The ++I command functions only in cases that are logically applicable (++UPDATE or ++ADD).

User exits cannot examine ++I command records.

An invalid ++I is treated as a record for any command stream except the UPDATE command. An invalid ++I in an update
process causes the update to fail.

ID Command
The ++ID command prints user identification on a separate page. When you execute this command, the output print file
is advanced to the top of the next page, a user identification page is written, and the print file is advanced to the following
page. The command has no effect on the output work file or the output punch file.

The ++ID command erases an existing temporary library member that a temporary update created. It can also turn off
OPTION commands.

Syntax

++ID [up to 75 characters of user-defined identification]

Parameters
user-defined identification

User identification can be any combination of up to 75 characters such as programmer name, project number, and
so on.

INCLUDE Command
The ++INCLUDE command is stored in the Panvalet library as an embedded statement within a library member. During
retrieval of a library member to a work output file, a ++INCLUDE causes the member name specified by the ++INCLUDE
to be located, and then retrieved from the Panvalet library, and written to the output file in place of the ++INCLUDE.
Statements in the originally-retrieved member following the INCLUDE continue to be retrieved to the output file as normal.
You can specify expanded retrieval to a punch output file as an installation option.

NOTE
The logical record length of all ++INCLUDEd members must match the logical record length of the member in
which the ++INCLUDE statement resides (the ROOT member); otherwise, a diagnostic ERROR message is
issued.
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The ++INCLUDE command must begin in position eight of the input record. This is the only command in the Panvalet
system that does not begin in position one. At least one blank must follow the command.

Syntax

++INCLUDE name

Parameters
name

The name is a required parameter and must be a valid member name of 1 to 10 alphanumeric characters (A
through Z, 0 through 9, or special characters #, $, @). It can appear anywhere in positions 18 through 72,
inclusive, in the input record.
If the specified name is invalid or not found in the library, the ++INCLUDE command itself is output and assumed
not to be a valid command. The member you ++INCLUDE can be of any format.

Operation

Depending on the ++INCLUDE nest level chosen at system installation, ++INCLUDE commands issued by ++INCLUDEd
members are replaced up to the selected nest level. ++INCLUDE commands within embedded ++INCLUDEs beyond
this level are output, but not expanded. A nest error message appears on the print file. All ++INCLUDE commands
encountered during retrieval to the work file appear on the library input listing.

The nest levels (six is the innermost level, one is the outermost level) are reported to the right of the normal ++INCLUDE
messages on the PAN#1 print file. ++INCLUDEs are reported in the order that expansion is completed; therefore, the
innermost is reported first because it is completed first.

The ++INCLUDE command is similar only in concept to the COBOL language COPY/INCLUDE functions; all restrictions
are removed. You can use ++INCLUDE in any library member of any format, in any relative position within the member.
A member can contain any number of ++INCLUDE commands. If a member containing ++INCLUDE commands is in
PRODuction status, all members included must also be in PRODuction status. However, members in TEST status can +
+INCLUDE either PRODuction or TEST members.

All comment records generated for ++INCLUDEd members include the level number of the ++INCLUDEd member.

INSERT Command
The INSERT command inserts statements into an output file directly from the PAN#1 input file. Each record following
in the input file is written to the output print file, the output print and work files, or the output print and punch files. This
continues until Panvalet encounters a record with ++, --, /*, or /& in positions one and two.

No formatting of data occurs; all 80 positions of each input record are written to the output file. The Panvalet library is not
affected in any way. Special characters in positions one and two can be converted (for example, $/ can be changed to //).

Syntax

         {PRINT} [,up to 10 consecutive non-blanks]

++INSERT {PUNCH} [,/*                             ]

         {WORK } [,/&                             ]

Parameters
{PRINT} {PUNCH} {WORK }

This required parameter describes the output file to which statements following the INSERT are written:
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• PRINT -- To the output print file.
• PUNCH -- To the output punch and print files.
• WORK -- To the output work and print files.

[,up to 10 non-blanks] [,/* ] [,/& ]
These optional parameters describe the additional options available when a member is inserted into an output file.
You can use any of these options, whether or not there are other statements to insert (whether or not there are
any records in the input file before the next library statement).
If you supply the /* parameter, a record with the specified information in the first ten columns and blanks in the
remaining columns is generated before any other records are written to the output file.

LEVEL Command
The LEVEL command alters the modification level of a member in the library. The member remains unchanged, except for
the level number.

Syntax

++LEVEL name,level-1,level-2

Parameters

All parameters are required.

name
The name of the member you want to change.

,level-1
This parameter names the current modification level of the member. This must match the level in the library for the
change to take place.

,level-2
The new modification level assigned to the member. It can be any number from 1 through 255.

LOCK Command
The LOCK command marks a member as LOCKed. When a member is LOCKed, you cannot modify its data, attributes, or
comment in any way (regardless of status) unless your user ID matches the user ID associated with the ++LOCK.

NOTE

• After a member is LOCKed, only the LOCKing user ID can UNLOCK it. A date and time stamp is also placed
on the member at the time of the LOCK command.

• Batch Panvalet uses the user ID specified on the JOB JCL statement. If the user ID is not specified, the
LOCK user ID is only present for jobs that are submitted by the internal reader in an environment that uses a
security package that propagates the TSO user ID. See the LOCK/UNLOCK Considerations section for more
information. Some known environments that provide Panvalet with user ID information are: IBM's RACF,
ACF2, and Top Secret.

Syntax

++LOCK name1[,name2]
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Parameters
name1

The name of the member you want to LOCK.
name2

This optional parameter allows you to specify a range of members to LOCK.

LOCK/UNLOCK Considerations

LOCKing a member provides prolonged member integrity in that you can protect a member from modification for long
periods of time (for example, days or weeks), until you UNLOCK it.

This facility is useful in installations where members are moved to different environments to be modified. For example,
the member can be moved to a "work" library on the same system, a library located on a different machine or operating
system (VM, VSE), or downloaded to a PC workstation environment.

As of the release 14.2 of Panvalet, the user ID is part of the LOCK/UNLOCK facility. The user ID is a one- to seven-
character alphanumeric ID that uniquely identifies a user. This user ID identifies the user who LOCKs or attempts to
UNLOCK a member in a Panvalet library.

Whenever a member is LOCKed, the user ID of the user (through TSO) or JOB (through batch) is stored in the library for
the member that gets LOCKed. To successfully UNLOCK a LOCKed member, the user ID requesting the UNLOCK must
match the user ID stored when the member was LOCKed.

Users can still access a LOCKed member; however, a user cannot modify the member's data, attributes, and comment
unless the user ID associated with the LOCK matches that of the user attempting the modification, or the user ID
associated with the LOCK UNLOCKs it.

LOCKing a member is an action against that member which does not change any member attributes. After UNLOCKing a
LOCKed member, you can process the member just as it was prior to LOCKing.

In the z/OS operating environment, the user ID that Panvalet batch uses to identify who is LOCKing or UNLOCKing a
member can come from various sources, such as the:

• TSO logon user ID when using TSO or the Panvalet/ISPF option.
• USER parameter on the z/OS JOB card.
• Security package if the option is enabled to automatically fill in the USER parameter for jobs that are submitted to

batch or automatically store user ID into the z/OS JCT, PSCB, or ASCB internal control blocks. (RACF, ACF2 or Top
Secret provide the user ID.)

• Site-specific user MODs that do what a security package does for user ID.

NOTE
"Submitted to batch" from a TSO session on the same system where the batch program runs can fill in some
user ID fields that might not be filled in if the job (JCL) is submitted through a TSO from a different system, or if
submitted through a different environment like VM/CMS, VSE, PC workstation, and so on.

Refer to your security system administrator, network administrator, or systems programmer for further information.

NOTE
If you do not have a security package or user MODs to automatically fill in the USER parameter for jobs that are
submitted to batch, or automatically fill user ID in key control blocks (JCTUSER, ASXBUSER, PSCBUSER) for
jobs that are submitted to batch without a USER parameter, then Panvalet batch is presented with a user ID of
blanks. When Panvalet batch is executed in Panvalet TSO and ISPF environments, it uses the TSO user logon
ID for LOCKs and UNLOCKs. The stored user IDs are not blanks for the member. Therefore, the same user
doing LOCKs in both TSO and batch ends up with blank user IDs when LOCKed in batch, and TSO user IDs
when LOCKed from TSO or ISPF. This requires members to be UNLOCKed in the same environment (TSO or
batch) in which they were LOCKed because the user ID of the person requesting the UNLOCK must match the
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user ID stored when the member was LOCKed. However, any member LOCKed with a blank user ID, can be
UNLOCKed by any other user ID, even if it does not match the blank user ID.

In the VSE operating environment, the ++PASS command passes the user ID to Panvalet.

OPTION Command
The OPTION command allows you to specify auxiliary input or output during a Panvalet execution. There are two
variations of the OPTION command, one for z/OS and one for VSE.

z/OS Syntax

The OPTION command has the following format:

          {      }                    col 72

 ++OPTION {INPUT } ,ddname [,member]   [0]

          {OUTPUT}                     [1]

z/OS Parameters

The following parameters are available:

{INPUT}
INPUT specifies that following ADD and UPDATE ALL commands, PAN#1 receives input from the PDS or
sequential file specified.
The logical record length of the optional input file can range between 80 and 4096 bytes (inclusive). By default,
the logical record length of the input file automatically determines the logical record length of the input data being
processed for the current command, unless otherwise specified by the ++ADD or UPDATE LRECL= option. If
LRECL=0, 80 is assumed.
Note: All input, whether from SYSIN or from the Optional Input File, is scrutinized for Panvalet commands.

PDS Processing
After encountering an OPTION INPUT command, PAN#1 delays switching to the specified PDS until it encounters
an ADD or UPDATE ALL command. PAN#1 then begins reading from the PDS. PDS input continues until EOF, or
until it encounters an ID, OPTION, ADD, or UPDATE ALL command, or detects a Panvalet command error. Input
then reverts to the standard input file.
If you do not specify a member name, PAN#1 uses a name equal to the first eight characters of the PAN member
name on the previous ADD or UPDATE ALL command.
If you specify a member name, the first ADD or UPDATE ALL receives its input from that specified member. After
this first ADD or UPDATE ALL, the member name is reset and subsequent ADD and UPDATE ALL commands act
as if no member name was specified.
Each OPTION INPUT command remains in effect until the system encounters another OPTION or ID command.
You can place the Panvalet commands in the PDS member. ADD and UPDATE ALL commands still transfer input
control (nonrecursive) when encountered. If only commands are in the PDS member, a dummy ADD switches
input to the specified member. For example:
++OPTION INPUT,DDNAME,MEMB 

++ADD MEMBER

The ADD command abnormally ends with ZERO STATEMENTS NOT ALLOWED, but the commands in the
member (MEMB) execute properly. The first command should not specify conditional execution (--COMMAND).

Sequential File Processing
After encountering an OPTION INPUT command, PAN#1 delays switching to the specified sequential file until it
encounters an ADD or UPDATE ALL command. PAN#1 then begins reading from the sequential file. Input from
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the sequential file continues until EOF, or until it encounters an ID, OPTION, ADD, or UPDATE ALL command.
Input then reverts to the standard input file.
If you specify a member name, an INVALID OR UNAVAILABLE FILE message is issued. PAN#1 uses the
member name specified on the subsequent ADD or UPDATE ALL command.
Each OPTION INPUT command remains in effect until the system encounters another OPTION or ID command.
You can place the Panvalet commands in the sequential file. ADD and UPDATE ALL commands still transfer input
control (nonrecursive) when encountered. If only commands are in the sequential file, a dummy ADD switches
input to the sequential file. For example:
++OPTION INPUT,DDNAME 

++ADD MEMBER

The ADD command abnormally ends with ZERO STATEMENTS NOT ALLOWED, but the commands in the
sequential file execute properly. The first command should not specify conditional execution (--COMMAND).

User Notes

Consider the following items:

• The ddname must specify a PDS or sequential file. It cannot be any of the ddnames used by PAN#1, as described in
the PAN#1 File Requirements and Options section in PAN#1 Functions and Uses.

• If no PDS member is found, a ZERO STATEMENTS NOT ALLOWED or NO INSERT RECORDS message is issued.
• The PDS or sequential file must have an LRECL ranging from 80 through 4096 bytes (inclusive). If LRECL=0, 80 is

assumed.
• The message LRECL CONFLICT BETWEEN OPTION INPUT AND THE STANDARD INPUT STREAM is issued

when:
– Data record(s) immediately follow ADD or UPDATE ALL
– The LRECL of OPTION INPUT does not match the LRECL of the standard input stream.

• {OUTPUT}
OUTPUT reroutes all output from a WRITE, SELECT, or INSERT command to a PDS or sequential file instead of the
PANDD2 sequential work file. Once encountered, all subsequent output goes to the PDS or sequential file ddname as
specified. This option remains in effect until the system encounters another OPTION or ID command.
The logical record length of the option output file can range between 80 and 4096 bytes (inclusive). The logical record
length is for the member currently being processed for any ++WRITE to OPTION OUTPUT operations.

• PDS Processing
If you specify a member name, the first PDS member has that member name. Subsequent members written act as if
no member name was specified.
If you do not specify a member name, PAN#1 uses a name equal to the first eight characters of the Panvalet name
in the last WRITE command encountered. If you do not use a WRITE command, or if you use column 72 option O,
TEMPNAME is used as the member name.
One PDS member is written (or STOWed) for any combination of WRITE, SELECT, or INSERT commands until one of
the following occurs:
– Encounters another WRITE command.
– Reaches EOF on SYSIN.
– Encounters an OPTION, ID, or EXEC command.
– Begins a ++INCLUDE (the included Panvalet member is itself written as a PDS member).
– Begins a new Panvalet member in a group WRITE (WRITE of the entire library or use of the PREFIX= parameter).
You can use multiple SELECT and INSERT commands combined with a WRITE command to create one PDS
member. All output is saved until one of the described situations is encountered. Only then is the previous combination
of commands written as a PDS member.
During a WRITE WORK command with the OPTION OUTPUT in effect, Panvalet writes a PDS member for every
++INCLUDE command in the member being written to work. You must be careful when writing a member to a
PDS member if the member contains embedded ++INCLUDEs that are not located at the very end of the member.
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Whenever Panvalet finds an INCLUDE, it completes (closes) the current PDS member (name) it is writing and starts
creating a new member for the INCLUDE (unless column 72 0 option is used).
The logical record length of the option output file can range between 80 and 4096 bytes (inclusive). The logical record
length of the output file must match the logical record length of the member currently being processed for any +
+WRITE to OPTION OUTPUT operations.
Note: See Copying Members to a PDS for more discussion and sample JCL.

• ,ddname
The ddname in your JCL that identifies the PDS.

• [,member]
The member name in the PDS that is read or written.

• Column 72 Option
The column 72 option allows you to add or override options for the command execution. You must code the character
for the option desired in column 72 of your statement. The OPTION OUTPUT command options are as follows:
– 0 generates output from all subsequent SELECT, INSERT, and WRITE commands to a single PDS member.
– 1 incorporates output generated by level 2 and above nested INCLUDEs into the PDS member generated by the

level 1 INCLUDE instead of creating separate PDS members.
• – blank (no option specified) causes a new member to be written to the PDS upon encountering a WRITE or +

+INCLUDE of any nest level.
Note: Placing a comment into a ++ command that accidentally goes to or past column 72 can force an option into
effect.

• Sequential File Processing
If you specify a member name, an INVALID OR UNAVAILABLE FILE message is issued.
The sequential file is written to any combination of WRITE, SELECT, or INSERT commands until one of the following
occurs: 
– Reaches EOF on SYSIN. 
– Encounters an OPTION, ID, or EXEC command.

Any column 72 option specified is ignored.
• ,ddname

The ddname in your JCL that identifies the sequential file.

Additional User Notes

Consider the following items:

• An unsuccessful open of the ddname or the specification of a member name for a sequential file causes a PV051
INVALID OR UNAVAILABLE FILE message.

• A ddname cannot contain national characters (#, $, @).
• Member names can contain national characters.
• A superset subset can be written to a PDS or sequential file. For a PDS, the member name is the subset name.
• A superset can be written to a PDS or sequential file. For a PDS, the member name is the superset name.
• PDS errors result in standard z/OS PDS error messages.
• The output PDS or sequential file must already exist.
• OPTION issues ENQ/RESERVE macros as needed to ensure PDS integrity.

VSE Syntax

The ++OPTION INPUT command temporarily switches the PAN#1 input stream to an alternate programmer logical unit
until end-of-file is reached. ++OPTION INPUT operates in conjunction with ++ADD and ++UPDATE ALL commands.

The logical record length of the option input file can range between 80 and 4096 bytes (inclusive), and must be unblocked.
By default, the logical record length of the option input file automatically determines the logical record length of the input
data being processed for the current command, unless otherwise specified by the ++ADD or UPDATE LRECL= option.
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See Executing PAN#1 for a detailed description of how this command works.

                       [,CATALS ]

++OPTION INPUT ,SYSxxx [,CATALR ]

                       [,PHASE ]

                       [,CATALOG]

VSE Parameters

The following parameters are available:

,SYSxxx
This required parameter names the programmer logical unit from which the optional input is to come. You can
assign this programmer logical unit to card, tape, or disk.

[,CATALS ] [,CATALR ] [,PHASE ] [,CATALOG]
These optional parameters specify that end-of-file is simulated on the alternate input whenever a card-image
containing the specified parameter is encountered. The record causing the endoffile is ignored. In addition, if
you specify CATALS, BKEND statements are ignored, if you specify CATALOG, /+ statements are ignored. For
detailed information on these parameters, see the IBM VSE System Control Statements Manual.

PASS Command for PAN#1
(VSE only) The ++PASS command allows you to supply a user ID to the Panvalet system for use in locking or updating
a member. The user ID and password can be required, validated if supplied, or ignored, depending upon the installation
options chosen.

Syntax

++PASS   userid,password

Parameters
userid

One- to eight-character user ID.
password

One- to twenty-character password for use in the user exit (PVPASSEX).

Operation

The ++PASS command supplies a user ID and password for validation.

If the CHCKSEC option in the PVOPT macro is set to NO (the default), the PVPASSEX is not invoked; therefore, the
user ID and password are not validated, even if supplied. When the CHCKSEC is set to OPTIONAL, the PVPASSEX is
only invoked when the ++PASS command is supplied. When CHCKSEC is REQUIRED, the ++PASS command must
be the first command in the input command stream. Processing does not occur unless a valid user ID and password are
provided.

RENAME Command
The RENAME command changes the name of the member in the library. The member remains unchanged in all other
respects.
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Syntax

++RENAME name-1,name-2

Parameters

Both parameters are required.

name-1
The current name of the member.

name-2
The new name of the member. This name must be unique; it cannot be the same name as any other member
currently in the library. It can consist of any combination of up to ten alphanumeric characters (letters A through Z,
digits 0 through 9, and special characters #, $, @).

RESEQ Command
The RESEQ command allows you to insert user sequence numbers into a member. This does not affect standard
Panvalet sequence numbers.

Syntax

++RESEQ name,beginning column,length,beginning sequence,increment value

Parameters

All parameters are required.

name
The name of the member you want to resequence. Note that this name must not be a superset.

,beginning column ,length
These parameters specify the position in the record where the sequence numbers are placed. You must specify
the beginning column number and the length of the sequence field. The maximum length is eight.

,beginning sequence
The initial sequence number you want to generate.

,increment value
The amount by which each successive sequence number is incremented.

Operation

All rules governing an update also apply to the RESEQ command. Also, all statement change level stamps are cleared.
The member must be in a TEST and ENABLE status for this function to take place.

Be careful that the highest sequence number generated does not overflow the length of the sequence field.

Resequencing in columns not stored in the library (for example, columns 73 through 80 of a formatted COBOL,
FORTRAN, PL/I, or BAL program) produces a SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED message. The sequence numbers,
however, are lost when the member is restored in the library. In this case, you should add the member as NOFORMAT.

SELECT Command
The SELECT command writes a part of a member to an output file. Through a series of SELECT commands, you can
copy partial members from the library and assemble them into a composite member on the output file.
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++SELECT can be followed by statements to be inserted into the same output file (print, punch, or work). Statements
SELECTed from the named member are first written to the designated output file and then followed by any non-command
statements following the ++SELECT. It is then possible to perform a temporary update to a library member by selecting all
records to be retained and supplying modified statements through the input stream.

This command does not affect the library.

Syntax

         {PRINT}

++SELECT {PUNCH} ,name,level,seq1,seq2

         {WORK }

Parameters

All parameters are required.

PRINT | PUNCH | WORK
These parameters designate the output file to which the partial member is written.

• PRINT -- To the output print file
• PUNCH -- To the output punch file
• WORK -- To the output work file.

,name
The name of the member from which the records are copied.

,level
The current modification level of the member from which the records are copied.

,seq1, seq2
You must provide two sequence numbers: the first is the sequence number of the first record you want to copy
from the member; the second is the sequence number of the last record you want to copy from the member. All
records, from the first through and including the last, are copied to the output file. The usual rules for formatting
apply (see ADD Command).

STATUS Command
The STATUS command changes the status of a member in the library.

Syntax

              {,ACTIVE  }

              {,INACTIVE}

++STATUS name {,ENABLE  }

              {,DISABLE }

              {,PROD    }

Parameters

Both parameters are required.

name
The name of the member you want to change.
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ACTIVE | INACTIVE | ENABLE | DISABLE | PROD
These parameters designate the new status of the member. Every member in the library is described as either
PRODuction or TEST, and either ENABLEd or DISABLEd, or ACTIVE or INACTIVE status.
Members originally enter the library in TEST, ACTIVE, and ENABLE status. You can place members in
PRODuction status for protection against unauthorized modification. You can use the COPY command to create a
TEST copy of a PRODuction member. You cannot restore a PRODuction member to TEST status. You can make
any member DISABLEd or INACTIVE.

• ,ACTIVE reverses the effect of a prior INACTIVE.
• ,INACTIVE marks a member for removal from the library to a protection file when requested.
• ,ENABLE is used for all members except those to be deleted from the library. This parameter reverses the

effect of a prior DISABLE.
• ,DISABLE marks a member for deletion from the library. You can DISABLE programs in PRODuction status.

You cannot update a DISABLEd program.
• ,PROD is used for production members. A member in PRODuction status is protected and you cannot modify

it.

UNLOCK Command
++UNLOCK removes the LOCK indicator from a LOCKed member. Once UNLOCKed, you can modify the member
attributes.

NOTE
You cannot UNLOCK a LOCKed Release 14.2 member unless it was LOCKed with your user ID, or LOCKed
without a user ID. (Members LOCKed prior to 14.2 did not have an user ID associated with them.) For more
information, see LOCK/UNLOCK Considerations in LOCK Command.

Syntax
++UNLOCK name [,name2]

Parameters
name

The name of the member you want to UNLOCK.
[,name2]

Lets you specify a range of names to UNLOCK.

UPDATE Command
This command updates a member in the library. The function of this command is to identify the member. The actual
changes are accomplished through the use of one or more change, delete, or replace subcommands (described next)
associated with the UPDATE command. You can update only members in TEST and ENABLE status. You can temporarily
update a PRODuction member using the TEMP parameter.

The UPDATE command supports members with logical record lengths of 80 though 4096 bytes (inclusive). All input data
used for UPDATE replacement records must have the matching logical record length of the existing member; however,
when the ALL option (see below) is used, the existing logical record length of the member may be changed by the logical
record length of the replacement data.

Syntax

              {,level}

++UPDATE name {,0    } [,ALL ] [,LRECL=size] [,SL=YES]
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              {      } [,TEMP]

Parameters
name

The name of the member you want to update.
,level | 0 | (blank)

These indicate the current modification level of the member. This level is increased by one each time the member
is updated; that is, each time a non-temporary UPDATE command is issued to the member and successfully
completed.
You can specify a 0 (zero) modification level only for UPDATE ALL commands. This signifies that no level check
occurs, assuming the default installation option LEVEL0=YES was selected in PVOPT. However, the level is
incremented following a successful update.

ALL | TEMP
The optional parameter ALL on the UPDATE command indicates that all statements presently in a member are
replaced by the statements that follow the command in the input stream. When the ALL option is specified, input
data of a different logical record length may replace all the existing member's data, thus, changing the logical
record length of the member. All other rules for the UPDATE function remain unchanged. Subcommands are not
allowed when you specify this option. The replaced statements are not printed; however, as in normal update, you
can use a ++WRITE PRINT of the member for this purpose.
The optional parameter TEMP on the UPDATE command specifies that the changed copy of the member only
exists until PAN#1 encounters:

• A ++ID
• Any PAN#1 command that requires additional library space (++ADD, ++COPY, another ++UPDATE, and so

on)
• End of the job step.

The TEMP optional parameter can only be used for members whose logical record length is 80 bytes. Members
with logical record lengths greater than 80 bytes cannot be processed with the TEMP option.
While the temporarily changed copy exists, any reference to that member accesses the temporarily changed
copy. A reference that follows one of the above three terminating circumstances accesses the old unchanged
copy.

[,LRECL=size]
This optional parameter allows you to declare the size of the logical record length of the input data associated
with the ++UPDATE command. The size must be a numerical value from 80 to 4096 bytes (inclusive). The size
must not be larger than the physical logical record length of the input file. For example, if the SYSIN (or the INPUT
WORK) file has a logical record length of 133 (LRECL=133), a ++UPDATE with LRECL=134 (or larger) is invalid.
When the LRECL parameter is not specified, the physical size of the input file is used to automatically determine
the logical record length of the update data.
Note: The LRECL specification is only in effect for the duration of the ++UPDATE command processing. Upon
completion, the physical size of the input file is the default value of the input data.

[,SL=YES]
This optional parameter allows you to automatically strip stacker select codes in column one (1) of each PUNCH
update data record. Only columns 2 through 81 of each data record are used as input update data for each
corresponding member record. The logical record length of the input file must be 81 (either physically or by use of
the LRECL=81 parameter); otherwise, the SL=YES parameter is considered invalid.

UPDATE Subcommands
The following update subcommands are available.
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Syntax

The following table illustrates the UPDATE subcommand syntax:

Syntax Description

++C seq1 [,seq2] Controls statements to be inserted, deleted, or replaced.

++C seq1 ,(beginning column, field) Specifies beginning column and modification data of statement to
be modified.

++C SEQxxy Invokes user-defined sequence field.

++D seq1 [,seq2] Controls statements to be deleted.

++R seq1, [seq2] ,
/ scan field
/ replace field /
[,beginning col][,end col] col 72
[S]

Specifies a character string to be replaced.

CHANGE Subcommand

The ++C subcommand changes a member named in an ++UPDATE command. You can use each ++C subcommand for
adding or deleting one or more consecutive records, beginning at any designated point in the member, or you can modify
specified columns within a single record. All ++C subcommands that apply to any single member must immediately follow
the ++UPDATE command for that member.

Parameters

The following are the parameters:

seq1 [,seq2]
These parameters control statements you want to insert, delete, or replace. The first sequence number (seq1)
designates the exact point of change in the member. When you use seq1 alone, any records following the ++C
are inserted into the member immediately following the point of change until a record is encountered with a ++,
--, /*, or /& in positions one and two.
Use of the second sequence number (seq2) is optional. It causes the deletion of all records in the current member
from the first sequence number through and including the second sequence number. If specified, the second
sequence number must be greater than or equal to the first sequence number. Any record following the ++C is
inserted into the member at seq1.

seq1 ,(beginning column,field)
Columnar update allows modification to specific columns within a statement. The sequence number (seq1)
designates the statement number you want to modify.
The instructions for statement change are enclosed in parentheses. Specify the column at which the change is
to start (beginning column), and the field to be inserted (,field) follows, separated from beginning column by a
comma. For example, to place an X in column 72 of statement 101 code:
++C 101,(72,X)

To insert a close parenthesis into the update field, use a double close parenthesis. For example, to place the
string 0(R2),0 into statement 223 beginning at column 16 code:
++C 223,(16,0(R2)),0)

SEQxxy
Specify this parameter only on the first ++C following the ++UPDATE. This indicates that the update takes
place based on sequence numbers contained in the records of the member. The xx specifies the left most
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starting position of the sequence field in the card-image, and y specifies the length of that field. ++C seq1,seq2
subcommands are used only to delete statements.
To update member USERSEQ, change statement 10 and delete statements 11 and 12 as follows:
++UPDATE USERSEQ,1

++C SEQ015

00010  Data to be changed

++C 00011,00012

The sequence field can contain only alphanumeric data and must be in ascending collating sequence. Data
supplied with the input stream for insertion or replacement into the library member must be in ascending collating
sequence based on the specific sequence field.
You can only insert statements if the sequence number specified on the data input statement does not exist in the
member. For example, inserting data between statements 10 and 11 is impossible unless the data is resequenced
to create a gap between the existing sequence numbers. Subsequent ++C subcommands, which you can use in
the same ++UPDATE to accomplish range deletes, must contain sequence numbers of length y.

User Notes

• Seq1 of ++C must be in ascending sequence.
• Only one column update is allowed on a single statement.
• Data are placed in the record in overlay mode. Attempts to update beyond the data field for the format terminate the

entire update. For example, a reference or overflow into columns 73 through 80 of a formatted COBOL member is
flagged as an error and the ++UPDATE for this member terminates.

• The statements before and after column update are printed on the report.
• Data that follows a column update ++C are inserted after the column update statement.

Delete Subcommand

The ++D seq1 [,seq2] delete subcommand deletes statements from a member. If you use only one operand, only
that sequence number is deleted. If you use two sequence numbers, the range of statements from the first sequence
number through and including the second sequence number is deleted. In either case, all records (if any) that follow this
subcommand are inserted into the member in place of the deleted statements.

Replace Subcommand

The replacement update scans on the member for the scan field specified and, if found, replaces the scan field with the
replace field. If you specify only seq1, only that record is scanned. If you specify both sequence numbers, that range of
records is scanned.

++R seq1 ,[seq2] ,/scan field /replace field /[,beginning col][,end col] col 72 [S]
You can limit the scan and replace to a portion of all records in the sequence range specified. If you specify
beginning column, the scan betgins with that column and ignores all columns before that. If you specify end
column, all columns after that are ignored. You can specify either or both.

NOTE
When you specify end column, you also have to specify the column 72 option. If you do not, it can result
in invalid truncation messages or a failure to move to the left any data to the right of the specified ending
column.

/ scan field /replace field /
The scan and replace fields need not be the same length. If the scan field is longer than the replace field, all
data within the language type column delimiters and located to the right of the scan field are shifted left to be
immediately to the right of the replace field. Blanks are inserted to the right side column delimiter. If you specify
end column, data to the right of the end column remains the same and is not shifted.
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If the scan field is shorter than the replace field, all data within the language type column delimiters and located to
the right of the scan field are shifted right as far as necessary to allow the insertion of the replace field. However,
if the right shift results in loss of non-blank characters at the right side column delimiter, an error condition occurs
and the entire update is suppressed. Truncation, therefore, is not allowed.
If you do not specify the scan field, the replace field overlays the beginning of the records specified (or as limited
by beginning column). This is in effect a fill of a specific character string into the desired columns. No right
adjustment occurs; the overlaid characters are lost.
If you do not specify the replace field, all occurrences of that scan field are deleted. Adjustment to the left occurs.
If no occurrences of the scan field are found, an error condition exists and the entire update is suppressed.

NOTE
See the PAN#8 - Library SCAN/REPLACE section for the entire Panvalet library SCAN/REPLACE
functionality.

Column 72 Option
The R subcommand also has a column 72 option. Placing an S in column 72 indicates that the columns specified
are used for the scan only, and the replace is to use the entire record.
If column 72 is blank, the scan and replace fields are used as described in the previous paragraphs.

User Notes

• Data following the ++R is inserted following seq2 (or seq1 if seq2 is not specified).
• Seq1 must be greater than the highest sequence number specified in any previous ++C, ++D, or ++R.
• Seq1 must be less than the lowest sequence number specified in any following ++C, ++D, or ++R.
• The slash (/) delimiter in the scan and replace fields can be substituted with any other character not found in either the

scan or replace fields.
• If you do not specify seq2, a comma is still required in that position.

Special Notes on UPDATE Subcommands

It is common practice to change a string of consecutive records in a member by using a ++C or ++D subcommand to both
add and delete records. To clarify the situation:

• The presence of two sequence numbers following the ++C or ++D deletes the records as specified, along with all
intervening records.

• The presence of records in the input file between the subcommand and the following ++, --, /*, or /& record causes
these records to be added to the member in place of the deleted records.

• The number of records added does not have to equal the number of records deleted. In fact, no additions are required
when deleting; and no deletions are required when adding.

When processing more than one subcommand for the same member, the first sequence number of each statement must
be greater than the first sequence number (and second sequence number, if any) of the preceding statement.

You can code a ++C subcommand with zero in the first parameter (you must omit the second parameter) in which
case any following records are inserted in front of the first record in the member. If used, this ++C subcommand must
immediately follow the ++UPDATE command or the ++C SEQxxy, if any.

All sequence numbers must be numeric (0 through 9) except when you specify SEQxxy.

A sequence number greater than the highest number in the member is not allowed.

A ++UPDATE is not considered complete unless all subcommands are valid. One error suppresses the entire update; a
partial update is not possible.

(TSO users) You must update TSO members by using the stored sequence numbers (which are incremented by ten).
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NOTE
If you place a comment on a Panvalet statement, and the comment extends into column 72, you can force an
option into effect.

USER Command
The ++USER command can alter the user code of a specified library member. The member remains unchanged, except
for the user code.

Syntax

++USER name,user code-1,user code-2

Parameters

All parameters are required.

name
The name of the member whose user code you want to change.

,user code-1
The current user code of the member. This must match the user code in the library for the change to take place;p
it must be numberic digits, 0 through 9,999. If omitted when a member is initially added to the Panvalet library, the
user code is set to zero (0).

,user code-2
This parameter is the new user code you want. It must be numeric digits, 0 through 9,999.

NOTE
A user code of 0 is printed as a blank field on the Panvalet library directory list.

USING Command
The +USING loads the transient extended feature named and uses it according to the specifications in Extended Features
.

z/OS Syntax

The command has the following format:

++USING name

VSE Syntax

The command has the following format:

++USING name [,nn]

Parameters

The following parameters are available:

name
This required parameter is the name of the load module you want to link as a transient mode extended feature.
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[,nn]
(VSE only) These are the core requirements in nnK for the phase. If you omit them, 8 KB is assumed.

Operation

Once specified, the extended feature remains in effect until another ++USING command is encountered. A subsequent +
+USING command replaces the current extended feature.

If a resident mode (linked) extended feature is active, it receives control before the transient mode feature. If it modifies
the IOCODE, the transient mode feature is not given control for that processing cycle.

WRITE Command
The ++WRITE command writes members to a specified output file. You can retrieve an entire member, a group of
members with a specific name key, or the entire library. The usual rules for formatting apply (see ADD Command for more
information).

The WRITE command supports members with logical record lengths of 80 though 4096 bytes (inclusive).

For logical records greater than 80 bytes:

• The logical records are "wrapped" onto the PRINT file, that is, each 80-byte record segment of the logical record is
written to a single print record, followed by the next 80-byte segment until the whole logical record is printed.

• The WORK file must have the same logical record length as the member.
• Only 80-byte or 81-byte (stacker select coded) records may be PUNCHed.

Parameters

NOTE

If you use WRITE (,PREFIX=name-key or *):

• Members are retrieved in name sequence
• Each member begins printing at the top of a new page
• INCLUDE reporting occurs as usual on the print file.

{PRINT } {PUNCH } {WORK }
These required parameters specify the output file to which the member is written.

• PRINT -- To the output print file
• PUNCH -- To the output punch file
• WORK -- To the output work file.

{,name } {,PREFIX=name-key} {,* } {,PREFIX=wildcard}
These required parameters describe which member or members you want to retrieve.
When you specify a name, a single member with that name is written to the output file.
Using PREFIX=name-key causes all members beginning with a particular name-key of up to nine characters to be
written.
Specifying an asterisk (*) in this position causes the entire PANDD1 library to be written. Because of the amount
of output involved, use this parameter with caution.
PREFIX=wildcard notation allows for generic pattern matching in member names. The two special characters
used are:

• Asterisk (*) - any number of characters or no characters
• Question mark (?) - any single character.

A name can contain only one asterisk (*), but any number of question marks (?). One name can contain both an
asterisk and question marks.
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PAY*
All members beginning with the first three letters PAY. This includes any item named PAY such as 'PAY',
'PAYROLL', and 'PAY1'.

PAY??
All members beginning with PAY and followed by two or more additional characters. This does not include any
item named 'PAY', but would include 'PAY1A', 'PAYDAY', and 'PAYROLL'.

PAY??X
All members that begin with PAY and have a sixth character of X. This would include 'PAY1AX' and 'PAY1AXYZ'.

*
All members.

*OLD
All members ending in OLD, such as 'PAYOLD' and 'PGMOLD.'

*O?D
All members that have 'O' in the third from the last character and 'D' as the last character, such as 'PAYO1OLD'
and 'BOND'.

W*T
All members starting with 'W' and ending with 'T', such as, 'WAIT' and 'WHAT'.

[,up to 10] [ non-blanks ]
This option inserts a record of 1 to 10 consecutive non-blank characters after writing the last record of the last
member. If less than 10 characters, it is filled with blanks to the right.

[,/*]
This option inserts a /* record into the output file after writing the last record of the member.

[,/&]
This option inserts a /& record into the output file after writing the last record of the member.

[,CC=ASA]
For ++WRITE PRINT only: this option directs the output data to the PANPRINT listing file OPENed with record
format American National Standard carriage control (RECFM=FBA). The system assumes that column 1 of each
output record contains an American National carriage control character. No validation is done. It is the user's
responsibility to validate the member's data.

[,CC=MCH]
For ++WRITE PRINT only: this option directs the output data to the PANPRINT listing file OPENed with record
format machine carriage control (RECFM=FBM). The system assumes that column 1 of each output record
contains a machine carriage control character. No validation is done. It is the user's responsibility to validate the
member's data.

Column 72 Option
Column 72 of this command is reserved for the column 72 option. This allows you to add or override options for
the command execution. You must code the character code for the option in column 72 of the command you want
to execute. The WRITE command options are as follows:
C

causes any ++WRITE command to compress the special comment record from the full 43 characters to
25 characters for DBCS processing.

E
causes any ++WRITE command to expand ++INCLUDEs, independent of the Panvalet installation option
specified.

N
causes any ++WRITE command to not expand ++INCLUDEs, independent of the Panvalet installation
option specified.
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S
causes the currently executing ++WRITE PRINT command to suppress page ejects.

Z
causes any ++WRITE command to not expand ++INCLUDEs, independent of the Panvalet installation
option specified, and set the job Return Code to zero even if any of the INCLUDEs are not found.

If column 72 is blank, the ++WRITE command expands ++INCLUDES according to the installation options.

NOTE
If you place a comment on a Panvalet statement and the comment extends into column 72, you can
force an option into effect.

Effects of Formatting
Any of the following can identify the format of a member:

ANSCOBOL FORTRAN USER180
AUTOCODER JCL USER780
BAL or ALC OBJECT USER3
COBOL OTHER USER4
COBOL-72 PL/I or PL/1  
DATA RPG  

Specifying the format determines:

• The number of positions of each member to be stored in the library.
• The positions of the input records to be optionally sequence checked.
• The positions in which sequence numbers and identification generated by PAN#1 appear.
• The method of providing information about the member for reference when required for identification or update of a

member.
• Whether level stamps are stored with change statements during updates, and whether they are formatted into

positions 78 through 80 upon PAN#1, Panvalet Subsystem, and Panvalet/ISPF retrieval.

The fields required for updating a member are the member name, modification level, and sequence numbers. These data
fields are provided, along with the date of last maintenance, to the member in a different manner for each library format.

PAN#1 Special Comment Record

Some of the formats output a special comment record as the first statement of any retrieval. The comment record was
carefully designed to avoid a conflict with your member structures and processing requirements. The special comment
record does not exist in the member and cannot be updated.

Data provided in the special comment record is the name of the member, its modification level, and its date of last
maintenance. The form of the comment record and its position in the output member are as follows:

BAL or ALC
The special comment record is always added to a formatted Assembler member. An * in position one of the output
record indicates the special comment record.
The Panvalet special comment record is inserted as the second statement when retrieved to an output file (other
than to print) whenever the first statement is an assembler ICTL statement. It is inserted as the first statement in
all other cases.

FORTRAN, USER3
The special comment record is always added as the first statement to be retrieved for a standard FORTRAN
member. A C in position one of the output record indicates the special comment record.
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If PROCESS compiler control statements are present as the first statements in the member, the Panvalet special
comment record is inserted as the next statement following the process statements when the member is retrieved
to an output file (other than print). The special comment is inserted as the first statement in all other cases.

PL/I or PL/1
The special comment record is always added to a formatted PL/I member. A /* in positions 9 and 10 and */ in
positions 63 and 64 of the output record indicate the special comment record. The */ in positions 63 and 64 is not
displayed on a ++WRITE PRINT.
If a PROCESS compiler control statement is present as the first statement in the member, the Panvalet special
comment record is inserted as the second statement when the member is retrieved to an output file (other than to
print). The special comment record is inserted as the first statement in all other cases.

OBJECT, JCL, DATA, OTHER, UNSPECIFIED, USER780, USER180, USER4
When these formats are retrieved to the output print file, a special comment record is added as the first record
printed. When output to a work or punch output file, no special comment record is inserted into the file.

COBOL, ANSCOBOL, COBOL-72, RPG, AUTOCODER
A special comment record is never inserted into these formats due to possible creation of inconsistencies to the
language compiler. Instead, the information required for updating is supplied as described in the definition of the
ADD command for each of these formats.
The following table reflects how the various specified language formats cause a member to be stored and
processed in a Panvalet library.

MemberLanguageFormatActualPositionsStored
in Library

Positions Sequence
Checked by SEQ
Option

LevelStamped SpecialCommentRecord

AUTOCODER 6-75 1-5 No No

BAL or ALC 1-72 73-80 Yes Yes*

COBOL, ANSCOBOL 7-72 1-6 Yes No

COBOL-72 1-72 1-6 No No

FORTRAN 1-72 73-80 Yes Yes*

PL/I or PL/1 1-72 73-80 Yes Yes*

RPG 6-74 1-5 Yes No

OBJECT 1-72 73-80 No To Print Only

JCL 1-72 73-80 Yes To Print Only

DATA 1-80 73-80 No To Print Only

OTHER 1-80 73-80 No To Print Only

UNSPECIFIED 1-80 73-80 No To Print Only

USER780 7-80 1-6 No To Print Only

USER180 1-80 73-80 No To Print Only

USER3 1-72 73-80 Yes Yes

USER4 1-72 73-80 No To Print Only

* When a NOFORMAT member is written to a WORK or PUNCH file, no Special Comment Record is inserted, regardless
of the Language Type. See the NOFORMAT parameter of the ADD Comment for more information.
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Multiple Library Member Search
The multiple library search facility provides logical concatenation of Panvalet libraries for the purpose of member name
searches.

The PANDD1 DD or DLBL statement specifies the primary Panvalet library used by PAN#1. Panvalet always searches
the primary library first for members. Allocate ddnames or DLBL PANDD11 through PANDD19 in your JOB STEP, or when
executing PAN#1 under TSO to specify other, secondary Panvalet libraries to be searched (in that order) for member
names. You can allocate these names using JCL or dynamically. These ddnames should not use the JCL SUBSYS=
parameter.

Use the PANALLOC TSO command to allocate PANDD11 through PANDD19 for multiple library member search for +
+INCLUDE processing with the Panvalet subsystem.

After Panvalet searches the primary Panvalet library, it then searches the secondary libraries in ddname or DLBL order
until the member is found or until it searches all allocated Panvalet libraries.

You can specify up to nine secondary libraries using any ddnames or DLBL. If you allocate PANDD11 and PANDD13 but
not PANDD12, both PANDD11 and PANDD13 are used to resolve each ++INCLUDE or ++WRITE request.

If you do not allocate secondary libraries, none are searched. All members specified on ++INCLUDE or ++WRITE
statements must reside on the primary library to be resolved.

The multiple library search facility permits establishment of libraries of common subroutines or data descriptions that
several application groups can share.

Examples

Each of the examples assumes that data set MY.PANLIB contains member MAIN, which contains ++INCLUDE statements
for members INC001 and INC002. INC001 exists in data set MY.PANLIB and in data set MY.PANLIB2. INC002 exists in
data sets MY.PANLIB1 and MY.PANLIB2. Expansion of ++INCLUDE statements is assumed to be the default.

Example 1

The following JCL causes the statements of INC001 from MY.PANLIB to replace the ++INCLUDE statement for INC001
in the output print file SYSPRINT (z/OS) or SYSLST (VSE). The ++INCLUDE statement for INC002 is not expanded
because member INC002 is not found in the primary (only) Panvalet library and the statement appears unchanged in the
output listing. For z/OS:

//MYJOB    JOB

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=PAN#1

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD   *

++WRITE PRINT,MAIN

//PANDD1   DD   DSN=MY.PANLIB,DISP=SHR     primary panlib

For VSE:

// JOB   MYJOB

// ASSGN SYS006,...

// DLBL PANDD1,'MY.PANLIB',99/365,DA       primary panlib

// EXTENT SYS006

// EXEC PGM=PAN#1

++WRITE PRINT,MAIN

/*
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Example 2

The following JCL causes the statements of INC001 from MY.PANLIB to replace the ++INCLUDE statement for INC001
in the output print file SYSPRINT (z/OS) or SYSLST (VSE). The statements of INC002 from MY.PANLIB1 replace the +
+INCLUDE statement for INC002. For z/OS:

//MYJOB    JOB

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=PAN#1

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD   *

++WRITE PRINT,MAIN

//PANDD1   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=MY.PANLIB     primary panlib

//PANDD11  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=MY.PANLIB1    secondary panlib 1

For VSE:

// JOB   MYJOB

// ASSGN SYS006,...

// ASSGN SYS007,...

// DLBL PANDD1,'MY.PANLIB',99/365,DA       primary panlib

// DLBL PANDD11,'MY.PANLIB1',99/365,DA     secondary panlib 1

// EXTENT SYS006

// EXTENT SYS007

// EXEC PGM=PAN#1

++WRITE PRINT,MAIN

/*

Example 3

The following JCL causes the statements of INC001 from MY.PANLIB to replace the ++INCLUDE statement for INC001 in
the output print file SYSPRINT (z/OS) or SYSLST (VSE). The statements of member INC002 from MY.PANLIB1 replace
the ++INCLUDE statement for INC002 because MY.PANLIB1 is allocated to ddname or DLBL PANDD11. This comes first
in collating sequence before PANDD12, the ddname or DLBL used to allocate MY.PANLIB2. For z/OS:

//MYJOB    JOB

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=PAN#1

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD   *

++WRITE PRINT,MAIN

//PANDD12  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=MY.PANLIB2    secondary panlib 2

//PANDD11  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=MY.PANLIB1    secondary panlib 1

//PANDD1   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=MY.PANLIB     primary panlib

For VSE:

// JOB   MYJOB

// ASSGN SYS006,...

// ASSGN SYS007,...

// ASSGN SYS008,...

// DLBL PANDD1,'MY.PANLIB',99/365,DA       primary panlib

// DLBL PANDD12,'MY.PANLIB2',99/365,DA     secondary panlib 2

// DLBL PANDD11,'MY.PANLIB1',99/365,DA     secondary panlib 1

// EXTENT SYS006,...

// EXTENT SYS007,...
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// EXTENT SYS008,...

// EXEC PGM=PAN#1

++WRITE PRINT,MAIN

/*

Example 4

The following JCL causes the statements of INC002 from MY.PANLIB1 to be written to the SYSPRINT (z/OS) or SYSLST
(VSE) listing. Since INC002 is not found in MY.PANLIB, MY.PANLIB1 (the library associated with the next ddname or
DLBL PANDD12) is searched next. Note that PANDD11 is missing. For z/OS:

//MYJOB    JOB

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=PAN#1

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD   *

++WRITE PRINT,INC002

//PANDD13  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=MY.PANLIB2    secondary panlib 2

//PANDD12  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=MY.PANLIB1    secondary panlib 1

//PANDD1   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=MY.PANLIB     primary panlib

For VSE:

// JOB   MYJOB

// ASSGN SYS006,...

// ASSGN SYS007,...

// ASSGN SYS008,...

// DLBL PANDD1,'MY.PANLIB',99/365,DA       primary panlib

// DLBL PANDD13,'MY.PANLIB2',99/365,DA     secondary panlib 2

// DLBL PANDD12,'MY.PANLIB1',99/365,DA     secondary panlib 1

// EXTENT SYS006,...

// EXTENT SYS007,...

// EXTENT SYS008,...

// EXEC PGM=PAN#1

++WRITE PRINT,MAIN

/*

Supersets and Subsets
A superset is a special type of library member comprised of subsets. Each subset identifies a group of data records within
the superset.
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NOTE
A superset/subset may only have a logical record length of 80 bytes. Any attempt to use an input file, whose
logical record length is greater than 80 bytes for the ++ALLOCATE, ++ATTACH, or ++DETACH commands,
causes a diagnostic ERROR message to be issued.

The space occupied by a member is not released until a successful save is processed. Therefore, there must be enough
free data blocks available on the library to save the entire member. The impact of this requirement is noticed more
frequently when processing large supersets.

The purposes and capabilities of supersets and subsets are:

• Supersets and subsets significantly increase library storage utilization by their ability to consolidate many small
members into larger members defined as supersets. This should be of particular interest if you are currently storing, or
planning to store, an appreciable volume of JCL decks or similar small members.

NOTE
Be careful not to over-estimate the size of a superset. Large supersets significantly affect performance.

• Supersets and subsets can be very useful in production applications where batches of keypunch data are involved.
Supersets, being library members, represent the card-image data files to application procedures. Subsets within a
superset might represent batches of keypunch data. The advantage obtained in using supersets and subsets for the
storage of card-image files is in the simplicity of creating and retrieving them, and the level of documentation that is
provided.

Do not use supersets to consolidate source modules or other similar members that require updating using the ++UPDATE
command. The procedure to apply changes to a subset is to completely replace a subset with a new subset (see the
COPY Command section later in this section).

Defining and Controlling Supersets
Three PAN#1 commands are provided for defining and controlling supersets and subsets:

ALLOCATE Command

The ALLOCATE command defines a new superset by entering the member name and its attributes into the library
directory. The name and member attributes of the superset are entered into the library directory, but no member is created
until the first subset is attached. The status of the superset is TEST, ACTIVE, ENABLE. Only another PAN#1 command or
the input stream delimiter (/*) can follow this statement; that is, no data records are input to the ++ALLOCATE command.

The format and function of the ALLOCATE command are very similar to the ADD command with two exceptions:

• No data can follow this command
• The member defined is a superset and not a normal member.
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Syntax

                          [,AUTOCODER     ]

                          [,BAL or ALC    ]

                          [,COBOL         ]

                          [,ANSCOBOL      ]

                          [,COBOL-72      ]

                          [,FORTRAN       ]

 ++ALLOCATE superset name [,PL/I or PL/1  ]  [,NOFORMAT] [,user code]

                          [,RPG           ]

                          [,OBJECT        ]

                          [,JCL           ]

                          [,DATA          ]

                          [,OTHER         ]

                          [,USER780       ]

                          [,USER180       ]

Parameters
superset name

This required parameter is the name of the new superset. It cannot be the name of any member currently in the
library. It can consist of any combination of up to ten alphanumeric characters (A through Z, 0 through 9, and
special characters #, $, @).

[,AUTOCODER,BAL or ALC ], [,COBOL,ANSCOBOL ], [,COBOL-72,FORTRAN ], [,PL/I or PL1,RPG, ],
[,OBJECT,JCL,DATA, ], [,OTHER,USER780,USER180]

These optional parameters describe the format and internal description of the superset or, more appropriately,
the format of the subsets attached to the superset. In all respects, the formatting of supersets and subsets is the
same as the formatting performed when the ++ADD command creates a member. This is an optional parameter
and, if omitted, the superset is described as UNSPECIFIED.

[NOFORMAT]
NOFORMAT is an optional parameter to override the language formatting that is otherwise done according to
the internal description of the superset. At the time a subset is attached, the entire card-image (80 columns) of
the subset's data records is stored in the superset. The data records are still compressed by stripping out blanks.
When the superset or an individual subset is retrieved and written to the output print file, generated sequence
numbers are inserted into positions 81 through 88 of each print record (positions 1 through 80 contain the original
card-image). If written to the output punch or work file, no generated sequence numbers are inserted into the
individual records.

[,user code]
This is the optional parameter for user-supplied information. It can be any numeric value from 0 to 9999. If
omitted, zero is assumed. You can use this field to represent a project number, application code, installation
number, programmer number, and so on. This field has no effect on the member or on the Panvalet library. It is
printed on the Panvalet directory for your future reference. You can change the user code assigned to a superset
at any time using the ++USER command.

ATTACH Command

This command attaches a subset to a superset. The superset must currently be in the library and have a status of TEST,
ACTIVE, ENABLE. All data records in the input stream following this statement belong to the subset. They are written to
the superset until a record with a ++, --, /*, or /& is encountered in positions one and two.

Syntax
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++ATTACH superset name.subset name [,LIST]

                                   [,SEQ ]

Parameters
superset name.subset name

This required parameter identifies the superset (superset name) to which you want to attach the subset, and the
name you want to give to the subset (subset name) specified. Subset names must be unique within a superset
and can be any combination of alphabetic (A through Z), numeric (0 through 9), and special (#, $, @) characters
of up to ten positions. A period (.) must separate the two names. The maximum length of this parameter is 21
positions.

[,LIST] | [,SEQ ]
These optional parameters write the subset to the output print file, and optionally, sequence check the input
records as the subset added to the superset. Each input record's entire 80 column card-image is printed with its
new sequence numbers assigned by Panvalet.
LIST prints the subset without sequence checking. SEQ specifies both the printing of the subset and the
sequence checking of the input records according to the internal format of the superset. Any out of sequence
input records have an error message printed to the right of the record in error, but are still written to the superset.

Example

The following exhibit illustrates an input stream that creates a superset named PAYROLLJCL. This superset initially
contains two payroll JCL procedures.

++ALLOCATE PAYROLLJCL,JCL

++ATTACH PAYROLLJCL.PR001

//

//      JCL procedure for job named PR001

//

++ATTACH PAYROLLJCL.PR002

//

//      JCL procedure for job named PR002

//

As illustrated in the above exhibit, one of the advantages of supersets and subsets is the simplicity with which you can
add or delete small data files (such as job control decks, test data, and program subroutines) to or from the library. A
superset can have up to 4095 subsets and, provided this value is not exceeded, there is no limit to the number of times
the ++ATTACH and ++DETACH commands can operate on a superset.

Another advantage is the extended naming schemes possible with two names instead of one, for example:

PAYROLLJCL.PR001

PRTESTDATA.PR001

Supersets and subsets are not necessarily limited to the control and storage of small data files. A superset can be as
large as the number of data blocks available (maximum is 64K blocks). Each subset can have up to 65,535 statements.
However, very large supersets cause significant degradation of processing time.

DETACH Command

++DETACH causes the subset data and the subset directory entry to be deleted from the superset and the library (the
subset is physically deleted from the library). The superset must have a status of TEST, ACTIVE, ENABLE before you can
detach a subset.
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Syntax

++DETACH  superset name.subset name

Parameters
superset name, subset name

This required parameter identifies the subset within the superset that you want to detach. A period ( . ) must
separate the two names.

Extended PAN#1 Commands For Supersets and Subsets
You can also use other PAN#1 commands to reference supersets and subsets.

Some of these commands have an extended format in which a qualified name in the form superset name.subset name is
used instead of the more familiar member name. Otherwise, the format and the function of these commands are identical,
whether referencing a superset or a normal library member.

COMMENT Command

For more information, see COMMENT Command.

COPY Command

You can use the COPY command to copy supersets to other supersets, to copy subsets to members, or to copy members
to subsets.

Syntax

       {superset name-1,superset name-2}

++COPY {superset name.subset name,name }

       {name,superset name.subset name }

Parameters

You must specify one of the parameters.

{superset name-1, superset name-2}
Supplying this parameter causes an exact copy of the original superset (name-1) to be made and given a new
name (name-2).

{superset name.subset name,name}
Supplying this parameter copies an existing subset and copies it into the library as a member.

{name, superset name.subset name}
Supplying this parameter takes an existing member and attaches the subset name to the existing superset.

Examples

The coding in the following exhibit creates a new Panvalet member called PANJCL1 using the data contained in subset
SUBJCL1. The new member's attributes (format, user code) are the same as in the originating superset, except that the
level number is (1) one and status is TEST, ACTIVE, and ENABLE.

++COPY SUPERJCL.SUBJCL1,PANJCL1
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The coding in the following exhibit performs an attach or reattach of SUBJCL1 using the data contained in member
PANJCL1 (PANJCL1 cannot be a superset or subset).

++COPY  PANJCL1,SUPERJCL.SUBJCL1

Embedded INCLUDE

You can retrieve an individual subset or an entire superset (all of its subsets) using the INCLUDE command. The name
parameter can be a qualified name (superset name.subset name) whereby a single subset is retrieved. Or, it can be just
the superset name that causes retrieval of all the subsets within the named superset.

++INCLUDE retrieves a specified superset or subset from the library and writes it to the output file. The command must
begin in column eight of the input record. At least one blank must follow the command.

Syntax

          {superset name            }

++INCLUDE {superset name.subset name}

          {                         }

Parameters

You must specify one of the parameters.

{superset name}
This parameter references another superset.

{superset name.subset name}
This parameter references another subset within the same superset or a subset of another superset.

RENAME Command

You can use the RENAME command to change the name of a superset or the name of one of its subsets.

Syntax

         {superset name-1,superset name-2          }

++RENAME {superset name.subset name-1,subset name-2}

         {                                         }

Parameters

You must specify one of the parameters.

{superset name-1, superset name-2}
Supplying this parameter renames the current superset name to a new superset name. The new name cannot be
equal to any other library member (or superset) name currently in the library. It can consist of any combination of
up to ten alphanumeric characters (letters A through Z, digits 0 through 9, and special characters #, $, @).

{superset name, subset name-1, subset name-2}
Supplying this parameter renames the current subset name to a new subset name. The new subset name cannot
be the name of another subset within the same superset.
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STATUS Command

Once a superset exists and is allowed to remain in a TEST and ENABLE status, you can continually ++ATTACH and
++DETACH subsets. By changing the status of a superset to PRODuction, a superset becomes protected and future
additions or deletions of subsets cannot modify it. Changing the status to DISABLEd or INACTIVE (you can also delete it
by name) tags a superset for subsequent deletion in PAN#2.

Syntax

                       {,ACTIVE  }

                       {,INACTIVE}

++STATUS superset name {,ENABLE  }

                       {,DISABLE }

                       {,PROD    }

Parameters

Both parameters are required.

superset name
The superset name of the member you want to change.

{,ACTIVE } | {,INACTIVE } | {,ENABLE } | {,DISABLE } | {,PROD }
These parameters designate the new status of the member. Every member in the library is described as either
PRODuction or TEST, and either ENABLEd or DISABLEd, or ACTIVE or INACTIVE status.
Members originally enter the library in TEST, ACTIVE, and ENABLE status. You can place members in
PRODuction status for protection against unauthorized modification. You can use the COPY command to create a
TEST copy of a PRODuction member. You cannot restore a PRODuction member to TEST status. You can make
any member DISABLEd or INACTIVE.

• ,ACTIVE reverses the effect of a prior INACTIVE.
• ,INACTIVE marks a member for removal from the library to a protection file when requested.
• ,ENABLE is used for all members except those to be deleted from the library. This parameter reverses the

effect of a prior DISABLE.
• ,DISABLE marks a member for deletion from the library. You can DISABLE programs in PRODuction status.

You cannot update a DISABLEd program.
• ,PROD is used for production members. A member in PRODuction status is protected and you cannot modify

it.

USER Command

The ++USER command, just as it applies to normal library members, alters or eliminates a superset's user code.

Syntax

++USER  superset name,user code-1,user code-2

Parameters

All parameters are required.

superset name
The superset name of the member whose user code you want to change.
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,user code-1
The current user code of the member. This must match the user code in the library for the change to take place;
it must be numeric digits, 0 through 9999. If omitted when a member is initially added to the Panvalet library, the
user code is set to 0 (zero).

,user code-2
This parameter is the new user code you want. It must be numeric digits, 0 through 9999.

NOTE
A user code of 0 is printed as a blank field on the Panvalet library directory list.

WRITE Command for PAN#1

You can retrieve an individual subset or an entire superset (all of its subsets) using the ++WRITE or ++INCLUDE
commands. The name parameter can be a qualified name (superset-name.subset-name) whereby a single subset is
retrieved. Or, it can be just the superset name that causes retrieval of all the subsets within the named superset.

Syntax

        {PRINT} {,superset name            } [up to 10 consec-] col 72

++WRITE {PUNCH} {,superset name.subset name} [utive non-blanks] [E]

        {WORK } {                          } [,/*             ] [N]

                                             [,/&             ] [S]

Parameters
{PRINT} | {PUNCH} | | {WORK }

These required parameters specify the output file to which the member is written.

• PRINT—To the output print file
• PUNCH—To the output punch file
• WORK—To the output work file.

{superset name}
This required parameter references a superset.

{superset name. subset name}
This required parameter references a subset within the same superset or a subset of another superset.

... non-blanks}
This option inserts a record of one to ten consecutive non-blank characters after writing the last record of the last
member. If less than ten characters, it is filled with blanks to the right.

[,/*]
This option inserts a /* record into the output file after writing the last record of the member.

[,/&]
This option inserts a /& record into the output file after writing the last record of the member.

Column 72 Option
Column 72 of this command is reserved for the column 72 option. This lets you add or override options for the
command execution. You must code the character code for the option in column 72 of the command you want to
execute. The ++WRITE command options are as follows:
E

Causes any ++WRITE command to expand ++INCLUDEs, independent of the Panvalet installation option
specified.
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N
Causes any ++WRITE command to not expand ++INCLUDEs, independent of the Panvalet installation
option specified.

S
Causes the currently executing ++WRITE PRINT command to suppress page ejects.

If column 72 is blank, the ++WRITE command expands ++INCLUDEs according to the installation options.
Note: If you place a comment on a Panvalet statement, and the comment extends into column 72, you can force
an option into effect.

Operation

When retrieving a superset, each of its subsets is retrieved in subset-name collating sequence.

If applicable to the format of the superset (COBOL, PL/I, BAL, and so on), the sequence numbering of statements is
generated at the subset level; that is, the first statement of each subset always begins with (1) one, whether retrieving
a single subset or all subsets (of a superset). However, if you specified the NOFORMAT parameter in the ALLOCATE
command, the original sequence numbers contained in the input data at the time the subset was added (ATTACHed) are
retained and used.

Example

The following exhibit illustrates how to create a superset containing record descriptions on the payroll master file to be
used as systems applications documentation.

++ALLOCATE PRFILE,DATA

++ATTACH PRFILE.PRREC01

        data records

++ATTACH PRFILE.PRREC02

        data records

++COMMENT PRFILE,PAYROLL MASTER FILE RECORD FORMATS

++WRITE PRINT,PRFILE

++WRITE PUNCH,PRFILE.PRREC02

Directory Listing
A superset is easy to identify on a directory because of two distinct characteristics: the absence of a level number and the
presence of a non-blank value printed under the column heading "Number of Subsets."

NOTE
Column "Number of Subsets" is blank if no subsets are attached.

When you request subsets, they are listed immediately following the associated superset with each subset name prefixed
by a period (.) and in alphanumeric sequence by name.

PAN#1 Applications
This topic contains a series of sample problems and their solutions. Each problem introduces one or more features of the
Panvalet system. Library statements are introduced as they are needed. See PAN#1 Library Statements for the detailed
syntax of Panvalet user commands.

Adding New Source Programs

The following exhibit adds a new source program, named PAY57, to the library.
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++ID ...

++ADD PAY57,COBOL,SEQ

"PAY57" Source Program

 /*

The optional ID command permits job identification on a separate page. You can use it to identify the beginning of each
major job within the PAN#1 input file.

The ADD command adds a new member, PAY57, to the library. You must assign a name to identify the source program
stored on the library. If you use other optional parameters, other information is stored pertinent to the program you are
adding. If you use the source language name, the program is formatted accordingly. In the previous exhibit, COBOL is the
language chosen. The SEQ parameter causes the incoming program to be sequence checked. All sequence errors are
shown in the print that is automatically generated when you use this parameter.

As output, you receive a printed list of your source program with any sequence errors noted. Your new program is then in
the library with the following assigned attributes:

name .........................PAY57

internal description..........COBOL

format .......................COBOL

user code ....................0

level ........................001

status .......................TEST, ENABLE, and ACTIVE

Copying a Member Already in Library

The ++COPY command creates a new member by copying an existing member. The existing member must be in the
library; the new member is automatically placed in the library. You only need to supply the name of the member you want
to copy and the name you want to assign to the new member. The name of the new member can consist of any unique
combination of up to ten alphanumeric characters. In the following exhibit, PAY57 is copied to PAY57T.

++COPY PAY57,PAY57T

Source program PAY57 is in PRODuction status and needs to be modified. You cannot modify a PRODuction status
program. You can, however, copy it; the copied version is given a slightly different name, in this case PAY57T. The copied
version is written to the library in TEST status and can be modified.

As output from the run, you receive notification that the job was successfully completed and that a new member is added
to the library. The new member is identical to PAY57, with two exceptions:

• It has a different name (PAY57T)
• It has a different status (TEST, ACTIVE, ENABLE).

Adding Records to Members in Library

The following exhibit adds records to a member already in the library. The new member, PAY57T, is now in the library and
can be modified. You must insert two source statements between statements 48 and 49.

++UPDATE PAY57T,1

++C 48

      two statements

/*
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The ++UPDATE command identifies the member you want to change, PAY57T. One or more C (change) subcommands
make the actual changes. You cannot update members that are in PRODuction or DISABLEd status. The level of the
member is increased by one each time a ++UPDATE command is issued to the member and successfully completed. To
update a member, you only need to supply the name and the current level of the member. In this case, the level number is
1. You can obtain the current level from any up-to-date list of the member. If you use the wrong level number, the program
is not modified.

The ++C subcommand in the previous exhibit adds one or more consecutive records to a member after statement 48. You
only need to supply the sequence number of the record after the record you want to insert.

Your output is printed notification that your job was successfully completed. You do not receive an up-to-date list of the
altered program. To obtain this, you must either print a copy of the member using the WRITE command or compile the
program.

Sample Uses of PAN#1 Commands

++ADD PAY61,COBOL,SEQ,120

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

       PROGRAM-ID. 'PAY61'

       ++INCLUDE ENVIR

           |

           |

       STOP RUN.

++ADD ENVIR,COBOL,LIST

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

           |

           |

       INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

/*

The previous exhibit adds two programs to the Panvalet library. The first ++ADD adds member PAY61 with a COBOL
format, lists the source input, sequence checks the appropriate columns, and gives this member a user code of 120. The
second ++ADD adds a member called ENVIR with a COBOL format and lists the member (without sequence checking).

++UPDATE PAY61,1

++C 31

         MOVE SPACES TO PRINT-REC.

The UPDATE command in the previous exhibit modifies member PAY61, which must be at modification level one. The
++C subcommand indicates that the following source statement is inserted after sequence number 31. The updated
member PAY61 is at level two upon successful completion.

++UPDATE PAY62,9

++C 101,101

++C 321,321

    CLC WORK(2),=C'99'

    BE ENDRTN

The UPDATE command in the previous exhibit modifies member PAY62, which is at level nine. The first ++C
subcommand specifies that sequence line 101 is deleted. The second specifies that sequence line 321 is deleted and
replaced with two new source statements. The updated member PAY62 is at level ten upon successful completion.

++WRITE PRINT,PAY57
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In the previous exhibit, the WRITE command followed by the PRINT parameter prints the member named PAY57 on the
system print unit.

++WRITE WORK,PAY57,/* 

In the previous exhibit, the ++WRITE command followed by the WORK parameter and /* optional parameter writes the
member PAY57 to a work file (tape or disk), followed by a /* delimiter.

++LEVEL PAY57,11,15 

The ++LEVEL command in the previous exhibit changes the level number of the member PAY57 from 11 to 15. The first
parameter is the current level number of the member named on the Panvalet library. The second parameter is the new
level number associated with the member.

++RENAME PAY57TST1,PAY57PROD 

The ++RENAME command in the previous exhibit changes the member name from PAY57TST1 to PAY57PROD. The
member must now be referenced by the new name PAY57PROD. The name PAY57PROD must be unique.

++SELECT PRINT,PAY57PROD,15,1,135

In the previous exhibit, the ++SELECT command followed by the ++PRINT parameter selectively prints statements 1
through 135 of the member PAY57PROD at level 15. The level number must be the current level of the member named.

++COPY PAY57PROD,PAY57TST

The ++COPY command in the previous exhibit creates a duplicate member of PAY57PROD named PAY57TST. The
new name must be unique. The new member, PAY57TST, has a status of TEST, ACTIVE, ENABLE. PAY57TST can be
modified.

++EJECT

The ++EJECT command in the previous exhibit advances the print form to the top of a new page. This command does not
print on the output print unit.

++ID JOHN JONES PHONE X379

The ID command in the previous exhibit advances the print form to the top of a new page, prints JOHN JONES PHONE
X379 on a Panvalet identification page, then advances to the following page.

++ADD ABC,OBJECT,360

 ABC OBJECT MODULE

The ADD command in the previous exhibit formats the object module ABC by removing columns 73 through 80 and
regenerating sequence numbers upon retrieval in columns 73 through 77. If you want to retain columns 73 through 80 in
this case, code:

++ADD ABC,OBJECT,NOFORMAT

++UPDATE ABC,4,ALL

 . .

 . .

 . .

 OBJECT MODULE

 . .

 . .

 . .
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The previous exhibit replaces the entire member ABC with the following object module. For the update to be successful,
the member must be at level 4. The updated member ABC is at level five upon successful completion. No listing of the
input module is produced. If you want a list, you must use the WRITE command.

++USER ABC,360,370 

The previous exhibit changes the user code of member ABC from 360 to 370. You must always provide the current user
code.

++STATUS ABC,INACTIVE

The previous exhibit places member ABC into an INACTIVE status. An INACTIVE status member is quite similar to a
DISABLEd status member. PAN#2 can relocate it to a
protection file for temporary storage off-line. You can then restore it into the library at a future date.

++COMMENT PAYTAX0022,FLORIDA STATE TAX RTN EFFECTIVE 12/16/92

The previous exhibit shows how to create or replace a user comment to member PAYTAX0022. This user comment
appears on the directory listing.

++UPDATE PAY61A,10

++C 2,(20,'PAY61A')

++C 31,(32,.)

In the previous exhibit, the UPDATE command modifies member PAY61A which is at level 10. The first ++C indicates that
sequence line 2 is column updated by placing the eight character field 'PAY61A' (the quotes are part of the field) beginning
in column 20. The second ++C performs a column update by placing a period in column 32 of sequence line 31. The
updated member PAY61A is at level 11 upon successful completion.

++WRITE PRINT,PREFIX=PAY

In the previous exhibit, the WRITE command retrieves all members whose names begin with PAY to the system print unit.
Each member begins listing at the top of a new page.

++WRITE PUNCH,*,/*

In the previous exhibit, the WRITE command with the * parameter retrieves all members on the library to the system
punch file. The members are written in name sequence. Embedded INCLUDES are expanded or not expanded, as
indicated by your system installation options. A single /* delimiter is written after the last record of the last member. If
INCLUDEs are expanded, the usual reporting for the INCLUDEs appears on the print file.

++UPDATE PAY61A,11

++D 27

++R 28,40,/FILE-FD/FILE-NAME/

The update in the previous exhibit deletes statement 27 from the member PAY61A and replaces all occurrences of FILE-
FD with FILE-NAME in statements 28 through 40. The
replacement update adjusts all characters to the right so that only the seven specified scan characters are deleted.

++RESEQ PAY57B,65,6,10,5

The previous exhibit inserts sequence numbers in positions 65 through 70 of each statement in member PAY57B. The first
sequence number is 10 with each subsequent field being incremented by five.

++FORMAT PAY57,PL/1

The previous exhibit changes PAY57 to PL/I format specifications. All statement change level stamps are lost.

++OPTION INPUT,DDN (z/OS only)

++OPTION INPUT,SYSXXX (VSE only)
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++ADD PROG1,BAL,LIST

++UPDATE PROG2,17,ALL

In the previous exhibit, the ADD command receives its input from a PDS described by the ddname DDN or a PLU
described by SYSXXX. PDS or PLU member PROG1 is read as input for the ADD. Also, the ++UPDATE ALL receives its
input from DDN or PLU on the OPTION INPUT command. Member PROG2 is read as input.

++OPTION OUTPUT,NEWPDS

++WRITE WORK,PAY57

++WRITE WORK,PAY58

++WRITE WORK,PAY59

(z/OS only) In the previous exhibit, the members (PAY57,PAY58, and PAY59) are written as individual members to a PDS
described by the ddname NEWPDS. The same result occurs with:

++OPTION OUTPUT,NEWPDS

++ADD CALLIT,JCL

 ++INCLUDE PAY57

 ++INCLUDE PAY58

 ++INCLUDE PAY59

++WRITE WORK,CALLIT

(z/OS only) Only one PDS member is created with:

++OPTION OUTPUT,NEWPDS,NEWMEM

++SELECT WORK,CALLIT,1,1,9999

(z/OS only) The PDS member has the name of NEWMEM.

++UPDATE NAME,1

++C 2

DATA RECORD1

++I 64

++I 3,5,NAME2

++C 5

++I 8

++I 19

The coding in the previous exhibit causes statement 64 of NAME, and statements 3 through 5 of NAME2 to be inserted
after statement 2 of NAME, DATA RECORD1. After statement 5 of NAME, statements 8 and 19 of NAME are inserted.

++ADD NAME,BAL

DATA RECORD1

DATA RECORD2

++I 3,62,NAME2

DATA RECORD3

The coding in the previous exhibit causes statements 3 through 62 of NAME2 to be inserted between DATA RECORD2
and DATA RECORD3. Member NAME is added with 63 records.

++UPDATE MEMBERA,1

++D 8,18

++I 33,72

++R 19,,/ABC/DEF/

++C 202

++I 8,18

++C 302,(8,NEWWORD)

++I 23,42,MEMBERB,32
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++D 303

++I 1,,MEMBERB,32

The previous exhibit illustrates the following:

• Statements 8 through 18 of MEMBERA are deleted and statements 33 through 72 of the same member are inserted in
their place. 

• The ABC data in statement 19 of MEMBERA is replaced with DEF data. 
• Statements 8 through 18 of MEMBERA, which were previously deleted, are inserted after statement 202. This is

possible because the old member is intact until the ++UPDATE is successfully completed. 
• A column change is performed and statements 23 through 42 of MEMBERB, whose access code is 32, are inserted

after the changed statement 302. 
• Statement 303 is deleted and statement number 1 of MEMBERB is inserted in its place.

++ALLOCATE SUPDATA,DATA

The previous exhibit defines a special type of member called a superset. No data is entered into the member with this
command. Subsets are entered into this member with the ++ATTACH or ++COPY commands. All records entered are
stored in DATA format.

++ATTACH SUPDATA.MONDAY

 .

 .

 .

 DATA FILE

 .

 .

 .

The previous exhibit enters a subset called MONDAY into the superset called SUPDATA.

++COPY TUESDATA,SUPDATA.TUESDAY

The previous exhibit enters a subset called TUESDAY in superset SUPDATA using the regular Panvalet member
TUESDATA as input.

++COPY SUPDATA.THURSDAY,XTHURS

++UPDATE XTHURS,1

++C 8,(40,RECEIPTS=286)

--COPY XTHURS,SUPDATA.THURSDAY

The sequence of commands in the previous exhibit shows how you can incorporate changes into a subset, since the +
+UPDATE command is not valid with the superset subset structure. The first ++COPY creates a new Panvalet member
called XTHURS from the subset THURSDAY. The original superset remains unchanged. The new member is created at
level 1, is placed in TEST, ACTIVE, ENABLE status, and has the same language format as the originating superset. You
can execute the UPDATE command against this new member since it is a regular Panvalet member, not a superset.

The --COPY replaces the subset called THURSDAY with the newly updated member called XTHURS, provided the
UPDATE completed successfully. --COPY does not change the member XTHURS.

Executing PAN#1
This section discusses executing Panvalet programs in both the z/OS and VSE environments. Read-only access applies
to both systems.
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Read-Only Access

To open the Panvalet library for read-only access, specify OPEN=INP in the parameter list on the // EXEC statement. You
can use this keyword with any of the other batch Panvalet parameters. If you use this keyword, specify it after any of the
ddname keywords, but before the LINECNT keyword.

NOTE

• (z/OS only) Placing this keyword anywhere else causes the Panvalet program to end with a U201 abend.
• OPEN=INP improves performance of the job step because there is no overhead for ENQ/DEQ/RESERVEs

or updates to any members or directory. However, only certain commands are allowed and the Date of Last
Access is not updated. See System Management for more information about this parameter and about ENQ/
DEQ/RESERVE processing.

The following JCL illustrates how to use OPEN=INP:

//STEP1  EXEC  PGM=PAN#1,PARM='OPEN=INP'

//STEP1  EXEC  PGM=PAN#1,PARM='OPEN=INP,LINECNT=55'

//STEP1  EXEC  PGM=PAN#1,PARM=',,PRODPAN,OPEN=INP'

//STEP1  EXEC  PGM=PAN#1,PARM=',,PRODPAN,OPEN=INP,LINECNT=55'

After Panvalet opens the library for read-only access, it remains in that state for the duration of the task.

The following list indicates which commands execute with OPEN=INP specified. Commands that do not execute with
OPEN=INP produce a PV094 error message when you specify OPEN=INP.

++ACCESS ++EJECT ++RENAME*

++ADD* ++EXEC ++RESEQ*

++ALLOCATE* ++FORMAT* ++SELECT

++ATTACH* ++ID ++STATUS*

++C* ++INCLUDE ++UNLOCK*

++COMMENT* ++INSERT ++UPDATE*

++CONTROL ++LEVEL* ++USER*

++COPY* ++LOCK* ++USING

++D* ++OPTION ++WRITE

++DETACH* ++R*  

* The command is not permitted when you specify OPEN=INP.

Optional Input File

The following example illustrates the use of the PAN#1 optional input file to add two members of a LIBR object library to
the Panvalet library:

// JOB LIBRPCH

ASSGN SYSPCH,TAPE

// EXEC LIBR

 ACCESS S=PV14.OBJECT

 PUNCH COBDRVR.OBJ

 PUNCH COBSUBR.OBJ

/*
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CLOSE SYSPCH,00D                       Close PUNCH file on tape

// ASSGN SYS010,TAPE                   Assign Option Input file

// ASSGN SYS006,DISK,VOL=Vol-Ser,SHR   Assign CA-Panvalet Library

// DLBL PANDD1,'LIBSYS.V14R3.PANLIB',99/365,DA

// EXTENT SYS006,Vol-Ser

// EXEC PAN#1,SIZE=256K

++OPTION INPUT,SYS010,CATALOG

++ADD COBDRVR,OBJECT                   Add First object module

++ADD COBSUBR,OBJECT                   Add Second object module

/*

/&

You can supply any additional PAN#1 commands after the ++ADD commands. However, any ++ADD or ++UPDATE (with
the ALL option) causes PAN#1 to read from the optional file SYS010.

You can also use the PAN#1 optional input file to replace an object module on the Panvalet library. Assume the compile
was already performed and the object deck was placed on a disk file called PUNCHOUT. The following example replaces
the current member in the library with the new one.

//  JOB PAN#1

//  ASSGN SYS006,X'232'               Assign the CA-Panvalet library

//  ASSGN SYS010,X'233'               Assign optional input file

//  DLBL PANDD3,'PUNCHOUT',73/001,SD  Label for disk file

//  EXTENT SYS010,,1,0,300,100        Extent for punch file

//  EXEC PAN#1

++OPTION INPUT,SYS010

++LEVEL PAY57OBJ,2,1                  Reset level if desired

++UPDATE PAY57OBJ,1,ALL               Replace object module with data from SYS010

/*                                    End PAN#1

/&

Adding Print to the Library

The following example illustrates an assembly and link edit of a Panvalet member. SYSLST is assigned to disk. Output
from the assembly and link edit is then added to the Panvalet library using the PAN#1 optional input file. The assembly
and link edit listing is then output to the printer using the ++WRITE PRINT command, specifying carriage control option,
CC=ASA.

*------------------------------------------------------------------------*

*  Assemble module PAY57 for Version 143, LinkEdit PAY57 into an         *

*  executable Sub-Library and store the Assembly and LinkEdit printed    *

*  output in the Version 143 CA-Panvalet Library.                        *

*------------------------------------------------------------------------*

// JOB ASMLINK

// OPTION NODUMP JCANCEL

// DLBL PV14R3,'LIBSYS.PANVALET.V14R3.LINKLIB'

// EXTENT ,LCM153

// LIBDEF PHASE,CATALOG=PV14R3.VRFI                                        00020

// LIBDEF PHASE,SEARCH=PV14R3.VRFI                                         00020

*

// ASSGN SYS006,DISK,VOL=LCM153,SHR

// DLBL PANDD1,'LIBSYS.V14R3.PANLIB',,DA

// EXTENT SYS006,LCM153
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*

// ASSGN SYS005,DISK,VOL=FBAV02,SHR

// DLBL PANDD2,'USER.SYSIN.DATASET',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS005,FBAV02,1,0,0002,0300

*

// EXEC PGM=PAN#1,SIZE=256K

++PASS USERID,PASSWORD

++WRITE WORK,PAY57

++INSERT WORK,/*

 *

// DLBL IJSYSLS,'USER.WORK.SYSLST',0,SD

// EXTENT SYSLST,FBAV02,1,0,00302,01700

 ASSGN SYSLST,DISK,VOL=FBAV02,SHR

*

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'UESR.SYSIN.DATASET',0,SD

// EXTENT SYSIPT,FBAV02,1,0,0002,0300

   ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=FBAV02,SHR

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE PAY57,*

 // EXEC ASSEMBLY

// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

*

// ASSGN SYSIPT,00C

// ASSGN SYSLST,00E

// ASSGN SYS022,PRINTER  <---------    Required for ASA or MCH carriage

*                                      control Write Print Operations

// ASSGN SYS006,DISK,VOL=LCM153,SHR

// DLBL PANDD1,'LIBSYS.V14R3.PANLIB',,DA

// EXTENT SYS006,LCM153

*

// ASSGN SYS010,DISK,VOL=FBAV02,SHR

// DLBL PANDD3,'USER.WORK.SYSLST',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS010,FBAV02,1,0,00302,01700

*

// EXEC PGM=PAN#1,SIZE=256K

++PASS USERID,PASSWORD

++OPTION INPUT,SYS010

++ADD PAY57ASL,DATA

++WRITE PRINT,PAY57ASL,CC=ASA

/*

// EXEC LISTLOG

/*

/&

// JOB RESETASN

CLOSE SYSLST,00E

CLOSE SYSIPT,00C

/&

* $$ EOJ
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Special Uses of the System Punch Unit (SYSPCH)

By assigning the VSE system punch unit to a tape or disk in PAN#1, VSE users with no need for actual card punching
can use the punch unit as an optional second work file. You can then use this as a subsequent input file to PAN#1, or as a
means of creating two job streams simultaneously. You can create one job stream on disk as the normal work file and one
on tape (the tape perhaps to be used as a job stream for processing on another computer or in emulation mode).

PAN#1 determines the proper input record length from the first record read. Be careful that records on the SYSIPT file are
all the same length.

The 81-byte records produced by assignment of SYSPCH to tape or disk can be read directly into PAN#1. If PAN#1
detects an 81-byte input record, it ignores the first byte and processes bytes 2 through 81 as if they were 1 through 80.
This shifting is necessary, since a 1-byte stacker select character is inserted as the first byte of each record written to a
system punch file assigned to tape or disk.

By assigning SYSPCH to tape and including a // UPSI 1 card in the JCL for execution of PAN#1, punch records written by
PAN#1 to SYSPCH are in 80-byte, unblocked form with the stacker select character omitted. You can then use the tape
for processing in another program. In all other cases, standard 81-byte records with the stacker select character inserted
are written to SYSPCH.

PAN#1 can directly read relocatable object modules from the reassigned SYSPCH file, where an object module is
punched. PAN#1 commands for subsequent processing can be transferred to the system punch unit. After the first
completion of PAN#1, a job stream is executed to compile or assemble with the DECK option specified. The relocatable
deck is punched to the SYSPCH unit, which can then be closed and reassigned as input to PAN#1. This input enters the
object module directly to the Panvalet library for immediate or future retrieval.

VSE users intending to use the PAN#1 output work or punch files assigned to tape for subsequent processing in
compatibility or emulation mode or on another computer are advised that VSE bypasses a leading tape mark present on
the tape prior to use by PAN#1 and the mark remains on the tape. If the subsequent processing is not in native 360/370
mode, the leading tape mark can result in an error abort of the subsequent job.

Since PAN#1 does not produce the tape mark, you can resolve the problem by using a tape without a leading tape mark
or by writing some data over the tape mark prior to use in PAN#1. A standard 360/370 tape label is acceptable as a
possible solution.

Executing Programs
This section describes how to execute programs.

Operating Environment

All Panvalet programs support the Panvalet library file on any DASD supported by z/OS. Support is provided for operation
in a shared DASD environment with the Panvalet library on all DASD devices. You can execute all Panvalet programs
concurrently in multiple regions under z/OS.

Region size requirements for PAN#1 vary depending on the blocksize chosen for the Panvalet library and the other input
and output files. The average core requirement for PAN#1 is 128 KB to 256 KB.

JCL for Execution of PAN#1
//jobname    JOB   job information

//stepname  EXEC   PGM=PAN#1

//PANDD1      DD   DSN=PAN.VALET,DISP=SHR     Note 1

//PANDD2      DD   DUMMY                      Note 2

//PANDD11     DD   DSN=PAN.VALET2,DISP=SHR    Note 3

//PANDD12     DD   DSN=PAN.VALET3,DISP=SHR    Note 3

//PANDD13     DD   DSN=PAN.VALET4,DISP=SHR    Note 3

//PANDD14     DD   DSN=PAN.VALET5,DISP=SHR    Note 3
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//PANDD15     DD   DSN=PAN.VALET6,DISP=SHR    Note 3

//PANDD16     DD   DSN=PAN.VALET7,DISP=SHR    Note 3

//PANDD17     DD   DSN=PAN.VALET8,DISP=SHR    Note 3

//PANDD18     DD   DSN=PAN.VALET9,DISP=SHR    Note 3

//PANDD19     DD   DSN=PAN.VALET10,DISP=SHR   Note 3

//DDNAME      DD   DSN=partitioned data set   Note 4

//SYSPRINT    DD   SYSOUT=A                   Note 5

//SYSPUNCH    DD   SYSOUT=B                   Note 6

//SYSIN       DD   *                          Note 7

         (Input File)                         Note 7

/*

Execution Notes

• PANDD1 is a cataloged Panvalet library data set with a SHR disposition. This DD statement is required and cannot be
a DUMMY data set.

• PANDD2 is normally a disk if it is used as a temporary data set passed to a subsequent step in the job, or DUMMY
if it is not used. It is also known as the Output Work File. PANDD2 is not used if OPTION OUTPUT is specified for a
WRITE WORK to a ddname other than PANDD2.

• PANDD11 through PANDD19 are additional libraries you want searched. The PANLIB concatenation feature uses
these optional DD statements.

• You can include one or more user-supplied ddnames to identify optional input from or output to partitioned data sets.
These are used in conjunction with the OPTION command of PAN#1.

• SYSPRINT can be an output printer, punch, point to DASD, or tape.
• SYSPUNCH must be a SYSOUT output punch class for later punching or DUMMY.
• SYSIN normally indicates the data that follows in the input stream. Use an asterisk ( * ) instead of the DATA parameter

since a facility is provided to include JCL. SYSIN can alternately be a PDS member.
The logical record length of the SYSIN file may range between 80 and 4096 bytes (inclusive). When SYSIN logical
record lengths are greater than 80 bytes, tape or disk files should be used instead of JES SYSIN SPOOL files.
BLKSIZE=80, LRECL=80 is used, if you do not supply them. Stacker select input data uses a LRECL=81 with the
",SL=YES" command option on the ++ADD or ++UPDATE commands. Bytes 2 though 81 are used as input in this
case.
By default, the logical record length of the SYSIN file automatically determines the logical record length of the input
data being processed for the current command, unless otherwise specified by the ++ADD or UPDATE LRECL= option.

PARM Execution Options

You can optionally specify alternate ddnames to use in place of the standard ddnames. You can supply alternate ddnames
at execution time through the PARM parameter of the Panvalet //EXEC statement. You can also supply alternate ddnames
at installation time.

Commas separate optional parameters. The order of specification is:

1. SYSIN
2. SYSPRINT
3. PANDD1
4. PANDD2
5. PANDD3
6. SYSPUNCH

PANDD3 is not a PAN#1 file, but you must indicate its absence by an extra comma if you want to modify the SYSPUNCH
ddname. For example:

PARM=',,,WORK,,PUNCH'
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As usual, ending quotes or parenthesis terminate the PARM list. Any ddnames not supplied default to the above values.
For example, you can change PANDD1 to LIB without affecting any others as follows:

//EXEC PGM=PAN#1,PARM=',,LIB'

You can optionally control all output to the //SYSPRINT DD member for varying printer page spacing when you want to
use multiple sizes of continuous pages. You can specify the keyword subparameter LINECNT=nn in the PARM parameter
of the Panvalet EXEC statement. nn represents the maximum number of lines printed per page by Panvalet programs.
If you do not specify this option, LINECNT=56 is assumed in all Panvalet programs unless altered at system generation
time.

You can also request 'READ-ONLY' processing to improve performance.

When you choose the LINECNT= or OPEN=INP option, it must follow all alternate ddnames you supply. For example, to
change SYSIN to INPUT, PANDD1 to LIB, and the lines printed per page to nn, code:

//EXEC PGM=PAN#1,PARM='INPUT,,LIB,LINECNT=nn'

Sample JCL Procedures for PAN#1
The following suggested procedures can help you use Panvalet under z/OS. Before implementing any of these
procedures, look them over carefully to avoid any conflicts with your installation standards.

PAN#1 Sample JCL Procedure for PAN#1

Procedure Name

PAN#1

Procedure Function

To perform maintenance on a Panvalet library.

Example

//STEP EXEC PAN1

//PAN1.SYSIN DD *

    .

    .

    .

/*

Procedure Definition

//        PROC WTR1=A,WTR2=B

//PAN1 EXEC PGM=PAN#1

//PANDD1   DD DSN=PAN.VALET,DISP=SHR

//PANDD2   DD DSN=&&SOURCE,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(2,1)),DCB=(BLKSIZE=7280,LRECL=80)

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&WTR1

//SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=&WTR2
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PANPAN Sample JCL Procedure for PAN#1

Procedure Name

PANPAN

Procedure Function

To perform maintenance on a Panvalet library using input produced by PAN#1.

Example

//STEP EXEC PANPAN

//PAN1.SYSIN DD *

    .

    .

    .

/*

Procedure Definition

//        PROC WTR1=A,WTR2=B

//PAN1 EXEC PGM=PAN#1

//PANDD1   DD DSN=PAN.VALET,DISP=SHR

//PANDD2   DD DSN=&&SOURCE,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(2,1)),DCB=(BLKSIZE=7280,LRECL=80)

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&WTR1

//SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=&WTR2

//PAN2 EXEC PGM=PAN#1

//PANDD1   DD DSN=PAN.VALET,DISP=SHR

//PANDD2   DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&WTR1

//SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=&WTR2

//SYSIN    DD DSN=*.PAN1.PANDD2,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

PANA Sample JCL Procedure for PAN#1

Procedure Name

PANA

Procedure Function

To update, assemble, and link edit an z/OS Assembler language module.

Example

//STEP EXEC PANA

//PAN1.SYSIN DD *

    .

    .

    .
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/*

Procedure Definition

//        PROC WTR1=A,WTR2=B

//PAN1 EXEC PGM=PAN#1

//PANDD1   DD DSN=PAN.VALET,DISP=SHR

//PANDD2   DD DSN=&&SOURCE,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(2,1)),DCB=(BLKSIZE=7280,LRECL=80)

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&WTR1

//SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=&WTR2

//ASM EXEC PGM=,IEV90,PARM='RENT,LOAD,NODECK',REGION=64K

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&WTR1

//SYSLIB   DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1700,(400,50))

//SYSUT2   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1700,(400,50))

//SYSUT3   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1700,(400,50))

//SYSGO    DD DSN=&&LOADSET,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(80,(100,50)),

//         DISP=(,PASS)

//SYSIN    DD DSN=*.PAN1.PANDD2,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='XREF,LIST,LET,NCAL'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&WTR1

//SYSLMOD  DD DSN=&GOSET(GO),DISP=(MOD,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

//              SPACE=(1024,(50,20,1))

//SYSUT1   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(200,20))

//SYSLIN   DD DSN=*.ASM.SYSGO,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

PANAPAN Sample JCL Procedure for PAN#1

Procedure Name

PANAPAN

Procedure Function

To update, assemble, and add the object deck of a z/OS Assembler language module to the Panvalet library.

Example

//STEP EXEC PANAPAN

//PAN1.SYSIN DD *

++INSERT PUNCH

++ADD   ACT71OBJ,OBJECT

++UPDATE ACT71...

       .

++WRITE WORK,ACT71

/*

Procedure Definition

//        PROC WTR=A

//PAN1 EXEC PGM=PAN#1
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//PANDD1   DD DSN=PAN.VALET,DISP=SHR

//PANDD2   DD DSN=&&SOURCE,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(2,1)),DCB=(BLKSIZE=7280,LRECL=80)

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&WTR1

//SYSPUNCH DD DSN=&&CONTSET,DISP=(,PASS),

//         DCB=(BLKSIZE=80,LRECL=80))

//         UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(80,(5))

//ASM EXEC PGM=,IEV90, PARM='RENT,LOAD,NODECK',REGION=64K

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&WRT1

//SYSLIB   DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1700,(400,40))

//SYSUT2   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1700,(400,50))

//SYSUT3   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1700,(400,50))

//SYSGO    DD DSN=&&LOADSET,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(80,(100,50)),

//         DISP=(,PASS)

//SYSIN    DD DSN=*.PAN1.PANDD2,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//PAN2 EXEC PGM=PAN#1

//PANDD1   DD DSN=PAN.VALET,DISP=SHR

//PANDD2   DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&WTR1

//SYSPUNCH DD DUMMY

//SYSIN    DD DSN=*.PAN1.SYSPUNCH,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//         DD DSN=*.ASM.SYSGO,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

PANC Sample JCL Procedure for PAN#1

Procedure Name

PANC

Procedure Function

To update, assemble, and link edit a z/OS COBOL module.

Example

//STEP EXEC PANC

//PAN1.SYSIN DD *

    .

    .

    .

/*

Procedure Definition

//      PROC WTR1=A,WTR2=B

//PAN1 EXEC PGM=PAN#1

//PANDD1    DD DSN=PAN.VALET,DISP=SHR

//PANDD2    DD DSN=&&SOURCE,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

//          SPACE=(CYL,(2,1)),DCB=(BLKSIZE=7280,LRECL=80)

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=&WTR1

//SYSPUNCH  DD SYSOUT=&WTR2
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//COB EXEC PGM=IKFCBL00,REGION=128K

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=&WTR1

//SYSUT1    DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SYSUT2    DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SYSUT3    DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SYSUT4    DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SYSLIB    DD DSN=SYS1.COBLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN    DD DSN=&&LOADSET,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(80,(500,200)),

//          DISP=(,PASS)

//SYSIN     DD DSN=*.PAN1.PANDD2,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='XREF,LIST,LET,NCAL'

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=&WTR1

//SYSUT1    DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(200,20))

//SYSLIN    DD DSN=*.COB.SYSLIN,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYSLMOD   DD DSN=&GOSET(GO),DISP=(MOD,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

            SPACE=(1024,(50,20,1))

PANCPAN Sample JCL Procedure for PAN#1

Procedure Name

PANCPAN

Procedure Function

To update, compile, and add the object deck of a z/OS COBOL module to the Panvalet library.

Example

//STEP EXEC PANCPAN

//PAN1.SYSIN DD *

++INSERT PUNCH

++ADD COBPROGOBJ,OBJECT

++UPDATE ...

     .

     .

++WRITE WORK,COBPROG

/*

Procedure Definition

//      PROC WTR1=A,

//PAN1 EXEC PGM=PAN#1

//PANDD1    DD DSN=PAN.VALET,DISP=SHR

//PANDD2    DD DSN=&&SOURCE,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

//          SPACE=(CYL(2,1)),DCB=(BLKSIZE=7280,LRECL=80)

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=&WTR1

//SYSPUNCH  DD DSN=&&CONTSET,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

//          DCB=(BLKSIZE=80,LRECL=80),SPACE=(80,(5))

//COB EXEC PGM=IKFCBL00,REGION=128K

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=&WTR1

//SYSUT1    DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))
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//SYSUT2    DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SYSUT3    DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SYSUT4    DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))

//SYSLIB    DD DSN=SYS1.COBLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN    DD DSN=&&LOADSET,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(80,(500,200)),

//          DISP=(,PASS)

//SYSIN     DD DSN=*.PAN1.,PANDD2,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//PAN2 EXEC PGM=PAN#1

//PANDD1    DD DSN=PAN.VALET,DISP=SHR

//PANDD2    DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=&WTR1

//SYSPUNCH  DD DUMMY

//SYSIN     DD DSN=*.PAN1.SYSPUNCH DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//          DD DSN=*.COB.SYSLIN,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

Executing Panvalet VSE Programs
This section describes how to execute Panvalet for VSE programs.

Operating Environment

All Panvalet programs support the Panvalet library on any DASD supported by VSE. Support is provided for operation in a
shared DASD environment with the Panvalet library on standard VSE CKD or FBA devices.

Programmers, systems analysts, data processing management, and key data processing operations personnel normally
use PAN#1, the main program in the Panvalet system.

Because of this multi-user situation, it is advantageous to combine all available PAN#1 jobs into a single input file each
time the program is executed. However, this technique requires that you know the output device availability in advance,
and that you use the output devices in such a manner that the jobs do not interfere with each other. In this batch mode,
the JCL normally needed to execute PAN#1 for each job is not needed. The following procedure is the advised standard
for use of batch input:

1. Prepare all input for PAN#1 on the same input medium (for example, punched cards).
2. Supply all job control for the execution of PAN#1 after the input jobs are compiled.
3. Assign the optional output work file to a tape or disk unit.
4. Assign the output print file to a printer, tape, or disk unit that is subsequently printed.
5. Assign the output punch file to a card punch, tape, or disk unit that is subsequently punched.
6. All data written to the optional output work file should be of similar nature for subsequent common processing.

To require the preceding procedure for every execution of PAN#1 limits your use of the Panvalet system. The following
procedure is advised as a standard for the use of a single job input:

1. Provide the job control that is needed to execute PAN#1.
2. Provide the computer operator with a set up or instruction sheet.

Standard Device Assignments

Panvalet programs use the following logical and system units, which you can permanently assign. You can change the
device addresses to alternate units. See the System Management section for further information.

Symbolic Units used by PAN#1:
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SYSIPT
System input file required for input of PAN#1 commands and user data. You can assign it to a card reader, tape,
or disk unit.

SYSLST
System print unit required for printing of the library input stream, recording of Panvalet messages, printing
of Panvalet library directory lists, and output of PAN#1 PRINT commands. You can assign it to a printer, tape, or
disk unit.

SYSPCH
System punch file optional, for output of PAN#1 commands specifying punch. You can assign it to a card punch,
tape, or disk unit.

SYS005
Logical unit for optional output of PAN#1 commands specifying work. You can assign it to a tape or disk unit.

SYS006
Logical unit for first extent of Panvalet library file.

SYS007 through SYS021
Optional logical units to be assigned for additional DASD extents for Panvalet library file.

SYS022
PANPRINT Print Output. This logical unit is used by PAN#1 for the printed output of Panvalet members containing
ASA or machine carriage control. PANPRINT is not device independent, and must be assigned to a valid printer
device.

SYSxxx
Optional input file to cause PAN#1 to read commands and data from unit in addition to SYSIPT. The logical record
length of the option input file can range between 80 and 4096 bytes (inclusive).

NOTE
If you do not want to use SYSIPT for commands and data, you can use the alternate command and data input
file parameter, (for example, for long record support). See Alternate Command and Data Input File in the section
"PAN#1 Functions and Uses" for more information.

Use of Standard Label Track

It is recommended that you use the standard label track on SYSRES for permanent storage of all DLBL and extent
information for Panvalet programs. If supplied by the standard label track, you do not have to supply them in the JCL deck
required for each execution of Panvalet.

You can supply up to sixteen extents for the Panvalet library (PANDD1). You can assign the first library volume to logical
unit SYS006, the second to SYS007, and so on. Only one DLBL is required, regardless of the number of extents. The total
number of blocks assigned for all extents cannot exceed 131,071. Do not allocate multiple volumes until required, as they
must be online for operation even if not in use.

The following conventions are used for the filenames required in DLBL and extent statements:

• PANDD1 -- Panvalet library file on DASD unit
• PANDD2 -- Optional output work file (PAN#1) to a DASD unit, if used
• PANDD3 -- Optional input work file (PAN#1) from a DASD unit.

JCL for Execution of PAN#1

The following VSE JCL is required for execution of PAN#1, with all optional files included. You can select the statements
required according to the processing needs of the installation.

// JOB PAN#1 JCL FOR EXECUTION
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// ASSGN SYSIPT,X'cuu'      Required for CA-Panvalet input

// ASSGN SYSLST,X'cuu'      Required for printer output file

// ASSGN SYSPCH,X'cuu'      Optional for punch output file

// ASSGN SYS005,X'cuu'      Optional for work output file

// ASSGN SYS006,X'cuu'      Required for CA-Panvalet library DASD

// ASSGN SYS007,X'cuu'      Optional for second DASD extent

// ASSGN SYSnnn,X'cuu'      Optional input file

// DLBL PANDD1, 'PANVALET LIBRARY',99/365,DA

                            Label for CA-Panvalet library

// EXTENT SYS006,111111,1,0,10,1980

                            Sample single 3380 extent

// EXTENT SYS007,222222,1,1,10,1980

                            Sample second 3380 extent

// EXEC PAN#1,SIZE=256K

 ....PAN#1 input stream.... (read from SYSIPT)

/* input stream terminator

/&

Compiling Panvalet VSE Programs
There are many ways to effect a compilation from the Panvalet library. Some of the more commonly used streams are
illustrated here. Assume all disk files are standard labeled.

Update and Compile Using SYSIPT on Tape

// JOB COMPILE PAY57

// ASSGN SYS005,X'180'         Assign work file to tape

// ASSGN SYS006,X'131'         Assign library file

// EXEC PAN#1,SIZE=256K

++UPDATE PAY57,(,,)1

++C 2,3                        Remove statements 2 and 3

--WRITE WORK,PAY57             Place program on work tape

++INSERT WORK,/*               Place a /* after the program

/*                             End PAN#1

// OPTION DECK

// ASSGN SYSIPT,X'180'         Assign compiler input to work tape

// EXEC COBOL

/&

If you use a -- on the WRITE command, the write does not take place if the update fails. The ++INSERT is always
executed so that the work file contains only a /* if the update fails. When the compiler attempts to read the source, it finds
only a /* and the job terminates without wasting CPU time.

Update and Compile Using a SYSIN File

// JOB COMPILE PAY57

// ASSGN SYS005,X'132'         Assign work file to disk

// ASSGN SYS006,X'131'         Assign library file

// EXEC PAN#1,SIZE=256K

++UPDATE PAY57,2

++C 40,50                      Delete statements 40 through 50

--INSERT WORK                  Place JCL on work file
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// JOB COMPILE PAY57           PAN#1 converts $/ to //

// OPTION DECK

// EXEC COBOL

--WRITE WORK,PAY57,/*          Place program followed by a /* on work file

++INSERT WORK,/&               Place /& on work file

CLOSE SYSIN,X'00C'             Last statement on work file

/*                             End PAN#1

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'PANVALET WORK',71/001,SD      VSE label

ASSGN SYSIN,X'132'             Must make permanent ASSGN

The previous stream lends itself very easily for batch input through PAN#1. It is entirely conditional depending on update
alone before any further action is taken. Note that when any system logical unit is assigned to disk, it must be permanent
and must be closed by the CLOSE JCL control statement.

Use of the SYSPCH File

The following example illustrates the use of the SYSPCH file as an optional work file to set up a second execution of
PAN#1 following a compile.

Update, Compile, Add Object Deck

// JOB PANST1 PGMASM

// ASSGN SYS005,X'134'                Work file to disk

// DLBL PANDD2,'WORK',71/001,SD

// EXTENT SYS005,DISK03,1,0,20,500

// ASSGN SYS006,X'132'                Library file

// DLBL PANDD1,'PANVALET',99/365,DA

// EXTENT SYS006,DISK01,1,0,20,2000

// DLBL IJSYSPCH,'PUNCH',71/001,SD    VSE label

// EXTENT SYSPCH,DISK02,1,0,20,500

ASSGN SYSPCH,X'133'                   Must make permanent ASSGN

// EXEC PAN#1,SIZE=256K

++UPDATE PGMASM,2

++C 5,8                               Delete statements 5 through 8

--INSERT WORK                         Place JCL in WORK file

$/ JOB COMPILE PGMASM                 PAN#1 will convert $/ to //

$/ OPTION DECK

$/ EXEC ASSEMBLY

--WRITE WORK,PGMASM,/*                Place program followed by a /* in work file

--INSERT PUNCH                        Place CA-Panvalet command in punch file

$+ADD PGMASMOBJ,OBJECT                PAN#1 converts $+ to ++

++INSERT WORK,/&                      Place /& in work file

CLOSE SYSIN,X'00C'                    Last statement in work file

/*                                    EOF for this PAN#1

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'WORK',71/001,SD

// EXTENT SYSIN,DISK03,1,0,20,500     VSE label

ASSGN SYSIN,X'134'                    Must make permanent ASSGN.  Once SYSIN is

                                      pointed to X'134', the system reads and

                                      executes the job to compile and establish

                                      the SYSPCH file for subsequent input to

                                      PAN#1.

CLOSE SYSPCH,X'00D'                   This command must close the Disk SYSPCH file

// JOB PANST2 PGMASM
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// ASSGN SYS006,X'132'

// DLBL PANDD1,'PANVALET',99/365,DA

// EXTENT SYS006,DISK01,1,0,20,2000

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'PUNCH',71/001,SD

 ASSGN SYSIPT,X'133'                  Use as input to PAN#1 the file created

// EXEC PAN#1,SIZE=256K               as SYSPCH in the previous step.

/&

 CLOSE SYSIPT,X'00C'

Detecting and Correcting Errors
This section describes how to detect and correct errors.

Messages and User Errors

All Panvalet programs display messages to document events that occurred during execution of the library functions. They
normally appear only to inform you of the action taken by the Panvalet system. These messages are displayed on the
system print unit along with the list of the Panvalet input stream.

Some messages might require you to take action. When an inconsistency exists in the Panvalet library due to improper
device assignment, file specification, or in the event of DASD read/write errors encountered on the Panvalet library, an
appropriate message appears on the operator console in addition to the system print unit.

The Messages section lists actual messages that appear on the operator console or the system print unit and presents
them with their reason and a suggested action to take for correction or recovery.

User Errors

Errors detected by Panvalet programs as a result of incorrect library commands, or combinations of commands, are
normally displayed on the system print unit (SYSPRINT for z/OS or SYSLST for VSE). The displayed message indicates
the cause of the error and any corrective action required.

Input/Output Errors

In general, errors encountered on Panvalet input or output files result in a standard z/OS or VSE system abend message.
In the case of a ++RESTORE or ++REPLACE from an input protection file, the error blocks are bypassed and processing
continues where possible. However, certain members can be omitted due to the error.

DASD Read/Write Errors on the Library

All Panvalet programs perform extensive checking to detect, and correct wherever possible, DASD read/write errors which
occur during Panvalet operation. The importance of maintaining the total accuracy and integrity of the Panvalet library
cannot be over-emphasized. See the Messages section for actual messages displayed in various error situations.

Significantly, all Panvalet programs continue to operate wherever possible. If a Panvalet command must be aborted due
to a DASD error, only that command or function is terminated and, if possible, processing continues with the next valid
command.

When any DASD blocks in the Panvalet library cannot be accessed (read or written), the actual block location in
hexadecimal is displayed on the system print unit and the operator console and processing continues.

Whenever a DASD write error occurs while attempting a normal Panvalet command (for example, ++ADD), the
block in error is internally disengaged from further access by Panvalet programs. Only the function being executed
at that time is terminated, with proper notification of the action to take. Processing continues normally with the next
valid Panvalet command, and the defective block is permanently unavailable.
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NOTE
The PAN#2 ++PRINT Status and Activity Report reports the total number of unavailable blocks.

When a DASD read error is encountered during normal PAN#1 processing, the function being executed is terminated,
the actual block location is displayed, and processing continues with the next valid Panvalet command. If a DASD read
error is encountered while executing a ++DUMP, ++DELETE, or ++TRANSFER in PAN#2, the member that cannot be
accessed is bypassed and processing continues with the next valid Panvalet command. The actual block location and the
name of the omitted member is displayed on the system print unit, and notification is made on the operator console.

When DASD read or write errors occur on a Panvalet directory block, it may be necessary to CLEAR and RESTORE the
entire Panvalet library from a backup file. Processing continues wherever possible; however, certain members might not
be found if resident on an error block.

A DASD read or write error on a Panvalet library control block results in the entire job being canceled. Until
the Panvalet library is recreated, PAN#1 commands cannot be processed. Perform a PAN#2 ++DUMP to obtain a current
backup of the Panvalet library that can be used during recovery.

CPU Storage Requirements
This section describes the CPU storage requirements.

Batch System

Core size varies depending upon options, the implementation of extended features, and the generalized exit facility.

The batch system requires a minimum of 384 KB. VSE batch Panvalet requires a 384 KB partition with a SIZE= parameter
of 256 KB. Placing PANMPP and PVPVLAMS in the SVA can reduce the SIZE= value.

Compare Facility

The minimum core requirements for the Compare facility is 300 KB. Core size varies depending upon the size of the files
being compared. See Compare Reference  for additional core requirements.

Panvalet Subsystem
This section describes the Panvalet subsystem.

(z/OS only) The Panvalet Subsystem is an extension of the IBM z/OS operating environment, which can provide more
effective access to programs stored in Panvalet libraries.

The Panvalet Subsystem allows compilers to process Panvalet members directly without executing PAN#1 to extract the
member from the library first. No temporary work file is required.

For you to use the Panvalet Subsystem, your installation's systems programmers must have followed the procedures
required to define the Panvalet Subsystem to z/OS, and the subsystem must be activated. The recommended name for
the Panvalet Subsystem is PANV. If a different name is used, the installers must tell you the name to use.

The following discussion assumes that the Panvalet Subsystem is installed using the name PANV.

Invoke the Panvalet Subsystem using IBM-defined allocation procedures. Once a subsystem data set is allocated, the
compiler can open it as if it were a standard sequential data set. No other procedures are required.

As described below, multi-library searches for members follow the same sequence as for PAN#1.

Support Considerations

The Panvalet Subsystem was designed specifically for direct compiler input from Panvalet libraries into language
translators that perform basic (simple), sequential (SYSIN), and copy book (SYSLIB) processing. Expanding the uses
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of the Subsystem to include other products and utilities can have unpredictable results and might not be supported
by the Panvalet Subsystem. In these rare cases, you must use PAN#1 to extract the members into the library types
requested by those products and utilities.

The Panvalet subsystem does not support all compilers. The IBM C compiler (5688-187) and the IBM CICS/VS command
level conversion aid (5798-DPL) are examples of compilers not currently supported. If you want a program, utility, or
compiler (not already listed as supported or not supported) to be considered for future support by the Panvalet subsystem,
you must fill out and submit the Demand Analysis Request (DAR) form.

It is the intention and goal that the Panvalet Subsystem support all Broadcom products for direct input where appropriate.

In addition to Broadcom products, the Panvalet Subsystem currently supports direct input to the following language
translators:

• IBM z/OS VS Assembler
• IBM Assembler H (5668-962)
• IBM High Level Assembler (5696-234)
• IBM PL/I Optimizing Compiler (5734-PL1)
• IBM Pascal/VS Compiler (5796-PNQ)
• IBM COBOL Compiler and Library (5740-CB1)
• IBM COBOL/VS version 2 Compiler and Library (5668-958)
• IBM SAA AD/Cycle COBOL 370 (5688-197)
• IBM Fortran/VS Compiler and Library (5748-FO3)
• IBM CICS Command Level Preprocessors
• IBM DB2 Preprocessor

NOTE
Only the versions that IBM supports are supported.

Batch Allocation

Specify Panvalet Subsystem data sets using the SUBSYS= JCL keyword. A language translator program (compiler
or assembler) opens the allocated Panvalet member as a sequential data set without recognizing that it resides on a
Panvalet library. The Panvalet Subsystem makes the Panvalet library transparent to the language translator.

Subsystem DD Statement Syntax
//SYSIN DD DSN=MY.PANLIB(MEMBER),DISP=SHR,SUBSYS=PANV,

//         DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80,RECFM=F),VOL=SER=XXXXXX,UNIT=ADISK

    - or -

//SYSIN DD DSN=MY.PANLIB,DISP=SHR,SUBSYS=(PANV,,MEMBER),

//         DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80,RECFM=F),VOL=SER=XXXXXX,UNIT=ADISK

Except as noted below, the syntax of a DD statement which allocates a Panvalet Subsystem data set follows all the
standard rules of JCL.

• You can code only the parameters shown. Using any other parameter results in a JCL error for the JOB.
• The DSN (or DSNAME) parameter specifies the data set name of the Panvalet library which contains the member you

want to process; it is required. If the member name follows IBM JCL naming conventions for member names, you can
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specify it in parentheses following the data set name of the library as if it were a member of a standard z/OS data set.
Otherwise, you must specify the member name using the SUBSYS parameter.

• DISP is required and must specify share (SHR).
• SUBSYS is required to specify to z/OS that the subsystem processing must be done for the data set. Without this

parameter, your compiler attempts to read the wrong input. The most likely result, depending on the program and its
error recovery, is an I/O error and a non-zero condition code. Any DD statement without the SUBSYS parameter is not
recognized as a subsystem data set.
– The first subparameter of SUBSYS specifies the name of the subsystem that is to process the data set, PANV. This

is the name that z/OS uses to invoke processing by the Panvalet Subsystem.
– The second subparameter is RESERVED and you cannot code it. If you code the parameter, it results in a JCL

error.
– The third subparameter specifies the member name if you did not specify it as part of the DSN parameter. If you do

not specify the member name in either of those places, the data set cannot be opened.
• The optional DCB parameter specifies the attributes which the subsystem is to supply to the language translator. It

does not specify the attributes of the Panvalet library itself. Since the Panvalet Subsystem accesses the library, z/OS
does not require that the attributes specified for the member match those for the library.
– RECFM must specify fixed-length records (RECFM=F or RECFM=FB). RECFM is optional. If not coded, it defaults

to F.
– LRECL is optional. If coded, it must specify LRECL=80. It defaults to LRECL=80.
– BLKSIZE specifies the size of the data block to be passed to the program. If specified, it should be a multiple of

LRECL and RECFM should specify FB. If not specified, BLKSIZE defaults to 80. Note that BLKSIZE can be smaller,
the same, or larger than the BLKSIZE value for the library containing the member. Coding any other DCB parameter
causes a JCL error.

• You can use VOL to specify the location of an uncatalogued Panvalet data set. It is optional and has no default. You
can only code the SER subparameter. Any other subparameter results in a JCL error. You cannot specify more than
five volumes.

• You can use UNIT to specify the location of an uncatalogued Panvalet data set. It is optional and has no default.

Sequential Concatenation (SYSIN)

z/OS allows concatenation of sequential data sets provided that the first data set in the concatenation has a BLKSIZE
greater than or equal to the BLKSIZE of any other data set in the concatenation, and provided that the RECFM attributes
are compatible.

z/OS sequential data sets must not specify the SUBSYS parameter or results could be unpredictable. 

You can include Panvalet Subsystem data sets in a concatenation of sequential data sets in any mixture when RECFM is
F or FB. Panvalet Subsystem data sets must specify the SUBSYS parameter as above.

If a Panvalet Subsystem data set appears first in the concatenation, it must specify a BLKSIZE greater than that of any
other data set in the concatenation. You can specify any BLKSIZE value which conforms to the syntax description above.

Subsystem Batch Allocation Examples

The simplest example allocates Panvalet member MEMINPUT from library MY.PANLIB to DDNAME SYSIN. Note that it is
similar to allocating a member of a PDS as a sequential input data set in that you cannot access directory information. It is
different from a PDS member allocation, however, since the library is searched to resolve ++INCLUDE statements.

//MYJOB    JOB

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=compiler

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD   DSN=MY.PANLIB(MEMINPUT),DISP=SHR,SUBSYS=PANV

//other    DD  statements required by the compiler
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 Panvalet supports member names of up to ten characters, as well as member names beginning with digits (0-9). Since
IBM does not support these member names, you must specify them as subparameters of the SUBSYS= parameter as in
the example which follows. Note that two commas separate the member name from the subsystem name.

//MYJOB    JOB

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=compiler

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD   DSN=MY.PANLIB,DISP=SHR,SUBSYS=(PANV,,ALONGNAME)

//         DD   DSN=MY.PANLIB,DISP=SHR,SUBSYS=(PANV,,333NAME)

//other    DD   statements required by the compiler

The example above allocates two members that are concatenated as input to the compiler. That is, member
ALONGNAME is input to the compiler, followed by 333NAME as if they were members of Partitioned Data Sets. You can
concatenate Panvalet members, PDS members, and sequential data sets in any order or combination up to the limits z/
OS supports on your system. The first data set in the concatenation must provide a buffer at least as large as the largest
block size in the concatenation.

Note that specifying a data set name of MY.PANLIB(0) indicates a Generation Data Set to z/OS rather than a member of
a PDS. For compatibility, the Panvalet Subsystem assumes that an all-numeric value, which could be either a member
name or a GDG number, is interpreted as a GDG number. Therefore, you must specify an all-numeric member name as a
subparameter of the SUBSYS parameter using either JCL or TSO.

Restrictions

For non-Panvalet SYSIN (sequential processing) data sets, specifying 'SUBSYS=' could have unpredictable and abending
results.

For SYSLIB/COPYLIB concatenations that have both Panvalet and PDS data sets, you must specify 'SUBSYS=' on all
data sets in the concatenation or results could be unpredictable and abending.

z/OS identifies subsystem data sets using the SUBSYS= keyword on the JCL. If you do not code SUBSYS=, z/OS cannot
identify the allocation as a subsystem data set and the Panvalet Subsystem cannot process the allocation.

When allocating a (sequential) subsystem data set, you must specify a disposition of SHR. Any other disposition results in
a JCL error. This ensures that there is no expectation of the allocation preventing access by another JOB.

You can specify DCB parameters, however, RECFM must always be F or FB and LRECL must always be 80. BLKSIZE
must be a multiple of LRECL. If you do not code RECFM, it defaults to F. If you do not code BLKSIZE, it defaults to 80. No
other DCB parameters are valid.

You can code UNIT= and VOL=SER= to specify the location of a Panvalet library that is not cataloged. SER= is the only
acceptable subparameter of VOL=.

You can use the PANALLOC TSO command to allocate a single SYSLIB Panvalet library. The Subsystem does not
support concatenated TSO-allocated (PANALLOC) SYSLIB data sets.

Partitioned data sets must have a LRECL of 80 and a BLKSIZE that is a multiple of the LRECL. The RECFM must be F or
FB.

NOTE
 Panvalet 'LONG RECORD' members are not supported as input (SYSIN, SYSLIB, and so on) to
the Panvalet subsystem.

Multiple Library Search For Input (SYSIN/PANDD11...PANDD19)
The Panvalet Subsystem supports the same multi-library search technique as PAN#1. The primary library is the one
specified on the DD statement used as input to the compiler. Secondary libraries are allocated using the same ddnames
used by PAN#1 (PANDD11 through PANDD19). See Multiple Library Member Search for more information.
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In the next example, Panvalet member MAINPROG is input to the compiler. If MAINPROG or any of the members it +
+INCLUDEs is not in the primary library (MY.PRIM.PANLIB), the subsystem searches the secondary Panvalet libraries
MY.SEC1.PANLIB and MY.SEC2.PANLIB. The secondary libraries are allocated as normal z/OS data sets without the
SUBSYS= parameter. If SUBSYS= is coded on a secondary library allocation, the library appears to be a sequential data
set, and therefore, is ignored.

//MYJOB    JOB

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=compiler

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD   DSN=MY.PRIM.PANLIB(MAINPROG),

//              DISP=SHR,SUBSYS=PANV

//PANDD11  DD   DSN=MY.SEC1.PANLIB,DISP=SHR    <== no SUBSYS

//PANDD12  DD   DSN=MY.SEC2.PANLIB,DISP=SHR    <== no SUBSYS

//other    DD  statements required by the compiler

Assembly JCL Example

The following example shows the z/OS JCL required to assemble a module (MYMOD) located in a Panvalet library
(MY.ASSEM.PANLIB).

//jobname  JOB job-card-parameters

//ASMSTEP  EXEC PGM=the-system-assembler

//SYSLIB    DD  DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

//          DD  DSN=MY.PDS.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSPUNCH  DD  DSN=&&TEMP,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(2,2)),

//          DISP=(,PASS),DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,

//          BLKSIZE=6160)

//SYSUT1    DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SYSUT2    DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SYSUT3    DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SYSGO     DD  DSN=MY.OBJECT.LIB(MYMOD),DISP=SHR

//SYSIN     DD  DSN=MY.ASSEM.PANLIB(MYMOD),DISP=SHR,

//          SUBSYS=PANV

Assembly JCL Example (Long Member Name)

The following example shows the z/OS JCL required to assemble a module (MYLONGMOD) located in a Panvalet library
(MY.ASSEM.PANLIB).

//jobname  JOB job-card-parameters

//ASMSTEP  EXEC PGM=the-system-assembler

//SYSLIB    DD  DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

//          DD  DSN=MY.PDS.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSPUNCH  DD  DSN=&&TEMP,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(2,2)),

//          DISP=(,PASS),DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,

//          BLKSIZE=6160)

//SYSUT1    DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SYSUT2    DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SYSUT3    DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SYSGO     DD  DSN=MY.OBJECT.LIB(MYLMOD),DISP=SHR

//SYSIN     DD  DSN=MY.ASSEM.PANLIB,DISP=SHR,
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//          SUBSYS=(PANV,,MYLONGMOD)

TSO Allocation
You can use the PANALLOC TSO command to allocate a single SYSLIB Panvalet library. The Subsystem does not
support concatenated TSO allocated (PANALLOC) SYSLIB data sets.

PANALLOC Command

The PANALLOC TSO command supplied with Panvalet allows you to allocate members of Panvalet libraries directly so
they can be used for direct input to a compiler.

PANALLOC Command Syntax

PANALLOC FI(    )  DA(       )  UNIT(   )   VOL(    )  -

SHR SUBSYS(PANV) SUBPARM(MEMBER(   )) RECFM(   )       -

LRECL(   )  BLKSIZE(   )

The parameters within the PANALLOC command are defined as follows.

FI
The ddname to which the allocation is made.

DA
The data set name to allocate. If the member name contains eight or fewer characters and begins with an
alphabetic or national character, you can specify it as part of the data set name as if it were a member of a PDS.
For example, DA(MYLIB(MEMBER)).

UNIT
The device unit type associated with the device upon which the data set resides. You only need to specify this
parameter when the data set being allocated is not catalogued.

VOL
The volume serial number of the device upon which the data set resides. You only need to specify this parameter
when the data set being allocated is not catalogued. You can specify at most five volumes.

SHR
The disposition of the allocation. SHR is the only supported disposition and must be specified.

SUBSYS
SUBSYS specifies the subsystem name associated with the allocation. This optional parameter only needs to be
specified if SUBPARM is not specified. The SUBSYS parameter, if specified, must be of the form PANx, where x
stands for a single alphanumeric character. The default subsystem name is PANV. If your installation uses a name
other than PANV, the installers must provide you with the name to use and you must specify that name on every
PANALLOC command.

SUBPARM (MEMBER (member name))
The MEMBER keyword subparameter specifies the member (member name) of the PANLIB associated with the
allocation. Member names of greater than eight characters or which begin with a digit must be specified here. A
member name entered here overrides a member name entered as part of a data set name.

RECFM
The optional RECFM parameter specifies the record format of the data set allocated. The default is F. Only
RECFM F or FB are supported.

LRECL
LRECL is the logical record size of the data set associated with the allocation. This parameter is optional and has
a default value of 80. You can only specify LRECL 80.
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BLKSIZE
BLKSIZE is the block size of the data set associated with the allocation. This parameter is optional and has a
default value of 80. You can specify only values that are multiples of 80. The maximum block size allowed is
32,760.
The PANALLOC command was developed because the standard IBM TSO ALLOCATE command does not
accept the SUBSYS and SUBPARM parameters. Since those parameters are not required to release the
allocation, you can use the standard IBM TSO FREE command to free subsystem data sets.

Interactive Assembly of a PANLIB member
The following example shows the TSO commands required to assemble a source program interactively.

PANALLOC FI(SYSIN) DA('MY.ASM.PANLIB') SUBPARM(MEMBER(MYSOURCE)) SHR

ALLOCATE FI(SYSLIB) DA('SYS1.MACLIB' 'MY.PDS.MACLIB') SHR

ALLOCATE FI(SYSUT1) UNIT(SYSDA) SPACE(5,5) CYL

ALLOCATE FI(SYSPRINT) DA(*)

ALLOCATE FI(SYSPUNCH) UNIT(SYSDA) SPACE(5,2) TRACK

CALL 'SYS1.LINKLIB(ASMBLR)'

Input Multiple Library Search Example (SYSIN/PANDD11 Through PANDD19)

The following example shows TSO commands which compile member MAINPROG. If MAINPROG or any of the
members it ++INCLUDEs does not reside in the primary library (MY.PRIM.PANLIB), the subsystem searches the
secondary Panvalet libraries, MY.SEC1.PANLIB and MY.SEC2.PANLIB.

NOTE
The secondary libraries are allocated as normal z/OS data sets, without the SUBSYS= parameter.

LOGON ID PASSWORD

ALLOC F(SYSPRINT) SYSOUT(A)

PANALLOC F(SYSIN) DA('MY.PRIM.PANLIB(MAINPROG)') SHR SUBSYS(PANV)

ALLOC F(PANDD11) DA('MY.SEC1.PANLIB') SHR

ALLOC F(PANDD12) DA('MY.SEC2.PANLIB') SHR

ALLOC ....

  ...  OTHER ALLOCATIONS REQUIRED BY THE COMPILER

CALL 'SYS1.TSOSTUFF(COMPILER)' PARM='OPT1 OPT2'

Partitioned Processing Support (SYSLIB/COPYLIB)
The Panvalet Subsystem also provides PARTITIONED (BPAM) processing services for Panvalet libraries. BPAM
processing allows you to include Panvalet libraries in a SYSLIB or COPYLIB concatenation. The Panvalet Subsystem
supports up to 16 data sets in the SYSLIB concatenation. This facility uses a compiler to search a Panvalet library for
copybook or macro expansions (in the same way a PDS is searched).

To invoke this function, specify the JCL SUBSYS= parameter on each DD statement in the COPYLIB or SYSLIB
concatenation.

NOTE
If the JCL SUBSYS= parameter is not on every DD statement in the concatenation, results can be
unpredictable.

Partitioned processing support allows you to specify a single Panvalet library, a concatenation of Panvalet libraries, or the
mixture of Panvalet libraries and Partitioned Data sets as displayed in the following figures.
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NOTE
Partitioned data sets must have a LRECL of 80 and a BLKSIZE that is a multiple of the LRECL. The RECFM
must be F or FB.

Processing a Single PANLIB

The following example shows the JCL for partitioned processing of a single Panvalet library.

//SYSLIB    DD   DSN=MY.PANLIB,DISP=SHR,SUBSYS=PANV

Concatenation of PANLIBs

The following example shows the JCL for partitioned processing of a concatenation of Panvalet libraries.

//SYSLIB   DD    DSN=MY.FIRST.PANLIB,DISP=SHR,SUBSYS=PANV

//         DD    DSN=MY.SECOND.PANLIB,DISP=SHR,SUBSYS=PANV

Concatenation of Mixed Libraries

The following example shows the JCL for partitioned processing of a concatenation of mixed libraries.

//SYSLIB   DD    DSN=MY.FIRST.PANLIB,DISP=SHR,SUBSYS=PANV

//         DD    DSN=MY.SYSLIB.PDS,DISP=SHR,SUBSYS=PANV

//         DD    DSN=MY.SECOND.PANLIB,DISP=SHR,SUBSYS=PANV

You must specify the SUBSYS parameter on all DD statements within the concatenation to be processed as partitioned
input. If you do not specify the SUBSYS parameter on each DD statement in the concatenation, Panvalet either generates
a message indicating improper JCL construction and aborts the job, or unpredictable processing occurs.

NOTE
If all data sets in the SYSLIB concatenation are PDS libraries, then no SUBSYS parameter should be coded on
the DD statements.

Considerations of the DCB Parameter
The PANV subsystem is subject to the same rules of concatenation as normal sequential and partitioned data sets.
Therefore, the blocksize of the initial concatenation must be large enough to accommodate all subsequent blocksizes.

The PANV subsystem allows you to specify the DCB parameter on the DD statement defining a Panvalet library. The
PANV subsystem uses the information provided but does not effect actual DCB attributes of the Panvalet library. The
RECFM, LRECL, and BLKSIZE parameters are the only DCB subparameters supported, all others are considered to be
errors.

Sequential Default DCB Attributes

The following example shows the default attributes used when you do not specify a DCB parameter on the initial DD
statement of a concatenation code to be processed sequentially.

RECFM     F

LRECL     80

BLKSIZE   80
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Partitioned Default DCB Attributes

When you do not specify a DCB parameter on the initial DD statement of a concatenation code to be processed by means
of partitioned support, the default attributes used depend on the data sets:

1. All Panvalet libraries. 
When all the data sets in the concatenation are Panvalet libraries, the default DCB attributes are:

RECFM     FB

LRECL     80

BLKSIZE   3120

2. A mixture of Panvalet libraries and PDS. 
When the data sets in the concatenation are a mixture of both Panvalet and PDS libraries, the default DCB attributes
are:

RECFM     FB

LRECL     80

BLKSIZE   The largest BLKSIZE of the PDS data set within the

          concatenation.

Note:    It is not necessary for the PDS with the largest

          BLKSIZE to be the first data set within the

          concatenation.

Note:    A BLKSIZE override in the JCL whose value is less

          than that of the largest BLKSIZE of a PDS within the

          concatenation is ignored.

3. All PDS Libraries. 
When all the data sets in the concatenation are PDS libraries, the default DCB attributes are:

RECFM     FB

LRECL     80

BLKSIZE   The largest BLKSIZE of the PDS data set within the

          concatenation.

Note:    It is not necessary for the PDS with the largest

          BLKSIZE to be the first data set within the

          concatenation.

Note:    A BLKSIZE override in the JCL whose value is less

          than that of the largest BLKSIZE of a PDS within the

          concatenation is ignored.

The ++INCLUDE Expansion by Partitioned Support Process
For sequential processing, the Panvalet Subsystem supports the same multiple-library search technique as PAN#1.
The primary library, specified on the DD statement, is used as sequential input to the compiler. Secondary libraries are
allocated using the same ddnames used by PAN#1 (PANDD11 through PANDD19).

++INCLUDE expansion does not exist for members processed as partitioned members. If ++INCLUDE statements exist
within data processed as partitioned input, the statement is passed to the compiler unchanged.

The following figures give examples of the interaction of ++INCLUDE processing and Copy or Macro expansion in
an environment using the Panvalet Subsystem Partitioned Support for SYSLIB processing and Panvalet Subsystem
Sequential Support for SYSIN processing.
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++INCLUDE/COPY Interaction Example 1

The following exhibit displays an example of a COBOL program (PAY57) containing a ++INCLUDE for member INC57.
The include INC57 contains a COPY statement to provide for the expansion of A57.

The COBOL program processed is displayed in the example. The SYSIN processing routines of the PANV subsystem are
responsible for expanding ++INCLUDEs found within the input stream.

The compiler is responsible for requesting the expansion of the COPY statements. The partitioned processing functions
of the PANV subsystem simulate the PDS, and therefore, process the I/O requests of the compiler to expand the A57
member.

   MY.COBOL.PANLIB                        MY.COBOL.COPY.PANLIB

 *=========================*             *=====================*

 :   PAY57                 :             :   A57               :

 : +---------------------+ :             : +-----------------+ :

 : |             ...     | :             : |                 | :

 : | ...............  M01| :             : | @@@@@@@@@@@@ A01| :

 : | ++INCLUDE INC57  M02| :             : | @@@@@@@@@@@@ A02| :

 : | ...............  M03| :             : | @@@@@@@@@@@@ A03| :

 : | ...............  M04| :             : | @@@@@@@@@@@@ A04| :

 : | ...............  M05| :             : | @@@@@@@@@@@@ A05| :

 : | ...............  M06| :             : | @@@@@@@@@@@@ A06| :

 : |                     | :             : |                 | :

 : |                     | :             : |                 | :

 : +---------------------+ :             : +-----------------+ :

 :                         :             :                     :

 :  INC57 :                              :                     :

 : +---------------------+ :             *=====================*

 : |                     | :

 : |                     | :

 : | %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  I01| :

 : | COPY A57         I02| :

 : | %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  I03| :   // ..... COBOL COMPILE

 : | %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  I04| :   //SYSIN  DD DSN=MY.COBOL.PANLIB(PAY57),

 : |                     | :   //       SUBSYS=PANV

 : |                     | :   //SYSLIB DD DSN=MY.COBOL.COPY.PANLIB,

 : +---------------------+ :   //       SUBSYS=PANV

 *=========================*

                                    . ............ M01

                                      %%%%%%%%%%%% I01

                                      @@@@@@@@@@@@ A01

 The COBOL source that was            @@@@@@@@@@@@ A02

 compiled is shown at the             @@@@@@@@@@@@ A03

 right. ++INCLUDE and COPY            @@@@@@@@@@@@ A04

 statements work                      @@@@@@@@@@@@ A05

 independently. There is              @@@@@@@@@@@@ A06

 no interaction between               %%%%%%%%%%%% I03

 the two.                             %%%%%%%%%%%% I04

                                      ............ M03

                                      ............ M04

                                      ............ M05

                                    . ............ M06
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++INCLUDE/COPY Interaction Example 2

The following exhibit displays an example of a COBOL program (PAY57) containing a ++INCLUDE for member INC57.
The include INC57 contains a COPY statement to provide for the expansion of A57. Additionally, the COPY member A57
incorrectly contains a ++INCLUDE for member INC58.

The COBOL program processed is displayed in the example. The SYSIN processing routines of the PANV subsystem are
responsible for expanding ++INCLUDEs found within the input stream.

The compiler is responsible for requesting the expansion of the COPY statements. The partitioned processing functions
of the PANV subsystem simulate the PDS, and therefore, process the I/O requests of the compiler to expand the A57
member. However, the compiler knows nothing of ++INCLUDE control cards and returns the ++INCLUDE unprocessed,
causing an error in compilation.

  MY.COBOL.PANLIB                          MY.COBOL.COPY.PANLIB

*=========================*              *========================*

:  PAY57                  :              :  A57                   :

: +---------------------+ :              : +--------------------+ :

: |                     | :              : |                    | :

: |                     | :              : | @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ A01| :

: | ...............  M01| :              : | @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ A02| :

: | ++INCLUDE INC57  M02| :              : | ++INCLUDE INC58 A03| :

: | ...............  M03| :              : +--------------------+ :

: | ...............  M04| :              :   INC58                :

: | ...............  M05| :              : +--------------------+ :

: | ...............  M06| :              : |                    | :

: |                     | :              : | &&&&&&&&&&&&&&& Y01| :

: |                     | :              : |                    | :

: +---------------------+ :              : +--------------------+ :

:                         :              :                        :

:   INC57                 :              :                        :

: +---------------------+ :              *========================*

: |                     | :

: | %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  I01| :

: | COPY A57         I02| :

: | %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  I03| :    // ..... COBOL COMPILE

: | %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  I04| :    //SYSIN  DD DSN=MY.COBOL.PANLIB(PAY57),

: |                     | :    //       SUBSYS=PANV

: |                     | :    //SYSLIB DD DSN=MY.COBOL.COPY.PANLIB,

: +---------------------+ :    //       SUBSYS=PANV

:                         :

:                         :

*=========================*

                                       . ............... M01

                                        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% I01

                                        @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ A01

 The COBOL source that was              @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ A02

 compiled is shown at the               ++INCLUDE INC58 A03

 right. ++INCLUDE and COPY              %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% I03

 statements work                .       %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% I04

 independently. There is                ............... M03

 no interaction between                 ............... M04

 the two.                               ............... M05

                                        ............... M06
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                                      .

++INCLUDE/COPY Interaction Example 3

The following exhibit displays an example of a COBOL program (PAY57) containing a ++INCLUDE for member INC57.
The include INC57 contains two COPY statements to provide for the expansion of A57 and A58.

The COBOL program processed is displayed in the example. The SYSIN processing routines of the PANV subsystem are
responsible for expanding ++INCLUDEs found within the input stream.

The compiler is responsible for requesting the expansion of the COPY statements. The partitioned processing functions
of the PANV subsystem simulate the PDS, and therefore, process the I/O requests of the compiler to expand the A57 and
A58 members.

  MY.COBOL.PANLIB                          MY.COBOL.COPY.PANLIB

 *=========================*              *=====================*

 :  PAY57                  :              :   A57               :

 : +---------------------+ :              : +-----------------+ :

 : |                     | :              : |                 | :

 : |                     | :              : | @@@@@@@@@@@@ A01| :

 : | ...............  M01| :              : | @@@@@@@@@@@@ A02| :

 : | ++INCLUDE INC57  M02| :              : | @@@@@@@@@@@@ A03| :

 : | ...............  M03| :              : |                 | :

 : | ...............  M04| :              : +-----------------+ :

 : | ...............  M05| :              *=====================+

 : | ...............  M06| :

 : |                     | :               MY.COBOL.COPY.PANLIB2

 : |                     | :              *=====================+

 : +---------------------+ :              :   A58               :

 :                         :              : +-----------------+ :

 : INC57                   :              : | &&&&&&&&&&&& Y01| :

 : +---------------------+ :              : +-----------------+ :

 : |                     | :              :                     :

 : | %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  I01| :              *=====================*

 : | COPY A57 I02        | :

 : | %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  I03| :     // ..... COBOL COMPILE

 : | COPY A58 I04|         :     //SYSIN DD DSN=MY.COBOL.PANLIB(PAY57),

 : |                     | :     // SUBSYS=PANV

 : |                     | :     //SYSLIB DD DSN=MY.COBOL.COPY.PANLIB,

 : +---------------------+ :     // SUBSYS=PANV

 :                         :     // DD DSN=MY.COBOL.COPY.PANLIB2,

 :                         :        SUBSYS=PANV

 *=========================*

                                  . ............ M01

                                    %%%%%%%%%%%% I01

                                    @@@@@@@@@@@@ A01

 The COBOL source that was          @@@@@@@@@@@@ A02

 compiled is shown at the           @@@@@@@@@@@@ A03

 right. ++INCLUDE and COPY          %%%%%%%%%%%% I03

 statements work             .      &&&&&&&&&&&& Y01

 independently. There is            ............ M03

 no interaction between             ............ M04

 the two.                           ............ M05
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                                    ............ M06

                                  .

Copying Members to a PDS
This topic describes how to copy members to a PDS.

It is possible to copy members that reside in a Panvalet library to a PDS. During WRITE WORK processing with the
OPTION OUTPUT in effect, Panvalet writes a PDS member for every INCLUDE command in the member being written to
WORK. You must be careful when writing a member to a PDS if the member contains embedded INCLUDEs that are not
located at the very end of the member.

In the following examples, the requirements for each of the Panvalet commands are in effect. The column 72 option for
the ++OPTION and ++WRITE commands may be specified or the installation setting will be used.

Copying a Single Member

Sample JCL to copy a single member (that does not have ++INCLUDE commands throughout the member) to a PDS:

//jobname    JOB  job information

//stepname  EXEC  PGM=PAN#1

//PANDD1      DD  DSN=PAN.VALET,DISP=SHR

//*    PDS MUST be allocated before this job is submitted.

//PDSOUT      DD  DSN=OUTPUT.PDS,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT    DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN       DD  *

++OPTION OUTPUT,PDSOUT,MBRNAME

++WRITE WORK,MBRNAME

/*

Copying All Members

This section provides an example of copying all members.

No ++INCLUDE Commands

Sample JCL to copy all members (that do not have ++INCLUDE commands throughout the member) to a PDS:

NOTE
The members written to the PDS will have the same member name as in the Panvalet library if the member
name is eight characters or less. Otherwise, the first eight characters are used.

//jobname    JOB  job information

//stepname  EXEC  PGM=PAN#1

//PANDD1      DD  DSN=PAN.VALET,DISP=SHR

//*    PDS MUST be allocated before this job is submitted.

//PDSOUT      DD  DSN=OUTPUT.PDS,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT    DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN       DD  *

++OPTION OUTPUT,PDSOUT

++WRITE WORK,*

/*
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++INCLUDE Commands

When members (that contain ++INCLUDEs throughout the member) are written to a PDS, it may be necessary to use
the Panvalet GROUP PROCESSOR, also known as PGP. This is documented in Extended Features. This feature
automates the process of generating the ++WRITE WORK commands, and it stores the commands in the SYSPUNCH
file that is specified.

You must edit the SYSPUNCH file to insert a ++OPTION OUTPUT command before each ++WRITE WORK
command. Panvalet does not automate the process of generating the ++OPTION commands.

Add Members Containing ++ or -- Commands to a Panvalet Library
You can add members that contain ++ or --  commands in columns 1 & 2 to a Panvalet library using the DLM parameter
with the ++ADD command.

NOTE

Panvalet must be current on maintenance to use the DLM parameter.

To add a member, use the DLM parameter with the ++ADD command as follows:

++ADD newmem,type,DLM=dc

dc

• newmem
Specifies the name of the member that you are adding to the Panvalet library.

• type
Specifies the member type. Valid values: JCL, DATA

• dc
Specifies the two-character delimiter that is used when reading input data.
Specify two delimiter characters that are not currently used in positions 1 & 2 of the member that is being added.
Panvalet reads the input as data until it reads the two-character delimiter.

Example: Reading Members Directly from a PDS Library or Sequential File

In this example, three JCL members are added from a PDS. When reading members directly from a PDS library or
sequential file, you do not need to change the first character of any JCL statements to $, because it is not instream in
SYSIN and JES does not see it.

The delimiter ?? or $$ is used with the DLM parameter in this example. Note that the delimiter is also placed on the line
following the ++ADD statements that specify the DLM parameter.

//STEP01   EXEC PGM=PAN#1,REGION=4M

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//PANDD1   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=YOUR.PANVALET.LIBRARY

//PDSIN    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=INPUT.PDS.FILE

//SYSIN    DD  *

++OPTION INPUT,PDSIN

++ADD JCL001,JCL,DLM=??

??

++ADD PARM1,DATA

++ADD JCL002,JCL,DLM=??

??

++ADD JCL003,JCL,DLM=$$

$$
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++ADD PARM2,DATA

/*

//

Example: Add a Member with JCL Instream in SYSIN

This example contains JCL as instream in SYSIN. You must change the first character of statements that follow the +
+ADD statement to a dollar sign ($), otherwise JES sees it as JCL to be executed.

In this example, all statements between the two ## delimiters comprise the member that is being added.

//STEP01   EXEC PGM=PAN#1,REGION=4M

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//PANDD1   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=YOUR.PANVALET.LIBRARY

//SYSIN    DD  *

++ADD SV1DLM,JCL,DLM=##

$/JOBCARD1 JOB  (00000000),'NAME',CLASS=K,MSGCLASS=X,MSGLEVEL=(1,1)

$/STEP01   EXEC PGM=PAN#2,REGION=4M

$/SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

$/PANDD1   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=YOUR.PANVALET.LIBRARY

$/SYSIN    DD  *

++PRINT 0-UP

$*

$/

##

/*

//
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System Management
Information to help you store, retrieve, maintain, and control source programs, object programs, job control language, and
card-image files.

Panvalet is a program management and security system. This product helps you store, retrieve, maintain, and control
source programs, object programs, job control language, and card-image files.

This product is available for operation in the z/OS and VSE environments. This document set includes information for z/
OS and VSE environments. Unless otherwise noted, the z/OS information applies to earlier OS/390 environments.

Library

The Panvalet programs automatically open the product libraries for update unless you deactivate the Access Date
Maintenance Facility. For more information about this facility, see Library Members.

Ensure that your operating system (z/OS or VSE) supports the DASAD that the Panvalet resides on.

Unique storage techniques and direct access methods for dynamic DASAD space allocation minimize library
reorganization requirements.

Internal compression techniques remove non-essential data fields (such as blanks, sequence numbers, identification
fields, and COBOL keywords).

NOTE
For information about protecting the library in a multiple partition or CPU environment, see Multiple Partition
Protection.

Library Term Definitions

The Panvalet documentation uses the following library related terms:

Library Member
Refers to an individual entry in the library. A member may contain any of the following items:

• A source language program
• An object program
• A job control language (JCL)
• A card-image data file
• EBCDIC characters
• A portion of any of the listed items.

A single member might contain multiple items, including items of varying formats. For example, you can store part of a
JCL and part of a source language in the same member.

Use the PAN#1 command with the relevant subcommand to edit the library as follows:

•ADD
Creates or formats a member.

FORMAT
Reformats the member as another language type.

The standard logical record length of a member is 80 bytes, but DATA language type members might be longer (up to
4096 bytes). This length exception makes the DATA language type ideal for storage of print-image data files.
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Name
Specifies the unique name of a member. You assign a member name when you enter the member in the library.
Limits:  1-10 alphanumeric or special characters (in any combination)

Status
Specifies the status of a library member as follows:
PRODuction|TEST

Specifies which operations (data installation or testing) are actively using the program or file that the
member represents.
Default: TEST

ENABLE or DISABLED
Specifies the activity of the member.
Default: ENABLE

ACTIVE or INACTIVE
Specifies how frequently you expect the to reference the member. Label a member INACTIVE only when
you expect to reference it infrequently.
Default: ACTIVE

The program assign default status values to all new members. Use the STATUS subcommand of PAN#1 to
change these values.
The status of a member controls your ability to alter or delete the member as follows:

• Delete permissions apply to both TEST members and PRODuction members. To remove an obsolete member
from the library, place it in DISABLED status and move it to a protection file. 

• Update permissions apply only to TEST members.  If the member that you want to update is in PRODuction,
duplicate it and update the copy. Use the COPY subcommand of PAN#1 to duplicate a member. The program
places all duplicate members in the TEST state.

Modification Level
Specifies the number of updates.When you add a member to the library, the program sets the modification level to
001. Each time you update the member, the level increases.Limits: 001-255.
The PAN#1 UPDATE function succeeds only when your request accurately specifies the modification level unless
the LEVEL0 option in the PVOPT macro specifies that 0 is also acceptable. We recommend that you verify the
modification level before you use the PAN#1 UPDATE function. The level appears at beginning of the compile
listing. Use the LEVEL command of PAN#1 to alter the level of a member.If you selected the level stamp option at
installation, when you retrieve members using PAN#1 ++SELECT and ++WRITE, the Panvalet Subsystem, and
the Panvalet ISPF Option, the level number is retrieved into positions 78 to 80 of changed COBOL, ANSCOBOL,
BAL, RPG, AUTOCODER, JCL, PL/I, and FORTRAN statements.

Format
Specifies the format using one of the following values:
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• (Default) Unspecified
• AUTOCODER
• BAL|ALC
• COBOL
• ANSCOBOL
• COBOL-72
• FORTRAN
• PL/I|PL/1
• RPG
• OBJECT
• JCL
• DATA
• OTHER
• USER780
• USER180

The product directory list includes the specified format and also controls the sequence-checking option of the ADD
command. Use the FORMAT command to change the format descirption.

Locking
Specifies whether you can edit the member. For more information, see LOCK/UNLOCK Considerations.

(Optional) Member User Code
You can supply an optional user code when entering a member into the library. The user code is a parameter on
the PAN#1 ADD command. It can consist of up to four numeric digits, 0 to 9999.
The member user code is printed on the Panvalet library directory list.
The user code can represent additional numeric information related to the member (for example, project number,
application or account number, or employee number). However, it can also be a member security code if it is a
secured member (see the next section, Member Security Level). The user code defaults to zero if you do not
specify it on the ADD command. Use the USER command of PAN#1 to establish, alter, or eliminate the user code.

Member Security Level
Optionally, you can assign a security level to selected members using the USER command in PAN#1. Zero (0) is
the default value for all library members and implies that no special actions are necessary to protect the contents
of an individual member. Assigning a value of 1, 2, or 3 for a member's security level results in a security-
controlled member.
To access a secured member, you must provide an ACCESS command with an appropriate code for that
member in a PAN#1 run. The member security level determines the number of factors (member security code,
and installation and library security codes) used in developing the appropriate code specified in the ACCESS
command.

Sequence Checking
You can optionally sequence check members during initial entry into the library by specifying the SEQ parameter
on the ADD command. Members are checked for ascending sequence in the positions indicated by the standard
of the member description specified. For information about the specific positions checked, see the formatting
reference chart in the Using section.
When you specify the SEQ option, a complete print of all 80 positions of each input record is provided. When
a sequence error is detected, the characters SEQUENCE ERROR appear to the right of the out-of-sequence
statements on the print output file. The new sequence number assigned by PAN#1 also appears on each printed
line for future reference.
The LIST option is an alternative to the SEQ option. It operates in the same way, producing a print of the 80
position input record and the PAN#1 sequence numbers for future reference, but the LIST option does not print
the SEQUENCE ERROR message.
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Access Date
The Access Date, also known as Date of Last Access, contains the most recent date on which the member was
accessed. This date is updated for read-only as well as update functions unless:

• The entire Panvalet library was opened as read-only.
• Updating of Access Date is deactivated.

NOTE
Whenever the Access Date and Maint Date are the same, only the Access Date has the date displayed.
The Maint Date is displayed with blanks.

The following read-only functions cause the Access Date to be updated:

• ++INCLUDE and ++WRITE WORK in batch
• Direct compiler input for the subsystem
• BROWSE in the Panvalet ISPF Option
• Members retrieved by the Panvalet TSO Option PAN R command

Because of the potential performance issues related to updating this field every time a member is read without
being updated, options selected in Panvalet Batch Subsystem and in the Panvalet optional products can
deactivate this facility.
Notes: For more information, see the following topics:

• UPTIMEST parameter in the "Installation" section
• &PDLA parameter of PSPIPOPT in Installation Topics in the section "Installing the ISPF Option"
• Formatting Options for Add/Store in the "Modifying Installation Defaults" section

Panvalet Batch job steps using the PARM=('OPEN=INP') on the EXECution JCL also prevent the Access Date
from being updated for that execution step. For more information, see Read-Only Access in the "Executing
Panvalet" section
PCOMPARE requires a PTF from Broadcom Support to deactivate this facility.

Maint Date
The Access Date, also known as Date of Last Access, contains the most recent date on which the member was
accessed. This date is updated for read-only as well as update functions unless:

• The entire Panvalet library was opened as read-only.
• Updating of Access Date is deactivated.

NOTE
Whenever the Access Date and Maint Date are the same, only the Access Date has the date displayed.
The Maint Date is displayed with blanks.

The following read-only functions cause the Access Date to be updated:

• ++INCLUDE and ++WRITE WORK in batch
• Direct compiler input for the subsystem
• BROWSE in the Panvalet ISPF Option
• Members retrieved by the Panvalet TSO Option PAN R command

Because of the potential performance issues related to updating this field every time a member is read without
being updated, options selected in Panvalet Batch Subsystem and in the Panvalet optional products can
deactivate this facility.
Notes: For more information, see the following sections:

• UPTIMEST parameter in the "Installation" section
• &PDLA parameter of PSPIPOPT in the topic "Installing the ISPF Option"
• Formatting Options for Add/Store in the topic "Modifying Installation Defaults"
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Panvalet Batch job steps using the PARM=('OPEN=INP') on the EXECution JCL also prevent the Access Date
from being updated for that execution step. For more information, see Read-Only Access in "Executing Panvalet."
PCOMPARE requires a PTF from Broadcom Support to deactivate this facility.

Library Statements

Library statements control the functions of the Panvalet system. Each library statement consists of a library command,
parameters, and values.

The library command (++COMMAND) tells the system what to do. All commands, except the INCLUDE command, must
begin in position 1. Each library command must begin with ++ unless it is a PAN#1 command, in which case either +
+ or is acceptable. For example, ++WRITE and --WRITE are both valid and processed the same way. However, when
an unsuccessful library command is encountered, that command and any commands that follow are bypassed until a +
+ command is encountered. Any erroneous command starts the bypass operation, and only a ++ command stops the
bypass. Examples of this are:

• ++ADD Add the following records to the library data records.
• --WRITE Bypass if preceding ++ command unsuccessful.
• --RENAME Bypass if preceding ++ command unsuccessful.
• ++ADD Bypassing stopped; add the following records.

One or more library statements plus any appropriate data records (the coding of the ADD examples above would show
data records following the ADD command) make up the input stream to a Panvalet program, in this case PAN#1.

Parameters define how the command is performed. They identify output files, program functions, and member attributes.
For example, the following statements each add a member to the library, but because the parameters differ, each
statement assigns a different name and internal description to the member:

++ADD PAYR210,COBOL            COBOL source deck for 'PAYR210'

++ADD PAYR300,BAL              ASSEMBLER source deck for 'PAYR300'

You can also include comments. Comments print on the output list but have no effect on the system. You can code
comments after the first blank following the parameter. The following are examples of library statements with comments:

++ADD PAYR210,COBOL      ADD PAYROLL UPDATE PROGRAM

          source deck to 'PAYR210'

++STATUS PAYR210,PROD    PUT PAYR210 IN PRODUCTION STATUS

NOTE
All function commands and parameters must be in uppercase.

Format

To enter a library statement into the Panvalet system, include a library statement record in the input file, using the
following standards:

• All commands except the INCLUDE command must begin in position 1 and end before position 73 of the record.
• Leave at least a single space between the command and the first parameter, if any.
• Use commas with no intervening spaces to separate multiple parameters.
• Start comments, if any, one space after the last character of the last parameter.

Security Statements (PAN#1)

PAN#1 library statements control the security features of PAN#1. These statements are known as security statements.
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Use security statements for the following purposes:

• Operate on suppressed commands or parameters.
• Change the security control status or security level of a library member.
• Access a secured library member.

For more information about how to use security statements in normal day-to-day operations (such as adding, modifying,
and retrieving programs for compilation and testing), see Using.

Use of PAN#1 z/OS

Use of PAN#1 - VSE
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Library Protection Statements (PAN#2)

Use the library protection system (PAN#2) to monitor and protect the library file. We recommend that your security
settings specify a single key person or group that is responsible for library file protection, and grant only this key person or
group access to the PAN#2.

Use PAN#2 for the following purposes:

• PAN#2 PASS Command
• Unlock a locked member regardless of the user ID.
• Relock a locked member to a new user ID.
• Produce a library directory listing (complete or partial).
• Produce a protection file directory listing.
• Produce a backup protection file.
• Produce a library attribute report
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Use an attribute report as a guide to create a library with similar characteristics.
• Modify and report audit information.
• Delete members by copying them to a protection file.
• Restore or replace members from a protection file.
• Produce a match-merge or historical delete protection file.
• Transfer members to another library file directly or using a protection file.
• Upgrade the library format.
• Modify the library security code.

Programs

The PAN#2, PAN#3, PAN#4, PAN#6, PAN#7, and PAN#8 programs provide the protection, control, and backup features of
the Panvalet system and are intended for use by systems programming, operating, and data processing management.

PAN#1 is designed for general use by all programming, operating, and data processing management personnel. PAN#1
performs the functions required for the random storage, maintenance, and direct access of source programs, JCL, and
data in the Panvalet library. Your familiarity with the structure of PAN#1 (its commands, file requirements, options, and
operating characteristics) is essential to the most effective application of the Panvalet program management and security
system in your data processing environment.

This document describes the management control functions of PAN#2 to PAN#8 in addition to selected PAN#1 functions.
For information on all the PAN#1 functions, see the Using section.

Management Utility Programs

Use the management utility programs (PAN#4-PAN#8) for the following purposes:

• View the library footprint information.
• Clear the library footprint.
• Initialize the library.
• Establish privileged PAN#1 functions.
• Suppress selected PAN#1 commands or parameters.
• Produce the library analysis report.
• Produce cross-reference reports.
• Search members.
• Replace, delete, or modify scan fields.

Files

Panvalet for z/OS programs uses the ddnames SYSIN, SYSPRINT, SYSPUNCH, PANDD1, PANDD2, and PANDD3
for their input and output files. The Panvalet VSE programs use the ddnames SYSIPT, SYSLST, SYSPCH, PANDD1,
PANDD2, and PANDD3 for their input and output files. Optionally, you can supply alternative ddnames at program
execution time (z/OS) or installation (VSE).

This section describes the Panvalet files as they function in the z/OS and VSE environments. The common files described
later in this section function identically in both environments. You should become familiar with the files for your specific
environment and the files common to both environments.

When you execute Panvalet, youuse  common files and files that are specific to your environment.

Common Files

When you execute Panvalet, use the following common files:
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PAN#1 multiple library member search
The multiple library search facility provides logical concatenation of Panvalet libraries for the purpose of member
name searches. For more information about multiple library member searches, see the Using section.

PAN#2 output protection files (PANDD2)
PAN#2 writes members to a protection (backup) file during the execution of the DUMP, DELETE, and TRANSFER
commands. The resulting output files from these commands could be logically thought of as the Dump File, Delete
File, and Transfer File.
Dump File

Created by the PAN#2 DUMP function, which serves as primary means of backup for the library. It
contains all members of the library.

Delete File
Created by the DELETE function. It contains deleted library members.

Transfer File
Contains selected library members specified by the TRANSFER function (a convenient method for
transferring members between libraries with a backup of the transferred members).

All of these output protection files have identical formats. You can use any output protection file as input to PAN#2
for the purpose of replacing and restoring all members found on the protection file, or for replacing and restoring
only selected members as well as for other functions. Members are not replaced in the library if they are in PROD
status. Members are not restored if they already exist in the library. For more information, see Input Protection
Files (PANDD3) in this section.
PANDD2 can be a DUMMY data set, except when PAN#2 is doing a match-merge (OPTION INPUT) of an
input protection file to an output protection file. Using a DUMMY data set for PANDD2 during the execution of
PAN#2 DUMP, DELETE, and TRANSFER commands results in no members being backed up to a protection file.
Although the dumped and transferred members still remain in the Panvalet library being acted on (PANDD1) by
the PAN#2 execution, the deleted members are lost (deleted from the Panvalet library with no backup from which
to recover).

NOTE
For more information, see DUMP Command, DELETE Command, and TRANSFER Command in the
topic "PAN#2 Library Protection."

Delete file
Normally, the regularly scheduled use of the DUMP and DELETE functions meets your requirements for providing
backup. The DELETE function creates a tape containing only members removed from the library during some
time period, such as monthly. By retaining these tapes, you can retrieve an older or prior version of a program.
However, additional processing capabilities of the DELETE function are match/merge and historical delete files.
Match-merge

You create this file by match-merging deleted members from two input files: the library file and the
previously created match-merge delete file. You can invoke this PAN#2 processing option by the OPTION
INPUT command used with the DELETE function. A member being deleted from the library is always
written to the new output file, whereas a member from the input file is not copied to the output if there is
an identically-named member being deleted from the library.
The resulting output file contains the most recent copy (identically-named members) of all deleted
members. Another interpretation of the contents of this file is that it contains the prior version of a program
(library member). This assumes that the most current version of that program is in production status on
the Panvalet library. You can easily restore the previous production program using the latest match-merge
delete file, though first you must rename or delete the member you want to replace.

Historical
This file can contain all deleted members as well as all prior versions of identically-named members. You
can produce this file by two methods using the match-merge technique:
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• The first method relies on a unique naming scheme where identically-named members are avoided
(instead of match-merging, a straight merge takes place).
For example, you give a program the application name ACPY10. Then you add a letter suffix to
identify the first and future versions, such as ACPY10A, ACPY10B. Many naming schemes are
possible.

• However, if you do not have a unique naming scheme, but still need a historical delete file, Panvalet
provides a second method. This method involves the use of version numbers that are automatically
generated and assigned to a member written to an output protection file. This is a PAN#2 processing
option that you specify at system generation time. For more information, see the PVOPT option
DELVERS in the topic "PVOPT Macro USERMODs" in the  Panvalet for z/OS Getting Started.

For more information about delete files, see Maintaining Match-Merge/Historical Delete Files in the topic
"PAN#2 Library Protection."

Input protection files (PANDD3)
An input protection file is a previously-created output protection file. Four separate operations of PAN#2 can
process an input protection file (you cannot perform these operations in the same execution of PAN#2):

• The first operation restores or replaces members to the library. It can restore or replace to a newly-created
Panvalet file or to an existing Panvalet library file.
Panvalet provides complete facilities to restore or replace all or selected members from the input protection
files to the library file online. When selecting members, specify the name or the name and version number.
PAN#2 automatically selects the latest version of an input member if you do not specify version number,
whether you want to restore all or only specified members.

• The second operation match-merges members from an input protection file by name with members being
deleted or transferred from the library to a new output protection file. This processing option of PAN#2 is
intended for the user who needs to have a match-merge or historical delete file.

• The third operation displays the contents of a previously-created protection file with a PRINT command
specified with the BACKUP parameter. You can display all or selected members.

• The fourth operation uses the BYPASS command to drop members from an input file.

PAN#2 optional output library file (PANDD2)
PAN#2 can optionally direct output from a TRANSFER function to another Panvalet library without using a
protection file to back up what was transferred. This, in effect, copies members from one Panvalet library
to another with no backup of the transferred members. Specify an OPTION OUTPUT command prior to a
TRANSFER to invoke this option. In this case, the PANDD2 file must be a Panvalet library.

PAN#7 intermediate sort file
PAN#7, the program that produces a cross-reference report of included members, invokes the z/OS sort program
during its execution. For this reason, the job control for the execution of PAN#7 must contain DD statements that
are suitable for the sort program being used at the particular installation.
For VSE, PAN#7 requires an intermediate sort file. PAN#7 assumes the logical unit SYS005 (unless you specify
an alternative unit), and it must be assigned to a disk unit. The filename is PANDD2 and must be supplied
on DLBL and EXTENT statements with up to four EXTENTS for DASAD workspace on CKD devices, and 16
EXTENTS on FBA devices. The DLBL statement for PANDD2 must be coded with DA as the file type (as opposed
to SD, which is used as the file type for PANDD2 in other Panvalet management programs).

z/OS Files

When you execute Panvalet in the z/OS environment, use the following environment specific files:

Library file (PANDD1)
All programs use the ddname PANDD1 to specify the Panvalet library. The library can reside on any z/OS-
supported direct-access device (DASD). PAN#4 allocates space and formats the blocks. There can be multiple
libraries, and each can reside on multiple DASD volumes. If you use multiple libraries, they must have different
data set names.
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PANDD1 should normally be a cataloged data set; it cannot be a DUMMY or DSN=NULLFILE data set. Support is
provided for shared DASD operation on all DASD devices. You should define the library data set with DISP=SHR.
For information about initializing the Panvalet library file, see Initializing the Library in the Management Utility
Programs section.

Input stream file (SYSIN)
All Panvalet programs use the ddname SYSIN for their input stream file (commands and data input). It is device-
independent and can be a card reader, tape, disk, or any other input device supported by QSAM. The record
format is always fixed block (FB).
The logical record length of the SYSIN file can range from 80 to 4096 bytes. When SYSIN logical record
lengths are greater than 80, you should use tape or disk files instead of JES SYSIN SPOOL files. BLKSIZE=80,
LRECL=80 is assumed if you do not supply them. Stacker select input data uses an LRECL=81 with the ,SL=YES
command option on the ++ADD or ++UPDATE command. Bytes 2 to 81 are used as input in this case.

NOTE
By default, the logical record length of the SYSIN file automatically determines the logical record length
of the input data being processed for the current command, unless otherwise specified by the ++ADD or
UPDATE LRECL= option.

Print file (SYSPRINT)
All Panvalet programs use the ddname SYSPRINT for their printed output data. It is device-independent and can
be a printer, tape, disk, or any other output device supported by QSAM.
Normally, this file is a SYSOUT writer. The carriage control is by the ASA code in the first byte. BLKSIZE=121,
LRECL=121 are assumed if you do not supply them. Line count is assumed to be 56 lines per page if you do not
specify a value. For more information, see the topic "Executing Panvalet."

Punch file (SYSPUNCH)
Only PAN#1 and PAN#2 have the option of using or needing an output punch file. The ddname SYSPUNCH
is used. Any data produced by the 0-UP directory listing option (PAN#2) or by the PAN#1 commands WRITE
PUNCH, SELECT PUNCH, or INSERT PUNCH is placed on this file. The punch file is device-independent and
can be a card punch, tape, disk, or any other device supported by QSAM.
Normally this file is a SYSOUT writer. The stacker select is by the ASA code in the first character. BLKSIZE=81,
LRECL=81 are assumed if you do not supply them. If you specify LRECL=80, the stacker select character is
omitted, and you can use the file as an additional work file.
The RECFM parameter on the SYSPUNCH DCB defaults to FBA (fixed block with ASA control architecture). You
can override it on the DD statement to facilitate its use as a secondary work or input file.

PAN#1 output work file (PANDD2)
PAN#1 uses the ddname PANDD2 for its optional output work file. Data produced by WRITE WORK, SELECT
WORK, or INSERT WORK library commands is placed on this file. Although this file is usually passed to a later
step in the job, it can be used as a storage medium for any data written to it. It can, for example, be used to
store the z/OS job control for production jobs and job steps. Production job streams can be stored in the library,
maintained by PAN#1, and executed on a day-to-day basis, from tape or disk, or through the HASP internal
reader.
PANDD2 is normally:

• A tape when used by an input reader
• A disk when used as a temporary data set to be passed to a subsequent step in the job
• DUMMY if not used

PANDD2 defaults to BLKSIZE=80, LRECL=80 if you do not supply them. Use larger block sizes if PANDD2 is
being used to pass data to a subsequent job step.
The logical record length of the PANDD2 output file can range from 80 to 4096 bytes.

NOTE
The logical record length of the PANDD2 output work file must match the logical record length of the
member currently being processed for any ++WRITE to WORK PANDD2 operations.
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The member described by the //PANDD2 DD statement is always opened and closed when you supply the DD
statement in the PAN#1 job step JCL, whether or not PAN#1 actually uses it. This procedure ensures that proper
terminating indicators (file mark/tape mark) are present on the PANDD2 data set for subsequent checking by later
job steps.

PAN#1 optional input file (user-supplied ddname)
PAN#1 can optionally process input data from one or more partitioned data sets (PDS) as instructed by
appropriate commands contained in the SYSIN file.
A separate DD statement, whose ddname you supply in an OPTION command, identifies each PDS to be used
as optional input. PAN#1, after encountering an OPTION command in the SYSIN file, automatically switches to
the specified PDS each time an ADD or UPDATE ALL command is subsequently encountered (these commands
identify the member-name). The specified member is then processed as input data until end-of-file, at which time
processing switches back to and continues with the SYSIN file.
The logical record length of the OPTION INPUT file can range from 80 to 4096 bytes.

NOTE
By default, the logical record length of the input file automatically determines the logical record length of
the input data being processed for the current command, unless otherwise specified by the ++ADD or
UPDATE LRECL option.

For more information about the OPTION INPUT file, see the Using section.
PAN#2 protection files (PANDD2 and PANDD3)

In the Panvalet system, the Panvalet library backup data sets are called protection files. A protection file is
sequential and can reside on either tape or disk. It is not a Panvalet library; however, the records are undefined
format and in the same compressed format as stored on the library. Their contents are meaningful only to PAN#2,
though you can use general utility programs for such purposes as copying tape-to-tape or data transmission.
You can use the protection files created by PAN#2 for security backup of the Panvalet library, for a history backup
of all deleted members, and for the transfer of members between libraries. You can selectively restore members
from any of these files in the event of disaster or for error recovery.
The ddname PANDD2 identifies any of the three types of output protection files created by PAN#2. The ddname
PANDD3 identifies any previously created protection file used as input to PAN#2.
The BLKSIZE of the protection files is at least the size of the library BLKSIZE plus 52. The PFBUFSZ parameter
of the PVOPT macro specifies the maximum BLKSIZE. If the maximum BLKSIZE is greater than the library
BLKSIZE plus 52, more than one library block is written to each protection file block. If PFBUFSZ is less than the
Panvalet library, the PANDD2 file reflects the BLKSIZE of the PANLIB.

WARNING
Do not attempt to alter the BLKSIZE using the DCB parameter of the DD statement.

Specifying a BLKSIZE greater than library block size (+52) has no effect on the size of the records written from
the library, because the protection file is undefined format, and the BLKSIZE is maximum block size. A smaller
BLKSIZE, however, forces reblocking when moving data from the library to the protection file.
The BLKSIZE of PANDD3 must be explicitly supplied on your JCL if PANDD3 is not a standard labeled data set.

PAN#1 optional work file (user-supplied ddname)
PAN#1 can optionally write members to a PDS. An OPTION OUTPUT command specifies a PDS in which output
is written. Then, whenever PAN#1 encounters a WRITE, SELECT, or INSERT to the work file, it writes those
records to the appropriate PDS member.
You can write as many members as necessary to any one PDS. Multiple OPTION OUTPUT commands can
specify the processing of multiple PDSs. For information about copying members from a PANLIB to a PDS, see
the Using section.
Together with the optional input file, you can perform complete PDS maintenance. This is especially important for
system data sets (such as SYS1.PROCLIB) that must reside in PDS form.
The logical record length of the OPTION OUTPUT file can range from 80 to 4096 bytes.
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VSE Files

When you execute Panvalet in the VSE environment, use the following environment specific files:

Library File (PANDD1)
The Panvalet library is a direct-access file for storage of members in compressed form. The library can reside
on any disk DASD device supported by VSE release 2 and above. You can have multiple libraries, and each can
reside on multiple DASD volumes.
Space is allocated and blocks are formatted in PAN#4. You can supply up to 16 DASD extents. You must always
assign the first extent to logical unit SYS006, except where alternative units are specified using installation
options. Subsequent units, if any, are assigned to SYS007, SYS008, and so on. If you use multiple extents, the
entire library must be online when processed by Panvalet programs. The DLBL filename used for the library is
PANDD1. You should catalog all Panvalet labels and DASD extents to the SYSRES standard label tracks.
Support is provided for shared DASD operation (multiple access to the Panvalet library from more than one CPU).
You must specify this option at system generation time. For more information, see Multiple Partition Protection.

Input Stream File (SYSIPT)
All Panvalet programs use the VSE system input unit (SYSIPT) for commands and user input. You can assign
SYSIPT to a card reader, tape, or disk.
SYSIPT is assumed to consist of 80- or 81-byte unblocked records. When PAN#1 reads an 81-byte record, it
assumes that the record was formerly a VSE SYSPCH record and ignores the Stacker Select character in position
1.
You can specify the LRECL parameter for certain PAN#1 commands, but the parameter cannot be larger than the
actual record length of the SYSIPT file. Specifying an LRECL=80 for an 81-byte SYSIPT record causes the first
80 bytes of SYSIPT records to be processed.
For information about the special use of the SYSPCH file as a subsequent SYSIPT file, see Punch File (SYSPCH)
in this section.

Print File (SYSLST)
All programs use the VSE system print unit (SYSLST) for output messages and a detailed print of the entire
input stream. SYSLST is also used for data written when a WRITE PRINT, SELECT PRINT, or INSERT PRINT
command is processed in PAN#1, and for the Panvalet library directory list in PAN#2.
The SYSLST file is device-independent. You can assign it to a printer or to tape or disk for later offline printing.
Records are 121-byte, unblocked, with a standard ASA carriage control code in the first position, followed by 120
print positions.

PANPRINT (SYS022)
PAN#1 uses this logical unit for the printed output of Panvalet members containing ASA or Machine carriage
control. PANPRINT is device-dependent and must be assigned to a valid printer device. Valid printer devices are
defined to POWER at IPL startup time and can be real or dummy devices.
To separate the PANPRINT output from SYSLST output, assign the PANPRINT logical unit number SYS022 to
a dummy printer. This results in all PAN#1 commands and SYSLST output in one print queue entry while the
PANPRINT output is in another print queue entry.
For more information, see the SSYS22 (PANPRINT) parameter in the topic "PVOPT Macro USERMODs" in the 
Panvalet for z/OS Getting Started.
For information about printing members from the Panvalet library that contain ASA or machine carriage control,
see the ++WRITE PRINT command section in the Using section.

Punch File (SYSPCH)
Only PAN#1 and PAN#2 have the option of using or needing an output punch file. The system logical unit
SYSPCH is used. Any data produced by the 0-UP directory-listing option (PAN#2) or by the PAN#1 commands
WRITE PUNCH, SELECT PUNCH, or INSERT PUNCH is placed on this file.
The SYSPCH file is device-independent. You can assign it to a card punch or to tape or disk for later offline
punching. Records are normally 81-byte, unblocked, with a standard ASA stacker-select character in the first
position followed by the 80-byte punch record.
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If you assign SYSPCH to tape and includ a // UPSI card in the JCL for execution of PAN#1, PUNCH records
written by PAN#1 to SYSPCH are in 80-byte, unblocked form with the stacker-select character omitted. The tape
can then be used for processing in another program. In all other cases, standard 81-byte records with a stacker-
select character inserted are written to SYSPCH.
If you assign the system punch unit to a tape or disk in PAN#1, VSE users with no need for actual card punching
can use the punch unit as an optional second work file. This file can be used as a subsequent input file to PAN#1
or as a means to create two job streams simultaneously, one on disk as the normal work file and a second on
SYSPCH.

PAN#1 Output Work File (PANDD2)
You can optionally use a work file in PAN#1 to facilitate subsequent processing of members retrieved from the
Panvalet library file (for example, compile, assemble). Data retrieved from the library with the WRITE WORK,
SELECT WORK, or INSERT WORK commands is written to this file.
You can assign the work file to a tape or disk unit at runtime. You cannot assign the work file to a VSAM-
managed SAM/ESDS file. PAN#1 assumes the logical unit SYS005 as the work file device assignment; however,
you can specify an alternative logical unit (see the Panvalet for z/OS Getting Started).
If assigned to a disk extent, the DLBL filename used is PANDD2. If you want to use the disk work capability,
catalog the DLBL and EXTENT statements to the SYSRES Standard Label Tracks.
The record length of the first member written from the Panvalet library determines the record length of the output
PANDD2 work file. All members written to the PANDD2 work file must be of the same record length. All records
are written as unblocked. The record length of this file can range from 80 to 4096 bytes.
You can use this work file as a subsequent SYSIPT without JCL or as a SYSIN with JCL and data. However,
record length restrictions for SYSIPT and SYSIN still apply.
You can also use the optional output work file for retrieval of job streams from a library for production operations.
In this way, you can store production job streams in the library, maintain them using PAN#1, and execute them
from tape or disk on a day-to-day or job-to-job basis. Also, you can use a tape work file for subsequent processing
in emulation or compatibility mode, or on another IBM or non-IBM computer.

PAN#1 Optional Input File (User-Supplied SYSnnn)
PAN#1, under the control of ++OPTION INPUT, can switch to read the ADD or UPDATE ALL commands from any
programmer logical unit being read from SYSIPT. When this is done, PAN#1 processes all data from the specified
logical unit as though it were being read from SYSIPT until it encounters end-of-file. At this point, PAN#1 switches
back to SYSIPT for its next command, and processing continues.
The Optional Input File record length can range from 80 to 4096 bytes. Use this file in conjunction with SYSIPT to
ADD or UPDATE members with record lengths up to 4096 bytes. This file is assumed to be unblocked.

NOTE
By default, the logical record length of the input file being processed automatically determines the logical
record length of the input data being processed for the current command, unless otherwise specified by
the ++ADD or UPDATE LRECL= option.

End-of-file on the specified programmer logical unit can occur in all the usual ways: tape mark or /* on tape,
file mark or /* on disk, or /* if a card reader. In addition, encountering VSE-system service-generated control
statements (PHASE from CSERV, CATALR from RSERV, CATALS from SSERV, CATALOG, and LIBR control
statement) can simulate end-of-file. In each of these cases, PAN#1 drops the PHASE, CATALR, CATALS,
BKEND, and LIBR control statements without processing them.

PAN#2 Protection Files (PANDD2 and PANDD3)
You can use the protection files created by PAN#2 for security backup of the Panvalet library, for a history backup
of all deleted members, and for the transfer of members between libraries. You can selectively restore members
from any of these files in event of disaster or for error recovery.
The DELETE, TRANSFER, and DUMP commands in PAN#2 produce output protection files. You can process any
of the three protection files as an input file in PAN#2.
You can assign the protection files to a tape or to a disk extent at execution time. You cannot assign the
protection file to a VSAM-managed SAM/ESDS file. When PAN#2 creates an output protection file, you must
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assign it to logical unit SYS005. When PAN#2 processes an input protection file, you must assign it to logical unit
SYS004 (see the  Panvalet for z/OS Getting Started).
The protection files are produced with standard volume and header labels. You must supply TLBL (for tape) or
DLBL (for disk) label information at execution time. The file names required on the DLBL or TLBL statements are
PANDD2 for an output protection file and PANDD3 for an input protection file. You should catalog a set of TLBL,
DLBL, and extent information for all protection files to the SYSRES Standard Label Tracks for normal operation.
All protection file records are blocked, undefined length, and are in the same compressed format as stored on the
library. Their content is meaningful only to PAN#2, though you can use general utility programs for such purposes
as copying tape-to-tape or data transmission.
The output protection files have the same block size (+52) as the Panvalet library. When assigned to disk, the
block size of the output protection file is the same as the library's (+52) if the track size of the output DASD is
sufficient. If not, a block size equal to the maximum track size of the output DASD is used.

PAN#1 ACCESS Command
The PAN#1 ACCESS command lets you access a security-controlled member. This section covers the following topics:

Syntax

++ACCESS code

Parameters
code

This required parameter specifies a numeric value which must equal the access code for any secured library
member that you subsequently access. It can have a value from 1 to 75533.

Operation

An ACCESS command can appear anywhere in the PAN#1 input stream. When PAN#1 encounters an ACCESS
command, it stores the value specified in the code parameter temporarily (until it encounters another ACCESS command).
Each time access to a secured member is attempted, PAN#1 compares the stored value to the referenced secured
member's access code. If the two values match, PAN#1 allows access to the referenced member. Otherwise, each library
statement making specific reference to that secured member is reported as an error.

If you need access to multiple secured library members (each with a different access code) in the same execution of
PAN#1, precede each group of library statements that requests access to the secured members with an appropriately
coded ACCESS command.

The ACCESS command has no effect on library statements that operate on unsecured members. You can intersperse
these statements with ACCESS commands and library statements that act on secured members.

You must take the following items into consideration when the embedded INCLUDE command is involved:

• To retrieve a secured member that includes one or more unsecured members by INCLUDEs, supply the access code
of the secured member in a preceding ACCESS command.

• When both including and included members are secured, you can use only one ACCESS command. This situation
requires the including and included secured members to have the same access code.

ACCESS statements are not printed on the output listing.

Computing Access Codes

The ACCESS command code parameter must match the access code of the referenced secured member; otherwise,
each requesting statement is listed on the PAN#1 output listing with an appropriate error message.
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To calculate the proper access code, use the following table:

Member'sSecurityLevelACCESS Required Code Parameter Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3
0 NO     
1 YES code= user code   
2 YES code= user code + library code  
3 YES code= user code + library code + installation code

The elements in this table and their definitions are as follows:

member's security level = ++USER, fourth parameter

user code               = ++USER, third parameter

library code            = PAN#2 CONTROL command

installation code       = installation section of PVOPT

Example 1

Assume that a program named BTV020 has a security level of 3 and a user code of 70 (both values appear on the latest
directory listing). A security level of 3, as shown in the following example, specifies that the access code for BTV020 is
calculated as the sum of all three security codes. The values 2000 and 100 are the current installation and library security
codes respectively.

The input stream to PAN#1 can be:

++ACCESS 2170   code = 70+100+2000

++STATUS BTV020,PROD

++WRITE PRINT,BTV020

/*

Example 2

The following example shows an input stream that allows access on an unsecured library to three secured members
named RTL10, RTL25, and ACTUPDT with access codes of 303, 303, and 65 respectively:

++ACCESS 303

++WRITE PRINT,RTL10

++WRITE PRINT,RTL25

++ACCESS 65

++WRITE PRINT,ACTUPDT

/*

NOTE
You can access RTL10 and RTL25 using one ACCESS command because they both have the same access
code.

PAN#1 CONTROL Command
The following topics are covered in this section:

++CONTROL lets PAN#1 operate on commands and parameters that PAN#4 suppressed (for a detailed description of
PAN#4, see Management Utility Programs).
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PAN#1 performs the suppressed functions if a CONTROL command with the correct control code specified precedes
these commands and parameters in the input stream.

Syntax

++CONTROL code

Parameters
code

This parameter specifies the control code, which is a numeric value equal to the sum of the installation and
library security codes. It can have a value from 0 to 65534 (the CONTROL command is required if no installation
or library security codes have been set because the default and, therefore, the sum is zero). If you omit this
parameter or supply an incorrect value, the CONTROL command is considered invalid and the suppress function
takes place. An error message is issued when you supply an invalid control code.

Operations

You can place the CONTROL command anywhere in the PAN#1 input stream. When Panvalet encounters a correctly
coded CONTROL command, the suppress feature is temporarily turned off, allowing suppressed commands and
parameters that follow to execute normally. The suppress feature remains off until one of the following is encountered in
the input stream:

• Input stream delimiter (/*)
• Another CONTROL command with the code parameter omitted

Overriding PAN#1 Suppressed Functions

PAN#4 initially establishes the suppress feature for a particular Panvalet library. However, you can obtain additional
protection if you make the library a security-controlled library. For definitions and the procedure for establishing a security-
controlled library, see Security and Control for the Library.

NOTE
The requirements for determining the control code are identical for both PAN#1 and PAN#2.

When you want PAN#1 to operate on suppressed library statements that contain commands or parameters, you must
include an appropriately coded CONTROL command in that execution of PAN#1.

Examples

For example, a Panvalet library has the commands RENAME and STATUS specified as suppressed. The installation and
library security codes are 50 and 200, respectively. Each of the following two input streams shows how you can use the
CONTROL command to allow PAN#1 to accept and operate on RENAME and STATUS commands.

Example 1

In this example, any number of RENAME and STATUS commands can follow the CONTROL command.

++CONTROL 250          (code = 50 + 200)

++RENAME PR300,PR300DEL

++STATUS PR300DEL,DISABLED

++WRITE WORK,DSETA

more commands (SUPPRESSed or non-SUPPRESSed)

/*
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Example 2

The following example shows two CONTROL commands placed in the input stream. PAN#1 accepts RENAME and
STATUS commands that fall between the two CONTROL commands only.

++WRITE PRINT,PCMACT

++WRITE PRINT,PAYRUPDT

++CONTROL 250           turn on override

++RENAME PR300,PR300DEL

++STATUS PR300DEL,DISABLE

++CONTROL               turn off override

more commands

/*

PAN#1 Extended USER Command
The PAN#1 extended USER command lets you establish, alter, or eliminate the user code or security level of a library
member. This section covers the following topics:

 

Syntax

++USER name,user code-1,user code-2[,security level]

Parameters
name

This required parameter is the name of the library member whose user code or security level you want to change.
,user code-1

This required parameter is the current user code of the named member. This value must be numeric digits, 0 to
9999, and must match the member's user code for the change to take place.

,user code-2
This required parameter is the new user code you want to assign. This value must be numeric digits, 0 to 9999.
Specifying 0 eliminates the user code. If you do not want to change the member's user code, enter the same
value for both user code-1 and user code-2.

[,security level]
This optional parameter assigns a security level to a library member. You can specify the values 0, 1, 2, or 3. If
you omit this parameter, the member's security level remains unchanged.

You must always code the first three parameters, regardless of the optional fourth parameter. These are positional
parameters, and therefore, you must always specify them in order and separate them by commas.

Security-Controlled Library Members

Another security feature of Panvalet is the ability to designate confidential source programs, object programs, JCL decks,
or card-image files as security-controlled members. This feature is in addition to the SUPPRESS feature and provides the
maximum degree of protection for individual members. You cannot retrieve or access (print, modify, or include) a security-
controlled (secured) member without the use and knowledge of a control code. You must supply the control code at the
time access is attempted to that specific member.

There are five factors related to security-controlled members:
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• Member security level
• Member access code
• Member security code (or user code)
• Library security code
• Installation security code

For more information, see ACCESS Command.

Security Level

The member security level determines whether a member is secured or unsecured. When initially added to the library, all
members have a default security level of zero (0), which indicates these are unsecured members.

You can secure a member by specifying a security level of 1, 2, or 3 to that member using the optional security level
parameter of the USER command. These three values determine the number of security codes used in developing the
applicable access code for that library member.

Example 1

The coding in the following example assigns a security level of 2 and a new user code of 49 to a source program named
ACT200, with a current user code of 0:

++USER ACT200,0,49,2

/*

Example 2

The coding in the following example changes the security level of TRENDFILE from 3 to 2 without altering its current user
code of 550:

++USER TRENDFILE,550,550,2

/*

Example 3

The coding in the following example eliminates the user code and security level of a program named PR7020V3, with a
current user code of 5:

++USER PR7020V3,5,0,0

/*

PAN#2 ATTRIBUTE Command
The PAN #2 ATTRIBUTE command produces an attribute report for your Panvalet library. The report lists all the
suppressible PAN#1 commands and parameters, with their current suppression status. The ATTRIBUTE command then
generates a Panvalet Library Status and Activity Report. You can use the command suppression and library storage
attributes that are reported as a guide in creating another Panvalet library with similar characteristics.

This section covers the following topics:

Syntax
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++ATTRIBUTE

Parameters

This command has no parameters.

Report Fields

PAN#1 Commands (and Parameters) Suppressed

The following Library Attributes Report shows the PAN#1 command and parameter names that you can ++SUPPRESS in
this Panvalet library. An S indicates that the command or parameter is suppressed. Suppressed commands or parameters
in the input stream to PAN#1 are treated as invalid, unless preceded by an appropriately-specified CONTROL command.
Therefore, in this library, data processing management prevents the listed PAN#1 command and parameter names from
unauthorized use. The following example shows the Library Attributes Report:

 P A N V A L E T   L I B R A R Y   A T T R I B U T E S   R E P O R T           

PAN#1 COMMANDS,    S = SUPPRESSED:          PAN#1 PARAMETERS,   S = SUPPRESSED:

                                                                               

   ++ADD             ++OPTION                  ACTIVE              PRINT       

S  ++ALLOCATE        ++RENAME                  ALL               S PROD        

S  ++ATTACH          ++RESEQ                   DISABLE             PUNCH       

   ++COMMENT         ++SELECT                  ENABLE              TEMP        

   ++COPY            ++STATUS                  INACTIVE            WORK        

S  ++DETACH        S ++UNLOCK                  PREFIX              *           

   ++EXEC            ++UPDATE                                                  

   ++FORMAT          ++USER                                                    

   ++INSERT          ++USING                                                   

   ++LEVEL           ++WRITE                                                   

S  ++LOCK                                                                      

                                                                               

P A N V A L E T  L I B  S T A T U S  A N D  A C T I V I T Y  R E P O R T  # 70 

            BLKS   BLOCK  TOTAL  OVER  UNAVAIL   DATA   DATA    TOTAL     PCT. 

            /UNIT   SIZE  BLOCKS HEAD   BLOCKS  BLOCKS  SETS  STATEMENTS  UTIL 

                                                                               

ALLOCATED      12  3,476  1,080   10            1,070    460                   

IN USE                                             45     45         189   5.0 

PERCENT IN USE                                   4.20   9.78                   

AVAILABLE                                       1,025    415                   

PERCENT AVAILABLE                               95.80  90.22                   

                                                                               

          SINCE LAST          DATE OF                                          

        CREATION DIRECTORY  LAST DUMP                                          

OPENED       213        54   01/28/99                                          

CLOSED       164        33                                                    

PAN#2 AUDIT Command
The PAN#2 AUDIT command produces an audit report for the information stored using the ++AUDIT command and
allows you to modify audit information. To access and modify audit information stored by the ++AUDIT command, use the
AUDIT field names as keywords. The field names must be in standard Panvalet format (alphanumeric, including special
characters #, $, and @). The fields must be 1 to 8 characters in length, if specified.
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This section covers the following topics:

Syntax

++AUDIT name-1 [,name-2] ,AUDIT1=dlm field1 dlm [,c]

        [,AUDITX=dlm fieldX dlm] [,]...

Parameters
name-1

Specifies the member name or the first member in a range for the AUDIT field value you want to change.
name-2

This optional parameter is the ending member name for the AUDIT field value you want to change. This name
must be a valid member name but does not have to exist.

AUDIT1
One of the matching AUDIT field names as defined in the PVOPT AUDIT parameter specification. If the
specified value does not match one of the current AUDIT field names in the PVOPT AUDIT specification list,
it is considered an error. The 1 suffix in AUDIT1 indicates that it is a requirement for at least one field change
request to be encountered in the ++AUDIT command syntax. You can alternatively use the reserved AUDIT field
COMMENT.

dlm
Any non-blank delimiter character to offset the character string that is associated with the AUDIT field value. This
non-blank character must appear immediately after the equal sign (=) and be repeated before column 72. The
delimiters offset a string of characters called the AUDIT string value. You cannot continue the AUDIT string value
to another statement.

field1
A string of characters offset by the delimiter character (dlm) called the AUDIT string value. The length of the
AUDIT string value can be up to 64 characters, except when you modify the COMMENT. When you are modifying,
this field can be up to 50 characters. If the two delimiters do not offset any characters, the AUDIT string value
length is zero (or null). The AUDIT string value can be composed of any character except the delimiter, even non-
printable characters. If an AUDIT string value is null, the current value of the specified AUDIT field name becomes
null.

NOTE
If you use non-printable characters in the AUDIT string value, the ++PRINT AUDIT report does not show
the printable hexadecimal equivalent.

c
You can use any non-blank character in column 72 to continue the ++AUDIT command specification. You can only
continue command text after a comma. That is, you cannot divide a keyword from its value by its continuation.

auditX
The X suffix in auditX indicates that you can optionally specify more than one AUDIT field name in a single +
+AUDIT command. If the specified value does not match one of the current AUDIT names in the PVOPT AUDIT
specification list, it is considered an error.

fieldX
(See field1 above.) The X suffix in fieldX indicates that you can optionally specify more than one AUDIT value
(associated with auditX) in a single ++AUDIT command.
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PAN#2 CONTROL Command
The PAN#2 CONTROL command establishes, alters, or eliminates the library security code. It also controls subsequent
access to the library by PAN#2 functions that follow in the input stream if the library is security-controlled (the installation
or library security codes are non-zero).

This section covers the following topics:

Syntax

                                     col 72

++CONTROL code-1 [,code-2]             [A]

Parameters
code-1

This required parameter must equal the sum of the installation and library security codes. Code-1 is a numeric
value that can have a range of 0 to 65534. Zero (0) is required if both the installation and library security codes
are zero. The maximum value, 65,534, is the sum of the maximum values of the two security codes (32,767
each).
If you omit this value or specify an incorrect value, CONTROL is considered invalid.

[,code-2]
This optional parameter assigns a new library security code. If used, it must follow the first parameter, separated
by a comma. Code-2 is a numeric value and can have a range of 0 up to the maximum of 32,767. Zero (0)
eliminates the existing library security code.

[A]
When specifying CONTROL for the output library (PANDD2) on a lib-to-lib transfer operation, code the option A
(alternate) in column 72. This indicates that the CONTROL command applies to the alternate library. This code is
not required if the control code is 0. You cannot change this alternate library control code; therefore, the second
parameter is not allowed. Code-1 is the only acceptable parameter when A is specified on column 72.
The first parameter must be valid, or the new value is not accepted.

Operation

Not all PAN#2 functions require the CONTROL command to access a secured library. The RESTORE and BYPASS
commands do not require it. However, if required, ++CONTROL must always be the first command in the input stream.
The CONTROL command is not printed on the PAN#2 output listing.

Security and Control of the Library

An optional security feature of Panvalet is the ability to have security-controlled libraries. Access to a particular Panvalet
library to execute PAN#2 functions can be restricted to persons authorized by management. If you use this security
feature, you must supply a CONTROL command specifying a numeric value (designated by management prior to PAN#2
processing).

A Panvalet library file becomes security-controlled through the specification of two possible security codes:

• Installation security code
• Library security code
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Installation Security Code

The installation security code can have a numeric value of 0 to 32767. The value, supplied through the FGPAN23 load or
object module distributed with the Panvalet system and link edited into your executable library, defaults to zero.

This security code applies to all Panvalet libraries. You can specify a non-zero value, in which case the non-zero value
becomes a constant for all Panvalet libraries. You can change the value by assembling the PVOPT options macro. For
more information, see Option for CMS, ISPF, and TSO.

Library Security Code

The library security code is a numeric value ranging from 0 to 32767. It is maintained as an integral part of each Panvalet
library and can vary for different libraries. The optional code-2 parameter of the CONTROL command establishes, alters,
or eliminates it.

Access to Security-Controlled Libraries

Once you assign a non-zero value to the installation or library security codes, the Panvalet library is security-controlled.

To permit access to a security-controlled library by most PAN#2 functions, you must submit a CONTROL command with a
code-1 parameter (equal to the sum of the installation and library security codes) in subsequent executions of PAN#2.

Example 1

The following example establishes a new library security code of 333 (current library security code and installation security
code are both zero).

++CONTROL  0,333

/*

After successful processing of the above input stream to PAN#2, the library security code is 333. On subsequent
executions of PAN#2 (until the library security code is again changed), the following CONTROL command is required:

++CONTROL 333

Example 2

In the following example, the installation security code is 250 and the current library security code is also 250. To assign a
new library security code of 750, the CONTROL command is as follows:

++CONTROL   500,750  (code-1 = 250 + 250)

++REPLACE

++PRINT

/*

In the input stream, CONTROL modifies the current library security code from 250 to 750 and allows access to the library.

A subsequent execution of PAN#2, as a result of the previous run, requires the following CONTROL:

++CONTROL  1000    (code-1 = 250+750)

Depending on the amount of security desired, you can protect security codes to any degree and change them as often
as necessary. Maximum protection of Panvalet libraries is accomplished by limiting security code knowledge only to
authorized persons who frequently change the codes.
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Example 3

In the following example, you want to use the alternate library (PANDD2) as output from the TRANSFER command. Note
that two CONTROL commands are required (one for each library).

                                                 Col 72

++CONTROL    101     For library PANDD1

++CONTROL    102     For library PANDD2          A

++OPTION     OUTPUT  Indicate output is library

++TRANSFER   DS1     Transfer DS1

++TRANSFER   DS2     Transfer DS2

PAN#2 DELETE Command
The PAN#2 ++DELETE physically removes members from your Panvalet library and copies them to a protection file. You
can also use PAN#2 ++DELETE to delete versions of members from the output protection file. For more information, see
PAN#2 Protection Files (PANDD2 and PANDD3) and PAN#2 Output Protection Files (PANDD2).

This section covers the following topics:

Syntax

         [DISABLED           ]

++DELETE [INACTIVE           ]

         [NAME=name1[,name2] ]

         [NAME=name,VERSION=n]

Parameters

These parameters are optional. Specify one of the following parameters. If all parameters are omitted, the default is
DISABLED.

[DISABLED]
Specify DISABLED to remove all members with a DISABLED status from the library and copy them to an output
protection file.

[INACTIVE]
Specify INACTIVE to copy all members with an INACTIVE status to the output file and delete them from the
library.

[NAME=name1[,name2]]
Specify the NAME= parameter to delete members by identifying the member name or a range of member names.
Individually-specified members or ranges are copied to the output protection file and deleted from the library
regardless of their status. You must code each specific member or range on separate DELETE commands. You
can specify as many DELETE commands as needed in the input stream. All DELETE commands with the NAME=
parameter must be in sequence by member name. An out-of-sequence condition is bypassed as an error and
processing continues with the next statement.

NOTE
When you specify ++DELETE NAME=name1,name2, name1 must be an existing Panvalet member.
Name2 must be in sequence, but need not be an existing library member.

You cannot delete a locked member. An error message is issued if you attempt to delete a locked member. You
must unlock the member using the ++UNLOCK command.
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[NAME=name,VERSION=n]

NOTE
Input to this command reads from PANDD3 only, not from PANDD1.

Specify the NAME= parameter and the VERSION= parameter to delete versions of members by member name
and member version from the output protection file. Individually-specified members by version are deleted
from the protection file regardless of their status. You must code each specific member and version number on
separate DELETE commands. You can specify as many DELETE commands as needed in the input stream. All
DELETE commands with the NAME=,VERSION= parameters must be in ascending sequence by member name
and version number. An out-of-sequence condition is bypassed as an error and processing continues with the
next statement.

NOTE
You cannot combine the DELETE NAME=name,VERSION=n command with other DELETE commands.
An error message is issued for a command sequence condition. When you specify ++DELETE
NAME=name,VERSION=n, the name and version must be an existing Panvalet member. You must
specify the VERSION= parameter with an equal (=) sign in the eighth position, otherwise it is read as a
name2 parameter, and deletion is not done by version.

You cannot delete a locked member. An error message is issued if you attempt to delete a locked member. You
must unlock the member using the ++UNLOCK command.

Operation

You can process the first three forms of the DELETE command in the same execution of PAN#2; however, DELETE
commands with DISABLED and INACTIVE parameters must precede all of the DELETE commands with NAME=
parameters. Only one output protection file is produced for each execution of PAN#2. To produce a protection file of
DISABLED members and a separate protection file of INACTIVE members, you must perform separate executions of
PAN#2. All deleted members are copied to the output protection file in member name sequence and deleted from the
input file as each member is successfully copied.

If the Panvalet library is security-controlled, you must include a CONTROL command in the input stream for authorization
to perform the DELETE function.

A report is printed, listing the name, level number, and status of all members written to the output protection file during
a DELETE run of PAN#2. You cannot use the DELETE command with the BYPASS, DUMP, REPLACE, RESTORE, or
TRANSFER commands in a single PAN#2 run.

As a processing option of PAN#2, the OPTION command is provided if you want match-merged or historical protection
files of deleted members. For more information about this type of protection file, see Files. For more information about the
required coding and function of the OPTION command, see OPTION Command.

Deleting Members from the Library

You might want to use the DISABLE parameter of the STATUS command (a function of PAN#1) to tag members that have
been superseded by newer production versions. You can then remove these unwanted members to a protection file using
the DELETE DISABLED command.

Example 1

The following input stream to PAN#2 removes all library members with a DISABLED status and copies them to an output
protection file:

++DELETE DISABLED

/*
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Due to limited DASD space for your Panvalet library, you might want to keep only members currently needed or frequently
used on your library. The INACTIVE status and the DELETE INACTIVE command is an effective method of storing less
frequently used members on a protection file. Then you can restore any of these INACTIVE members to the library as
needed.

To remove all members tagged INACTIVE to a protection file, code the following:

++DELETE INACTIVE

/*

In a sense, there is no difference in the processing function of the DISABLED or INACTIVE parameters. The use of these
two parameters is conceptual, and the choice is left to your preference of terminology and interpretation.

Example 2

The following example demonstrates the proper sequence of using the first three forms of the DELETE command in the
same PAN#2 run:

++DELETE DISABLED

++DELETE INACTIVE

++DELETE NAME=CALC20

++DELETE NAME=PAYR060,PAY9999999

/*

Example 3

The coding in the previous example requests that all DISABLED and INACTIVE members be deleted with the modules
CALC20 and all modules within the range of members PAYR060 and PAY9999999 inclusive.

The following example demonstrates the proper sequence of using the DELETE command by member name and version
number:

++DELETE NAME=MEMBERA,VERSION=6

++DELETE NAME=MEMBERA,VERSION=7

++DELETE NAME=MEMBERA,VERSION=8

++DELETE NAME=MEMBERC,VERSION=2

/*

The coding in the previous example requests that the specific versions of the member not be copied to the output
protection file.

PAN#2 DUMP Command
The PAN#2 DUMP command produces a protection file that contains a copy of all stored members. The following topics
are covered in this section:

Syntax

++DUMP
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Parameters

This command has no parameters. When the command is processed, a unit must be available for the output protection
file, or PAN#2 cannot proceed with the DUMP. If your Panvalet library requires a control code, you must add a +
+CONTROL with the code. Or you can use the special fix ($2SF046), which does not require the control code.

Operation

A printed listing of the library contents is not produced while copying the library to the output protection file. To produce
a directory listing, include a PRINT command in the same execution of PAN#2. To produce a condensed directory listing
(six-across listing of member names and level number) to coincide with a DUMP, specify the 6-UP parameter on the
PRINT command.

Because of the importance of the DUMP, the error message associated with it can contain a severity code and additional
data or generate special warnings (see error code message PV033 for PAN#2).

You cannot use the DUMP command with the BYPASS, DELETE, REPLACE, RESTORE, or TRANSFER commands in a
single PAN#2 run.

Creating a Backup Protection File

We highly recommend that you establish a fixed daily or weekly schedule to perform a DUMP. In addition, all command
and data input to the Panvalet system should be saved during this scheduled period. If the library is accidentally
destroyed, you can quickly recover the library file by restoring the latest backup protection file and reprocessing all PAN#1
input since the dump was taken. (For information about saving all PAN#1 input for ease of reprocessing, see Extended
Features.)

Panvalet can accept input from multiple Panvalet libraries that are logically concatenated. Therefore, you should
reconsider the backup procedures at your site to account for the fact that related data (for example, a program and its +
+INCLUDE members) can be distributed across several libraries. This can impact the way an installation chooses to use
the DUMP/RESTORE/REPLACE facilities.

For example, a certain user group (PAY) within an installation has established a standard using a set of five Panvalet
libraries, as shown in the following examples. The backup protection files for this set consist of five individual backup
protection files.

Your installation's backup procedures should account for the fact that single Panvalet libraries containing data commonly
used in logical concatenation with other Panvalet libraries should not be backed up individually. Instead, the backup
procedure should consider the set of Panvalet libraries, not the individual library, when developing routine backup
schedules.

A good method of associating a set of backup protection files is by creating a multi-file tape. Each protection file from the
library set is dumped to a specific file sequence number on the same tape volumes. For example, suppose PAN#1 always
uses a common set of Panvalet libraries in logical concatenation, as shown in the following subsections.

Sample z/OS Logical Concatenation

//PANDD1  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=TEST.PAY1.SOURCE.PANLIB

//PANDD11 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=TEST.PAY1.INCLUDE1.PANLIB

//PANDD12 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=TEST.PAY1.INCLUDE2.PANLIB

//PANDD13 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=TEST.PAY1.INCLUDE3.PANLIB

//PANDD14 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=TEST.PAY1.INCLUDE4.PANLIB

Sample VSE Logical Concatenation
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// ASSGN SYS006,...     Main PANLIB

// ASSGN SYS007,...     1st include library

// ASSGN SYS008,...     2nd include library

// ASSGN SYS009,...     3rd include library

// ASSGN SYS010,...     4th include library

// DLBL PANDD1,'TEST.PAY1.SOURCE.PANLIB',99/365,DA

// DLBL PANDD11,'TEST.PAY1.INCLUDE1.PANLIB',99/365,DA

// DLBL PANDD12,'TEST.PAY1.INCLUDE2.PANLIB',99/365,DA

// DLBL PANDD13,'TEST.PAY1.INCLUDE3.PANLIB',99/365,DA

// DLBL PANDD14,'TEST.PAY1.INCLUDE4.PANLIB',99/365,DA

// EXTENT SYS006,...

// EXTENT SYS007,...

// EXTENT SYS008,...

// EXTENT SYS009,...

// EXTENT SYS010,...

To back up this set of Panvalet libraries properly, the backup protection file set should be created at the same time as
the consecutive ++DUMP JOB STEPS. Each related Panvalet protection file will be an individual file on multi-file tape
volumes. See the next two examples.

z/OS Group (SET) Backup Example

  ...       ...                         ...

//DUMP#1  EXEC PGM=PAN#2

//PANDD1  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=TEST.PAY1.SOURCE.PANLIB

//PANDD2  DD DSN=TEST.PAY.SOURCE.PROTECT,LABEL=(1,SL)

  ...       ...                         ...

//DUMP#2  EXEC PGM=PAN#2

//PANDD1  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=TEST.PAY1.INCLUDE1.PANLIB

//PANDD2  DD DSN=TEST.PAY.INCLUDE1.PROTECT,LABEL=(2,SL)

  ...       ...                         ...

//DUMP#3  EXEC PGM=PAN#2

//PANDD1  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=TEST.PAY1.INCLUDE2.PANLIB

//PANDD2  DD DSN=TEST.PAY.INCLUDE2.PROTECT,LABEL=(3,SL)

  ...       ...                         ...

//DUMP#4  EXEC PGM=PAN#2

//PANDD1  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=TEST.PAY1.INCLUDE3.PANLIB

//PANDD2  DD DSN=TEST.PAY.INCLUDE3.PROTECT,LABEL=(4,SL)

  ...       ...                         ...

//DUMP#5  EXEC PGM=PAN#2

//PANDD1  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=TEST.PAY1.INCLUDE4.PANLIB

//PANDD2  DD DSN=TEST.PAY.INCLUDE4.PROTECT,LABEL=(5,SL)

  ...       ...                         ...

VSE Group (SET) Backup Example

 

// ASSGN SYS005,...      Output protection file.

// ASSGN SYS006,...      PANLIB to be backed up.

// TLBL PANDD2,'TEST.PAY.SOURCE.PROTECT',,,1

// DLBL PANDD1,'TEST.PAY1.SOURCE.PANLIB',99/365,DA

// EXTENT SYS006,...
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   ...           ...                ...

// ASSGN SYS005,...      Output protection file.

// ASSGN SYS006,...      PANLIB to be backed up.

// TLBL PANDD2,'TEST.PAY.INCLUDE1.PROTECT',,,2

// DLBL PANDD1,'TEST.PAY1.INCLUDE1.PANLIB',99/365,DA

// EXTENT SYS006,...

   ...           ...                ...

// ASSGN SYS005,...      Output protection file.

// ASSGN SYS006,...      PANLIB to be backed up.

// TLBL PANDD2,'TEST.PAY.INCLUDE2.PROTECT',,,3

// DLBL PANDD1,'TEST.PAY1.INCLUDE2.PANLIB',99/365,DA

// EXTENT SYS006,...

   ...           ...                ...

// ASSGN SYS005,...      Output protection file.

// ASSGN SYS006,...      PANLIB to be backed up.

// TLBL PANDD2,'TEST.PAY.INCLUDE3.PROTECT',,,4

// DLBL PANDD1,'TEST.PAY1.INCLUDE3.PANLIB',99/365,DA

// EXTENT SYS006,...

   ...           ...                ...

// ASSGN SYS005,...      Output protection file.

// ASSGN SYS006,...      PANLIB to be backed up.

// TLBL PANDD2,'TEST.PAY.INCLUDE4.PROTECT',,,5

// DLBL PANDD1,'TEST.PAY1.INCLUDE4.PANLIB',99/365,DA

// EXTENT SYS006,...

   ...           ...                ...

A backup protection file and a condensed directory listing are produced with the following input stream to PAN#2:

++DUMP

++PRINT 6-UP

/*

The DUMP should be processed before the PRINT so that the directory listing's Date of Last DUMP coincides with the run
date.

If this were a security-controlled library file, you would also have to code an appropriate CONTROL command.

PAN#2 LOCK Command
The PAN#2 ++LOCK command locks a member to a new user ID or the current user ID. You can change the user ID
associated with a member or lock a member with a new user ID. This section covers the following topics:

Syntax

++LOCK name1 [,name2] [,OLDID={userid}] [,NEWID=userid]

                              {*     }

Parameters
name1

Specifies the name of the member you want to lock.
[,name2]

Specifies a range of members to lock.
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[,OLDID={userid}] {* }
This optional parameter lets you modify the user ID associated with a locked member. When you specify OLDID=,
you must specify one of the following values:

• userid -- The user ID currently associated with a locked member that you want to change.
• * -- Allows the locked member to be locked to a new or current user ID.

[,NEWID=userid]
The new user ID to which you want to associate the locked members.

Operation

(z/OS) Members in the specified range are locked. If you do not specify the OLDID parameter, then only members with
your user ID or no user ID associated with them are locked. If you specify the OLDID parameter, then only the members
with the OLDID user ID are locked. An error message is issued if you specify unlocked members with OLDID=.

(VSE) Members in the specified range are locked. The user ID of the LOCK is determined from the user ID supplied by
the ++PASS command or the NEWID= parameter of the LOCK command. When you use OLDID= parameter, it must
match the current user ID that owns the LOCK.

NOTE
When you specify OLDID, the member must already be locked.

If you do not specify the NEWID parameter, the selected members are locked to your user ID. If you specify the NEWID
parameter, the selected members are locked to the new user ID specified in this parameter.

NOTE
You cannot specify the OLDID or NEWID parameter if the library has not been upgraded to Release 14.5.

Members locked under Release 14.1 and below do not have an associated user ID (the user ID is blank).

LOCK/UNLOCK Considerations

Locking a member provides prolonged member integrity because a member can be protected from modification for long
periods of time (for example, days or weeks) until you unlock it.

This facility is useful where members are moved to different environments to be modified. For example, the member can
be moved to a work library on the same system, a library located on a different machine or operating system (VM, VSE),
or downloaded to a PC workstation environment.

From the 14.2 release of Panvalet, the user's user ID is part of the LOCK/UNLOCK facility. The user ID is a one- to seven-
character alphanumeric ID that uniquely identifies a user. This user ID identifies the user who locks or attempts to unlock a
member in a Panvalet library.

Whenever a member is locked, the user ID of the user (through TSO) or JOB (through batch) is stored in the library for the
member that gets locked. To successfully unlock a locked member, the user ID of the user requesting the UNLOCK must
match the user ID stored when the member was locked.

Users can still access a locked member. However, a user cannot modify the member's data, attributes, or comment unless
the user ID associated with the LOCK matches that of the user attempting the modification, or the user ID associated with
the LOCK unlocks it.

Locking a member is an action on that member that does not change any member attributes. After unlocking a locked
member, you can process the member just as it was prior to locking.

In the z/OS operating environment, the user ID that Panvalet batch uses to identify who is locking or unlocking a member
can come from various places, such as the:
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• TSO logon user ID when using TSO or the Panvalet ISPF option
• USER parameter on the z/OS JOB card
• Security package if the option is enabled to automatically fill-in the USER parameter for jobs submitted to batch or

automatically store the user ID into the z/OS JCT, PSCB, or ASCB internal control blocks (RACF, ACF2 or Top Secret
provide the user ID.)

• Site-specific USERMODs that do what a security package does for user ID.

NOTE
Submitting to batch from a TSO session on the same system where the batch program runs can fill in some user
ID fields that might not be filled in if the job (JCL) is submitted through TSO from a different system, or if it is
submitted through a different environment, such as VM/CMS, VSE, or PC workstation.

For more information, see your security system administrator, network administrator, or systems programmer.

NOTE
If you do not have a security package or USERMODs to automatically fill in the USER parameter for jobs
submitted to batch or automatically fill user ID in key control blocks (JCTUSER, ASXBUSER, PSCBUSER) for
jobs submitted to batch without a USER parameter, then Panvalet batch is presented with a user ID of blanks.
When Panvalet batch is executed in Panvalet TSO and ISPF environments, it uses the TSO user logon ID for
LOCKs and UNLOCKs. The user IDs stored for the member are not blanks. Therefore, the same user doing
LOCKs in both TSO and batch ends up with blank user IDs when locked in batch and TSO user IDs when
locked from TSO or ISPF. This requires members to be unlocked in the same environment (TSO or batch) in
which they were locked, because the user ID of the person requesting the UNLOCK must match the user ID
stored when the member was locked. However, any member locked with a blank user ID can be unlocked by
any other user ID, even if it does not match the blank user ID.

In the VSE operating environment, the user ID is passed to Panvalet by the ++PASS command.

PAN#2 OPTION Command
The OPTION command invokes the processing of PAN#2. This processing lets you use a protection file as input or a
Panvalet library as output. You can use this command only with the DELETE, TRANSFER, and BYPASS commands. If
present, ++OPTION must precede these commands in the input stream.

Syntax

++OPTION [INPUT ]

         [OUTPUT]

Parameters
INPUT

This optional parameter indicates that an input protection file is match-merged to an output protection file when
processing DELETE, TRANSFER, or BYPASS commands.

OUTPUT
This optional parameter indicates that the output of the TRANSFER command is to an alternate Panvalet library
instead of a backup output protection file.

NOTE
The use of OPTION INPUT or OPTION OUTPUT is mutually exclusive.

BYPASS Command
The PAN#2 BYPASS command lets you bypass the copying of a named member or range of members from an input
protection file. You can use ++BYPASS only when you specify the OPTION INPUT command.
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This section covers the following topics:

Syntax

++BYPASS name1 [,name2]

Parameters
name1

This required parameter is the name of the member, or the first member of a range, on the input protection file you
want to bypass. Name1 must be an existing member name.
If you are processing a historical delete file, all versions of the named member are bypassed.

[,name2]
This optional parameter is the ending name of a range of members that you want to bypass. Name2 must be in
ascending sequence but need not be an existing member name.

Operation

You can specify one name or a range of names on the BYPASS command. This name or range is bypassed on the input
protection file. You can process multiple BYPASS commands in the same execution of PAN#2; however, they must be
in ascending sequence by member name. All out-of-sequence BYPASS commands are reported as errors. Processing
continues with the next in-sequence statement.

You cannot use the BYPASS command with the DELETE, DUMP, REPLACE, RESTORE, or TRANSFER commands in a
single PAN#2 run. When performing a BYPASS run, only the OPTION INPUT command followed by one or more BYPASS
commands is permitted.

Bypassing of Members from an Input Protection File

When you execute PAN#2 with OPTION INPUT, you can optionally not copy any member on the old protection file to the
new protection file. This can be desirable, for example, when you no longer want to carry certain members on the next
match-merge, or you want to produce a historical delete file.

Example

The following example illustrates a BYPASS run creating a new historical delete file. The members ACCTCALC and
ACCTUPDT through ACC9999999 on the input file are dropped (not copied to the new output file). The input stream to
PAN#2 is as follows:

++OPTION INPUT

++BYPASS ACCTCALC

++BYPASS ACCTUPDT,ACC9999999

/*

If there were three versions of ACCTCALC on the input file, all three are bypassed.

Maintaining Match-Merge/Historical Delete Files
The OPTION command extends the backup facilities of Panvalet and provides you with an efficient means of retaining all
prior versions of programs. The command is intended for users who need to have either a match-merge delete file or a
historical delete file.

The following topics describe the procedures and requirements for creating these two types of protection files:
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Match-Merge Delete File

To create a match-merge delete file, you must process PAN#2 with two tape files: an input tape identified by PANDD3 and
a scratch tape used as output and identified by PANDD2. (You can use disk files, but they are not recommended.)

PAN#2 requires you to specify that you are processing an input file. To do this, submit an OPTION INPUT command
ahead of DELETE commands in the input stream:

++OPTION INPUT

++DELETE DISABLED

/*

The input file to this PAN#2 DELETE run must be the match-merge delete file (output tape) from the previous PAN#2
DELETE run. During this run, the members being deleted from the Panvalet library are matched by member name with
the members on the input tape file. If the name of an input member (input tape) matches the name of a member being
deleted from the library, the library member is copied to the output tape file and the input member is bypassed (DELVERS
option of FGPAN23 must be set to 1).

PAN#2 copies all other members (non-matches) from the input tape and those deleted from the library to the output tape
file. The new output file is in ascending sequence by member name.

The following example further illustrates how the match-merge function works. This is a sample of the report produced by
PAN#2 during a DELETE or TRANSFER run (certain information normally included in this report is omitted here).

           *FROM INPUT            *FROM LIBRARY        *TO OUTPUT

     NAME LVL VERSN COMMENT     NAME LVL  REASON     NAME LVL VERSN

                                 AA    4   DISABLED   AA    4    1

     BB    1    1                                     BB    1    1

     CC    1    1   REPLACED BY  CC    2   DISABLED   CC    2    1

                                 DD    6   DISABLED   DD    6    1

     EE    1    1   REPLACED BY  EE    3   DISABLED   EE    3    1

     FF    2    1                                     FF    2    1

In the listing, LVL and VERSN identify each member's modification-level number and version number, respectively. They
are for reference only and serve no purpose in the match-merging process. Note that in this example the version number
on each output member is always 1.

You are responsible for controlling the protection files (tapes) used in the match-merge procedure.

Historical Delete File

To create a historical delete file, follow the same procedure as described for the match-merge delete file. The objective of
creating a historical delete file is to perform a straight merge of members from the input tape with those deleted from the
library. Here you must use version numbers to distinguish equally-named members.

In the Panvalet options module (PVOPT), the DELVERS parameter specifies the number of identically-named versions
of a program you want to keep on a delete file. If the number is one, the previously-explained match-merged delete file is
in effect. If you specify a number between 2 and 9999, a historical delete file is maintained. Panvalet automatically keeps
this number of versions on the delete file. When the threshold is reached, the oldest version is dropped.

WARNING
WARNING! Be careful in specifying the correct threshold to meet your needs.

The merging process and version number assignment are identical to the match-merge delete file, except that multiple
versions are kept, up to the threshold.
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In this PAN#2 run, a member deleted from the library file is copied to the output tape ahead of any equally-named
members copied from the input tape. The version number assigned to this output library member is set to one. Each
equally-named input member is set to one greater than the previous until the maximum is reached. Therefore, the most
recent version is always 1.

The following example illustrates the merging process and version number assignment (this report uses the same
example members as in the previous example).

            *FROM INPUT          *FROM LIBRARY         *TO OUTPUT

     NAME LVL VERSN  COMMENT   NAME  LVL  REASON     NAME  LVL  VERSN

                               AA     4   DISABLED   AA     4     1

     BB    1    1                                    BB     1     1

                               CC     2   DISABLED   CC     2     1

     CC    1    1                                    CC     1     2

                               DD     6   DISABLED   DD     6     1

                               EE     3   DISABLED   EE     3     1

     EE    1    1                                    EE     1     2

     FF    2    1                                    FF     2     1

PAN#2 PASS Command
(VSE only) The ++PASS command supplies a user ID and password for the system to validate. The user ID and password
can be required, validated if supplied, or ignored, depending on the CHCKSEC value set in PVOPT. This section covers
the following topics:

Syntax

++PASS   userid,password

Parameters
userid

One- to eight-character user ID.
password

One- to twenty-character password for use in the user exit (PVPASSEX).

Operation

The ++PASS command supplies a user ID and password for validation.

If the CHCKSEC option in the PVOPT macro is set to NO (the default), the PVPASSEX is not invoked; therefore, the user
ID and password are not validated, even if supplied. When the CHCKSEC is set to OPTIONAL, the PVPASSEX is invoked
only when the ++PASS command is supplied. When CHCKSEC is REQUIRED, the ++PASS command must be the first
command in the input command stream and the PVPASSEX is invoked. Processing does not occur unless a valid user ID
and password are provided. The user-written PVPASSEX performs the validation.

For more information, see PVPASSEX.

PAN#2 PRINT Command
The PAN#2 PRINT command produces a Panvalet directory listing. When you process ++PRINT with no parameters, a
complete directory listing of the library contents is printed (with the exception of user comment records and subset names)
in a 1-UP format.
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The following topics are covered in this section:

For more information about user comment records and subset names, see Using.

Syntax
         [0-UP    ]                        [,SUPERSET                        ]

         [1-UP    ]                        [,ACTIVE                          ]

 ++PRINT [2-UP    ] [,COMMENT] [,EXTDIR]   [,USER }                          ]

         [3-UP    ] [,NAMEKEY=n] [,BACKUP] [,LEVEL}                          ]

         [6-UP    ]                        [,COUNT}                          ]

         [AUDIT   ]                        [,BLOCK} [=from [,to]]             ]

         [SUBSET  ]                        [,DATEA}                          ]

         [LRECL   ]                        [,DATEM}                          ]

         [FGPAN23 ]                        [,NAME=up to 9 characters         ]

         [PCOPTION]                        [                                 ]

                                           [        [T] [,E] [,A]            ]

                                           [,STATUS=[P] [,D] [,I]            ]

                                           [                                 ]

                                           [        {AUTOCODER     }         ]

                                           [        {BAL (or ALC)  }         ]

                                           [        {COBOL         }         ]

                                           [        {ANSCOBOL      }         ]

                                           [        {COBOL-72      }         ]

                                           [        {FORTRAN       }         ]

                                           [        {PL/I (or PL/1)}         ]

                                           [,TYPE=  {RPG           }         ]

                                           [        {OBJECT        }         ]

                                           [        {JCL           }         ]

                                           [        {DATA          }         ]

                                           [        {OTHER         }         ]

                                           [        {UNSPECIFIED   }         ]

                                           [        {USER780       }         ]

                                           [        {USER180       }         ]

                                           [        {USER3         }         ]

                                           [        {USER4         }         ]

                                           [        {name of ZTYPEx}         ]

                                           [                                 ]

                                           [        {=0}                     ]

                                           [        {=1}                     ]

                                           [,SECURE {=2}                     ]

                                           [        {=3}                     ]

                                           [,LOCKID=up to 8 character user ID]

                                           [,UPDTID=up to 8 character user ID]

                                           [,aufld=dlm audit-text dlm        ]

Parameters

Certain parameters produce a complete or partial directory. Those parameters that produce a partial directory are called
selective parameters (see the Selective Parameters section in this section).

Optional Parameters

These parameters specify the format of the directory list:
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[0-UP, 1-UP, 2-UP, 3-UP, 6-UP, AUDIT, SUBSET, LRECL, FGPAN23, PCOPTION]
If this parameter is omitted, a 1-UP format is assumed.
1-UP, 2-UP, 3-UP, and 6-UP specify the number of library members that appear on a single print line in the
directory list. For example, 1-UP prints one member entry per line whereas 6-UP prints six member entries per
line (a 6-UP listing is 1/6th the number of pages of a 1-UP listing).
The 1-UP format listing contains the most information about each member. The other three formats progressively
become more abbreviated and omit additional information.
A 0-UP listing produces only totals and subtotals on the output print file (SYSPRINT for z/OS, SYSLST for VSE).
Additionally, one card-image record per library member is produced on the output punch file (SYSPUNCH for z/
OS, SYSPCH for VSE). Virtually unlimited flexibility is available to automate library procedures not performed
automatically in the Panvalet system.
A 6-UP listing does not clear the LAST ACTION fields because of 6-UP's limited information about each member
entry.
You receive the message LAST ACTION CLEARED at the end of the Panvalet library status and activity report
when the field is cleared.

NOTE
If you use PARM=('OPEN=INP'), the LAST ACTION fields are not cleared.

Specify the AUDIT parameter to produce an audit report on the Panvalet members. This report is produced using
the command: ++PRINT AUDIT, COMMENT. If you do not specify COMMENT, the comments are not shown.
Specify the SUBSET parameter when you want to include subset names in the directory list. The format of the
directory listing is that of a 1-UP format. When you request subsets, they are listed immediately following the
associated superset, with each subset name prefixed by a period (.) and in alphanumeric sequence by name.
Although subset names are printed only on request, superset names and internal information are always printed,
along with the listing of regular library members.
Specify the LRECL parameter when you want to include the logical record length value of the listed members
in the directory list. The format of the listing is similar to that of a 1-UP format; however, the SUBSET count is
omitted in place of the LRECL value.
Specify FGPAN23 or PCOPTION to display the option settings.
(z/OS only) You can add a //LOADLIB DD DSN=ANOTHER.LOADLIB, and the FGPAN23 or PCOPTION is loaded
from that data set and displays the settings.

[,COMMENT]
This optional parameter requests the printing of user comment records. A user comment record contains up to 50
characters of user-defined information and is assigned to a library member by the PAN#1 COMMENT command.
This parameter, if specified, executes for a 1-UP, 2-UP, or AUDIT directory request only.
On a 1-UP format (specified or assumed) listing, a member's user comment record, if present, is printed
immediately following the print line containing that member's name and internal information. On a 2-UP format
listing, it is printed on the same line (on the right side of the listing). On an AUDIT format listing, audit information
is printed immediately following the print line containing that member's name and internal information.

[,EXTDIR]
This optional parameter requests the punching of the user ID date and time of last update, user ID, date and time
of current LOCK, comment record, and eight audit fields. This parameter has meaning only for the 0-UP report
and is ignored if it is specified on any other report.

[,NAMEKEY=n]
This optional parameter segments the directory list by groups, based on the names of Panvalet library members.
The value of n is a single numeric digit from 1 to 8 and indicates the comparison length (a value of 4 means
comparing only the first four characters of the member name).
Member names with first n characters that are equal are printed as a group, with subtotals produced after each
group.
This parameter is most effective for a standard naming convention, such as the first two characters of every
member name representing a major system application. Specifying NAMEKEY=2 produces a directory listing
segmented by system applications.
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Do not use this parameter with selective parameters, especially those that do not produce a directory listing in
member name sequence.

[,BACKUP]
This optional parameter specifies that the PRINT is performed against an input protection file (PANDD3). You can
use this parameter in conjunction with any other parameter.
For each ++PRINT BACKUP supplied, the entire input protection file is read and reported on. A sort of selected
options is not performed (USER= selects all requested users, but not in name sequence or user code sequence).
When an audit report is produced from a backup, only the member name, level, user code, language (format)
type, status, and comment are reported. All other audit fields are omitted.

Selective Parameters

You can use the selective parameters in any combination with the previous ++PRINT parameters except for NAMEKEY.
You can specify only one selective parameter for a particular directory list. However, you can submit any number of PRINT
commands with different parameters specified in a single execution of PAN#2.

All of the parameters in this group have the ability to produce a partial directory list.

[,SUPERSET]
This parameter produces a partial directory listing of supersets only. To produce a listing of supersets and their
subsets, use the following command:
++PRINT SUPERSET,SUBSET

[,ACTIVE]
This parameter produces a partial directory listing of only those library members with a non-blank LAST ACTION
field. The resulting list serves as a quick review of library activity.

[,USER]
This parameter produces a directory listing with the major sequence by user code.

[=from,[to]]
The subparameters =from,[to] (here and on the LEVEL, COUNT, BLOCK, DATEA, and DATEM parameters) are
optional. When specified, they print a partial directory. For example, USER=29,362 lists only those members with
a user code of 29 or greater, but not beyond 362. To list members with a user code of zero up to and including 99,
code:
USER=0,99

The second subparameter is optional and, if it is omitted, 9999 is assumed.
[,LEVEL]

This parameter produces a directory in member-level number sequence. A partial directory is printed when you
specify the optional subparameters. If you code from subparameter =0, superset directory entries print first. If you
omit the ,[to] value subparameter, 255 is used.

[,COUNT]
This parameter prints a directory with a major sort that is based on the number of statements in each member.
The library members are actually listed in ascending sequence according to their size.

[,BLOCK]
This parameter is similar to COUNT; however, the major sort is based on the number of physical data blocks used
by each library member.

[,DATEA]
This parameter produces a directory listing with a major sequence that is based on the date of last access of
each library member. That is, library members are listed starting with the oldest to the most recent date. If this
parameter is specified, the optional subparameters must be a six-digit numeric value in the form MMDDYY. The
default date, if you omit the second subparameter, is 123199.
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[,DATEM]
This parameter produces a directory list with a major sort that is based on the date of last maintenance of each
library member. This parameter is identical in operation to the DATEA parameter.

[,NAME=]
Code this parameter with a subparameter character string. A partial directory is produced of all library members
with first characters that are equal to the character string. For example, NAME=PR lists all members that have the
letters PR as the first two characters of their member name. You can specify a maximum of nine characters.

[,STATUS=]
Code this parameter with one or more subparameters that identify the status of a member. Only those library
members with that exact status combination are listed. The subparameters are grouped into three pairs where
P or T indicates PRODuction or TEST, E or D indicates ENABLE or DISABLED, and A or I indicates ACTIVE or
INACTIVE. You can choose only one subparameter in a pair. However, you can specify any combination from the
three pairs (commas must separate multiple subparameters). For example, STATUS=P lists all members with a
production status, STATUS=T,I lists all members with a status of TEST and INACTIVE, and STATUS=D,T,A lists
all members with a status of DISABLED, TEST, and ACTIVE.

[,TYPE=]
Code this parameter with a subparameter that identifies a member type (language or data format). Only those
members with that specified type are listed.

[,SECURE]
This parameter, when specified without a subparameter, produces a listing of all library members with a security
level of 1, 2, or 3 (a listing of secured members). When you specify subparameter =0, all unsecured members are
listed. When you specify =1, =2, or =3, only those members with that exact security level are listed.

[,LOCKID=]
Code this parameter with a subparameter character string. The character string is compared against the user ID
associated with the current LOCK. Only those members that are locked to that user ID are listed. If no user ID is
associated with the locked member, it is not selected.

[,UPDTID=]
Code this parameter with a subparameter character string. The character string is compared against the user ID
of last update. Only those members that were last updated by that user ID are listed. If no user ID is associated
with the last update, the member is not selected.

[,aufld=dlm audit-text dlm]
This selection criterion is variable. The fields have the following meanings:

• aufld -- Audit field name specified in the assembly of the PVOPT macro (see Using). This field can also contain
the reserved AUDIT field name of COMMENT. This permits selection on comment data.

• dlm -- Delimiter for the information you want to compare.
• audit-text -- Information contained within the audit field on the member that you want to select.

The information in the audit-text of the parameter is compared to the information in the aufld for the members.
Only those members whose audit field text, for the specified aufld, matches the information in the audit-text field
of the aufld parameter are listed.

Operation

You can supply many different ++PRINT commands in any one execution of PAN#2. Each command functions
independently. A ++CONTROL command must precede ++PRINT commands if the library is security-controlled.

All directory listings are printed in member name sequence unless you specify USER, LEVEL, COUNT, BLOCK, DATEA,
or DATEM. These parameters produce a directory listing with a major sort that is based on the specified field (minor sort
by member name).

The following are special characteristics of a complete directory listing:
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• On the last page of the directory list, Panvalet prints the Panvalet Library Status and Activity Report (see the section
"Files"). The printing of this one-page report verifies that a complete directory listing was requested and produced.

• Directory listings are sequentially numbered; that is, a report number is assigned to each complete directory list. This
report number appears in the title line of the status and activity report, and is incremented by one after each execution
of PAN#2 in which a complete directory listing is produced. (If more than one directory listing is taken during a PAN#2
execution, each has the same report number.)

• Significantly, all complete directory listings flag library members that changed since the last complete directory was
taken. This flag appears under the directory heading LAST ACTION and tells how the member was changed (for
example, UPDATED, COPIED, STATUS, or LEVEL).

After a complete directory listing is printed, the LAST ACTION fields are cleared to blanks and the report number
incremented.

NOTE
The version number of the product is printed at the top of every directory listing under the heading VERSION.

Example

The following example illustrates some possible parameter specifications of the PRINT command:

++PRINT                              See Note 1

++PRINT  COMMENT,SUBSET              See Note 2

++PRINT  2-UP,COMMENT,BACKUP         See Note 3

++PRINT  6-UP                        See Note 4

++PRINT  SUPERSET,SUBSET             See Note 5

++PRINT  NAMEKEY=2,COMMENT           See Note 6

++PRINT  2-UP,DATEM=030101,033101    See Note 7

++PRINT  0-UP,TYPE=COBOL             See Note 8

/*

1. Prints a complete directory in 1-UP format, excluding subset names and user comments.
2. Prints a complete directory in 1-UP format, including subset names and user comments.
3. Prints a complete directory of the input protection file in 2-UP format, including user comments.
4. Prints a complete directory in 6-UP format.
5. Prints a partial directory in 1-UP format of supersets and subsets only.
6. Prints a complete directory in 1-UP format with control breaks occurring on a change in the first two characters of

member names (also includes user comments).
7. Prints a partial directory in 2-UP format, listing only those library members that had maintenance last performed during

the month of March, 2001.
8. Produces a card-image file on SYSPCH that represents all COBOL members, with each record identifying an

individual COBOL member and 0-UP listing of totals and subtotals on SYSLST.

PRINT 0-UP Directory Card-Image

The following layout of the Panvalet directory is available by using the PRINT 0-UP format of PAN#2:

• Position 0 -- Stacker-select character, present only if LRECL is equal to 81
• Position 1-10 -- Member name, left-justified
• Position 11-13 -- Level number, numeric
• Position 14-17 -- User code, numeric
• Position 18 -- Security level, numeric
• Position 19-23 -- Language type abbreviated to five positions as follows:
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– ANSCB (Anscobol)
– ASMB (Assembler)
– AUTOC (Autocoder)
– COB72 (Cobol-72)
– COBOL (COBOL)
– DATA (Data)
– FORT (FORTRAN)
– JCL (JCL)
– OBJCT (Object)
– OTHER (Other)
– PL/1 (PL/1)
– RPG (RPG)
– UNSPC (Unspecified)
– USER1 (USER180)
– USER2 (USER780)
– USER3 (unless changed through PVOPT)
– USER4 (unless changed through PVOPT)

• Position 24-26 -- Status
– 24 -- PRODUCTION (P) or TEST (T)
– 25 -- ACTIVE (A) or INACTIVE (I)
– 26 -- ENABLE (E) or DISABLED (D)

• Position 27-34 -- MM/DD/YY, date of last maintenance
• Position 35-42 -- MM/DD/YY, date of last access
• Position 43-47 -- Number of DASD blocks used, numeric
• Position 48-55 -- Number of statements in member, numeric
• Position 56 -- An asterisk (*) or blank, where asterisk has the same meaning as on the directory listing LAST ACTION

TAKEN
• Position 57-59 -- LAST ACTION TAKEN, abbreviated as follows:
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– ADD (Added)
– ALL (Allocated)
– ATT (Attached)
– COM (Comment)
– COP (Copied)
– DET (Detached)
– FOR (Format)
– LEV (Level)
– LOC (Lock)
– REN (Renamed)
– REP (Replaced)
– RES (Restored)
– SEQ (Resequenced)
– STA (Status)
– UPD (Updated)
– USE (User)

• Position 60-61 -- (CHAR/binary) Average bytes stored per statement. When the PVOPT (option) ZUPABF=CHAR, this
field is a numeric (character) value no greater than 99. When ZUPABF=BIN, this field is a binary value no greater than
4096. See the PVOPT ZUPABF parameter for more information.

• Position 62-63 -- If the member is a superset, this is a binary field that identifies the number of subsets attached. If the
member is not a superset, this field is zero.

• Position 64-65 -- (binary) A binary field that contains the value of the logical record length (LRECL) of the member.
This value can range from 80 to 4096.

• Position 66-75 -- Member name, right-justified
• Position 76 -- Included Member Indicator. I = Included Member; otherwise, it is blank. (This indicator is available only to

an EFF exit when processing a PAN#1 ++WRITE or ++SELECT command with embedded ++INCLUDEs.)
• Position 77 -- NOFORMAT(N) or TSO(T) option
• Position 78 -- LOCK indicator, as follows:

– Y (Yes, member is locked)
– N (No, member is not locked)

• Position 79-80 -- A binary field that represents the protection file (identically-named) member version number. This
value can range from 1 to 9999.

NOTE
Only library members (including supersets) are represented. There are no records produced for subsets.

EXTDIR Parameter Records

The EXTDIR parameter on the 0-UP directory produces the following records:

• Record 1: Standard 0-UP directory card image
• Record 2: Update user ID and lock user ID dates and times:

– Position 0 -- Stacker-select character (present only if LRECL = 81)
– Position 1-8 -- User ID of last update
– Position 9-16 -- MM/DD/YY of last update
– Position 17-24 -- HH:MM:SS of last update
– Position 25-32 -- User ID of current LOCK
– Position 33-40 -- MM/DD/YY of current LOCK
– Position 41-48 -- HH:MM:SS of current LOCK

• Records 3 to 11: Audit/COMMENT fields:
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– Position 0 -- Stacker-select character (present only if LRECL = 81).
– Position 1-8 -- Audit field name. The first Audit record punched is the comment. This field is set to COMMENT at

that time. If any of the audit fields are unnamed, this field contains ????????.
– Position 10-59 or 10-63 -- Audit field value. This field contains either the 50-byte comment or the 64-byte audit

information field.

PRINT Sample Directories

The following examples are sample directories produced by the PRINT command. An explanation of the directory page
headings follows these examples.

NOTE
In the following sample directories, vvrgggg represents the version number (vv), release number (r), and gen
level (gggg).

Sample Directory in a 1-UP Format with User Comments and Subsets
     COMPUTER ASSOCIATES TRIAL INSTALLATION                      VERSION    05/10/00      PAGE               

          

     LIBSYS.EXAMPLE.PANLIB                                       vvrgggg    18.59.04         1               

          

 

                                                            DATE     DATE   NO OF    NO OF     LAST   AVG  

 PCT  NO OF 

     NAME        LVL  USER        TYPE         STATUS     MAINTNED ACCESSED BLOCKS STATEMENTS ACTION BYTES

 UTIL SUBSETS

 

     AMBLIST       5          JCL         TEST ACTV ENABL 02/22/00 05/10/00      1         13           25 

 9.5        

     * RUN THE AMBLIST UTILITY                                                                               

          

     ASMHPCL      24          JCL         TEST INAC ENABL 04/27/00 05/10/00      1         43           37

 46.4        

     * ASSEMBLE AND LINK A CA-PANVALET MEMBER                                                                

          

     CMSPANEX      1  1670    ASSEMBLER   TEST ACTV ENABL 11/16/99 05/10/00      3        323 USER      30

 93.9        

     * USER EXIT FOR CA-PANVALET CMS OPTION                                                                  

          

     DITTOTD       1          JCL         TEST ACTV ENABL 06/30/99 05/10/00      1         12 COMMENT   34

 12.0        

     * JCL FOR A DITTO TAPE DUMP                                                                             

          

     MEMO7         2          OTHER       TEST ACTV ENABL 09/22/99 05/10/00      1         18           21

 10.9        

     * MEMO OF CONGRATULATIONS                                                                               

          

     PASCCL       16          JCL         TEST ACTV ENABL 09/18/99 05/10/00      1         25           32

 23.1        

     * COMPILE AND LINK EDIT A PASCAL PROGRAM                                                                

          

     PAY57         2  3220    COBOL       PROD ACTV ENABL          05/10/00      1        204           15

 88.2        
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     * SAMPLE COBOL PROGRAM                                                                                  

          

     PCOMPARE     34          JCL         TEST ACTV ENABL 04/05/00 05/10/00      1         20           39

 22.7        

     * RUN CA-PANVALET PCOMPARE                                                                              

          

     REPORT14      1   120    RPG         TEST ACTV ENABL          05/10/00      1         23 RENAMED   15

 10.0        

     * SAMPLE RPG PROGRAM                                                                                    

          

     SECEXIT       2          ASSEMBLER   TEST ACTV ENABL 05/04/00 05/10/00      4        582           18

 75.7        

     * INSTALLATION SECURITY EXIT                                                                            

          

     SUPERSET                 DATA        TEST ACTV ENABL          05/10/00      1         33           18

 17.2        

     * SAMPLE SUPERSET WITH SUBSETS                                                                          

          

      SUBSET      09/25/99      1                                                                            

          

      SUBSET01    05/10/00     15                                                                            

          

      SUBSET02    05/10/00      4                                                                            

          

      SUBSET03    05/10/00     11                                                                            

          

      SUBSET04    05/10/00      2                                                                            

          

 

 

     COMPUTER ASSOCIATES TRIAL INSTALLATION                      VERSION    05/10/00      PAGE               

          

     LIBSYS.EXAMPLE.PANLIB                                       vvrgggg    18.59.04         2               

         

Sample Directory in a 2-UP Format with User Comments
     COMPUTER ASSOCIATES TRIAL INSTALLATION                      VERSION    05/10/00       PAGE

     LIBSYS.EXAMPLE PANLIB                                       vvrgggg    19.13.27          1

 

     NAME        LVL  USER   TYPE STAT ACCESSED STATEMENTS ACT     COMMENTS

 

     AMBLIST       5         JCL   TAE 05/10/00         13      * RUN THE AMBLIST UTILITY

     ASMHPCL      24         JCL   TIE 05/10/00         43  STA * ASSEMBLE AND LINK A CA-PANVALET MEMBER

     CMSPANEX      1  1670   ASMB  TAE 05/10/00        323  USE * USER EXIT FOR CA-PANVALET CMS OPTION  

     DITTOTD       1         JCL   TAE 05/10/00         12  COM * JCL FOR A DITTO TAPE DUMP             

     MEMO7         2         OTHER TAE 05/10/00         18      * MEMO OF CONGRATULATIONS               

 

     PASCCL       16         JCL   TAE 05/10/00         25      * COMPILE AND LINK EDIT A PASCAL PROGRAM

     PAY57         2  3220   COBOL PAE 05/10/00        204      * SAMPLE COBOL PROGRAM

     PCOMPARE     34         JCL   TAE 05/10/00         20      * RUN CA-PANVALET PCOMPARE

     REPORT14      1   120   RPG   TAE 05/10/00         23  REN * SAMPLE RPG PROGRAM

     SECEXIT       2         ASMB  TAE 05/10/00        582      * INSTALLATION SECURITY EXIT
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     SUPERSET                DATA  TAE 05/10/00         33      * SAMPLE SUPERSET WITH SUBSETS

     COMPUTER ASSOCIATES TRIAL INSTALLATION                      VERSION    05/10/00       PAGE

     LIBSYS.EXAMPLE.PANLIB                                       vvrgggg    19.13.27          2

     ++PRINT 2-UP.COMMENT

Sample Directory in a 2-UP Format
     COMPUTER ASSOCIATES TRIAL INSTALLATION                     VERSION   05/10/00     PAGE

     LIBSYS.EXAMPLE.PANLIB                                      vvrgggg   19.16.53        1

 

     NAME        LVL  USER   TYPE STAT ACCESSED STATEMENTS ACT    NAME      LVL  USER  TYPE STAT ACCESSED

 STATEMENTS ACT

 

     AMBLIST       5         JCL   TAE 05/10/00         13        ASMHPCL    24        JCL   TIE 05/10/00    

     43 STA

     CMSPANEX      1  1670   ASMB  TAE 05/10/00        323  USE   DITTOTD     1        JCL   TAE 05/10/00    

     12 COM

     MEMO7         2         OTHER TAE 05/10/00         18        PASCCL     16        JCL   TAE 05/10/00    

     25

     PAY57         2  3220   COBOL PAE 05/10/00        204        PCOMPARE   34        JCL   TAE 05/10/00    

     20

     REPORT14      1   120   RPG   TAE 05/10/00         23  REN   SECEXIT     2        ASMB  TAE 05/10/00    

    582

 

     SUPERSET                DATA  TAE 05/10/00         33

 

 

     COMPUTER ASSOCIATES TRIAL INSTALLATION                     VERSION   05/10/00     PAGE

     LIBSYS.EXAMPLE.PANLIB                                      vvrgggg   19.16.53        2

 

     ++PRINT 2-UP

Sample Directory in a 3-UP Format
     COMPUTER ASSOCIATES TRIAL INSTALLATION                    VERSION    05/10/00       PAGE

     LIBSYS.EXAMPLE.PANLIB                                     vvrgggg    19.19.22          1

 

     NAME        LVL  USER   TYPE STAT  ACT   NAME       LVL  USER  TYPE STAT  ACT   NAME       LVL USER  TYPE

      STAT ACT

 

     AMBLIST       5         JCL   TAE        ASMHPCL     24        JCL   TIE  STA   CMSPANEX     1 1670  ASMB

       TAE USE

     DITTOTD       1         JCL   TAE  COM   MEMO7        2        OTHER TAE        PASCCL      16       JCL

        TAE

     PAY57         2  3220   COBOL PAE        PCOMPARE    34        JCL   TAE        REPORT14     1  120  RPG

        TAE REN

     SECEXIT       2         ASMB  TAE        SUPERSET              DATA  TAE

 

     COMPUTER ASSOCIATES TRIAL INSTALLATION                    VERSION    05/10/00       PAGE

     LIBSYS.EXAMPLE.PANLIB                                     vvrgggg    19.19.22          2
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     ++PRINT 3-UP

Sample Directory in a 6-UP Format
     COMPUTER ASSOCIATES TRIAL INSTALLATION                   VERSION   05/10/00       PAGE

     LIBSYS.EXAMPLE.PANLIB                                    vvrgggg   19.22.32          1

 

     NAME       LVL      NAME       LVL      NAME       LVL      NAME       LVL      NAME       LVL      NAME

       LVL

 

     AMBLIST      5      ASMHPCL     24      CMSPANEX     1      DITTOTD      1      MEMO7        2     

 PASCCL      16

     PAY57        2      PCOMPARE    34      REPORT14     1      SECEXIT      2      SUPERSET

 

 

     COMPUTER ASSOCIATES TRIAL INSTALLATION                   VERSION   05/10/00       PAGE

     LIBSYS.EXAMPLE.PANLIB                                    vvrgggg   19.22.32          2

 

     ++PRINT 6-UP

Sample Directory of Audit Information with User Comments
                                           ------ UPDATE STATUS -----   ------ LOCK STATUS -------

     NAME        LVL  USER   TYPE  STATUS  USERID   DATE     TIME       USERID   DATE     TIME

 

     BILLING004    1        COBOL TAE             02/05/00 08:04:46   LUTE     02/20/00 13:38:22

              COMMENT/AUDIT FIELDS ----------------------------------------------------------------------

                  COMMENT  --- >COMPONENT OF BILLING FOR PRODUCT NUM 6Z4442                      <

                  CHKOUT   --- >CHECKED OUT TO CORRECT OVER BILL OF PART NUM 004567              <

 

                                           ------ UPDATE STATUS -----   ------ LOCK STATUS -------

     NAME        LVL  USER   TYPE  STATUS  USERID   DATE     TIME       USERID   DATE     TIME

 

     BILLING005    1          COBOL TAE             02/05/00 08:04:46   LUTE     02/20/00 13:38:23

              COMMENT/AUDIT FIELDS ----------------------------------------------------------------------

                  COMMENT  --- >COMPONENT OF BILLING FOR PRODUCT NUM 6Z4442                     <

                  CHKOUT   --- >CHECKED OUT TO CORRECT OVER BILL OF PART NUM 004567             <

 

                                           ------ UPDATE STATUS -----   ------ LOCK STATUS -------

     NAME        LVL  USER   TYPE  STATUS  USERID   DATE     TIME       USERID   DATE     TIME

 

     BILLING006    1          COBOL TAE             02/05/00 08:04:46   LUTE     02/20/00 13:38:24

              COMMENT/AUDIT FIELDS ----------------------------------------------------------------------

                  COMMENT  --- >COMPONENT OF BILLING FOR PRODUCT NUM 6Z4442                     <

                  CHKOUT   --- >CHECKED OUT TO CORRECT OVER BILL OF PART NUM 004567             <

 

                                           ------ UPDATE STATUS -----   ------ LOCK STATUS -------

     NAME        LVL  USER   TYPE  STATUS  USERID   DATE     TIME       USERID   DATE     TIME

 

     BILLING011    1          COBOL TAE             02/05/00 08:04:46

              COMMENT/AUDIT FIELDS ----------------------------------------------------------------------

                  COMMENT  --- >COMPONENT OF BILLING FOR PRODUCT NUM 4Q1346                     <

                  CHKIN    --- >ADDED - SIGNED OFF BY MANAGER - TREVINO                         <
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                                           ------ UPDATE STATUS -----   ------ LOCK STATUS -------

     NAME        LVL  USER   TYPE  STATUS  USERID   DATE     TIME       USERID   DATE     TIME

 

     BILLING012    1          COBOL TAE             02/05/00 08:04:46

              COMMENT/AUDIT FIELDS ----------------------------------------------------------------------

                  COMMENT  --- >COMPONENT OF BILLING FOR PRODUCT NUM 4Q1346                     <

                  CHKOUT   --- >CHECKED OUT TO CORRECT SHIPMENT ADDRESS                         <

                  CHKIN    --- >CHECKED IN - SIGNED OFF BY MANAGER - TREVINO                    <

Sample Directory of LRECL Information
     COMPUTER ASSOCIATES TRIAL INSTALLATION                       VERSION    12/01/00       PAGE

     LIBSYS.EXAMPLE.PANLIB                                        vvrgggg    11.45.43          1

 

                                                           DATE    DATE   NO OF    NO OF     LAST   AVG   PCT

     NAME        LVL  USER       TYPE        STATUS     MAINTNED ACCESSED BLOCKS STATEMENTS ACTION BYTES UTIL

  LRECL

 

     MEMBER1       1         DATA       TEST ACTV ENABL          12/04/00     72      3,906 ADDED     31 49.9

    121

     * SAMPLE ASSEMBLER LISTING FILE                                                                         

       

     MEMBER2       3         ASSEMBLER  TEST ACTV ENABL          10/25/00      1         43           37 46.4

     80

     * SAMPLE ASSEMBLER SOURCE                                                                               

       

     MEMBER3       2         DATA       TEST ACTV ENABL 10/03/00 01/06/01      1          1           98  2.8

    230

     * SAMPLE DATA FILE FOR APPLICATION                                                                      

       

     MEMBER4       5         JCL        TEST ACTV ENABL          05/08/00      1         13           25  9.5

     80

     * SAMPLE JCL INSTALLATION FILE

 

     COMPUTER ASSOCIATES TRIAL INSTALLATION                     VERSION    12/01/00         PAGE

     LIBSYS.EXAMPLE.PANLIB                                      vvrgggg    11.45.43            2

PRINT Sample Heading

An X specifies in which directory format the information is printed.

Title Description 1UP 2UP 3UP 6UP
NAME The name of the

library member.
X X X X

LVL The current
modification level
number of the
member.

X X X X

USER The member's user
code.

X X X
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not shown The title is
intentionally omitted.
The member's
security level
appears immediately
to the right of the
USER column.

X X X

TYPE The language
format (for source
programs) or
internal description
of the member.
NOFORMAT and
TSO identification is
on 1UP only.

X X X

STATUS Current status of
the member is
shown in three parts:
PRODUCTION (P)
or TEST (T), ACTIVE
(A) or INACTIVE (I),
and ENABLE (E) or
DISABLED (D).

X X X

DATE MAINT. The date of last
modification to the
member (changes
only on completion
of a successful
update). This is the
same date as DATE
ACCESSED, if not
shown.

X
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DATE ACCESSED The date of
last access or
reference to the
member (command
referencing the
member without
modification). The
PAN#1 commands
that alter the date
are:
ADD
COMMENT
COPY (both
members altered)
FORMAT
INCLUDE
LEVEL
RENAME
RESEQ
SELECT
STATUS
UPDATE
USER
WRITE
The PAN#8 REP
command also alters
this date.

X X

NO. OF BLOCKS The total number of
DASD blocks used
for storage of the
member.

X

NO. OF STMTS The total number of
statements in the
member.

X X
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LAST ACTION The specific action
last performed on
the member since
the last complete
directory listing was
printed. This field
is accumulated,
then removed when
the directory is
printed. An asterisk
(*) signifies that
some attribute of
a PRODUCTION
member was
changed.
If the LAST ACTION
against a member
was LOCK, the
member is not
cleared.
Note: If you use
PARM=('OPEN=INP'),
the LAST ACTION
fields are not
cleared.

X X X

AVG BYTES The average number
of bytes actually
stored for each 80-
column statement in
the member.

X

% UTIL This is the
percentage of DASD
utilization of the
member. % UTIL
is approximately
equal to (average
bytes x number of
statements) / (block
size x number of
blocks).

X

NO. OF SUBSETS This is the current
number of subsets
attached to a
superset. If this is
blank and the level
is 1 or above, the
library member is not
a superset.

X

PAN#2 REPLACE Command
An input member selected from any Panvalet protection file by ++REPLACE replaces an equally-named member already
on the library, with one exception: an input member with a TEST status does not replace a library member in PRODuction
status. The REPLACE also restores a member if there is no equally-named library member.
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Syntax
++REPLACE [name1 [,[name2] [,version]]]

Parameters

[name1[,[name2][,version]]]

These optional parameters select specific members from a protection file. Specify one of the following:

• name1—A single named member
• name1,name2—A range of members
• name1,,version—A single member of a specified version
• name1,name2,version—A range of members of a specified version

Specifying just the name or range selects the most recent version (version=1) of the named members. Specifying names
and version number selects only the input members with that exact name and version number. Specifying a single
member and a version number requires two commas between the parameters.

Name1 must be an existing member name. Name2 must be in ascending sequence, but need not be an existing member
name.

When this command is processed without any parameters, the latest version of each member on the entire protection file
is restored to the Panvalet library. In this case you can submit only one command, the RESTORE or the REPLACE, in a
PAN#2 execution.

If you want to select individual members or ranges, you can submit multiple REPLACE commands, but they must be in
ascending sequence by member name. If an out-of-sequence condition occurs, only the out-of-sequence statements are
bypassed and flagged. Processing continues if the sequence can be resumed.

When PAN#2 is performing a REPLACE function, Panvalet produces an error message for each member that it cannot
replace on the library due to a violation of the REPLACE command rules.

NOTE
You cannot use the REPLACE command with BYPASS, DUMP, or TRANSFER commands in a single PAN#2
run.

PAN#2 RESTORE Command
The PAN#2 RESTORE command restores all or selected members from any Panvalet protection file. An input member
selected by the RESTORE is not restored if an equally-named member already exists on the library.

Syntax
++RESTORE [name1 [,[name2] [,version]]]

Parameters

[name1 [,[name2][,version]]]

These optional parameters select specific members from a protection file. Specify one of the following:

• name1—A single named member
• name1,name2—A range of members
• name1,,version—A single member of a specified version
• name1,name2,version—A range of members of a specified version
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Specifying just the name or range selects the most recent version (version=1) of the named members. Specifying names
and version number selects only the input members with that exact name and version number. Specifying a single
member and version number requires two commas between the parameters.

Name1 must be an existing member name. Name2 must be in ascending sequence, but need not be an existing member
name.

When this command is processed without any parameters, the entire protection file is restored to the Panvalet library. In
this case you can submit only one command, the RESTORE or the REPLACE, in a PAN#2 execution.

If you want to select individual members or ranges, you can submit multiple RESTORE commands, but they must be in
ascending sequence by member name. If an out-of-sequence condition occurs, only the out-of-sequence statements are
bypassed and flagged. Processing continues if the sequence can be resumed.

When PAN#2 is performing a RESTORE function, Panvalet produces an error message for each member that it cannot
restore on the library due to a violation of the RESTORE command rules. It also displays the successfully restored or
replaced members.

NOTE
You cannot use the RESTORE command with the BYPASS, DUMP, or TRANSFER commands in a single
PAN#2 run.

PAN#2 REPLACE and PAN#2 RESTORE Commands
The RESTORE and REPLACE commands let you do the following:

• Restore all members from a backup protection file to recreate a Panvalet library.
• Restore all members from a backup protection file to create a new Panvalet library.
• Restore all or selected members to an existing Panvalet library from a protection file created from another Panvalet

library (transfer members).
• Selectively restore or replace prior versions of members previously deleted from the library.
• Selectively restore members back on the library from a protection file of INACTIVE members (low usage file).

This topic covers the following topics:

Status of Restored or Replaced Members

When you use the RESTORE command with no parameters, the members are restored to the library with their protection
file status.

When you restore members by name, they enter the library with the status specified at installation time by the RSTSTAT
operand in PVOPT.

The REPLACE command always retains the status from the protection file member's status. This is true for all forms of the
REPLACE command, whether or not an equally-named member exists.

When you specify optional parameters on the RESTORE or REPLACE command, the Date of Last Access is updated
to the date the RESTORE or REPLACE occurs. When you do not specify any optional parameters on the RESTORE or
REPLACE command, the Date of Last Access remains as it was when the member was put onto the Panvalet protection
file. For more information, see Access Date in Library Member.

Creating a New Panvalet Library

You might want to create a new library to allocate a new file size, to change the library block size, or to suppress PAN#1
commands (which can be done only during the initialization of a new library). For more information, see SUPPRESS
Command in the section "Management Utility Programs."
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To create a new library:

1. Perform a DUMP using PAN#2 to obtain a complete copy of the current library.
2. Make the necessary changes to PAN#4 job control deck and CLEAR command (also the SUPPRESS command, if

desired)
3. Execute PAN#4 to format the new library file.
4. After successful completion of PAN#4, input the dump file created in the first step to PAN#2 as PANDD3 along with the

following input stream:

++RESTORE

/*

PAN#2 Special Functions
This section describes the following special functions of PAN#2:

Recovery Following Disaster to the Library

To recreate a Panvalet library, follow the same procedure described earlier in this section for creating a new Panvalet
library file, using the latest dump as input.

After the dump file is restored to the reformatted library, you must reprocess all Panvalet input processed since the
creation of the dump file. You are creating a new library, and therefore, you can make different specifications for the
library.

Transferring Members

One method of transferring members is to first copy them to a protection file with the TRANSFER command, and then run
PAN#2 with the RESTORE command, using the protection file for input (PANDD3) and the receiving library for PANDD1.

Assume you want to transfer three members named ACTPAY, ACTREC, and ACTUPDT to a Panvalet library at another
installation. The first step copies the members to a protection file, using the following input to PAN#2:

++TRANSFER   ACTPAY

++TRANSFER   ACTREC

++TRANSFER   ACTUPDT

/*

The next step places the members on the receiving Panvalet library from the protection file, using the following input to
PAN#2:

++RESTORE

/*

Another method uses the OPTION OUTPUT command with the TRANSFER command in PAN#2. For more information,
see TRANSFER Command.

Reinstating a Prior Version of a Deleted Member

Assume that program errors are found in a current production version of a program named PAY500. You decide to restore
and use the previous program version (which was recently deleted and has the name PAY500DEL). When you review the
listing from your latest DELETE run, you find PAY500DEL.

Therefore, the latest delete file is the input protection file to PAN#2, and the input stream is as follows:
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++RESTORE PAY500DEL

/*

Members restored (by name) from a delete file have a status of TEST, ENABLE. To protect PAY500DEL, you can change
it to PRODUCTION status and rename it PAY500PROD.

With PAY500DEL back on the library, PAN#1 or the Panvalet Subsystem (for z/OS) can retrieve the program for
subsequent compilation.

Reinstating a Prior Version Member from a Historical File

Assume there are five versions of PAY500DEL on an historical file, where version 5 is the highest version number and
assumed to be the oldest version. The input stream is as follows:

++RESTORE PAY500DEL

/*

You could specify the version parameter, but that is unnecessary since PAN#2 automatically selects the lowest version (1)
of the named member or the newest version.

For example, to restore version 4 of PAY500DEL, the following is required:

++RESTORE PAY500DEL,,4

/*

When performing a complete restore to a new library, you must run PAN#4 first to format the new library. Furthermore,
certain statistical information about the old library is carried forward to the new one. This includes date of last dump, report
number, and open and close counts since last creation.

However, if you do not want this information, you can drop it by executing PAN#2 to perform a partial restore first (one or
two members is sufficient). Follow this with a complete restore.

PAN#2 TRANSFER Command
++TRANSFER copies a named member or a range of members from the library file to a protection file or another Panvalet
library. ++TRANSFER does not remove named members from the library.

This section covers the following topics:

Syntax

                                 col 72

++TRANSFER name1 [,name2]          [R]

                                   [V]

Parameters
name1

This required parameter is the name of the member or the first member of a range you want copied.
[,name2]

This optional parameter is the ending member name if you want to copy a range of members.
Name1 must be a valid member or Panvalet continues with the next command. Name2 must be in sequence but
need not be an existing library member.
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Column 72 Option
Specify R in column 72 when the output file, PANDD2, is in another Panvalet library. The members you want
transferred replace equally-named members in the output library. You can use this option on every TRANSFER
command and it applies only to that command. If you do not specify R, ++TRANSFER does not transfer members
if their name is in use in the receiving library.
V in column 72 performs the same as the R option, except the status assigned to the output member is taken from
the RSTSTAT field in the PVOPT macro instead of the input member.
You can specify only one name or range for each TRANSFER command. You can process multiple TRANSFER
commands in the same execution of PAN#2; however, they must be in ascending sequence by name. An out-of-
sequence statement is bypassed and processing resumes to perform the next sequential TRANSFER function.
You cannot use the TRANSFER command with RESTORE or REPLACE commands in a single PAN#2 run.
You cannot use the TRANSFER command with the BYPASS, DUMP, REPLACE, or RESTORE commands in a
single PAN#2 run.

Transferring Members to Another Product Library

The TRANSFER command provides a convenient method of transferring selected members from one Panvalet library to
another.

Indirect Method

In the indirect method, no ++OPTION OUTPUT command is present. Copy selected members to a protection file, which
becomes an input protection file for PAN#2 to RESTORE the members to the new library.

If the destination file is located at a remote site, any program or hardware capable of copying the data to a receiving tape
can transmit the protection file.

The following example shows the use of multiple TRANSFERs:

++TRANSFER ABTEST

++TRANSFER EMPLDATA,EMP9999999

++TRANSFER PAYUPDT100

/*

Direct Method

In the direct method, the ++OPTION OUTPUT command is present, and you can transfer members directly to another
Panvalet library without using the intermediate protection file. The LAST ACTION field is set to either RESTORE or
REPLACE. You cannot replace production status programs in the output library. No optional input protection file is allowed
when transferring members directly to another Panvalet library. When transferring members directly to another Panvalet
library, the ++OPTION OUTPUT command must precede any ++TRANSFER commands. PANDD2 then must be the
output Panvalet library.

Status of Transferred Members

The status of transferred members follow rules similar to the RESTORE and REPLACE commands.
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• When you use the direct method and column 72 is blank, the status of the member in the output library is taken from
the RSTSTAT operand in the PVOPT macro. However, if the member already exists in the output library, the transfer
does not take place.

• When you use the direct method and column 72 contains R, the status of the member in the output library is the same
as the status from the input library.

• When you use the direct method and column 72 contains V, the status of the member in the output library is taken from
the RSTSTAT operand in the PVOPT macro. However, if the member already exists in the output library, it is deleted
and replaced by the member being transferred from the input library.

If the ++OPTION OUTPUT command is not present, then the members being transferred go to an output protection file,
and Column 72 is ignored. If the ++OPTION OUTPUT command is present, then the members are transferred to another
Panvalet library, and Column 72 is acted on.

Example

The following example illustrates the direct library-to-library transfer method. In this example, the output library has a
control code of 201, and member ABTEST already exists on it:

                                    col 72

++CONTROL   201                          A

++OPTION    OUTPUT

++TRANSFER  ABTEST                       R

++TRANSFER  EMPLDATA,EMP9999999

++TRANSFER  PAYUPDT100

For ABTEST, the status is taken from the input library. For EMP9999999 and PAYUPDT100, the status is taken from
RSTSTAT.

If a member already exists in the output file with the name of ABTEST, it is deleted and replaced with the ABTEST
member from the input file.

PAN#2 UNLOCK Command
The PAN#2 UNLOCK command removes the LOCK status of a member so that you can update the contents and
attributes. This section covers the following topics:

Syntax
++UNLOCK name1 [,name2] [,OLDID={userid}

                                {*     }]

Parameters
name1

This required parameter is the name of the member or the first member of a range you want to unlock.
[,name2]

This optional parameter is the ending member name if you want to unlock a range of members.
[,OLDID={userid}] {* }

This optional parameter lets you unlock members locked with a specified user ID. When you specify OLDID=, you
must specify one of the following values:

•  userid -- The user ID used to lock the member
• * -- Allows the locked member to be unlocked regardless of the associated user ID.
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Operation

For z/OS, locked members in the specified range are unlocked. If you do not specify the OLDID parameter, then only
members with your user ID or no user ID associated with them are unlocked. If you specify the OLDID parameter, then
only the members with the OLDID user ID or no user ID associated with them are unlocked. You cannot specify the
OLDID parameter if the library has not been upgraded to Release 14.4 or 14.5, because members locked prior to Version
14.4 do not have a user ID associated with them.

For VSE, locked members in the specified range are unlocked.

To unlock a member that has been locked with a user ID (++PASS supplied at the time of the LOCK operation or ++LOCK
with the NEWID= parameter supplied), you must supply a valid ++PASS that matches the user ID that locked the member
or supply the OLDID= parameter with a matching OLDID= parameter.

Whenever you supply ++PASS for a locked member (regardless of whether password validation has been chosen at
installation time), the user ID from the ++PASS command is used to determine whether the member is unlocked. You can
only override this using the OLDID=USERID parameter of the UNLOCK command.

Version 14.1 libraries and below do not store the user ID of LOCK information, and therefore, do not require the ++PASS
user ID or the OLDID= parameter of the UNLOCK command. If supplied, the user ID is ignored in the ++PASS or the
OLDID= parameter.

PAN#2 UPGRADE Command
The PAN#2 UPGRADE command causes a Panvalet library to be upgraded from the format of the previous version to the
format of the new version.

This section covers the following topics:

Syntax

++UPGRADE

Parameters

This command has no parameters.

Operation

The ++UPGRADE command executes only if UPGRADE= (COMMAND) is specified in the PVOPT macro. If not, then a
PV001 message is produced.

For more information about the UPGRADE command, see Option for CMS, ISPF, and TSO .

PAN#3 Footprinting Utility for System Management
PAN#3 is intended for use by management only. Use it to:

• Display the current library footprint information.
• Optionally clear the library footprint.

WARNING
Be careful when clearing footprints, because severe library malfunction can result if the footprint cleared is
that of a running Panvalet job.

• Optionally rewrite the second to nth control records on a multi-volume library. This rewrites correct control record
mismatches on multi-volume libraries indicated by the PV041 message.

For a functional description of footprinting, see Option for CMS, ISPF, and TSO.
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The following sections provide more information for the PAN#3 Footprinting Utility for System Management.

PAN#3 z/OS Footprinting Utility

 

PAN#3 VSE Footprinting Utility
Figure 5: This diagram shows the PAN3 VSE Footprinting Utility

DSN Command
 

The PAN#3 DSN command initiates PAN#3 processing for a library. It displays the current footprint FTP option selected in
PVOPT.

This section covers the following topics:
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z/OS Syntax

++DSN library-dsname [,DDNAME=library-ddname]

z/OS Parameters
library-dsname

This required parameter is the data set name of the library you want to process.
[,DDNAME=library-ddname]

This supplies the ddname of the library you want to process. You can omit this parameter if the ddname is the
default specified for PANDD1 in PVOPT.

VSE Syntax

++DSN library-fileid [,ASSIGN=SYSnnn] [,FILENAME=filename]

VSE Parameters
library-fileid

This required parameter is the file ID of the library you want to process. Enclose the file ID in single quotes if it
contains embedded blanks.

[,ASSIGN=SYSnnn]
This optional parameter is the logical unit assigned to the library you want to process. If this parameter is omitted,
it defaults to the value specified in PVOPT.

[,FILENAME=filename]
This is the file name given on the DLBL statement for the library. If this parameter is omitted, it defaults to the
value specified in PVOPT.

REP Command
The PAN#3 REP command indicates that the library footprint is cleared, provided that the verify parameter (if specified) is
correct.

Syntax

++REP [VER=4 hexadecimal digits]

Parameter
[VER=4 hexadecimal digits]

This optional parameter specifies the current contents of the footprint field (if cuu, pad a zero on the left). If the
digits specified by VER are equal to the current footprint, the footprint is cleared; otherwise, processing continues
with the next command.
The return codes set on completion are:
0

-- No errors
4

-- Verify error
8

-- Control statement error
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16
-- DASD error on library control record

If you do not specify VER, the REP is unconditional.

WARNING
WARNING! Be careful when clearing footprints, because severe library malfunction can result if the footprint
cleared is that of a running Panvalet job.

VOL Command
The PAN#3 VOL command specifies that the invalid control records of a multi-volume library be rewritten to match the first
control record. A PV041 message indicates invalid control records. ++VOL resets unequal control records.

Syntax

++VOL

Parameters

There are no parameters for this command.

Operation

You should use this command on multi-volume libraries only after ensuring that all installation options and the product
installation are correct.

NOTE
If any error messages occur during the processing of this command, follow Error Recovery Procedure Four.

PAN#4 Library Creation
The use of PAN#4 is normally restricted to a single key person or group, usually the same individual (or group)
responsible for protecting the library using PAN#2.

NOTE
You should use only PAN#4 to create Panvalet libraries on a particular device type (DASD) and at the particular
location on that DASD where the library is to reside. Using any other non-Panvalet utilities to create, move, or
copy Panvalet libraries can cause unpredictable results.

PAN#4 serves two main functions:

• It initializes a Panvalet library by clearing and formatting a specified DASD area.
• It establishes privileged PAN#1 functions and suppresses selected commands and parameters used in PAN#1.

The following sections provide more information for PAN#4 Library Creation.
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PAN#4 z/OS Library Creation

PAN#4 VSE Library Creation

CLEAR Command
The PAN#4 ++CLEAR command formats disk files for subsequent use as a Panvalet library.

This section covers the following topics:

Syntax

++CLEAR [RECORDS=nn] [,DATASETS=nnnnnn]

Parameters
[RECORDS=nn]

Use this optional parameter to specify the number of records per track for the library. It also determines the
corresponding block size. The value must be valid for the type of DASD device used. (For more information, see
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Table of Block Sizes in this section.) For FBA devices, this is the number of 512-byte blocks per control interval.
The maximum value is 64 for FBA devices.
If this parameter is omitted or incorrect (RECORDS=00), a default block size is automatically selected for the
device being used. For FBA devices, the default is 8.

WARNING
WARNING! Use caution when creating a new version of an existing Panvalet library if it is currently
being maintained using a match/merge protection file. You should not decrease the block size of the
library, because of the dependencies of the protection file.

NOTE
The records-per-track value cannot be such that a block size of greater than 32 KB is generated.

[,DATASETS=nnnnnn]
Use this optional parameter to specify an estimated number of members to be stored on the library. The value
nnnnnn is a one- to six-digit number. This value cannot exceed the total number of physical blocks in the file. If
it exceeds this figure, Panvalet adjusts to the maximum number of directory entries possible for the library size
allocated.
If you omit this parameter, the number of directory entries equivalent to one-third of the number of data blocks (not
one-third of the library) is provided.

Operation

You must include the CLEAR command in a PAN#4 execution as the first statement in the input stream. If you code both
parameters, you must separate them by a comma, but you can code them in any order.

Initializing the Library

This topic describes the characteristics and capacity of the Panvalet library and further explains the two parameters of the
CLEAR command.

A Panvalet library can contain a maximum of 131,071 physical blocks. The amount of DASD space allocated in the job
control for PAN#4 and the number of blocks/track optionally specified in the PAN#4 CLEAR command, RECORDS=nn,
determines the number of physical blocks allocated to a library. The number of physical blocks equals the number of
tracks multiplied by the number of blocks/track.

The number of physical blocks determines the maximum number of members you can store on the library. Several other
factors determine the number of members you can store. The first rule is: the maximum number of members cannot
exceed the number of physical blocks allocated. The theoretical maximum is 131,071 members.

The block size can range from 502 bytes to 32K. In selecting a block size, first consider the amount of machine storage
available for executing the Panvalet programs. As a general rule, add twice the library block size to the base storage size
of each program.

Generally, if storage is not a problem, specify a large block size. The large block size maximizes the storage capacity of
the DASD device, whereas a smaller block size means some loss in storage due to inter-record gaps (true of all DASD
files). Panvalet stores only one member in a block. Therefore, the chosen block size should not greatly exceed the
average compressed space anticipated for most members. Too large a block size wastes considerable disk space.

Physical blocks allocated to the library are divided into two types: overhead blocks and data blocks. Overhead blocks
contain the directory entries and control information. Data blocks (physical blocks minus overhead blocks) are used for the
storage of the library members. The number of overhead blocks is dynamically allocated based on the block size and the
number of directory entries desired.

In the CLEAR command, you can optionally specify an estimated number of library members to be stored
(DATASETS=nnnnnn). PAN#4 then allocates the approximate number of overhead blocks required to represent that many
directory entries. If you do not specify a value, PAN#4 allocates one directory entry for every three data blocks.
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It is to your advantage to specify an estimated number of library members (DATASETS=nnnnnn) if additional directory
entries are required.

Overhead blocks and data blocks are not interchangeable after the allocation has taken place. In the event overhead
blocks are all in use, data blocks are not made available. If data blocks are all in use, overhead blocks are not made
available. In these situations, the appropriate error message is generated. To resolve the problem, you must reallocate the
library, incorporating the needed change.

Example

Code the CLEAR command as follows to clear and format 6000 tracks on a 3330 pack using a block size of 2498 (five
blocks per track according to the Table of Block Sizes). An estimated 15000 members are stored.

++CLEAR  RECORDS=5,DATASETS=15000

The library contains 30,000 physical blocks (5 blocks/track x 6000 tracks). If you omit the DATASETS=nnnnn parameter,
approximately 10,000 directory entries are created (two-thirds the estimated 15,000 directory entries).

Library Status and Activity Report

After formatting the library, PAN#4 produces a one page Panvalet Library Status and Activity Report. Contained in this
report is the allocated storage capacity of the library.

Each time PAN#2 (PRINT command) produces a complete directory listing, this report is printed and includes the
allocated storage plus actual storage in use and storage still available. So you are continually informed of the composition
and growing volume of your library.

For more information about this report, see Library Status and Activity Report.

PASS Command: PAN#4 Library Creation
(VSE only) The ++PASS command supplies a user ID and password for the system to validate. The user ID and password
can be required, validated if supplied, or ignored, depending on the CHCKSEC value set in PVOPT.

This section covers the following topics:

Syntax

++PASS   userid,password

Parameters
userid

One- to eight-character user ID.
password

One- to twenty-character password for use in the user exit (PVPASSEX).

Operation

The ++PASS command supplies a user ID and password for validation.

If the CHCKSEC option in the PVOPT macro is set to NO (the default), the PVPASSEX is not invoked; therefore, the user
ID and password are not validated, even if supplied. When the CHCKSEC is set to OPTIONAL, the PVPASSEX is invoked
only when the ++PASS command is supplied. When CHCKSEC is REQUIRED, the ++PASS command must be the first
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command in the input command stream and the PVPASSEX is invoked. Processing does not occur unless a valid user ID
and password are provided. The user-written PVPASSEX performs the validation.

For more information, see PVPASSEX.

SUPPRESS Command
The PAN#4 SUPPRESS command suppresses a PAN#1 command or parameter. The PAN#2 ++CONTROL code must
be established on the Panvalet library to enforce suppression. For more information about establishing or changing the
CONTROL code, see CONTROL Command.

This section covers the following topics:

Syntax

++SUPPRESS name of a PAN#1 command or parameter 

Parameters
Name of a PAN#1 command or parameter

Use this required parameter to specify the actual name of the PAN#1 command or parameter. Specify only one
name per statement. You must select a command or parameter name from the following lists:

Commands

++ADD ++FORMAT ++SELECT
++ALLOCATE ++INSERT ++STATUS
++ATTACH ++LEVEL ++UNLOCK
++COMMENT ++LOCK ++UPDATE
++COPY ++OPTION ++USER
++DETACH ++RENAME ++USING
++EXEC ++RESEQ ++WRITE

Parameters

ACTIVE PRINT
ALL PROD
DISABLED PUNCH
ENABLE TEMP
INACTIVE WORK
PREFIX *

Operation

You must include the prefix ++ when coding the name of a PAN#1 command.
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Optionally, you can place one or more SUPPRESS commands (one for each PAN#1 command or parameter you want
to suppress) in the input stream for PAN#4. These commands can be in any sequence; however, they must follow the
CLEAR command.

The SUPPRESS function is performed at the same time the library is being initialized. Consequently, you can only make
changes by initializing a new library.

Suppressing PAN#1 Functions

The SUPPRESS command allows data processing management to suppress certain commands or parameters of PAN#1
for a particular Panvalet library. Suppressed commands or parameters in the input stream to PAN#1 are treated as invalid,
unless preceded by an appropriately-coded CONTROL command. The SUPPRESS command prevents the unauthorized
use of PAN#1 commands and parameters.

NOTE
The optional Panvalet products (such as the Panvalet ISPF Option and Panvalet TSO Option) also adhere to the
suppression rules for commands that correspond to the PAN#1 batch commands that are supplied.

For more information about overriding suppressed PAN#1 commands and parameters (that is, authorizing PAN#1 to
operate on these privileged commands and parameters), see CONTROL Command in the section "PAN#1 Security."

You can use the SUPPRESS command to inhibit PAN#1 commands that can alter member attributes, such as the
RENAME, STATUS, and USER commands.

For example, one person or group is responsible for authorizing the changing of a member from TEST to PRODUCTION
and disabling, enabling, inactivating, and activating members. The STATUS command is suppressed, and that person
or group is given the information for coding the CONTROL command. If you just want control over the disabling of
members, the DISABLED parameter is suppressed. This allows anyone to use the STATUS command, with the exception
of disabling.

Example

The following input stream to PAN#4 initializes the library and suppresses the functions performed by the STATUS,
RENAME, and LEVEL commands:

++CLEAR

++SUPPRESS  ++STATUS

++SUPPRESS  ++RENAME

++SUPPRESS  ++LEVEL

/*

You can establish a different set of suppressed PAN#1 commands and parameters for different Panvalet libraries.
However, to change the commands and parameters suppressed for a particular library requires the initialization of a new
library.

Table of Block Sizes

Use the following tables when initializing a Panvalet library (using PAN#4) on these DASDs:

Block Sizes for Initializing the Library

DeviceRecs/Trk 3330Blksize DeviceRecs/Trk 3340Blksize DeviceRecs/Trk 3350Blksize
1 13030 1 8368 1 19069
2 6447 2 4100 2 9442
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3 4253 *3 2678 3 6233
*4 3156 4 1966 4 4628
5 2498 5 1540 *5 3665
6 2059 6 1255 6 3024
7 1745 7 1052 7 2565
8 1510 8 899 8 2221
9 1327 9 781 9 1954
10 1181 10 686 10 1740
11 1061 11 608 11 1565
12 962 12 544 12 1419
13 877 13 1296
14 805 14 1190
15 742 15 1098
16 687 16 1018
17 639 17 947
18 596 18 884
19 557 19 828
20 523 20 777

21 731
22 690
23 652
24 617
25 585
26 555
27 528
28 502

Block Sizes for Initializing the Library (3375, 3380, 3390)

DeviceRecs/Trk 3375Blksize DeviceRecs/Trk 3380Blksize DeviceRecs/Trk 3390Blksize
1 ----- 1 ----- 1 -----
2 17600 2 23476 2 27998
3 11616 3 15476 3 18452
4 8608 4 11476 4 13682
5 6816 5 9076 5 10796
6 5600 6 7476 6 8906
7 4736 7 6356 7 7548
8 4096 8 5492 8 6518
*9 3616 9 4820 9 5726
10 3200 10 4276 10 5064
11 2880 11 3860 11 4566
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12 2592 *12 3476 12 4136
13 2368 13 3188 13 3768
14 2176 14 2932 *14 3440
15 2016 15 2676 15 3174
16 1856 16 2484 16 2942
17 1728 17 2324 17 2710
18 1600 18 2164 18 2546
19 1504 19 2004 19 2376
20 1408 20 1876 20 2212
21 1312 21 1780 21 2082
22 1248 22 1684 22 1946
23 1152 23 1588 23 1850
24 1088 24 1492 24 1748
25 1056 25 1396 25 1646
26 992 26 1332 26 1550
27 928 27 1268 27 1482
28 896 28 1204 28 1386
29 832 29 1140 29 1318
30 800 30 1076 30 1250
31 768 31 1044 31 1182
32 736 32 980 32 1154
33 704 33 948 33 1086
34 672 34 916 34 1018
35 640 35 852 35 984
36 608 36 820 36 950
37 576 37 788 37 888
38 544 38 756 38 854
39 512 39 724 39 820
40 512 40 692 40 786

41 660 41 752
42 628 42 718

43 690
44 656
45 622
46 588

Block Sizes for Initializing the Library (9345, 3310/3370)

DeviceRecs/Trk 9345Blksize DeviceFBA Blocks CI 3310/3370Blksize
1 ----- 1 505
2 22928 2 1017
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3 15074 3 1529
4 11158 4 2041
5 8810 5 2553
6 7214 6 3065
7 6088 7 3577
8 5262 *8 4089
9 4600 9 4601
10 4102 10 5113
*11 3672 11 5625
12 3304 12 6137
13 3010 13 6649
14 2744 14 7161
15 2512 15 7673
16 2314 16 8185
17 2144 20 10233
18 1980 24 12281
19 1850 28 14329
20 1748 32 16377
21 1618 36 18425
22 1516 40 20473
23 1414 44 22521
24 1352 48 24569
25 1250 52 26617
26 1182 56 28665
27 1120 60 30713
28 1052 64 32761
29 984
30 950
31 888
32 854
33 820
34 752
35 718
36 690
37 656
38 622
39 588
40 554

NOTE
The asterisk (*) denotes the block size used for the corresponding DASD type if you omit the RECORDS=nn
parameter. It is not necessarily the recommended block size for a Panvalet library.
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If you use devices or block sizes other than those in the tables, you must specify the number of records per track on the
CLEAR command. You must also specify the correct BLKSIZE on the PANDD1 DD statement of the PAN#4 execution.
Panvalet for VSE does not support devices other than those listed in the tables.

NOTE
Block sizes in excess of 32K are not supported. If you specify RECORDS=1 for devices with a track size
greater than 32K, message PV061 INVALID RECORDS=ENTRY is issued. Also, due to 3375 constraints,
RECORDS=39 produce the same block size as RECORDS=40. The use of RECORDS=39 is not
recommended, due to DASD space inefficiency.

Library Status and Activity Report
PAN#4 formats a DASD to use as a Panvalet library. When this formatting is complete, PAN#4 produces the
initial Panvalet library status and activity report. PAN#4 produces subsequent reports each time that PAN#4 creates a
directory.

These reports presents library status and activity information as follows:

REPORT NO. nnnnn
Appears as part of the title line. On the first complete directory, the report number is 1; it is incremented by one
with each succeeding directory. Neither the report nor the report number are produced when a partial directory is
requested, because it is intended as an audit trail to account for all complete directory listings.

BLKS/TRK
Number of DASD blocks per track.

BLOCK SIZE
Number of bytes per DASD block.

TOTAL BLOCKS
Total number of DASD blocks allocated to the library. It is equal to BLKS/TRK multiplied by the number of tracks
allocated.

OVERHEAD
Number of blocks used for library control information.

UNAVAIL BLOCKS
Number of blocks tagged as unavailable for use by Panvalet. Unavailable blocks can occur as a result of DASD
errors or when Panvalet library update commands (JOBS) are interrupted (for example, by being canceled or
by a power outage) at a critical point. However, under no circumstances is data lost or integrity compromised.
(DASD errors are reported on a Panvalet output listing with an appropriate error message. For information about
corrective action, see Messages. To avoid future problems with these bad blocks, they are deactivated for the
duration of the library (until reinitialized). These blocks do not affect processing time.
You should be concerned only if the unavailable block count or DASD error block count becomes significant. This
can indicate a bad disk pack (or data cell) or unreasonable operating system or hardware failures. Only you can
determine if this is a problem.
You should reinitialize the library only when you need additional space. If, at that time, there is also an indication
of a bad disk pack, initialize to a new pack.
The Unavailable Blocks statistics are updated only after a successful ++DUMP operation. If a ++DUMP is not
performed, the count remains zero or does not change. To free the unavailable blocks from a Panvalet library, do
a ++DUMP of the library followed by a ++CLEAR, and then ++RESTORE from the ++DUMP protection file.

DATA BLOCKS
Number of blocks for the storage of data. Three values are given: blocks allocated, blocks in use, and blocks
available. Data blocks allocated is equal to total blocks minus overhead and unavailable blocks.

DATA SETS
This has two interpretations:
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• The allocated and available values indicate the number of directory entries serving as pointers to library
members

• The in use value indicates exactly the number of members currently in the library.

NOTE
The available figure represents only the library entries still available, not necessarily the number of
members that you can still store.

TOTAL STMTS
Total number of statements of all the members currently on the library.

PCT. UTIL
The percentage of DASD used for the total blocks in use (1-UP listing only). This field indicates how effectively
the DASD space is used to store members. Utilization percentages of 10-20% indicate that large areas of DASD
blocks used to store members are being wasted. Many small members in the library or creating the library with too
small a RECORDS=nn parameter can cause the poor use of space. The greater the utilization percentage, the
more effective the use of library space. For more information, see %UTIL in PRINT Command.

PERCENT IN USE
The current percentage of data blocks and members in use. Reasonable values for data blocks are 85% to 95%.
For any value less than 80%, consider specifying a smaller library in a future initialization of the library.

PERCENT AVAILABLE
The percentage of members and data blocks available. This is the space available for new members. Depending
on the addition activity of the library, a small percentage can indicate that you should delete some seldom-used
members to an inactive protection file. This frees space for new additions while still retaining the older members.

(Library) OPENED/CLOSED
(lower half of the report) Running counts of the number of times the library file was opened and closed since the
last creation (library initialized) and since the last directory. These counts have a twofold purpose: they indicate
the frequency of library usage and the frequency of abnormal program termination (OPENED versus CLOSED).

DATE OF LAST DUMP
The most recent date on which a backup of the library was taken. The date changes only when a DUMP
command is completed successfully.

Sample Report

       CA-PANVALET LIBRARY STATUS AND ACTIVITY REPORT NO. 11                

                                                                            

        BLKS BLOCK  TOTAL   OVER  UNAVAIL  DATA  DATA TOTAL PCT.            

        /TRK  SIZE  BLOCKS  HEAD  BLOCKS  BLOCKS SETS STMTS UTIL            

                                                                            

ALLOCATED 20   523  5,320    475          4,845 4,012       64.8            

IN USE                               12   4,433 3,717 50,521                

PERCENT IN USE                      .26   91.49 92.64                       

AVAILABLE                                   400   295                       

PERCENT AVAILABLE                          8.25  7.36                       

                                                                            

       SINCE  LAST        DATE OF                                           

    CREATION  DIRECTORY  LAST DUMP                                          

OPENED 3,513         28   06/12/00                                          

CLOSED 3,513         28                                                    
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PAN#6 Library Analysis
PAN#6 is intended for management use only. PAN#6 performs only one function, producing the Panvalet Library Analysis
Report.

This report gives valuable insight into your program storage operation. The information is presented in four tables:

• TABLE 1 -- Analysis of Library Composition by Type of Members
• TABLE 2 -- Analysis of Library Composition by Status and Type of Members
• TABLE 3 -- Analysis of Library Composition by User Code
• TABLE 4 -- Analysis of Library Composition by Status and Activity

The following sections provide more information on PAN#6 Library Analysis.

PAN#6 z/OS Library Analysis

PAN#6 VSE Library Analysis

ANALYSIS Command
The PAN#6 ANALYSIS command requests an analysis of the Panvalet library. It lets you analyze specific parts of the
Panvalet library.
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This section covers the following topics:

Syntax

++ANALYSIS [name key]

Parameters
[name key]

This optional parameter segments the analysis report by groups, based on the names of library members. If
specified, it must be a single-number digit from 1 to 8, and at least one blank must separate it from the command.
The option of one character produces multiple groups of reports. Each report contains information for only those
members with names having the same first character.
Member names whose first n characters are equal are printed as a group.
An incorrect or omitted parameter produces a single analysis report of the entire library.
The ANALYSIS command is the only library statement for PAN#6 execution.

Analysis Report

The analysis report consists of four tables of information that summarize the entire library. Each table is about one or two
printed pages.

TABLE 1 Library Composition by Type of Member

This table analyzes the library composition by type of member. Size of statements, blocks, and members are represented
with averages and percentages of total.

For each type of member (such as BAL and COBOL) present in your library, this table reports the following information:

• Total number of statements stored for this format type
• Total number of DASD blocks used for this format type
• Total number of members with this format type
• Percentage of DASD blocks used for this format type:

     DASD blocks used for this format type

% = ______________________________________

     Total blocks in use by all members

• Percentage of members for this format type:

     Number of members of this type

% = ____________________________

     Total number of all members

• Average number of statements per member for this format type:

       Total number of statements for this format type

Avg = ____________________________________________

       Total number of members of this format type

• Average number of DASD blocks per member for this format type:

       Total number of blocks used for this format type

Avg = _____________________________________________

       Total number of members for this format type
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After this information is printed for each type of member, a total line is printed with the same breakdown for all library
members (percentages are always 100.0 percent for this total line).

TABLE 2 Library Composition by Status and Type

This table analyzes the library composition by status and type of member. Separately, for active and inactive, the status
and member type are summarized, in matrix form, for number of blocks and members, with percentages and totals.

This two-page table is divided into two major classifications: ACTIVE and INACTIVE. In each classification the numerical
and percentage distribution of DASD blocks and number of members by status, PRODuction/ENABLE, or TEST/ENABLE
and DISABLED are reported per format type (such as BAL and COBOL).

To read the report, select either the ACTIVE or INACTIVE classification (separate pages). Then, find the intersection of a
member status row (for example, PRODuction/ENABLE) and a format type column (for example, COBOL).

TABLE 3 Library Composition by User Code

This table analyzes the library composition by user code. The status and size of members' information is summarized.

This table lists members in user code sequence, beginning with all members having a user code of zero (0), followed by
members for the next 49 unique user codes. Any members not included in the first 50 user codes are totaled into one line
labeled OTHER. Listed user codes are determined by the order they are encountered in the library, not by their numerical
order.

The following information is summarized for each user code listed:

• Total number of members for this user code with a status of PRODuction, ENABLE, ACTIVE
• Total number of members for this user code with a status of TEST, ENABLE, ACTIVE
• Total number of members for this user code with a status of PRODuction or TEST, DISABLED, ACTIVE
• Total number of members for this user code with a status of PRODuction, ENABLE, INACTIVE
• Total number of members for this user code with a status of TEST, ENABLE, INACTIVE
• Total number of members for this user code with a status of PRODuction or TEST, DISABLED, INACTIVE
• Total number of members for this user code of all of the previous six categories
• Total number of statements for all members for this user code
• Average number of statements per member for this user code:

       Total number of statements for this user code

Avg = __________________________________________

       Total number of members for this user code

NOTE
PAN#6 treats user formats as unspecified.

TABLE 4 Library Composition by Status and Activity

This table analyzes the library composition by storage capacity. The allocated storage, actual storage in use, and
available storage are summarized.

This report includes the allocated storage, actual storage in use, and storage still available. Therefore, you are continually
informed of the composition and growing volume of your library.

For more information about this report, see Library Status and Activity Report.
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PAN#7 Library Cross-Reference Report
The following sections describe how to use PAN#7 to produce cross-reference reports. Producing cross-reference reports
varies according to your system type:

• z/OS
• VSE

z/OS Systems
PAN#7 runs against Panvalet libraries and reports on all occurrences of an embedded INCLUDE command. Members
with duplicate names, or which are not found on any input library, are flagged in the reports.

The Panvalet Cross-Reference Report presents information in three ways: a library list and two reports.

• The library list names all libraries that are input to the PAN#7 run with the associated ddname and a sequential number
assigned to the library for purposes of library identification in later reports. Any error messages are also presented as
part of this library list.

• The first report lists all library members, in member name sequence, that contain one or more embedded INCLUDE
commands.
Each occurrence of the INCLUDE command is shown with its corresponding statement number (the name of the
member to be included) and the library number of the library where the member was found. On this report, an asterisk
(*) flags included members found in multiple libraries. NF (not found) flags included members that are not found.

• The second report lists all library members referenced by INCLUDE commands. The library number where the
included member was found is shown next to the member name. An asterisk (*) flags any included members found in
multiple libraries. NF (not found) flags included members that are not found.
For each included member, the report shows the names of all including members, the library number where the
member was found, and the corresponding statement number of the INCLUDE. If a member is included by multiple
members of the same name, an asterisk (*) is printed next to the library number.

PAN#7 runs against a Panvalet library only. To obtain this information for members on a protection file, you must create a
temporary Panvalet library, RESTORE the protection file, and run PAN#7 against the temporary library.

PAN#7 produces a cross-reference report of including and included members.
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PAN#7 z/OS Library Cross Reference

VSE Systems
PAN#7 produces a very useful report that should be made available to your programming staff. This report contains a
complete list of all occurrences of the embedded INCLUDE command on one level.

The Panvalet Cross-Reference Report presents information in two parts:

• The first part lists, in member name sequence, all library members that contain one or more embedded INCLUDE
commands.
In an including member, each occurrence of the INCLUDE command is shown with its corresponding statement
number and name parameter (the name of the member to be included).

• The second part lists all library members that are included members (members referenced by INCLUDE commands).
For each included member, the names of all including members and the corresponding statement number of the
INCLUDE are shown.

PAN#7 runs against a Panvalet library only. To obtain this information for members on a protection file, you must create a
temporary Panvalet library, RESTORE the protection file, and run PAN#7 against the temporary library.

PAN#7 produces a cross-reference report of including and included members.
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PAN#7 VSE Library Cross Reference

CROSSREF Command
The PAN#7 CROSSREF command requests a cross-reference report. The CROSSREF command is the only library
statement in an execution of PAN#7.

This section covers the following topics:

Syntax

++CROSSREF [grouping digit],[key]

Parameters
[grouping digit]

The grouping digit is an optional parameter that segments the report by grouping based on the beginning
characters of member names.
To use this parameter, enter a single numeric digit, n (where n is between 1 and 8). When the first n characters of
the member name change, a blank line is inserted in the report. The default is no blank lines inserted.
An invalid parameter eliminates grouping.

[key]
The key is an optional parameter that segments the report based on character patterns (with wildcard
combinations). You can specify a string from 1 to 8 characters (and wildcard values). The asterisk (*) is the
wildcard character.
For more information about using wildcard notation, see Wildcard Member Selection.

NOTE
If you use both the grouping digit and the key, the key must be separated from the grouping digit by a comma. If
you use only a key, it must be preceded by a comma.

The following examples show how to use the grouping digit and key parameters:

++CROSSREF ,*      Reports on all members, with no segmentation.

++CROSSREF ,       Reports on all members, with no segmentation.

++CROSSREF 3       Reports on all members, grouped by the first three

                    characters of the member name.  
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++CROSSREF         Reports on all members, with no segmentation.

++CROSSREF ,ABC*   Reports on all members that start with ABC.

++CROSSREF ,ABCDE  Reports on member ABCDE only.

(z/OS only) A maximum of 4095 libraries can be cross-referenced in one execution of PAN#7. Allocate libraries with a
ddname consisting of the default ddname (PANDD1) followed by any characters that form a valid ddname. For example,
if PANDD1 is the default ddname, the following ddnames are searched if you specified them in the execution of PAN#7:
PANDD11, PANDD1AB, and PANDD1ZZ.

(VSE only) A key is not provided with the VSE product. The syntax of the ++CROSSREF command for VSE is:

++CROSSREF [grouping digit]

The default ddname is specified in the PVOPT macro at installation. You can override the default with a PARM=
specification at execution. For more information about overriding defaults, see Executing Panvalet.

Multiple Input Libraries

(z/OS only) PAN#7 can report on multiple Panvalet libraries. Any library defined by a DD statement beginning with the
default ddname specified in the Panvalet Options Module is processed. The default file name is PANDD1.

INCLUDE Cross-Reference Report (z/OS)

The following three-part example shows a sample cross-reference report.

NOTE
In the following example, vvrgggg represents the version number (vv), release number (r), and gen level (gggg).

     COMPUTER ASSOCIATES TRIAL INSTALLATION                                         VERSION      04/29/01      PAGE

     INCLUDE CROSS-

REFERENCE REPORT                                                 vvrgggg      15.56.59        01

     LIST OF INPUT LIBRARIES USED FOR CROSS-REFERENCE REPORT

                                                                     LIBRARY

     NUMBER    DDNAME    LIBRARY NAME                             VERSION  MESSAGE

     (0001)    PANDD1    LIBSYS.SAMPLE.PANLIB                     12.0

     (0002)    PANDD11   LIBSYS.WORK.PANLIB                       14.0

Subsequent report pages show the library number to identify each library with including or included members.

     COMPUTER ASSOCIATES TRIAL INSTALLATION                                         VERSION       04/29/01     PAGE

     INCLUDE CROSS-

REFERENCE REPORT                                                 vvrgggg       15.56.59       01

     REPORT 1 - MEMBERS WHICH INCLUDE OTHER MEMBERS

     INCLUDING                 INCLUDING   INCLUDED                       INCLUDING  INCLUDED

     LIBRARY   MEMBER          LIBRARY     LIBRARY   MEMBER               LIBRARY    LIBRARY   MEMBER

     NUMBER    NAME            STMT. NO.   NUMBER    NAME                 STMT. NO.  NUMBER    NAME

     (0002)    CMSOPT             17       (NF  )    COPYEL

     (0002)    COB72              17       (NF  )    COPYEL
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     (0002)    INCNOTE             5       (NF  )    $PV12                     6     PV002     *PV12

                                   4       (NF  )    #PV12                     3     PV002     CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

                                   2       (0001)    NOTEBOOK                  9     PV002     123456789$.123456789$

                                   8       PV002     123456789#.123456789#     7     PV002     1234567890.1234567890

     (0001)    NOTE.NOTE1          1       (0001)    ONE                       2     (0001)    TWO

     (0002)    NOTEBOOK.INCLUDEX   3       (NF  )    RENAME

     (0001)    ONE                 9       (NF  )    FIVE                      7     (0001)    FOUR

                                   5       (0001)    THREE                     3     (0001)    TWO

     (0002)    PCOPTNO            13       (NF  )    PCOPTD

     (0002)    PCOPTNO            12       (NF  )    PCOPT

     (0002)    PRODMBR             2       (0002)    PVINCLUDE1

     (0002)    PVMEMBER            2       (NF  )    NOFIND

     (0001)    SUPER.SUB1          1       (0001)    NOTE

     (0001)    SUPER.SUB2          1       (0001)    NOTE.NOTE1                2     (NF  )    NOTE.NOTE2

                                   3       (0001)    SUPER.SUB1

     (0001)    TWO                 3       (0001)    FOUR                      2     (0001)    ONE

An asterisk next to the library number indicates that the member was referred to by a ++INCLUDE statement and exists in
more than one Panvalet library.

When (NF) replaces a library number, it indicates that PAN#7 did not find the included member in any library it searched.

If the name of an included member is invalid, PAN#7 replaces the library number with PV002.

     COMPUTER ASSOCIATES TRIAL INSTALLATION                                        VERSION       04/29/01     PAGE

     INCLUDE CROSS-

REFERENCE REPORT                                                vvrgggg       15.56.59       01

     REPORT 2 - MEMBERS WHICH ARE INCLUDED BY OTHER MEMBERS

     INCLUDED                       INCLUDING   INCLUDED                          INCLUDING  INCLUDED

     LIBRARY   MEMBER               LIBRARY     LIBRARY   MEMBER                  LIBRARY    LIBRARY   MEMBER

     NUMBER    NAME                 STMT. NO.   NUMBER    NAME                    STMT. NO.  NUMBER    NAME

     (NF  )    $PV12                    5       (0002)    INCNOTE

     PV002     *PV12                    6       (0002)    INCNOTE

     (NF  )    #PV12                    4       (0002)    INCNOTE

     PV002     CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC          3       (0002)    INCNOTE

     (NF  )    COPYEL                  17       (0002)    CMSOPT                      17     (0002)    COB72
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     (NF  )    FIVE                     9       (0001)    ONE

     (0001)    FOUR                     7       (0001)    ONE                          3     (0001)    TWO

     (NF  )    NOFIND                   2       (0002)    PVMEMBER

     (0001)    NOTE                     1       (0001)    SUPER.SUB1

     (0001)    NOTE.NOTE1               1       (0001)    SUPER.SUB2

     (NF  )    NOTE.NOTE2               2       (0001)    SUPER.SUB2

     (0001)    NOTEBOOK                 2       (0002)    INCNOTE

     (0001)    ONE                      1       (0001)    NOTE.NOTE1                   2     (0001)    TWO

     (NF  )    PCOPT                   12       (0002)    PCOPTNO

     (NF  )    PCOPTD                  13       (0002)    PCOPTNO

     (0002)    PVINCLUDE1               2       (0002)    PRODMBR

     (NF  )    RENAME                   3       (0002)    NOTEBOOK.INCLUDEX

     (0001)    SUPER.SUB1               3       (0001)    SUPER.SUB2

     (0001)    THREE                    5       (0001)    ONE

     (0001)    TWO                      2       (0001)    NOTE.NOTE1                   3     (0001)    ONE

     PV002     123456789$.123456789$    9       (0002)    INCNOTE

     PV002     123456789#.123456789#    8       (0002)    INCNOTE

     PV002     1234567890.1234567890    7       (0002)    INCNOTE

     ***** ABOVE ACTION SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED *****

INCLUDE Cross-Reference Report (VSE)

A sample cross-reference report follows:

     TABLE 1  List of Members Which INCLUDE Other Members

      Name of          Stmt          INCLUDEs

      Member            No.          Member

      FORECAST01       104           TRENDFILE

      FORECAST03        59           TRENDFILE

      FORECAST06       602           TRENDFILE

     TABLE 2  List of Members Which Are INCLUDED in Other Members
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      Name of  Stmt   INCLUDEd     Stmt  INCLUDEd    Stmt INCLUDEd

      Member    No.  in Member    No.  in Member   No. in Member

      TRENDFILE 104   FORECAST01   59   FORECAST03   602  FORECAST06

Cross-Reference Report

The size of the cross-reference report depends on the use of INCLUDE commands. Optionally, you can group the report
according to the first characters of member names as specified by the name key parameter.

For readability, PAN#7 does not report the level of the included member. However, beyond the first level, you can trace
included members in Table 1 of the report by looking up the included member to see if it contains INCLUDEs, and so on.
The last included member is not entered as an including member in column 1 of Table 1.

If the name of the included member is invalid, PAN#7 replaces the library number with **PV002**. This indicates that the
member name is greater than ten characters, contains invalid characters, or both.

PAN#8 Library SCAN/REPLACE
PAN#8, at the discretion of management, is available for use by the programming staff. The library scan program lets you
search a single member, all members of a given language type, or the entire library for the presence of a specific field.
An option within the scan program lets you replace the searched field, insert data, or delete data. If you do not specify a
search field, data can be deleted from or generated into a member, members of one language type, or the entire library.

NOTE
You cannot modify members in PRODuction status.

If your library is security-controlled, you must include a CONTROL command in the input stream for authorization to
perform the PAN#8 functions.

Use PAN#8 to perform two main functions:

• Search an individually-named member, all members in a language type, or the entire library for the occurrences of a
character string you supply. Each occurrence of the character string is listed showing the entire card-image statement,
statement number, name of the library member in which the character string (scan field) was found, and level number
of the member.

• Search the library as stated and replace or delete the entire scan field, insert specified data into the scan field,
or delete specified data from the scan field. Replacements are not made if significant (non-blank) characters are
truncated from the remainder of the statement.
To generate specified character strings, command parameters can designate column locations, or column locations
can be allowed to default by language type to the limits specified in the description of the ADD command (see Using).
Parameters can limit statements subject to change, or statements can be allowed to default to all statements defined
by the limits of the scan.

SCAN/REPLACE Considerations
 

When the PAN#8 Management Utility program does a SCAN, the Access Date for each member scanned is not updated.
However, the Panvalet library is still open for UPDATE to issue the ENQs or RESERVEs necessary to prevent members
from being changed on the library during the SCAN process. You can change this open for UPDATE to open for read-only
with the OPEN=INP parameter. See Read-Only Access in Executing Panvalet. 

Executing PAN#8 with OPEN=INP can improve performance by not preventing other Panvalet jobs from executing
because no ENQs or RESERVEs are issued. However, an OPEN=INP PAN#8 execution can experience PV096 error
messages, abends, or even unpredictable report results if those other jobs modify data in the Panvalet library while the
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SCAN is in progress on the member or directory being modified. In no case is data lost or integrity compromised -- just the
PAN#8 job abends.

You cannot use the REPLACE command during an OPEN=INP execution of PAN#8.

When using the SCAN REPLACE commands, consider the following:

Date of Last Access

PAN#8 changes both the Date of Last Access field and the Date of Last Maintenance field for any member that is actually
updated. These fields are not changed for any member that PAN#8 does not update.

ENQs and RESERVEs

When PAN#8 begins execution, it opens the library for update and issues an ENQ (plus a RESERVE in a shared DASD
environment) before beginning. This is necessary for data integrity. The ENQ/RESERVE prevents other jobs from
updating the PANLIB during the SCAN process.

However, in the case of a ++SCAN with no ++REP statements, PAN#8 has the ability to open the Panvalet library as
read-only and bypass the ENQ and RESERVE. This grants access to jobs which otherwise would wait for the ENQ to be
released. You can set this feature at installation time using the PAN#8SCN PVOPT keyword. You can control this feature
at execution time using the SCANNOENQ or OPEN=INP execution parameters. See Read-Only Access in Executing
Panvalet. 

Error Messages or Unpredictable Results

Executing your PAN#8 scan with the execution parameter OPEN=INP or SCANNOENQ can improve performance
because it does not prevent other Panvalet jobs from executing due to an ENQ or a RESERVE. However, your PAN#8
program can experience PV096 error messages or other unpredictable results if the other jobs modify data in the Panvalet
library while your SCAN is in progress. Some unpredictable results are that the SCAN:

• Misses some members (or data in members)
• Scans the same member multiple times
• Reports on a member that has been deleted by the time the job ends

In no case is data lost or integrity compromised on the Panvalet library being processed.

++REPLACE Commands and Input (Only Modes)

If SCANNOENQ is in effect, PAN#8 processes ++REPLACE commands. However, before beginning execution, PAN#8
examines all the input control statements. If it discovers even a single ++REP control statement, the program continues
processing only after switching to SCANUPDATE mode. This includes performing an ENQ/RESERVE and issuing a
warning message.

If OPEN=INP is in effect, PAN#8 does not process a ++REPLACE command. Attempting to do so results in an error
message and termination of the job step.
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Using PAN#8 Library Scan-z/OS

Using PAN#8 Library Scan-VSE

CONTROL Command and PAN#8
The PAN#8 CONTROL command lets you scan a security-controlled library. The CONTROL command is required only if
the library is security-controlled. It must precede all other library statements in the input stream.

Syntax

++CONTROL code

Parameters
code

Coding requirements to determine the control code is identical to the CONTROL command used in PAN#2.
PAN#8 does not continue when the control code is incorrect.
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PASS Command: PAN#8 Library SCAN/REPLACE
(VSE only) The ++PASS command supplies a user ID and password for the system to validate. The user ID and password
can be required, validated if supplied, or ignored, depending on the CHCKSEC value set in PVOPT.

Syntax

++PASS   userid,password

Parameters
userid

One- to eight-character user ID.
password

One- to twenty-character password for use in the user exit (PVPASSEX).

Operation

The ++PASS command supplies a user ID and password for validation.

If the CHCKSEC option in the PVOPT macro is set to NO (the default), the PVPASSEX is not invoked; therefore, the user
ID and password are not validated, even if supplied. When the CHCKSEC is set to OPTIONAL, the PVPASSEX is invoked
only when the ++PASS command is supplied. When CHCKSEC is REQUIRED, the ++PASS command must be the first
command in the input command stream and the PVPASSEX is invoked. Processing does not occur unless a valid user ID
and password are provided. The user-written PVPASSEX performs the validation.

For more information, see PVPASSEX.

REP Command: PAN#8 Library SCAN/REPLACE
The PAN#8 REP command replaces a specified character string (scan field) with another specified character string
(replace field) in a library segment delimited by the most recently encountered SCAN command. This command is subject
to all of the same restrictions and functions as the PAN#1 UPDATE command. The modification level number can be
incremented more than once in a single execution of PAN#8 if it is changed more than once.

NOTE
For more information, see the REPLACE Subcommand of the UPDATE Command.

The REP command must fit on one line (it can extend through column 72).

This section covers the following topics:

Syntax

++REP / scan field / replace field /

Parameters
/ scan field / replace field /

These optional parameters represent two character strings with beginning and ending delimiters used as an
argument for searching library members for an exact match and replacement. The combined length of the two
fields must not exceed 63 characters, exclusive of delimiter characters. They must be short enough to fit in SCAN
column delimiters (if specified) or in the default column delimiters for the language type being processed. You can
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use any delimiting character as long as it is not contained in either character string. (Arbitrarily, slashes were used
as delimiters in the parameter formats as shown in the next example.)
The scan field and replace field do not have to be the same length. If the scan field is longer than the replace
field, all data in the language type column delimiters and located to the right of the scan field is shifted left to be
immediately to the right of the replace field. Blanks are inserted to the right side column delimiter. If you specify
end-col on the SCAN command, data to the right of it remains the same and is not shifted.
If the scan field is shorter than the replace field, all data in the language type column delimiters and located to
the right of the scan field is shifted right as far as necessary to allow the insertion of the replace field. However, if
the right shift results in truncation of non-blank characters at the right side column delimiter, a REP NOT DONE
-- TRUNCATION WILL OCCUR message is printed immediately below the record being processed. No change is
made to that particular statement, and processing resumes with the next record.
If the scan field and the replace field are of equal length, the replace is always subject to these restrictions.
The scan field and replace field must fit in the columns given (if specified) on the SCAN command, or a PV009
INVALID PARAMETER error message occurs.
You can eliminate either argument, but not both, by placing two delimiter characters immediately next to each
other. When you do this, you invoke two important features of the REP command:

• //replace field/
When you leave out the scan field, the replace field is inserted at the beginning column specified either by the
preceding SCAN command or by the default beginning column for the language being processed.

• /scan field//
When you leave out the replace field, the scan field is simply deleted whenever it is found, and all data to the
right (within the columns specified on the SCAN command) is shifted left.

NOTE
When using a REP command, do not use a scan field on the SCAN command.

You cannot use the REP command when accessing a SUPERSET.SUBSET. Panvalet issues a PV030 error
message when you attempt to replace a character string found in a subset by a corresponding SCAN function.
The error message is issued if SCAN is global or if you specifically named a SUPERSET.SUBSET.

Examples of Replacing Character Strings in the Library

The following examples illustrate various ways of replacing character strings within the library.

Example 1

The coding in the following example searches a source program named ORDENT36 and replaces certain macros by other
macros. The search is limited to columns 2 to 30, to eliminate changing statement labels and comments.

++SCAN ORDENT36,,,,2,30

++REP /GETMAIN/DFHGETMAIN/

++REP /FREEMAIN/DFHFREEMAIN/

++REP 'OPEN'DFHOPEN'

++REP $CLOSE$DFHCLOSE$

Example 2

The following example shows how to change all JCL members having references to a particular file name changed to a
new version of the file. The library is security-protected with a code of 347.

++CONTROL 347

++SCAN *JCL

++REP /'PAYROLL.YTD'/'PAYROLL.YTD1995'/
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Example 3

The next example illustrates an Assembler program named A40MCD26 containing MZ as two characters of each
statement label. Code the following to improve readability by deleting these two characters.

++SCAN A40MCD26

++REP /MZ//

SCAN Command
The PAN#8 SCAN command lets you search a specified segment of the library for statements containing the user-
supplied character string. This command must fit on one line (it can extend through column 72).

This section covers the following topics:

Syntax

       {name            }

       {'wildcardname'  }

       {*AUTOCODER      }

       {*BAL (or *ALC)  }

       {*COBOL          }

       {*ANSCOBOL       }

       {*COBOL-72       } [

       {*FORTRAN        } [                [,beginning] [,ending   ]

++SCAN {*PL/I (or *PL/1)} [,['scan field'] [ statement] [ statement]

       {*RPG            }

       {*OBJECT         }                                                    ]

       {*JCL            }                                [,beginning ,ending]] 

       {*DATA           }                                [ column     column]] 

       {*OTHER          }

       {*UNSPECIFIED    }

       {*USER780        }

       {*USER180        }

       {*USER3          }

       {*USER4          }

       {*name of ZTYPEx }

       {*               }

Parameters
{name }, {'wildcardname'}, {language type }

This required parameter specifies the segment of the library you want to search. You can specify a member name
to limit the scan to a single member.
You can specify a set of member names by using wildcard character notation in your member name. You must
enclose the member name in quotes to activate the wildcard selection feature. For performance reasons, do not
enclose a member name in quotes if you do not want a wildcard search.
You can scan all members of the same language type by specifying the language type (you must include the
prefix *). You can search the entire library of members by specifying an * as the first parameter.

,['scan field']
This optional parameter represents a character string in a beginning and ending delimiter used as an argument
for searching members for an exact match. The scan field can be any length from 1 to 61, exclusive of the
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delimiter characters. You can use any delimiting character as long as it is not contained within the character string.
(Arbitrarily, apostrophes were used as delimiters in the parameter format as shown in the next example.)
If you omit this parameter, it is assumed that subsequent REP commands specify both a search argument and a
replacement string. If you use a REP command, you cannot put a scan field on the SCAN statement.

[,beginning statement]
This optional numeric parameter specifies the statement number of the first statement within a member to begin
the search. Those statements with a lower statement number are bypassed without inspection.

[,ending statement]
This optional parameter specifies by number the last statement you want to search. If specified, it must be greater
than or equal to the beginning statement number. Statements with a higher statement number are bypassed.

[,beginning column]
This optional parameter specifies by number the first column of each statement to begin the search. Columns to
the left of the specified column number are ignored.

[,ending column]
This optional parameter specifies the last column number you want to search. If specified, it must be greater than
or equal to the beginning column number. Columns to the right of this column are not inspected. The number of
columns you want to search (inclusive of the beginning and ending columns) must be equal to or greater than the
length of the scan field, if you specify one.

Operation

The last four optional parameters must be numeric values. If used, you must code them in the order specified and
separate each by a comma. You must use an additional comma to indicate the omission of each of the optional
parameters, up to the rightmost used.

You can supply as many different SCAN commands in any one execution of PAN#8 as desired. Panvalet processes up to
255 consecutive statements concurrently.

Be aware of the processing time involved when requesting a scan of the entire library or a language type. When the action
is satisfactorily complete, it only indicates the complete processing of the 255 or less SCAN/REP commands. It does not
specify whether a successful SCAN/REP function occurred.

Column parameters outside of those stored on the library are adjusted inward, (column 1 of a COBOL member is
automatically adjusted to column 7).

Wildcard Member Selection

Wildcard notation allows for generic pattern matching in member names. This reduces the length of selection criteria and
parameter lists. The two wildcard characters are:

• Asterisk (*), meaning any number of characters or no characters
• Question mark (?), meaning any single character

A wildcard member name can contain only one asterisk (*) but any number of question marks (?). One name can contain
both an asterisk and question marks.

Pattern Meaning
++SCAN 'PAY*' Scan all members beginning with the first three characters

PAY. This includes any member named PAY. For example: PAY,
PAYROLL, PAY1.

++SCAN 'PAY??' Scan all members beginning with PAY and followed by two
additional characters. This does not include the member named
PAY but does include PAY1A and PAYOB.
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++ SCAN '*' Scan all members.
++SCAN '*OLD' Scan all members ending in OLD. For example: PAYOLD,

PGMOLD.
++SCAN '*O?D' Scan all members that have O in the third-last character and D as

the last character. For example: PAY01OLD, BOND.
++SCAN 'W*T' Scan all members starting with W and ending with T. For example:

WAIT, WHAT.

Examples of Scanning the Library for a Specified Field

The following examples illustrate various ways of scanning the library for a specified field.

Example 1

The following stream scans a source program named NIM600V5 for all occurrences of the character string "PUT
SYSLST":

++SCAN NIM600V5,'PUT   SYSLST'

/*

Example 2

The following coding searches all JCL type members for reference to a file named PRMASTER:

++SCAN *JCL,'PRMASTER'

/*

Example 3

The next stream includes the two previous commands for a security-controlled library with a control code of 205:

++CONTROL 205

++SCAN *JCL,'PRMASTER'

++SCAN NIM600V5,'PUT   SYSPRINT'

/*

Example 4

The following stream searches two programs named NIM400V2 and NIM500V4 for all occurrences of the operand X'FF'.
Since the apostrophes appear within the character string, $ is used for delimiters:

++SCAN NIM400V2,$X'FF'$

++SCAN NIM500V4,$X'FF'$

/*

Example 5

The next stream searches all assembler programs for DCB file definitions. To avoid such fields as DCBLRECL, a blank
must precede and follow the character string DCB. Do not scan past column 30 for DCB because they probably are not
the DCB macro instruction.
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++SCAN *BAL,' DCB ',,,,30

/*

In this example, note the use of the four consecutive commas to indicate the omission of the first three positional
parameters.

Panvalet Program Execution
This section presents the job control requirements and operating considerations for executing Panvalet programs in z/
OS and VSE environments. For more information about the purpose and description of the input and output files used
by Panvalet for z/OS and VSE programs, see Files.

This section covers the following topics:

  

Read Only Access

The programs that make up the Panvalet base and optional products always open the Panvalet libraries for UPDATE,
unless you deactivated the Access Date Maintenance Facility. For more information, see Access Date.

To open the Panvalet library for read-only access by deactivating the Access Date Maintenance Facility, specify
OPEN=INP in the parameter list on the // EXEC statement. You can use this keyword with any of the other
batch Panvalet parameters. If you use this keyword, specify it after any of the ddname keywords but before the LINECNT
keyword.

WARNING
Placing this keyword anywhere else causes the Panvalet program to end with a U201 abend.

The following JCL illustrates how to use OPEN=INP for z/OS:

//STEP1  EXEC  PGM=PAN#2,PARM='OPEN=INP'

//STEP1  EXEC  PGM=PAN#2,PARM='OPEN=INP,LINECNT=55'

//STEP1  EXEC  PGM=PAN#2,PARM=',,PRODPAN,OPEN=INP'

//STEP1  EXEC  PGM=PAN#2,PARM=',,PRODPAN,OPEN=INP,LINECNT=55'

The following JCL illustrates how to use OPEN=INP for VSE:

// EXEC PAN#1,SIZE=256K,PARM='OPEN=INP'

// EXEC PAN#1,SIZE=256K,PARM='OPEN=INP,LINECNT=32'

After Panvalet opens the library for read-only access, it remains in that state for the duration of the task. Panvalet does not
maintain the DATE OF LAST ACCESS when you open the library for read-only.

NOTE
When using OPEN=INP, no ENQ/RESERVEs are issued for all Panvalet libraries in the execution step
(PANDD1 and PANDD11-PANDD19). This reduces performance impact and eliminates the possibility of
lockouts. For more information, see Enqueue/Reserve Process.

Considerations

Executing PAN#8 with OPEN=INPUT or SCANNOENQ can improve overall Panvalet performance by eliminating the
exclusive ENQ and RESERVE that prevents simultaneous access to the Panvalet library by other batch or online jobs.

However, when running in this mode, it is possible that one of the other jobs will modify the Panvalet library that your
input-only job is processing. If this happens, you could experience unpredictable results. For more information, see Error
Messages or Unpredictable Results in Management Utility Programs.  At no time is data lost or integrity compromised,
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and only your job is affected. This can happen because another job can modify the Panvalet library while your job is
executing.

Clients with low Panvalet execution rates might never experience this phenomenon, but those with high execution rates
might. If this occurs, resubmit the read-only job, and it might run the second time. If the abend recurs, or the situation
demands that the job must run, remove the OPEN=INP or SCANNOENQ parameter from the execution JCL for those
jobs.

The following lists show which commands execute with OPEN=INP specified. Commands that do not execute when you
specify OPEN=INP produce a PV094 error message. An asterisk (*) indicates OPEN=INP does not permit the command.

PAN#1 Commands
 ++ACCESS                    ++EJECT                   * ++RENAME 

* ++ADD                      ++EXEC                    * ++RESEQ 

* ++ALLOCATE               * ++FORMAT                    ++SELECT 

* ++ATTACH                   ++ID                      * ++STATUS 

* ++C                        ++INCLUDE                 * ++UNLOCK 

* ++COMMENT                  ++INSERT                  * ++UPDATE 

  ++CONTROL                * ++LEVEL                   * ++USER 

* ++COPY                   * ++LOCK                      ++USING 

  ++D                        ++OPTION                    ++WRITE (2) 

* ++DETACH                 * ++R

PAN#2 Commands
 ++ATTRIBUTE               * ++LOCK                   * ++TRANSFER (LIB-LIB) 

* ++AUDIT                  * ++OPTION                   ++TRANSFER (PROT) 

* ++BYPASS                   ++PRINT (1)              * ++UNLOCK 

* ++CONTROL (3)            * ++REPLACE                * ++UPGRADE (2) 

* ++DELETE                 * ++RESTORE                  ++USING 

* ++DUMP

(1) USER, LEVEL, COUNT, BLOCK, DATEA, and DATEM are not permitted. 

(2) All automatic upgrade functions are suppressed. 

(3) ++CONTROL code1, code2 does not change the library security code when you specify OPEN=INP, but a successful
completion message is printed.

NOTE

: On the ++TRANSFER command, you can specify OPEN=INP to protect the From library. 

PAN#3 Commands

++DSN and * ++REP

PAN#4 Commands

* ++CLEAR and * ++SUPPRESS

PAN#6 Commands

++ANALYSIS
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PAN#7 Commands

++CROSSREF

PAN#8 Commands

++CONTROL, * ++REP, and ++SCAN

The asterisk (*) indicates the command is not permitted when you specify OPEN=INP.

The following internal actions take place when you specify OPEN=INP:

• Disables all possible writes for PANDD1 and PANDD11 through PANDD19 Panvalet libraries
• Bypasses all ENQ/DEQ/RESERVEs (and footprinting) for PANDD1 and PANDD11 through PANDD19 Panvalet

libraries

Options at Execution Time

In addition to the OPEN=INP execution parameter discussed earlier, you can optionally specify alternate ddnames to use
in place of the standard ddnames SYSIN, SYSPRINT, PANDD1, PANDD2, PANDD3, and SYSPUNCH currently assumed
by Panvalet programs. Alternate ddnames are supplied at execution time through the PARM parameter of the Panvalet //
EXEC statement or in a LINK or ATTACH macro used to invoke or execute Panvalet.

Use commas to separate optional parameters. The order of specification is as follows:

1. SYSIN
2. SYSPRINT
3. PANDD1
4. PANDD2
5. PANDD3
6. SYSPUNCH

Ending quotes or parenthesis terminate the PARM list. Any ddnames not supplied default to the above values. You can
change PANDD1 to LIB without affecting any others, as follows:

// EXEC PGM=PAN#n,PARM=',,LIB'

You can optionally control all output to the //SYSPRINT DD member for varying printer page spacing when you
use multiple sizes of continuous pages. You can specify the keyword subparameter LINECNT=nn in the PARM
parameter of the Panvalet // EXEC statement. The nn represents the maximum number of lines to be printed per page
by Panvalet programs. If you do not specify this option, LINECNT=56 is assumed in all Panvalet programs.

When you choose the LINECNT= option, it must follow the alternate ddname being supplied. For example, you can
change SYSIN to INPUT, PANDD1 to LIB, and the lines printed per page to nn as follows:

//EXEC PGM=PAN#n,PARM='INPUT,,LIB,LINECNT=nn'

JCL Execution Considerations

PAN#1
//jobname  JOB job information

//stepname EXEC PGM=PAN#1

//PANDD1   DD DSN=PAN.VALET,DISP=SHR   Note 1

//PANDD2   DD DUMMY                    Note 2

//PANDD11  DD DSN=PAN.VALET2,DISP=SHR  Note 3

//PANDD12  DD DSN=PAN.VALET3,DISP=SHR  Note 3

//PANDD13  DD DSN=PAN.VALET4,DISP=SHR  Note 3
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//PANDD14  DD DSN=PAN.VALET5,DISP=SHR  Note 3

//PANDD15  DD DSN=PAN.VALET6,DISP=SHR  Note 3

//PANDD16  DD DSN=PAN.VALET7,DISP=SHR  Note 3

//PANDD17  DD DSN=PAN.VALET8,DISP=SHR  Note 3

//PANDD18  DD DSN=PAN.VALET9,DISP=SHR  Note 3

//PANDD19  DD DSN=PAN.VALET10,DISP=SHR Note 3

//DDNAME   DD DSN=partitioned data set Note 4

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A                 Note 5

//SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B                 Note 6

//SYSIN    DD *                        Note 7

         (Input File)                  Note 7

/*

Note the following:

1. PANDD1 is a cataloged Panvalet library data set with SHR disposition. This DD statement is required and cannot be a
DUMMY data set. 

2. PANDD2 is normally a disk if it is used as a temporary data set passed to a subsequent step in the job, or DUMMY
if it is not used. It is also known as the Output Work File. PANDD2 is not used if OPTION OUTPUT is specified for a
WRITE WORK to a ddname other than PANDD2. 

3. PANDD11 to PANDD19 are additional libraries you want searched. The PANLIB concatenation feature uses these
optional DD statements. 

4. You can include one or more usersupplied ddnames to identify optional input from or output to partitioned data sets.
These are used in conjunction with the OPTION command of PAN#1. 

5. SYSPRINT can be an output printer, punch, point to DASD, or tape. 
6. SYSPUNCH must be a SYSOUT output punch class for later punching or DUMMY. 
7. SYSIN normally indicates the data that follows in the input stream. Use * instead of the DATA parameter, because a

facility is provided to include JCL. SYSIN can alternatively be a PDS member.
The logical record length of the SYSIN file can range from 80 to 4096 bytes. When SYSIN logical record lengths are
greater than 80 bytes, use tape or disk files instead of JES SYSIN SPOOL files. BLKSIZE=80, LRECL=80 are the
values used, if you do not supply them. Stacker-select input data uses LRECL=81 with the ,SL=YES command option
on the ++ADD or ++UPDATE commands. Bytes 2 to 81 are used as input in this case.
By default, the logical record length of the SYSIN file automatically determines the logical record length of the input
data being processed for the current command, unless otherwise specified by the ++ADD or UPDATE LRECL=
option. 

PAN#2
//jobname  JOB job information

//stepname EXEC PGM=PAN#1

//PANDD1   DD DSN=PAN.VALET,DISP=SHR   Note 1

//PANDD2   DD DUMMY                    Note 2

//PANDD11  DD DSN=PAN.VALET2,DISP=SHR  Note 3

//PANDD12  DD DSN=PAN.VALET3,DISP=SHR  Note 3

//PANDD13  DD DSN=PAN.VALET4,DISP=SHR  Note 3

//PANDD14  DD DSN=PAN.VALET5,DISP=SHR  Note 3

//PANDD15  DD DSN=PAN.VALET6,DISP=SHR  Note 3

//PANDD16  DD DSN=PAN.VALET7,DISP=SHR  Note 3

//PANDD17  DD DSN=PAN.VALET8,DISP=SHR  Note 3

//PANDD18  DD DSN=PAN.VALET9,DISP=SHR  Note 3

//PANDD19  DD DSN=PAN.VALET10,DISP=SHR Note 3

//DDNAME   DD DSN=partitioned data set Note 4

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A                 Note 5

//SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=B                 Note 6
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//SYSIN    DD *                        Note 7

         (Input File)                  Note 7

/*

Note the following:

1. PANDD1 is a cataloged Panvalet library data set with SHR disposition. This DD statement is required and cannot be a
DUMMY data set. 

2. PANDD2 is normally a disk if it is used as a temporary data set passed to a subsequent step in the job, or DUMMY
if it is not used. It is also known as the Output Work File. PANDD2 is not used if OPTION OUTPUT is specified for a
WRITE WORK to a ddname other than PANDD2. 

3. PANDD11 to PANDD19 are additional libraries you want searched. The PANLIB concatenation feature uses these
optional DD statements. 

4. You can include one or more usersupplied ddnames to identify optional input from or output to partitioned data sets.
These are used in conjunction with the OPTION command of PAN#1. 

5. SYSPRINT can be an output printer, punch, point to DASD, or tape. 
6. SYSPUNCH must be a SYSOUT output punch class for later punching or DUMMY. 
7. SYSIN normally indicates the data that follows in the input stream. Use * instead of the DATA parameter, because a

facility is provided to include JCL. SYSIN can alternatively be a PDS member.
The logical record length of the SYSIN file can range from 80 to 4096 bytes. When SYSIN logical record lengths are
greater than 80 bytes, use tape or disk files instead of JES SYSIN SPOOL files. BLKSIZE=80, LRECL=80 are the
values used, if you do not supply them. Stacker-select input data uses LRECL=81 with the ,SL=YES command option
on the ++ADD or ++UPDATE commands. Bytes 2 to 81 are used as input in this case.
By default, the logical record length of the SYSIN file automatically determines the logical record length of the input
data being processed for the current command, unless otherwise specified by the ++ADD or UPDATE LRECL=
option. 

PAN#3
//jobname JOB

//stepname EXEC PGM=PAN#3

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//PANDD1   DD DSN=PANVALET.LIBRARY,DISP=SHR

//PANLIB   DD DSN=PAN.TEST.LIBRARY,DISP=SHR

//PANFIX   DD DSN=PAN.FIX.LIBRARY,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *

++DSN PANVALET.LIBRARY

++REP VER=0122

++DSN PAN.TEST.LIBRARY,DDNAME=PANLIB

++REP

++DSN PAN.FIX.LIBRARY,DDNAME=PANFIX

++VOL

/*

//

Note the following:

• The Panvalet library has its footprint cleared if the footprint is equal to 0122.
• PAN.TEST.LIBRARY has its footprint cleared. The ddname of PANLIB points to DSN PAN.TEST.LIBRARY.
• PAN.FIX.LIBRARY has its second to nth control records rewritten.

PAN#4
//jobname   JOB   ...

//PANDD1    DD     DSN=NEW.PANVALET.LIBRARY,
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//                 DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//                 UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,(50)),

//                 VOL=SER=PANPCK,

//                 DCB=(DSORG=DA)

//SYSPRINT  DD    SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN     DD    *

(library statements)

/*

The required parameters are:

DSN
The data set name of the Panvalet library.

DISP
(,CATLG) to catalog the data set.
You should use NEW to ensure Panvalet creates a new file and does not overlay an old one.

UNIT
The device type for this version of Panvalet. If the library resides on more than one volume, all volumes must be
online together.

SPACE
The size of the library you want to create. If the library resides on one volume, you must specify the space
allocated as the primary allocation (do not specify secondary allocation). For a multiple-volume library, the
space on the first volume is given as the primary allocation, and the space on each of the other volumes as the
secondary allocation. In addition, the primary extent must completely fill the first volume. For efficiency, you should
allocate using cylinders (CYL,(nn)).
PAN#4 determines the amount of space cleared using the primary allocation for the first volume, plus
the secondary allocation specified for each additional volume. (This is obtained from the number of units
subparameter of the UNIT parameter.)

VOL=SER
The serial number of the volume on which the library resides.

DCB
(Subparameters) The default record format for a Panvalet library is RECFM=FS.
Optionally, the DCB parameter can be one of the following:
DCB=(DSORG=xx,BLKSIZE=n)

DCB=(DSORG=xx,BLKSIZE=n,OPTCD=W)

The OPTCD=W parameter is necessary if you want to request verification of all information written to the
disk. xx can be DA, DAU, or PS. The default is PS.

NOTE
You should always use DSORG=DA to prevent accidental library corruption by ISPF 3.3 copying over
a Panvalet library. However, if you must access this Panvalet library using VM/CMS Panvalet CMS
option or VMLIB, you must set the DSORG to PS.

PAN#4 uses the BLKSIZE subparameter, if specified, to determine the library block size. The specified block size
must be a valid block size for the corresponding library device type, as listed in the Table of Block sizes (see the
section "Management Utility Programs"). If the block size you specify is not correct, it is adjusted down to the
nearest valid block size. In either case (a valid or invalid block size), specification of the BLKSIZE subparameter
overrides the optional RECORDS=nn parameter. Use the RECORDS=nn parameter only when you omit the
BLKSIZE subparameter. Panvalet uses a default block size if you omit both the BLKSIZE and RECORDS=nn.

PAN#6
//jobname    JOB    ...
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//stepname   EXEC   PGM=PAN#6

//PANDD1     DD     DSN=PANVALET,DISP=SHR    Note 1

//SYSPRINT   DD     SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN      DD     *

++ANALYSIS

/*

NOTE
PANDD1 is normally a cataloged data set with SHR disposition.

PAN#7
//jobname  JOB  ...

//stepname EXEC PGM=PAN#7

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//PANDD1   DD   DSN=PAN.PROD.PANVALET,DISP=SHR        Note 1

//PANDD1A  DD   DSN=PAN.PANVAL2,DISP=SHR

//PANDD1B  DD   DSN=PAN.APPL.PANVALET,DISP=SHR

//PANDD1C  DD   DSN=PAN.PANVALET,DISP=SHR

//PANDD11  DD   DSN=PAN.PAYROLL.PANVALET,DISP=SHR

//PANDD15  DD   DSN=PAN.VALETLIB,DISP=SHR

//PANDD10  DD   DSN=NOT.OUR.THING,DISP=SHR

//SORTLIB  DD   DSN=SYS1.SORTLIB,DISP=SHR             Note 2

//SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=A                              Note 3

//PAN#7WK01 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(35))           Note 4

//PAN#7WK02 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(35))

//PAN#7WK03 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(35))

//PAN#7WK04 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(35))

//SORTWK01 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(35))           Note 5

//SORTWK02 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(35))

//SORTWK03 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(35))

//SORTWK04 DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(35))

//SORTCNTL DD   *                                     Note 5

OPTION MAINSIZE=MAX

/*

//SYSIN    DD   *

++CROSSREF

/*

Note the following:

1. PAN#7 can report on multiple Panvalet libraries. PAN#7 processes any library defined by a DD statement beginning
with the file name specified in the Panvalet Options Module. The default file name is PANDD1.

2. This is required by the z/OS SORT program to identify your installation's SORT library data set. (Your systems
programmer must tell you if it is required at your site.)

3. This is required by the z/OS SORT program for sort output messages.
4. PAN#7 uses these required work areas. Space allocation of 10 tracks per input Panvalet library is sufficient in most

cases. If a FILE OPEN ERROR occurs on PAN#7WK04, increase the amount of space allocated and rerun the
program.

5. When using very large Panvalet libraries, supply either the SORTWKxx DDNAMES or a SORTCNTL statement with
MAINSIZE=MAX specified as the OPTION.
If parameters are passed to the internal sort, you must include the DDNAME for the sort parameter.
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PAN#8
//jobname    JOB    ...

//stepname   EXEC   PGM=PAN#8

//PANDD1     DD     DSNAME=PANVALET,DISP=SHR   Note 1

//SYSPRINT   DD     SYSOUT=A                   Note 2

//SYSIN      DD     *                          Note 3

(library statements)

/*

Note the following:

1. PANDD1 is normally a cataloged data set with SHR disposition.
2. SYSPRINT is normally an output writer class.
3. SYSIN normally indicates the data that follows in the input stream. Use * instead of the DATA parameter, because a

facility is provided to include JCL. SYSIN can alternatively be a PDS member.

 

Input-only Access Enhancements
PAN#8 supports two modes of input-only access to Panvalet libraries. In addition to the execution parm OPEN=INP (see
Read-only Access (OPEN-INP or SCANNOENQ) Considerations in this section), PAN#8 recognizes the execution parms
SCANNOENQ and SCANUPDATE.

The keyword PAN#8SCN in the PVOPT macro sets the default mode of PAN#8 processing at installation time. The
SCANUPDATE, SCANNOENQ, and OPEN=INP execution parameters control the mode of processing at execution time.

If you selected SCANUPDATE in the PVOPT macro at installation time or on the execution parameter, PAN#8 always
issues an exclusive ENQ against PANDD1 for all executions, regardless of whether the job is performing a ++SCAN or +
+REP. This is the method used in previous releases of Panvalet in which the PANLIB is opened in update mode.

If you specified SCANNOENQ in the PVOPT macro or on the execution parameter, PAN#8 reads the entire control card
input set before beginning any processing of the Panvalet library, checking for the presence of a ++REPLACE command.
If PAN#8 does not find any ++REPLACE statements, it does not request an ENQ or a RESERVE.

The advantage of using the SCANNOENQ PVOPT parameter is that PAN#8 automatically obtains the exclusive ENQ
and RESERVE. It obtains them before processing the Panvalet library to determine whether the input steam contains +
+REPLACE requests.

The SCANNOENQ option allows all other jobs access to the Panvalet library being scanned. This solves the problem
of lengthy lockouts during a scan procedure. However, it opens the possibility of an occasional PV096 error message,
indicating that another job modified the Panvalet library while the scan was in process. While this does not corrupt the
library or any data in it, it does interrupt the scan. If this is a problem, you can request the exclusive ENQ process by
adding the execution parameter SCANUPDATE to the ++SCAN job.

Whichever setting you selected at installation time, you can override it at execution time using the two execution
parameters SCANNOENQ and SCANUPDATE.

SCANNOENQ
Instructs PAN#8 to analyze the input stream before issuing an exclusive ENQ against the Panvalet library. If the
input stream contains only ++SCAN requests, no ENQ is performed. If it encounters a ++REP, an exclusive ENQ
is requested for the library, and the program processes as though you selected SCANUPDATE. This is the default
if you specified PAN#8SCN=SCANNOENQ in the PVOPT macro at installation time.

SCANUPDATE
Instructs PAN#8 to issue an exclusive ENQ on the Panvalet library before beginning the scan. Use this parameter
when you are performing a ++SCAN/++REP that results in updates. Although the SCANUPDATE execution
parameter was new in Panvalet Version 14.3, it causes PAN#8 to perform as it did in all earlier release levels of
PAN#8. It is also the default if you specified PAN#8SCN=SCANUPDATE in the PVOPT macro at installation time.
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NOTE
PAN#8SCN=SCANUPDATE is the default setting in the distributed PVOPT macro source.

VSE Considerations
This section describes considerations for executing Panvalet on a VSE system:

Operating Considerations

All programs in the Panvalet system are self-relocating and can be executed in any VSE batch partition with the required
main storage. Virtually all input and output files are device-independent and can be altered (assigned to appropriate I/O
devices) at execution time by using the VSE ASSGN statement.

Each of the following discussions describes a basic operating requirement that applies to all programs in the Panvalet
system.

Using the Standard Label Track

You should use the standard label track on SYSRES for permanent storage of the most frequently used DLBL, EXTENT,
and TLBL information for Panvalet programs. This VSE facility eliminates the need to supply DLBL, EXTENT, and TLBL
information in the JCL deck required for each execution of Panvalet.

PARM Execution Options

The optional parameters for execution are:

Optional Parameter Description
OPEN=INP Read-only access
LINECNT=NN Control SYSLST output varying printer spacing
ALTERNATE SYSIPT FILENAME File name for alternate replacement of SYSIPT

LINECNT
You can optionally control all output to SYSLST to vary printer page spacing when you want to use multiple
sizes of continuous pages. You can specify the keyword subparameter LINECNT=nn in the PARM=
parameter of the Panvalet // EXEC statement. nn represents the maximum number of lines printed per page
by Panvalet programs. If you do not specify this option, LINECNT=56 is assumed in all Panvalet programs, unless
altered at system generation time. This parameter is not applicable to WRITE PRINT with the CC= keyword.
The following JCL illustrates how to use LINECNT:
// EXEC PAN#1,SIZE256K,PARM='LINECNT=52'

ALTERNATE SYSIPT FILENAME
When specified, this optional parameter provides the file name of the file that is used in place of SYSIPT. This file
can have a record length ranging from 80 to 4096 bytes. You can use any available unused logical unit number,
with any seven-character file name. This file is assumed to be UNBLOCKED.
This file completely replaces any normal SYSIPT processing. All SYSIPT Panvalet commands and data must be
present on this file as they would normally be on the SYSIPT file.

NOTE
By default, the logical record length of the input file automatically determines the logical record length of
the input data being processed for the current command, unless otherwise specified by the ++ADD or
UPDATE LRECL= option.

The following JCL illustrates how to use an alternate SYSIPT file name:
//ASSGN SYSNNN,DISK,VOL=VOLUME-SERIAL,SHR
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//DLBL PANIPT,'PANVALET.ALTERNATE.SYSIPT.FILE',0,SD

//EXTENT SYSNNN,VOLUME-SERIAL

//EXEC PGM=PAN#1,SIZE=256K,PARM='PANIPT'

Sample Job Stream

The following job stream is an example of cataloging tape and extent information.

// JOB PANVALET STANDARD LABELS

// OPTION STDLABEL

// DLBL PANDD1,'PANVALET LIBRARY',99/365,DA          For PANVALET library.

// EXTENT SYS006,111111,1,0,20,3960                  Sample single extent.

// EXTENT SYS007,222222,1,1,20,3960                  Sample second extent.

// DLBL PANDD2,'PANVALET WORK FILE',70/001,SD        For DASD work file in PAN#1.

// EXTENT SYS005,33333,1,0,300,160                   Sample extent for DASD work file.

// DLBL PANDD3,'PANVALET PROTECTION FILE',99/365,SD  For PAN#2 DASD work file.

// EXTENT SYS004,444444,1,0,20,3960                  Sample extent.

/*

/&

NOTE
You can supply up to sixteen extents for your Panvalet library file (PANDD1). You must assign the first library
volume to logical unit SYS006, the second to SYS007, and so on. Only one DLBL is required, regardless of the
number of extents. The total number of blocks assigned for all extents cannot exceed 131,071. Multiple volumes
should not be allocated until required, because they must be online for operation, even when not being used.

The following conventions are used for the file names required in DLBL and extent statements:

PANDD1 = file name for CA-Panvalet library on DASD unit

PANDD2 = file name for output work file to a disk or tape unit (PAN#1)

PANDD2 = file name for output protection file (PAN#2)

PANDD2 = file name for output CA-Panvalet library (PAN#2)

PANDD2 = file name for internal sort file (PAN#7)

PANDD3 = file name for input protection file (PAN#2)

PANDD3 = file name for optional input file (PAN#1)

NOTE
The installation options module, PVOPT, can alter these file names.

Standard Device Assignments 

Panvalet uses the following system and programmer logical units. If desired, you can assign them permanently. You can
specify alternate programmer logical units (SYSnnn). For more information, see Option for CMS, ISPF, and TSO.

Logical Units Used by ALL Product Programs
SYSIPT

System input file required for input of Panvalet statements and user data. It can be assigned to a card reader,
tape, or disk unit.

SYSLST
System print unit required for printing library input streams, recording Panvalet messages, printing Panvalet
Library Directory Lists, and output of PAN#1 PRINT commands. It can be assigned to a printer, tape, or disk unit.
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SYS006
Logical unit for first extent of Panvalet library.

SYS007 to SYS021
Optional logical units assigned for additional DASD extents for Panvalet library. (Multiple extents on the same
pack require the same SYS number.)

Logical Units Used by PAN#1
SYSPCH

Optional system punch file for output of PAN#1 PUNCH command. It can be assigned to a card punch, tape, or
disk unit.

SYS005
Optional logical unit for output of PAN#1 WORK command. It can be assigned to a tape or disk unit.

SYS022
PANPRINT logical unit to print Panvalet members with ASA or MCH. You must assign this logical unit to a valid
printer device.

SYSXXX
Optional programmer logical unit used in PAN#1 on the OPTION command for alternate input files.

Logical Units Used by PAN#2
SYSPCH

System punch file, logical unit for optional 0-up directory list output.
SYS004

Logical unit for an input protection file. It can be assigned to a tape or disk unit.
SYS005

Logical unit for an output protection file. It can be assigned to a tape or disk unit.

Logical Units Used by PAN#7
SYS005

Logical unit for Panvalet internal sort. This symbolic unit must be assigned to disk.
You can alter logical units by installation options.

Special Uses of the System Punch Unit (SYSPCH)

By assigning the VSE system punch unit to a tape or disk in PAN#1, VSE users that do not need actual card punching can
use the punch unit as an optional second work file. This can be used as a subsequent input file to PAN#1, or as a means
of creating two job streams simultaneously: one on disk as the normal work file and one on tape. The tape could be used
as a job stream for processing on another computer or in emulation mode.

The 81-byte records produced by assignment of SYSPCH to tape or disk can be read directly into PAN#1. If PAN#1
detects an 81-byte input record, it ignores the first byte and processes bytes 2 to 81 as if they were 1 to 80. This shifting
is necessary because a one-byte stacker-select character is inserted as the first byte of each record written to a system
punch file assigned to tape or disk.

By assigning SYSPCH to tape and including a // UPSI 1 statement in the JCL for execution of PAN#1, PUNCH records
written by PAN#1 to SYSPCH are in 80-byte unblocked form with the stacker-select character omitted. In all other cases,
standard 81-byte records with stacker select character inserted are written to SYSPCH.

PAN#1 can directly read relocatable object modules from the reassigned SYSPCH file, where an object module is
punched. By using the INSERT PUNCH command, you can transfer PAN#1 commands for subsequent processing to
the system punch unit (for example, $+ADD). After the first completion of PAN#1, a job stream is executed to compile
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or assemble with the DECK option specified. The relocatable deck is punched to the SYSPCH unit, which can then be
closed and reassigned as input to PAN#1. This adds the object module directly to the Panvalet library for immediate or
future retrieval.

Special Uses of the System Input Unit (SYSIPT)

If you set the third UPSI byte to 1 (for example, // UPSI XX1), a /* statement in the PAN#1 input stream does not terminate
the input stream, but is processed just as a $* statement in the same position. The presence of a /$ or an EOF indicator
(such as a tapemark or filemark) is then required to terminate the PAN#1 input stream.

VSE Program Product Execution
The following sample job control decks execute each Panvalet VSE program. They are for illustrative purposes only.

Sample JCL for PAN#1

The following VSE JCL is required to execute PAN#1 with all optional files included. You can select the statements
required according to the processing needs of your installation.

// JOB PAN#1 JCL FOR EXECUTION

// ASSGN SYSIPT,X'cuu'                       Required for CA-Panvalet input

// ASSGN SYSLST,X'cuu'                       Required for printer output file

// ASSGN SYSPCH,X'cuu'                       Optional for punch output file

// ASSGN SYS005,X'cuu'                       Optional for work output file

// ASSGN SYS006,X'cuu'                       Required for CA-Panvalet library DASD

// ASSGN SYS007,X'cuu'                       Optional for second DASD extent

// DLBL PANDD1,'PANVALET LIBRARY',99/365,DA  Label for CA-Panvalet library

// EXTENT SYS006,111111,1,0,10,1980          Sample single extent

// EXTENT SYS007,222222,1,1,10,1980          Sample second extent

// UPSI 1                                    For 80-byte tape SYSPCH

// EXEC PAN#1,SIZE=256K

 

INPUT STREAM.... (Read from SYSIPT)

 

/*INPUT STREAM TERMINATOR

/&

The following VSE JCL uses the PANPRINT logical unit number SYS022 to separate the SYSLST and PANPRINT print
queue entries.

NOTE
SYS022 was permanently assigned prior to POWER processing the * $$ LST control statement.

* $$ JOB JNM=PAN#1,CLASS=0,DISP=D,PRI=3

* $$ LST CLASS=A,DEST=(*,UserId),DISP=D,JSEP=0,LST=SYSLST

* $$ LST CLASS=A,DEST=(*,UserId),DISP=D,JSEP=0,LST=SYS022

// JOB PAN#1

// DLBL PV14R3,'LIBSYS.PANVALET.V14R3.LINKLIB'

// EXTENT ,LCM153

// LIBDEF PHASE,SEARCH=(PV14R3.VRFI,PV14R3.BASE)

*

// ASSGN SYS006,DISK,VOL=LCM153,SHR
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// DLBL PANDD1,'LIBSYS.V14R3.PANLIB',,DA

// EXTENT SYS006,LCM153

*

// EXEC PGM=PAN#1,SIZE=256K

++PASS USERID,PASSWORD

++WRITE PRINT,FGPAN23,CC=ASA

/*

//EXEC LISTLOG

/&

* $$ EOJ

The following VSE JCL directs PANPRINT logical unit number SYS022 output to SYSLST along with all PAN#1 output.

* $$ JOB JNM=PAN#1,CLASS=0,DISP=D,PRI=3

* $$ LST CLASS=A,DEST=(*,UserId),DISP=D,JSEP=0,LST=SYSLST

// JOB PAN#1

// DLBL PV14R3,'LIBSYS.PANVALET.V14R3.LINKLIB'

// EXTENT ,LCM153

// LIBDEF PHASE,SEARCH=(PV14R3.VRFI,PV14R3.BASE)

*

// ASSGN SYS006,DISK,VOL=LCM153,SHR

// DLBL PANDD1,'LIBSYS.V14R3.PANLIB',,DA

// EXTENT SYS006,LCM153

*

// ASSGN SYS022,PRINTER

// EXEC PGM=PAN#1,SIZE=256K

++PASS USERID,PASSWORD

++WRITE PRINT,FGPAN23,CC=ASA

/*

// EXEC LISTLOG

/&

* $$ EOJ

 Sample JCL for PAN#2

The following VSE JCL is required to execute PAN#2 with all optional files included. You can select the statements
required according to the processing needs of your installation.

// JOB PAN#2 JCL FOR EXECUTION

// ASSGN SYSIPT,X'cuu'                  Required for CA-Panvalet input

// ASSGN SYSLST,X'cuu'                  Required for printer output file

// ASSGN SYS004,X'cuu'                  Optional input protection file

// ASSGN SYS005,X'cuu'                  Optional output protection file

// ASSGN SYS006,X'cuu'                  Required for CA-Panvalet library DASD

// ASSGN SYSPCH,X'cuu'                  Optional for 0-UP list

// TLBL PANDD3,'PANVALET DELETE',999    For tape input on SYS004

// TLBL PANDD2,'PANVALET DELETE',999    For tape output SYS005

                                        NOTE: The SYS005 statement describing the

                                               output protection file for a DELETE

                                               command is required.

// DLBL PANDD1,...                     Same as PAN#1

// EXTENT SYS006,111111,1,0,20,8000     Sample extent
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// EXEC PAN#2,SIZE=256K                 (for direct library ++TRANSFER, SIZE=256K)

...PAN#2 INPUT STREAM...,(Read from SYSIPT)

/* INPUT STREAM TERMINATOR

/&

Sample JCL for PAN#3

The following is sample JCL for VSE footprinting:

// JOB PAN#3

// ASSGN SYS006,X'131'                          Assign library file

// DLBL PANDD1,'PANVALET LIBRARY',99/365,DA     Same as PAN#1

// EXTENT SYS006                                Same as PAN#1

// ASSGN SYS011,X'132'                          Assign another library

// DLBL TESTLIB,'TESTLIB,'99/365,DA             Same as PAN#1

// EXTENT SYS011                                Same as PAN#1

// EXEC PAN#3,SIZE=256K

++DSN 'PANVALET LIBRARY'

++DSN 'TESTLIB' ASSIGN=SYS011,FILENAME=TESTLIB

/*

/&

Sample JCL for PAN#4

PAN#4 initializes and properly labels and formats disk or data cell extents for use as a Panvalet library. Additional extents
can be allocated at a later time only by executing PAN#4 with all extents of the Panvalet library.

For example, assume a disk pack initialized originally as a single extent. To increase the library capacity to another
pack when the pack becomes full, both extents must be provided (one for SYS006, one for SYS007), and two packs are
formatted as a two-volume file. The original Panvalet library can then be totally restored from a DUMP protection file to the
new library extents.

PAN#4 requires the following JCL:

// JOB PAN#4 JCL FOR EXECUTION

// ASSGN SYSIPT,X'cuu'                       Required for CA-Panvalet input

// ASSGN SYSLST,X'cuu'                       Required for printer output file

// ASSGN SYS006,X'cuu'                       Required for CA-Panvalet library

// ASSGN SYS007,X'cuu'                       For second DASD volume

// ASSGN SYS008,X'cuu'                       For third DASD volume, and so on

// DLBL PANDD1,'PANVALET LIBRARY',99/365,DA  Label for CA-Panvalet library

// EXTENT SYS006,111111,1,0,20,3960          For full pack

// EXTENT SYS007,222222,1,1,20,3960          For second

// EXTENT SYS008,333333,1,2,20,3960          For third

// EXEC PAN#4,SIZE=256K

++CLEAR                                      PAN#4 CONTROL command

/*

/&

NOTE
All volumes for which extents are supplied in PAN#4 must be online for each subsequent Panvalet execution. It
is generally some time before a full pack can be filled to capacity; you might never fill a single pack. If increased
capacity is required at a later date, the initialization time of multiple extents is not significant.
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Sample JCL for PAN#6

The following sample JCL performs library analysis:

// JOB PAN#6

// ASSGN SYSIPT,X'cuu'    Input

// ASSGN SYSLST,X'cuu'    Print output

// ASSGN SYS006,X'cuu'    Library DASD

// DLBL PANDD1            Same as PAN#1

// EXTENT SYS006

// EXEC PAN#6,SIZE=256K

++ANALYSIS

/*

/&

Sample JCL for PAN#7

The following sample stream produces a library cross-reference of all included members or all members that contain +
+INCLUDEs:

// JOB PAN#7

// ASSGN SYSIPT,X'cuu'               Input file

// ASSGN SYSLST,X'cuu'               Output print

// ASSGN SYS005,X'cuu'               Sort work area

// ASSGN SYS006,X'cuu'               Library

// DLBL PANDD1                       Same as PAN#1

// EXTENT SYS006                     Same as PAN#1

// DLBL PANDD2,'SORT WORK 1',0,DA    Work file

// EXTENT SYS005,111111,1,0,50,250

// EXEC PAN#7,SIZE=256K

++CROSSREF

/*

/&

Sample PAN#8

The following JCL invokes the scan function of Panvalet:

// JOB PAN#8

// ASSGN SYSIPT,X'cuu'        Input file

// ASSGN SYSLST,X'cuu'        Output print file

// ASSGN SYS006,X'cuu'        Library DASD

// DLBL PANDD1                Same as PAN#1

// EXTENT SYS006              Same as PAN#1

// EXEC PAN#8,SIZE=256K

         PAN#8 INPUT STREAM

/* INPUT STREAM TERMINATOR

/&
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Detecting and Correcting Errors

The system generates messages when errors occur. These messages provide information that helps you correct the
errors.

Panvalet

All Panvalet programs display messages to document events that occur during execution of the library functions. They
normally appear only to inform you of the action taken by the Panvalet system. These messages are displayed on the
system print unit with the list of the Panvalet input stream.

Some messages might require you to take action. When an inconsistency exists in the Panvalet library due to improper
device assignment, file specification, or in the event of DASD read/write errors encountered on the Panvalet library, an
appropriate message appears on the operator console in addition to the system print unit.

Messages describes actual messages that appear on the operator console or the system print unit. This section includes
the cause and the suggested action to take for correction or recovery of each message.

User Errors

Errors detected by Panvalet programs as a result of incorrect library commands, or combinations of commands, are
normally displayed on the system print unit (SYSPRINT for z/OS, SYSLST for VSE). The message displayed indicates the
cause of the error and any corrective action required.

Input/Output Errors

In general, errors encountered on Panvalet input or output files result in a standard z/OS or VSE system abend message.
In the case of a RESTORE or REPLACE from an input protection file, the error blocks are bypassed and processing
continues where possible; however, certain members can be omitted due to the error.

DASD Read/Write Errors on the Product Library

All Panvalet programs perform extensive checking to detect, and correct wherever possible, DASD read/write errors that
occur during Panvalet operation. The importance of maintaining the total accuracy and integrity of the Panvalet library
cannot be overemphasized. For actual messages displayed in various error situations, see Messages.

Significantly, all Panvalet programs continue to operate wherever possible. If a Panvalet command must be terminated
due to a DASD error, only that command or function is terminated and, if possible, processing continues with the next
valid command.

When any DASD blocks in the Panvalet library cannot be accessed (read or written), the actual block location in
hexadecimal is displayed on the system print unit and the operator console and processing continues.

Whenever a DASD write error occurs while attempting a normal Panvalet command (for example, ADD), the block
in error is internally disengaged from further access by Panvalet programs. Only the function being executed at
that time is terminated, with proper notification of the action to take. Processing continues normally with the next
valid Panvalet command, and the defective block is permanently unavailable.

When a DASD read error is encountered during normal PAN#1 processing, the function being executed is terminated,
the actual block location is displayed, and processing continues with the next valid Panvalet command. If a DASD read
error is encountered while executing a DUMP, DELETE, or TRANSFER in PAN#2, the member that cannot be accessed is
bypassed and processing continues with the next valid Panvalet command. The actual block location and the name of the
omitted member are displayed on the system print unit, and notification is made on the operator console.

When DASD read or write errors occur on a Panvalet directory block, it is usually necessary to CLEAR and RESTORE the
entire Panvalet library from a backup file. Processing continues wherever possible; however, certain members might not
be found if resident on an error block.
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A DASD read or write error on a Panvalet library control block results in the entire job being canceled. Until
the Panvalet library is recreated, you cannot process PAN#1 commands. However, usually you can execute PAN#2
to obtain a complete backup protection file (++DUMP) and directory list (++PRINT) for immediate creation of a
new Panvalet library.

 

Generalized Exits
The Panvalet for z/OS and VSE systems contain two types of exit facilities. They are:

• Extended Feature Exits
• Generalized Exit Facility

For information about the Extended Features Exits (called EFF exits), see Extended Features .

This section describes the Generalized Exit Facility, also called the Generalized Exit Manager (GEM). The procedures
described here are intended for experienced programming personnel only. For more information, see:

• The appropriate personnel at your installation
• Exit Facilities

Each exit facility is independent of the other. You cannot run an extended feature (EFF) as a generalized exit, nor can you
run a generalized exit as an extended feature.

The Generalized Exit Facility is an event-driven exit capability.

Events are fixed points in the Panvalet batch, Panvalet Subsystem, TSO, and ISPF environments where an exit can be
invoked, such as:

• Opening a Panvalet library or file
• Selecting a member from a Panvalet library
• Adding a member to a Panvalet library

Invoking GEM Exits
During processing, information is gathered regarding the action about to take place. The information gathered is passed
to an exit for inspection by a parameter address list. When the exit or exit facility is invoked, the following information is
provided:

• An environment block containing information about the operating environment and software component environment in
control when an exit is being invoked

• An event block containing information to allow communication between a software component and an exit
• A data-list block containing information about data items being passed to an exit

Exit Processing

After inspecting fields and data, the exit indicates to the software component what action to take. Based on the returned
exit response code, the software component can:

• Continue normal processing.
• Abort the software component's execution.
• Disconnect the exit.
• Disallow the current function but continue with the next function.
• Verify that the exit did not accidentally overlay or improperly set a field in any of the data blocks passed.
• Reinvoke the exit to allow insertion or deletion of an item (input, output, or command) by the exit.
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Exit Linkage Conventions
The following general considerations apply to z/OS GEM exit routines:

• You should link edit the exit routines with the AMODE and RMODE attribute value of 24.
• Exit routines should be reentrant (especially if you consider installing them in the LPA).
• If a GEM exit issues a function that requires authorization (a security check), authorization is required at the time the

GEM exit issues the request.

NOTE
To retain authorization for a GEM exit that issues an authorized function, Panvalet main programs must be
link edited with the attribute AC=1, and the load module must reside in an authorized library. All subsequent
load modules up to the GEM exit must also reside in an authorized library, but need not be link edited with
the AC=1 attribute.

All Panvalet main programs (PAN#1, PAN#2, and so on) are link edited with the AC=1 attribute at installation. In
addition, the Panvalet Subsystem acquires authorization for itself and provides authorization for those GEM exits
that request authorized functions. It is advisable to keep all the GEM component load modules together in the same
authorized library -- usually the Panvalet installation load library.

For z/OS and for VSE, control is passed to the exit routine through standard subroutine linkage conventions, as listed
below:

ENTRY:

(R1)  - address of parameter address list

(R13) - address of register save area (18 fullwords)

(R14) - return address

(R15) - entry address of the EXIT

ON RETURN:

(R15) - return code (always zero)
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All other registers restored.

Parameter Address List
The following parameter address list is passed to all exits:

EXITPLST DSECT Description
EXEVENT DS A EVENT -- Address of the event block.
EXENVIR DS A ENVIRONMENT -- Address of the environment block.
EXDATA DS A DATA LIST -- Address of the data block. The high-order bit is set

to indicate the end of the parameter address list.

Event Block
The following event block is passed to all exits:

 EVENTBLK DSECT  Description 
EVEVENT DS CL8 EVENT-ID -- Name of the event (for example, INIT, $OPEN001,

$MEM001, TERM).
EVEXTYPE DS CL8 EXIT TYPE -- Any user exit identifier given on the EXITDEF macro

TYPE= operand or blanks.
EVRESPON DS CL1 RESPONSE CODE -- Initially C, set by the user exit to one of five

possible values. See the following Response Code table.
DS CL3 Reserved.
EVUSER DS F USER FULLWORD -- Initially zeros. To be used as desired (for

example, address of a work area). This field is unique to each exit
defined by an exit macro and is carried forward for each call to the
exit.

This section covers the following topics:

Response Code

The software component takes one of six possible courses of action, depending on the response received from the exit.
The software component determines the type of exit request from the event block response code and the data item status
associated with any data item in the data list block.

 ResponseCode  Data ItemsStatus  Exit'sRequest  Product Action 

C Active or Modified Continue Normal Processing Product completes the current
function and continues normal
processing.

C At least one inactivated Disallow Current Function Product bypasses all
subsequent processing for the
current function. (Return to
function option panel for ISPF.)

A ---------- Abort Contact Broadcom Support.
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T ---------- Terminate the exit Product continues with all
subsequent functions, but the
exit is not called again for the
duration of the step. An exit
responding with a T should
do all cleanup required before
returning. The product continues
to call other exits, if any.

V ---------- Verify Product checks the integrity of
all blocks and data items. If an
exit overlays or improperly sets
any field, the product prints an
error message indicating the
invalid field and the name of the
exit. After all error messages are
printed, the product abends. If
no errors are found, processing
continues as normal.

You can specify verify for the
INIT event only. If any exit
responds V, verify processing is
done for all exits and all events.

The verify option incurs
additional processing, but is
useful for developing exits.
Your Broadcom representative
might request that you use this
response in order to gather data
for problem determination.

P --------- Pending Action The product reinvokes the exit
to allow record or command
insertion or deletion.

If multiple exits are in effect for an individual event, the response code received by the product is the response code with
the highest precedence. The order of precedence (high to low) is:

ABORT ---> PENDING ---> VERIFY ---> CONTINUE ---> TERMINATE

Invalid response codes, or those not supported by a particular event, cause an error message to be issued.

Considerations for Response Code A

When the response code is A, Panvalet processing is aborted. The resulting messages, actions, and return codes vary,
depending on the facilities being used, the EVENT being processed, and the user-written exit code. For example, a
user-written exit for $MEM001 EVENTs (a security event) presents Panvalet with a response code of A after receiving
an unauthorized access return code from an external security system (for example, RACF, ACF2, or Top Secret). The
security system normally writes out a security violation message. In addition:

• Panvalet Batch issues a PV080 error message with a U301 abend.
• The Panvalet ISPF Option issues a U504 abend, and the user is returned to the Primary Option Panel.
• The Panvalet Subsystem issues a PV080 error message and abends the user job with a S013.

Because results can vary, you should test all environments and EVENTs for which the user-written exits can give a
response code of A, so that the exact results can be documented for that particular installation.
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Environment Block
The following environment block is passed to all exits:

ENVIRBLK DSECT Description -- Environment Block
ENPRODID DS CL10 PRODUCT NAME -- Value is always PANVALET.
ENPRODOP DS CL10 PRODUCT OPTIONS:

Batch (blank)
TSO (TSO)
ISPF (ISPF)
Panvalet/Compare (COMPARE)
Panvalet Subsystem (PVSUBSYS)

ENPRODVR DS CL4 PRODUCT VERSION -- The release of the product or product
option invoking the user exit. For example:
Panvalet (14.4 = 1404)
ISPF (14.4 = 1404)

ENOPSYS DS CL10 OPERATING SYSTEM -- The operating system under which the
product is running (z/OS or VSE).

ENDCMON DS CL10 DC MONITOR -- Blank or TSO.
ENDBMGR DS CL10 DB MANAGER -- Value is always blank. Reserved for future use.

DS XL2 FILLER -- RESERVED
ENDCPRM DS XL4 DC PARAMETERS -- Value is always binary zero. Reserved for

future use.
ENDBPRM DS XL4 DB PARAMETERS -- Value is always binary zero. Reserved for

future use.

Data List Block
The following data list block is passed to all exits:

DATALIST DSECT Description
DLCOUNT DS F DATA LIST COUNT -- The number of data list entries (0 to N)

following
DLENTRY DS 0XL16 DATA LIST ENTRY:
DLEID DS CL8 DATA ID -- The name of the data item

(for example, DDNAME, JOBNAME)
DLESTAT DS CL1 DATA ITEM STATUS -- Value is:

A -- Active
I -- Inactive
M -- Modified

DS CL3 Reserved
DLEITEM DS A DATA ITEM ADDRESS -- The address of the item.
DLENEXT DS 0X Beginning of next entry

The data IDs in the data list block can appear in any order.

To find a specific data ID, the exit must scan through the data list block matching on the data ID field. When it finds the
desired data ID, the exit must load the address of the actual item and make a decision based on the contents of the field.
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NOTE
Panvalet sets Data Item Status to A or I at the beginning of each event. If your exit changes the status, then your
exit keeps the changed value until the event completes.

INIT Event
The software component automatically takes the INIT event when an exit is activated.

This event is invoked once for each execution. All active exits for all events are called. Exits can do initialization at this
time.

NOTE
At this event, only the event block and the environment block contain information (the data list block does not
contain data items).

Four valid response codes are possible:

• C (Continue)
• A (Abort)
• T (Terminate)
• V (Verify)

TERM Event
The software component automatically takes the TERM event when an exit is deactivated.

This event is invoked for each execution. All active exits for all events are called. Exits can do termination clean up at this
time.

NOTE
At this event, only the event block and the environment block contain information (the data list block does not
contain data items).

Two valid response codes are possible:

• C (Continue)
• A (Abort)

$OPEN001 Event
This event is a security check event. The $OPEN001 event occurs after the physical open of a Panvalet library or
protection file and before any processing. This event occurs for each open of the file. To determine which functions use
this event and their associated files, see Event Selection Functions and File Table. Valid response codes are:

• C (Continue)
• T (Terminate)
• A (Abort)

This event is supported only in z/OS for the software components listed under the description of the FUNCTION DATA-ID
name.
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The following data items are available at the $OPEN001 event:

Data-IDName ItemLength DLESTATStatus Description
FUNCTION CL8 A FUNCTION IN PROGRESS

-- The name of the product or
option attempting the open.
Valid values are as follows:

COMPARE for Panvalet/
Compare

PANTSO for the Panvalet TSO
Option

PANISPF for the Panvalet ISPF
Option

PAN#1 to PAN#8 or PAM for
Panvalet Batch

PANVSSI for the Panvalet
Subsystem

Note: PANVSSI indicates
Panvalet Subsystem INPUT
data.

PENDACT CL8 A PENDING ACTION -- Value is
always C'OPEN'.

JOBNAME CL8 A JOB NAME -- The name of the
job requesting this member. This
field contains the user ID for the
Panvalet TSO Option and the
Panvalet ISPF Option.

STEPNAME CL8 A STEP NAME -- The name of the
step requesting the open.

PROCSTEP CL8 A PROC STEP -- The name of the
proc step requesting the open.

FILE CL8 A FILE -- An identifier defining
the type of file being opened.
This identifier can be product
dependent. See File Table for
more information.

DDNAME CL8 A DATA DEFINITION NAME --
The logical nameof the file being
opened.

DSN CL44 A DATA SET NAME -- The
physical name of the file being
opened.

VOLUME CL6 A DATA SET VOLUME SERIAL --
The first volume serial number
of the file being opened.

$OPEN002 Event
This event is provided by selected functions only. To determine which functions use this event and the associated files,
see Event Selection Function and File Table. This event lets you decide whether the software component should open
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the files. The exit can decide to completely bypass the standard files and perform its own I/O. Control is given to the
appropriate exit when the file is opened. Only those files to be used are opened.

Three valid response codes are possible:

• C (Continue)
• T (Terminate)
• A (Abort)

When control is passed to the exit, the data list block points to the following:

Data-IDName ItemLength DLESTATStatus Description
PENDACT CL8 A,I PENDING ACTION -- Value is

always C'OPEN'. To bypass
open, set the status of this item
to I (for INACTIVE).

DIRENTRY XL80 A DIRECTORY ENTRY -- If a
Panvalet member is being
opened, this item is present. It is
an image of the 0-UP directory
record found in the PAN#2
report.

COMMENT CL50 A COMMENT -- If a Panvalet
member is being opened, this
item is present. It is an image of
the Panvalet comment record.

LRECL FL4 A,M LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH --
The logical record length of the
file being opened. It can only be
modified when the exit performs
its own open. This field is zero
when the exit gains control.
The exit must modify it to tell
Panvalet/Compare the size of
the record buffer.

RECFM CL1 A,M RECORD FORMAT -- The
record format of the file being
opened. It can be modified only
when the exit performs its own
open. This field is blank when
the exit gains control. The exit
must modify it to tell Panvalet/
Compare the record format.
Valid values are:

F -- Fixed

V -- Variable

FILE CL8 A FILE -- An identifier defining
the type of file being opened.
This identifier can be product-
dependent. See in this section.
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VOLSER CL6 A,M VOLUME SERIAL NUMBER
-- The volume serial number
where the file being opened
resides. For multi-volume files, it
represents the first volume. The
exit has the option to modify this
field only when it performs its
own open.

DSNAME CL44 A,M DATA SET NAME -- The
physical name of the file being
opened. The exit has the option
to modify this field only when it
performs its own open.

DDNAME CL8 A DATA DEFINITION NAME --
The logical name of the file
being opened. For VSE, it is the
file name.

FILEORG CL2 A FILE ORGANIZATION -- The
access method organization of
the file being opened. For VSE,
it is the file type. Its values are:

PV -- Panvalet

PS -- Physical sequential

PO -- Partitioned organization
(z/OS only)

REPORT CL8 A REPORT -- An identifier defining
which report is being written.
This data ID is meaningful only
when FILE is PCPRINT. Its
value is:
COMMAND
DELTA
DETAIL
SUMMARY
UPDATE

$READ001 Event
This event is provided by selected functions only. To determine which functions use this event and the associated files,
see Event Selection Function and File Table. This event lets you inspect or modify input data. Control is given to the
appropriate exit whenever an input record is read. When the exit has bypassed open and is handling its own I/O, control is
given at the point where the read normally occurs.

Four valid response codes are possible:

• C (Continue)
• P (Pending)
• T (Terminate)
• A (Abort)
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When control is passed to the exit, the data list block points to the following:

Data-IDName ItemLength DLESTATStatus Description
PENDACT CL8 A PENDING ACTION -- Value is

always READ.
RECORD FL4 A,I,M RECORD -- The address of the

record image just read. When
the record format is variable,
the record includes the standard
record prefix (llbb). You must set
the M status if you are providing
your own I/O. It indicates that
you have provided the records.
If the installation selected the
PVOPT option LNGEXIT=YES,
exits that involve member record
processing for logical record
lengths greater than 80 are
activated. In this case, the
length of the passed record is
located in a fullword field four
bytes in front of the passed
RECORD address. To access
this value, simply subtract four
from the address passed in the
RECORD field.

EOF CL3 A,M END OF FILE -- Indicates end-
of-file. Its value is usually blank.
The exit must set the value to
C'EOF' if it wants to indicate an
end-of-file condition. When the
value is set to EOF, you must
also change the status to M.
This indicates that the data item
was modified. This data item
must be used by an exit that has
bypassed open and is handling
its own input when end-of-file
is reached. This data item can
also be used any time the exit
wants to force an early end-
of-file condition for a file being
read.

RECORDL FL4 A,M RECORD LENGTH -- Contains
the record length of the input
record. It can be modified, and
must be modified, only when the
exit is handling its own I/O.

FILE CL8 A FILE -- An identifier defining
the type of file being read.
This identifier can be product-
dependent. See File Table for
more information.
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$WRIT001 Event
This event is provided by selected functions only. To determine which functions use this event and the associated files,
see Event Selection Functions and File Table. This event lets you inspect and modify output data. Control is given to the
appropriate exit whenever an output record is about to be written. When the exit has bypassed open and is handling its
own I/O, control is given at the point where the write normally occurs.

Four valid response codes are possible:

• C (Continue)
• P (Pending)
• T (Terminate)
• A (Abort)

When control is passed to the exit, the data list block points to the following:

Data-IDName ItemLength DLESTATStatus Description
PENDACT CL8 A PENDING ACTION -- Value is

always C'WRITE'.
RECORD FL4 A,I,M RECORD IMAGE -- The

address of the record about to
be written. When the record
format is variable, the record
includes the standard record
prefix (llbb). Indicate a status
of M if you have modified the
record.

RECORDL FL4 A,M RECORD LENGTH -- Contains
the record length of the output
record. It can be modified, and
must be modified, only when
the exit is handling its own I/
O. Indicate a status of M if you
have modified the record.

FILE CL8 A FILE ID -- An identifier defining
the type of file being written.
This identifier can be product-
dependent. See File Table for
more information.

$EOF001 Event
This event is provided by selected functions only. To determine which functions use this event and the associated files,
see Event Selection Function and File Table. This event lets you do additional processing after the last record has been
read or written. For example, insertions after the final records have been read or written are done at the $EOF001 event.
This event occurs on encountering end-of-file or just before file cleanup begins when:

• The $READ001 event previously indicated EOF.
• Your exit previously indicated EOF on a $READ001 or $WRIT001 event.
• Each output/report file is finished.
• Each SYSPRINT report is finished.

Four valid response codes are possible:
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• C (Continue)
• P (Pending)
• T (Terminate)
• A (Abort)

When control is passed to the exit, the data list block points to the following:

Data-IDName ItemLength DLESTATStatus Description
PENDACT CL8 A PENDING ACTION -- Value is

always C'EOF'.
RECORD FL4 A,M EMPTY RECORD BUFFER --

The address of an empty record
buffer. If records are inserted,
the exit should place record
images in this buffer. When
the record format is variable,
the record must include the
standard record prefix (llbb).
Set the status to M each time a
record is inserted.

RECORDL FL4 A,M RECORD LENGTH -- Contains
the record length of the
record. It can only be modified.
The status for RECORDL
is significant only when the
status of RECORD is set to
M. Otherwise, the status of
RECORDL is ignored. You must
set the status to M and supply
the record length when the
record format is variable. If you
do not set the status to M, fixed
record length is assumed and
the value of LRECL is used by
default. The exit must always
modify RECORDL when the
record length is unknown (when
the exit is handling its own I/O).

FILE CL8 A FILE ID -- An identifier defining
the type of file that reached end-
of-file. This identifier can be
product-dependent. See File
Table for more information.

$MEM001 Event
This event is a security-check event. It occurs after the selection of a member. This event occurs once for each member
selected. To determine which functions use this event and the associated files, see Event Selection Functions and File
Table. Valid response codes are:

• C (Continue)
• T (Terminate)
• A (Abort)
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At this event, you can reject individual members for further processing by setting the member name status to I (inactive)
and setting the response code to C (continue). This action causes the current function to terminate if the rejected member
is a primary member of the function. If the member is a secondary member, as in certain Panvalet Batch management
commands against a range of members (such as TRANSFER, RESTORE, REPLACE, or SCAN), the function continues
bypassing the rejected member.

Inactivation of a member causes a security violation message to be issued.

Data-IDName ItemLength DLESTATStatus Description
FUNCTION CL8 A Function in progress -- Normally

the Panvalet command causing
member selection or PANVSSI
for Panvalet Subsystem (input).

PENDACT CL8 A Pending action -- Value is
C'READ' or C'WRITE'.

JOBNAME CL8 A Job name -- The name of the
job requesting this member. This
field contains the user ID for the
Panvalet TSO or ISPF option.

STEPNAME CL8 A Step name -- The name of the
step requesting this member.

PROCSTEP CL8 A Proc step -- The name of the
procedure step requesting this
member.

FILE CL8 A File ID -- An identifier defining
the type of file being opened.
This identifier can be product-
dependent. See File Table for
more information.

DDNAME CL8 A Data definition name -- The
logical name of the file being
opened.

DSN CL44 A Data set name -- The physical
name of the file being opened.

VOLUME CL6 A Data set volume serial -- The
volume serial number of the file
being opened.

INCLUDED CL1 A Panvalet member being
included -- Valid values are:

Y -- Member is an included
member.

N -- Member is not an included
member.

MBRTYP CL1 A Member type -- Valid values are:
S (Superset)
B (Subset)
M (Nonsuperset, nonsubset)
T (Temporary update)(3)

MBRNAME CL10 A,I Panvalet member name or
subset name of the member on
which the function is attempted
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SUBNAME CL10 A,I Panvalet subset name within the
superset on which the function
is being attempted

LEVEL CL3 A Level number(1)
USRCODE CL4 A User code
SECLVL CL1 A Security level(1 and 2)
LANGTYP CL5 A Language type(1)
STATUS CL3 A Status
MNTDATE CL8 A Date maintained(1)
ACCDATE CL8 A Date accessed(1)
LSTACT CL3 A Last action(1 and 2)
SSCOUNT CL4 A Number of subsets(1 and 2)
FMTOPT CL1 A NOFORMAT or TSO(1 and 2)

NOTE

1. These fields contain hexadecimal zeros when adding or copying a new member.
2. See also PAN#2 PRINT Command.
3. This field contains a T whenever a ++UPDATE command is processed with the optional parameter TEMP.

For more information about temporarily updating a library member, see Using.
4. All data item values, except the MBRTYP, passed during a $MEM001 function that references a temporary

update member reflect the permanent member values.

 

Event Selection Functions
The following tables illustrate the events associated with a specific function:

PAN#1 Function $OPEN001 $MEM001 $MEM001 EventPending
Action

INITIALIZATION X   
ADD  X WRITE
ALLOCATE  X WRITE
ATTACH  X WRITE
COMMENT  X WRITE
COPY  X(2) READ, WRITE
DETACH  X WRITE
FORMAT  X WRITE
I  X READ
INCLUDE  X READ
LEVEL  X WRITE
LOCK  X WRITE
RENAME  X(2) READ, WRITE
RESEQ  X WRITE
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SELECT  X READ
STATUS  X WRITE
UNLOCK  X WRITE
UPDATE  X WRITE
USER  X WRITE
WRITE  X(1) READ

NOTE

1. Event occurs once for each member.
2. Event occurs for both the input and output member.

PAN#2 Function $OPEN001 $MEM001 $MEM001 EventPending
Action

INITIALIZATION X   
ATTRIBUTE X   
AUDIT X X WRITE
BYPASS  (Notes 1, 2) READ, WRITE
DELETE  (Notes 1, 2) READ, WRITE
DUMP  (Notes 1, 2) READ, WRITE
LOCK  X WRITE
PRINT   READ
REPLACE  (Notes 1, 2) READ, WRITE
RESTORE  (Notes 1, 2) READ, WRITE
TRANSFER  (Notes 1, 2) READ, WRITE
UNLOCK  X WRITE

NOTE

1. Event occurs once for each member.
2. Event occurs for both the input and the output member.

Function $OPEN001 $MEM001 $MEM001 EventPending
Action

PAN#3 INITIALIZATION X   
PAN#4 INITIALIZATION X   
PAN#6 INITIALIZATION X   
PAN#7 INITIALIZATION
CROSSREF

X  
X(1 and 2)

 
READ

PAN#8 INITIALIZATION
REP
SCAN

X  
X(1)
X(1)

 
WRITE
READ

NOTE

1. Event occurs once for each member.
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2. FUNCTION value of CL8'XREFMAIN' indicates main member selection. FUNCTION value of
CL8'XREFINCL' indicates included member selection.

 

 

PAN TSO Initialization

PAN TSO Function $OPEN001 $MEM001 $MEM001 EventPending
Action

INITIALIZATION X
PAN ADD(ADD) X X WRITE
PAN COPY(COPY) X X(1) READ, WRITE
PAN RENAME(RENAME) X X(1) READ, WRITE
PAN CHANGE
COMMENT(COMMENT)

X X WRITE

PAN CHANGE LEVEL(LEVEL) X X WRITE
PAN CHANGE
STATUS(STATUS)

X X WRITE

PAN CHANGE USER(USER) X X WRITE
PAN DISPLAY(WRITE) X X READ
PAN LOCK(LOCK) X X WRITE
PAN RETRIEVE(WRITE) X X READ
PAN STORE(UPDATE) X X WRITE
PAN UNLOCK(UNLOCK) X X WRITE

NOTE
Event occurs for both the input and output member.

( ) Names within parentheses ( ) represent the function code name for $MEM001 exit input.

PAN ISPF Initialization

PAN/ISPF Function $OPEN001 $MEM001 $MEM001 EventPending
Action

INITIALIZATION X
EDIT COMMANDS
ADD (ADD)2
COPY (WRITE)
CREATE (ADD)
SAVE (ADD(NEW MEMBER))
(UPDATE(EXISTING
MEMBER))
RETRIEVE (WRITE)

X
X
X
X
X

WRITE
READ
WRITE
WRITE
READ

BROWSE COMMAND
RETRIEVE (WRITE)

X READ
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UTILITY -- MEMBER
MANIPULATION
COPY (COPY)
RENAME (RENAME)
PRINT (WRITE)

X(1)
X(1)
X

READ, WRITE
READ, WRITE
READ

UTILITY -- CHANGE MEMBER
ATTRIBUTES
COMMENT (COMMENT)
STATUS (STATUS)
LEVEL (LEVEL)
USER (USER)

X
X
X
X

WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE

UTILITY-LANGUAGE CHANGE
LANGUAGE CHANGE-
FORMAT (FORMAT)

X WRITE

UTILITY-LIB-TO-LIB COPY
COPY (TRANSFER)

X1 READ, WRITE

NOTE
Event occurs for both input and output member.

( ) Names within parentheses ( ) represent the function code name for $MEM001 exit input.

Panvalet Access Method (PAM)

Function $OPEN001 $MEM001 $MEM001 Event Pending
Action

POPEN X
PSRCH X READ
PREAD X* READ

NOTE
PREAD causes a $MEM001 event only when the record read is an INCLUDE and INCLUDEs are being
expanded.

Panvalet/Compare
The following table illustrates what events are associated with the Compare facility of Panvalet:

$OPEN001 $OPEN002 $MEM001 $READ001 $WRIT001 $EOF001
X X X* X X X

NOTE
Occurs when OLD or NEW refers to a Panvalet library.

Panvalet Subsystem: Event Selection
The following table illustrates what events are associated with the Panvalet Subsystem:

$OPEN001 $OPEN002 $MEM001 $READ001 $WRIT001 $EOF001
X  X X  X
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File Table
These tables illustrate the files used by the Panvalet products and associated files. The file ID indicated for the particular
file is passed in each appropriate event.

Panvalet/Compare

File File ID $OPEN001 $OPEN002 $MEM001

SYSIN (z/OS) PCSYSIN  X  

SYSRDR (VSE) PCSYSIN  X  

SYSPRINT (z/OS) PCPRINT  X  

SYSLST (VSE) PCPRINT  X  

PCOLD PCOLD X X X

PCNEW PCNEW X X X

PCDELTA PCDELTA  X  

PCUPDTE PCUPDTE  X  

File File ID $READ001 $WRIT001 $EOF001

SYSIN (z/OS) PCSYSIN X  X

SYSRDR (VSE) PCSYSIN X  X

SYSPRINT (z/OS) PCPRINT  X  

SYSLST (VSE) PCPRINT  X  

PCOLD PCOLD X  X

PCNEW PCNEW X  X

PCDELTA PCDELTA  X  

PCUPDTE PCUPDTE  X  

Batch Panvalet

File File ID $OPEN001 $OPEN002 $MEM001

SYSIN SYSIN    

SYSPRINT SYSPRINT    

PANDD1* PANDD1* X  X

PANDD2 PANDD2 X  X

PANDD3 PANDD3 X   

File File ID $READ001 $WRIT001 $EOF001

SYSIN SYSIN    

SYSPRINT SYSPRINT    

PANDD1* PANDD1*    

PANDD2 PANDD2    
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PANDD3 PANDD3    

NOTE
*Note: For both $OPEN001 and $MEM001 events it is possible that the ddname representing Panvalet library
input, which is passed to these events, can be PANDD11 to PANDD19. This indicates that Panvalet input
represents a CONCATENATION (a multiple library search).

Panvalet Subsystem

File File ID $OPEN001 $OPEN002 $MEM001

<any> <any> X  X

File File ID $READ001 $WRIT001 $EOF001

<any> <any> X  X

NOTE
For both $OPEN001 and $MEM001 events it is possible that the ddname representing Panvalet library input,
which is passed to these events, can be PANDD11 to PANDD19. This indicates that Panvalet input represents a
CONCATENATION (a multiple library search).

Panvalet TSO Option

File File ID $OPEN001 $OPEN002 $MEM001

PANDD1 PANDD1 X  X

File File ID $READ001 $WRIT001 $EOF001

PANDD1 PANDD1    

Panvalet ISPF Option

File File ID $OPEN001 $OPEN002 $MEM001

PANDD1 PANDD1 X  X

File File ID $READ001 $WRIT001 $EOF001

PANDD1 PANDD1    

Exit Techniques
The following topics are covered in this section:

Modifying Records

During a READ or WRITE event, to modify data within a record:

1. Locate the data ID, RECORD, in the data list block.
2. Locate the pointer to the record buffer from the data item address associated with the data ID.
3. Move the modified data to the record buffer.
4. Set the data item status in the data list block to C'M' (for modified).
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5. Set the response code in the event block to C'C' (for continue).
6. Return.

NOTE
The data item, RECORD, is the address of a record, not the record itself. Therefore, an assembler language
program must issue two load instructions to get the address of the record.

Deleting Records

During a READ or WRITE event, to delete a record:

1. Locate the data ID, RECORD, in the data list block.
2. Set the data item status in the data list block to C'I' (for inactive).
3. Set the response code in the event block to C'C' (for continue).
4. Return.

Inserting Records Before the Current Record

During a READ or WRITE event, to insert records before the current record:

1. Locate the data ID, RECORD, in the data list block.
2. Locate the pointer to the record buffer from the data item address associated with the data ID.
3. Move the new record to be inserted into the record buffer.
4. Set the data item status in the data list block to C'M' (for modified).
5. Set the response code in the event block to C'P' (for pending).
6. Return.
7. Receive control again. Pending causes an immediate recall to the exit during the same event. As long as the response

code is pending, the original current record continues to be passed as a data item.
8. Repeat steps 1 to 7 for each insertion, up to the last insertion.
9. Receive control a final time.
10. Set the response code in the event block to C'C' (for continue). This causes the original record to be written after all

the insertions.

Inserting Records After the Last Record

During a $EOF event, to insert records after the last record read or written:

1. Locate the data ID, RECORD, in the data list block.
2. Locate the address of the record buffer from the data item address associated with the data ID.
3. Move the new record to be inserted into the record buffer.
4. Set the data item status to C'M' (for modified) in the data list block.
5. Set the response code in the event block to C'P' (for pending). This causes the exit to be recalled at the same event.
6. Return. This causes the new record to be inserted and processed.
7. Repeat Steps 1 to 6 for each insertion.
8. After you complete the last insertion, set the response code to C'C' (for continue) and return. Normal EOF processing

resumes and completes.

NOTE
The data item, RECORD, is the address of a record, not the record itself. Therefore, an assembler language
program must issue two load instructions to get the address of the record.
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Inserting Records After the Current Record

During a READ or WRITE event, to insert records after the current record:

1. Set the response code in the event block to C'P' (for pending). This causes the exit to be recalled at the same event.
2. Return. This causes the current record to be processed.
3. Receive control again.
4. Locate the data ID, RECORD, in the data list block.
5. Locate the address of the record buffer from the data item address associated with the data ID.
6. Move the new record to be inserted into the record buffer.
7. Set the data item status to C'M' (for modified) in the data list block.
8. Set the response code in the event block to C'P' (for pending).
9. Repeat steps 3 to 8 for each insertion, up to the last insertion.
10. For the last insertion, move the new record to be inserted into the record buffer and set the data item status to C'M' as

in steps 6 and 7. Then, set the response code in the event block to C'C' (for continue) and return.

NOTE
The data item, RECORD, is the address of a record, not the record itself. Therefore, an assembler language
program must issue two load instructions to get the address of the record.

Bypass Open

During an OPEN event, to request Panvalet/Compare to bypass opening a file:

1. Locate the data ID, PENDACT, in the data list block.
2. Set the data item status to C'I' (for inactive) in the data list block. This inactivates the pending action (open).
3. Set the response code in the event block to C'C' (for continue).
4. Return.

Indicate EOF

During a READ or WRITE event, to indicate end-of-file:

1. Locate the data ID, EOF, in the data list block.
2. Locate the EOF item from the data item address associated with the data ID.
3. Move the value C'EOF' to the EOF data item.
4. Change the data item status in the data list block to C'M' (for modified).
5. Set the response code in the event block to C'C' (for continue).
6. Return.

You must use this technique when the exit has bypassed open and is handling its own input.

An exit can also use this technique to force early end-of-file for any file being read.

Sample Exits
This section describes the sample GEM exits that are supplied in source format in the installation Panvalet library.

The sample GEM exits demonstrate the potential uses of the GEM Exit Facility and illustrate the coding techniques
employed in typical GEM exits. Some installations can use these exits with little or no modification; however, these exits
also provide a basis for developing other GEM exits.

Implementing an Exit

The installation can modify the code as desired. Choose one of the following to implement an exit:
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• Use the basic exit supplied with Panvalet.
• Modify the basic exit to meet your needs.
• Write your own exit.

Most users are satisfied with the first or second choice. If your plans call for similar function, the basic exit is a good place
to start. You can enhance the basic exit as you develop expertise with its potential.

For more information about the GEM exit interface, see Exit Linkage Conventions in this chapter.

Before implementing a sample exit or creating your own, read all the available documentation for the interface you are
planning to use.

Study the environment where you are planning to place your exit:

• Consult with the people in your installation who are impacted by this exit, and notify the systems programmers
responsible for Panvalet about your implementation plans.

• Study the parameters that GEM passes to you.
• Study the potential impact of the function in your exit.
• Link edit the exit routines with the AMODE and RMODE attribute value of 24.
• Make exit routines reentrant; they must be reentrant if you intend to install them in the LPA for z/OS or SVA for VSE.
• Determine if a GEM exit issues a function that requires authorization (such as a security issues the request).

NOTE
To retain authorization for a GEM exit that issues an authorized function, the Panvalet load module that contains
the main program (PAN#1) must reside in an authorized library. All subsequent load modules, including the GEM
exit, must also reside in an authorized library, but they do not need to be link edited with the AC=1 attribute.

All Panvalet main programs (PAN#1, PAN#2, and so on) are link edited with the AC=1 attribute on installation.
The Panvalet Subsystem acquires authorization itself and also provides authorization for those GEM exits that issue
functions requiring authorization. It is advisable to keep all the GEM component load modules together in the same
authorized library, usually the Panvalet installation load library.

Load Module Auditor
This sample GEM exit ensures that any formatted COBOL or BAL member, provided by the Panvalet Subsystem as
sequential input, is modified (dynamically) in the appropriate format. This format includes Panvalet update statistics
concerning the member's modification-level source module. When compiled (or assembled) and linked within a load
module, they can be easily identified and cross-referenced with the original source Panvalet member.

This section covers the following topics:

Getting Started

Choose one of the following to implement the Load Module Auditor with Panvalet:

• Use the basic exit supplied with Panvalet (PVLMAUD).
• Modify the basic exit to meet your needs.
• Write your own exit.

Most users are satisfied with the first or second choice. If your plans call for specialized needs, the basic exit is a good
place to start. You can enhance the basic exit as you develop expertise with its potential.

Basic Exit (PVLMAUD)

Panvalet supplies a basic Load Module Auditor at installation. The source code for the exit resides on the installation
Panvalet library (member name PVLMAUD).
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The installation Panvalet library (member name PVLMAJCL) contains sample JCL to assemble the exit.

The Load Module Auditor provides automatic statistical information in formatted COBOL or BAL members and between
Load Modules that include their associated object modules created from source members that reside in a Panvalet library.

Discuss the implementation of this exit with all those responsible for source members affected by this exit, as well as
those systems programmers responsible for Panvalet within your installation.

If you have more specialized cross-reference needs than this exit provides, you should explore one of the other choices
(see Option for CMS, ISPF, and TSO).

What the Sample Exit Does

The Load Module Auditor establishes a relationship between source and object modules that can be observed in a dump
or load module library. It eliminates any need for a programmer to insert this information manually. A load module can be
specifically related to the original program source by using the Panvalet member name, the modification level, and the
date of last maintenance. Unless standard identification can be found in predictable locations in object modules, it can
be difficult to determine the latest version. In addition, it is often difficult to enforce program standards to ensure that this
information is current.

The sample Load Module Auditor GEM exit dynamically inserts this information into either formatted COBOL or BAL
source code format. When a compiler (or assembler) processes the modified COBOL or BAL member, the information
appears as part of the object module. After the Linkage Editor processes the object modules, the load module also
contains the desired information. This information also appears in a core dump so that a programmer can determine which
compiler or assembler listing matches the code. From an audit standpoint, you can also use this exit to ensure the proper
execution of the most current production program.

The exit uses the GEM $MEM001 exit point to determine whether the member being processed is a formatted COBOL
or BAL source member. The exit uses the GEM $READ001 exit point to insert source code containing the Panvalet
modification level and date of last maintenance in the appropriate place. Any formatted COBOL or BAL member provided
by the Panvalet Subsystem as sequential input automatically has the current information generated.

Specifications For the Sample Exit

The specifications for the sample exit are shown in the following list. For more information, you can read the source code
(member PVLMAUD on the installation Panvalet library).

• The exit is written in Basic Assembler Language.
• The exit is reentrant.
• AMODE and RMODE are required to be 24.
• The PVLMAUD Load Module should reside in a library where other GEM exit load modules reside for the installation.

PVLMAUD does not require authorization; however, if other GEM (or security) exits do require authorization,
PVLMAUD should reside in the same authorized library.

• In COBOL, a level 77 is generated immediately following the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION source statement. It
has the sequence numbers of the preceding statement with a 5 in column six, so the COBOL compiler does not detect
a sequence error.

NOTE
COBOL WORKING-STORAGE SECTION must start in column 8. There must be only one space between
the COBOL keywords, or this section is not found, and the stamp is not inserted.

• In BAL, a blank CSECT statement and a DC statement are generated immediately preceding the END statement and
have altered sequence numbers.

NOTE
BAL ' END ' must start in column 9, or it is not found, and the stamp is not inserted.
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WARNING
Any time ' END ' is encountered in BAL source column 9, the stamp is inserted (this does not include such
things as comment lines). - With the exception of comment statements, which are identified and ignored,
every statement containing ' END ' in columns 9-13 causes the timestamp to be inserted.

Installation 2

To gain a basic understanding of GEM, read this section and Exit Facilities.

If the basic exit satisfies your needs without any changes, you can activate the exit with the following procedure:

1. Assemble and LINK PVLMAUD (the basic Load Module Auditor). Link it into a library that the Panvalet exit loader
(PVEXTLDR) can access.

2. Code EXITDEF macros, as described Exit Facilities:
PVEXTUSR   CSECT

           EXITDEF   BEGIN

           EXITDEF   NAME=PVLMAUD,TYPE=PVLMAUD,            X

                     EVENTS=($MEM001,$READ001)

           EXITDEF   END

           END

3. Assemble and link the exit definition module you coded in Step 2. The load module name is PVEXTUSR. Link it into
the Panvalet load library. This library contains the:
–  Panvalet programs (PAN#1, PAN#2, and so on)
–  Panvalet exit loader (PVEXTLDR)
–  Panvalet exit definitions (PVEXTUSR)
– Exit (PVLMAUD)

Security
This section describes the supplied sample GEM exits that provide an interface to selected proprietary software systems
concerned with generalized system-wide security services.

Usually these packages afford access security at the data set level, not at the member name level. Because these
systems view Panvalet libraries as simple data sets, you must provide additional information to describe specific details
about the requested access (for example, the member name and type of access).

Generalized Exit Manager

The Generalized Exit Manager (GEM) provides an interface between Panvalet and external security systems.

GEM security exits allow read-only access to Panvalet libraries based on such attributes as member name and user code.
This can provide much finer control over access than the OPEN=INP parameter supported by Panvalet batch programs or
the UPTIMEST=N initialization parameter for the z/OS Panvalet subsystem.

NOTE
OPEN=INP and UPTIMEST=N deactivate the updating of Date of Last Access for members, making the entire
Panvalet library read-only.

The GEM security exits described in the following sections provide basic Panvalet specific information to the security
system. An access decision can then be made at the Panvalet member level. The exits present the information to the
proprietary security system in the predefined interface format for that system. GEM security exits can communicate
specific definitions concerning Panvalet member names (or generic names) and type of access to the security system.

The sample GEM security exits build a validation request for the security system and translate the security system's
response. This response directs Panvalet to take the proper action.
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Implementing a Security Interface

To facilitate customization requirements, GEM security exits are all supplied in SOURCE format. The installation can
modify the code as desired. Choose one of the following three methods to implement a security interface with Panvalet:

1. Use the basic exit supplied with Panvalet:
– For RACF, use PVRACF
– For ACF2, use PVACF2
– For Top Secret, use TSSPAN#11

2. Modify the basic exit to meet your needs.
3. Write your own exit.

If your plans call for specialized security rules, the basic exit is a good place to start. You can enhance the basic exit as
you develop expertise in the use of the security interface. For more information about the GEM exit interface, see Exit
Linkage Conventions.

Before modifying a supplied exit or creating your own, read all the available documentation for the interface you plan to
use.

Study the environment where you plan to place your interface:

• Consult with the people in your installation that this exit impacts, and notify the systems programmers about your
implementation plans.

• Study the parameters the interface passes to you.
• Assess your security decisions based on the provided input data and the services provided by the proprietary security

system software. Determine the limitations.
• Study the parameters you pass back to the interface.
• Determine the proper state and storage key (for example, PROBLEM STATE KEY 8) required for your routines.
• Link edit the exit routines with the AMODE and RMODE attribute value of 24.
• Install exit routines as reentrant ─ especially those installed in the LPA for z/OS, or SVA for VSERequire a function

needing authorization (such as a security request) to be authorized when the GEM exit issues the request.

NOTE
To retain authorization for a GEM exit that issues an authorized function, you must link edit all Panvalet main
programs with the attribute AC=1, and the load module must reside in an authorized library. All subsequent
load modules including the GEM exit must also reside in an authorized library, but you do not need to link edit
them with the AC=1 attribute.

All Panvalet main programs (PAN#1, PAN#2, and so on) are link edited with the AC=1 attribute on installation.
In addition, the Panvalet Subsystem acquires authorization itself and provides authorization for those GEM exits
that issue authorized functions. It is advisable to keep all the GEM component load modules together in the same
authorized library (usually the Panvalet installation load library).

Basic Exits

Basic sample security exits are supplied for installation as part of Panvalet customization.

The source code for the sample z/OS exits resides on the installation Panvalet library. VSE users must modify the z/OS
sample exits for the VSE environment.

The installation Panvalet library (member PVRACFJCL for RACF, member PVACF2JCL for ACF2, or member TSSPVJCL
for Top Secret) contains sample z/OS JCL to assemble the exits. VSE users should use the z/OS sample JCL to create
VSE JCL to assemble the exits.

The basic exits provide basic access control for Panvalet libraries and individual Panvalet members. You can construct
rules to control authority.
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Discuss the implementation of the exit with the security officer and systems programmer responsible for security systems
at your installation.

If your security needs are more specialized than this exit provides, you can modify the basic exit or use it as a model
to help you write your own exit. This usually occurs when you cannot write security rules based on data set naming
conventions and member naming conventions alone.

What the Basic Exits Do

Many users want simple access control based on Panvalet library data set name or member name. Users want to
distinguish between Panvalet commands that write data (++UPDATE, ++RESTORE, EDIT) and commands that merely
read data (++WRITE, ++PRINT, BROWSE).

However, Panvalet normally opens the library for update. Panvalet does this to maintain important audit information, such
as date-of-last access, date-of-last-dump, and so on.

The basic exit distinguishes between a Panvalet read function and a Panvalet write function. Therefore:

• Panvalet can open the library for update.
• Panvalet can maintain audit information in its directory.
• You can set up rules to distinguish read access to Panvalet from write access to Panvalet.

RACF
RACF is a proprietary software product from IBM, Incorporated. RACF provides security protection and access control for
data and other resources managed by a computer system. RACF supports the z/OS operating system.

The Panvalet product line provides an interface to RACF. The interface is in the form of a Panvalet security exit. The
interface supports Options for CMS, ISPF, and TSO.

This topic provides additional information about the following subtopics:

Specifications for the Basic Exit

The specifications for the basic exit are shown in the following list. For more information, see the source code (member
PVRACF on the installation Panvalet library).

1. The exit is written in Basic Assembler Language.
2. The exit is reentrant.
3. When you build your RACF security rules, a dummy data set name is defined to RACF. The exit validates this data set

name against the Panvalet commands (for example, ++UPDATE, ++RESTORE, EDIT)

NOTE
The Panvalet member name can be ten characters in length. Member names longer than eight characters
can cause problems for RACF.

4. In the exit, the dummy data set name is constructed using a 3-character prefix, the Panvalet library name, and the
member name. The dummy data set name is 44 bytes:
– 3-character prefix (PV.) is 3 bytes.
– First 30 characters of the data set name use 30 bytes in total.
– The period (.) is 1 byte.
– The Panvalet member name is 10 bytes.

NOTE
If the data set name is less than 30 characters, the period and the Panvalet member name are shifted left,
and trailing blanks follow the member name.
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Write your Panvalet security rules for the dummy data set name -- not the true data set name. If you want RACF to
control access by data set name, write your security rules to observe the first 33 characters of the dummy data set
name.
If you want RACF to control access by Panvalet member name, write your security rules to observe all 44 bytes of the
dummy data set name.
For example, suppose the true Panvalet data set name is:

PAYROLL.PRODUCTN.YEAREND.CLOSE.PANVALET

and the Panvalet MEMBER name is:

PAYR300

You should write RACF rules to authorize users for a dummy data set named
PV.PAYROLL.PRODUCTN.YEAREND.CLOSE.PAYR300.

5. Before Panvalet accesses each member, a call is made to RACF. The call indicates:
– Read or write.
– The dummy data set name (see Step 4).

6. If RACF grants access, the exit returns to Panvalet and processing continues.
7. If RACF denies access, the exit sets the status field to Inactive and returns to Panvalet. Panvalet then terminates

processing for that member and thus prevents access.

To gain a complete understanding of the RACF-PANVALET interface, see the following topics and chapters:

• Generalized Exits.
• Exit Facilities.
• Chapters 3 and 4 of the RACF Security Administrator's Guide.
• Chapter 1 of the RACF General Information Guide.

Installation

To gain a basic understanding of security exits, see Generalized Exits and Exit Facilities.

If the basic exit satisfies your needs without any changes, you can activate the exit with the following procedure:

1. Write your RACF rules to agree with the specifications of this exit.
2. Write your RACF rules so that all users of Panvalet programs have write authority for the Panvalet library. This is

required due to the Panvalet library being opened in update mode.
3. Define a special dummy data set name for each Panvalet library. The dummy data set name should be as described in

step 4 under Specifications for the Basic Exit. The RACF access rules are written for data sets that have a high-level
qualifier of PV.

4. Code EXITDEF macros, as described in Options for CMS, ISPF, and TSO:

PVEXTUSR CSECT

         EXITDEF   BEGIN

         EXITDEF   NAME=PVRACF,TYPE=SECURITY,EVENTS=($MEM001)

         EXITDEF   END

         END

5. Assemble and link the exit definition module you coded in step 4 (EXITDEF BEGIN). The load module name is
PVEXTUSR. Link it into the Panvalet load library. This library contains the following elements:
– Panvalet programs (PAN#1, PAN#2, and so on)
– Panvalet exit loader (PVEXTLDR)
– Panvalet exit definitions (PVEXTUSR)
– Exit (PVRACF)
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6. Make sure the Panvalet load library is a RACF-protected library. This prevents unauthorized people from altering these
modules.

ACF2
ACF2 Security is a proprietary software product from Broadcom. eTrust ACF2 provides security protection and access
control for data and other resources that are managed by a computer system. eTrust ACF2 supports z/OS and VM
operating systems.

The Panvalet product line provides an interface to eTrust ACF2. The interface is in the form of a sample Panvalet security
exit. The interface supports Options for CSM, ISPF, and TSO.

You can gain a complete understanding of the eTrust ACF2/Panvalet interface by reading the following topics and
documentation:

• Generalized Exits
• Exit Facilities
• The System Programming topic in the eTrust ACF2 documentation

This topic provides additional information about the following subtopics:

Getting Started

Choose one of the following options to implement ACF2 security with Panvalet:

• Use the basic exit supplied with Panvalet (PVACF2).
• Use the more sophisticated exit supplied with the ACF2 product. (See the ACF2 informational solution for the Panvalet

interface in StarTCC.)
• Modify the basic exit or exit supplied with ACF2 to meet your needs.
• Write your own exit.

If your plans call for specialized security rules, the basic exit is a good place to start. You can enhance the basic exit as
you develop expertise in the use of ACF2.

Specifications for the Basic Exit

The specifications for the basic ACF2 exit are:

• The exit is written in Basic Assembler Language.
• The exit is reentrant.
• The Panvalet library is defined as a special resource type to ACF2. The resource type is PAN.

The sample program uses RPAN for the value of the ACGRTYPE field in the generalized resource and info storage
interface (ACGRSRC). The R is for resource, and PAN is the resource type. The resource type is user-defined in the
global systems options (steps 3 and 4 of the installation instructions).

For more information, see the source code (member PVACF2 on the installation Panvalet library).

Follow these procedures to code an ACF2 exit:

1. Construct a resource name using the Panvalet library name and the member name. The resource name is 40 bytes:
– The first 29 characters of data set name are 29 bytes
– The period (.) is 1 byte
– The Panvalet member name is 10 bytes

NOTE
If the data set name is less than 29 characters, the period and the Panvalet member name are shifted left,
and trailing blanks follow the member name.
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2. Before Panvalet accesses each member, a call is made to ACF2 using the ACFSVC macro. The call indicates:
– Read or write
– Resource type is PAN (indicating a Panvalet library)
– Resource name is as described in Step 1

3. If ACF2 grants access, the exit returns to Panvalet and processing continues.
4. If ACF2 denies access, the exit sets the status field to Inactive and returns to Panvalet. Panvalet then terminates

processing for that member and thus prevents access.

Installation

To gain a basic understanding of security exits, see Generalized Exits and Exit Facilities.

If the basic exit satisfies your needs without any changes, you can activate the exit with the following procedure:

1. Write your ACF2 resource rules to agree with the specifications of this exit.
2. Write your ACF2 data set rules so that all users of Panvalet programs have batch read and write authority for the

Panvalet library.
3. Define a special ACF2 resource type for Panvalet libraries, called PAN.

The sample program uses RPAN for the value of the ACGRTYPE field in the generalized resource and info storage
interface (ACGRSRC). The R is for resource, and the PAN is the resource type.

4. In your ACF2 system, create or update the ACF2 INFODIR GSO (Global System Options) record to include the
resource type PAN from the previous step. An INFODIR entry of the form (R-RPAN) is appropriate. This is required
to support the use of masking characters in resource rule keys for Panvalet. The z/OS master console operator must
issue the following ACF2 operator command to activate the change. (A restart of ACF2 also activates the change.)

F ACF2,REFRESH(INFODIR)

For more information about this procedure, see Global System Options in the ACF2 documentation.
5. Code EXITDEF macros, as described in the Getting Started topic:

PVEXTUSR CSECT

         EXITDEF   BEGIN

         EXITDEF   NAME=PVACF2,TYPE=SECURITY,EVENTS=($MEM001)

         EXITDEF   END

         END

6. Assemble and link the exit definition module that you coded in step 5 (EXITDEF BEGIN). The load module name is
PVEXTUSR. Link it into the Panvalet load library. This library contains the:
– Panvalet programs (PAN#1, PAN#2, and so on)
– Panvalet exit loader (PVEXTLDR)
– Panvalet exit definitions (PVEXTUSR)
– Exit (PVACF2)

7. Make sure the Panvalet load library is an ACF2-protected library. This prevents unauthorized people from altering
these modules.

Top Secret
Using this Panvalet GEM EXIT, you can provide security to a Panvalet library with Top Secret Security. Top Secret
supports z/OS, VM, and VSE operating systems.

The Panvalet product line provides a sample interface (security exit) to Top Secret. The Top Secret/Panvalet security
interface supports the Options for CMS, ISPF, and TSO.

This topic includes information about the following subtopics:
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Getting Started

To issue the proper interface macros, your program must have one of the following characteristics:

• Written in assembler language
• Interface with an assembler language subroutine
• Interface with the Top Secret high-level language interface

If possible, test your routine with the TSO TEST command. In addition, try to implement your interface in a facility that is
not yet operating in FAIL mode.

Use the TRACE attribute to verify that parameters are correct:

• TSS ADDTO(TESTUSER) TRACE (SCA function)
• F TSS.SECTRACE(options...) (operator's console)

Audit the resource you are protecting to ensure that your interface is working correctly:

• TSS ADDTO(AUDIT) DSN('$PAN') (SCA function)
• REPORT DSN('$PAN.') (TSSUTIL)

Specifications for the Basic Exit

The specifications of the basic exit are shown in the following list. For more information, see the source code (member
TSSPAN#11 on the installation Panvalet library).

• The exit is written in Basic Assembler Language.
• The exit is reentrant.
• When you build your Top Secret security rules (TSS PERMITs), a pseudo data set name is defined to Top Secret.

This is the data set name that the exit uses to validate against the Panvalet commands (for example, ++UPDATE, +
+RESTORE, EDIT).
A pseudo data set name does not really exist on any DASD or tape volume. It is used only for request validation
between Top Secret and the Top Secret/Panvalet security interface. Validation access with a pseudo data set name
gives you the full range of Top Secret protection that is afforded to all data sets. It does not matter to Top Secret
whether the data set exists or not.
By default, the unmodified Top Secret/Panvalet security exit builds a pseudo data set name using the following format:

$PAN.11111111.33333333.mmmmmmmm 

Before the RACHECK (Top Secret security check request), the 11111111 and 33333333 are replaced by the first and
third NODES (respectively) of the requested Panvalet library data set name. Also, the first eight characters of the
member name being accessed replace mmmmmmmm.

NOTE
The associated Panvalet operation being done against the member also determines the access level (type).

For example, the following RACHECK is issued if an end user attempted to read the member PAYLIST in Panvalet
library SYS2.PANVALET.PAYROLL:

RACHECK     CLASS=DATASET,

            ENTITY=$PAN.SYS2.PAYROLL.PAYLIST,

            ACCESS=READ

The format of the pseudo data set name is not important if the dsname that is used corresponds with subsequent TSS
PERMITs.

NOTE
You should design the format so that you can protect the resource with a minimum number of Top Secret
PERMIT specifications.
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TSS PERMIT examples:
– Allow TSO user PAYTOM to update any member in any Panvalet library, provided that the member name starts with

the prefix PAY7:

TSS     PERMIT(PAYTOM) DSN('$PAN.*.*.PAY7*')

        ACC(UPD) FAC(TSO)

– Allow ACID SYSJCL to READ ANY member of Panvalet library SYS2.DEPA.PANTEST, but ONLY through batch
and on Tuesdays:

TSS     PERMIT(SYSJCL) FAC(BATCH) DAYS(TUE)

        DSN('$PAN.SYS2.PANTEST.*')

– Allow TSO user AUDIT7 to READ member TERM of Panvalet library SYS2.DEPB.AUDIT for today ONLY:

TSS     PERMIT(AUDIT7) FOR(1)

        DSN('$PAN.SYS2.AUDIT.TERM')

– Assemble SETC statements in the module TSSPAN#11 source code to control the construction of the pseudo data
set name.
The user is responsible to EDIT the variables &IDX1, &IDX2, &IDX3, &IDX4, and &IDX5 within the TSSPAN#11
source code. These variables select the data set name NODES from the input Panvalet data set name and
construct the pseudo data set name as input to the Top Secret RACHECK request.

• Before Panvalet accesses each member, the RACHECK request calls Top Secret using:
– The TSS CLASS TYPE ('DATASETX')
– The pseudo data set name (ENTITY)
– The dummy VOLSER 'DMYVOL' (for RACHECK)
– The Top Secret REQUEST CODE: FETCH, READ, WRITE, UPDATE, CREATE, SCRATCH, CONTROL
For certain types of resource authorization, the user must provide not only the resource name to RACHECK/
FRACHECK but also an access level. The access level from the RACHECK/FRACHECK macro (by means of the
ATTR= keyword) must match the access level that is specified when the user was given PERMIT access to the
resource (by means of the ACCESS(x) keyword of the PERMIT command). Because the ATTR= keyword supports
only four access levels (READ, UPDATE, ALTER, and CONTROL), you must sometimes use the expanded TSS
access facility that is provided in the DATASETX resource class. Do this as follows:

           RACHECK CLASS=MYCLASS, ...

           .

           .

MYCLASS    DC     AL1(9)         LENGTH

           DC     CL8'DATASETX'  CLASS TYPE

MYACCESS   DS     XL1            TSS ACCESS CODE

In the above example, the user would move a one-character access code into the field name MYACCESS before
issuing the RACHECK. The access codes are one or more of the following:

$AFETCH   EQU    X'80'                 FETCH

$AREAD    EQU    X'40'                 READ

$AWRITE   EQU    X'20'                 WRITE

$AUPDATE  EQU    $AREAD+$AWRITE        UPDATE

$ACREATE  EQU    X'10'                 CREATE

$ASCRTCH  EQU    X'08'                 SCRATCH

$ACNTL    EQU    X'04'                 CONTROL
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When doing customization, the access that is requested in the RACHECK macro has no real relation to the operation
being performed (although for ease of use it is best to establish some logical relationship). The only critical item is that
the access level matches the TSS PERMIT access levels of the user defined to use the resource.
The next step of customization is to determine the possible access level being requested. You then MAP those access
levels against the supported Top Secret access levels for all commands the user wants checked. Careful planning of
this step makes the resource easier to administer and provides more flexible protection.
The following table shows a partial list of Panvalet batch commands and the corresponding access levels needed.
For a complete list of commands and access levels that are needed, see the sample Top Secret security exit source
program in the Panvalet installation PANLIB.

Command TSS Access Level

ALLOCATE CREATE

ATTACH CREATE + READ + WRITE

COMMENT CREATE or WRITE

DETACH SCRATCH

INCLUDE READ

RENAME
(Old member)

READ + SCRATCH

RENAME
(New member)

CREATE + WRITE

UPDATE READ + WRITE

STATUS CONTROL

a. If Top Secret grants access, the exit returns to Panvalet, and processing continues.
b. If Top Secret denies access, the exit sets the status field to Inactive and returns to Panvalet. Panvalet terminates

processing for the member and thus prevents access.
c. If you require additional processing in the $OPEN001 and $MEM001 events, insert the processing in the

TSSPAN#11 subroutines that are labeled OPENEVNT and MEMEVNT.

Installation

To gain a basic understanding of security exits, see Generalized Exits and Exit Facilities.

If the basic exit satisfies your needs without any changes, you can activate the exit with the following procedures:

1. EDIT TSSPAN#11 (the Top Secret/Panvalet security interface module) to select the part of the data set name that you
want to use for the security check.
The installer is responsible to EDIT the variables &IDX1, &IDX2, &IDX3, &IDX4, and &IDX5 within the TSSPAN#11
source code. These variables select the data set name NODES from the input Panvalet data set name and construct
the pseudo data set name as input to the Top Secret RACHECK request.
Specify YES or NO to indicate if you want to select the associated data set name NODE for pseudo data set name
construction.

2. Assemble and LINK TSSPAN#11 (the Top Secret/Panvalet security interface module). Link it into an APF-authorized
library that the Panvalet exit loader (PVEXTLDR) can access.

3. Write your Top Secret rules to agree with the specifications of this exit.
4. Code the EXITDEF macros, as described in Options for CSM, ISPF, and TSO:

PVEXTUSR    CSECT

            EXITDEF BEGIN
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            EXITDEF NAME=TSSPAN#11,TYPE=SECURITY,

                    EVENTS=($MEM001)

            EXITDEF END

            END

5. Assemble and link the exit definition module that you coded in step 4 (EXITDEF BEGIN). The load module name is
PVEXTUSR. Link it into the Panvalet load library (or make it accessible from an authorized library within the system
link list or LPA).
This library contains the:
– Panvalet programs (PAN#1, PAN#2, and so on)
– Panvalet exit loader (PVEXTLDR)
– Panvalet exit definitions (PVEXTUSR)
– Exit (TSSPAN#11)

6. TSSPAN#11 and PVEXTUSR must be in an APF-authorized library.
7. Ensure that the Panvalet load library is a Top Secret-protected library. This prevents unauthorized people from altering

these modules.

Method of Use

To use the supplied Top Secret/Panvalet security interface, do the following:

1. Assign the Panvalet library ownership for the specified ACID to bypass the data set security. Then assign the library
cross authorization for user ACID. Next, define the access level as UPDATE.

Example:    TSS         ADD(DEPT1) DSN('COB.SOURCE.LIB')

            TSS         PER(USER1) DSN('COB.SOURCE.LIB')

                        ACC(UPDATE)

2. Since this EXIT uses dummy DMYVOL, you must bypass the volume check.

Example:    TSS         ADD(ANYDEPT) VOL(DMYVOL)

            TSS         PER(ALL) VOL(DMYVOL) ACC(CRE)

3. Define DSN to access the security of each member:

$PAN.xxxxxxx1.zzzzzzzz.xxxxxxxn.yyyyyyyy

|                                       |

+---------------------------------------+

               44 COLUMN MAXIMUM

– $PAN. is required.
– xxxxxxx1.zzzzzzzz.xxxxxxx is the Panvalet library name. Subsequent number (n) must be the same index number

that is defined at assemble and link of TSSPAN#11.
– yyyyyyyy is the Panvalet member name (first eight characters).

NOTE
The Panvalet library name and member name can also use TSS DSN prefix and mask notation.

Access Method
The Panvalet Access Method (PAM) lets you write your own program to read a Panvalet library or protection file. You can
retrieve Panvalet directory entries and member data. You can open and access multiple Panvalet files at the same time.
When you call PAM, you can request any of four functions:
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• OPEN
• CLOSE
• SEARCH
• READ

PAM is reentrant and can be loaded or link edited with your user program. To use the reentrant, loadable interface, you
must call the entry point PAM. For instructions on how to use the old interface, see Prior Release Support.

NOTE
PAM was designed to run in batch-supported environments only. Any use in nonbatch-supported environments,
such as CICS, can result in unpredictable results. Therefore, Broadcom does not support the use of PAM in
nonbatch-supported environments.

Access Method Linkage Conventions
Communication between PAM and your user-written program follows the standard z/OS linkage conventions or VSE CALL
macro linkage conventions. Register 13 must be set to point to an 18-fullword save area prior to each CALL to the PAM
entry point. For higher-level languages (COBOL, PL/1) this is automatic. See the appropriate IBM reference manuals for
further information on the CALL command for the various languages. Whenever a parameter is not used or wanted, you
must include the characters NO-ENTRY instead of the keyword.

Invoking PAM from User Programs
Your user program can be link edited with PAM, or it can LOAD PAM at execution time.

To link edit PAM with your z/OS user program, use the following linkage editor stream:

//IEWL     EXEC PGM=IEWL,

//             PARM='SIZE(512K,64K),CALL,LET,LIST,XREF'

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=user.auto.include.library,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1))

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=user.load.library,DISP=SHR

//PANLMOD  DD  DSN=panvalet.load.library,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN   DD  *

    INCLUDE PANLMOD(PAM)

    INCLUDE SYSLMOD(userpgm)

    ENTRY userpgm

    NAME userpgm(R)

/*

Change the lowercase fields to match the naming conventions at your installation.

The SYSLIB statement is required only if you use the AUTOCALL feature of the linkage editor. You might need this feature
if your program is in a high-level language.

To link edit PAM with your VSE user program, use the following linkage editor stream:

// JOB

// OPTION CATAL

PHASE ........

INCLUDE I2SF000

INCLUDE

.
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.

User's OBJECT DECK which calls PAM

.

.

PAM OBJECT MODULE PAM.OBJ from CAI.PRODUCT.LIBRARY

.

.

/*

ENTRY ........

/*

/&

The following sample job uses VSE system files on disk to compile and link edit a PAM program:

// JOB FINLEYD 605C

// LIBDEF PHASE,SEARCH=LIB-SUBLIB

// ASSGN SYS005,DISK,VOL=SYSLCS,SHR

// ASSGN SYS006,DISK,VOL=SYSLCS,SHR

// DLBL PANDD1,'LIBSYS.CICS.ICCF.TEST.PANLIB',,DA

// EXTENT SYS006,SYSLCS

// DLBL PANDD2,'PANDD2.DSN',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS005,SYSLCS,1,0,3110,30

// EXEC PAN#1,SIZE=256K

++WRITE WORK,PAM

/*

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'PANDD2.DSN',0,SD

// EXTENT SYSIPT,SYSLCS,1,0,3110,30

ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=SYSLCS,SHR

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE DBFPAMS,*

   INCLUDE INCLPAM

// EXEC ASSEMBLY,SIZE=300K

/*

CLOSE SYSIPT,00C

// LIBDEF PHASE,CATALOG=LIB-SUBLIB

// LIBDEF OBJ,SEARCH=LIB-SUBLIB

// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

/&

Linking from the CAI.PRODUCT.LIBRARY
PAM can be directly included from the CAI.PRODUCT.LIBRARY using the INCLPAM.OBJ member in your link-edit JCL.
You can compile and link a PAM program as follows:

// JOB

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE ........

   INCLUDE INCLPAM

// EXEC ASSEMBLY

   .

   . (source for PAM program)
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/*

// LIBDEF PHASE,CATALOG=LIB-SUBLIB

// LIBDEF OBJ,SEARCH=LIB-SUBLIB

// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

/&

Loading PAM
To load PAM at execution time, your assembler program must contain the correct code for your operating system.

z/OS Assembler Language

To load PAM at execution time, your program must contain the following code:

         ...        

         LOAD EP=PAM                       LOAD PAM PROGRAM

         ST   R0,PAMENTRY                  SAVE PAM ENTRY POINT

         ...

         L    R15,PAMENTRY                 GET PAM ENTRY POINT

         MVI  FUNCTION,C'code'             SET FUNCTION CODE

         CALL (R15),(PACB,...),VL          CALL PAM

         ...

PAMENTRY DS   F

         ...

VSE Assembler Language

To load PAM at execution time, your program must contain the following code:

         ...

         CDLOAD PAM                        LOAD PAM PROGRAM

         ST     R1,PAMENTRY                SAVE PAM ENTRY POINT

         ...

         L      R15,PAMENTRY               GET PAM ENTRY POINT

         MVI    FUNCTION,C'code'           SET FUNCTION CODE

         CALL   (15),(REQUEST,...)         CALL PAM

         ...

PAMENTRY DS     F                          PAM ENTRY POINT ADDRESS

         ...

Loading Notes

These examples are not reentrant. Your program does not have to be reentrant to gain the benefits of PAM being
reentrant.

The VL bit must be set. PAM verifies that the parameter list is the correct length for each function to be performed.

You can also use a maximum length parameter list of six words for each function. This accommodates some high-level
languages that do not allow a single procedure to be called with parameter lists of varying length. In this case PAM
ignores the extra parameters (but they must be valid addresses).
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Performance Notes
If you use PAM extensively at your installation, you should load PAM at execution time. Place the modules, PAM and
PVPVLAMS, in the z/OS Link Pack Area (LPA) or the VSE Shared Virtual Area (SVA). This reduces the overhead of
CDLOAD/LOAD and eliminates multiple copies of the Panvalet I/O modules.

For best performance, do not use the LINK macro (SVC) to invoke PAM. Use the above-mentioned method, using a single
LOAD macro and a CALL macro for each PAM request.

NOTE
PAM must run below the line.

PAM Action Control Block (PACB)
The user program communicates with PAM through the PAM Action Control Block (PACB). One PACB is used for each
library being processed. The user program initializes the PACB before the OPEN. All subsequent function calls, including
the CLOSE, use the PACB.

You can concurrently process as many libraries as required. A unique PACB accesses each library.

The PACB has the following format:

          DS  0F

PACB      DS  0XL12

*

ACTION    DS  F           Set to hex zero by the caller before

                          each call. PAM sets a return code

                          here. Refer to RETURN CODES.

*

          DS  XL3         Reserved for future use.

*

FUNCTION  DS  CL1         The function to be performed on this

                          call:

                          O = open    S = search,

                          R = read    C = close

                          Set by the caller before each call.

*

RESERVED  DS  F           Reserved for use by PAM. This word must

                          be set to hex zero prior to the OPEN

                          call and thereafter not modified by the

                          caller.

NOTE
Ensure that your program closes and then sets each PACB to hex zero before reusing it.

PACBs must be closed in the reverse order of that in which they are opened.

Enqueue Conventions
PAM does not enqueue the Panvalet library or the protection file.

NOTE
PAM is a read-only facility, and it does not update the Panvalet library in any way. This includes not updating the
Date of Last Access.
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Return Codes
The ACTION field communicates error information.

In addition to the return in ACTION, register 15 contains the following values on each call:

• 0 -- Successful completion
• 1 -- Returned data is truncated
• 4 -- Include not found (warning on READ)
• 8 -- General error (name not found)
• 16 -- Severe error (processing should be ended, - file malfunction, I/O error)

The ACTION field is divided into two parts:

• The high-order byte contains a component ID
– X'00' -- Panvalet (PV)
– X'01' -- Library Access Method (PM)
– X'02' -- Multiple Partition Protection (MP)
– X'03' -- Generalized Exit Facility (GE)

• The next three bytes contain the appropriate component error message number in hex. If no errors occurred, these
bytes are hex 0 (zero).
For example, if the high-order byte of the ACTION field contains an X'00', and the low-order three bytes contain
X'0000F7', then this equates to a PV247 error code message.

NOTE
A hex 'F7' is a decimal 247.

If the high-order byte of the ACTION field contains an X'01', and the low-order three bytes contain X'000007', then this
equates to a PM007 error code message. For more information, see Messages.

NOTE

SEARCH issues a return code of 8 if a security exit denied access to a member. The ACTION field indicates
a PV081 message. Subsequent calls to SEARCH continue to process normally and are not affected by the
security denial.

Function Calls and Entry Points
You can use any of the following function calls and entry points with PAM.

Entry Points (OPEN)

Call this function prior to any other entry. Use OPEN to open the Panvalet library or protection file.

OPEN (z/OS)
The z/OS CALL to OPEN has three parameters:
MVI  FUNCTION,C'O'

CALL PAM,(PACB,DDNAME,BACKUP),VL

PACB
Address of a three-fullword list. For more information, see PAM Action Control Block (PACB).

DDNAME
Address of an eight-byte field containing the name of the DD statement of the Panvalet files. This field
must contain a valid z/OS ddname, blanks, or nulls. If you enter blanks or nulls, the DD statement name
defaults to PANDD1.
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BACKUP
Address of an eight-byte field containing characters NO-ENTRY if a library file is being processed. If
a Panvalet protection file is being processed, the characters BACKUP should be moved to this field, and
the ddname should contain the ddname of a Panvalet protection file.

OPEN (VSE)
The VSE CALL to OPEN has two parameters:
MVI  FUNCTION,C'O'

CALL PAM,(PACB,OPENDATA)VL

PACB
Address of a three-fullword list. For more information, see PAM Action Control Block (PACB).

OPENDATA
A 23-byte field:
'fffffff=ssssss=tttttttt'

where:

• fffffff is the filename
• ssssss is the SYSNO
• tttttttt is the device type

The device type can be as follows:

Library:    3330 MOD I      = 3330

            3330 MOD II     = 3331

            3340            = 3340

            3350            = 3350

            3375            = CKD

            3380            = CKD

            3390            = CKD

            9345            = CKD

            FBA devices     = FBA

Protection Files:

            tape devices = TAPE

            DASD devices = DISKxxxx

where xxxx is the same as device type for a Panvalet library.

Other Function Calls
CLOSE

After processing is completed, call CLOSE to close the Panvalet file currently being processed.
The call to CLOSE has one parameter:
MVI     FUNCTION,C'C'

CALL    PAM,(PACB),VL

PACB
Address of a three-fullword list. For more information, see PAM Action Control Block (PACB).

SEARCH
A call to SEARCH results in a formatted directory entry identical to the 0-UP format produced by PAN#2. You can
request a single entry, a series of entries (for example, from A to C), or the entire file. In addition to the directory
entries, you can request:

• COMMENT records
• SUBSET records
• Logical record length of the associated member name
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The basic call to SEARCH has six parameters:
MVI     FUNCTION,X'S'

CALL    PAM,(PACB,DIRENTRY,NAME1,NAME2,COMMENT,SUBSET),VL

The LRECL (optional) call to SEARCH has seven parameters:
MVI     FUNCTION,X'S'

CALL    PAM,(PACB,DIRENTRY,NAME1,NAME2,COMMENT,SUBSET,LRECL),VL

PACB
Address of a three-fullword list. For more information, see PAM Action Control Block (PACB).

DIRENTRY
Address of an 80-byte field where PAM places a 0-UP format directory entry.

NAME1
Address of a 22-byte field containing the first member name or superset.subset name you want to search
for. You must specify a valid Panvalet name unless you want the entire library searched. In this case,
place the characters NO-ENTRY in this field.

NOTE
If NAME1 is a superset.subset and you do not provide NAME2, you must set the subset
parameter to SUBSET.

PAM ignores the subset part of the NAME1 parameter when you access a range of members through
SEARCH (when you use both NAME1 and NAME2).

NAME2
Address of an 11-byte field containing the characters NO-ENTRY if only one member is being
searched. Use NAME2 only when specifying a range of members you want searched. For example,
to receive directory entries for all names beginning with A, B, or C, move the character A to NAME1
and C999999999 to NAME2; or to receive directory entries for all library members, move NO-ENTRY
to NAME1 and 9999999999 to NAME2. On each successive call to SEARCH, the next entry is
furnished. When all specified names in the range are returned, the characters $* are returned to the field
DIRENTRY. Any intervening CALL to READ ends the range search.

COMMENT
Address of a 52-byte field where the Panvalet comment record is placed if the first eight bytes of this
field contain the characters COMMENT on the initial CALL. An asterisk blank (* ) precedes the 50-byte
comment record.
Alternatively, this can be the address of a 676-byte area where the Panvalet comment record, last update,
current lock, and audit field information is placed if the first eight bytes of the 676-byte area contain the
characters AUDIT. You can map this area with the following dsect:
ALLAUDT  DSECT

COMMENT  DS    0CL52  FULL 52 BYTE COMMENT

         DS    CL2     '* ' COMMENT MARKER

REALCMT  DS    CL50    REAL COMMENT INFORMATION

*

LUPDINFO DS    0CL24  LAST UPDATE INFORMATION

LUPDUID  DS    CL8     LAST UPDATE USER-ID

LUPDDAT  DS    CL8     LAST UPDATE DATE (MM/DD/YY)

LUPDTIM  DS    CL8     LAST UPDATE TIME (HH:MM:SS)

*

CURLINFO DS    0CL24  CURRENT LOCK INFORMATION

CURLKID  DS    CL8     CURRENT LOCK USER-ID

CURLKDT  DS    CL8     CURRENT LOCK DATE (MM/DD/YY)

CURLKTM  DS    CL8     CURRENT LOCK TIME (HH:MM:SS)

*
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AUDTINFO DS    CL576   AUDIT FIELDS

AUDIT1NM DS    CL8     AUDIT FIELD 1 NAME

AUDIT1V  DS    CL64    AUDIT FIELD 1 VALUE

AUDIT2NM DS    CL8     AUDIT FIELD 2 NAME

AUDIT2V  DS    CL64    AUDIT FIELD 2 VALUE

AUDIT3NM DS    CL8     AUDIT FIELD 3 NAME

AUDIT3V  DS    CL64    AUDIT FIELD 3 VALUE

AUDIT4NM DS    CL8     AUDIT FIELD 4 NAME

AUDIT4V  DS    CL64    AUDIT FIELD 4 VALUE

AUDIT5NM DS    CL8     AUDIT FIELD 5 NAME

AUDIT5V  DS    CL64    AUDIT FIELD 5 VALUE

AUDIT6NM DS    CL8     AUDIT FIELD 6 NAME

AUDIT6V  DS    CL64    AUDIT FIELD 6 VALUE

AUDIT7NM DS    CL8     AUDIT FIELD 7 NAME

AUDIT7V  DS    CL64    AUDIT FIELD 7 VALUE

AUDIT8NM DS    CL8     AUDIT FIELD 8 NAME

AUDIT8V  DS    CL64    AUDIT FIELD 8 VALUE

If you do not need comments, move the string NO-ENTRY to this field. You must reset this field to either
COMMENT or NO-ENTRY prior to each CALL.

SUBSET
Address of a 27-byte field where PAM places the SUBSET directory information if the field contained
the characters SUBSET prior to the initial call. If you do not need subset directory entries, move the
characters NO-ENTRY to this field. When expanding subset directory entries, PAM supplies a new subset
name for each successive CALL. When the names are exhausted, a $* is returned in the DIRENTRY
field.

NOTE
If NAME1 is a superset.subset, and no NAME2 is provided, the subset parameter must be set to
SUBSET.

If NAME1 or NAME2 is altered during a search, the search terminates. A new search begins at the new
NAME1.

VL BIT should be on for call to PAM.
LRECL

Address of a 4-byte field to contain a binary value that represents the associated logical record length of
the current member. This value can range from 80 to 4096.

NOTE
Although you can obtain the LRECL value from the 0-UP mapping, for your convenience, the
binary LRECL value is optionally positioned separately in a field of your specification.

READ
A call to entry point READ passes the specified member one statement at a time. When the end of the member is
reached, a $* is returned in the RECORD field. The format of the member is the same as during a WRITE WORK
in a PAN#1 execution. Optionally, you can request that INCLUDEs be expanded and the COMMENT be supplied.
When processing a member whose record length is greater than 80, you must use the LRECL parameter. Use
the LRECL parameter (described later) to indicate the length of the RECORD field that you provide, as well as
the number of bytes returned by PAM on completion of the READ request. If you do not provide the LRECL
parameter, the length of the RECORD field is assumed to be 80 bytes, and truncation occurs when processing a
member whose record length is greater than 80.
When processing a Panvalet protection file, INCLUDEs are not expanded. Also, the protection file must be
processed sequentially in member name sequence. If you require random processing, you must CLOSE then
OPEN to position the file at the beginning again. Supersets are retrieved in the sequence they are stored in the
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library. Supersets cannot be in collating sequence (no subset entries are provided) and are treated as a single
member.
The basic CALL to READ for processing members with 80-byte records has five parameters:
MVI     FUNCTION,X'R'

CALL    PAM,(PACB,RECORD,NAME,INCLUDES,COMMENT),VL

The extended call to READ for processing members with records greater than 80 bytes has six parameters:
MVI     FUNCTION,X'R'

CALL    PAM,(PACB,RECORD,NAME,INCLUDES,COMMENT,LRECL),VL

PACB
Address of a three-fullword list. For more information, see PAM Action Control Block (PACB).

RECORD
Address of a field where PAM places each statement of the required member. This field must be as large
as the logical record length of the request member (from a minimum of 80 bytes to a maximum of 4096
bytes). To process members with logical record lengths greater than 80, you must also specify the LRECL
parameter. If the RECORD field is not as large as the current member's logical record length, PAM returns
a truncation return code of one (1) and returns only as much of the record as space provides.

NAME
Address of a 22-byte field that contains the Panvalet name of the member you want to retrieve. It can be
a regular member or a superset.subset. The remainder of the field must be blanks.

INCLUDES
Address of an eight-byte field that contains the characters NO-ENTRY if Panvalet INCLUDE statements
are not expanded or the characters YES if Panvalet INCLUDE statements are expanded. Included
members are expanded as in the PAN#1 WRITE WORK command.
The logical record length of the included members must match the logical record length of the main (root)
member specified in the NAME parameter. If an included member is found to have unequal logical record
length, the READ processing is terminated, and a PV265 message is generated to the system log.

COMMENT
Address of a 52-byte field where the Panvalet comment record is placed if the first eight bytes of this field
contain the characters COMMENT on the initial CALL. If you do not need comments, move the characters
NO-ENTRY to this field. This field must be reset to either COMMENT or NO-ENTRY prior to each CALL.
An * precedes the 50-byte comment.

NOTE
If the NAME is changed during a READ, the READ terminates. A new READ begins for the new
member in NAME.

VL BIT should be on for call to PAM.
LRECL

Address of two four-byte fields (8 bytes) fullword-aligned. The first fullword contains the binary value
set by the CALL, which declares the length of the caller-supplied RECORD field. The second fullword
contains the binary value set by PAM on return from the READ CALL, which declares the number of bytes
returned to the caller's RECORD field. If the caller's RECORD field is large enough, a return code of zero
is issued; otherwise, a return code of one is issued, indicating a truncation occurred.
The LRECL field can be mapped as follows:
LRECL       DS     0F     Logical Record Length READ parameter

LRECLMX     DS     F      Maximum byte capacity of my RECORD field

LRECLLN     DS     F      Number of bytes returned.

To prevent truncation, always provide a large enough RECORD field, or obtain a dynamic RECORD field
by predetermining the LRECL by the SEARCH CALL.
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Prior Release Support
PAM is loadable and reentrant.

Before Version 12.0, you had to link edit PAM with the calling program, and it was serially reusable. These restrictions
have been removed.

If you are writing a new PAM application, you should always call the main entry point PAM. However, if you already have a
PAM application, it is compatible with this new version of Panvalet.

Thus, for compatibility, PAM still supports the POPEN, PCLOSE, PSRCH, and PREAD entry points.

If you use POPEN, PCLOSE, PSRCH, or PREAD:

• PAM is not reentrant.
• PAM must be linked with your user program.
• PAM cannot have more than one Panvalet file open at a time.

You do not need to change the source code of your user program that calls PAM.

NOTE
You must relink the new PAM with your user program.

If you have linked PVPVLAMS with your user program, you must relink with the new version of this module.

The calling parameters for POPEN, PCLOSE, PSRCH, and PREAD differ from the function calls described earlier in this
section as noted in the following:

OPEN:      MVI     FUNCTION,C'O'

            CALL    PAM,(PACB,DDNAME,BACKUP),VL        (z/OS only)

            CALL    PAM,(PACB,OPENDATA),VL             (VSE only)

POPEN:      CALL    POPEN,(ACTION,DDNAME,BACKUP),VL

CLOSE:     MVI     FUNCTION,C'C'

            CALL    PAM,(PACB),VL

PCLOSE:    CALL    PCLOSE,(ACTION),VL

SEARCH:    MVI     FUNCTION,C'S'

            CALL    PAM,(PACB,DIRENTRY,NAME1,NAME2,COMMENT,SUBSET),VL

PSRCH:      CALL    PSRCH,(ACTION,DIRENTRY,NAME1,NAME2,COMMENT,SUBSET),VL

READ:      MVI     FUNCTION,C'R'

            CALL    PAM,(PACB,RECORD,NAME,INCLUDES,COMMENT),VL

PREAD:      CALL    PREAD,(ACTION,RECORD,NAME,INCLUDES,COMMENT),VL

Multiple Partition Protection
To preserve library integrity, all Panvalet programs communicate between themselves to prevent simultaneous update to a
Panvalet library. This is called Multiple Partition Protection (MPP). Library integrity is preserved between:
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• Partitions in VSE
• Regions/address spaces in z/OS
• z/OS, and VSE operating systems (or LPARs)

The type of library enqueue technique depends on the operating system and whether you want to share the library across
operating systems (SHRDASD=NO or SHRDASD=YES).

SHRDASD=NO means you have only one operating system accessing the Panvalet library. When you specify this
option, only single operating system enqueue/dequeue techniques are used. The possible enqueue techniques used with
SHRDASD=NO are listed in the following table:

Operating System Enqueue Used
VSE Internal LOCK
z/OS SYSTEM ENQ (standard z/OS macro)

SHRDASD=YES indicates that you have multiple operating systems sharing a Panvalet library. When you specify this
option, the enqueue/dequeue techniques used include those that preserve library integrity across like operating systems,
as well as those necessary within an individual operating system (SHRDASD=NO). The enqueue techniques used with
SHRDASD=YES are as follows:

Operating System Enqueue Used
VSE External Lock File
z/OS Systems ENQ (reserve) or footprinting
z/OS, and VSE Footprinting

Footprinting
Footprinting provides protection of a Panvalet library when the library is shared across like or unlike operating systems.
Footprinting eliminates the need for a long-term hardware reserve when updating a library shared across operating
systems. With footprinting, the reserve is active only for the time required to read or write the footprint. The footprint itself
is a two-byte field in the library control record. This footprint must be unique for each operating system sharing the library.
Each operating system recognizes its own footprint and does not attempt to update the library as long as some other
footprint is indicated in the control record.

The footprint ID is an installation option. For more information, see the FTP= parameter on the PVOPT macro.

NOTE
Broadcom does not recommend using footprinting if the Panvalet QNAMES have been defined to products that
change hardware reserves to software enqueues across systems (that is, MIM or GRS).

VSE Lock Support
The VSE lock file preserves library integrity in and across VSE operating systems. Only an internal lock is issued when
you specify SHRDASD=NO on the PVOPT macro. An external lock is issued when you specify SHRDASD=YES on the
PVOPT macro. The lock issued is composed of:

PVvvvvvvrrrr

Where:
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• PV is the Panvalet identifier.
• vvvvvv is the volume serial number.
• rrrr is the relative starting position of the Panvalet library.

Enqueue/Reserve Process
The Panvalet for z/OS products enqueue (ENQ) and reserve (RESERVE) resources, depending on the:

• Libraries being used
• Panvalet commands being processed
• Installation options chosen
• Panvalet product or option being used
• Method of defining DASD to the z/OS systems

This section covers the following topics:

Library Protection

Normally, an exclusive system enqueue is issued for the Panvalet libraries for the duration of the Panvalet job to prevent
other Panvalet tasks on the same CPU from updating the Panvalet library at the same time. This exclusive resource
control is needed not only for the various commands that could update members but also to allow the update of Data
of Last Access as members are referred to for read-only processing. This exclusive control mechanism could cause
performance problems and even lockouts during processing, especially in shared DASD (multiple CPU) sites or where
concatenated Panvalet data sets are used extensively. The following explains how the system works and some alternative
methods for reducing performance and lockout problems.

The following ENQ parameters are used:

• Qname (PANVALET)
• Rname (data set name of Panvalet library (length= 44))
• Scope (SYSTEM)

NOTE
PANVALET locks out users from the same CPU.

If the Panvalet library resides on a DASD unit that is generated to z/OS as shared (UCB UCBTBYT2 = UCBRR/
UCB2OPT2), then in addition to the above ENQ, an exclusive reserve is issued on that Panvalet library. The following
RESERVE parameters are used:

• Qname (VALETPAN)
• Rname (data set name of Panvalet library (length= 44))
• Scope (SYSTEMS)

NOTE
VALETPAN locks out users from either CPU.

The RESERVE prevents more than one CPU from updating the Panvalet library at the same time.

If the Panvalet library resides on DASD that is shared between two or more CPUs, and any of those CPUs do not have
that DASD generated as shared, then the library is not protected from possible integrity problems caused by multiple
CPUs updating the library at the same time.

A RESERVE can not only lock out other CPUs (users) from accessing the Panvalet library being updated, but also
prevent their access to anything else on that pack. The length of time a DASD device is locked out to other CPUs
can range from short to long, depending on the Panvalet processing selected by a user on the CPU that issued the
RESERVE.
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For example, a PAN#8 SCAN of a very large Panvalet library could RESERVE a Panvalet library for several minutes,
whereas a PAN#1 WRITE to print of a small member would RESERVE a library for less than a second.

NOTE
If you are certain your batch input command stream does not require any updates, you can use the EXEC
PARM 'OPEN=INP' for certain commands to prevent any ENQs and RESERVEs from being issued. See Read-
Only Access in Executing PAN#1 for more information.

To address this situation, Panvalet has a footprinting option to minimize the effects of locking up full DASD packs for long
lengths of time. During processing, Panvalet batch input commands could require an update to take place to a member or
directory of a Panvalet library.

When the footprinting option is selected (FTP=YES), the DASD packs (generated as shared to z/OS) are RESERVED just
long enough to update the control record of the Panvalet library, thereby minimizing the effects of full pack RESERVEs.

NOTE
The Panvalet ISPF Option uses this process for very short durations. For more information, see Member
Protection later in this section.

The following provides recommended definitions to define Panvalet QNAMES to Global Resource Serialization (GRS):

RNLDEF RNL(INCL)  TYPE(GENERIC)

QNAME(PANVALET)

RNLDEF RNL(CON)   TYPE(GENERIC)

QNAME(VALETPAN)

RNLDEF RNL(INCL)  TYPE(GENERIC)

QNAME(SPFPAN)

RNLDEF RNL(CON)   TYPE(GENERIC) 

QNAME(SPFEDIT)

Partitioned Data Set Protection

A conditional exclusive step enqueue is issued against the partitioned data set for reading and writing members (+
+OPTION INPUT,++OPTION OUTPUT).

Qname - SPFEDIT

Rname - Data set name of PDS (length= 44)

A conditional exclusive SYSTEMS enqueue is issued against the directory of the partitioned data set during BLDL and
STOW functions to prevent conflict with SPF(TSO). This also enqueues on the partitioned data set directory, using the
same Qname and Rname.

Qname - SPFEDIT

Rname - Data set name of PDS plus PDS member name (length= 52)

Panvalet batch and the Panvalet TSO Option use this process.

Member Protection

An exclusive conditional system ENQUEUE is issued against a given Panvalet member during an EDIT or BROWSE
function to prevent conflict with other Panvalet ISPF Option users trying to perform the same functions on that member.

Qname - SPFPAN

Rname - Data set name of CA-Panvalet library plus member name (length= 54)
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The Panvalet ISPF Option uses this process.

NOTE
The Panvalet ISPF Option uses the ENQ/RESERVE process defined in Library Protection in this section.
However, this ENQ/RESERVE is of very short duration; it is issued only during the specific member or directory
write to the file by the Panvalet ISPF Option. For more information about simultaneous update protection, see
Option for CMS, ISPF, and TSO.

The following provides suggested definitions to define Panvalet QNAMES to Multi-Image Manager (MIM):

GDIF=YES,         /*  GDIF SHOULD PROCESS THIS

SCOPE=SYSTEM,     /*  ALL ENQS PROCESSED BY GDIF

EXEMPT=NO,        /*  EXEMPT LIST OPTION

ECMF=NO,          /*  ECMF REPORTS CONFLICTS

RPTAFTER=0,       /*  REPORT CONFLICT IMMEDIATELY

RPTCYCLE=60,      /*  AND EVERY 60 SECONDS THEREAFTER

TRACE=CONFLICT    /*  TRACE OPTION

NOTE
We strongly recommend that you use SCOPE=SYSTEM in your MIM definition.

VSE CICS
Panvalet libraries are protected between transactions using CICS unconditional enqueues with a resource name
consisting of the data set name. The libraries are protected between partitions and shared systems using the previously-
defined Multiple Partition Protection techniques.

Two transactions control the MPP facility: PVEQ and PVDQ. PVEQ is automatically initiated by the first caller of the
facility. It remains active for the duration of the CICS task.

PVDQ is used to:

• Display all the outstanding MPP enqueues within the CICS region. The format is as follows:

PVDQ DISPLAY

• Release an MPP enqueue left outstanding by an abnormally terminated transaction within the CICS region. The format
is as follows:

PVDQ DEQ data.set.name volser strt trk

PVDQ lists the following information for each enqueue:

data set name -- The VSE file ID (from the VTOC) of the enqueued resource (Panvalet Library)

• volser -- The volume serial number of the DASD device where the enqueued resource resides
• strt trk -- The beginning disk extent location of the enqueued resource. For CKD devices its format is cccchhhh, where

cccc is the starting cylinder (in hex), and hhhh is the starting head (in hex). For FBA devices its format is rrrrrrrr, the
starting relative block (in hex).

• (INACT) -- This field, if present, indicates that the enqueue is inactive. That is, the lock file entry is present, but there
is no corresponding CICS enqueue. This can occur when an abending task is unable to remove the enqueue before
terminating. You can remove an inactive entry with PVDQ DEQ.

Shut down the MPP facility in the CICS region. The format is as follows:

PVDQ TERM
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Shutdown occurs only if there are no active tasks with outstanding MPP enqueues. MPP enqueues for abnormally
terminated transactions are automatically released. Any MPP enqueue outstanding for active transactions is displayed.

To prevent initiation of new MPP enqueues, disable the PVEQ transaction. Allow current transactions to complete before
issuing the TERM function.

After terminating the MPP facility, you can reinstate it by activating the PVEQ transaction.

NOTE
The DISPLAY and TERM functions lock out the MPP facility in the CICS region while processing the enqueue
chains.

If a transaction abnormally terminates and leaves an MPP enqueue outstanding, use the PVDQ transaction to release the
enqueue.

After terminating enqueues using PVDQ or restarting CICS, you must run PAN#3 against the affected libraries if
footprinting is active.

For an orderly shutdown of CICS, you must issue a PVDQ TERM command prior to issuing CSMT SHUT,NO.

Enqueue/Dequeue Technique

 Footprint Internal Lock External Lock System(s) ENQ

SHRDASD=NO and VSE  X   

SHRDASD=YES and
VSE

  X  

SHRDASD=YES and
VSE and Footprinting

X  X  

SHRDASD=NO and z/OS    X

SHRDASD=YES and z/
OS and footprinting

X   X

Summary Chart
The following tables summarize the options available for MPP.

z/OS Environment

System Generated for
SHRDASD

PVOPT Macro SHRDASD PVOPT Macro FTP Long-Term Hardware Reserve
by Panvalet

YES NO NO YES

YES YES NO YES

YES YES YES NO

NO YES NO YES

NO YES YES NO

NO NO NO NO
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VSE Environment

PVOPT Macro SHRDASD PVOPT Macro FTP Long-Term Hardware Reserve
by Panvalet

Short-Term Hardware Reserve
by Panvalet

NO* NO NO NO

YES* NO YES NO

YES* YES NO YES

NOTE
*Note: XECB -- Cross Partition Event Control Block enqueueing technique used.

PVOPT Macro
SHRDASD

PVOPT Macro FTP Long-Term Hardware
Reserve by Panvalet

VSE Internal Lock VSE External Lock

NO NO NO YES  

YES NO NO NO YES

YES YES NO NO YES

Note: For a z/OS system and a VSE system to share the same Panvalet library by having shared DASD, you must use
footprinting.

Troubleshooting
This section contains commonly asked questions and information about identifying and resolving subsystem problems. 

Frequently Asked Questions for System Management
This page contains the answers to questions most frequently asked by our clients. Before contacting Broadcom Support,
look through this section to see if your question is already answered here.

PTF Applicability

Question:

How do you distinguish what PTF applies to what release of Panvalet and its options? How about the genlevel? Is the
tape serial number of any significance as in prior releases?

Answer:

Each PTF contains a heading line that indicates the product and release level to which the PTF applies. You should not
apply a PTF to a different level of the product without first consulting Broadcom Support.

The tape serial number is no longer used. The maintenance level of the product is now determined by the version,
release, and genlevel number.

Installing the PTF

Question:

What do I do with the PTF tape when I receive it?

Answer:
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Read the cover letter enclosed with the tape. Depending on the order from Broadcom Support, the tape contains either
a single PTF or all currently closed PTFs for the release of the product requested. The tape has standard labels with a
density as ordered and noted on the external label. There are seven files on the tape.

Use the following sample JCL to off load the first file on the tape. This file contains the instructions to off load the other six
files.

z/OS Example

//INSTRUCT JOB YOUR.ACCOUNTING.INFORMATION

//STEP01   EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUT1   DD DSN=PSI.PTF.INSTRUCT,

//             DISP=(OLD,KEEP),

//             UNIT=TAPE,

//             VOL=SER=volser,

//             LABEL=(1,SL)

//SYSUT2   DD SYSOUT=A,

//            DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

VSE Example

* $$ JOB JNM=INSTRUCT

* $$ LST CLASS=A

// JOB INSTRUCT

// ASSGN SYS020,cuu INPUT TAPE DRIVE

// UPSI 1

// EXEC DITTO

  $$DITTO REW OUTPUT=SYS020

  $$DITTO FSF OUTPUT=SYS020,NFILES=1

  $$DITTO TFD INPUT=SYS020

  $$DITTO RUN OUTPUT=SYS020

  $$DITTO EOJ

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

CMS Example

Have the CMS operator attach a tape drive to your CMS machine as device 181. Enter the commands:

TAPE REW TAPE FSF 1 FILEDEF INMOVE TAP1 (BLOCK 80 LRECL 80 RECFM FB 9TRACK FILEDEF OUTMOVE DISK PTF INSTRUCT A

 (BLOCK 80 LRECL 80 MOVEFILE TAPE RUN

ISPF Region Size

Question:

What region size is recommended when logging on to the Panvalet ISPF Option? What factors determine the amount of
region required?
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Answer:

Add 320KB to the region size you would use for a standard IBM ISPF session. For performance reasons, many Panvalet
ISPF Option modules can be installed in the LPA.

The size of the member being edited and LPA residency significantly affect storage size. Exits, split screen usage, and the
library block size have a small effect on storage.

GEF and EFF Exits

Question:

What is the difference between Extended Features (EFF) exits and the new Generalized Exit Facility (GEF)? What types
of applications are possible with the GEF:

• For z/OS?
• For VSE?

Answer:

EFF exits include such features as PGP and the Load Module Auditor. These exits are still supported and function the
same way they always have. For more information, see Extended Features .

For z/OS, the GEF supports security and Panvalet/Compare record modification exits.

For VSE, the GEF supports Panvalet/Compare record modification exits only.

Any future exits for Panvalet will be written using GEF. It is a standard interface that all products in the Panvalet and
Panexec product line will use.

Footprinting - z/OS

Question:

For z/OS users, when using footprinting, is it necessary for the Panvalet system to be installed in an APF-authorized
library with an authorization code of 1 (AC=1)?

Answer:

Yes. This permits ESTAE routines to be called to remove the footprint if a job is canceled or abends prior to completion.

Footprinting - VSE

Question:

Is footprinting necessary for VSE users with SHRDASD=YES with the new MPP and external lock file?

Answer:

No. If all the systems sharing the Panvalet library are VSE, footprinting is not necessary. Panvalet VSE 14.3 uses LOCK
and UNLOCK macros to serialize library access. If SHRDASD=YES is specified in the options module, the external lock
file is used. You must be sure that your system has an external lock file defined.

If the Panvalet library is being shared with a z/OS system or a pre-VSE system, footprinting is required.

PVAM/LAMS

Question:

What are PVAM and LAMS?

Answer:
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PVAM and LAMS are access methods used by many Broadcom products for access to Panvalet libraries. The PVAM
program name is PANMODI, and the LAMS program name is PVPVLAMS. User programs cannot directly use these
access methods. However, another access method (read-only) named PAM is provided to the user as a high-level
Panvalet library access method.

Load Module Audit Information (LMA)

Question:

Why do my COBOL and Assembler executable modules not contain audit information? PVLMAUD and PVEXTUSR have
been assembled and linked correctly.

Answer:

PVLMAUD activates the Load Module Auditor for the Panvalet subsystem only. To activate the LMA for PAN#1 ++WRITE
of Assembler and COBOL members, you must assemble and link the source named EFF001 as module PANEXIT. For
more information, see Extended Features.

Preventing Library Opening for Update

Question:

How can I prevent Panvalet from opening the Panvalet library for update?

Answer:

By specifying various execution options for Panvalet functions. See Access Date and Read-Only Access.

CPU Upgrades

Question:

Do CPU upgrades require PTFs or release upgrades for Panvalet?

Answer:

No, Panvalet is not CPU-dependent. However, contact your Marketing Representative to ensure that the information is
updated on your contract.

Removing Unavailable Blocks

Question:

How can unavailable blocks be removed from a Panvalet library?

Answer:

The number of unavailable blocks that are recorded on the PAN#2 ++PRINT Library Status and Activities report is
updated each time a ++DUMP is executed. To remove the number of unavailable blocks of the library in question, you
must perform a ++DUMP, followed by a ++CLEAR, and ++RESTORE.

Errors Caused by Incorrect PANMODI

Question:

What happens when PANMODI is incorrect?

Answer:

PANMODI errors can result in the following errors:
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• PM003 error doing a PAN#2 lib-to-lib ++TRANSFER
• S0C1 abend using the Panvalet Subsystem
• PV001 doing PAN#1 ++WRITE
• 0C2 abend

An incorrect copy of module PANMODI (alias PVPVLAMS) often causes these symptoms. Module PANMODI is distributed
with both Panvalet and Easytrieve. They are not identical. Ensure that each product has access to the correct copy, or
remove PANMODI from the Easytrieve load library if the Panvalet load library is Release 12 or above. PANMODI is a
Panvalet Library Access program that is invoked by:

• The Panvalet Subsystem
• Some PAN#1, PAN#2, and PAN#7 functions
• PAM

Run Terminating with PV001

Question:

When performing a PAN#2 ++TRANSFER and the format of the command is correct, what would cause the run to
terminate with a message PV001 -- Invalid command?

Answer:

The most common reason for the PV001 is a missing ++CONTROL command on one or both libraries that are involved in
the transfer. For the correct format of the ++CONTROL command, see PAN#1 Security.

Exclusive Enqueue on PANLIB

Question:

When I run a PAN#8 ++SCAN, it places an exclusive enqueue on the panlib.

Answer:

To resolve this problem, specify OPEN=INP in the parameter list on the // EXEC statement. Remember that the library
must be opened for update if a replace is being performed on the PAN#8 job. If OPEN=INP is coded when a replace is
being performed, a PV033 error results.

DSORG

Question:

Can a DSORG of PS be specified for a Panvalet library instead of the documented DA?

Answer:

Yes. However, DA is recommended unless CMS accesses the file. If CMS accesses the file, it must have a DSORG of PS
(the default).

Controlling Access to Commands

Question:

How can access to PAN#2 through PAN#8 commands be controlled?

Answer:

Set up a control code on the Panvalet Library. Use PAN#2 ++CONTROL to establish the control code.
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Linking Exits

Question:

What changes are there in the linking of resident user exits for Release 14.5?

Answer:

None. With Panvalet Release 11.0 and above, you have a choice. You can link PANEXIT with the base modules or let
Panvalet dynamically load PANEXIT at execution time. For more information, see Extended Features .

PVEQ

Question:

I have just installed Release 14.3 of Panvalet VSE, and it appears that response time for the system as a whole has
increased. Is PVEQ the culprit? Is there some change to CICS that should be made with a transaction like PVEQ that is
always active once initiated?

Answer:

PVEQ executes only during the short time that is taken to perform an enqueue or dequeue. At all other times, PVEQ
is in a wait state. The CPU resources that are used by PVEQ are negligible. However, an entry in the DFHSIT table for
ICVSWT (short wait) can have a dramatic effect on CICS when the value is very low (less than 10) with a transaction like
PVEQ. To alleviate the problem, use the default value of 40.

Determining Product Release

Question:

How can you determine what release of the Panvalet software you are executing or the release of your Panvalet library?

Answer:

This information is printed on the output job listing of any Panvalet command. The release of Panvalet being executed is
on the page header. The release of the Panvalet files is specified with the ddnames PANDD1, PANDD2, and PANDD3,
which are listed immediately after the message:

Converting to 14.5

Question:

What changes must be made to a Release 12 PAM program when converting from Release 12 to Release 14.5 of
Panvalet?

Answer:

If the PAM program does a static call to PAM, where PAM is linked with the user program, then the 14.5 PAM object code
(found on the Panvalet library that was restored during the install process) must be linked into the user program. For a
dynamic call, no action is required. For more information about PAM, see Access Method.

Returning to 12.0

Question:

Can I easily return to Release 12.0 of Panvalet if I experience problems under Release 14.5?

Answer:

Yes. Use Release 14.5 to DUMP the library to a protection file. Then use Release 12 to CLEAR a new library and
RESTORE the protection file using Release 14.5, PAN#2.
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Release 14.5 Support

Question:

What operating systems does Panvalet Release 14.5 support?

Answer:

Panvalet 14.5 supports:

• MVS/ESA, z/OS (All releases)
• CICS (Release 1.4 and above that support macro level)

Upgrading Batch

Question:

Why is it necessary to upgrade Panvalet batch and related options together?

Answer:

The following reasons apply:

• The layout and content of PVOPT has been changed.
• The library control record stamp has changed.
• To take advantage of the features offered in the Panvalet product.

Storage Needs

Question:

Does Panvalet Release 14.5 require any more machine or disk storage?

Answer:

Panvalet 14.5 requires more CPU storage to run in than previous releases. See Option for CMS, ISPF, and TSO for more
information.

14.5 Precautions

Question:

Are there any special precautions that I should be aware of when installing Release 14.5?

Answer:

The options module PVOPT (FGPAN#23) was changed in Release 14.3. Error messages can occur if Panvalet or any
Panvalet Option finds a non-Release 14.5 options module.

Subsystem Problem Resolution
For supported products, the Panvalet subsystem seems very error-free. However, there can be changes in your
environment that introduce a problem that must be resolved.

In most cases, it is a change that causes the problem. As with any system product, you should have thorough backout
procedures in place before implementing changes.

If the subsystem begins to fail, you can return to the ++WRITE WORK process or move COPYBOOKS back to a PDS for
SYSLIB concatenation. This circumvents a problem while waiting for a resolution.
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Common Causes

Some common causes of problems are as follows:

• Trying to use a product not supported by the subsystem. For a list of products supported by the Panvalet subsystem,
see Panvalet Subsystem in the Using section.

• Copying subsystem modules from one library to another improperly. The subsystem has many ALIASes, MODEs, and
other ATTRIBUTES that sometimes get lost when being copied or relinked (when applying PTFs). You should use
IEBCOPY to copy modules and only use the IBM LINKAGE EDITOR (not various PDS tools or in-house utilities) to set
the ATTRIBUTES. You should thoroughly check the output from copying or linking subsystem modules.

NOTE
It is a good idea to always refer to a Member Selection List (MSL) of the original PDS as it appeared when
downloaded from the installation tape. This shows how you should set the ATTRIBUTES and ALIASes in
the Panvalet subsystem libraries.

• Relinking or applying PTFs into the subsystem. Clients in installations with the BINDER must execute HEWLKED or
HEWLF064. See IBM APAR II07297.

• Trying to use very complicated PROCS with overrides. See if the problem occurs with a non-PROC JCL stream that
does what the overridden PROC is supposed to do.

• Introducing other-vendor, internal system products into the Panvalet subsystem environment. 
• Using special IBM or other-vendor tracing hooks or dumps.

If the problem is not related to any of the previous causes, contact Broadcom Support for Panvalet. You will be asked the
following:

• Exact symptoms (messages) of the problem
• Possible causes listed previously are reviewed
• Release of MVS/ESA or z/OS that is installed
• Release/genlevel of Panvalet that is installed

The technician searches the support system for hits on the problem or a similar problem. You might be required to fax the
error messages, as well as the JCL and INPUT to the job with the problem.

Collecting Data

As you are collecting data, remember that the smaller the example that fails the better. If a problem can be reproduced
with the least amount of JCL and input, then the impact of gathering documentation can be kept to a minimum.

After the problem is isolated to the smallest amount of data and no hits can be found in the support system, you are ready
for the next stage of documentation gathering. You must capture a subsystem TRACE to show what the subsystem was
doing before the error occurred. You will print this TRACE on paper and mail it to the technician for further investigation.

If the error you are receiving is an abend, you are instructed to also capture a SYSMDUMP that goes along with the
TRACE. If a DUMP does not occur, then Broadcom Support will review your first TRACE to create a DOC ZAP. The DOC
ZAP causes a SYSMDUMP to take place at the appropriate place during execution.

While you are creating and gathering documentation, Broadcom Support will try to reproduce the problem on various
Broadcom systems.

To gather the TRACE information, do the following:

1. Type %Q TRACE on the computer console where the subsystem is running (assuming % is the PANv command
character for this example). Include the first two lines that print with the TRACE information you are capturing.

2. Ensure that you are the only one about to use the subsystem, and that your JCL has a SYSMDUMP assigned.
3. To set the subsystem to TRACE, type %M TRACE ALL=255.
4. Submit the job that has the problem and wait until it ends.
5. To turn off subsystem tracing, type %M TRACE ALL=0.
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6. Begin using the subsystem again.

You should print the TRACE on paper and copy the SYSMDUMP to tape. The technician will instruct you where to mail
the tape and documentation. Your problem will be analyzed and a solution provided.

PVPASSEX
(VSE only) The Panvalet/VSE Exit Facility has been enhanced to contain another exit point, PVPASSEX. Adding the
PVPASSEX exit point allows Panvalet to obtain a valid and consistent source of the user ID. The user ID provides audit
information for the last update and provides extra integrity to the member LOCK facility. You can use this exit point as
an authorization point for all programs that have the ability to write to the Panvalet library. PAN#1, PAN#2, PAN#4, and
PAN#8 invoke the exit.

Linkage Conventions

To control invocation of PVPASSEX, set the PVOPT variable CHCKSEC. If the CHCKSEC option is set to OPTIONAL or
REQUIRED, the exit is called for each ++PASS command executed. If the CHCKSEC option is set to NO, the PVPASSEX
exit is not called. Your PVPASSEX routine should follow standard linkage conventions. The exit is passed control through
standard subroutine linkage conventions, as follows:

ENTRY

(R1)  - address of the parameter address list

(R13) - address of register save area (18 fullwords)

(R14) - return address

(R15) - entry address of the PVPASSEX exit.

 

ON RETURN:

 

(R15) - return code equal to zero means allow access.

        return code not equal to zero means deny access.

 

All other registers are restored.

On entry, register 1 points to a parameter address list containing two addresses. The addresses map as follows:

Sample Exits

Two sample exits have been provided. The first, PVPASSEX, is linked during normal installation of the Panvalet product.
PVPASSEX is a dummy exit and provides no functionality. Its presence ensures that all load modules are available during
runtime if an attempt is made to execute the PVPASSEX exit.

The second sample exit, PVPSSSMPL, provides some functionality and is intended to be modified by you before use. It
contains a static table lookup for comparison of the user ID and password, for determination of authorization.

The provided sample exits, or any other exit meant for use during ++PASS processing, must be assembled and linked as
PVPASSEX.

Converting Libraries
This section contains instructions to convert Librarian and VMLIB libraries to Panvalet libraries.
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Converting from Librarian

To convert from Librarian to Panvalet libraries, perform the following steps:

1. Run a backup of the Librarian library.
2. Run a directory listing of Librarian.
3. Run a two-step job to change all -INC occurrences to ++INCLUDE.

a. The first step is a GPO, which selects all programs and creates two cards for each Librarian member:

-SEL MEMBER, PASSWORD

-EDIT/-INC/    ++INCLUDE

b. The second step is a standard Librarian run, which reads back in the card image that is created in the first step and
updates the Librarian library.

4. Using GPO, create a file of -SEL EXEC cards for each language in the denoted status to be migrated:

EXAMPLE: -OPT GPO

          -SEL LANG=COBOL,  TEST=Y

          -SEL LANG=ASM,  PROD=Y

5. Execute a standard Librarian run using the output of Step 4. This creates a PDS of members within language.
6. Create the Panvalet library.
7. Using Panvalet, execute the PAN0 utility to directly load the PDS created in Step 5 to the Panvalet library.

NOTE
For information about the PAN0 utility, see the Extended Features topic.

8. Execute PAN#2 ++DUMP followed by ++PRINT 1-UP to produce a backup and directory listing for comparison.

Converting from VMLIB

This topic describes the technical details to convert VMLIB Home Disks (production repository) into a Panvalet library. An
overview of the conversion strategy is discussed, followed by the details of implementation.

Overview

Member compression is an optional VMLIB feature that is most often implemented for the benefit of conserving disk
space for members in the production environment. These members have no access requirements other than through the
maintenance cycle of VMLIB.

The compression of Panvalet members is automatic (mandatory) and intended to achieve the same conservation benefits.
The compression algorithms employed by these two products, however, are dissimilar. Therefore, each compressed
member in the VMLIB Home Disks must be decompressed into 80-byte images during the migration process.

Although the operating environments of these products also differ, direct VM/CMS to z/OS communication might or might
not be configured in any given data center. The conversion procedure that is described in this topic assumes that the
VM and the z/OS environments are operating on separate disconnected hardware platforms. A brief synopsis of the
conversion procedure follows:

1. Obtain access to VMLIB internal files.
2. Create a CMS file containing Home Disk entity names.
3. Edit the CMS file into a series of REXX exec commands.
4. Extract and decompress Home Disk entities to CMS A-disk.
5. Execute a VM utility to copy A-disk to tape.
6. Create a Panvalet library.
7. Execute program PAN#1 PAN0 utility to restore the tape into a newly allocated Panvalet library.
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NOTE
For information about the PAN0 utility, see Extended Features.

The details for each of these steps are described in the following topics.

Step 1 Obtain Access to VMLIB Internal Files

You do not have to be signed on to the VMLIB disconnected virtual machine to initiate the conversion procedure. It is
necessary only to link and access VMLIB internal files and Home Disks as a normal CMS user. We suggest accessing
these files like this:

A-disk
Contains certain control parameters necessary for the EXTRACT exec invoked later. Access it as your 202 D-
disk, for example.

C-disk
Contains VMLIB directory information and is also used later during the extract. Access it as your 194 C-disk, for
example.

Home Disks
Contain the (usually) compressed members to be extracted to your A-disk. Access these as a 291 P-disk or
whatever was initially defined.

Step 2 Create a CMS File Containing Home Disk Entity Names

During a Panvalet load process (executed later in this procedure), you can specify the language, format, and type for
each member. This procedure optimizes compression and generically identifies the contents, but it is not required. For this
reason, the FILETYPE component of VMLIB member names should parse this conversion process, starting immediately.
To create a CMS file of all members on the VMLIB P Home Disk that have a FILETYPE of COBOL, for example, execute
the following command:

==>  LISTFILE * COBOL P (EXEC

This builds a file that is called CMS EXEC A1, containing records that are formatted as indicated by this example:

==>  &1 &2 member   COBOL  P1

Most application software components that are stored in VMLIB are probably COBOL source programs. Therefore, it
might be prudent to subdivide this file (CMS EXEC A1) into two or more CMS files that contain a manageable number of
entries to be processed in each of the following steps of this procedure.

NOTE
This becomes immediately apparent when performing Step 4.

Step 3 Edit the CMS File into a Series of REXX Exec Commands

Starting at the top of the member (CMS EXEC A1, for example), use XEDIT or an equivalent editor to alter each
statement that is formatted as:

==>  &1 &2 member   COBOL  P1

to the following specific image, including the double quotes:

===>  "EXTRACT member   * ( ) **"
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To do this, use the following XEDIT commands:

===>  C /&1 &2/"EXTRACT/ * *

===>  C /COBOL  P1/* ( ) **"/ * *

Finally, edit the following statement (use your own wording) in front of this reformatted member, thus allowing it to be
recognized as a REXX exec:

===>  /* EXTRACT CA-VMLIB P HOME DISK MEMBERS TO MY A-DISK */

This member is ready for execution. File it back to your A-disk.

Step 4 Extract and Decompress Home Disk Entities to CMS A-Disk

This step invokes the VMLIB EXTRACT utility processor, which is documented in the VMLIB Installation documentation.

NOTE
Before performing this step, be aware of the following concerns:

• All members in the requesting user's CMS A-disk should be moved to another location (except for CMS EXEC A1,
which was just created). You should do this because:
– The maximum amount of disk space possible should be available for the successful execution of this step.
– The method by which the A-disk is processed in Step 5 cannot differentiate between those entities that are targeted

for conversion and those that are not.
• Additionally, to support this suggestion, be aware that the VMLIB EXTRACT utility exec displays messages back to the

terminal for each member processed, requiring the screen to be manually cleared rather frequently.

After observing these concerns, execute the following command:

===>  CMS

This executes member CMS EXEC A1, which in turn invokes the VMLIB EXTRACT utility exec for each statement in the
exec. This process populates the requesting user's A-disk with decompressed (80-byte image) members from the VMLIB
Home Disk.

Step 5 Execute a VM Utility to Copy A-Disk to Tape

Although there are various utility programs that perform disk-to-tape functions, the VMFPLC2 module was chosen here
because IBM supplies it as a VM operating system component available in all VM data centers.

NOTE
This module is documented in the IBM VM/SP Installation Guide. Although you can consult this publication for
details, the information that is contained on this page should suffice.

At this point, you should perform some tests on the available options. Get a printout from the following command and
parameters:

DUMP * COBOL A1 NOWTM PR

Study the file headers for CMS member name information.

Step 6 Create a Panvalet Library

This step relates to Panvalet. For more information, see PAN#4 Library Creation.
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Step 7 Execute PAN#1 PAN0 Utility

This step relates to Panvalet. It restores a tape into a newly allocated Panvalet library. For more information, see PAN#1
using PAN0 utility in Extended Features.

Subsystem Security - z/OS Only
The Panvalet Subsystem provides support for ACCESS and CONTROL specification. If a secured library is being
accessed, interactively or in batch, you must include a PVCNTL DD statement in the JCL for the job step that allocates
the subsystem data set. The PVCNTL statement allocates a sequential input data set. In the sequential data set, control
statements must be included for each member that will be processed within the job step in batch or compiler/translator
invocation while interactive.

This section covers the following topics:

Control Statement Format

The PVCNTL data set contains 80-byte fixed-length records. The control statement syntax is defined in the following
example.

MEMBER=aaaaaaaaaa ACCESS=99999 CONTROL=99999 EXPAND=yyy 

MEMBER=
This required keyword defines the member of the PANLIB, where aaaaaaaaaa specifies a valid Panvalet member
name.

ACCESS=
This keyword defines the access code for the member in the secured PANLIB, where 99999 specifies a numeric
code. The default is zero (0). Calculation of this value is defined under the ++ACCESS statement of PAN#1 (see
ACCESS Command).

CONTROL=
This keyword defines the control code for the secured library, where 99999 specifies a numeric code. You need
to specify this code only if the specified ++WRITE command is suppressed for the secured PANLIB. The default
is zero (0). Calculation of this value is defined under the ++CONTROL statement of PAN#1 (see CONTROL
Command).

EXPAND=
This keyword specifies whether embedded ++INCLUDE statements are expanded, where yyy indicates YES, Y,
N, or NO. The default is Y.

CONTROL/ACCESS Syntax Rules

The following rules apply to the CONTROL/ACCESS control statement format:
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• You can specify parameters in any order.
• You cannot use continuation.
• One statement is required for each main member name that you want to retrieve from a protected library. All included

members must have the same access code as the main member, regardless of whether it is expanded from the
primary library or a secondary library.

• Keyword values apply only to the member name specified on the control statement.
• No blanks are permitted between a keyword and the equal sign (=), or between the equal sign and the value.
• Blanks separate parameter specifications.
• You can use any number of blanks where a blank is valid.
• CONTROL and ACCESS values must be numeric.

CONTROL/ACCESS Examples

This section contains examples of providing CONTROL and ACCESS security codes.

Example 1

The following example shows how to provide an ACCESS code for a protected library member:

//SYSIN     DD   DSN=MY.ASSEM.PANLIB(MYMOD),DISP=SHR,

//               SUBSYS=PANV

//PVCNTL    DD   *

MEMBER=MYMOD ACCESS=21700

/*

Example 2

The following example shows how you can provide a CONTROL code for a library for which the ++WRITE command is
suppressed:

//SYSIN     DD   DSN=MY.ASSEM.PANLIB(MYMOD),DISP=SHR,

//               SUBSYS=PANV

//PVCNTL    DD   *

MEMBER=MYMOD CONTROL=42

/*

Example 3

If you are concatenating several PANLIBs and any of the concatenated libraries is secured, you must specify a control
statement for each member to be retrieved from a secured library. For example, member MYMOD1 is from a secured
library, and members MYMOD2 and MYMOD3 are from unsecured libraries.

The JCL could be as follows:

//SYSIN     DD   DSN=MY.SECURE.PANLIB(MYMOD1),DISP=SHR,

//               SUBSYS=PANV

//          DD   DSN=MY.ASSEM.PANLIB,DISP=SHR,

//               SUBSYS=(PANV,,MYMOD2)

//          DD   DSN=MY.ASSEM.PANLIB(MYMOD3),DISP=SHR,

//               SUBSYS=PANV

//PVCNTL    DD   *
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MEMBER=MYMOD1 ACCESS=22143

/*

There is no entry required in the PVCNTL data set for MYMOD2 and MYMOD3 because they come from unsecured
libraries. However, if you do supply entries, they are ignored.

NOTE
If there are no secured PANLIBs being referenced, it is not necessary to code the PVCNTL DD statement.

Expanding INCLUDE Statements

You can force or prevent expansion of ++INCLUDE statements by specifying the EXPAND operand on a PVCNTL control
statement. If ++INCLUDE statements are not expanded, they appear unchanged in the data passed to the program
reading the subsystem data set.

Example 1

The following example shows how to prevent expansion of any ++INCLUDE statements for an unprotected member,
#MBR1, on library MY.PANLIB. The example assumes that the IBM Assembler H program ASMA90 will be executed to
assemble the contents of the member. No ACCESS or CONTROL codes are required.

//SYSIN   DD DSN=MY.PANLIB(#MBR1),DISP=SHR,

//            SUBSYS=PANV        ASMA90 input

//PVCNTL   DD *

MEMBER=#MBR1 EXPAND=N

/*

Example 2

The following example shows how to prevent expansion of all ++INCLUDE statements for a protected member, #MBR42,
on library MY.PROT.PANLIB. The installation code is 100, the library code is 20, the user code of the member is 3 and
the security level of the member is 3. ++WRITE is not suppressed. Member XPANDIT also has a user code of 3 and
a security level of 3, but any embedded ++INCLUDE statements are expanded because the default for EXPAND is Y,
expand ++INCLUDEs. The example assumes that the IBM Assembler H program ASMA90 is executed to assemble the
contents of the member.

//SYSIN   DD DSN=MY.PROT.PANLIB(#MBR42),SUBSYS=PANV,

//            DISP=SHR           ASMA90 input

//         DD DSN=MY.PROT.PANLIB(XPANDIT),SUBSYS=PANV,

//            DISP=SHR           ASMA90 input concatenated

//PVCNTL   DD *

MEMBER=#MBR42  ACCESS=123  EXPAND=N

MEMBER=XPANDIT ACCESS=123

/*

Column 72 Option
Several Panvalet commands can add or override options for command execution. The character code for the required
option must be in column 72 of the command control statement. If column 72 is blank, each command operates without
the added or overridden feature and uses the installation default option.

The following are Panvalet commands and their options:
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CONTROL: A
Indicates that the supplied code applies to the alternate output library (PANDD2).

FORMAT: F|N
F

Eliminates the NOFORMAT characteristic from the member being formatted, even if the member was
previously NOFORMAT.

N
Applies the NOFORMAT characteristic to the member being formatted.

PAN#1 OPTION OUTPUT: 0|1|
0

Generates output from all subsequent SELECT, INSERT, and WRITE commands to a single PDS
member name.

1
Incorporates output generated by level-2 and above nested INCLUDEs into the PDS member generated
by the level-1 INCLUDE, instead of creating separate PDS members.
Writes a new member to the PDS on encountering a WRITE or INCLUDE of any nest level.

TRANSFER: R|V
R

Specifies that members replace like-named members in an output library.
V

Specifies that members replace like-named members in an output library and assign a status value of that
specified in the RSTSTAT field in the PVOPT macro.

UPDATE R: S
Indicates that the columns specified are used for the scan only, and the replace uses the entire record.

WRITE command E|N|S
E

Causes any WRITE command to expand INCLUDEs, independently of the Panvalet installation option
specified.

N
Prevents all WRITE commands from expanding INCLUDEs, independently of the Panvalet installation
option specified.

S
Causes the WRITE PRINT command to suppress page ejects for the WRITE PRINT command currently
being processed.
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Extended Features
Extended Features Facility (EFF) provides methods to optionally include special features into Panvalet. Some general
features, any of which you can include into Panvalet, are described in Supplied Extended Features. In addition to these
supplied features, EFF lets you write custom features into any batch Panvalet program. This section contains complete
instructions to:

• Inspect and modify records read from Panvalet input (usually SYSIN) or written by Panvalet to the PRINT, WORK, or
PUNCH data sets.

• Add records to the PRINT, WORK, or PUNCH data sets.
• Delete records on any input or output file.
• Reroute output records to a different output file (PAN#1 only).
• Perform all input and output using your own files.
• Receive control at end-of-job to complete processing.

This topic includes the following additional information:

Operation

Two modes of operation apply to both the supplied extended features in Supplied Extended Features and your own user-
written features described in Implementing User-Written Features. They are resident mode and transient mode.

Resident Mode

A resident mode exit is an exit that is assembled and linked to the reserved name PANEXIT. There are two forms of a
resident mode exit. The first form has a CSECT name of PANEXIT and is linked after assembly into the PAN#x modules.
The second form is assembled and linked to the reserved name PANEXIT. In resident mode, the extended feature is
loaded and executed every time the Panvalet program is executed. It is not under programmer control, but is under the
control of management. The extended backup/audit trail is typically run in resident mode.

Transient Mode

Features run in transient mode are completely autonomous because they are linked independently of
any Panvalet program. Transient mode features are not always in effect; they are under programmer control. You can turn
on the feature by issuing a USING command. PAN0 (the source statement library conversion feature) is typically run in
transient mode. Transient mode applies only to PAN#1 and PAN#2.

You can execute any extended feature, whether supplied or user-written, in resident or transient mode. The coding
specifications are identical. Also, you can use a combination of resident mode and transient mode extended features in
one execution.

NOTE
A resident mode extended feature is always executed before a transient mode extended feature.

Transient mode extended features are executed only after a USING command is issued, and if a resident mode feature
has not changed the IOCODE.

A transient mode extended feature is active until another USING command is issued (which replaces the first extended
feature).

See the Using Command  for a complete description of the command.
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EEF Notes

User exits involving record lengths greater than 80 are not active unless you selected the Panvalet Option
Module (PVOPT) option LNGEXIT=YES. Use the LNGEXIT (long exit) option to preserve the functionality of
existing Panvalet user exits that process member records. To suppress exits with records greater than 80 bytes, select
LNGEXIT=NO. Specifying LNGEXIT=YES activates exits that involve member record processing for all logical record
lengths.

NOTE
This might require additional logic to existing user exit code.

User exits cannot inspect records produced by an I command.

Extended features, when installed, are ready for use, and no further action is required by you. Such resident features are
noted in the feature specifications.

You need to compile and link extended features supplied only in source form in exactly the same manner as user-written
extended features. See Linking Instructions for more information.

NOTE
Because only one resident mode extended feature can be in effect, you must combine all functions required to
be resident into one user exit CSECT named PANEXIT. PANEXIT is then linked into the PAN#x modules or is
assembled and linked as the reserved name PANEXIT.

Linking Instructions
This topic provides information about the following types of linking:

Resident Mode

You can link edit the resident mode exit in the same load module (phase) as the product (include the object for PANEXIT
with PAN#x on the linkedit). Or, you can link edit as PANEXIT (using the following sample JCL), in which case all PAN#x
load modules dynamically call the resident mode.

//LINKEDIT EXEC PGM=IEWL

// PARM='LIST,MAP,XREF,'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1 DD SPACE=(TRK,(50,10)),UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=NEW

//SYSLMOD DD DSN=<panvalet load library>,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIB DD DSN=SYS1.LINKLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN DD DSN=<object lib and member of exit>,DISP=SHR

// DD DDNAME=SYSIN

//SYSIN DD *

 NAME PANEXIT(R)

/*

//

Note: Do not use this JCL with VSE. All of the sample EFF exits are nonreentrant and nonreusable. Therefore, when
linking these exits, omit RENT and REUS from the linkedit parameter.

You can add RENT and REUS if you verify that your exit is reentrant and reusable.

You can use the following sample JCL to link the object form of your exit into the PAN#x load modules in Resident Mode:

//LINKEDIT EXEC PGM=IEWL

// PARM='LIST MAP,XREF,'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
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//SYSUT1 DD SPACE=(TRK,(50,10)),UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=NEW

//OBJLIB DD DSN=<object lib and member of exit>,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIB DD DSN=<panvalet production load library>,DISP=SHR

// DD DDNAME SYSLMOD

//SYSLIN DD *

INCLUDE SYSLIB(PAN#x) {Entry Point Module Name}

INCLUDE OBJLIB(<exitobject>) {PAN0111 PAN#1 }

ENTRY PANxxxx {PAN0222 PAN#2 }

PAN#x (R) {PAN0333 PAN#3 }

//* {PAN0444 PAN#4 }

// {PAN0666 PAN#6 }

{PANI777R PAN#7 }

{PAN0888 PAN#8 }

Note: Do not use this JCL with VSE.

Transient Mode

Transient mode exits are link-edited with user-defined names that correspond to the name on the USING command.

You can use the following sample JCL to link the object form of your exit in Transient Mode:

//LINKEDIT EXEC PGM=IEWL

//         PARM='LIST,MAP,XREF,'----RENT and REUS may be added

//SYSPRINT   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1     DD SPACE=(TRK,(50,10)),UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=NEW

//SYSLMOD    DD DSN=<panvalet load library>,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIB     DD DSN=SYS1.LINKLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN     DD DSN=<object lib and member of exit>,DISP=SHR

//           DD DDNAME=SYSIN

//SYSIN      DD *

  NAME <userexit>(R)

/*

//

ANSCOBOL Note

It is necessary for an ANSCOBOL program compiled under VSE to know whether it is the main or the called program.
When used by Panvalet, the program is a called program. The program can be informed of this by including a special
CSECT in the link-edit. The following assembly creates the proper object deck:

// EXEC ASSEMBLY

ILBDMNSO CSECT

         DC X'FF00000000000000'

   END

/*

//

Implementing User-Written Features
This topic provides information about implementing the following user-written features:
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PANEXIT

PANEXIT is the Panvalet name for extended feature routines that are called in resident mode. PANEXIT can be the
CSECT name, if the exit is to be linked into the PAN#x modules, or the load module name. Panvalet calls the module
named PANEXIT for every unit record I/O operation.

Register Conventions

You must use the following register conventions, which are the standard conventions for higher-level languages (for
example, COBOL). Panvalet passes these three arguments to PANEXIT:

IOAREA, IOCODE, and DIRENTRY

The address of these arguments is in register 1.

Register 13 contains the address of an 18-full word save area where you must appropriately store the registers. Return is
accomplished using register 14. Follow standard linking conventions.

Parameters

Upon entry to the user routine, register 1 contains the address of the parameter list. You must not alter the parameters
passed by Panvalet; you can only change the data in the IOAREA and the IOCODE. You can change the code to reflect
your specific needs before returning to Panvalet.

IOAREA Parameter

The address of the record to be read or written. Record length varies depending upon the function (80 for an input record,
121 for a print record, 80 for a work record, 81 for a punch record).

If at installation you selected the Panvalet Option Module (PVOPT) option LNGEXIT=YES, exits that involve member
record processing for logical record lengths greater than 80 are activated. In this case, the length of the passed record
is located in a fullword field 4-bytes in front of the passed IOAREA address. To access this value, simply subtract four
(4) from the address passed in the IOAREA field. Likewise, the length value is inspected for a passed (user) record to
be written. In all cases, the logical record length of the current record must match the logical record length of the current
member.

IOCODE Parameter

The address of a three-byte field that contains the following:

IOCODE (byte 1)
This code has a character value of 1 to 8 (F1 to F8 in hex) on entry to the user routine. You can change it to A
through G (C1 to C7 in hex), depending on the condition. See the tables under the Special Processing for Print
and Punch Files section later in this section.

PROGRAM (byte 2)
This code is the number of the Panvalet program (PAN#1, 2, and so on) issuing the CALL. It has a value of 1, 2,
4, 6, 7, or 8 to identify which program is executing.

NOTE
The PAN#3 footprint utility program cannot call an EFF.

RETURN (byte 3)
This can be Y (return) or N (no return). The routine uses it to request that control be returned to the routine after
an output record is written or skipped.
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DIRENTRY Parameter

This is the address of an 80-byte record, identical in format to the 0-up directory record of PAN#2. You can reference this
entry to find the level number, number of statements, format, and so on.

NOTE
Enhanced PAN#2 directory list (EXTDIR) is not supported.

Writing PANEXIT Routines

Use the following general flow of logic in writing PANEXIT routines. Note the various checks you should perform.

Check Program

After all the storage of all registers (automatic for higher-level languages), check the program to ensure that the routine
is processing with the correct Panvalet program. If no action is to be taken, return to Panvalet. Do not alter the IOCODE.
Whenever the IOCODE is not changed, Panvalet processes as normal.

Check Function Type

Make additional checks to determine the type of function being performed. For example, if the routine should handle only
Panvalet reads of the input file, check the IOCODE for a 1, 2, or 7 and return in all other cases.

Panvalet passes the EOJ IOCODE (8) immediately preceding the return to the operating system. If control is returned
to Panvalet, it goes to end-of-job regardless of the IOCODE you return. At this time, all files are closed and no further
processing by Panvalet takes place. The main reasons for this IOCODE are to let you:

• Complete EOJ processing.
• Receive control at EOJ to prohibit Panvalet from returning to the operating system.

PANEXIT Processing Modes

Input Mode

Whenever Panvalet passes an IOCODE of 1, 2, or 7 to PANEXIT, input mode is in effect. An IOCODE of 1 is passed
before Panvalet does a read of an input record. The IOAREA contains the address of the input area.

If the routine is not supplying the input records, it returns without changing the IOCODE. Panvalet then reads its own input
file and returns to PANEXIT with an IOCODE of 2.

At this point, the content and length of the IOAREA depend on the PVOPT LNGEXIT value you selected at installation. If:

• LNGEXIT=NO, the IOAREA contains the address of the 80-byte record just read by Panvalet.
• LNGEXIT=YES, the length of the passed record is located in a fullword field 4-bytes in front of the passed IOAREA

address. To access this value, subtract four (4) from the address passed in the IOAREA field.

Panvalet passes an IOCODE of 7 when it has reached end-of-file (EOF) on its own input file. Unless you want to supply
additional records to Panvalet after EOF, return without changing the IOCODE. If you want to supply additional records,
move your record to the IOAREA, change the IOCODE to an A, and return.

Once EOF is reached on the Panvalet input file, you must not let Panvalet read again; you must always supply the record
on an input request (IOCODE=1). In addition, you are responsible for indicating EOF to Panvalet (IOCODE=G) when no
more records are supplied. PANEXIT can set end-of-file (IOCODE=G) on any read request (IOCODE=1, 2, or 7) to cause
Panvalet to go to EOF.
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Output Mode

Whenever Panvalet passes an IOCODE of 3, 4, or 5 to PANEXIT, the output mode is in effect. The IOAREA contains the
address of the record to be output, and the length varies depending on the function as shown in the following table:

IOCODE Meaning LNGEXIT IOAREA Length
3 PRINT NO 121 (First character is ASA

carriage control)
  YES 121 (First character is ASA

carriage control)
4 PUNCH NO 81 (First character is ASA

stacker)
  YES 81 (First character is ASA

stacker)
5 WORK NO 80
  YES The length of the passed record

is located in a fullword field 4
bytes in front of the passed
RECORD address. To access
this value, subtract four (4)
from the address passed in the
RECORD field.

A record larger than the IOAREA length must never be moved, but you can inspect the IOAREA and alter it as desired.
This requires no change to the IOCODE. A return to Panvalet processes the record as normal. You can place additional
records on any output files before or after the current record. You can also skip the current record or reroute it to a
different file. The logic used in each of these cases is shown as follows. Assume an IOCODE of 5 has been passed.

Adding Records Before the Current Record

To add records before the current record, perform the following steps:

1. Move the current record from the IOAREA to a save area in PANEXIT.
2. Move the additional record to the IOAREA.
3. Move a C'Y' (REQUEST RETURN) to RETURN.
4. Return to Panvalet, which outputs the record to the work file and then returns to PANEXIT with an IOCODE of 6 (user

requested return).
5. To place more records on the work file, move a C'E' to the IOCODE and repeat steps 2 - 5. If no more records are

desired, move the original record from the save area to the IOAREA, set the IOCODE to C'E' (WORK), and return to
Panvalet. This technique also holds for print (IOCODE=3) or punch (IOCODE=4).

Adding Records After the Current Record

To add records after the current record, perform the following steps:

1. Move a C'Y' (REQUEST RETURN) to RETURN.
2. Return to Panvalet without changing the IOCODE. Panvalet outputs the current record and returns with an IOCODE of

6.
3. Move the new record to the IOAREA.
4. Move a C'E' (WORK) to the IOCODE and a C'Y' to RETURN.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until no more records are to be added. Return without changing the IOCODE.
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Skipping an Output Record

If the IOCODE is a 3, 4, or 5, you can skip the current record (delete from output) by setting the IOCODE to a C'F' (SKIP)
and returning.

Rerouting Output Records to a Different File

Here is a sample procedure for rerouting output records to a different file of a program written to work that is punched and
printed at the same time:

1. If the IOCODE is a 5 (WORK), set RETURN to a Y and return to Panvalet. This outputs the record, and then returns
with an IOCODE of 6.

2. Move the current record over one position in the IOAREA to allow for the 81-byte punch record and set the IOCODE to
a C'D'(PUNCH).

3. Set the RETURN to Y and return to Panvalet. This punches the record and returns with the IOCODE set to 6.
4. Set the carriage control character (position 1 of the IOAREA) to a blank, set the IOCODE to C (PRINT), and return.

Since RETURN is still N, Panvalet does not return. You can follow this same technique for any output file and for
adding additional records.

Special Processing for Print and Punch Files

Control is not passed to PANEXIT for heading lines on the print file. If you are processing print records, you receive only
messages, additional print lines (commands, deleted statements, and so on), and actual data records. Panvalet keeps
track of all page and line counters. You can, on a print line, use the ASA carriage control of a blank or a 0 (double space).
Any other ASA character can upset the line counter, causing abnormal page ejections. If you want to use other printer
characters or handle your own line and page counters, skip all print requests and output the record to your own print file.
Remember that Panvalet still opens its own print file.

Even though the punch I/O area is 81 positions in length, the first position is always ignored.

When moving data to or from a print or punch area, it is to or from the IOAREA plus one. (The first character is always the
ASA control character.)

Unless the original IOCODE passed by PANEXIT was a 3 (print request), you cannot exceed 81 characters when
rerouting a record to the PRINT (IOCODE=C). That is, do not use the entire IOAREA.

Codes Passed Between PANEXIT (CSECT Name)

Value of IOCODE passed to PANEXIT Valid IOCODE returned to PANEXIT
1 (before a read of SYSIN) A, B, G
2 (after a read of SYSIN) A, B, G
3 (before a PRINT) C, D, E, F
4 (before a PUNCH)
(PAN#1, 2 only)

C, D, E, F

5 (before a WORK)
(PAN#1 only)

C, D, E, F
(this includes option output records for z/OS)

6 (user-requested return) C, D, E, F
7 (end of PAN input file) A, B, G
8 (end-of-job) none

NOTE
Transient mode extended features are passed an IOCODE of 8 at end-of-job and when replaced by another
transient mode feature (another USING command).
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Codes Passed Between PANEXIT (Panvalet)

Value of IOCODE passed by PANEXIT Action by Panvalet
No change to IOCODE Process as normal
A (user-supplied input record) Process input record
B (skip current input record) Return to PANEXIT with IOCODE of 1
C (print current output record) Print current output record
D (print current output record) Punch current output record

(PAN#1, 2 only)
E (work current output record) Work current output record (PAN#1 only)
F (skip current output record) Skip current output record
G (user says end of input file) Process as normal EOF condition

Value of RETURN:

• No return requested by user. Always set to N before entry to PANEXIT.
• Return requested by user, output only.

Value of PROGRAM:

• (PAN#1)
• (PAN#2)
• (PAN#4)
• (PAN#6)
• (PAN#7)
• (PAN#8)

The following illustrates these processes:
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DIRENTRY (The Directory Entry)

The directory entry that Panvalet currently uses is presented in the 0-UP format at the address in DIRENTRY. If the name
(positions 1 through 10) is blank, no directory entry is available. Note that Panvalet reads ahead during functions such as
ADD or UPDATE. On input functions, the directory cannot be complete until the function is completed; however, the name
is usually available. The only reliable directory entry is produced on the WRITE or SELECT commands of PAN#1.
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User-Written EFF Notes

• Test all extended feature routines thoroughly on a test library before using them on a production Panvalet library.
• If possible, recreate problems with Panvalet programs without the extended feature. Doing this expedites the solution

of the problem and eliminates the possibility of the extended feature causing the problem.
• Whenever PANEXIT returns an invalid IOCODE, Panvalet ignores it and processes as though the IOCODE was not

changed.
• A loop between PANEXIT and Panvalet is possible if you always set the RETURN to Y on an output request. Panvalet

always sets the return to N upon entry to PANEXIT.
• You must never alter the parameters (addresses) posted by Panvalet.
• In z/OS, Panvalet always opens its own unit record files. Therefore, if you are performing your own I/O, the ddnames

must not conflict with the ddnames of Panvalet. You can pass a PARM list to Panvalet to alter the ddnames so that you
can use the standard names.

• In VSE, Panvalet does not open its unit record files until an actual I/O operation is performed. PANEXIT should not use
the same files as Panvalet.

• A transient mode extended feature is passed an IOCODE of 8 at end-of-job and at the issuance of another USING
command. A second USING command deactivates the previous transient mode extended feature.

• You must be careful when entering an end-of-job return code in any extended feature if both transient and resident
mode features are in effect. Once you give an EOJ return code, Panvalet terminates. For example, if a transient mode
feature issues an EOJ IOCODE, a resident mode feature is not given control again. If this presents a problem, instead
of issuing the EOJ code, activate a NOP instruction at the beginning of the feature to return directly to Panvalet. This,
in effect, deactivates the extended feature but does not terminate Panvalet. The other feature or an end-of-file on the
input file can terminate Panvalet.

• You can use one module with a name of PANEXIT in resident mode only. If you need more than one exit or function,
you must code them together into one module named PANEXIT.

• For PAN#8, with the SKIPAGE=NO installation option, an extra blank line is printed between the completed message
and the next printed SCAN command.

• A sample EFF exit named PANEXIT is included on the distribution tape. Review the sample before creating your own
exit.

Review the following flow chart for the EFF exit program logic flow.
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Supplied Extended Features
All Panvalet supplied extended features are provided in source code, but some are already linked as transient
mode features at installation time. See Installing for more information about how to obtain source code from
the Panvalet installation tape. You can include these features into Panvalet at your discretion.

When you install the source code for the supplied extended features on your Panvalet library, the member names are:

VSE Member Name Description Supplied Executable
EFF000 VSE LIBR Conversion Feature PAN0
EFF001 Load Module Auditor  
EFF004 Extended Backup/Audit Trail (CKD)  
EFF004F Extended Backup/Audit Trail (FBA)  
EFF005 Print Member PVPRNTDS
EFF006 JCL Generation  
EFF008 Panvalet Group Processor PGP
EFF009 Console Input  
EFF010 Command Translator  

Note: VSE LIBR libraries can contain only 80 byte records that are converted using PAN0.

 

z/OS Member Name Description Supplied Executable
EFF000 PDS Conversion Feature PAN0
EFF001 Load Module Auditor  
EFF004 Extended Backup/Audit Trail  
EFF005 Print Member PVPRNTDS
EFF007 Multiple Work Files  
EFF008 Panvalet Group Processor PGP
EFF010 Command Translator  
EFF011 Executed Processor  

Note: When using the z/OS Supplied Executable PDS Conversion Feature to convert records greater than 80 bytes
in length, you must set the installation PVOPT option LNGEXIT to YES. For more information, see PVOPT Macro
USERMODs.

 

z/OS, VSE Member Name Description
EFF0UPDS 0-UP Directory DSECT

Note: The 0-UP Directory Entry DSECT (EFF0UPDS) is supplied in the installation Panvalet library and INCLUDEd in the
supplied extended features source code that requires it.
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Member Names
All Panvalet supplied extended features are provided in source code, but some are already linked as transient mode
features at installation time. See Installing for more information about how to obtain source code from the Panvalet
installation tape. You can include these features into Panvalet at your discretion.

When you install the source code for the supplied extended features on your Panvalet library, the member names are:

VSE Member Name Description Supplied Executable
EFF000 VSE LIBR Conversion Feature PAN0
EFF001 Load Module Auditor  
EFF004 Extended Backup/Audit Trail (CKD)  
EFF004F Extended Backup/Audit Trail (FBA)  
EFF005 Print Member PVPRNTDS
EFF006 JCL Generation  
EFF008 Panvalet Group Processor PGP
EFF009 Console Input  
EFF010 Command Translator  

Note: VSE LIBR libraries can contain only 80 byte records that are converted using PAN0.

 

z/OS Member Name Description Supplied Executable
EFF000 PDS Conversion Feature PAN0
EFF001 Load Module Auditor  
EFF004 Extended Backup/Audit Trail  
EFF005 Print Member PVPRNTDS
EFF007 Multiple Work Files  
EFF008 Panvalet Group Processor PGP
EFF010 Command Translator  
EFF011 Executed Processor  

Note: When using the z/OS Supplied Executable PDS Conversion Feature to convert records greater than 80 bytes
in length, you must set the installation PVOPT option LNGEXIT to YES. For more information, see PVOPT Macro
USERMODs.

 

z/OS, VSE Member Name Description
EFF0UPDS 0-UP Directory DSECT

Note: The 0-UP Directory Entry DSECT (EFF0UPDS) is supplied in the installation Panvalet library and INCLUDEd in the
supplied extended features source code that requires it.

Load Module Auditor - z/OS and VSE
The following Load Module Auditor information is covered in this topic:
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Both you and an auditor can benefit if a load module can specifically be related back to the originating program source.
It is even better for the load module to specifically identify the modification level and the date of last maintenance of the
originating source. This is what the load module auditor does.

A source program that looks like this:

                          THE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT AND SECURITY SYSTEM

               PROGRAMS AND ALL SUPPORTING MATERIALS COPYRIGHT 2001 BY COMPUTER ASSOCIATES, INCORPORATED

00001  IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.                                     12/01/00

00002  ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.                                        COBTESTB

00003  CONFIGURATION SECTION.                                          LV001

00004  DATA DIVISION.                                               COBTESTB

00005  WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.                                     COBTESTB

00006  01  HISTORY     PICTURE 999.                                 COBTESTB

00007  PROCEDURE DIVISION.                                          COBTESTB

00008      MOVE ZEROS TO HISTORY.                                   COBTESTB

00009      STOP RUN.                                                COBTESTB

***** ABOVE ACTION SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED *****

This is changed to the following when a WRITE WORK command is processed to compile the program:

00001  IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.                                     12/01/00

00002  ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.                                        COBTESTB

00003  CONFIGURATION SECTION.                                          LV001

00004  DATA DIVISION.                                               COBTESTB

00005  WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.                                     COBTESTB

000055 77  PAN-VALET PICTURE X(24) VALUE '001COBTESTB 12/01/00'.    COBTESTB

00006  01  HISTORY     PICTURE 999.                                 COBTESTB

00007  PROCEDURE DIVISION.                                          COBTESTB

00008      MOVE ZEROS TO HISTORY.                                   COBTESTB

00009      STOP RUN.                                                COBTESTB

The load module will then look like this:

0A5A40  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 000A54A0 00000000  *.................................*

0A5A60  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 8F0A4DA0  *.................................*

0A5A80  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  *.................................*

0A5AA0  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  *.................................*

0A5AC0  40404040 40404040 00000000 000A6072   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  *        .........................*

0A5AE0  00000000 00000000 000A6F8C F0F0F0F0   F0F0F0F0 00000000 00000000 00000000  *............00000000.............*

0A5B00  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  *.................................*

0A5B20  00000000 0000C9DE C2D6C3D6 D4400000   F5F7F4F0 60D3D4F1 40C3DD70 E8D9C9C7  *......ILB0COM...5740.LMI COPYRIG *

0A5B40  C8E340C9 C2D440C3 D6D9D740 F1F9F7F2   6B40F1F9 F7F640D3 C9C3CD50 E2C5C440  *HT IBM CORP 1972. 1976 LICENSED  *

0A5B60  D4C1E3C5 D9C9C1D3 406040D7 D9D6C7D9   C1D440D7 D9D6D7C5 D9E3E400 D6C640C9  *MATERIAL . PROGRAM PROPERTY OF I *

0A5B80  C2D46BF2 F4F0F3F7 F72D7D11 06001D5A   90ECD00C 185D05F0 4580F100 C3D6C2E3  *BM.240377.............. 0..0.COBT*

0A5BA0  C5E2E3C2 E5E2D9F1 0700989F F02407FF   96021034 07FE41F0 00010FE0 000A5F96  *ESTBVSR1....0.......... 0........*

0A5BC0  000A5B90 000A5B90 000A5E68 000A5C50   000A5E98 000A5EE0 00000000 00000000  *....................... .........*

0A5BE0  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  *....................... .........*

0A5C00  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 40F54F30 F84BF2F2  *....................... . 5.38.22*

0A5C20  C4C5C340 40F16B40 F1F9F8F2 00000000   F0F0F4C3 D6C2E3C5 E2E3C400 40F1F261  *DEC  1. 2000....001COBT ESTB  12.*

0A5C40  F0F161F8 F2404040 00000000 00000000   00300000 000A4FB0 00000000 500A7B38  *01.82   ............... .........*
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0A5C60  92C5E988 00000000 000A49B0 000A5A20   000A5E78 000A5C48 00000000 000A49B4  *.EZ.................... .........*

0A5C80  00000079 900A78B8 000A5F96 000A5B90   000A5A20 000A5E68 310264B0 00000000  *....................... .........*

0A5CA0  00000000 000A5E98 00000000 00000000   0F000003 00000000 00000000 500A5F7C  *....................... .........*

0A5CC0  0D000200 000A6412 0000017E 000A5A20   000A5E78 00000003 000A4B00 00923018  *....................... .........*

0A5CE0  800A5F28 800A5B9C 000A5F96 000A5B90   000A5B90 000A5E60 00000000 00000000  *....................... .........*

0A5D00  800A663C 00000000 800A6536 00000000   00000000 00000000 800A6A40 00000000  *.................................*

0A5D20  00000000 00000000 00000000 800A649A   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  *.................................*

0A5D40  000A4E30 00000180 00000000 000A5EAE   000A5A20 01000180 000A5980 000A75FA  *.................................*

0A5D60  00000000 000A5EB0 000A5A20 000A5E78   000A6E68 500A5FC0 000A5300 000A5E57  *.................................*

0A5D80  000A5E58 000A5F96 000A5B90 000A5E98   000A5E68 000A5EB0 000A7FA0 00000000  *.................................*

0A5DA0  8F0A4DA0 000A5A20 00010000 000A5EAE   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  *.................................*

0A5DC0  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 000A5D50 000A5400 E0000000  *.......................... ......*

0A5DE0  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 400A7A16  *........................... .....*

0A5E00  000A5B90 00000000 000A5A20 E2E8E2D6   E4E34040 E380000C 000A5180 00000000  *............SYS0UT  T............*

0A5E20  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   000A5E94 00000000 00000000 00000000  *.................................*

0A5E40  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   000A5C30 00000000 00000000 00000000  *.................................*

This information appears as part of the object module and the executable module. It also appears in a core dump so that a
programmer knows exactly at which compile listing to look. From an audit standpoint, you can also use it to ensure proper
execution of the most current and true production program.

In the past, duplicate object modules with the same name were often found, and it was difficult to decide which was the
latest version. This problem is now eliminated.

Technical Description

Any formatted COBOL or BAL member being written to the Panvalet work file automatically has the necessary information
generated.

In COBOL, a level 77 is generated immediately following the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION source statement. It has
the sequence numbers of the preceding statement, with a 5 in column six so that no sequence error occurs.

In BAL, a blank CSECT statement and a DC statement are generated immediately preceding the END statement and
have altered sequence numbers.

If these formats do not conform to your installation standards, you can alter them by changing the code. One alternative
might be to supply a dummy constant embedded in the source code that the exit could identify and replace with the
comment data.

In resident mode, this feature can become a standard in effect for every execution of Panvalet. In transient mode, selected
modules can benefit from this feature.

Load Module Auditor Notes

• COBOL 'WORKING-STORAGE SECTION' must start in column 8. There must be only one space between words, or it
is not found, and the stamp is not inserted.

• BAL 'END' must start in column 10, or it is not found, and the stamp is not inserted.
• Any time END is encountered in BAL source in column 10, the stamp is inserted. This includes comment lines and so

on.
• For BAL and COBOL language members that are actually CICS maps, the load module auditor is not desired as it

adversely affects the compiled map. The exit can be modified to find a set string inherent in a map and bypass putting
the level 77 statement or blank CSECT or DC statement in the member. Alternatively, the language could be changed
to DATA or OTHER.
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Extended Backup/Audit Trail - z/OS and VSE
Both a real-time transactional backup and a transaction level audit trail are available with this Panvalet feature.

Backup

A source library is usually the most active and volatile file in the installation. For this reason, backup is very important. If a
hardware or programmer error destroys part or all of a Panvalet library, it is imperative to get the library back in operation
as soon as possible. Unfortunately, backup is never quite up-to-the-minute. It is often necessary that a programmer
reconstruct the updates since the last backup. In some cases, this can keep the programmer nonproductive for hours
or even days. With the extended backup/audit trail feature, Panvalet automatically maintains a 100% up-to-the-minute
backup of all transactions to the Panvalet library for the Panvalet ISPF Option and batch.

NOTE
This does not include TSO update functions.

Audit Trail

This feature also maintains an excellent audit trail of all library activity for management and the auditor. Every transaction
against the Panvalet library is stored for future reference. You can check library or program inconsistencies by determining
if a mistaken update or other error occurred that might cause a library integrity problem.

As shown in the previous diagram, the combination of periodic batch backup and real-time transactional backup provides
a 100% backup capability. The real-time transactional backup also provides an excellent audit trail capability only for the
Panvalet ISPF Option and batch.

z/OS Technical Description

The transaction file itself is a sequential file created by the IEBDG utility program or equivalent method. The suggested
ddname for this file is BAKUPFIL. The size, member name, and block size are left to you (see the sample JCL). The first
block of this file is used as a control record which points to the next free block and record at the end of the file. Each time
PAN#1 is executed, new records are written to the end of the file, and the control record is updated to denote the last new
block.

To use this feature, every execution of PAN#1 must have a DD statement (SYSBAK) pointing at the transaction file,
except when using the file as SYSIN. You should execute this feature in resident mode.

When the transaction file is used after a library catastrophe, just use it as input to PAN#1. This feature recognizes its own
file and processes it correctly as it is passed, record-by-record, from PAN#1.

The following z/OS JCL is the periodic job that backs up the Panvalet library and maintains the transaction file:

NOTE
If you selected the Optional Request for Long Record Exit processing at installation time, then you must insert
code into your exits that only allows 80 byte records to be written to the transaction file. You can accomplish this
by validating the LRECL of the IOAREA passed to the EFF Exit. The IOAREA address minus 4 bytes contains a
fullword LRECL of the file being passed to the EFF exit.

//PANBAKUP JOB

//PANBAKUP EXEC  PGM=PAN#2

//*      This procedure takes a dump of the CA-Panvalet library.

//*      If the dump is entirely successful, the transaction

//*      member is scratched and then recreated for use by

//*      the next execution of PAN#1.

//PANDD1   DD  DSN=PAN.PANVALET,DISP=SHR

//PANDD2   DD  DSN=DUMPTAPE, UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,KEEP)
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//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD  *

  ++DUMP

/*

//DELETE  EXEC PGM=IEHPROGM,COND=(O,NE,PANBAKUP)

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//DD2 DD UNIT=SYSDA,VOL=SER=??????,DISP=OLD

//SYSIN    DD *

  SCRATCH DSNAME=????????,VOL=????=??????

/*

//CREATE  EXEC PGM=IEBDG,COND=(O,NE,PANBAKUP)

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//BAKUPFIL DD DSN=????????,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,CATLG),

//            VOL=SER=??????,SPACE=(CYL,?),

//            DCB=(RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=BBBB,DSORG=PS,LRECL=80)

//*      Fill in the necessary z/OS JCL parameters

//*      BLKSIZE=BBBB      Is the block size of the transaction

//*                        file. It should be a multiple of 80.

//*      QUANTITY=NNNN     Is the number of records to create.

//*                        This is the number of 80-byte

//*                        statements, not blocks.

//SYSIN DD *

  DSD OUTPUT=(BAKUPFIL)

  FD NAME=A1,LENGTH=22,STARTLOC=1,PICTURE=22,'++ID     FORMAT BACKUP'

  CREATE  QUANTITY=NNNN,FILL=' ',NAME=(A1)

  END

/*

//

NOTE
There must be five spaces between ++ID and FORMAT when formatting the transaction file. An S001 abend
occurs if this is not done correctly.

VSE Technical Description

The transaction file itself is a direct-access file. A CLEAR DISK utility program (not supplied for CKD devices) must
initialize it to blocks of 2000 filled with high values (X'FF'). The file name for this file is PANDD4. It is a DA file with a device
address of SYS010. The first block of this file is used as a control record which points to the next free block and record
at the end of the file. Each time PAN#1 is executed, new records are written to the end of the file. The control record is
updated to denote the new last block.

The Panvalet input records are read from SYSIPT and passed to PAN#1 to be executed. Only commands that change the
library are written to the backup file (for example, WRITE commands are not stored). However, you can easily change this
option.

When the backup file is read into PAN#1, UPSI is set to 00001010. The exit does not open SYSIPT, but instead reads the
entire backup file and passes records one by-one to PAN#1.

Following is the sample JCL necessary to initialize the backup file. You must run this whenever the file is created or
scratched (for example, after a successful backup).

NOTE
Records greater than 80 are not supported for the Extended Backup/Audit Trail. Because PAN#1 only supports
one record length for the optional input file, and SYSIPT only processes 80 byte records, records of varying
LRECL lengths cannot be used as input to PAN#1.
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If you selected the Optional Request for Long Record Exit processing at installation time, then you must insert code into
your exits that only allows 80 byte records to be written to the transaction file. You can accomplish this by validating the
LRECL of the IOAREA passed to the EFF Exit. The IOAREA address minus 4 bytes contains a fullword LRECL of the file
being passed to the EFF exit.

NOTE
In VSE, only changes to the library are stored.

CKD Devices Format

// JOB CLEAR

// ASSGN SYS012,X'230'

// DLBL UOUT,'PANBAKUP',99/365

// EXTENT SYS012,,1,0,2200,100

// EXEC CLRDK

// UCL B=(K=0,D=2000),X'FF',ON,E='NOT SUPPLIED'(3330)

// END

FBA Devices Format

// JOB CLEAR

// ASSGN SYS012,X'230'

// DLBL,UOUT,'PANBAKUP',99/365

// EXTENT SYS012,,1,0,2200,100

// UPSI 00000100   (Prefix member names)

// EXEC F11004FDS  (Source name on distributor)

// END

Use the following JCL whenever executing PAN#1:

// JOB PAN#1

// ASSGN SYS010,DISK,VOL=VOLSER,SHR

// DLBL PANDD4,'PANBAKUP',99/365,DA  Defining the

// EXTENT SYS010,,1,0,2200,100       transaction file

// EXEC PAN#1

  .

  .

  .

/*

/&

After a library catastrophe, a // UPSI 00001010 is included to process all input stored on the transaction file. If you code
a //UPSI 00001111, the feature is bypassed and no input is stored on the transaction file.

Print Member - z/OS and VSE
The following information is covered in this topic:

Print File Maintenance lets you define a DATA (language) member with a logical record length greater than 80 to
accommodate print files. The Print File Maintenance feature remains for the downward compatibility of pre-version 14.4
members that this feature processed.
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The Print File Maintenance feature accommodates the storage, maintenance, and retrieval of any print file. It provides
a convenient storage medium for commonly used print files that are printed over and over again as needed. In addition,
these files are updated with the regular PAN#1 program so that modifications to print lines are performed. This is useful
as a text-editing feature. All the usual benefits Panvalet offers for source and object also apply because the print lines are
stored and compressed in the same format as card images. You can store the print files in the same library as source, and
the name is reflected on all reports.

Print files are stored through the ADD command or the UPDATE ALL command. A special keyword is given to
communicate the print ddname or SYS unit that is stored. You can store as many different print files as desired in each
execution.

Modification is handled in exactly the same manner as card-image data, using the convenient change subcommands.

Retrieval is accomplished by using the WRITE WORK command to spool the print file to a printer. You can perform as
many different retrievals as you need in one Panvalet execution.

Technical Description

Input

The input side processes a print file with each ADD or UPDATE ALL command encountered. This command must contain
a keyword indicating the file name/unit of the print file to be read. Each ADD is forced to contain a language format of JCL.
Once an ADD or UPDATE ALL command is properly verified, the desired print file is opened and read in as data. Each
print line is stored as two records into Panvalet. The first 72 positions become the odd-numbered statements, and the
remaining positions become the even-numbered statements. A carriage control character is expected at the beginning of
each print line. Commands other than ADDs and UPDATE ALLs, or ADDs and UPDATEs without the keyword, function
as usual. You can load several print files on the Panvalet library in one run, but each must be a separate tape or disk
member.

Output

The output side is given control by PAN#1 for any data retrieved by a WRITE WORK command. The feature passes
through without changing any member that is not JCL format and that does not have a C'1' in the first position of the first
work record passed. If the member meets these requirements, a print line is built from each two records passed. Each
odd-numbered record is expected to contain a carriage control character because the constructed print lines generally go
to a printer device. Only a single output print file is created. If several WRITE WORK commands are processed, all data
goes to the same print file.

NOTE
Do not issue WRITE WORK commands using this extended feature for Panvalet members that are not
print files. An attempt to construct print lines from nonprint file data can cause printer problems if erroneous
information is sent to a print unit.

z/OS JCL

The following z/OS JCL and control statement format handles print files:

//PRTPAN   JOB...

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=PAN#1

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//PANDD1   DD DSN=YOUR.PANLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRT   DD UNIT=2400,VOL=SER=nnnnnn,DISP=OLD,

// DSN=PRINT01,DCB=(LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121,RECFM=FBA)

//SYSPRT2  DD UNIT=2400,VOL=SER=nnnnnn,DISP=OLD,

// DSN=PRINT02,LABEL=2,DCB=(LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=1210,RECFM=FBA)
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//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=A,DCB=(LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=1210,RECFM=FBA)

//SYSIN    DD *

   ++USING PVPRNTDS

   ++ADD PRINT01JAN,JCL DDNAME=SYSPRT

   ++UPDATE PRINTO2JAN,1,ALL DDNAME=SYSPRT2

   ++WRITE WORK,PRINT01JAN

/*

//

Control statements are read in through SYSIN and the retrieved print lines are written to a file called SYSOUT instead of
PANDD2.

VSE JCL

The following VSE JCL and control statement format handles print files:

// JOB PAN1

// ASSGN SYS003,X'180'  Print file 1

// ASSGN SYS008,X'181'  Print file 2

// ASSGN SYS006,X'230'  CA-Panvalet library

// EXEC PAN#1

   ++USING PVPRNTDS

   ++ADD PRINT01JAN,JCL SYS003

   ++UPDATE PRINT02JAN,1,ALL SYS008

   ++WRITE WORK,PRINT01JAN

/*

/&

Control statements are read in through SYSIPT. The retrieved print lines are written to SYSLST. The output skips to
channel 1 before putting out the first print line and also after the last print line to separate the retrieved print file from the
PAN#1 output.

JCL Generation for Compiles (VSE Only)
Panvalet gives you the option of preparing JCL for Assembler, COBOL, RPG, PL/I, and FORTRAN. Also, OPTION
statements and link JCL are generated to your specifications. You can request a compile; a compile and link; or a compile,
link, and catalog. Deck and nodeck options are available with the compile. Phase statements can also be produced.

For example, the command:

++COBC,NAME,NAME1,+0

generates:

//  JOB NAME

//  OPTION CATAL

    PHASE NAME1,S

//  EXEC COBOL

    The source for program NAME

//  LBLTYP NSD(02)

//  EXEC LNKEDT

You can also close the input file job stream with one command.
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Technical Description

The JCL generation feature generates JCL for compiles, compiles with a link-edit, and compiles with a catalog based on a
single command you supply. The command itself is fixed format but otherwise similar to Panvalet commands.

Each command begins in column 1 with a ++, immediately followed by the three position compiler keyword. The compiler
keyword determines what compiler name is used. The following table gives the compiler name and its respective keyword:

Compiler Keyword Positions

Assembler ASM 3 - 5

COBOL COB 3 - 5

RPG RPG 3 - 5

PL/I PLI 3 - 5

FORTRAN FOR 3 - 5

Position 6 of the command specifies the type, function, and option desired:

Type Function and Option

N Compile only with // OPTION NODECK

D Compile only with // OPTION DECK

(blank) No OPTION statement wanted

L Compile and link (// OPTION LINK)

C Compile and catalog (// OPTION CATAL)

Whenever you code a LINK or CATAL, a // LBLTYP NSD (O2) is generated prior to the //EXEC LNKEDT statement.

Position 7 must be a comma followed by the Panvalet library program name (up to 10 positions). The first eight characters
are the VSE job name, and the 10 character name is the library name used on a --WRITE command. If you code a C
in position 6, the program name must be followed by a comma (or left blank) and the phase information (its name and
link address). The exit takes the 12 characters immediately after the comma and places it on a PHASE statement in its
entirety.

Comment information placed on the command beginning in position 31 is transferred to the generated JOB statement in
position 31. The input command is placed as a Panvalet comment on the first generated statement (INSERT).

END is another supported command. It causes an INSERT WORK, /&, and a CLOSE SYSIN,X'00C' statement to be
generated. For example, if you use a ++END,014, the CLOSE is CLOSE SYSIN,X'014'. Following is the complete format
of supported commands:

   {ASM}   {N}

   {COB}   {D}   {CA-PANVALET}

++ {RPG}   {C} , {LIBRARY    }   [,PHASE INFORMATION]

   {PLI}   {L}   {NAME       }

   {FOR}   {}

 

++END [,CUU]

Examples
To assemble a BAL program ABC with an object deck, use ++ASMD,ABC which generates:

--INSERT WORK
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// JOB ABC

// OPTION DECK

// EXEC ASSEMBLY

--WRITE WORK,ABC

--INSERT WORK,/*

To compile and link a COBOL program ABC, use ++COBOL,ABC which generates:

--INSERT WORK

// JOB ABC

// OPTION LINK

// EXEC COBOL

--WRITE WORK,ABC

--INSERT WORK,/*

// LBLTYP NSD(02)

// EXEC LNKEDT

To compile and catalog a COBOL program XXX with phase information XXXT,+0, use ++COBC,XXX,XXXT,+0
which generates:

--INSERT WORK

// JOB XXX

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE XXXT,S

// EXEC COBOL

--WRITE WORK,XXX

--INSERT WORK,/*

// LBLTYP NSD(02)

// EXEC LNKEDT

To place control information at the end of the work file, use a ++END,014 which generates:

++INSERT WORK,/&

CLOSE SYSIN,X'014'

The typical update and COBOL compile with a catalog then look like:

++UPDATE PAY57,4

++C 10,10

--COBC,PAY57,PAY57,*

++END

The compile is a conditional stream dependent upon the successful completion of the update.

Multiple Work Files - z/OS Only
Panvalet has the ability to create more than one sequential work file from one execution of Panvalet. You can also switch
back and forth to specify which work file you want at any point in time. As many work files are allowed as the operating
system supports.

Depending upon your specific needs, you can use the multiple work file feature in a variety of ways. For example, you can
create multiple compiler input files for compilers that do not accept batched input. This eliminates the need for multiple
Panvalet executions.

This feature enables you to switch work files under control of a new PAN#1 command (++WORKDD=). The following is an
example of its use:
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//

// JOB EXEC PGM=PAN#1

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//PANDD1   DD DSN=PANVALET.LIBRARY,DISP=SHR

//PANDD2   DD                   (NORMAL PAN#1 WORK FILE)

//PANDD4   DD DSN=WORK.ALT1...(ALTERNATE WORK FILE)

//PANDD5   DD DSN=WORK.ALT2...(ALTERNATE WORK FILE)

//SYSIN    DD *

   ++USING MULTWORK

   ++WORKDD=PANDD4

   ++WRITE WORK,PROGRAM1

   ++WORKDD=PANDD5

   ++WRITE WORK,PROGRAM2

/*

//

The result of the above job puts PROGRAM1 on DSN=WORK ALT1 and PROGRAM2 on DSN=WORK.ALT2. You can
specify any number of WORK files.

Group Processor (PGP) - z/OS and VSE
PGP allows group processing of Panvalet members for generating most Panvalet commands. Specify your desired
selection criteria to form a group of Panvalet members and a model command to process that group.

Purpose

An example of group processing is deleting all programs with a specific user code or range of user codes. Another is
changing the status of all programs that have not been maintained since a particular date. A third example is punching out
all BAL and RPG programs. Groups can be defined in many ways to accomplish almost any Panvalet task.

In addition to defining a group using the powerful selection criteria tools, Panvalet offers a generic naming ability to further
subdefine the group. You can use any prefix, suffix, or other combination of characters. This aids greatly in the processing
of standard naming conventions.

An example of generic naming is to select all programs with a T in position 2 of the name, or an M in position 2, R in
position 4, and an X in position 6. Or, select any combination of characters in any combination of positions.

Combining both of these concepts, you can use the generic name to subdefine a specific group. If the group specified
is all RPG programs, and the generic name requires a UNIT1 in positions 3 through 7, all programs are selected that fit
both of these criteria. Complete flexibility is given so that the Panvalet group processor can process any user naming
convention.

Technical Description

PGP functions from PAN#2 to ensure an adequate level of security to this feature. All PAN#2 job control is required.

Model Command (+-)

PGP accepts a model Panvalet command, which it uses in performing the desired function. Model commands begin with
a +- in columns 1 and 2. You can leave the name field on the command blank or give it a generic name. Other parameters
follow the rules for that command. For a specific command, complete information is given in its respective command
category later in this section.

Following the model command, you must specify a PAN#2 PRINT 0-UP command. Specify all selection criteria to form the
group of members desired on this PRINT command. You can use multiple PRINT commands in forming the group.
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PGP takes all members that fall in the PRINT command selection criteria and the generic name (if specified) and inserts
these names into the model command. The generated commands are written to the punch file (defined as SYSPUNCH for
z/OS and SYSPCH for VSE) to be read into the respective PAN program in the following step:

A specified +- command remains in effect for all subsequent PRINT 0-UP commands until another +- command
is encountered. A +- command with no command keyword cancels the PGP feature until another +- command is
encountered. If a +- command is erroneous, a message is printed and all following PRINT 0-UP commands are
suppressed.

Generic Naming Selection of PGP

All model commands (+-) can specify a generic name to further subset the group specified in the PRINT command. A
generic name is a series of 1 to 10 characters that is actually a mask in determining if a particular member is selected.
All characters of the generic name that are not the question mark (?) or asterisk (*) are checked with the members of the
group specified in the PRINT command. If these characters match, the member is selected. If one non-question mark (?)
or non-asterisk (*) does not match, the member is not selected. The question mark (?) signifies that Panvalet does not
check that character. The asterisk (*) is a wild notation that allows for any possible combination for WRITE commands
only.

An asterisk (*) is used as the wild character. A question mark (?) is used as a notation and positional character. You can
combine an asterisk (*) with a question mark (?) and select any combination of characters. Some examples are shown in
the following table:

Generic Name Member Name Selected?
*D ABCD Yes
???E* COBE121 Yes
AB* ABCD Yes

ABCCD Yes
ABAT123D Yes

ABC? ABCD Yes
ABCCD No

ABC?* ABCD Yes
ABCCD Yes
ABCCD123 Yes
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C?B*1 COBE121 Yes
COBE1231 Yes

* ALL MEMBERS Yes

All standard PAN#2 commands function normally. PAN#2 security is always in effect for PGP. The WRITE command with
the PREFIX= parameter is not supported under PGP.

Command Categories

PGP commands are divided into five command categories:

Command Category 1

These commands require the insertion of a member name after the command. They can have additional parameters
following the member name. If parameters follow the member name, they must be separated from the command (or
member name if present) by one blank and preceded by a comma.

In command category 1, model commands with a generic key, a blank must immediately follow the generic key. If not, the
comma is dropped from the generated command.

ADD, COMMENT, STATUS, FORMAT, RESEQ, ++LOCK,

 ++UNLOCK - (PAN#1)

 

REPLACE, RESTORE, BYPASS, TRANSFER - (PAN#2)

 

SCAN - (PAN#8)

Example

These two statements generate all commands to change all disabled members back to the ENABLE status.

+-STATUS ,ENABLE           -model command

++PRINT 0-UP,STATUS=D      -PRINT command

Command Category 2

These commands require the insertion of a selected member name in parameter one and the insertion of a new name key
in parameter two.

Parameter one can be blank or a generic name. This parameter determines which Panvalet members are selected from
the group specified in the PRINT command.

Parameter two in the model command specifies the name key mask. This is the new name key PGP inserts. Specify the
mask in a similar manner as a generic name.

COPY, RENAME - (PAN#1)

The name key mask is a series of 1 to 10 characters made up of any alphanumeric and special characters and question
marks (?). In the generated commands, all escape symbols are replaced with their positional counterparts from the
selected Panvalet member name. Any other character in the name key mask replaces its positional counterpart.

The name key mask determines the length of the generated new name key. It is not padded on the right with question
marks as is a generic name. If the mask is shorter than the selected Panvalet member name, the selected name is
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truncated to the length of the mask. The mask can be filled on the right with question marks (?) to ensure the retention of
all low-order characters in a selected member name.

Selected Panvalet Member Name Name Key Mask New Name KeyGenerated
ABC ???EF ABCEF
ABC ?G? AGC
ABCDEF ??H? ABHD
ABCDEF ??H??? ABHDEF
ABC ? A
ABCD K??? KBCD

Examples

These statements generate COPY commands to copy all COBOL programs with a new name consisting of the original
first three characters plus an ABC. For example, if the old name is MNOP, then the new name is MNOABC.

+-COPY ,???ABC              -model command

++PRINT 0-UP,TYPE=COBOL     -PRINT command

These statements generate the commands needed to rename all library members that have an ABC in positions 1, 2, and
3, and a D in position 5 of the Panvalet member name. The new name is ABC?DV1, where ? is the fourth character of the
member name selected.

+-RENAME ABC?D,?????V1      -model command

++PRINT 0-UP                -PRINT command

Command Category 3

These commands require the insertion of a member name and a level number, and can have additional parameters
following the member name. If parameters are present, they must be separated from the command by one blank and a
preceding comma.

LEVEL,UPDATE - (PAN#1)

Examples

These statements generate the commands needed to change all JCL members in Panvalet to level 1.

+-LEVEL ,1                  -model command

++PRINT 0-UP,TYPE=JCL       -PRINT command

These statements generate the commands needed to change all Panvalet members that have a prefix of COBU to level 4.

+-LEVEL  COBU,4             -model command

++PRINT  0-UP               -PRINT command

Command Category 4

This command requires the insertion of a member name and user number. Code it in the same manner as category 3.
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USER - (PAN#1)

Examples

These statements generate the commands needed to change all members that have a user code of 50 to a user code of
100.

+-USER ,100                 -model command

++PRINT 0-UP,USER=50,50     -PRINT command

Command Category 5

These commands require the insertion of a member name after a keyword parameter. In the case of WRITE, the
keywords PRINT, PUNCH, and WORK must begin in column 9 and must be followed by a comma.

WRITE        - (PAN#1)

DELETE       - (PAN#2)

Examples

These statements generate commands to write all members that are ASSEMBLER and have a name prefix of PAY to a
work file.

+-WRITE WORK,PAY            -model command

++PRINT 0-UP,TYPE=BAL       -PRINT command

These statements generate commands to print all active members.

++WRITE PRINT,              -model command

++PRINT 0-UP,ACTIVE         -PRINT command

These statements generate commands to delete all AUTOCODER members from the Panvalet library.

+-DELETE NAME=              -model command

++PRINT 0-UP,TYPE=AUTOCODER -PRINT command

PGP Example

Use standard job control for PAN#2:

++USING PGP                   -Initiate the extended feature

+-STATUS, INACTIVE            -Model command

++PRINT 0-UP,TYPE=BAL

++PRINT 0-UP,USER=4,8

+-LEVEL ,1                    -Model command

++PRINT 0-UP,USER=12

++DUMP                        -Standard PAN#2 command

+-USER PAY??M,100             -Model command using a generic name

++PRINT 0-UP

+-                            -Turn off feature
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++PRINT                       -Standard printed directory list

The coding in the above example punches a series of STATUS and LEVEL commands (as well as performs a standard
dump and directory listing) to the punch file. You should check all generated commands for accuracy and correctness. It is
not difficult to specify a set of selection criteria that might not be exactly as desired. A quick sight-check usually eliminates
any potential problems. Once verified, the commands are used as input to their respective Panvalet program.

This extended feature is linked at installation time and, therefore, does not require you to do any linking. Use the name
PGP to invoke the feature as a transient exit with USING.

JCL Generation

The following are sample job streams that first generate a PGP sequential file, then uses that generated file as input to
TRANSFER PROD status members to a protection file:

z/OS

//STEP1     EXEC   PGM=PAN#2

//STEPLIB   DD     DISP=SHR,DSN=<panvalet prod load library>

//PANDD1    DD     DISP=SHR,DSN=<panlib PGP will act against>

//PANDD2    DD     DUMMY

//PANDD3    DD     DUMMY

//SYSPRINT  DD     SYSOUT=*

//SYSPUNCH  DD     DSN=&&PUNPASS,DISP=(,PASS),

//         DCB=(BLKSIZE=80,LRECL=80),UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=TRK,(80,5),RLSE)

//SYSIN     DD    *

   ++USING PGP

   +-TRANSFER ????????

   ++PRINT 0-UP,STATUS=P

/*

//STEP2     EXEC   PGM=PAN#2

//STEPLIB   DD     DISP=SHR,DSN=<panvalet prod load library>

//PANDD1    DD     DISP=SHR,DSN=<panlib to be acted upon>

//PANDD2    DD     DSN=<backup file>,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1))

//PANDD3    DD     DUMMY

//SYSPRINT  DD     SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN     DD     DISP=(OLD,DELETE),DSN=&&PUNPASS

/*

//

VSE

// JOB PGPEXIT

// OPTION NODUMP JCANCEL

// DLBL PV14R3,'LIBSYS.PANVALET.V14R3.LINKLIB'

// EXTENT ,LCM153

// LIBDEF PHASE,SEARCH=PV14R3.VRFI

*

// ASSGN SYS006,DISK,VOL=LCM153,SHR

// DLBL PANDD1,'LIBSYS.V14R3.PANLIB',,DA

// EXTENT SYS006,LCM153

*

// DLBL IJSYSPH,'WORK.SYSPCH',0,SD
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// EXTENT SYSPCH,FBAV02,1,0,00302,01700

   ASSGN SYSPCH,DISK,VOL=FBAV02,SHR

*

// EXEC PGM=PAN#2,SIZE=256K

   ++PASS USERID,PASSWORD

   ++USING PGP

   +-TRANSFER ????????

   ++PRINT 0-UP,STATUS=P

/*

*

   CLOSE SYSPCH,00D

// ASSGN SYS006,DISK,VOL=LCM153,SHR

// DLBL PANDD1,'LIBSYS.V14R3.PANLIB',,DA

// EXTENT SYS006,LCM153

*

// ASSGN SYS005,DISK,VOL=FBAV01,SHR

// DLBL PANDD2,'BACKUP.FILE',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS005,FBAV01,1,0,00100,02000

*

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'WORK.SYSPCH',0,SD

// EXTENT SYSIPT,FBAV02,1,0,0302,01700

   ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=FBAV02,SHR

*

// EXEC PGM=PAN#2,SIZE=256K

/*

// EXEC LISTLOG

/&

// JOB RESETASN

   CLOSE SYSIPT,00C

/&

* $$ EOJ

VSE LIBR Conversion Feature - PAN0
Conversion from one library system to another can be a very tedious task. PAN0 eliminates a lot of the extra effort
associated with the conversion process. This feature enables you to convert LIBR library members to Panvalet library
members and provides options to help aid in the conversion process.

Technical Description

PAN0 reads punched output produced by the VSE LIBR program. Members that you want to convert are first written
to IJSYSPH using the LIBR PUNCH Membername.membertype command. This file is subsequently read by PAN#1.
Specifying the ++USING PAN0 command causes all of the VSE LIBR punch output that is read by PAN#1 to pass to the
extended feature exit PAN0. Next, the VSE LIBR control statements are removed and substituted with the necessary
Panvalet commands to ADD the members to the Panvalet library. The members are then added to the Panvalet library in
the same execution.

PAN0 generates an ADD command for each CATALOG or CATALS command encountered in the input stream. The
language type corresponds to the sublibrary type present in the CATALOG or CATALS statement. If the sublibrary type is
not known to PAN0, all input is ignored until the next CATALOG or CATALS statement is encountered.

The following lists sublibrary types and their corresponding Panvalet language format:
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• C (COBOL)
• A (BAL)
• R (RPG)
• F (FORTRAN)
• U (AUTOCODER)
• P (PL/1)

The following PAN0 options are available and activated by specifying the UPSI byte setting associated with each option:

UPSI X1
Lists all source added into the Panvalet library from the LIBR punch file.

UPSI XXX1
Ignores all macro members. Members that begin with MACRO are not added to the Panvalet library.

UPSI XXXX1
Converts COBOL COPY commands and 01 level structures to Panvalet ++INCLUDE commands.
Before:
WORKING STORAGE SECTION.

COPY LEVEL77

01 PAYMAST COPY PAYDSECT.

After:
WORKING STORAGE SECTION.

++INCLUDE LEVEL77

++INCLUDE PAYDSECT

UPSI XXXX1X1
Converts COBOL COPY commands to Panvalet ++INCLUDE commands and maintains 01 level structures.
Before:
WORKING STORAGE SECTION.

COPY LEVEL77

01 PAYMAST COPY PAYDSECT.

After:
WORKING STORAGE SECTION.

++INCLUDE LEVEL77

01 PAYMAST.

++INCLUDE PAYDSECT

UPSI XXXXX1
Develops Panvalet names by prefixing the book name with the sublibrary type. The source for this extended
feature exit is available on the installation PANLIB EFF000. Additional documentation is available in the source
member EFF000 in the installation PANLIB. See the source documentation for customizing this exit. Customizing
is required when:

• Addition of new sublibrary types are required.
• The member type of C designates ANSCOBOL instead of the default language type of COBOL.

This extended feature is linked at installation time; therefore, linking is not required. Use the name PAN0 to invoke
the feature as a transient exit (++USING PAN0).
Following is a sample job stream that uses VSE LIBR to punch a group of members that reside in a VSE LIBR
library. The punched output is then read by PAN#1, and the members are added to the Panvalet library.
* $$ JOB JNM=USERID,CLASS=0,DISP=D,PRI=3

* $$ LST CLASS=A,DEST=(*,USERID),DISP=D,JSEP=0

// JOB PAN#1

   NOLOG * Add VSE LIBR members to the CA-Panvalet library

*
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// SETPARM UPSI=X1

*

// DLBL CAIILIB,'CAI.EVY9502.INSTALL.LIBRARY'

// EXTENT ,CAIVOL

// LIBDEF PHASE,SEARCH=CAIILIB.EVY9502

*

// DLBL IJSYSPH,'CAI.WORK.PUNCH',0,SD

// EXTENT SYSPCH,CAIVOL,1,0,Start-trk,NumofTrks

   ASSGN SYSPCH,DISK,VOL=CAIVOL,SHR

*

// ASSGN SYS006,DISK,VOL=CAIVOL,SHR

// DLBL PANDD1,'CAI.PANVALET.PANLIB',,DA

// EXTENT SYS006,CAIVOL

// EXEC PGM=PAN#1,SIZE=256K

   ++INSERT PUNCH

   $+USING PAN0

/*

// DLBL LIB,'VSE.LIBRARY'

// EXTENT ,CAIVOL

// EXEC PGM=LIBR,SIZE=256K

   ACCESS SUBLIB=LIB.Sub-Library

   PUNCH COB*.C

/*

   CLOSE SYSPCH,00D

/*

*

// DLBL CAIILIB,'CAI.EVY9502.INSTALL.LIBRARY'

// EXTENT ,CAIVOL

// LIBDEF PHASE,SEARCH=CAIILIB.EVY9502

*

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'CAI.WORK.PUNCH',0,SD

// EXTENT SYSIPT,CAIVOL,1,0,Start-trk,NumofTrks

   ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=CAIVOL,SHR

*

// ASSGN SYS006,DISK,VOL=CAIVOL,SHR

// DLBL PANDD1,'CAI.PANVALET.PANLIB',,DA

// EXTENT SYS006,CAIVOL

// UPSI &UPSI

   IF $RC EQ 0 THEN

// EXEC PGM=PAN#1,SIZE=256K

/&

// JOB RESETASN

   NOLOG * RESET SYSIPT LOGICAL UNIT

   CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

/&

* $$EOJ

Following is a sample job stream that assembles and link edits EFF000 as PAN0:
* $$ JOB JNM=USERID,CLASS=0,DISP=D,PRI=3

* $$ LST CLASS=A,DEST=(*,USERID),DISP=D,JSEP=0

// JOB ASMLINK

   NOLOG *------------------------------------*

   NOLOG *  ASSEMBLE AND LINK EFF000 AS PAN0  *

   NOLOG *------------------------------------*
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// OPTION NODUMP,JCANCEL

// DLBL CAIILIB,'CAI.EVY9502.INSTALL.LIBRARY'

// EXTENT ,VOL-SER

// LIBDEF PHASE,SEARCH=CAIILIB.EVY9502

// LIBDEF PHASE,CATALOG=CAIILIB.EVY9502

// ASSGN SYS006,DISK,VOL=VOL-SER,SHR

// DLBL PANDD1,'CAI.PANVALET.PANLIB',,DA

// EXTENT SYS006,VOL-SER

*

// ASSGN SYS005,DISK,VOL=VOL-SER,SHR

// DLBL PANDD2,'USERID.SYSIN.DATASET',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS005,VOL-SER,1,0,STARTING-TRK,ENDING-TRK

// EXEC PGM=PAN#1,SIZE=256K

   ++WRITE WORK,EFF000

/*

// DLBL IJSYSIN,'USERID.SYSIN.DATASET',0,SD

// EXTENT SYSIPT,VOL-SER,1,0,STARTING-TRK,ENDING-TRK

   ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=VOL-SER,SHR

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE PAN0,*

// EXEC ASSEMBLY

// EXEC LNKEDT,PARM='MSHP'

/*

/&

z/OS PDS Conversion Feature - PAN0
Conversion from one library system to another can be a very tedious task. PAN0 takes the drudgery out of a conversion
and makes it simple.

Interfacing between a PDS and Panvalet would be inconvenient if it were not for the PDS conversion feature. This feature
allows you to convert an entire PDS (all members) into Panvalet with only two commands.

WARNING
PDS members cannot contain Panvalet commands or results will be unpredictable.

NOTE
When using PAN0 to convert PDS members that are greater than 80 bytes in length, you must set the
installation PVOPT option LNGEXIT to YES. For more information, see PVOPT Macro USERMODs.

Technical Description

Two DD statements (INBPAM and INBSAM) that describe the same PDS are required. One accesses the directory and
the other accesses the members.

Initialize this feature with a USING command followed by a model ADD command. The ADD command follows the
standard format of an ADD, except that the Panvalet name is an asterisk (*). PAN0 supplies the PDS member name for
each PDS member to the model ADD command. All parameters following the asterisk are included in the ADD command
for all PDS members. Only one model ADD command is necessary for all members in a PDS.

An example of PAN0 coding is:

//PAN0     EXEC  PGM=PAN#1

//STEPLIB  DD  (if required)

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A
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//INBPAM   DD DSN=     (PDS to be converted)

//INBSAM   DD DSN=

//PANDD1   DD DSN=     (receiving CA-Panvalet library)

//SYSIN    DD *

   ++USING PAN0

   ++ADD *,COBOL,LIST

The asterisk in the model ADD command must be in column 7. All parameters following the asterisk correspond to an
ordinary ADD command and are optional.

The model ADD command should have a language type so that proper sequencing, formatting, and compression take
place. If a library contains many different languages, use a type of DATA. Use the scan facility of PAN#8 and the FORMAT
command to correct all language type discrepancies.

If only a few members of the PDS are of different language types, you should first use the OPTION INPUT command of
PAN#1 to input these exceptions. When the PAN0 program is invoked, these programs cause a PV022 NEW NAME IN
USE message to be generated. The members are then skipped and execution of PAN0 continues. You must also use
this procedure if the PDS member names contain special characters (@, #, $), and the Panvalet library is version 11.0 or
lower. In this case, you must specify a member name on the OPTION INPUT command that overrides the ADD command.

This extended feature is linked at installation time and, therefore, does not require you to do any linking. Use the name
PAN0 to invoke this feature.

VSE Console Input
The following topics are covered in this section:

Functions Through the System Console

The VSE console input extended feature lets you enter basic Panvalet functions through the system console. The
computer operator can directly interface with a Panvalet library. This becomes very convenient when all JCL is stored
on Panvalet and the operator, through a console command, initiates the job straight from Panvalet. The result is like an
internal reader ability for non-POWER users (for more information, see VSE JCL Console Control).

The operator has the ability to:

• Write a Panvalet member to a disk extent.
• Write a Panvalet member to the printer.
• Punch a Panvalet member on a temporary update basis.
• End a Panvalet console input either normally or abnormally.
• Enter any PAN#1 Panvalet command.

Technical Description

Job control to initiate the console input feature is the same as for PAN#1. If the feature has been linked in resident mode,
a PAN READY message appears on the SYSLOG device, and processing can be initiated.

If the feature is linked in transient mode, PAN#1 attempts to read input from SYSIPT. The first statement in SYSIPT must
be a USING command to initiate console input. Once initiated, the PAN READY message is printed at the SYSLOG
device. Processing from the console can then begin.

You can greatly simplify transient mode execution if all JCL, USING commands, and CLOSE SYSIN,X'00C' statements
are on a disk extent. The operator then assigns SYSIN to the extent to initiate console processing. At end-of-job, the disk
extent is closed, and SYSIN is reassigned to the reader for batch processing.
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VSE console input accepts all PAN#1 commands in addition to the special commands outlined here. Whenever a
command is executed, a PAN READY message is printed. This signifies that the preceding command was successful if
there was no error message.

The following are special commands available through VSE console input:

RUN Command (RUN name)
RUN takes the member name from the Panvalet library and writes it to the PANDD2 disk extent.

HELP Command (HELP name)
The specified member name is printed on the SYSLST device.

PUNCH Command (PUNCH name)
The member name specified is punched on SYSPCH.

CHANGE Command (CH name)
This specifies the name of a member you want to update. Updates take place with subsequent R, C, and D
subcommands. All rules of the Panvalet UPDATE command hold. All updates are temporary and assume a level
of 1.

Replacement Subcommand

Use this subcommand exactly like the R subcommand in PAN#1.

R seq1 ,[seq2] ,/ scan / replace / [,col1] [,col2]

Change Subcommand

Use this subcommand exactly like the C subcommand in PAN#1.

C seq1 [,seq2]

C seq1 ,(beginning-column,field)

Delete Subcommand

Use this subcommand exactly like the D subcommand in PAN#1.

D seq1 [,seq2]

ABORT Command

ABORT issues a cancel macro to abnormally terminate Panvalet. All subsequent job control and Panvalet commands on
SYSIPT are skipped until a /& is encountered.

ABORT

EOF Command

This command writes the Panvalet member (name) to the work extent.

EOF name

These statements are used to close a SYSIN assignment. Suggested is:
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/&

CLOSE SYSIN,X'00C'

EOJ Command

This ends console input normally. Panvalet tries to read the next command from SYSIPT. In most cases, this is end-of-file
which terminates Panvalet.

EOJ

Command Translator
The command translator allows limited command compatibility with other library systems. Its value can be readily seen
during a conversion effort or in updating vendor-supplied software sources.

Change subcommands in other library systems are converted to Panvalet commands. These commands include:

• z/OS IEBUPDTE's ./ DELETE command
• VSE source statement library's )ADD, )DEL, and )REP commands
• Librarian -INS, -DEL, and -REP commands
• BASIS, INSERT, and DELETE commands

One example of the use of this feature is in vendor-supplied software sources. In many cases, such vendors supply
update streams to fix errors and to include new capabilities. You can now maintain this type of source on Panvalet. By
replacing the foreign library system's update statement with a Panvalet UPDATE command and a C SEQxxy command,
all further updating works satisfactorily.

Technical Description

In z/OS IEBUPDTE, the ./ DELETE command is converted to a ++D command. You are responsible for supplying +
+UPDATE and ++C SEQxxy commands to replace the ./ CHANGE command. Sequence numbers in each data statement
specify the location for an add or replace of a statement.

In a VSE source statement library, the )ADD command is converted to a ++C seq1 command. The )DEL is converted to +
+D seq1 ,seq2 command. The )REP is converted to a ++D. Data statements are expected after the )ADD and )REP. You
must supply the proper Panvalet UPDATE and ++C SEQxxy commands.

For Librarian, the -INS is converted to a ++C seq1. The -DEL is converted to a ++DD seq1 ,seq2 command. The -REP is
converted to a ++D. Data statements are expected after the -INS and -REP. You must replace the -SEL with the Panvalet
UPDATE command. If you use user sequence numbers, you also need to add a ++C SEQxxy command.

For BASIS, the BASIS command is converted to an UPDATE command and a ++C SEQ016 command. The update
assumes a level of 1 and provides the TEMP attribute. The INSERT command is ignored. All data statements to be
inserted must have proper sequence numbers included for proper placement. The DELETE command is converted to a
++C seq1, seq2. Only one statement or range of statements to be deleted is supported. Data statements can follow the
DELETE command. Both the BASIS and DELETE commands are positioned in column 41 of the generated Panvalet
command.

Problem Determination
When a problem occurs in your EFF, go through the following checklist before contacting Broadcom Support:
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• Is your EFF an unmodified, distributed, and supported Broadcom product? (If not, Broadcom cannot be responsible for
user code.)

• Can you reproduce the problem without the EFF? (This can determine if the problem is actually caused by the EFF or
Panvalet itself.)

• Does the link listing reflect any errors?
• Are the modules linked in the order that is sequenced on the installation tape?

If an abend occurred:

• Does register 10 point to the word Panvalet?
• Does the EFF save all of the Panvalet registers correctly?
• Can the EFF be located in the core dump?
• Is the correct copy of the EFF being used?

Required Information

If the problem still exists after going over the checklist, have the following information available before contacting
Broadcom Support:

• Panvalet installation tape VOLSER
• Link map
• JCL, input, and output
• Core dump (force one if ABEND did not occur)
• EFF source listing
• Options module specifications

Advanced Techniques
The advanced techniques are included for your information. With these techniques and your know-how, you can achieve
maximum efficiency and use of your system 

PDS Processing
For many reasons, every z/OS site has card-image partitioned data sets (PDSs) that cannot be converted to Panvalet.
The most obvious example is the system PROCLIBs. In this case, the operating system requires that procedure JCL be
stored in a partitioned data set.

Updating members in a PDS is a problem in the same way source library PDS updates were. Although the problem
of source library updates has been completely eliminated with Panvalet, help is needed with any PDS that cannot be
completely converted to Panvalet.

Panvalet can help by combining the update ease of the Panvalet system with complete PDS processing. Now PDSs such
as SYS1.PROCLIB and others can be maintained on Panvalet.

The following advanced techniques can be performed:

• Include members of a PDS into Panvalet
• Include an entire PDS into Panvalet
• Write a member to a PDS
• Write multiple members to a PDS
• Maintain SYS1.PROCLIB on Panvalet
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Include Members of a PDS

PAN#1 includes members of a PDS into Panvalet. A DD statement is required for the PDS. Any ddname works, but
assume PDS for this example. An OPTION INPUT command is necessary as well as either an ADD or UPDATE ALL
command. Use the ADD command for new Panvalet members, and use the UPDATE ALL command for existing Panvalet
members to replace. The following includes PDS member ABC into Panvalet:

++OPTION INPUT,PDS

++ADD ABC

If you want to change the Panvalet name to DEF, code:

++OPTION INPUT,PDS,ABC

++ADD DEF

You can make multiple inclusions from one PDS by following the ADD with more ADDs or UPDATEs:

++OPTION INPUT,PDS,ABC         Copy PDS members to AllFusion CA-Panvalet

++ADD DEF                      Add PDS member ABC as DEF

++UPDATE MEMBER1,0,ALL         Update MEMBER1

++ADD MEMBER2                  Add PDS member MEMBER2

You can process more than one PDS by following with another OPTION INPUT command:

++OPTION INPUT,PDS

++ADD ABC

++OPTION INPUT,PDS2

++UPDATE DEF,0,ALL

Include an Entire PDS

You can include an entire PDS into Panvalet using only two commands. A detailed description of this feature is found in
the z/OS PDS Conversion Feature - PAN0 topic in the section "Supplied Extended Features." The following commands
are all that are necessary:

++USING PAN0

++ADD *,JCL

Write a PDS Member

You can write a Panvalet member to an existing PDS by using any one or a combination of WRITE, SELECT, and INSERT
to the work file commands. See the OPTION OUTPUT Command in Using for complete information. The following writes
a PDS member named ABC:

++OPTION OUTPUT,PDS

++WRITE WORK,ABC

Write Multiple Members to a PDS

You can write multiple PDS members by using multiple WRITE commands following the OPTION OUTPUT. Also, you can
use multiple OPTION OUTPUT commands to process multiple PDSs:
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++OPTION OUTPUT,PDS1

++WRITE  WORK,MEM1

++WRITE  WORK,MEM2

++OPTION OUTPUT,PDS2

++WRITE  WORK,MEM3

You can also create PDS members with a combination of SELECT, INSERT, and WRITE commands. The SELECT or
INSERT does not cause a PDS member to be added. However, a WRITE, ID, EXEC, or OPTION OUTPUT command
causes a PDS member to be added. The following shows various examples of multiple member processing and when the
add occurs:

++OPTION OUTPUT,DD1,ABC

++WRITE WORK,DEF               (ADD of member ABC in DD1; closes

                                previous OPTION OUTPUT)

++INSERT WORK

data statements

++SELECT WORK,ABC,1,4,200

++SELECT WORK,MDT,2,500,200

++ID                           (ADD for member XYZ in DD2; closes

                                OPTION OUTPUT)

++OPTION OUTPUT,DD3,ABC

++WRITE WORK,ABCT

++WRITE WORK,XYZ               (ADD member ABC in DD3)

++WRITE WORK,DEF               (ADD member XYZ in DD3)

++ADD GHI,JCL

      ++INCLUDE A

      ++INCLUDE B

      ++INCLUDE C

data statements

++WRITE WORK, GHI              {ADD member DEF

                               {ADD member A

                               {ADD member B

                               {ADD member C

++WRITE WORK,D                 (ADD member GHI)

++SELECT WORK,GHI,1,1,3        (INCLUDEs are expanded)

++INSERT WORK

data statements

++OPTION OUTPUT,DD4            (ADD of member D in DD3)

++WRITE WORK,*                 (ADD of all members in library in

                                DD4)

++ID                           (closes OPTION OUTPUT)

++OPTION OUTPUT,DD5

++SELECT WORK,ABC,1,2,4

++ID                           (ADD of member TEMPNAME in DD5;

                                closes OPTION OUTPUT)

++OPTION OUTPUT,DD6,TNSUB

++WRITE WORK,SUPERSET          (SUPERSET entry)

++ID                           (ADD entire SS under name TNSUB in

                                DD6; closes OPTION OUTPUT)

++OPTION OUTPUT,DD7,SUBSET

++WRITE WORK,SUPERSET.SUBSET

++ID                           (ADD SUBSET as SUPERSET name in
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                                DD7)

                               (closes OPTION OUTPUT)

Maintain SYS1.PROCLIB

Maintaining any PDS on a Panvalet library follows a similar procedure. A common example is PROCLIB maintenance.
You can perform PROCLIB maintenance on any Panvalet library. It becomes much easier to dedicate a Panvalet library
for each PDS. The Panvalet group processor (PGP) feature can be useful in combining PDSs into one Panvalet library.

NOTE
You cannot use a Panvalet library as a PROCLIB with or without the Panvalet subsystem.

This example assumes a dedicated PAN library for SYS1.PROCLIB:

1. Use PAN#4 to create a Panvalet library for the PROCLIB:

++CLEAR

2. Use the PAN#1 PDS conversion feature (PAN0) to include the entire PDS into Panvalet:

++USING PAN0

++ADD *,JCL.LIST,NOFORMAT

3. Perform the necessary updates. This example changes all occurrences of 3330 to 3380.
Use PAN#8 to scan the entire library for occurrences of 3330. A listing of occurrences results which you should check
to ensure accuracy.

++SCAN *,/3330/

Use PAN#8 to make changes:

++SCAN *

++REP /3330/3380/

4. If everything is successful, use PAN#1 to write back the PDS. Assume a new PDS is created with a ddname of PDS1.

++OPTION OUTPUT,PDS1

++WRITE WORK,*

5. You can double-check the PDS for accuracy. If correct, scratch SYS1.PROCLIB and rename the PDS created in Step
4 to SYS1.PROCLIB.

COBOL COPY Verb Support

COBOL COPY Verb Plus Panvalet Storage

To aid in the combined use of the COBOL COPY verb and the Panvalet storage facility, Broadcom provides a procedure
to allow continued use of the COBOL COPY verb while storing and maintaining the COPY source on Panvalet.

During a WRITE WORK command with an OPTION OUTPUT in effect, Panvalet adds a PDS member for every INCLUDE
command in the member being written to work. This allows copy support. At the end of each COBOL source, add the
INCLUDE commands for each COPY verb. Also add the copy source to Panvalet.

Each COBOL source program looks similar to this after the INCLUDEs have been added:

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

    .

    .
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    .

01 NAME1 COPY MEM1.

01 NAME2 COPY MEM2.

    .

    .

    .

STOP RUN.

++INCLUDE MEM1

++INCLUDE MEM2

When you want a COBOL compile, an OPTION OUTPUT and a WRITE command create PDS members that contain the
program source and each member you want to copy. The compiler can read in the program source member as SYSIN.
The SYSLIB in the COBOL compile step also refers to the PDS.

The following JCL performs the compile using this technique. This attains the benefits of continued use of the COBOL
COPY verb and COPY source maintenance on Panvalet.

  //PAN EXEC PGM= PAN1  (see sample CA-Panvalet JCL procedures)

* //PDS    DD UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),SPACE=TRK,(5,5,5)),

* //               DSN=PDS,DCB=(BLKSIZE=800,LRECL=80,DSORG=PO,

* //               RECFM=FB)

  ++OPTION OUTPUT,PDS,COMMON

  ++WRITE WORK,MEMBER1

* //EXEC COBUC

* //SYSLIB DD DSN=PDS,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

* //SYSIN  DD DSN=PDS(COMMON),DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

NOTE
If this were a site standard, you could easily write a catalog procedure to eliminate the statements marked with
an asterisk.

VSE JCL Console Control
This topic covers the following information:

Console Input Feature

Panvalet with the VSE console input extended feature (see Supplied Extended Features for a description) provides a
convenient way to enter jobs into the system without the need for a card reader. This is very much like an internal reader
capability for both POWER and NON-POWER users.

Console Control

Console control is a method of storing production JCL on a Panvalet library and initiating execution through operator
console commands. This in no way affects standard input.

The system operator can select the job control and the jobs from Panvalet that need to be executed. Simple commands
are all that are necessary to begin initiation of any job from Panvalet. In addition, the operator can modify, add, or delete
statements as necessary on a permanent or temporary basis. This can be combined with the addition of job control
straight from the console device.

To provide this support, a Panvalet library is necessary with each job or associated jobs in individual members. Also, one
member with a member name of PVRDR needs to be created with the following three statements:
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/*

/&

CLOSE SYSIN,X'00C'      (assume '00C' represents the card reader)

A disk extent also needs to be established with the following JCL:

//JOB CONSOLE                                                       

  .                                                                 

  .                            (Standard PAN#1 job control)         

  .                                                                 

// ASSGN SYSLST,IGN            (For no printed output only)         

// EXEC PAN#1                                                       

   ++USING CONSOLE             (Name to be given to extended feature)

   ++INSERT WORK,/&                                                 

   CLOSE SYSIN,X'00C'                                               

/*                                                                  

// ASSGN SYSLST,X'00E'         (Reinstate printer)                  

   CLOSE SYSIN,X'160'          (Assume '160' is PANDD2 disk volume) 

/&

   CLOSE SYSIN,X'00C'

Assigning SYSLST to ignore nullifies the HELP command because this output goes to SYSLST.

The PANDD2 disk extent must be on a different volume than the previous JCL disk extent. This provides all that is
necessary to schedule jobs from the system console.

Initiating a Job

To initiate a job, assign SYSIN to the JCL disk extent. This begins PAN#1. After the USING command is read, you have
control and a PAN READY message is printed. Use the VSE console input commands (see Supplied Extended Features)
to build a job stream on the PANDD2 extent. After completion, an EOF PVRDR command writes the appropriate close
information at the end of the file (actually writes Panvalet member PVRDR at the end of the file).

If no mistakes were made, type EOJ. This completes Panvalet console input. The SYSIN assignment automatically
changes to the PANDD2 disk extent and the stream just established is executed. After completion of the stream, SYSIN
automatically resets to the card reader. If you want, you can then start the cycle over again.

If an error is found in the creation of the PANDD2 extent, the ABORT command terminates Panvalet. SYSIN automatically
reassigns to the card reader. If desired, try again by restarting the cycle. No attempt is made to execute job control stored
on the PANDD2 extent. The entire PANDD2 disk extent must be recreated.

Notes and Suggestions

• You should create this Panvalet library with the smallest block size possible for the DASD device.
• You can stack multiple jobs behind one another on the work file for a multi-job stream.
• Store all run information as a separate member but with a different prefix or suffix. This maintains a complete historical

and backup file of all JCL and run sheets. You can easily access these by operations through the HELP command.
• For processing in different partitions, a separate SYSIN file and PANDD2 work file are necessary.
• You should periodically take a ++WRITE PRINT,* and place it near the operator for reference purposes.
• Programs which read data statements and are not device independent can be handled by including in JCL:

// ASSGN SYSIPT,X'00C'
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The input statements are then placed in the physical card reader followed by a /*.
• The UPDATE subcommand gives you the ability to make a temporary update of the JCL. This command assumes

a Panvalet level of 1. A systems programmer should be responsible for all permanent updates to the Panvalet JCL
library. The systems programmer should also be responsible for returning the level to 1 following all permanent
updates.

Execute Processor
This topic covers the following information:

EXEC Command

The EXEC command allows exit from Panvalet to another program without incurring additional step initiation/termination
system overhead.

Syntax

++EXEC name  [,PARM=' parameter information']

++EXEC
++EXEC terminates the execution of PAN#1 and transfers control (XCTL macro) to the load module specified.

Parameters
name

This required parameter is the valid z/OS load module name.
[,PARM='parameter information']

This optional parameter is the PARM field you want to pass to the new program to be executed.

Operation

An example of the convenience that the EXEC processor offers is in the building of a load module member from the
linkage editor. For example, a new program to be linked is made up of three object programs and is named ACCTREC.
The only coding necessary (other than link-edit JCL) is as follows:

++WRITE WORK,MOD10BJ

++WRITE WORK,MOD20BJ

++WRITE WORK,MOD30BJ

++INSERT WORK

  NAME ACCTREC(R)

++EXEC IEWL,PARM='XREF,LIST'

You can direct Panvalet to write all work records to SYSLIN (JCL PARM field) so that the linkage editor can pick it up
directly.

Another method is to define SYSLIN as a PDS with a member name of OBJECT. Then, an OPTION OUTPUT command
can reroute all Panvalet work records.

++OPTION OUTPUT,SYSLIN,OBJECT

You can use this same method in compiles and other tasks. For example, a production program that needs certain card
input requirements for one or more files lends itself to this situation. Operations personnel can select the correct input
through WRITE and INSERT commands. The EXEC command then initiates the program. For example:
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++UPDATE T3INPUT,6,TEMP

++D 7

  06/17/83

++WRITE WORK,T3INPUT

++EXEC USERPROG

The previous coding updates a date statement to be input into a production program. A temporary update is made so that
no changes are made to the Panvalet library. After updating, all parameter statements are written to the work file, and the
user production program is initiated. This program can directly read its input from PANDD2. You can also use the OPTION
OUTPUT command in this situation.

Broadcom supplies the source of a program that, when initiated from the EXEC command, initiates from one to four other
programs before returning to Panvalet. This expands the possibilities of the EXEC processor.

The supplied coding performs an assembly and then returns to Panvalet. It is fully documented and can easily be modified
to execute any series of programs. The program is table driven, so it is only necessary to change table entries to redirect
the function of the program.

A typical example is to compile a program and store the object text back on Panvalet in one step:

// EXEC PAN1

++WRITE WORK,ASMPROGRAM

++EXEC EFFEXEC

//SYSIN2 DD *

++OPTION INPUT,SYSPUNCH,OBJECT

++UPDATE OBJPROGRAM,0,ALL

For complete information and documentation, see the source on your installation Panvalet library.

Embedded Commands
Panvalet commands can be stored and executed directly from a Panvalet member. This technique is available when
Panvalet creates a production job stream, establishes parameter input to a program, or periodically performs any other
task that needs the same commands. Rather than keep these Panvalet commands in statement form, they can be stored
and maintained on Panvalet.

The following example creates a Panvalet member and then executes the commands from that member. Under most
production circumstances, the command members have already been created. Standard PAN#1 job control is used with
the addition of a temporary PDS (assume a ddname of DD1).

++ADD EMBEDDED

$+WRITE WORK,MEMO

$+WRITE PRINT,MEM1

$+WRITE PUNCH,MEM2

$+LEVEL MEM2,4,1

$+UPDATE MEM3,6

$+R 38,,/FLD/FIELD/

++OPTION OUTPUT,DD1

++WRITE WORK,EMBEDDED

++ID

++OPTION INPUT,DD1,EMBEDDED

++ADD DUMMY

++WRITE PRINT,MEM4
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The first ++ADD creates a Panvalet member consisting of all the $+ statements. In the usual manner, $+ statements are
converted to ++ when stored in the library. Statement 8 prepares the PDS for output. Statement 9 writes to the PDS the
commands that were previously added. Statement 10 cancels the OPTION OUTPUT feature. This is because any further
writing to work results in the output going to the PDS rather than the work file. Statement 11 prepares the PDS for input
and signifies that the first member to be read is EMBEDDED. Statement 12 is a dummy ADD command that triggers
alternate input from the PDS.

The ADD fails because zero statements are not allowed, but commands in the PDS member are executed. Statement 13
is executed after end-of-file is reached in the PDS member.

The first command in the PDS cannot be a conditional command (for example, --COMMAND). Also, an ADD or UPDATE
ALL in the PDS terminates the PDS member and tries to switch to a new PDS member, as determined by the Panvalet
name specified. A return to the original PDS member does not take place. An ID command also terminates reading of the
PDS member with a resumption back to the standard SYSIN file.

You can find more information, see the OPTION Command.

Rearranging Members
Panvalet can easily create new members from portions of existing members. You can combine part of one member, an
entirely different member, and data statements to create a new member in one step.

Also, you can rearrange statements in a member as the following examples illustrate:

z/OS

++OPTION OUTPUT,DD1,D        - Open output PDS

++SELECT WORK,B,2,43,56      - Select from B

++SELECT WORK,C,3,100,987    - Select from C

++SELECT WORK,A,1,34,768     - Select from A

++ID CLOSE OUTPUT PDS        - Do STOW of PDS member D

++OPTION INPUT,DD1

++ADD D,COBOL                - Create new member D from PDS

                               member

VSE

++SELECT WORK,A,2,43,56      - Select from A

++SELECT WORK,A,2,100,987    - Select from A

++SELECT WORK,A,2,34,78      - Select from A

$*                           - Place /* on work file

++OPTION INPUT,SYS005        - Work file as optional input

++UPDATE A,2,ALL             - Replace member A with rearranged

                               code

NOTE
When using the CCWEXIT option, which has blocked output, the last block cannot have been written yet. Use
tape work file or INSERT 200 blank statements after the $*, which forces a block to be written.
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Easytrieve Directory Reports

Panvalet Reports

Panvalet provides a very powerful directory reporting ability that has many options, is extremely flexible, and is easy to
use. However, you can produce your own directory reports in any desired format through any high-level language or
reporting system.

The PRINT 0-UP command in PAN#2 writes 80-byte records that contain all directory information to the punch file. By
letting your program read this file of directory entries, you can develop any desired report format.

Easytrieve Reports

Easytrieve is a generalized reporting and file maintenance system marketed by Broadcom. It is used to produce
customized reports in a very short time, easily, and with minimum technical knowledge. In fact, many non-data processing
people use Easytrieve every day to produce reports that can take a COBOL programmer weeks to do.

For more information about Easytrieve, contact Broadcom.
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Best Practices
The section provides a brief introduction to the Broadcom mainframe management strategy and features, and describes
the best practices for installing and configuring Panvalet.

The intended audience of this material is systems programmers and administrators who install, configure, deploy, and
maintain Panvalet.

Mainframe 2.0 Overview

Mainframe 2.0 is Broadcom's strategy for providing leadership in the mainframe operating environment. Broadcom intends
to lead the mainframe marketplace for customer experience, Out-Tasking solutions, and solution innovation. After listening
to customer needs and requirements to keep the mainframe operating environment viable and cost-effective, Broadcom is
providing new tools to simplify usage and to energize this operating environment for years to come.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) is an important step in realizing the Mainframe 2.0 strategy. CSM simplifies and
standardizes the delivery, installation, maintenance, deployment, and configuration of mainframe products on z/OS
systems. CSM has a browser-based user interface (UI) with a modern look and feel for managing those solutions. As
products adopt Mainframe 2.0 features and CSM services, you can acquire, install, and manage your software in a
common way.

CSM provides software acquisition, installation, and deployment services that make it easier for you to obtain and install
Broadcom mainframe products, and apply the recommended maintenance. The services within CSM enable you to
manage your software easily based on industry accepted best practices. The common browser-based UI makes the look
and feel of the environment friendly and familiar. It enables you to deploy mainframe software faster, following industry
best practices, and with less chance of error.

Broadcom follows the IBM z/OS packaging standards using SMP/E, with some additional Broadcom qualities of service
added, to make installation simple and consistent. Additionally, through the synchronization of product releases and the
use of common test environments, Broadcom will declare a yearly mainframe software stack that includes many new
releases with enhanced functionality. This stack is certified for interoperability across the Broadcom mainframe product
portfolio and the base IBM z/OS product stack.

Mainframe 2.0 Features

Mainframe 2.0 has the following main features:

CSM
Is a z/OS based application that delivers simplified acquisition and installation capabilities using a common z/OS-
based web application delivered through a browser-based UI. CSM includes the following services:
Product Acquisition Service (PAS)

Facilitates the acquisition of Broadcom's mainframe products and services, including product base
installation packages and program temporary fixes (PTFs). This service integrates the inventory of
products available on your system with Broadcom Support Online, providing a seamless environment for
managing and downloading software and fixes onto your system.

Software Installation Service (SIS)
Facilitates the installation and maintenance of the Broadcom mainframe products in the software
inventory of the driving system. This service enables you to browse and manage the software inventory
using a web interface, and automate tasks for products that use SMP/E to manage installation. You can
browse downloaded software packages, and browse and manage one or more consolidated software
inventories (CSIs) on the driving system.
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Electronic Software Delivery (ESD)
Enables you to get Broadcom products from an FTP server. The process is improved so that you no longer need
to build a tape to install the product.

Best Practices Management
Integrates with IBM Health Checker for z/OS to verify that deployed software follows Broadcom's best practices.
The health checks continually monitor the system and software to provide feedback on whether the software
continues to be configured optimally.

Installation Best Practices

CSM (CSM)

We recommend that you use CSM to acquire, install, and maintain your product. CSM provides a web interface, which
works with ESD and standardized installation, to provide a common way to manage Broadcom mainframe products.
You can use it to download and install your product. CSM lets you download product and maintenance releases over
the internet directly to your system from the Broadcom Support website. After you use CSM to download your product or
maintenance, you use the same interface to install the downloaded software packages using SMP/E.

After you install the product, use the product's Install Utility to set it up. CSM can continue to help you maintain your
product.

NOTE
If there is maintenance for VSAM data sets, use the Install Utility to update those data sets for each region you
have set up.

For more information about CSM, see the CSM documenatation. For more information about product setup, see Installing.

Panvalet Reinitialization

An initial program load (IPL) is not required when installing Panvalet. However, if using the Panvalet Subsystem. you must
start with CA90s or use the PSQUIT and PSINIT procedures to reinitialize the Panvalet Subsystem (SUBSY=PANV).

Reinitializing the the Panvalet Subsystem interface with CA90s can reduce implementation and testing time without an
IPL.

Panvalet Security Installation

We recommend installing one of the following three external security packages to handle security for Panvalet.

• ACF2 for z/OS
• Top Secret
• IBM Resource Access Control Facility (RACF)

NOTE
Panvalet will interface with any of these security packages if available by default, during installation.

The external security interface can provide better security for your Panvalet libraries and the residing members than
the Panvalet internal Control Codes and/or User Codes.

Configuration Best Practices

Library Configuration

Panvalet stores individual members in increments of blocks. The recommended block size for a library depends on the
size of the library members. In Panvalet libraries with relatively large members (such as COBOL), we recommend using a
correspondingly large block size. If you are using a library with small members, we recommend using a smaller block size.
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Fine-tuning the Panvalet library can help improve performance when accessing the library.

The programs PAN#2 with the ++PRINT option and PAN#6 with the ++ANALYSIS option can be run to obtain
characteristics of the library and its members.

Date of Last Access

When processing with the Panvalet Subsystem interface, we recommend you turn off the Date of Last Access option. This
option prevents directory updates for read-only functions. This means that no library enqueueing is performed.

Wait time is reduced when accessing the Panvalet library

Eliminating Hardware Reserve

We recommend turning on the Panvalet footprint option when working in a multi-CPU environment.

Turning on the Panvalet footprint option eliminates the need for long-term hardware reserves and helps protect a Panvalet
library when it is shared across like or disparate operating systems.

With footprinting, the RESERVE is active only for the time required to read or write the footprint. The footprint, a 2-byte
field in the library control record, tells a job from the second CPU that someone else has write-only access to the Panvalet
library.

Library Upgrades

We recommend using the AFTERDUMP option to upgrade an earlier version of a Panvalet library.

The AFTERDUMP option is transparent to the programmer and management. This option also automatically upgrades the
Panvalet library and creates a backup library of the previous Panvalet version.

Panvalet Library File Configuration

You should initialize any shared Panvalet library files with DSORG=PS. We also recommend using the following block
sizes:

• Device 2311: 3624; 1740; 828
• Device 2314: 7292; 3520; 1692; 1092; 792
• Device 3330: 13028; 6444; 3156; 2056; 1508; 1180
• Device 3340: 8368; 4100; 1966; 1254; 898; 680
• Device 3350: 9440; 4628; 3024; 2220; 1740; 1416; 1188; 1016
• Device 3375: 17600; 11616; 8608; 5600; 3200; 2176; 1504; 1056
• Device 3380: 23476; 15476; 11476; 7476; 4276; 2932; 2044;1044
• Device 3390: 27998; 18452; 13682; 7548; 4136; 2942; 2082; 1086
• Device 9345: 22928; 15072; 11156; 8808; 4100; 3008; 2144; 1180

Correctly configuring your Panvalet library files helps improve performance and reduce the risk of unpredictable results.

Batch Processing

We recommend using batch processing instead of online processing when performing a high volume of copy-and-move
transactions.

Panvalet performs batch processing in the background, which helps improve performance for users initiating mass copy-
and-move transactions.
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Enqueue and Dequeue Processing

We recommend using MIM or Global Resource Serialization (GRS) for enqueue and dequeue processing in shared z/OS
environments. If you are using MIM, define the following QNAMEs:

_PANVALET GDIF=YES,SCOPE=SYSTEM,ECMF=YES,EXEMPT=YES,RESERVES=KEEP,       

                                                            RPTAFTER=060

  SPFPAN   GDIF=YES,SCOPE=SYSTEM,ECMF=YES,EXEMPT=YES,RESERVES=KEEP,     

                                                            RPTAFTER=060

  VALETPAN GDIF=YES,SCOPE=RESERVES,ECMF=YES,EXEMPT=YES,RESERVES=CONVERT,

                                                            RPTAFTER=060

_SPFEDIT    GDIF=YES,SCOPE=SYSTEM,ECMF=YES,EXEMPT=YES,RESERVES=KEEP,     

                                                            RPTAFTER=060

If you are using GRS, adding to the conversion RNL converts hardware reserves to system enqueues. You should define
the following conversion RNL for the queue:

_RNLDEF RNL(INCL) TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(PANVALET) 

  RNLDEF RNL(CON) TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(VALETPAN)

  RNLDEF RNL(INCL) TYPE(GENERIC) QNAME(SPFPAN) 

  RNLDEF RNL(CON) TYPE(GENERIC)QNAME(SPFEDIT)  

Correctly configuring your enqueue and dequeue processing helps prevent data corruption or loss of data.

Periodic Backups

We recommend you perform periodic backups of your Panvalet libraries.

Scheduling periodic backups of your Panvalet libraries can help protect against data loss or corruption.

Integration Best Practices

Panvalet Subsystem Integration

The Panvalet Subsystem interface lets you use familiar JCL parameters to pull in Panvalet members, which helps improve
input efficiency and allow for concatenation with other input sources. Because the Panvalet Subsystem permits programs
using BPAM access techniques to read Panvalet library files and their members, the full range of Panvalet capabilities are
extended to your Source, MACRO, COPY, and object libraries.

 We recommend using the Panvalet Subsystem interface, SUBSYS=PANV, when working with IBM software compilers
and Panvalet library files and IBM-partitioned data sets.
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Messages
This section describes the ABEND codes that are issued by Panvalet programs and all messages that are displayed on
the operator console and system print unit by Panvalet. Their cause and the suggested action to take for correction or
recovery are explained.

All Panvalet programs display messages to document events that occurred during execution of the library functions. They
typically appear only to inform you of the action that is taken by the Panvalet system. These messages are displayed on
the system print unit with the list of the Panvalet input stream.

Some messages might require you to take action. When an inconsistency exists in the Panvalet library due to improper
device assignment, file specification, or if DASD read/write errors that are encountered on the Panvalet library, an
appropriate message appears on the operator console in addition to the system print unit.

Actual messages that appear on the operator console or the system print unit are presented with their cause and the
suggested action to take for correction or recovery.

For a message description, use the main search above the TOC, and search using the full message ID.

General Information for Messages
The following sections contain general information regarding messages such as ABEND codes, Return codes, Batch,
TSO, DASD, ICCF, VSE, and DASD.

Errors
This section describes the types of errors that may occur while using Panvalet:

User Errors

Errors detected by Panvalet programs as a result of incorrect library commands, or combinations of commands, are
normally displayed on the system print unit (SYSPRINT). The message displayed indicates the cause of the error and any
corrective action required.

Input/Output Errors

In general, errors encountered on Panvalet input or output files result in a standard z/OS system abend message. In the
case of a RESTORE or REPLACE from an input protection file, the error blocks are bypassed and processing continues
where possible; however, certain members can be omitted due to the error.

DASD Read/Write Errors on the Library

All Panvalet programs perform extensive checking to detect, and correct wherever possible, DASD read/write errors which
occur during Panvalet operation. The importance of maintaining the total accuracy and integrity of the Panvalet library
cannot be over-emphasized.

Significantly, all Panvalet programs continue to operate wherever possible. If a Panvalet command must be aborted due
to a DASD error, only that command or function is terminated and, if possible, processing continues with the next valid
command.

When any DASD blocks in the Panvalet library cannot be accessed (read or written), the actual block location in
hexadecimal is displayed on the system print unit and the operator console. Processing continues.

When a DASD write error occurs while attempting a normal Panvalet command (for example, ADD), the block in error is
internally disengaged from further access by Panvalet programs. Only the function executing at that time is terminated,
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with proper notification of the action to take. Processing continues normally with the next valid Panvalet command, and
the defective block is permanently unavailable.

When a DASD read error is encountered during normal PAN#1 processing, the function executing is terminated, the
actual block location is displayed, and processing continues with the next valid Panvalet command. If a DASD read error
is encountered while executing a DUMP, DELETE, or TRANSFER in PAN#2, the member that cannot be accessed is
bypassed, and processing continues with the next valid Panvalet command. The actual block location and the name of the
omitted member are displayed on the system print unit and notification is made on the operator console.

When DASD read or write errors occur on a Panvalet directory block, it is ordinarily necessary to CLEAR and RESTORE
the entire Panvalet library from a backup file. Processing continues wherever possible; however, certain members might
not be found if resident on an error block.

A DASD read or write error on a Panvalet library control block results in the entire job being canceled. Until the Panvalet
library is recreated, you cannot process PAN#1 commands. However, usually you can execute PAN#2 to obtain the
complete and current DUMP protection file and directory list for immediate creation of a new Panvalet library.

ABEND Codes
The following section describes the ABEND codes issued by Panvalet:

z/OS Only

Both the Panvalet programs (for example, PAN#1 or PAN#2) and the Panvalet Subsystem issue user ABEND codes. The
ABEND codes correspond to the Panvalet and Panvalet Subsystem diagnostic message numbers (PVxxx and PANVxxx,
respectively). User ABENDs are usually accompanied with an associated diagnostic message preceding the ABEND.
However, depending upon the severity of the error and the ability of the terminating environment to issue a message, not
all user ABENDs are accompanied with their associated diagnostic messages.

NOTE
Programs using Panvalet Subsystem data sets can issue their own user ABENDs. Therefore, it would be
confusing if the subsystem issued user ABENDs. The failure of a request for a subsystem data set usually
causes the OPEN for the data set to fail with a system S013-C0 code. Diagnostic messages from the subsystem
appear with allocation messages for the step.

U0xxx ABEND Codes

U0xxx series ABEND codes correspond to Panvalet diagnostic message numbers. For example, a user ABEND code of
U0203 indicates that the SYSIN DD statement is missing (as described by the Panvalet diagnostic message PV203). The
following lists the possible messages:

Code Description
201 PARM field in error
202 PDS directory error/full
203 SYSIN DD statement is missing
204 SYSPRINT DD statement is missing
205 PANDD1 DD statement is missing
206 PANDD2 DD statement is missing
207 PANDD3 DD statement is missing
208 SYSPUNCH DD statement is missing
210 SORTIN DD statement is missing or could not be successfully

opened
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211 Input Stream File (SYSIN) contains one or more of the following
invalid attributes:
RECFM is not fixed block
LRECL is less than 80 or greater than 120

212 One of the following DD statements is missing:
PAN#7WK01
PAN#7WK02
PAN#7WK03
PAN#7WK04

214 Unsupported MEMHEADER product version
222 Unrecoverable Panvalet protection file I/O management error (see

PV093)
301 User exit requested that the product abort processing
302 Subsystem initialization failed. See messages issued by the

initialization task. This ABEND is only issued for tasks controlled
by the z/OS Systems Programmer, never for applications jobs.

504 User exit requested that the product abort processing in the
Panvalet ISPF Option.

513 A release mismatch between the AllFusion Panvalet ISPF Option
load library module and the Panvalet load library module.

999 Subsystem internal error (see PANV999D)

U1xxx ABEND Codes

U1xxx series ABEND codes correspond to Panvalet Subsystem diagnostic message numbers. For example, a user
ABEND code of U1954 indicates that an invalid pseudo TTRC was passed to NOTE/POINT (as described by the Panvalet
Subsystem diagnostic message PANV954).

U3xxx ABEND Codes

U3xxx series ABEND codes (unless otherwise indicated) correspond to other miscellaneous internal errors that occur
within the XPROC interface runtime procedures. These user ABEND codes do not have accompanying diagnostic
messages, but have the following meaning:

U3000

Reason:

An internal error occurred (reported by XCIAG), and a PANDUMP file was allocated to the step. The ABEND code is
issued by the default diagnostic procedure (XPDIAG).

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

U3001

Reason:

An invalid parameter list was passed to the XVABEND procedure.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.
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U3002

Reason:

There was insufficient storage to satisfy an unconditional XGETBLK request. This occurs only when COND=NO is coded
on the XGETBLK, or when ABEND=YES is coded on the XPROCSET macro.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

U3003

Reason:

An invalid stack frame was encountered, or a non-XPROC caller has the character string "XP" in the first two bytes of its
save area. R7 points to the invalid stack frame.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

U3004

Reason:

The local storage required for the procedure exceeds the maximum stack frame capacity. R3 contains the requested
length, and R14 contains the maximum allowable length.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

U3005

Reason:

There was insufficient storage to allocate a stack frame (standard diagnostics are impossible when stack frame storage
runs out). The REGION size on the job card or step was insufficient.

Action:

Increase the REGION size and reexecute the job.

U3006

Reason:

There was insufficient storage to allocate the XPROC environment control block (standard diagnostics are impossible
when the environment control block cannot be allocated). The REGION size on the job card or step was insufficient.

Action:

Increase the REGION size and reexecute the job.

U3007

Reason:

Procedure entry sequence error. The calling procedure has an invalid local storage trailer. The storage's trailer marker has
been overlaid.

Action:
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Contact Broadcom Support.

U3008

Reason:

Procedure exit sequence error. The called procedure has an invalid local storage header. The storage's header marker
has been overlaid.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

U3009

Reason:

Procedure exit sequence error. The called procedure has an invalid local storage trailer. The storage's trailer marker has
been overlaid.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

U3010

Reason:

An invalid stack frame was encountered along the chain. R7 points to the invalid stack frame.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

ISPF Option ABEND Codes

Under certain conditions, the Panvalet ISPF Option issues a user ABEND. The reason and action for the ABEND codes
(given in hex) are as follows:

NOTE
The ABEND codes are displayed to the user in decimal.

OC9 - 165

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

200 - 280

Reason:

ISPF Dialog Services error.

Action:

See the ISPF log data set for further information.
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300 - 3nn

Reason:

Invalid installation option specified on panel PSPIPOPT.

Action:

Verify if option was entered in uppercase if alphabetic. If a numeric option, verify that it is numeric and within the specified
range.

NOTE
You can find these user ABEND code descriptions in the Panvalet ISPF Option tutorial panels.

400, 401

Reason:

Installation error.

Action:

Load module PSPILSUB is invalid or has an incorrect entry point.

402

Reason:

Installation error. Load module FGPAN23 is the wrong version.

Action:

STEPLIB to the Panvalet Batch version 14.4 load library.

500 - 50B

Reason:

GEM error.

Action:

STEPLIB to the Panvalet Batch version 14.4 load library.

501 only

Reason:

GEM system internal initialization failure. Internal failure during GEM 'INIT' event. For example, an internal exit loader
failure.

Action:

Validate that the Panvalet product was installed correctly before contacting Broadcom Support.

600, 601

Reason:

ESTAE failure.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.
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602

Reason:

STAX failure.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

603 - 609

Reason:

Invalid Control Block.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

60A

Reason:

Installation error.

Action:

Load module PSPILSUB is invalid or has an incorrect entry point.

60C

Reason:

Panvalet Edit Recovery table full. You have 999 pending edit recoveries.

Action:

Either cancel or enter some of them to free up rows in the table.

60D

Reason:

STIMER failure.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

610

Reason:

You are attempting to access a Panvalet library that was not fully upgraded.

Action:

Contact the systems programmer responsible for Panvalet library maintenance.

BB9, BBB,BBC, BBF - BC2

Reason:
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Internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

BBA, BBD, BBE

Reason:

Insufficient storage.

Action:

Increase your TSO region size.

ERROR PVEND

Reason:

The PVEND module could not be found.

Action:

Check the loadlib that contains Panvalet ISPF Option modules for the PVEND module. PVEND should be an alias of
PSPILSUB. Also, ensure that ISPLLIB DD has Panvalet ISPF Option loadlib in the concatenation.

Return Codes: Messages
A return code is also set in all Panvalet programs, which you can interrogate in subsequent job steps to determine if the
Panvalet job step was successful.

When the return code does not equal 0, the listing contains one or more messages for the functions requested.

NOTE
For multiple function requests during one Panvalet program execution, some functions can complete
"satisfactorily," while others can complete "unsatisfactorily."

The return codes are listed in the following:

Code Description
0 All actions successfully completed.
4 INCLUDE command in error, or an I command failed.
8 A command was not successful.
12 A command was not successful, and an INCLUDE command was

in error.
16 A hardware failure was detected.

Option for TSO Return Codes

The TSO command processor sets the return code at completion of execution. The return code is set to:

Code Description

0 Received for a satisfactory execution.

4 Received for a ++INCLUDE failure.

8 Received for any other error condition.
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16 Received for a DASD error.

Batch Messages Routed to the System Print Unit
This section provides information about the following types of messages:

ALL Programs

ABOVE ACTION SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED

The Panvalet library function has been performed as requested.

UNSATISFACTORY ACTION DUE TO ERROR

The Panvalet library function was canceled. A preceding message indicates the error encountered. All input records since
the last preceding successful action were bypassed.

libraryname HAS BEEN UPGRADED FROM VERSION xx.x to 14.4 DATE mm/dd/yy TIME hh.mm.ss METHOD
method

When a library is upgraded, this message indicates the date and time that the upgrade occurred. METHOD indicates
what caused the upgrade. Its value can be either PAN#1OPEN, AFTERDUMP, COMMAND, or RESTART. These values
are explained in the "Library Upgrade Feature" topic in the Installing section. RESTART indicates that a system crash
occurred during an upgrade, and that the upgrade was restarted and completed.

FILE VERSIONS pandd1 => Vxx.x pandd2 => Vxx.x pandd3 => Vxx.x

Indicates the version of each file processed by Panvalet. You can use this message to tell if a library or protection file is in
Version 14.4 format, or an older format. The values pandd1, pandd2, and pandd3 indicate the ddname or file name. The
value Vxx.x indicates the version format of that file. If the file is not opened, the value of Vxx.x is NOT-USED.

PAN#1 Only

xxxxx STATEMENT(S) xxxxx BLOCK(S) xx.xx AVERAGE BYTES LEVEL xxx

This message specifies the number of statements, number of DASD blocks occupied, and average bytes stored per
statement for a member after successful completion of an ADD, UPDATE, FORMAT, or RESEQ function. In addition, after
the function completes, the current level is printed.

xxxxx STATEMENT(S) ATTACHED/REATTACHED

This message specifies the number of statements contained in a subset after successful completion of an ATTACH or
COPY function.

xxxxx STATEMENT(S) DETACHED

This message specifies the number of statements removed from a superset after successful completion of a DETACH
command.

INCLUDE RETRIEVED LVxxx NEST x

This message indicates the end of an INCLUDE expansion and lists the current modification level of the included member.
The nest level of the INCLUDE is also reported.
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LRECL INVALID AS USED, VALUE BEYOND PHYSICAL SIZE

The LRECL=nnnn coded on the Panvalet command exceeds the logical record length of SYSIN.

PAN#2 Only

LAST ACTION CLEARED

Following a full, non-selective directory list, the last action taken for each member is cleared, unless the last action against
the member was LOCK.

FILE CODE HAS BEEN CHANGED

The library security code was changed as requested by a CONTROL command.

OUTPUT FILE = system data set name

The system data set name is reported for the output protection file created by a DUMP command.

xxxxx DASD ERROR BLOCK(S)

The number of data blocks unavailable for use due to DASD errors, if any, is reported following the execution of a DUMP
command.

PAN#2 PROTECTION FILE I/O STATISTICS xxxxxxxx RECORDS, yyyyyyyy BLOCKS, hh mm ss.th (ELAPSED).

When a protection file is closed, PAN#2 displays the record count (xxxxxxxx) and block count (yyyyyyyy) for the file just
read or written. The value hh:mm:ss.th indicates the elapsed time between the opening and closing of the file (in hours,
minutes, seconds, and tenths).

PAN#2 PROTECTION FILE I/O MANAGEMENT REQUIRES A **MINIMUM OF xx BUFFERS OF yyyyy BYTES, zzzzK
AVAILABLE.

Indicates the minimum storage requirements for PAN#2 to process a protection file. The value zzzz indicates how much
storage is available for I/O buffers. Use this with the following message to tune PAN#2 for best performance.

PAN#2 PROTECTION FILE I/O MANAGEMENT WILL USE xx BUFFERS OF yyyyy BYTES, UTILIZING zzzzK OF
VIRTUAL STORAGE.

Indicates the actual amount of storage that PAN#2 uses when processing tape or disk protection files. The value xx is the
number of I/O buffers used for each protection file. The value yyyyy is the block size for each protection file. The value
zzzz is the total amount of storage, in K bytes, used for I/O buffers.

PAN#2 sets the block size (yyyyy) and number of buffers (xx) to use as much of the available storage as possible.
Your system programmer can specify limits for these values when Panvalet is installed. See the PVOPT macro for the
PFBUFSZ and PFBUFNU parameters.

AUDIT FIELDS FOR MEMBER membername UPDATED.

The ++AUDIT function for the named member has completed normally.

PAN#3 Only

VERIFY CORRECT

Reason:
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The hex character string specified on the VER statement matched the footprint. The library footprint is cleared.

Action:

None.

VERIFY INCORRECT

Reason:

The hex character string specified on the VER statement did not match the footprint. The library footprint is not cleared.

Action:

Correct the character string specified on the VER operand and rerun the job, or remove the VER operand if you want to
unconditionally remove the footprint.

CURRENT LIBRARY FOOTPRINT = X'????'

Reason:

The values represented by ???? are the hex representation of the current library footprint.

Action:

None.

NO FOOTPRINT TO BE CLEARED

Reason:

The current library footprint is equal to X'0000' (the footprint does not exist).

Action:

None.

MISSING LIBRARY DDCARD OR DATA SET NAMES DO NOT MATCH

Reason:

• The DD statement or DLBL for the library is missing.
• The DSN or file-id of the library specified on the DD or DLBL statement cannot be found on the specified volume.
• The data set organization of the library is not PS, DA, or DAU.
• The data set name or file-id of the library does not match the name given on the ++DSN control card.

Action:

Correct the error according to the appropriate meaning and reexecute the job.

FOOTPRINT OPTION IS FTP='.........................'

Reason:

This message describes the footprinting options as specified on the FTP= parameter on the PVOPT macro in the
installation options module. For a description of the character string, see the  Panvalet z/OS Getting Started.

Action:

None.
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UNRECOGNIZABLE FTP OPTION

Reason:

The footprint option byte in the options module (FGPAN23) is not valid.

Action:

Ensure that the options module is not corrupted. Recreate with the same operand specifications as the original options
module. Ensure that the proper parameters of the PVOPT macro are used to recreate FGPAN23.

PAN#7 Only

CROSSREF REPORT CANNOT BE PROCESSED EMPTY EXTRACT FILES

Reason:

The Panvalet library referenced by the PANDD1x ddname is EMPTY, or the PANDD1x ddname might be pointing to
a non-Panvalet library, or the PAN#7 being executed is of an older release level than the Panvalet library trying to be
processed. (See System Management for PANDD1x coding conventions.)

Action:

Use Panvalet libraries that have members (not empty), or make sure that the PANDD1x ddname is pointing to a real
Panvalet library, or ensure that the release level of the PAN#7 is equal to or greater than the release level of the Panvalet
libraries referenced in the PANDD1x ddname JCL statements.

Option for TSO General Messages
This section contains information about the following messages:

DONE X STMT (S) LEVEL XXX Y...Y

Indicates successful completion of an ADD, COPY, RETRIEVE, DISPLAY, or STORE subcommand. X is the number of
statements currently in the data set and XXX is the current level number.

Y...Y is NOT ALL RECORDS READ, REACHED MAXIMUM TSO SEQ #!!! if TSO sequencing was used on a member that
exceeded 99,999 statements. You can use Panvalet sequencing to handle members with up to 999,999 statements.

DONE_1

Indicates successful completion for a CHANGE, RENAME, LOCK, or UNLOCK subcommand.

PAN TERMINATES FOR Y...Y

Indicates unsuccessful completion for a subcommand. The appropriate ERROR message follows this message. Y...Y is
the installation identification.

PAN INTERRUPTED

Indicates that the PAN Command Processor processed an attention interrupt.

DASD ERROR MESSAGE TO OPERATOR CONSOLE AND TO THE USER'S
TERMINAL
This topic contains information about the following messages:
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THE PANVALET LIBRARY WAS NOT FULLY UPGRADED CONTACT YOUR SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER.

A partial upgrade was performed on this library. The Panvalet TSO Option does not function on this library until the
UPGRADE is complete. Contact your system programmer to resolve the problem.

FILE VERSION xxxxxxxx Vnn.n

xxxxxxxx is the file name of the library being accessed. nn.n is the version number of that library.

DASD ERROR xxyyy ON PANVALET LIBRARY LOCATION mmbbbccchhhrr

A DASD read or write error occurred while processing the library.

Option for ICCF General Messages
This topic contains information about the following messages:

DONE

Indicates successful completion for a CHANGE, LOCK, RENAME, or UNLOCK subcommand.

DONE xxxx STMT(S) LEVEL yyy

Indicates successful completion of an ADD, COPY, DISPLAY, RETRIEVE, or STORE subcommand. xxxx is the number of
statements currently in the data set, and yyy is the current level number.

PAN ICCF xxxxxx ENDS FOR y...y

Indicates unsuccessful completion for a subcommand. The appropriate error message follows this message. xxxxxx is the
tape serial number, and y...y is the company name.

PAN PROCEDURE CANCELLED

The message displayed just before this message indicates why the PAN procedure was canceled.

*PV LIB IN USE HIT 'ENTER' TO RETRY ELSE KEY '/CANCEL*'

Indicates that the Panvalet library is currently in use. Wait a few seconds and press enter to retry, or type '/CANCEL*' to
cancel the task.

General VSE Messages to Operator Console
This topic contains information about the following messages:

PANVALET REQUIRES BATCH PARTITION

The execution of Panvalet programs in SPI mode is not supported.

PANVALET IS ACTIVE IN ANOTHER PARTITION JOB CANCELED

The execution in two partitions simultaneously has not been generated.
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INVALID LIBRARY DEVICE TYPE

The library programmer logical unit is not assigned to a valid VSE disk device, or the logical unit in the PANDD1 EXTENT
statement is not the same standard logical unit specified at the time Panvalet was link-edited.

PANDD2 SYSNO CHANGED FROM STANDARD

The SYS number for PANDD2 in PVOPT does not match the number contained in the DTF after the library is open.

LIBRARY SYSNO DOES NOT MATCH PVOPT

The SYS number for PANDD1 in PVOPT does not match the number contained in the DTF after the library is open.

DASD ERROR ON LIBRARY CONTROL REC

The first record of each volume of the library is a control record. Panvalet was unable to read or write this record. See
Procedure Four in the topic "Error Recovery Procedures."

DASD Error Messages
 

DASD ERROR pcssss ON PANVALET LIBRARY LOCATION mmbbbccchhhrr

This message informs the operator of a DASD hardware failure; however, the executing Panvalet program either
continues or cancels processing, depending upon the seriousness of the error. This message appears on the system
print unit along with a PVnnn error code message that specifies if any data was lost and the action to take (see the
corresponding PVnnn code message listed in this guide).

The above message identifies the type of physical IOCS error and gives the exact location in hexadecimal of the DASD
track in which the error occurred. Interpret track location as follows:

mm
Represents the relative DASD volume on which the library is resident, where 0=first volume, 1=second volume,
and so on.

bbb
Represents unused, set to zero (0).

ccc
Represents the cylinder number.

hhh
Represents the head number.

rr
Represents the relative record (physical block) on the track.

The type of physical IOCS error expressed as pcssss can be of particular assistance to a service engineer. It is interpreted
as follows:

p
Is 9 if a READ was attempted or 8 if a WRITE was attempted.

c
Identifies the type of library information that was being operated on (1, 2, or 4 for directory information, or 8 for
member information).
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ssss
Is the hexadecimal representation of the two-byte exception code provided in the data event control block (DECB)
for a BDAM file.

It is recommended that your installation keep a record of any and all DASD errors pertaining to the Panvalet library. The
information provided by the above message can determine if problems exist due to hardware failures.

Exit Messages
This section contains information about Exit messages.

GE001
NONMODIFIABLE DATA ITEM xxxxxxxx WAS MODIFIED BY EXIT xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A user exit within the exit facility modified a data item that was not designated as modifiable.

Action:

Correct the user exit and rerun.

NOTE
This message is written only if a user exit specified a response code of V (verify) at the INIT event.

GE002
INACTIVE DATA ITEM xxxxxxxx WAS ACTIVATED/MODIFIED BY EXIT xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A user exit within the exit facility changed the data item status of an inactive data item.

Action:

Correct the user exit and rerun.

NOTE
This message is written only if a user exit specified a response code of V (verify) at the INIT event.

GE003
MODIFIED DATA ITEM xxxxxxxx LEFT WITH ACTIVE STATUS BY EXIT xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A user exit within the exit facility modified a data item but failed to set the data item status to modify.

Action:

Correct the user exit and rerun.

NOTE
This message is written only if a user exit specified a response code of V (verify) at the INIT event.

GE004
INVALID RESPONSE CODE x FROM EXIT xxxxxxxx AT EVENT xxxxxxxx

Reason:
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A user exit within the exit facility set the response code in the event block to an invalid value.

Action:

Correct the user exit and rerun.

NOTE
This message is written only if a user exit specified a response code of V (verify) at the INIT event.

GE005
USER EXIT xxxxxxxx IN CONTROL AT EVENT xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The generalized exit facility encountered an ABEND condition. This is an informational message stating that the ABEND
occurred in the user exit.

Action:

Correct the user exit and rerun.

GE006
INVALID OR UNKNOWN EVENT eeeeeeee SPECIFIED IN USER PROFILE

Reason:

An EXITDEF macro in the user profile specifies an event name (in the EVENTS= operand) that does not exist in the
product.

Action:

See the product documentation for the names of the events supported. Check the spelling. Correct the user profile and
rerun.

GE007
DATA ADDRESS FOR DATA ITEM xxxxxxxx CORRUPTED DURING EXIT xxxxxxxx AT EVENT xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A user exit within the exit facility overlaid storage it should not have changed, probably the parameter list supplied by the
EXIT manager (DLEITEM).

Action:

Correct the user exit and rerun.

NOTE
This message is written only if a user exit specified a response code of V (Verify) at the INIT event.

GE008
DATA NAME xxxxxxxx CORRUPTED DURING EXIT xxxxxxxx AT EVENT xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The user exit within the exit facility overlaid storage it should not have changed. Probably the name (DLEID) was
changed. Other possibilities are the data address (DLEITEM) or a save area.

Action:
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Correct the user exit and rerun.

NOTE
This message is written only if a user exit specified a response code of V (Verify) at the INIT event.

GE999
GENERALIZED EXIT FACILITY INTERNAL ERROR

Reason:

An internal error occurred within the generalized exit facility.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

Multiple Partition Protection Messages
This section contains information about the Multiple Partition Protection messages.

MP001
OPERATING SYSTEM IS NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

The operating system is not supported.

Action:

Validate that Panvalet supports the operating system.

Program: All

MP003
NO EXTERNAL LOCK FILE SUPPORT

Reason:

External lock file support is required for VSE AF2 and above when SHRDASD=YES has been specified in the Panvalet
Options module.

Action:

Check that your operating system was genned with shared DASD support.

Program: All

MP004
DSN=...VOL=...IN USE

Reason:

The data set is currently enqueued by another task either in the same system or shared system.

Action:

The response to this message depends on the task that issued it. If the task requires a response, this message is followed
by an appropriate message from the task.
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Program: All

MP005
xxxxxxxx MACRO FAILURE RC=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An operating system macro failed. User action can correct the failure.

Action:

See the appropriate operating system macro reference guide for the return code meaning and appropriate action.

Program: All

MP006
MPP FACILITY HAS SUSPENDED PROCESSING

Reason:

An error occurred in the MPP facility. It suspended processing. Additional messages that precede this message describe
the reasons for suspension.

Action:

1. Correct the problem causing the suspension.
2. Terminate the PVEQ transaction.
3. Rerun the transactions. The first transaction to call the facility automatically reinitiates it.

Program: All

MP007
MPP FACILITY BUSY

Reason:

Another task is currently using the Panvalet MPP facility.

Action:

The response to this message depends on the task that issued it. If the task requires a response, this message is followed
by an appropriate message from the task.

Program: ALL

MP008
LOAD FAILURE FOR module name and reason

Reason:

The module could not be loaded. Additional information could be displayed if available.

Action:

Check that the module resides in the proper library and that there is sufficient storage for the module to be loaded. Correct
and rerun.

Program: All
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MP009
DELETE FAILURE FOR module name and reason

Reason:

The module could not be deleted. Additional information could be displayed if available.

Action:

Ensure that the module has not been previously deleted. Correct and rerun.

Program: All

MP010
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE and reason

Reason:

Sufficient storage was not available. Additional information could be displayed if available.

Action:

Provide additional storage and rerun.

Program: All

MP011
MPP FACILITY VALIDITY STAMP MISMATCH

Reason:

The MPP facility in CICS was terminated and restarted while transactions were using the facility.

The cross-partition enqueue of the library was lost; therefore, other partitions could have updated the library
simultaneously, causing potential file malfunctions.

The library was still protected within the CICS environment.

Action:

Rerun the transaction.

Program: All

MP012
MPP FACILITY IS NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

The MPP facility in CICS was terminated while transactions were using the facility.

The cross-partition enqueue of the library was lost; therefore, other partitions could have updated the library
simultaneously, causing potential file malfunctions.

The library was still protected within the CICS environment.

Action:

Rerun the transaction.
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Program: All

MP013
UNEXPECTED FOOTPRINT ENCOUNTERED

Reason:

A footprint was found on a Panvalet library. The Panvalet options being used by the current task specify SHRDASD=NO
or FTP=NO.

Action:

Ensure that the correct Panvalet options are being used. Check that SHRDASD= and FTP= are consistent across shared
systems. If the options are correct, then a system crash occurred during critical processing, and the PAN#3 utility should
be used.

Program: All, PVAM

MP014
DSN= VOLSER= DEQUEUED

Reason:

The data set was dequeued.

Action:

None

Program: All

MP015
DSN= VOLSER= IS NOT ENQUEUED

Reason:

The data set is not currently enqueued.

Action:

The response to this message is task dependent. If the task requires a response, this message is followed by an
appropriate message from the task.

Program: All

MP016
MPP FACILITY TERMINATED NORMALLY

Reason:

The MPP facility terminated normally for the current task. For VSE CICS, the PVDQ TERM transaction was issued.

Action:

None

Program: All
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MP017
MPP FACILITY NOT TERMINATED

Reason:

The MPP facility could not terminate normally. Additional informational messages precede this message.

Action:

For VSE CICS, correct the problems and reissue the PVDQ TERM transaction.

Program: All

MP018
MPP FACILITY TERMINATION IN PROGRESS

Reason:

The MPP facility is in the process of being terminated. For VSE CICS, the PVDQ TERM transaction was issued.

Action:

Contact the appropriate person in your organization as to the status of the MPP facility.

Program: All

MP019
MPP FACILITY IS SUSPENDED

Reason:

The MPP facility is currently suspended due to an error condition. No MPP enqueues are being processed.

Action:

Contact the appropriate person in your organization as to the status of the MPP facility.

Program: All

MP020
PVEQ NOT VALID FROM A TERMINAL

Reason:

A user attempted to enter the CICS transaction, PVEQ. This is a Panvalet internal facility. It is not intended for general
use.

Action:

Do not issue the PVEQ command at a terminal.

Program: ALL

MP999
MPP INTERNAL ERROR

Reason:
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An internal error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

Program: ALL

PANnnn Error Code Messages
This topic provides information about the following message:

PAN021

"XPAND" DETECTED INTERNAL ERROR

Reason:

Possible library corruption.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

Subsystem Messages
In z/OS only, Panvalet Subsystem messages appear in batch job listings along with allocation, deallocation, and JCL
error messages. The messages begin with the PANV prefix and contain a three digit number and one of the following one
character codes that indicates the severity of the conditions that caused the message.

Code Description
I Informational message
W Warning message
E Recoverable error message (subsystem can successfully clean

up)
D Unrecoverable error message (subsystem ABENDs)

The numbers are distributed among the subsystem components as shown in the following:

Code Description
001 - 099 General messages, issued by any component
100 - 299 Allocate/unallocate processing
300 - 499 OPEN/CLOSE processing
500 - 599 SAMSI processing (GET/READ, PUT/WRITE, BLDL/STOW)
600 - 699 Subsystem initialization, shutdown
700 - 799 Subsystem command processing
800 - 899 Subsystem convertor exit processing
900 - 999 Subsystem disaster messages

The following sections describe the Panvalet Subsystem messages. 
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PANV001E
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE

Reason:

Sufficient virtual storage was not available. Additional information might be displayed if available.

Action:

Increase the region size and rerun.

PANV003E
UNABLE TO ESTABLISH ESTAE ERC(xxxx)

Reason:

The ESTAE macro failed attempting to update the Panvalet Global Control Block.

Action:

The job being processed fails; contact your Systems Programmer.

PANV004E
UNABLE TO REMOVE ESTAE ERC(xxxx)

Reason:

The ESTAE macro failed attempting to update the Panvalet Global Control Block.

Action:

Processing continues; contact your systems programmer.

PANV005E
PSGCBUP: COUNTER xxxxxxx IS ZEROS, DECREMENT NOT DONE

Reason:

A subsystem program attempted to decrement a counter that is zero.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV006W
ESTAE CODE IN PSGCBUP INVOKED, ACTIVE TASK NAME IS nnnnnnnn

Reason:

A JOB failed (for example, it was canceled) while updating subsystem status.

Action:

None. This warning message can assist in tracking the chronology of a site-related problem. It indicates an error external
to the Panvalet Subsystem.
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PANV007E
CROSS ADDRESS SPACE POST IN PSGCBUP FAILED, WAITING TASK NAME WAS nnnnn

Reason:

The POST operation failed. The Posting task or Waiting task might have been canceled.

Action:

Cancel the waiting task (if it still exists) or allow it to time out (S522 abend).

PANV011E
jjjjjjjj ,ssssssss ,uuu,tt,dddddddd ,oooooo, eeeeeeeeeeeeeee,BBCCHHR,aaaaaa

Where:

jjjjjjjj
Jobname

ssssssss
Stepname

uuu
Unit Address (contains the letters JES if data set is SYSIN or SYSOUT)

tt
Device type (UR = unit record device, TA = magnetic tape device, DA = direct access device)

dddddddd
ddname

oooooo
Operation attempted

eeeeeeeeeeeeeee
Error description (If a message is not applicable to the type of error that occurred, then this field is N/A or NOT
APPLICABLE.)

BBCCHHRR
Actual track address and block number

aaaaaa
Access method

Reason:

A permanent INPUT/OUTPUT error occurred and was intercepted by a SYNAD error routine.

Action:

Review the fields which contain pertinent information about the error encountered during the INPUT/OUTPUT operation.

PANV080E
SUBSYSTEM RECOVERY ENGAGED

Reason:

A subsystem processing error occurred, and the subsystem is executing recovery routines.

Action:
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None.

PANV080I
SUBSYSTEM RECOVERY ENGAGED

Reason:

A subsystem processing error has occurred, and the subsystem is executing recovery routines.

Action:

None.

PANV081W
BYPASS RECOVERY, SSAFF PSLCB NOT FOUND

Reason:

A subsystem processing error occurred. The subsystem attempted to locate the PSLCB control block for recovery
processing, but the PSLCB was not available.

Action:

None.

PANV083I
GCBUBUNA *** DECREMENTED ***

Reason:

During the execution of the subsystem recovery routines, a data set was found allocated, and its allocation count in the
Global Control Block was decremented.

Action:

None.

PANV085I
GCBUBOPN *** DECREMENTED ***

Reason:

During the execution of the subsystem recovery routines, a data set was found open, and its open count in the Global
Control Block was decremented.

Action:

None.

PANV086I
RESERVED STORAGE FREEMAINED

Reason:

During the execution of the subsystem recovery routines, subsystem reserved storage was freemained.

Action:
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None.

PANV089I
SUBSYSTEM RECOVERY COMPLETE

Reason:

A subsystem processing error occurred, and the subsystem completed executing its recovery routines.

Action:

None.

PANV098E
G.E.M. ** gem message

Reason:

An error occurred during exit processing. The GExxx message is inserted in the message text.

Action:

Respond as required by the GExxx message.

PANV099I
TRACE ** trace data

Reason:

The trace facility is recording an event.

Action:

None.

PANV100E
cccccccc ERROR RC(xxxx) IRC(xxxx) ERC(xxxx) DD#(nnnn) DD(ddname) DSN(data set name)

Reason:

A dynamic allocation or deallocation error occurred; the associated OPEN request fails and the program ABENDs with an
S013-C0 code. This message contains raw numeric codes that are formatted and further explained in an accompanying
IBM message. One common cause of this message is a data set or member not found condition. cccccccc describes the
type of error, xxxx represents a hexadecimal return code, and nnnn is the decimal number of the data set within a DD
concatenation.

Action:

Correct the cause of failure specified on the IBM formatted message and resubmit the request.

PANV101E
cccccccc ERROR ANALYSIS FAILURE LOAD(xxxx) IKJEFF18(xxxx)

Reason:
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The dynamic allocation or deallocation error analysis routine failed. The IBM message could not be formatted; the
associated OPEN request fails and the program ABENDs with an S013-C0 code.

Action:

Contact your z/OS systems programmer, who can identify the reason DAIRFAIL (IKJEFF18) failed. Using the raw codes
in the message PANV100E, your systems programmer can identify the original cause of allocation failure. Correct the
problem and resubmit.

PANV102E
ALLOCATION ERROR: MORE THAN 5 VOLUMES (nnnn) SPECIFIED FOR A DATASET

Reason:

The Panvalet Subsystem only supports five volumes for a single data set.

Action:

Reallocate the data set with fewer than five volumes and rerun.

PANV103E
ERROR ttt...ttt

This message is issued for errors in PANALLOC command keywords and subparameters. The ttt...ttt text describes the
error.

ERROR REQUIRED FILE, DATASET OR SHR KEYWORD(S) MISSING

Reason:

You must specify all three of the DATASET, FILE, and SHR keywords.

Action:

Supply the missing keywords and retry the PANALLOC command.

ERROR RECORD FORM NOT F OR FB

Reason:

The record format subparameter, RECFM, must be F or FB.

Action:

Correct the record FORMAT and retry the PANALLOC command.

ERROR RECORD LENGTH NOT 80

Reason:

The record length subparameter must be 80.

Action:

Correct the record length and retry the PANALLOC command.

ERROR INVALID BLKSIZE

Reason:
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The block size is not a multiple of the record length, or it is greater than 32,760.

Action:

Correct the block size and retry the PANALLOC command.

ERROR NO MEMBER NAME SPECIFIED

Reason:

A member name was not found in the data set name or as a subparameter of the MEMBER keyword.

Action:

Specify a member name and retry the PANALLOC command.

ERROR PARSE ERROR (IKJPARS)

Reason:

The TSO service routine, IKJPARS, could not parse the PANALLOC command correctly.

Action:

Correct any errors indicated by accompanying IBM messages and retry the PANALLOC command.

ERROR INVALID SUBSYSTEM NAME

Reason:

The four-character subsystem name is not alphabetic, with PAN as the first three characters.

Action:

Correct the subsystem name and retry the PANALLOC command.

ERROR DDNAME IN USE, "FREE" DDNAME AND THEN ALLOCATE

Reason:

The ddname subparameter of the FILE keyword specifies a ddname that is already allocated.

Action:

Use the TSO FREE command to deallocate the ddname and retry the PANALLOC command.

ERROR SUBSYSTEM NAME IS NOT DEFINED

Reason:

The subsystem name specified or defaulted is not defined to z/OS.

Action:

Specify a valid subsystem name and retry the PANALLOC command.

ERROR SUBSYSTEM IN QUIESCE STATUS

Reason:

The subsystem name specified or defaulted is in a quiesce status, and no new PANALLOC commands for that subsystem
are accepted.

Action:
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Retry the PANALLOC command when the subsystem is restarted.

ERROR SUBSYSTEM IS SHUTTING DOWN

Reason:

The subsystem named or defaulted is shutting down, and no new PANALLOC commands for that subsystem are
accepted.

Action:

Retry the PANALLOC command when the subsystem is restarted.

ERROR SUBSYSTEM IS NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

The subsystem named or defaulted is inactive, and all PANALLOC commands for that subsystem are rejected.

Action:

Retry the PANALLOC command when the subsystem is started.

ERROR UNSUCCESSFUL ALLOCATION

Reason:

The data set specified in the PANALLOC command could not be allocated.

Action:

Correct errors indicated by any previous messages and retry the PANALLOC command.

ERROR INTERNAL ERROR

Reason:

The PANALLOC command has detected an internal error.

Action:

Correct any errors indicated by any previous messages and retry the PANALLOC command.

PANV104E
ALLOCATION FAILED RC(xxxx) IRC(yyyy) ERC(zzzz)

Reason:

After an allocation error, the DAIRFAIL TSO service routine (IKJEFF18) was not able to perform error analysis. xxxx, yyyy,
and zzzz are error data returned by dynamic allocation: xxxx is the return code, yyyy is the information reason code, and
zzzz is the error reason code. An IKJ... message from DAIRFAIL and the PANV101E error message can accompany this
message.

PANV105W
MEMBER NAME SPECIFICATION ON DSN PARAMETER OVERRIDDEN BY "SUBSYS=" PARAMETER.
DSN=nnnnnnnn...

nnnnnnnn... = Data set name
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Reason:

The member name on the SUBSYS JCL parameter is processed instead of the member name within the data set name
parameter.

Action:

See the explanation of member name specification rules elsewhere in this guide.

PANV106E
DATA SET nnnnnnnn... NOT FOUND

nnnnnnnn... = Data set name

Reason:

Data set name not found in system catalog.

Action:

Specify the UNIT and VOL parameters on the associated DD JCL statement, or catalog the data set.

PANV300D
USER EXIT REQUESTED PROCESSING ABORT

Reason:

The user exit requested that the product abort processing.

Action:

Contact your system programmer.

PANV301D
GEM INITIALIZATION FAILURE reason text

Reason:

An error occurred initializing the exit manager internal environment.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV302D
INSTALLATION ERROR, MODULE VERSION vvvvv INCOMPATIBLE WITH PANV VERSION uuuuu.

Reason:

A module of version vvvvv, invoked a module of version uuuuu. The modules are incompatible and the subsystem
ABENDs (U0302) the initialization jobstep.

Action:

Correct and rerun.
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PANV303D
INTERNAL ERROR DURING PVAM INITIALIZATION

Reason:

An error occurred initializing the PVAM internal environment; the associated OPEN request fails and the program
ABENDs with an S013-C0 code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV304E
OPEN FOR DDNAME(ddname) CANCELED

Reason:

An error occurred during open processing for a Panvalet Subsystem data set. A previous message gives the cause.

Action:

Correct based on the previous messages and rerun.

PANV305E
OPEN FOR DDNAME(ddname) MEMBER(member) CANCELED

Reason:

An error occurred during open processing for a Panvalet Subsystem data set member. A previous message gives the
cause.

Action:

Correct based on the previous messages and rerun.

PANV306E
PVCNTL RECORD nnnn SYNTAX ERROR AROUND 'ccccc'

Reason:

A syntax error was detected in a PVCNTL record. nnnn is the record number, and ccccc is the text near the error; the
associated OPEN request fails and the program ABENDs with an S013-C0 code.

Action:

Correct the syntax error and rerun.

PANV307E
PVCNTL RECORD nnnn, 'ccccc' NOT NUMERIC

Reason:

A syntax error was detected in a PVCNTL record. nnnn is the record number, and the text, ccccc, should be numeric but is
not. The associated OPEN request fails, and the program ABENDs with an S013-C0 code.

Action:
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Correct the syntax error and rerun.

PANV308E
PVCNTL RECORD nnnn, NO BLANKS MAY OFFSET '='

Reason:

A syntax error was detected in a PVCNTL record. nnnn is the record number, and the equal sign (=) was preceded by or
followed by a blank. The associated OPEN request fails, and the program ABENDs with an S013-C0 code.

Action:

Correct the syntax error and rerun.

PANV309E
PVCNTL RECORD nnnn, REQUIRED KEYWORD 'MEMBER' NOT FOUND

Reason:

A syntax error was detected in a PVCNTL record. The keyword MEMBER= was required and was not present. nnnn is the
record number. The associated OPEN request fails, and the program ABENDs with an S013-C0 code.

Action:

Add the MEMBER= keyword and rerun.

PANV310E
OPEN FAILED BECAUSE MEMBER NAME NOT SPECIFIED IN SUBSYS OR DSN PARAMETER

Reason:

A member name is required to be specified in either the SUBSYS or DSN parameter. No member name was found, and,
as a result, an S013-C0 abend occurs for the associated data set.

Action:

Code a member name within the SUBSYS or DSN parameter and rerun.

PANV311E
UNABLE TO ESTABLISH ESTAE AT OPEN TIME

Reason:

ESTAE request has failed. See PANV006E for the reason code.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer to respond to the documented ESTAE return codes in GC28-1114 (Macro Instructions),
or contact Broadcom Support.

PANV312E
UNABLE TO REMOVE ESTAE AT OPEN TIME

Reason:

ESTAE request failed. See PANV006E for the reason code.
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Action:

Contact your systems programmer to respond to the documented ESTAE return codes in GC28-1114 (Macro Instructions),
or contact Broadcom Support.

PANV313E
'SUBSYS=' MISSING ON DSN(nnnnnnnn...) OF DDNAME(ddddddd)

Where:

nnnnnnnn...
Data set name

ddddddd
ddname

Reason:

The required SUBSYS parameter on the specified JCL statement is missing.

Action:

Correct the JCL error and rerun the job.

PANV314E
DSN(nnnnnnnn...) NOT PART OF DDNAME(ddddddd) CONCATENATION

Where:

nnnnnnnn...
= Data set name

ddddddd
ddname

Reason:

The specified data set is not associated with a valid concatenation of data sets within the DD JCL statement for the
specified ddname.

Action:

Check that the SUBSYS JCL parameter is specified on all DD statements associated with a subsystem SYSLIB.

PANV315E
MORE THAN 16 DATASETS CONCATENATION ON DDNAME(ddddddd)

Where:

ddddddd
= ddname

Reason:

The specified subsystem SYSLIB ddname contains more than the maximum data sets allowed for concatenation.

Action:

Reduce the number of concatenated data sets and rerun the job.
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PANV316E
OPEN FAILED FOR DDNAME(dddddddd) DSN(nnnnnnnn...)

Where:

ddddddd
ddname

nnnnnnnn...
Data set name

Reason:

Unable to open the data set.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

PANV317E
(oooo) INVALID OPERATING SYSTEM (FOR G.E.M.)

Where:

oooo
Operating system

Reason:

The field CVTDCB in the CVT contains an invalid operating system (not z/OS). CVTDCB is invalid.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

PANV318E
DUE TO PREVIOUS OPEN FAILURE, OPEN PROCESSING HAS BEEN CANCELLED

Reason:

A second open was attempted for which the first open failed.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

PANV319E
PVCNTL RECORD nnnn INVALID KEYWORD (kkkkkkkk) INVALID

Reason:

An invalid keyword kkkkkkkk was found in record number nnnn of the PVCNTL file.

Action:

Correct the syntax error and rerun.
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PANV320E
OPEN REJECTED FOR SYSLIB DSN (xxxxxxxx) RECORD LENGTH NOT 80.

Reason:

SYSLIB data set does not have LRECL of 80.

Action:

If the default LRECL is being set by the problem program before open, specify LRECL on DCB. If it is specified incorrectly
on the DCB, correct it.

PANV321E
INCOMPATIBLE PANMODI MODULE; LOADED VERSION: aaa, NEEDED VERSION: bbb

Reason:

The Panvalet Access Module PANMODI (Alias PVPVLAMS) that was loaded contains a version number that is
incompatible with the version of the Panvalet Subsystem you are using.

• aaa -- Version of PANMODI loaded (if version unknown)
• bbb -- Version of PANMODI required

Action:

Ensure the proper version of PANMODI is available in the proper execution library, or contact your systems programmer.

PANV322D
LONG RECORD NOT SUPPORTED!, MEMBER (mmmmmmmmmm)

Reason:

A Panvalet LONG RECORD member, mmmmmmmmmm, was attempted to be used as I/P (SYSIN or SYSLIB) into the
subsystem, which is not supported. The subsystem only supports a record length of 80.

Action:

Ensure all subsystem input is LRCL=80.

NOTE
This message also causes a user abend 1322.

PANV351D
XPROC ENVIRONMENT TERMINATION POINTER (LCBXPROC) ZERO

Reason:

An error occurred terminating the subsystem internal environment.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV352D
INTERNAL ERROR DURING GEM TERMINATION
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Reason:

An error occurred terminating the exit manager internal environment.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV353E
CLOSE FAILED FOR DDNAME(dddddddd) DSN(nnnnnnnn...)

Where:

ddddddd
ddname

nnnnnnnn...
Data set name

Reason:

Unable to close the data set.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

PANV399E
PVAM ERROR ** PVAM message

Reason:

An error occurred processing a PVAM request. The PMxxx message replaces the PVAM message text.

Action:

See the PMxxx message in the section "Library Access Messages" and follow the instructions there.

PANV500E
PVAM ERROR ** PVAM message

Reason:

An error occurred processing a PVAM request while reading a Panvalet member. The PMxxx message replaces the
PVAM message text.

Action:

See the PMxxx message in the section "Library Access Messages" and follow the instructions there.

PANV501E
PVAM INCLUDE ERROR ** PVAM message

Reason:

An error occurred processing a PVAM request during expansion of an included member. The PMxxx message replaces
the PVAM message text.

Action:
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See the PMxxx message in the section "Library Access Messages" and follow the instructions there.

PANV600I
PANVALET SUBSYSTEM INITIALIZATION IN PROGRESS

Reason:

The initialization program for the Panvalet Subsystem has started.

Action:

None.

PANV601I
PANVALET SUBSYSTEM VERSION 14.4 * NOW ACTIVE *

Reason:

The subsystem initialization program has ended. The version level of the initialization program is indicated.

Action:

None.

PANV602I
PANVALET SUBSYSTEM INITIALIZATION; PARAMETERS PASSED: parameter text

Reason:

Displays the parameters passed to the subsystem initialization program.

Action:

None.

PANV603E
OPERATING ENVIRONMENT ERROR reason text

Reason:

The subsystem is not initialized. Either the subsystem was started under an operating system that is not supported, or a
subsystem program was entered in an unexpected storage key or state.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support (be able to provide the exact reason text issued in the message).

PANV604E
SUBSYSTEM NAME ERROR reason text

Reason:

The subsystem name passed with the parm or initialization card is invalid. Reason text describes why. (Some examples
are: the name is not four characters long; the name passed and the name in the initialization deck do not match; the first
three characters are not PAN.)

Action:
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Correct the name and attempt to restart the subsystem.

PANV605E
INVALID 1ST PARM reason text

Reason:

The first parameter passed to the initialization program (SYS1.PARMLIB PANSYSxx suffix) is invalid. The subsystem is
not initialized.

Action:

Correct the member suffix and resubmit.

PANV606E
VERSION I.D. ERROR: reason text

Reason:

Either a version ID was invalid or not specified in either the PANSYSxx PARMLIB member or the start parameters. The
reason text explains why. The subsystem is not initialized.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

PANV607E
INVALID 4TH PARM: reason text

Reason:

The fourth parameter passed to the initialization program (MSGLVL=) is invalid. The reason text explains why. The
subsystem is not initialized.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

PANV609E
TOO MANY PARMS PASSED

Reason:

Too many parameters were passed to the initialization program. The subsystem is not initialized.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

PANV610E
PARMLIB ALLOCATION ERROR: MEMBER=PANSYSxx, r15=xxxx, SVC99 ERROR/INFO CODES xxx:xxx

Reason:
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An error occurred allocating the SYS1.PARMLIB member during subsystem initialization. xx is the member suffix being
allocated, xxxx is the SVC99 return code, and xxx:xxx is the SVC99 error and information code. The subsystem was not
initialized.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

PANV611E
PARMLIB OPEN ERROR: MEMBER=PANSYSxx, r15=xxxx

Reason:

An error occurred attempting to open PARMLIB member PANSYSxx. xxxx indicates the return code from OPEN
processing. The subsystem was not initialized.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

PANV612E
INITIALIZATION CARD ERROR: reason CARD#xx COL#xx

Reason:

A syntax error occurred processing the subsystem PARMLIB member. The reason is the error, and xx is the card and the
column where the error was detected. The subsystem was not initialized.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

PANV613E
INTERNAL ERROR PROCESSING INITIALIZATION TEXT

Reason:

An internal error occurred processing the parameter text passed to the initialization program.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV617E
PANVALET SUBSYSTEM TERMINATING DUE TO ERROR

Reason:

An error occurred during subsystem initialization which makes it impossible to start the subsystem. A previous message
would have been issued indicating the exact nature of the error.

Action:

Correct the condition indicated and restart the subsystem.
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PANV618E
ERROR DETECTED DURING TERMINATION SHUTDOWN NOT SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED

Reason:

An error occurred during subsystem shutdown. Due to the severity of the error, the subsystem might not have "cleaned
up" after itself. A previous message details the cause.

Action:

Attempt to restart the subsystem normally. If this fails, consult the  Panvalet for z/OS Getting Started for instructions on
running the PSQUIT task to complete subsystem shutdown. Run PSQUIT; when it is complete, restart the subsystem.

PANV619I
PANVALET SUBSYSTEM INITIALIZATION COMPLETE

Reason:

The subsystem initialization program was started and completed successfully. The subsystem is ready for use.

Action:

None.

PANV620E
SYNTAX ERROR; KEYWORD OR OPERAND GREATER THAN 16 CHARACTERS CARD# xxx

Reason:

Card# xxx within the initialization deck contains a keyword or operand greater than 16 characters in length. The
subsystem is not initialized.

Action:

Correct the card and attempt to start the subsystem again.

PANV622E
INTERNAL ERROR IN mmmmmmmm, INVALID PARM BLOCK reason text

Reason:

An error was encountered by module mmmmmmmm. The parameter block passed was invalid for the reason stated in the
reason text.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV623E
INTERNAL ERROR IN mmmmmmmm, NONZERO RETURN CODE FROM PSSSATNX

Reason:

An error occurred within module mmmmmmmm trying to obtain the subsystem index entry (from z/OS) for the subsystem
name being initialized.

Action:
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Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV624I
PANVALET SUBSYSTEM TERMINATION COMPLETE

Reason:

Either an error was encountered during initialization, or a SHUTDOWN request was processed. The message indicates
the subsystem successfully completed shut down.

Action:

None.

PANV625E
ERROR IN INITIALIZATION DECK reason text

Reason:

An initialization card within SYS.PARMLIB was found to be in error. The reason is described within the reason text. The
subsystem is not initialized.

Action:

Correct the error indicated and attempt to restart the subsystem.

PANV626E
SUBSYSTEM ALREADY ACTIVE OR PREVIOUS SHUTDOWN NOT COMPLETED

Reason:

An attempt was made to start the subsystem, but it is already active. Or, a previously issued SHUTDOWN command for
the subsystem has not yet completed or has completed unsuccessfully.

Action:

If the subsystem is already active, take no action. If a subsystem is currently shutting down, wait for it to complete. If a
previously started subsystem did not successfully shutdown and this message is received, it is necessary to run task
PSQUIT as described in the  Panvalet z/OS Getting Started.

PANV627E
WTOR REPLY INVALID

Reason:

A reply issued in response to a Panvalet Subsystem request is invalid. A previously issued message describes why in
detail.

Action:

Reenter the correct response to the outstanding reply.

PANV628W
DUPLICATE/UNRECOGNIZED KEYWORD(S) IN INIT DECK MEMBER PANSYSxx

Reason:
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At least one keyword in SYS1.PARMLIB(PANSYSxx) is unrecognized, or a valid keyword was specified twice. This
message is issued as a warning only. Subsystem initialization continues if no other error conditions are indicated.

Action:

Correct the initialization cards in PANSYSxx before starting the subsystem the next time.

PANV629E
mmmmmmmm: REQUIRED MODULE NOT FOUND IN LPALIB: nnnnnnnn

Reason:

Program mmmmmmmm attempted to locate module nnnnnnnn in LPA and failed. The subsystem is not initialized.

Action:

Check your installation process for errors. If necessary, reinstall the subsystem correctly or make the indicated module
available in LPA before attempting to restart the subsystem again.

PANV630E
ABENDING: START SUBSYSTEM WITH PROC!

Reason:

The control cards for CAS9 were not properly concatenated.

Action:

Concatenate the control cards for CAS9, then restart the subsystem.

PANV652I
TERMINATION IN PROGRESS FOR 'xxxx' SUBSYSTEM

Reason:

Subsystem xxxx is terminating.

Action:

None.

PANV653I
SUBSYSTEM 'xxxx' IS QUIESCING

Reason:

/MODIFY STATUS QUIESCE command entered through console. xxxx is the name of the subsystem.

Action:

None.

PANV654E
xxxxxx Error Message Here xxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:
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Syntax error in the RESERVE, SPLEVEL, or other initialization parameter caused PSINIT to fail.

Action:

Correct the error displayed in the above message and restart PSINIT.

PANV700E
TOO MANY LEADING BLANKS

Reason:

The command just entered contains more than 8 blanks between the command prefix character and the first command
operand.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

PANV701E
COMMAND SYNTAX ERROR

Reason:

The syntax of the command entered was such that further parsing to determine the exact error was not possible.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

PANV702E
COMMAND NOT RECOGNIZED

Reason:

The subsystem does not recognize the command entered.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

PANV703E
FIRST OPERAND MISSING

Reason:

A MODIFY or QUERY command was entered without any operands.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

PANV704D
COMMAND EXECUTED

Reason:

The command entered was executed successfully.
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Action:

None.

PANV705E
COMMAND NOT EXECUTED

Reason:

The command format was invalid, or a processing error was detected while executing the command.

Action:

Correct the error indicated by a previous message and reissue the command.

PANV706E
LINK FAILED FOR MODULE xxxxxxxx RETURN CODE: yyyy

Reason:

The command processor attempted to pass control to module xxxxxxxx to execute the requested command. The LINK
macro failed with return code yyyy.

Action:

Probable installation error. Verify that all modules identified in the installation guide are in LPALIB or a LINKLIST data set.

PANV726E
UNEXPECTED/INVALID DELIMITER

Reason:

The command parser identified the improper use of a delimiter character within the command text.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

PANV727E
UNRECOGNIZED/INVALID KEYWORD OR OPERAND xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The keyword or operand indicated is invalid.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

PANV741I
QUIESCE NOT DONE. SUBSYSTEM IS ALREADY IN QUIESCING STATE

Reason:

A /MODIFY STATE QUIESCE command was issued twice.

Action:
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The command is ignored, and QUIESCE processing continues normally as a result of the first command.

PANV742E
START NOT DONE. SUBSYSTEM NOT CURRENTLY QUIESCING

Reason:

A /MODIFY STATE START command was issued, and the subsystem was not in the QUIESCING state. The command is
ignored.

Action:

Issue a /MODIFY STATE START command to cancel subsystem shutdown after issuing a QUIESCE command, but
before the subsystem actually shuts down.

PANV743I
QUIESCE CANCELED. SUBSYSTEM OPERATION CONTINUING

Reason:

A /MODIFY STATE START command that negates a previous QUIESCE command was issued.

Action:

None.

PANV744I
SHUTDOWN NOT DONE. OPEN/ALLOCATED PANLIB'S. TWO CONSECUTIVE SHUTDOWN COMMANDS MAY BE
USED TO CAUSE TERMINATION

Reason:

A /MODIFY STATE SHUTDOWN command was issued, but the usecounts are not zero.

Action:

If you really want to terminate the subsystem, reissue the /MODIFY STATE SHUTDOWN command without any
intervening subsystem commands.

PANV745I
FIRST SHUTDOWN COMMAND CANCELED

Reason:

A /MODIFY STATE SHUTDOWN command was issued; the usecounts were not zero, and then some other subsystem
command was issued.

Action:

If you want to terminate the subsystem with usecounts greater than zero, you must issue the MODIFY STATE
SHUTDOWN command twice in a row. If you want to abort the shutdown, do nothing.

PANV747E
PSGCBUP FAILURE. CONTACT BROADCOM SUPPORT

Reason:
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The command previously entered required an update to the subsystem global control block. This update failed.

Action:

Subsystem integrity might be compromised. Contact your systems programmer or Broadcom Support.

PANV748W
GCB CONTROL BLOCK IN USE. REENTER COMMAND

Reason:

The command previously entered required an update to the subsystem global control block. The control block was in use
by some other component of the subsystem.

Action:

Reissue the command.

PANV775I
SUBSYSTEM STATUS= xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A QUERY STATE command was issued. xxxxxxxx is the current subsystem state, which is either ACTIVE, QUIESCING,
or SHUTTING DOWN.

Action:

None.

PANV777I
SYSTEMWIDE, EXECUTING DD CARD COUNT= xxxxxxxx TSO OPEN/ALLOC PANLIBS= xxxxxxxx,xxxxxxxx
BATCH OPEN/ALLOC PANLIBS= xxxxxxxx,xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A QUERY USECOUNTS command was issued. This message contains the current PANLIB use counts.

Action:

None.

PANV779I
INITIALIZED USING MEMBER PANSYSxx VERSION= xx.xx SUBSYS NAME= xxxx

Reason:

A QUERY INIT command was issued. This message contains the name of the SYS1.PARMLIB member used to initialize
the subsystem, the subsystem name, and the version ID of the subsystem.

Action:

None.

PANV780I
RESERVE STORAGE FACILITY MODIFIED NOT ACTIVE
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Reason:

Reserve storage amount is set to zero (0).

Action:

None.

PANV781I
RESERVE STORAGE FACILITY IS NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

Reserve storage amount is set to zero (0).

Action:

None.

PANV785I
RESERVE STORAGE FACILITY IS NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

Reserve storage amount is set to zero (0).

Action:

None.

PANV800E
PANv 'SUBSYS=' DD PARAMETER HAS INCORRECT SYNTAX

Reason:

The SUBSYS= DD statement parameter has incorrect syntax. PANv is the name of the subsystem.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

PANV801E
PANv UNSUPPORTED DD KEYWORD FOUND (xx)

Reason:

An unsupported DD statement keyword was found during JCL processing in the converter. PANv is the name of the
subsystem.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

PANV803E
PANv SUPPORTED DD KEYWORD HAS INVALID SYNTAX (xx)

Reason:
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The Panvalet Subsystem convertor exit detected a syntactical error on a DD statement. A supported parameter has an
invalid subparameter. This message can appear for any of the following reasons:

• The VOL parameter was coded, but the SER subparameter was not.
• More than five volumes were specified.
• DISP was not SHR.
• RECFM was not F or FB.

PANv is the name of the subsystem.

Action:

See Using for the syntax required for Panvalet Subsystem data sets. Correct the DD statement and resubmit.

PANV804I
PANv REQUIRED DD KEYWORD NOT CODED: sssssssssss

Reason:

A DD keyword required by the Panvalet Subsystem was not coded on a subsystem DD statement. Both DSNAME and
DISP=SHR are required. PANv is the name of the subsystem.

Action:

Supply the required parameters and resubmit.

PANV805I
PANv INTERNAL TEXT INVALID FOR SUBSYSTEM

Reason:

The subsystem does not recognize the internal text passed by z/OS. PANv is the name of the subsystem.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV900E
PSDFI ERROR, reason text

Reason:

The Panvalet Subsystem function interface detected an error condition that prevented normal execution.

Action:

Most of the following causes are probably installation errors, except where noted as internal errors. However, if you need
further assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

INVALID POINTER: SSCT
The expected pointer to the subsystem control table is not the SSCT.

INVALID POINTER: SSOB
The expected pointer to the subsystem option block is not the SSOB.

INVALID POINTER: PSGCB
The expected pointer to the Panvalet Subsystem global control block is not the PSGCB.
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SUBSYSTEM NAME NOT xxxx
The expected subsystem name that is associated with the function request is not xxxx, where xxxx is the
expected name.

INVALID KEY DEFINITION
The function interface table contains an invalid key definition. This is an internal error condition.

SSOBFUNC NOT DEFINED xxxx
The function code xxxx found within the subsystem options block is not supported by the Panvalet Subsystem
function interface. The subsystem interface should not access the Panvalet Subsystem at this exit point. Notify
your systems programmer to specify the correct exit points to the subsystem interface for the Panvalet Subsystem
definition as described in the installation procedure.

mmmmmmmm LINK FAILURE xx
The load module mmmmmmmm could not be successfully LINKed. The LINK SVC return code xx is provided for
diagnostics. Please consult VS2 OS/390 Supervisor Services and Macro Instructions for an explanation of the
LINK return code. This is most probably an installation error in which the load module mmmmmmmm could not be
located. Check the load library concatenation.

mmmmmmmm RECOVERY
The Panvalet Subsystem function manager mmmmmmmm failed to recover from an error condition. This is
usually an internal error; contact Broadcom Support.

PANV901E
REQUEST DENIED, PANV SUBSYSTEM SHUTDOWN

Reason:

The Panvalet Subsystem was in the process of SHUTDOWN. The function interface does not allow any subsystem
requests for Panvalet Subsystem services when this condition is true.

Action:

Resubmit the JOB that encountered this condition when the Panvalet Subsystem is active and ready to accept requests.

PANV950D
(cccccccc) INTERNAL ERROR DETECTED IN PSTRACE

Where:

cccccccc
Component in which the error occurred.

Reason:

An unrecoverable error occurred in PSTRACE.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV951D
(cccccccc) XPROC ENVIRONMENT INITIALIZATION (XPINIT) FAILURE

Where:

cccccccc
Component in which the error occurred.
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Reason:

An error occurred initializing the subsystem internal environment.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV952D
(cccccccc) XPROC ENVIRONMENT TERMINATION (XPTERM) FAILURE

Where:

cccccccc
Component in which the error occurred.

Reason:

An error occurred terminating the subsystem internal environment.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV953D
(cccccccc) INVALID CONCAT CONTROL BLOCK DETECTED

Where:

cccccccc
Component in which the error occurred.

Reason:

An invalid Panvalet Subsystem Concatenation Control Block (CCB) was detected during normal processing.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV954D
(cccccccc) INVALID PSEUDO TTRC IN NOTE/POINT

Where:

cccccccc
Component in which the error occurred.

Reason:

An invalid pseudo TTRC was passed to the Panvalet Subsystem's Note/Point routine. The high-order four bits of the
TTRC was not a hexadecimal E or F.

Action:

• Correct the programming error. The user's program could have altered the TTRC returned in the user's DCB following
a NOTE.

• Contact Broadcom Support.
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PANV955D
(cccccccc) PANV SUBSYSTEM DOES NOT SUPPORT NOTE/POINT TYPE=ABS

Where:

cccccccc
Component in which the error occurred.

Reason:

Programming/installation error. A compiler or assembler issued a NOTE/POINT TYPE=ABS macro instruction. The
Panvalet Subsystem does not support the TYPE=ABS form of the NOTE/POINT macro instruction.

Action:

• Modify the program under compilation/assembly so that the compiler/assembler does not use the TYPE=ABS form of
the NOTE/POINT macro instruction.

• Correct the installation of the compiler/assembler so that the TYPE=ABS form of the NOTE/POINT macro instruction is
not used.

PANV956D
(cccccccc) I/O PROCESSING STOPPED

Where:

cccccccc
Component in which the error occurred.

Reason:

A recursive I/O error was detected. I/O processing stopped and the current job step terminated to avoid an infinite I/O
error loop. Other I/O error-related diagnostic messages can accompany this message.

Action:

• Consult the diagnostic messages that precede this message.
• Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV957D
(cccccccc) INVALID GLOBAL CONTROL BLOCK DETECTED

Where:

cccccccc
Component in which the error occurred.

Reason:

An invalid Panvalet Subsystem Global Control Block (GCB) was detected during normal processing.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV958D
(cccccccc) INVALID LOCAL CONTROL BLOCK DETECTED
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Where:

cccccccc
Component in which the error occurred.

Reason:

An invalid Panvalet Subsystem Local Control Block (LCB) was detected during normal processing.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV959D
(cccccccc) INVALID PANVALET CONTROL BLOCK DETECTED

Where:

cccccccc
Component in which the error occurred.

Reason:

An invalid Panvalet Subsystem Panvalet Control Block (PCB) was detected during normal processing.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV960D
(cccccccc) INVALID MEMBER CONTROL BLOCK DETECTED

Where:

cccccccc
Component in which the error occurred.

Reason:

An invalid Panvalet Subsystem Member Control Block (MCB) was detected during normal processing. A programming
error in which an Input/Output operation was attempted against a member prior to a successful FIND, D, or POINT
request can cause this message.

Action:

Correct the programming error, or contact Broadcom Support.

PANV961D
(cccccccc) INVALID PARAMETER LIST

Where:

cccccccc
Component in which the error occurred.

Reason:

A non-XPROC module received an invalid parmlist.

Action:
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Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV962D
(cccccccc) INVALID CONCATENATION ENTRY CONTROL BLOCK

Where:

cccccccc
Component in which the error occurred.

Reason:

An invalid Panvalet Subsystem Concatenation Entry Control Block (CCE) was detected during normal processing.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV963D
(cccccccc) INVALID BLDL SHADOW TABLE CONTROL BLOCK DETECTED

Where:

cccccccc
Component in which the error occurred.

Reason:

An invalid Panvalet Subsystem BLDL Shadow Table Control Block (BCB) was detected during normal processing.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV964D
(cccccccc) INVALID NOTE SHADOW TABLE CONTROL BLOCK DETECTED

Where:

cccccccc
Component in which the error occurred.

Reason:

An invalid Panvalet Subsystem Note Shadow Table Control Block (NCB) was detected during normal processing.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV965D
(cccccccc) INVALID PARTITIONED DATASET BLOCK DETECTED

Where:

cccccccc
Component in which the error occurred.

Reason:
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An invalid Panvalet Subsystem Partitioned Data Set Block (PDB) was detected during normal processing.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PANV966D
(cccccccc) INVALID XPROC ENVIRONMENT ESTABLISHED

Where:

cccccccc
Component in which the error occurred.

Reason:

An invalid XPROC environment was detected during Panvalet Subsystem processing. The subsystem internal
environment was improperly established or does not exist. The environment pointer (LCBXPROC) in the Local Control
Block (LCB) is invalid or contains zeros.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

Compare Messages
This section provides information about the Compare messages.

PC001
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE

Reason:

An attempt was made to get storage using GETMAIN (z/OS) or GETVIS (VSE), and not enough storage was available.

Action:

Specify a larger region, partition, or GETVIS area to run this job.

PC002
LOAD/DELETE OF OPTIONS MODULE module name FAILED reason

Reason:

The installation options module could not be loaded or deleted.

Action:

module name indicates which module was not processed. reason is the return code from the LOAD, DELETE, or
CDLOAD macro.

PC003
OPTIONS MODULE version INVALID

Reason:

The Compare options module loaded was found to be invalid.
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Action:

It might have been assembled or installed incorrectly. version is the Panvalet version number of the options module.

PC004
OPTIONS MODULE MISMATCH, NEED version LOADED version

Reason:

The Compare options module loaded was not the same version as the Panvalet product.

Action:

The module loaded at installation might be from another version of Panvalet. LOADED version is the Compare version
number of the options module.

PC005
OPEN FAILED FOR filename, reason

Reason:

An attempt was made to open a file and was not successful. filename is the ddname (z/OS) or the filename (VSE) of the
file. reason can be any one of the following:

• FILE UNAVAILABLE
• INSUFFICIENT STORAGE
• OPEN PROCESS FAILED
• UNSUPPORTED FILE ATTRIBUTES

Action:

Correct the condition indicated in the reason and rerun the job.

PC006
INVALID OS PARM STRING

Reason:

The syntax of the PARM field on the JCL EXEC statement is invalid.

Action:

See System Management for the correct syntax.

PC007
UNBALANCED PARENTHESES

Reason:

The command does not have the same number of left and right parentheses.

Action:

All open parentheses must have corresponding closed parentheses.
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PC008
SYSIN RECORD SIZE INCORRECT

Reason:

The record size of the VSE SYSIN file is not 80.

Action:

Compare does not support SYSIN files with other record lengths.

PC009
command IS NOT A VALID COMMAND

Reason:

A command was expected, but the character string found was not COMPARE, OLD, NEW, or UPDATE.

Action:

command is the invalid character string. This can be caused by a:

• Misspelled command.
• Missing continuation hyphen on the previous statement.
• Command that went beyond column 72 on the previous statement.
• Missing command on the statement.

PC010
CONTINUATION EXPECTED

Reason:

The command was supposed to continue on the next statement, but it did not. A missing statement or an incorrect
continuation hyphen can cause this.

Action:

Add the missing statement or correct the continuation hyphen, and rerun.

PC011
(keyword/value) (DUPLICATE/INCORRECT/MISSING) FOR (command/keyword)

Reason:

A keyword/value has been specified twice on the command or keyword, or a keyword/value is not valid for this command.

Action:

Correct the keyword/value and rerun.

PC012
value IS INCORRECT FOR keyword

Reason:

A keyword operand was specified that conflicted with a previous keyword operand.
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Action:

Correct the keyword operand and rerun.

PC013
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE VALUES FOR KEYWORDS SPECIFIED: parameter

Reason:

A keyword operand was specified that conflicted with a previous keyword operand.

Action:

Correct the keyword operand and rerun.

PC014
keyword VALUE IS NOT NUMERIC

Reason:

The value of an operand was supposed to be numeric, but it was not.

Action:

Correct the operand's value and rerun.

PC015
TOO FEW OR TOO MANY VALUES SPECIFIED FOR keyword

Reason:

The wrong number of values was specified in parentheses.

Action:

Correct the number of values and rerun.

PC016
REQUIRED FILE filename NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

One of the files required has not been specified in JCL.

Action:

Specify the required file and rerun.

PC017
keyword VALUE IS OUT OF RANGE

Reason:

The value specified for an operand is too high or too low.

Action:

Specify a correct operand value and rerun.
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PC018
INVALID MEMBER NAME

Reason:

The Panvalet member name specified is invalid.

Action:

Specify a valid member name, which can be from 1 to 10 alphanumeric characters.

PC019
file TOO LARGE

Reason:

The number of records in the input file is too large to be compared. file is the input file that is too large.

Action:

Check to see that you have specified the correct file. If so, you cannot compare the file.

PC020
member ON filename LEVEL MISMATCH, REQUESTED level, ACTUAL: level

Reason:

The LEVEL operand specified on the OLD or NEW command is incorrect. member is the Panvalet member for which the
level number was specified. filename is the name of the OLD or NEW file containing the member. level indicates the level
number specified on the command and the actual Panvalet level number on the library.

Action:

Correct the level operand and rerun the job.

PC021
COMPARE COMMAND IS NOT THE FIRST COMMAND

Reason:

The first command in the input stream is not COMPARE.

Action:

Correct the command stream and rerun the job.

PC022
DUPLICATE COMMAND

Reason:

One of the four commands, COMPARE, OLD, NEW, or UPDATE has been specified more than once. The command in
error appears before this message.

Action:

Correct the command stream and rerun the job.
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PC023
keyword NOT ALLOWED FOR FILEORG fileorg ON COMMAND command

Reason:

An operand has been specified that does not apply to the type of file you want to compare. keyword is the operand in
error. fileorg is the value of the FILEORG operand for which it is mutually exclusive. command is the command where the
error has been detected.

Action:

Correct the command and rerun the job.

PC024
COMPARE COLUMNS MISMATCH OLD: columns NEW: columns

Reason:

The columns specified on the OLD or NEW command are incorrect. Possible causes are:

• Lengths of the column ranges are different.
• End column is greater than the record length.
• Begin column is greater than the end column.

Action:

Correct the COLUMN operands and rerun the job.

PC025
ERROR READING INCLUDED MEMBER

Reason:

A Panvalet member was being compared, and it contained a ++INCLUDE statement for another member. The library
access method detected an error attempting to read the other included member.

Action:

See the PMxxx message describing the error, which follows, or specify EXPAND(NO) on the control statements.

PC026
REDUNDANT DDNAME OR MISSING FIELD IN OS PARM STRING

Reason:

The syntax of the PARM field on the JCL EXEC statement contains a duplicate ddname or is missing a field.

Action:

See System Management for the correct syntax.

PC031
CDLOAD OF MODULE, phase FAILED. REASON return code

Reason:
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The VSE macro, CDLOAD, was issued to load a Compare phase. The load attempt was not successful.

Action:

phase is the name of the Compare phase being loaded. return code is the return code from the CDLOAD macro.

PC033
value NOT ENCLOSED IN PARENTHESES

Reason:

The keyword value was not enclosed in parentheses.

Action:

You must enclose all keyword values in parentheses.

PC999
*PANVALET COMPARE INTERNAL ERROR*

Reason:

An internal programming error has occurred in Compare.

Action:

Save all input, output, and listings. Contact Broadcom Support.

Library Access Messages
This section provides information about the Library Access messages.

PM000
informational message

Reason:

The text depends upon the command executed.

Action:

Consult individual commands for the specific messages.

PM001
RPL ALREADY OPEN

Reason:

An internal error occurred during open processing.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PM002
RPL NOT OPEN
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Reason:

An internal error occurred during open processing.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PM003
INVALID ACTION CODE

Reason:

An internal error occurred during open processing.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PM006
DDNAME*MEMBER. IN USE

Reason:

An attempt was made to place a member on the Panvalet library which already exists there.

Action:

The existing element is not replaced and the attempt fails. Verify the spelling of the member name and reenter.

PM007
DDNAME*MEMBER. NOT FOUND

Reason:

• The element or member was not found while searching a Panvalet library, Panexec library, or PDS library.
• (z/OS only) A name not found condition was caused by specifying action against an alias whose associated main

member does not exist on the Panexec file.
• PAM encountered a ++INCLUDE that specified a member not existing on the Panvalet library.

Action:

Correct this condition by adding the missing member to the library.

PM008
INVALID xxxxxxxxx CODE DDNAME*MEMBER.

Reason:

An attempt was made to access or update a secured element without the proper security code. xxxxxxxxx can be either
type or access/control.

Action:

The type of security code that was not provided or was incorrectly specified is indicated as follows:

LIBRARY CONTROL
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FILE ACCESS

ELEMENT ACCESS

See System Management.

PM009
MEMORY OVERFLOW xxxxxxxx

Reason:

(z/OS only) The dynamic core work area is insufficient to accommodate the given combination of I/O buffers as well as the
command to be executed.

(VSE only) There is not enough room in the PARTVIS area.

Action:

The quantity xxxxxxxx is the amount of core requested in the GETMAIN. The solution is to recalculate the total Panvalet
work area as specified in the CORE parameter of the Panexec Options Macro (PEOPT).

(VSE only) Increase pseudo partition size and rerun.

PM010
INVALID FUNCTION SEQ [MODE m, FUNCTION ffffffff]

Reason:

An internal error occurred through an invalid request being made to the library access method.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support. Tell your Support representative the values of m and ffffffff.

PM012
ELEMENT DDNAME*MEMBER. IS PROD

Reason:

• An attempt was made to modify an element that is in PRODuction status.
• PAM encountered a ++INCLUDE in a PRODuction member that specified a member that was in TEST status.

Action:

• You cannot modify PRODuction elements.
• PRODuction elements cannot ++INCLUDE TEST elements.

PM013
INVALID ASSGN

Reason:

The library is not assigned to a programmer logical unit (for example, SYS006), or an input tape is not properly assigned.

Action:

(VSE only) Correct the necessary JCL statements and reenter.
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PM014
INVALID STATUS

Reason:

The status entered is invalid.

Action:

The element is not currently in the expected status, or it is not a valid product status code.

PM015
DD CARD MISSING F*

Reason:

A DD or DLBL statement was not supplied for the file.

Action:

Supply a DD or DLBL statement.

PM016
FREEMAIN ERROR xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An internal storage management error has occurred where xxxxxxxx is the address space to be freed.

(VSE only) The xxxxxxxx indicates the amount of core involved, the beginning address, and the word PARTVIS.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PM017
INVALID NUMERIC FIELD

Reason:

An operand that was expected to contain numeric data contained one or more non-numeric characters.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

PM018
ELEMENT TOO LARGE DDNAME*MEMBER.

Reason:

The element exceeds the maximum size allowed for the number of records specified when the Panvalet file was created.

Action:

To increase the maximum size of library elements, create a library with fewer records per track.
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PM019
NO DIRECTORY SPACE F*G.

Reason:

The Panvalet or operating system library named by F* has exceeded its available directory space.

Action:

Recreate the library allocating more space for the directory. If G. is $TEMPLIB., the temporary directory has been
exceeded. Clear the directory using %ID or specify a larger directory size.

PM020
NO DATA SPACE F*G.

Reason:

The Panvalet library named F has exceeded its available data space while processing member G.

Action:

Recreate the library and allocate more space for data.

PM021
INVALID DEV TYPE F*

Reason:

An attempt is made to assign the file (F*) to an unsupported DASD device, or to assign a Panvalet library to a device other
than a DASD device.

(VSE only) Assignments to IGN or UA will also cause this message.

Action:

Reassign the file to DASD and rerun.

PM022
INVALID LIBRARY FILE file name

Reason:

The library is not a valid Panvalet library, or the version of the library is incompatible with the system.

Action:

Check your JCL and ensure that the library was not overwritten.

PM023
INVALID FILE ORG F*

Reason:

The file organization is not PS (sequential), PO, or DA.

Action:

Correct the file organization.
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PM024
BLKSIZE ERR F* bbb rrr

Reason:

An invalid file allocation was detected for F* because:

• The block size (bbb) is not an integral multiple of the record size (rrr).
• When PDSs are concatenated, a PDS within the concatenation does not match the data type.

Action:

Correct the block size and mismatch of file organization.

PM025
FILE ORG CONFLICT F*

Reason:

One of these conditions exists:

• The organization of the file does not correspond to the organization assumed by the name specification.
• The record format of a PDS does not match the data type assumed for processing. A type of EXEC implies a

record format of undefined (RECFM=U). A type of CNTL or OBJECT implies a record format of fixed or fixed block
(RECFM=F or FB).

• Two files with the same member name were specified on a %TRANSFER operation.

Action:

Pinpoint the cause of the error and correct the file organization.

PM026
INVALID LABEL file name*

Reason:

(VSE only) A DLBL statement for file name was not specified.

Action:

Correct the JCL statements in start up JCL and restart, or verify and correct the file name and reenter.

PM027
INVALID DISK ADDR cchhrabbcdeeffggttro F*G.E/T;SM

Reason:

An address outside of the available extents on the disk was referenced. The fields in the message text are:

cchhr
Disk address where the error occurred

a
CB (z/OS) or ECB (VSE) completion code

bb
Sense bytes 0 and 1 from IOB
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c
CCW op-code last executed

d
CCW flag byte

ee
CCW byte count

ff
CSW status byte

gg
CSW residual count

ttr
Panvalet TTR

o
Option byte

Under standard z/OS, the options byte specify the relative order of concatenation of a data set. However, under Panvalet
for z/OS and VSE, a non-zero value in the options byte represents the I/O operation which received an error. The
hexadecimal values for each type of error are listed in the following:

01
WRITE (off = READ)

02
Formatted WRITE

04
Data segments for command or data chaining

08
Search on key

10
Full track operation

20
End-of-file WRITE request

40
READ or WRITE of a short block

80
Suppress wrong length indication

F*G.E/T;SM is the name of the element stored at the address where the error occurred.

Action:

Print the error messages and contact Broadcom Support.

PM028
INVALID DCB INFORMATION ON LIBRARY DD FOR filename*

Reason:

One of the following DCB parameters was incorrectly specified on a Panvalet library DD statement: LRECL, BLKSIZE,
DSORG, or RECFM. The variable information that is inserted into the message has the following meaning:
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filename
File name (ddname)
If DCB information is specified on the DD statement, it must correspond to the Panvalet library's current DCB
attributes.

Action:

Correct (or remove) the DCB parameters and rerun the job.

PM029
EOF ENCOUNTERED

Reason:

An unexpected end-of-file was encountered by the library access method.

Action:

See the accompanying PE, PL message for a description of the error.

PM030
LIB UNAVAILABLE F*

Reason:

A conditional request for control (RESERVE) of the library (F*) was made but was not honored because the library was in
use.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

PM031
I/O ERROR cchhr abbcdeeffggttro F*G.E/T;SM bbbbx

Reason:

An I/O error was encountered while accessing an address.

Action:

The fields in the message text indicate the reason for the I/O error:

cchhr
Disk address where the error occurred

abbcdeeffggttro
See message PM027

bbbbx
DCB block count for tape (x is zero)

F*G.E/T;SM is the name of the element being processed when the I/O error occurred.

PM032
INCLUDE NEST ERROR

Reason:
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The maximum number of nested INCLUDE levels has been exceeded.

Action:

• Reduce the nest levels of the Panvalet member.
• Correct INCLUDEs pointing to other INCLUDEs in the nest processing which result in a loop.
• Change the appropriate installation option INCLVLS parameter in PVOPT.

See the  Panvalet for z/OS Getting Started for more information.

PM033
INCLUDE SYNTAX ERROR

Reason:

The syntax of the embedded INCLUDE part of this statement was invalid.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

PM035
INVALID P*E NAME

Reason:

(z/OS only) During syntax checking, no valid Panexec delimiters (asterisk, period, slash, semicolon, comma, or blank)
were present in an operand that was supposed to supply a Panexec name.

(VSE only) The Panvalet member name contained illegal characters.

Action:

Correct and rerun.

PM036
SUBFIELD ssssssssss TOO LONG

Reason:

During syntax checking of an operand used as a Panvalet name, the length of one of the subfields ssssssssss (file, group,
element, and so on) exceeded eight characters.

Action:

Reduce the subfield to eight characters and rerun.

PM037
INVALID DELIMITER sssssssssd

Reason:

During syntax checking, one of the Panvalet name delimiters was out-of-sequence.

Action:

ssssssss is a subfield and d is the delimiter (this can be a blank). Correct the sequence and rerun.
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PM038
INVALID CHAR nnnn

Reason:

An invalid character was detected in an operand that specified a Panvalet member name or command label.

Action:

The text nnnn specifies the operand that contains the invalid characters. The set of valid characters are A through Z, 0
through 9, $, #, and @. Correct and rerun.

PM039
INVALID TYPE tttttttt

Reason:

The type specification in a command operand is not valid for the particular command.

Action:

tttttttt is the type that was specified. Correct and rerun.

PM040
mmmmmmmm ERR RC rrrrF*F*.EF*G.E/T;SM

Reason:

An error occurred while PVAM was attempting an operation against a file, a Panvalet library, a PDS, a PDS member, or a
Panvalet element.

Action:

Consult the appropriate IBM reference manual that contains a description of the named macro for an explanation of the
associated return code to determine the problem.

mmmmmmmm
The z/OS or VSE macro name associated with the operation (for example, GET, PUT, STOW, POST, or RDJFCB).

rrrr
is the non-zero return code associated with the operation attempted.

F* | F*.E | F*G.E/T;SM
The name of the file member or element on which the operation was attempted.

PM041
INVALID MODE

Reason:

The mode entered is invalid. The element is not currently in the requested mode or is not a valid mode code.

Action:

Correct and rerun.
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PM042
DSNAME: data set name NOT FOUND

Reason:

• The data set is allocated but does not exist on the volume.
• No DCSB found for the data set.

Action:

Check your JCL and ensure that the data set name is correct. The data set must already exist on the volume. (If
uncatalogued, a VOL=SER entry must be specified.) Also, ensure that there is no duplicate ddname (for example, two
PANDD1 DD statements defining the same Panvalet library).

PM044
PVAM SYSTEM ERROR

Reason:

An internal processing error occurred in the Panvalet Library Access Method.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PM046
FILE MALFUNCT [F*]n|F*G.E/T;SM]

Reason:

A library malfunction occurred while reading or writing a library. The type of error indicated by n can be as follows:

• Segment chain pointers do not match.
• Number of segments read was less than those specified in the EIR.
• Number of records read was less than those specified in the EIR.
• Element exceeds number of segments specified in the EIR or Panvalet directory entry.
• Record read is larger than the internal Panvalet buffer size, which is 1024 bytes.
• Member exceeds number of records specified in the EIR.
• Record to be written exceeds internal buffer size.
• Invalid EIR record.
• End-of-file marker encountered on file.

Action:

Pinpoint the type of error and correct accordingly.

NOTE
Incorrect or conflicting installation options can cause this error. Check the SHRDASD= and FTP= parameters in
your PVOPT macro for errors.

PM047
[CODE|EQUATE|CONCAT|$TEMPLIB] TABLE EXCEEDED

Reason:
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The security code, equate, concatenation, or $TEMPLIB table has reached its maximum capacity, and the entry is not
made.

Action:

Clear the appropriate table. Consult ACCESS, OVERRIDE, EQUATE, and CONCAT commands for more details.

PM050
LOAD ERROR FGPAN23

Reason:

The Panvalet options module, FGPAN23, cannot be located.

Action:

Ensure the FGPAN23 module is available in the proper library.

PM051
INVALID SOURCE TYPE

Reason:

(VSE only) The type for the source being used is not supported.

Action:

Change the type to one that is supported.

PM054
OPERATING SYSTEM IS NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

The operating system is not supported.

Action:

Validate that the product supports the operating system.

PM061
PVAM INTERNAL ERROR AT OFFSET +nnnnnn in CSECT: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An unrecoverable internal error occurred in the Panvalet Library Access Method. The job terminated.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support and supply the information contained in the error message.

Program: PAN#2

PM062
PIX LOGIC ERROR: code

Reason:
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An unrecoverable error occurred within the protection file I/O management's operating environment. CODES are as
follows:

100
DATA/FRAME,NO ANCHORED WORKAREA

101
DATA(IN), DATA .GT. STAGE

102
DATA/FRAME, INVALID CALL SEQUENCE

201
FRAME(IN), NO FRAMES IN BLOCK

202
FRAME(IN), FRAME CONTROL ERROR

203
FRAME(IN), DATA BLK WITHIN FRAMES

204
FRAME(IN), DATA .GT. STAGE

205
FRAME(IN), FRAME SEQUENCE ERROR

206
FRAME(IN), SEG#2 DATA .GT. STAGE

207
FRAME(IN), (EOF) SEG#2 MISSING

208
FRAME(IN), SEG#2 FRAME MISSING

209
FRAME(IN), SEG#2 ID# NOT SEG#1

210
FRAME(IN), BUFFER CONTROL ERROR

211
FRAME(IN), SPLIT SIGNAL ERROR

800
PIO, NO ANCHORED WORKAREA

801
PIO, SPLIT SIGNAL ERROR

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

Program: PAN#2

PM063
DENIED filename*membername IS LOCKEDPM063 DENIED filename*membername IS LOCKED BY 'userid' ON
mm/dd/yy AT hh:mm:ss

Reason:
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An attempt was made to either modify a LOCKed member or LOCK a member that is already LOCKed. This message has
two forms, depending on which release of Panvalet the member was originally LOCKed under and where the member
resided when it was originally LOCKed. The first (short) form is issued if the library in which the member resides was
marked as a pre-14.2 library when it was originally locked (z/OS only).

The second (longer) form is issued if the member resided in a library marked 14.2 or later when it was LOCKed. The
variable information that is inserted into the message has the following meanings:

filename
File name (ddname)

membername
Name of the member

userid
The user ID of the user that issued the LOCK request. This is also the OWNER of the lock. If the user ID is not
known, this is set to blanks.

mm/dd/yy
Month, date, and year when the member was LOCKed.

hh:mm:ss
Hour, minute, and second when the member was LOCKed.

Action:

You can take any one of the following actions:

• UNLOCK the member before you update it.
• Make a copy of the member under a different name within the same library. The COPYed member is UNLOCKed and

can be modified.
• Transfer the member to a different library under the same name. The TRANSFERed member is UNLOCKed and can

be modified.

NOTE
You should take extra precautionary measures to ensure that UNLOCKing the member by other than the user
that originally LOCKed it does not result in a subsequent loss of its integrity or the integrity of the system.

PM064
filename*membername LOCKEDPM064 filename*membername LOCKED BY 'userid' ON mm/dd/yy AT hh:mm:ss

Reason:

This informative message is issued to confirm that a member has been successfully LOCKed by the user that issued the
LOCK request. This message has two forms, depending on where the member resides (z/OS only).

The first (short) form is issued if the member being LOCKed resides in a pre-14.2 library. The second (longer) form is
issued if the member being LOCKed resides in a library marked 14.2 or later. The variable information that is inserted into
the message has the following meanings:

filename
File name (ddname)

membername
Name of the member

userid
The user ID of the user that issued the LOCK request. This is also the OWNER of the lock. If the user ID is not
known, this is set to blanks.
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mm/dd/yy
Month, date, and year when the member was LOCKed.

hh:mm:ss
Hour, minute, and second when the member was LOCKed.

Action:

Self-explanatory.

NOTE
You should take extra precautionary measures to ensure that UNLOCKing the member by other than the user
that originally LOCKed it does not result in a subsequent loss of its integrity or the integrity of the system.

PM065
filename*membername UNLOCKED BY 'userid'

Reason:

This informative message is issued to confirm that a member has been successfully UNLOCKed by the user that issued
the UNLOCK request. The variable information that is inserted into the message has the following meanings:

filename
File name (ddname)

membername
Name of the member

userid
The user ID of the user that issued the UNLOCK request. This is not necessarily the old OWNER of the lock. If
the user ID is not known, this is set to blanks.

Action:

Self-explanatory.

NOTE
You should take extra precautionary measures to ensure that UNLOCKing the member by other than the user
that originally LOCKed it does not result in a subsequent loss of its integrity or the integrity of the system.

PM066
filename*membername IS NOT LOCKED

Reason:

An attempt was made to UNLOCK a member that is not LOCKed. The requested action is not performed against the
member.

Action:

Self-explanatory.

PM067
INCOMPATIBLE OPTIONS MODULE; LOADED VERSION: aaa, NEED VERSION: bbb

Reason:

The Panvalet Options Module (FGPAN23), which was loaded by PVAM (Panvalet Access Methods), contains a version
number that is incompatible with the version of PVAM that you are using.
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aaa
Version of Options Module that was loaded.

bbb
Version of Options Module that is required.

Action:

Ensure the proper version of the Options Module (FGPAN23) is available in the proper library, or notify your systems
programmer.

PM068
VERSION aaa OF filename* IS NOT ACCESSIBLE WITH VERSION bbb OF PVAM

Reason:

The Version Number (aaa), with which the Panvalet Library is stamped, is higher than the Version Number (bbb) of PVAM
(Panvalet Access Method) that you are using. PVAM cannot access a Panvalet Library that is stamped with a version
number greater than its own version number.

aaa
Version of the Panvalet Library

filename
File name (ddname)

bbb
Version of PVAM being used

Action:

Ensure the proper version of PVAM is available in the proper library, or notify your systems programmer.

PM069
mmmmmmmm LOAD FAILED RC=rrrr

Reason:

(VSE only) Phase mmmmmmmm could not be successfully loaded. rrrr is the return code provided by the IBM VSE LOAD
MACRO in register 15.

Action:

Check the return codes for the LOAD macro described in the VSE/Advanced Functions Application Programming: Macro
Reference.

The most common return code is 0020, which means the phase (mmmmmmmm) does not exist in the core image library.

PM070
MEMBER CONTAINING SUBSETS CANNOT BE REPLACED

Reason:

An attempt was made to update (replace) a superset/subset member without using the PAN#1 Panvalet batch program.
Subsets and supersets can only be maintained using PAN#1.

Action:

Use the PAN#1 Panvalet batch program to update (replace) subsets. See Using for more information.
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PM999
PVAM INTERNAL ERROR

Reason:

An internal error occurred within the Panvalet Access Method.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

PVnnn Error Code Messages
The following sections describe the PVnnn Error Code messages.

PV001
INVALID COMMAND

Reason:

A statement has ++ or -- in positions 1 and 2 but is not a valid Panvalet command for the program being executed.

Action:

Verify and correct the spelling, format, or use of command and rerun. If it was a valid command, a CONTROL command
was incorrect or missing when required.

Program: All

PV002
MEMBER NAME CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS

Reason:

A member name contains a character other than a letter (A through Z), a number (0 through 9), or a special character (@,
$, #). Or, the embedded INCLUDE name is too long.

Action:

Correct the error and rerun the command.

Program: PAN#1, PAN#2, PAN#7, PAN#8, PAM

PV003
INVALID SEQUENCE NUMBER

Reason:

One of the following conditions exists:

• A sequence number exceeds the highest sequence number in the member.
• Sequence numbers are not in ascending sequence.
• An illegal reference has been made to sequence number zero.
• A sequence number contains illegal characters.
• An expanded INCLUDE trailing comment was deleted.

Action:
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Isolate and correct the specific error and rerun the command.

Program: PAN#1

PV004
EXCESSIVE PARAMETERS

Reason:

You supplied more parameters than are allowed for this command.

Action:

Verify and correct the format of the command and rerun.

Program: All

PV005
REQUIRED PARAMETER MISSING

Reason:

A parameter that is required for this command is missing.

Action:

Verify and correct the format of the command and rerun.

Program: All

PV006
NUMERIC PARAMETER TOO LARGE

Reason:

A numeric parameter exceeds the largest value allowable for that parameter.

Action:

Verify and correct the parameter in error and rerun the command.

Program: All

PV007
ALPHA PARAMETER EXCEEDS 10 CHARACTERS

Reason:

An alphanumeric parameter is longer than ten characters.

Action:

Correct the error and rerun the command.

Program: PAN#1, PAN#2, PAN#8, PAM

PV008
UNSUPPORTED LANGUAGE FORMAT
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Reason:

Using the TSO formatting option, only BAL, COBOL, ANSCOBOL, FORTRAN, PL/1, and JCL language formats are
supported. Panvalet cannot format a TSO member with the formatting options.

Action:

Change the format to one that is supported or remove the TSO format option.

Program: All

PV009
INVALID PARAMETER

Reason:

A required or optional positional parameter is either duplicated or not in the expected sequence. For commands that
specify columns, the length of the parameter exceeds the column specified.

Action:

Verify and correct the parameter in error and rerun the command.

Program: All

PV010
INVALID KEY WORD PARAMETER

Reason:

A keyword parameter is duplicated, missing, or not valid for this command.

Action:

Verify and correct the parameter in error and rerun the command.

Program: PAN#1, PAN#2, PAN#4, PAN#8

PV011
INVALID NUMERIC PARAMETER

Reason:

An expected numeric parameter is non-numeric.

Action:

Verify and correct the parameter in error and rerun the command.

Program: PAN#1, PAN#2, PAN#8

PV012
NO INSERT RECORDS

Reason:

No statements are found following UPDATE ALL or INSERT commands, or a C subcommand with one operand is found.

Action:
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Rerun the command with proper inserted statements, or alter the C subcommand to have two operands.

Program: PAN#1

PV013
NO C COMMAND

Reason:

An UPDATE command was not immediately followed by an expected C subcommand.

Action:

Verify and correct the error and rerun the command.

Program: PAN#1

PV015
INVALID USE OF TEMP DATASET

Reason:

An illegal reference has been made to a member in temporary status (PAN#1) or is in LOCKed status (PAN#2).

Action:

For PAN#1, rerun the command ensuring that the referenced member is in permanent status. For PAN#2, UNLOCK the
member then rerun the command.

Program: PAN#1, PAN#2

PV021
PRIVILEGED COMMAND, PARAMETER, OR DATASET

Reason:

An attempt was made to do one of the following:

• Refer by name to a secured member without supplying the correct access code.
• Execute a suppressed command without supplying the correct control code.
• Use a suppressed parameter without supplying the correct control code.

Action:

Supply the correct access or control code before the command and rerun.

Program: PAN#1, PAN#8

PV022
NEW NAME IN USE

Reason:

An attempt was made to create a member name that currently exists on the Panvalet library or to create a subset name
that exists in the referenced superset.

Action:
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Change the name on the library or on the command and rerun the command.

Program: PAN#1

PV023
NAME NOT FOUND

Reason:

The referenced member does not exist on the Panvalet library, or the subset indicated does not exist in the referenced
superset.

Action:

Verify and correct the name and rerun the command.

Program: PAN#1, PAN#8, PAM

Reason:

For a LOCK, UNLOCK, TRANSFER, or DELETE command, the referenced member does not exist on the Panvalet
library. For a BYPASS, RESTORE, or REPLACE command, the referenced member does not exist on the Panvalet
protection file.

Action:

Verify and correct the name and rerun the command.

Program: PAN#2

PV024
ZERO STMTS NOT ALLOWED

Reason:

One of the following conditions exists:

• A C or D subcommand is present which removes all records from a member.
• An ADD or ATTACH command is present with no data records following.

Action:

Correct the condition and rerun the command.

Program: PAN#1

PV025
DATA SET PROD OR DISABLED

Reason:

An attempt was made to permanently update a member in PRODuction or DISABLED status, or to attach/detach a subset
to/from a superset in PRODuction or DISABLED status.

Action:

Create a copy of the member and rerun the command on the new copy.

Program: PAN#1
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PV026
INCORRECT LEVEL NUMBER

Reason:

The level number supplied does not match the current level of the member.

Action:

Verify the level number against the most recent directory list of the Panvalet library or against a member listing produced
by a WRITE command. Rerun the command supplying the current level number. Sequence numbers on C subcommands
might require changes to correspond correctly with the current level of the member.

Program: PAN#1

PV027
INCORRECT USER CODE

Reason:

The current user code does not match the code specified.

Action:

Verify the user code against the most recent directory list of the Panvalet library and rerun the command supplying the
correct code.

Program: PAN#1

PV028
NEW STATUS IS CURRENT STATUS

Reason:

The status supplied matches the current status of the member.

Action:

None required.

Program: PAN#1

PV029
PARTIAL ADD

Reason:

Before completing an ADD command, all available data blocks were filled. If you specified a LIST or SEQ option, all but
the last statement printed before the PARTIAL ADD message were successfully added to the library. In all cases, the
number of statements successfully added is reported.

Action:

The Panvalet library capacity has been reached. See Procedure One in the topic "Error Recovery Procedures" to
establish additional space on the library. The ADD of the member can then be completed in one of the following ways:
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• Update the member, using a C subcommand to insert the remaining records after the last statement successfully
added.

• Execute an UPDATE ALL command with the entire member resubmitted.

Program: PAN#1

PV030
INVALID SUPERSET REFERENCE

Reason:

An illegal reference was made to a superset or a subset.

Action:

Verify that only an allowable command is used to reference the superset/subset.

Program: PAN#1, PAN#2, PAN#8

PV031
ALLOWABLE SUBSETS EXCEEDED

Reason:

An attempt was made to attach a 4096th subset to a superset.

Action:

Detach a subset and rerun the command, or define an additional superset and run the command against the new
superset.

Program: PAN#1

PV032
SEQUENCE ERROR ON LIBRARY

Reason:

During the processing of an UPDATE command using the ++C SEQxxy technique, it is determined that the member is not
in sequence according to the parameters specified, or that the member contains non-numeric sequence numbers and is
TSO or NOFORMAT. This can result from:

1. The member being added to the library is out of sequence.
2. A previous update using Panvalet sequence numbers that inserted records containing incorrect sequence numbers.
3. A previous PAN#8 SCAN/REP function that altered a stored sequence number.
4. A previous update using the ++C SEQxxy technique with a different sequence field specification.

Action:

If the cause is 1, 2, or 3, print the member and correct all out of sequence conditions using the Panvalet updating
technique before any further ++C SEQxxy updates are attempted. If the cause is 4, change the sequence field
specification on the ++C SEQxxy command to correspond exactly with the sequence field as maintained in the member.
Rerun the update.

Program: PAN#1
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PV033
LIBRARY MALFUNCTION

NOTE
This message is displayed as the result of one of the reasons listed below. If the message persists after
performing the following "actions," see Procedure Five described in the topic "Error Recovery Procedures" for
how to check the integrity of the corrupted library.

Reason:

Incorrect or conflicting installation options can cause this error.

Action:

Check the SHRDASD= and FTP= parameters in your PVOPT macro for errors.

Program: SUBSYSTEM, ALL

Reason:

A member is referenced that contains invalid data and cannot be successfully retrieved or updated.

Action:

See Procedure Two described in the topic "Error Recovery Procedures."

Program: PAN#1

Reason:

A member is referenced that contains invalid data and cannot be successfully retrieved or updated.

Action:

See Procedure Three described in the topic "Error Recovery Procedures."

Program: PAN#8

NOTE
An OPEN=INP execution of PAN#8 may encounter invalid data during a SCAN because other programs may
be changing the member. In this case, just rerun the PAN#8 job. This can also happen if the PAN#8 installation
option 'PAN#8SCN' is set to 'SCANNOENQ'. See System Management for more information.

n
This error code is added to the message in PAN#2. n represents the type of problem and severity level.

N=1 (highest severity level)

Reason:

More than one member can be using the same space on the library. Continued updating of the library while this condition
exists can compound the problem.

Action:

Recreate the library, then restore the library using the dump file. Selectively restore the erroneous members from an
earlier backup file.

N=2

Reason:

The data encountered might not be valid. Continued updating of the library while this condition exists can compound the
problem.
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Action:

Perform a selective REPLACE of the erroneous members. If unsuccessful, assume N=1 and respond.

N=3 (lowest severity level)

Reason:

Part of a member might be missing.

Action:

Use a WRITE WORK in PAN#1 to recover the data or perform a selective REPLACE in PAN#2.

xxxxx-yyyyy

This error code is added to the message in PAN#2. The fields xxxxx and yyyyy can, under unusual conditions, contain
additional data for problem identification. Normally these fields can be ignored.

Notes:

• A DELETE should not be performed on faulty members when PV033 occurs in PAN#2. In this case, the DELETE
function is usually terminated to avoid possible further loss of data from the library.

• If a library malfunction occurs during a DUMP, the message CAUTION-THE LIBRARY CONTAINS INVALID DATA-
CONTINUED ACTION MAY INCREASE THE SEVERITY OF THE CONDITION is printed at the termination of the
DUMP.

• Certain conditions such as DASD errors, which prevent PAN#2 from completion of its DUMP analysis, causes the
message CAUTION- DATA ANALYSIS COULD NOT BE PERFORMED ON THE LIBRARY to be printed.

Program: PAN#2

PV035
ALLOWABLE SUBSET STATEMENTS EXCEEDED

Reason:

One of the following conditions exists:

• Attempted to ATTACH greater than 65,535 statements. In this case, the first 65,535 are added as the subset.
• Attempted to COPY memberx,super.sub, where memberx contains greater than 65,535 statements. In this case, the

superset is not updated.

Action:

Verify that member is not greater than 65,535 statements and rerun the program.

Program: PAN#1

PV036
DENIED MEMBER membername IS LOCKEDPV036 DENIED MEMBER membername IS LOCKED BY 'userid' ON
mm/dd/yy AT hh:mm:ss

Reason:

(z/OS only) An attempt was made to modify a locked member's attributes or its data. This message has two forms,
depending on which release of Panvalet the member was originally LOCKed under and where the member resided when
it was LOCKed. The first (short) form is issued if the library in which the member resides was marked as a pre-14.2 library
when it was LOCKed.
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The second (longer) form is issued if the member resided in a library marked 14.2 or later when it was LOCKed. The
variable information inserted into the message means:

membername
Name of the member

userid
The user ID of the user that LOCKed the member . This is also the OWNER of the LOCK.
If the user ID is not known, this is set to blanks. A blank user ID occurs when a member was LOCKed on a
pre-14.2 library before the library was upgraded to 14.2.

mm/dd/yy
Month, day, and year when the member was LOCKed.

hh:mm:ss
Hour, minute, and second when the member was LOCKed.

Action:

You can take one of the following actions:

• UNLOCK the member before you update it.
• Make a copy of the member under a different name within the same library. The COPYed member is UNLOCKed and

can be modified.
• Transfer the member to a different library under the same name. The TRANSFERed member is UNLOCKed and can

be modified.

NOTE
Use caution when UNLOCKing a member LOCKed by another user to avoid loss of data due to simultaneous
modification procedures.

Program: PAN#1, PAN#2, PAN#8, and TSO Option

PV037
DENIED MEMBER membername IS NOT LOCKED

Reason:

An attempt was made to either UNLOCK a member that is not LOCKed or to access the LOCK-ID of a member that is not
LOCKed (++LOCK member, OLDID=xxx). The requested action is not performed.

Action:

Self-explanatory.

Program: PAN#1, PAN#2

PV038
MEMBER membername LOCKEDPV038 MEMBER membername LOCKED BY 'userid' ON mm/dd/yy ON
hh:mm:ssPV038 MEMBER membername UNLOCKED BY 'userid'

Reason:

This informational message indicates the requested actions (LOCK or UNLOCK) completed normally. The variable
information on the longer message means:

membername
Name of the member
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userid
The user ID of the user that LOCKed the member . This is also the OWNER of the LOCK.
If the user ID is not known, this is set to blanks. A blank user ID occurs when a member was LOCKed on a
pre-14.2 library before the library was upgraded to 14.2.

mm/dd/yy
Month, day, and year when the member was LOCKed.

hh:mm:ss
Hour, minute, and second when the member was LOCKed.

Action:

Self-explanatory.

NOTE
Use caution when UNLOCKing a member LOCKed by another user to avoid loss of data due to simultaneous
modification procedures.

Program: PAN#1, PAN#2

PV039
MEMBER membername MALFUNCTION, MEMBER HEADER READ FAILUREPV039 MEMBER membername
MALFUNCTION, MEMBER HEADER WRITE FAILURE

Reason:

A read or write action of the member's header failed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

Program: PAN#1, PAN#2

PV040
OPTIONS MODULE (FGPAN23) MISMATCH NEED version LOADED version.

Reason:

The options module loaded by Panvalet contains a different version number than the product itself.

Action:

Notify the systems programmer responsible for Panvalet.

PV041
UNEQUAL VOLUME CONTROL

Reason:

All volumes of a multi-volume library are not in original creation sequence or are not at the same level of operation. If the
condition is discovered at the beginning of a Panvalet execution, the program is terminated. If the condition is discovered
at the end of a Panvalet execution, the results of the program are unpredictable. This message also appears under these
circumstances:
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• When the Panvalet library release number being used is higher than the Panvalet program's release number. The
Panvalet program can only be of a higher or equal release number than that of the library.

• When you specify DEFER as a subparameter of the UNIT parameter and the volume containing the Panvalet library
is not mounted. Panvalet attempts to perform validity checking on the library prior to opening it for processing. If the
volume is not available at this time, the error condition occurs.

• If PANDD1 is allocated to an invalid file (PDS, ISAM, DUMMY, and so on) or if the DISP is NEW for other than PAN#4.

Action:

See Procedure Four described in the "Error Recovery Procedures" topic. After you correct the library, rerun the program
that first indicated the error, even if it appears that the program executed normally before this message occurred.

Program: PAN#1, PAN#2, PAN#4, PAN#6, PAN#7, PAN#8

PV042
EOF ON 1ST READ

Reason:

There is a missing or empty input file to a Panvalet program.

Action:

Correct the condition and rerun the program.

Program: PAN#1, PAN#2, PAN#4, PAN#6, PAN#7, PAN#8

PV043
AVAILABLE LIBRARY STORAGE EXCEEDED

Reason:

Data blocks available on the library are insufficient to complete this command. Program processing continues with the
next valid command.

Action:

See Procedure One described in the "Error Recovery Procedures" topic to establish additional space on the library. After
you take corrective action, you can rerun this command.

Program: PAN#1, PAN#8

Reason:

There are insufficient data blocks available on the library to complete this command. Program processing is terminated.

Action:

See Procedure One described in the "Error Recovery Procedures" topic to establish additional space on the library. After
you take corrective action, rerun the commands that failed or were not attempted.

Program: PAN#2

PV044
ALLOWABLE LIBRARY DATASETS EXCEEDED

Reason:
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The library directory is full. This command cannot be completed. Program processing continues with the next valid
command.

Action:

See Procedure One described in the "Error Recovery Procedures" topic to establish additional directory space on the
library. After you take corrective action, rerun this command.

Program: PAN#1

Reason:

The library directory is full. This command cannot be completed. Program processing is terminated.

Action:

See Procedure One described in the "Error Recovery Procedures" topic to establish additional directory space on the
library. After you take corrective action, rerun the commands that failed or were not attempted.

Program: PAN#2

PV045
I/O ERROR ON INPUT FILE (VSE)

Reason:

An uncorrectable I/O error has occurred on the intermediate sort file created by the program. Program processing is
terminated.

Action:

Rerun the program.

Program: PAN#7

PV046
PANVALET LIBRARY EMPTY

Reason:

One of the following conditions exists:

• An attempt was made to act on a library that has no members.
• You specified the PREFIX= parameter on the ++WRITE command and there are no members qualified for selection.

Action:

None.

Program: PAN#1

Reason:

An attempt was made to act on a library that contains no members.

Action:

None.

Program: PAN#2, PAN#6, PAN#7, PAN#8
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PV047
PANVALET REQUIRES A LARGER PARTITION (VSE) REGION (OS/390 and z/OS)

Reason:

The Panvalet program being executed requires more virtual storage than is available.

Action:

For z/OS, rerun the program in a larger region. Increase the REGION= parameter on the EXEC or JOB statement.

For VSE, rerun the program in a partition with more GETVIS storage available. You might need a larger partition, or a
smaller SIZE= parameter.

Program: All

PV048
NO ++INCLUDES FOUND IN LIBRARY

Reason:

No ++INCLUDE statements were found in the specified library or libraries. Execution of PAN#7 terminates because there
are no ++ INCLUDE statements.

Action:

None.

Program: PAN#7

PV051
INVALID OR UNAVAILABLE FILE DSN=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

OPEN was unsuccessful (z/OS and VSE), or ENQ/RESERVE for a PDS failed (z/OS), or a member name was specified
in the OPTION command for a sequential file (z/OS).

NOTE
If using the Panvalet TSO Option, the LRECL on the input member does not match the LRECL of the member.
See message PV123.

Action:

Check the JCL. Perform one or all of the following:

• Provide missing DD or DLBL card.
• Do not attempt access to the PDS when other jobs are concurrently accessing.
• Remove the member name from the OPTION command in the sequential file.

Program: PAN#1

Reason:

The file named is an input or output Panvalet protection file and is invalid for one of the following reasons:
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• An error occurred during OPEN, CLOSE, or EOV processing.
• An ++OPTION OUTPUT command was omitted when trying to ++TRANSFER a member from a Panvalet library. (That

is, omitting protection file processing.)
• The file was assigned to an invalid device type.
• An input file is not a valid Panvalet protection file.
• A tape input file was read with the wrong density.
• A z/OS protection file is unlabeled or was created by VSE, and JCL did not specify BLKSIZE=, and RECFM=U.
• An output protection file does not have DISP=NEW in JCL (z/OS).
• A z/OS protection file is labeled and is not RECFM=U, or JCL specified some value other than RECFM=U.
• The protection file being read is of a greater version than the software reading it. For example, Version 11.0 software is

trying to read a Version 12.0 protection file.

Action:

Determine the specific error, correct it, and rerun the program.

Program: PAN#2

PV052
OUT OF SEQUENCE

Reason:

During the processing initiated following an UNEQUAL VOLUME CONTROL condition, the volumes of a multi-volume
library are determined to be mounted in incorrect sequence.

Action:

See message PV041.

Reason:

The sequence of members named on input commands does not match the sequence of the library or the protection file.
Out of sequence commands are bypassed and processing continues where possible.

Action:

Rerun the program with the bypassed commands in correct sequence.

Program: PAN#1, PAN#2, PAN#4, PAN#6, PAN#7, PAN#8

PV053
COMMAND SEQUENCE IS INVALID

Reason:

For PAN#1, one of the following conditions exists:

• More than one OPTION INPUT command was encountered. The program uses the first INPUT file referred to.
• An UPDATE command is unsuccessfully terminated because the update stream concludes with an invalid Panvalet

command.

Action:

Isolate the specific error, correct it, and rerun the command/program.

Program: PAN#1

Reason:
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For PAN#2, one of the following conditions exists:

• A command is encountered which uses either the input or output protection file more than once in a single execution of
the program.

• DUMP, DELETE, TRANSFER, RESTORE, or REPLACE commands were intermixed within the same job step.
• A member was referenced with a higher name than the highest name on the library.

Action:

If the cause is the first or second in the preceding list, a separate execution of the program is required for the command
attempting to use either protection file a second time. If the cause is the third just-mentioned, determine the highest library
name and rerun the program.

Program: PAN#2

Reason:

For PAN#4, the first statement encountered was not a CLEAR command. Program processing is terminated.

Action:

Correct the error and rerun the program.

Program: PAN#4

Reason:

For PAN#8, an attempt was made to perform a full library scan or a scan by language type or by name without supplying
the correct library control code.

Action:

Submit the proper CONTROL command before any SCAN commands and rerun the program.

Program: PAN#8

Reason:

For PAN#8, one of the following occurred:

• A ++SCAN statement expected a ++REP statement to immediately follow it in the input stream, and the next statement
was not a ++REP statement. (The message follows the ++SCAN statement.)

• A ++REP statement followed a ++SCAN statement, and the ++SCAN statement either specified a search argument or
was syntactically incorrect. (The message follows the ++REP statement.)

Action:

Correct the erroneous statements in the input stream and resubmit the job.

Program: PAN#8

PV054
END OF INPUT FILE

Reason:

A BYPASS, RESTORE or REPLACE by name command refers to a member which is greater, in collating sequence, than
the last member found on the input protection file. This can simply mean the member was not found on the tape.

Action:

None.

Program: PAN#2
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PV055
DATASET CURRENTLY ON LIBRARY NOT RESTORED DSN=xxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

A member to be restored from an input protection file already exists on the library. Program processing continues where
possible.

Action:

None.

Program: PAN#2

PV056
DATASET CANNOT BE REPLACED DSN=xxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The previous selective REPLACE command is in error because the input member is in TEST status and the library
member is in PRODuction status.

Action:

The library member must be renamed or deleted before a member of the same name can be restored or replaced from
the protection file.

Program: PAN#2

PV057
ERROR ON INPUT

Reason:

An error occurred while processing the optional input file with an ADD or UPDATE ALL command. The required member
was not found or contained no statements.

Action:

Verify the JCL and the referenced file before rerunning the program.

Program: PAN#1

Reason:

An I/O error occurred while reading a Panvalet protection file. Program processing continues where possible with the next
member on the file.

Action:

If the member bypassed due to the error is required, you must use an earlier protection file.

Program: PAN#2

PV058
DATASET CANNOT BE REPLACED DSN=xxxxxxxxxx

Reason:
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The previous selective REPLACE command is in error because the input member is not in LOCKed mode, and the Library
member is LOCKed.

Action:

The library member must be UNLOCKed before the member can be replaced from the protection file.

Program: PAN#2

PV061
INVALID RECORDS= ENTRY

Reason:

The value supplied for RECORDS= on a CLEAR command is incompatible with the device assigned. Program processing
is terminated.

Action:

Modify the value supplied for RECORDS= and rerun the program.

Program: PAN#4

PV062
LIBRARY EXCEEDS MAXIMUM SIZE

Reason:

An attempt was made to allocate a library containing more than 65,535 DASD blocks.

Action:

Modify the extent/space parameters to conform with Panvalet requirements on library sizes.

Program: PAN#4

PV063
LIBRARY BELOW MINIMUM SIZE

Reason:

One of the following conditions exists:

• Job control indicates that a library containing less than four DASD blocks is allocated.
• The space/extent parameter for the library is missing.
• Multi-volume extents specified are incompatible.

Action:

Modify or supply the necessary parameters in the JCL according to Panvalet library size requirements and rerun the
program.

Program: PAN#4

PV064
SECONDARY SPACE ALLOCATION ON VOLUME

Reason:
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A secondary space allocation was provided for multiple volumes, but it is being allocated on the primary volume or more
than one on the secondary volumes.

Action:

Correct the space allocation or allocate the unwanted space as dummy data sets to force allocation of the Panvalet library
to the desired multi-volume locations.

Program: PAN#4

PV065
UNSUPPORTED DEVICE DSN=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The Panvalet protection file (DSN=xxxxxxxx) was assigned to a device that the program does not support, was
unassigned, or the assign was ignored.

Action:

Rerun the program verifying that the indicated file is assigned to an allowable device type.

Program: PAN#2

Reason:

The operating system does not support the unit specified for the library.

Action:

Since no default values are available for the device desired, the program can be rerun by supplying a RECORDS= value
on the CLEAR command and a compatible block size parameter in the JCL.

Program: PAN#4

PV066
++FUNCTION TERMINATED

Reason:

One of the following conditions exists:

• The Panvalet library encountered a "Library Full" condition during processing.
• Due to a DASD error on a read/write of a library data block, normal processing of the command is suspended.
• An attempt was made to copy a member into a superset of a different format, a NOFORMAT member into a formatted

superset, or a formatted member into a NOFORMAT superset.

Action:

Take the appropriate action:

• Run PAN#2 ++PRINT 1-UP report to examine the status of the Panvalet library.
• Keep a record of the DASD error location. Rerun the program with the command that failed. If the error reoccurs,

initiate recovery procedures for the member in error.
• Reformat the member you want to copy.

Program: PAN#1, PAN#2
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PV067
ENTIRE DIRECTORY BLOCK NOT PROCESSED

Reason:

Due to a DASD error on a Panvalet directory block, the command in process was not completed normally. PAN#2
terminates immediately if processing a DELETE command. In any other case, PAN#2 continues processing where
possible. PAN#8 terminates immediately.

Action:

Follow Error Recovery Procedure Three described in the section "Error Recovery Procedures." Those members that
cannot be dumped due to the DASD error must be restored from a previously created protection file.

Program: PAN#2, PAN#8

PV068
DATASET NOT PROCESSED DSN=xxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

One of the following conditions exists:

• A DASD write error occurred on a library data block. The RESTORE or REPLACE of the indicated member is not
completed. Processing continues where possible.

• A DASD read error occurred on a library data block. If a REPLACE command is being processed, the indicated
member is not successfully replaced. If a DELETE, TRANSFER, or DUMP command is being processed, the indicated
member is incomplete or missing on the output protection file. Processing continues where possible.

• An incomplete member exists on an input protection file while performing a RESTORE or REPLACE function. This
incomplete member existed and was reported at the time the protection file was originally created. The indicated
member is not restored to the library.

Action:

Take the appropriate response, depending on the cause:

• Rerun the program using a selective RESTORE or REPLACE command.
• Replace the member using Error Recovery Procedure Two, described in the topic "Error Recovery Procedures," before

attempting to rerun the program.
• Perform a selective RESTORE or REPLACE from an older protection file.

Program: PAN#2

Reason:

A DASD read error occurred on a library data block. Processing for the indicated member is terminated, but the program
continues processing where possible.

Action:

Follow Error Recovery Procedure Two, described in the section "Error Recovery Procedures," before attempting to rerun
the program.

Program: PAN#7, PAN#8

PV069
PANVALET EXECUTION TERMINATED
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Reason:

A DASD error occurred during the execution of the program which makes any normal access to the library impossible.

Action:

See Procedure Four described in the section "Error Recovery Procedures" to restore the library with the most recent
protection file.

Program: PAN#1

Reason:

The program terminates with message PV069 in the following cases:

• A library full or directory full condition is reached while processing a RESTORE or REPLACE command.
• A DASD error occurred on a directory block while processing a DELETE command.

Action:

Perform the appropriate action to correct the error:

• Follow Error Recovery Procedure One described in the section "Error Recovery Procedures" before attempting to
rerun the program.

• Follow Error Recovery Procedure Three described in the section "Error Recovery Procedures." Those members that
cannot be dumped must be restored from a previously created protection file.

Program: PAN#2

Reason:

An invalid CLEAR or SUPPRESS command was encountered.

Action:

Verify and correct the commands and rerun the program.

Program: PAN#4

Reason:

One of the following conditions exists:

• A control module necessary for executing the PAN Command Processor is either missing or invalid.
• A DASD error occurred during the execution of the program. This error makes any normal access to the Panvalet

library impossible.
• A PAN function was executed against a library of a different version.
• A file was not allocated properly or was not FREED after an ABEND or termination of a previous command.

Action:

Perform the appropriate action to correct the error:

• Correct the error in the control module and retry.
• If the error persists, see Procedure Four described in the "Error Recovery Procedures" section to restore the library

with the most recent back-up.
• Run a batch Panvalet job against the library to make it current.
• FREE the bad file and resubmit the command.

Program: TSO Option
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PV070
TRUNCATION

Reason:

When performing an R replacement update, a statement has been truncated.

Action:

See the statement printed to correct the error.

Program: PAN#1

PV071
NO HITS

Reason:

When performing an R replacement update, no occurrence of the scan field was found.

Action:

Check the scan field for correct specification.

Program: PAN#1

Reason:

In performing a SCAN/REP, no occurrence of the scan field was found.

Action:

Check the scan field for correct specification.

Program: PAN#8

PV072
CORE EXCEEDED

Reason:

Not enough storage was available in the partition to load a required routine.

Action:

Increase the size of the partition or region.

Program: PAN#1, PAN#2

PV073
NO ++I INSERTS AVAILABLE

Reason:

An attempt was made to insert statements beyond the end of the member.

Action:

Review the current listing of the member you are inserting.

Program: PAN#1
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PV074
UNABLE TO LOAD PHASE NAME (VSE)

Reason:

The PAN#1 program could not find module for I command processing.

Action:

Verify that the module is in the system library.

Program: PAN#1

PV076
UNRECOVERABLE ERROR REPORTED FROM CSECT xxxxxxxx,yyyyyyyy,zzzzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzz RC IS VV (VSE)

Reason:

Either an operating system interface function returned a non-zero return code, or an internal logic error occurred in
Panvalet.

Action:

zzzzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzz is a variable text message. Valid values are:

• FUNCTION LABEL
• FUNCTION GETVIS
• INTERNAL ERROR

The keyword FUNCTION indicates an operating system macro (LABEL, GETVIS) non-zero return code. INTERNAL
ERROR indicates an internal Panvalet error.

VV is the return code from the macro called.

For FUNCTION errors, look up the return code value in the VSE Macro Reference Manual or supervisor PLM. Correct the
error situation and rerun the job. For INTERNAL ERROR, contact Broadcom Support.

Program: All and PAM

PV077
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE and reason

Reason:

Sufficient storage was not available for the current processing. Additional information might be displayed, if available.

Action:

Provide additional storage and rerun.

Program: All

PV078
LOAD FAILURE FOR module name and reason

Reason:

The module could not be loaded. Additional information might be displayed, if available.
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Action:

Check that the module resides in the proper library and that there is sufficient storage for the module to be loaded. Correct
and rerun.

Program: All

PV079
DELETE FAILURE FOR module name and reason

Reason:

The module could not be deleted. Additional information might be displayed, if available.

Action:

Verify that the module has not been previously deleted. Correct and rerun.

Program: All

PV080
pppppppp oooooooo TERMINATING DUE TO ABORT REQUEST FOR EVENT vvvvvvvv

Reason:

An exit was invoked from within the Panvalet environment, and the exit returned an ABORT request.

Action:

See appropriate personnel within your organization for further clarification.

PV081
pppppppp oooooooo ABENDING DUE TO SECURITY VIOLATION FOR FILE= VOLSER= MEMBER=

Reason:

Processing was terminated for the file or member. Security requirements were not met for your installation. pppppppp is
the product name and oooooooo is the product option.

Action:

See appropriate security personnel for further clarification.

PV082
pppppppp oooooooo GEM VERIFICATION ERROR FOR EVENT vvvvvvvv

Reason:

An exit was invoked from within the Panvalet environment, and the exit overlaid or improperly set one or more item fields.
Additional messages indicating the specific errors follow.

Action:

Self-explanatory.

PV083
pppppppp oooooooo TERMINATING DUE TO GENERALIZED EXIT FACILITY ERROR
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Reason:

An exit was invoked from within the Panvalet environment, and the exit ABENDed.

Action:

An additional informational message follows. Correct the problem and resubmit.

PV084
TERMINATING DUE TO INVALID EXIT RESPONSE CODE = x FOR EVENT vvvvvvvv

Reason:

An exit was invoked from within the Panvalet environment, and the exit returned an invalid response code.

Action:

Correct the user exit and rerun.

PV085
pppppppppp oooooooooo TERMINATING DUE TO EXIT LOADER FAILURE

Reason:

The generalized exit loader indicated a loader failure. Additional information messages might be issued.

Action:

The loader is a user-written module. Check with the appropriate personnel at your installation for further information.

Program: All

PV086
pppppppp oooooooo TERMINATING, GEM RC=x

Reason:

The Generalized Exit Manager detected an error:

RC=12
The exit loader, PVEXTLDR, indicated an error by passing a return code. If your site has replaced the standard
loader, again see the  Panvalet z/OS Getting Started.

RC=12
A user exit requested verification (response code V at the INIT event) and GEM detected a verification error.

RC=16
GEM attempted to write a message, but the diagnostic print routine failed.

Action:

The loader is a user-written module. Check with the appropriate personnel at your installation for further information.

Program: SUBSYSTEM, ALL

PV090
OPERATING SYSTEM IS NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:
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The operating system is not supported.

Action:

Validate that Panvalet supports the operating system.

Program: All

PV091
MEMBER WAS NOT (RESTORED/REPLACED/TRANSFERRED) NAME=xxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The function specified was performed on a member whose logical record length exceeds 80 bytes in a pre-version 14.3
receiving library.

Action:

++UPGRADE the pre-version 14.3 Panvalet library, or use another Panvalet library with the appropriate version.

Program: PAN#2

Reason:

The function specified was performed using a Version 12.0 protection file or Version 12.0 sending library and a previous
version receiving library. The name of the member contained special characters (@, $, #). Special characters are not
supported in pre-version 12.0 libraries. Members whose names contain special characters cannot be written into these
libraries.

Action:

Using the current software (version 12.0), rename the member to a name that does not contain special characters. Repeat
the affected command for these members.

Program: PAN#2

PV092
LIBRARY HAS BEEN PREVIOUSLY UPGRADED.

Reason:

An attempt was made to perform a ++UPGRADE command on a library that is already at the current version either by a
previous upgrade function or by creation.

Action:

None.

Program: PAN#2

PV093
PANVALET PROTECTION FILE I/O MANAGEMENT LOGIC ERROR, CODE=xxx.

Reason:

An unrecoverable error occurred within the protection file I/O management's operating environment. User ABEND U222 or
a CANCEL macro is issued for diagnostic purposes.

Action:
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Check all DCB parameters supplied for the input and output protection files. If no DCB parameters were supplied or they
were supplied correctly, contact Broadcom Support.

Program: PAN#2

PV094
COMMAND OR PARAMETER NOT VALID WHILE "OPEN=INP"

Reason:

The ++ command that you attempted to execute is not allowed when the Panvalet library is opened for read-only access.

Action:

See System Management to determine which commands are allowed, or remove OPEN=INP.

Program: All

PV095
INVALID DCB INFORMATION ON LIBRARY DD

Reason:

One of the following DCB parameters was specified on the PANDD1 DD statement: LRECL, BLKSIZE, DSORG, or
RECFM.

Action:

Remove the DCB parameters and rerun the job.

Program: All

PV096
LIBRARY HAS CHANGED SINCE INITIAL ACCESS

Reason:

While running the program in read only state, another job or user changed the internal pointers of the library by accessing
members on it. This is possible because the initial job was in read only state.

Action:

Confirm that the library is not corrupted and rerun the job with update access.

Program: All

NOTE
See System Management for more information about read-only access.

PV097
INVALID DCB INFORMATION ON PANDD2 DD

Reason:

The DSORG of the PANDD2 data set is not PS.

Action:

Correct the DCB or space parameters so that the DSORG of the PANDD2 data set is PS (DSORG=PS).
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Program: PAN#1

PV099
AUDIT FIELD STRING SYNTAX INVALID

Reason:

The syntax of the AUDIT field string was blank or did not contain proper delimiters.

Action:

Provide a valid string, including delimiters.

Program: PAN#2

PV100
AUDIT COMMAND NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS LIBRARY

Reason:

An attempt was made to modify the AUDIT or COMMENT field information using the ++AUDIT command against a pre-
version 14.2 library. The command was not processed.

Action:

If the attempt was to change the COMMENT field, use the PAN#1 command ++COMMENT. No AUDIT fields exist on pre-
version 14.2 libraries.

Program: PAN#2

PV101: ++PASS userid VALIDATION DENIED ACCESS
++PASS userid VALIDATION DENIED ACCESS

Reason:

(VSE only) PVPASSEX denied access for the specified user ID and password combination.

Action:

Correct the user ID and password combination and resubmit.

 

PV101: INVALID SUBCOMMAND
INVALID SUBCOMMAND

Reason:

(TSO and ICCF Option only) You entered data that does not match any of the allowable uses or abbreviations for the PAN
subcommands.

Action:

Verify and correct spelling and format on the subcommand and retry.

PV102: MISSING SUBCOMMAND
MISSING SUBCOMMAND
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Reason:

(TSO and ICCF Option only) The user failed to enter a subcommand operand.

Action:

Supply the subcommand and any required operands and retry.

PV102: USERID OR PASSWORD CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS
USERID OR PASSWORD CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS

Reason:

(VSE only) Invalid characters were found in the user ID or password fields.

Action:

Correct the invalid character(s) and resubmit. Valid characters are A Z, 0 9, $, #, and @.

Program: All

PV103
INVALID SUBCOMMAND/PANNAME

Reason:

The user entered operand contains invalid characters for a Panvalet member name, or does not match the allowable uses
or abbreviations for the PAN subcommands.

Action:

Supply the correct subcommand and required operands and retry.

PV104
MISSING PANNAME

Reason:

The user failed to enter a second Panvalet member name for a PAN subcommand that required two names.

Action:

Supply the subcommand and the two required name operands and retry.

PV105
INVALID PANNAME

Reason:

The user entered a Panvalet member name which contained other than alphanumeric and special characters, or which
was longer than 10 characters.

Action:

Correct the condition and retry.
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PV106: INVALID KEYWORD
INVALID KEYWORD

Reason:

The user entered keyword operands or data which the PAN processor could not interpret.

Action:

Verify the input and retry.

PV106: PANDDX NO VALID ASSIGNMENT FOUND
PANDDX NO VALID ASSIGNMENT FOUND

Reason:

(VSE only) The file name appearing in this message is about to be used, but the file is one of the following:

• UNASSIGNED
• ASSIGNED TO IGNORE
• ASSIGNED TO AN INVALID DEVICE TYPE

Action:

Check that the logical unit for the PANDDX file is assigned to a valid device.

Program: All

PV107: PANDDX DATASET NOT FOUND
PANDDX DATASET NOT FOUND

Reason:

(VSE only) The file name appearing in this message was not found on the volume specified.

Action:

Perform the appropriate action to correct the error:

• Check that the logical unit for this file is assigned to the volume where the data set resides.
• Check that the data set name on the // DLBL statement is correctly spelled.

Program: All

PV107: PRIVILEGED SUBCOMMAND/PARAMETER
PRIVILEGED SUBCOMMAND/PARAMETER

Reason:

(TSO only) The user entered a subcommand that is a protected function for the installation.

Action:

Retry supplying the proper control code operand and value.

PV108
PANDDX NO LABEL INFORMATION
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Reason:

(VSE only) The file name appearing in this message was about to be used, but the TLBL or DLBL information is missing.

Action:

Check your JCL for a DLBL or TLBL control statement, and resubmit.

Program: All

PV109
STACKER SELECT OPTION VALID FOR RECSIZE 81 ONLY

Reason:

The Stacker Select Option (SL=YES) requires the current logical record length of the input file to be LRECL=81.

Action:

If a SYSIN file, PANDD2, or OPTION INPUT file is used with a physical logical record length that is not 81, the LRECL=81
keyword option must be used in the command to treat the record logically as 81 bytes long.

PV110
LRECL MUST NOT BE GREATER THAN 80 FOR A PRE 14.3 (VERSION) LIBRARY

Reason:

Members with a logical record length greater than 80 bytes cannot reside in a Panvalet library with a version less than
14.3.

Action:

++UPGRADE the pre version 14.3 Panvalet library or use another Panvalet library with the appropriate version.

PV111
LRECL INVALID AS USED, xxx...xxx

Reason:

The LRECL keyword parameter on the associated command is invalid.

Action:

“xxx...xxx” is a variable text message. See the following for the corresponding message:

VALUE IS NOT NUMERIC
One or more characters within the LRECL value is non numeric. Correct and resubmit the request.

VALUE EXPRESSION TOO LONG
The length of the value expression exceeds the four character maximum (4096). Correct and resubmit the
request.

VALUE BEYOND PHYSICAL SIZE
The LRECL value is larger than the physical size of the SYSIN file logical record length. Correct either the LRECL
value, or change the size of the SYSIN file to the same size as the largest LRECL value.

LONG RECORDS ARE NOT ELIGIBLE
The LRECL parameter is not allowed in the context in which you specified the associated command. For example,
the SYSIN physical record size is 80 bytes, or the command usage does not support logical record sizes greater
than 80 bytes. Consult the documentation for the particular command. Correct and resubmit the request.
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VALUE LESS THAN 80
A value less than 80 bytes is invalid. Correct and resubmit the request.

PV112
WORK FILE LRECL MISMATCH

Reason:

The logical record length of the member does not match the logical record length of the WORK file. The command is
terminated.

Action:

Determine the logical record length of the member and create a WORK file with a matching logical record length.

PV113
PRINT IMAGE DOES NOT CONTAIN MACHINE CHARACTERS

Reason:

(VSE only) Column 1 of the print image contains an invalid machine carriage control character. The command is
terminated.

Action:

When the CC=MCH option is used, check that column 1 of each record contains a valid machine carriage control
character.

PV114
PRINT IMAGE DOES NOT CONTAIN ASA CHARACTERS

Reason:

(VSE only) Column 1 of the print image contains an invalid American National Standard carriage control character. The
command is terminated.

Action:

When the CC=ASA option is used, check that column 1 of each record contains a valid American National Standard
carriage control character.

PV115
TEMP UPDATE NOT ALLOWED FOR LRECL GREATER THAN 80

Reason:

The TEMP UPDATE parameter does not support members with a logical record length greater than 80 bytes. The
command is terminated.

Action:

When the TEMP UPDATE parameter is used, specify a logical record length of 80 bytes or less.

PV116
LRECL CONFLICT BETWEEN OPTION INPUT AND THE STANDARD INPUT STREAM
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Reason:

The logical record length of the ++OPTION INPUT file does not match the concatenated data from the standard input
stream. The command is terminated.

Action:

Check that the logical record lengths match before you attempt to concatenate data records from the standard input
stream with the ++OPTION INPUT stream.

Program: PAN#1

PV118
LRECL MUST BE 80 FOR THE SPECIFIED LANGUAGE

Reason:

Logical record length greater than 80 bytes is only supported for members with a language type of DATA. All other
language types require a logical record length of 80 bytes. The command is terminated.

Action:

If a logical record length greater than 80 bytes is required, use a language type of DATA.

PV119
LRECL <incLrecl> OF ++INCLUDE <incMember> NOT EQUAL <lrecl> OF <member>

Reason:

An attempt was made to EXPAND a ++INCLUDEd member with a logical record length that does not match the logical
record length of the member in which the ++INCLUDE request was found. The command is terminated.

<incLrecl>
The logical record length of the current ++INCLUDEd member to EXPAND.

<incMember>
The name of the member to EXPAND.

<lrecl>
The logical record length derived from the member that contains the ++INCLUDE statement (called the root
member).

<member>
The name of the root member.

NOTE
All ++INCLUDEd members must have the same logical record length as the root member.

Action:

Alter the logical record length of either the ++INCLUDEd or root members so that the logical record lengths match.

PV120
INPUT LRECL MUST BE 80 FOR THIS COMMAND/FUNCTION

Reason:

The logical record length of the current input source is greater than 80 bytes. This current input source is from one of the
following:
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• The record data from the SYSIN/SYSIPT command stream, which follows the current command specification, or
• the record data from an ++OPTION INPUT file, or
• the record data from a ++SELECTed member

that is in effect for the “++” command or subfunction within the command. The current command (or subfunction) does not
support the processing input (or output) data from a source which has a logical record length other than 80 bytes.

Action:

Unless specified in the associated command documentation, the creation or processing of logical record lengths greater
than 80 bytes is not supported.

PV121
INVALID DSNAME X...X

Reason:

The DSNAME generated by the PAN Command Processor, shown as X...X, is not valid according to TSO naming
conventions.

Action:

Retry supplying additional qualifiers or fully qualifying the data set name.

PV122
PANDDX NOT ALLOCATED DAIR CODE YY

Reason:

The required ddname (PANDD2 or PANDD3) could not be allocated. The code YY indicates the reason as follows:

• 04 -- Invalid parameter list passed to DAIR.
• 08 -- Error in catalog management routine.
• 12 -- Error in dynamic allocation routine.
• 16 -- No TIOT entries available.
• 20 -- Requested ddname is unavailable.
• 28 -- Requested ddname/dsname is not currently allocated.
• 32 -- Requested data set was previously permanently allocated or allocated as new and was not deleted; therefore, it

cannot now be allocated as new.
• 44 -- Previous allocation specified a disposition of delete for a non permanently allocated data set.

An additional message further explaining the above code is also listed to the terminal.

Action:

Perform one or more of the following methods, which might be required to correct the problem before a retry of the
command:

• FREE the ddname in question.
• FREE the dsname in question.
• Uncatalog the dsname (IEHPROGM) in question.
• Log on again to allow all allocations to be cleared and reestablished.

PV123
INVALID FILE OR UNAVAILABLE FILE
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Reason:

The user attempted to ADD or STORE to the Panvalet library using a data set that contained records:

• With an LRECL that does not match what is being added or stored.
• With an LRECL longer than 80 bytes for a TYPE other than DATA.
• Longer than 4096 bytes, or less than 80 bytes, if a fixed length record file.
• Longer than 255 bytes, if a variable length record file.
• From an undefined length record file.

Action:

Reformat the data set before attempting a retry.

Reason:

The user attempted to enqueue on a library currently in use by another user. The retry count specified in the Panvalet
Options Module has been exhausted in repeated attempts to enqueue that library.

Action:

Retry the function at a later time.

PV124: INVALID FILE
INVALID FILE xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The user attempted to access a Panvalet library using the ddname XXXXXXXX, but the member is not a valid Panvalet
library.

Action:

Change the ddname or data set allocation and retry.

PV124: MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ++SCAN AND OR ++REP CARDS EXCEEDED
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ++SCAN AND OR ++REP CARDS EXCEEDED

Reason:

(VSE only) A maximum of 255 ++SCAN and or ++REP cards are allowed.

Action:

Break the ++SCAN and or ++REP cards into smaller groups and run multiple executions.

Program: PAN#8

PV125
PANTSO OPTIONS ERR, PANDD2 PRIMARY SPACE, NOT NUMERIC

Reason:

(TSO Option only) A non numeric value for the primary number of blocks allocated for the PAN retrieve data set has been
detected.

Action:
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Correct the non numeric value with a numeric value. For more information, see Setting Primary and Secondary Number of
Blocks Allocated for Retrieve Data Sets in the “Installing the TSO Option” section.

PV126
PANTSO OPTIONS ERR, PANDD2 SECONDARY SPACE, NOT NUMERIC

Reason:

(TSO Option only) A non numeric value for the secondary number of blocks allocated for the PAN retrieve data set has
been detected.

Action:

Correct the non numeric value with a numeric value. For more information about setting primary and secondary blocks,
see the  Panvalet z/OS Getting Started.

PV141
INVALID LANGUAGE FORMAT

Reason:

The user entered an invalid operand as language format for the ADD subcommand.

Action:

Check the FORMAT keyword under Keyword Summary in the “PAN Subcommands” in the Option for TSO section for
allowable values and abbreviations and retry.

PV142
MISSING CHANGE REQUEST

Reason:

The user failed to enter a request (LEVEL, STATUS, COMMENT or USER) after specifying the CHANGE subcommand.

Action:

Supply one of the change requests and retry.

PV143
INVALID STATUS CHANGE

Reason:

The user entered an invalid operand as the status request for the CHANGE subcommand.

Action:

Check the PAN subcommand STATUS keyword for allowable values and abbreviations, and reenter.

PV144
INVALID USER SECURITY CODE

Reason:

The user entered an invalid operand for the user code.
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Action:

Check the PAN subcommand USER keyword for allowable values and reenter.

PV145
INVALID LEVEL NUMBER

Reason:

The user entered a number less than 1 or greater than 255 as the level number for either the STORE or CHANGE
subcommand.

Action:

Correct the condition and retry.

PV146
INVALID LIBRARY DDNAME

Reason:

The user attempted to access a Panvalet library using the alternate ddnames PANDD2 or PANDD3.

Action:

Reallocate the library to any ddname other than PANDD2 or PANDD3 and retry.

PV147
ICCF MEMBER NOT FOUND

Reason:

The ICCF library member specified in a PAN ADD or STORE command cannot be found.

Action:

Verify the spelling of the ICCF member name and reenter.

PV148
ICCF MEMBER ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

The ICCF library member specified in a PAN RETRIEVE already exists.

Action:

Purge the ICCF library member and reenter PAN RETRIEVE.

PV149
INVALID NUMERIC PARAMETER

Reason:

An expected numeric parameter is not numeric, or the value is too large.

Action:
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Verify and correct the parameter in error and reenter.

PV150
ICCF MEMBER IS COMPRESSED

Reason:

Processing of compressed ICCF members is not supported.

Action:

Make a copy of the ICCF member and reenter using the new member.

PV151
UPIP IS ON

Reason:

Someone is editing the ICCF member, or ICCF abended while the member was being edited.

Action:

Have the ICCF administrator reset the switch and reenter.

PV152
ICCF MEMBER HAS A PASSWORD

Reason:

Processing of password protected ICCF members is not supported.

Action:

Make a non password protected copy and reenter.

PV153
INVALID USER ACCESS

Reason:

The user is not authorized to edit the ICCF member; therefore, the user cannot add or store the member.

Action:

Have the ICCF administrator make a copy of the member and reenter.

PV154
TOO MANY PARAMETERS

Reason:

There are too many parameters specified.

Action:

Verify and correct the parameters and reenter.
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PV155
ICCF MEMBER NAME HAS INVALID CHAR a

Reason:

The character a is invalid.

NOTE
This character might be unprintable.

Action:

Correct the ICCF member and reenter.

PV156
FIRST CHARACTER IN THE ICCF MEMBER NAME MUST BE ALPHA

Reason:

Self explanatory.

Action:

Correct the ICCF member name and reenter.

PV180
TSO KEYWORD IGNORED

Reason:

The user entered the TSO operand on the ADD subcommand for a language format that cannot be handled as a TSO
format. TSO processing is not done.

PV181
NOFORMAT KEYWORD IGNORED

Reason:

The user entered the NOFORMAT operand on the ADD subcommand for a language format that normally requires TSO
sequence handling. Noformat processing is not done.

PV182
PANVALET KEYWORD IGNORED

Reason:

The user entered the Panvalet operand on the RETRIEVE or DISPLAY subcommand for a member having TSO internal
format. Panvalet sequence numbers are not generated for this data set.

PV183
EXTRANEOUS DATA IGNORED

Reason:
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The user entered more than one request for the CHANGE subcommand. Only one request can be processed at a time.

PV184
xxxxxxxxxx EXPANDED

Reason:

The indicated data set referenced by an embedded ++INCLUDE statement has been expanded. This occurs only when
EXPAND is indicated on the RETRIEVE or DISPLAY subcommands.

PV185
xxxxxxxxxx NOT FOUND

Reason:

The indicated data set referenced by an embedded ++INCLUDE statement is not present on the Panvalet library, or the
name is an invalid Panvalet data set name. This occurs on the RETRIEVE or DISPLAY subcommands.

PV186
xxxxxxxxxx NOT PRODUCTION

Reason:

The indicated member referenced by an embedded ++INCLUDE statement is in TEST status, while the member named in
the RETRIEVE or DISPLAY subcommand is in PRODUCTION status.

PV187
xxxxxxxxxx PRIVILEGED

Reason:

The indicated data set referenced by an embedded ++INCLUDE statement is user security protected and the required
access code was not provided.

PV188
INPUT DELETED

Reason:

Either the installation option is to DELETE the ADDED or STORED data set, or the DELETE operand was included with
the subcommand, and the delete function was successfully performed.

PV189
INPUT NOT DELETED

Reason:

Either the installation option is to DELETE the ADDED or STORED data set, or the DELETE operand was included with
the subcommand, and the delete function could not be successfully performed.
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PV190
xxxxxxxxxx INCLUDES SELF

Reason:

An embedded INCLUDE statement was found to contain the same name as the including member.

PV191
xxxxxxxxxx NEST ERROR

Reason:

The member indicated was referenced by an INCLUDE statement found in the highest expansion level, which is valid for
the installation. This constitutes an attempt to expand nested includes beyond this level.

PV201
PARM FIELD IN ERROR

Reason:

The PARM field on the EXEC statement in your JCL is in error.

Action:

Correct the PARM field and rerun the job.

Program: All

PV202
PDS DIRECTORY ERROR/FULL

Reason:

The PDS directory is full.

Action:

Correct the problem and rerun the job.

Program: PAN#1

PV203
SYSIN DD STATEMENT IS MISSING

Reason:

The SYSIN DD statement is missing from your JCL.

Action:

Add a SYSIN DD statement to your JCL for the job step that is in error and rerun the job.

Program: All
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PV204
SYSPRINT DD STATEMENT IS MISSING

Reason:

The SYSPRINT DD statement is missing from your JCL.

Action:

Add a SYSPRINT DD statement to your JCL for the job step that is in error and rerun the job.

Program: All

PV205
PANDD1 DD STATEMENT IS MISSING

Reason:

The PANDD1 DD statement is missing from your JCL.

Action:

Add a PANDD1 DD statement to your JCL for the job step in error and rerun the job.

Program: All

PV206
PANDD2 DD STATEMENT IS MISSING

Reason:

The PANDD2 DD statement is missing from your JCL.

Action:

Add a PANDD2 statement to your JCL for the job step in error and rerun the job.

Program: PAN#1, PAN#2

PV207
PANDD3 DD STATEMENT IS MISSING

Reason:

The PANDD3 DD statement is missing from your JCL.

Action:

Add a PANDD3 DD statement to your JCL for the job step in error and rerun the job.

Program: PAN#2

PV208
SYSPUNCH DD STATEMENT IS MISSING

Reason:

The SYSPUNCH DD statement is missing from your JCL.
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Action:

Add a SYSPUNCH DD statement to your JCL for the job step in error and rerun the job.

Program: PAN#1, PAN#2

PV209
EXPECTED MEMBER HEADER NOT STAGED

Reason:

The area used by the member header during processing was either missing or blank when it should have contained valid
data.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

Program: All

PV210
SORTIN DD STATEMENT IS MISSING OR COULD NOT BE SUCCESSFULLY OPENED

Reason:

The SORTIN DD statement is missing from your JCL or could not be successfully opened.

Action:

Perform the appropriate action to correct the error:

• Add a SORTIN DD statement to your JCL for the job step that is in error and rerun the job.
• Contact your systems programmer.

Program: PAN#7

PV211
SYSIN CONTAINS INVALID FILE ATTRIBUTE

Reason:

The Input Stream File (SYSIN) contains one or more of the following invalid file attributes:

• RECFM is not fixed block.
• LRECL is less than 80 or greater than 120.

Action:

Correct your JCL and rerun the job.

Program: All

PV212
PAN#7WK0x DD STATEMENT IS MISSING

Reason:

One of the following DD statements is missing from your JCL:
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• PAN#7WK01 DD statement
• PAN#7WK02 DD statement
• PAN#7WK03 DD statement
• PAN#7WK04 DD statement

Action:

Add the missing DD statement to your JCL for the job step in error and rerun the job.

Program: PAN#7

PV213
MEMBER HEADER STAGE NOT INITIALIZED.

Reason:

The area used by the member header during processing was not initialized.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

Program: All

PV214
UNSUPPORTED MEMHEADER PRODUCT VERSION.

Reason:

An attempt was made to reference the member header for a library version that does not support that structure.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

Program: All

PV215
UNEXPECTED MEMBER HEADER RECORD COUNT.

Reason:

An unexpected number of records was received for the member header structure on the library.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

Program: ALL

PV216
UNEXPECTED FILE END FOR MEMBER HEADER

Reason:

An unexpected number of records was received for the member header structure on the library.

Action:
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Contact Broadcom Support.

Program: All

PV222
PANVALET PROTECTION FILE I/O MANAGEMENT LOGIC ERROR, CODE=xxxx

Reason:

An unrecoverable error occurred within the protection file I/O management's operating environment. The user ABEND
U0222 or a CANCEL macro is issued for diagnostic purposes.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

Program: PAN#2

PV240
NAME1 IS GREATER THAN NAME2ENTRY:PSRCH (old method)PAM; Function: S (new method)

Reason:

A user programming error. The first name in the range specified on the SEARCH is not less than or equal to the last name
specified in the range.

Action:

Correct the programming error.

Program: PAM

PV243
XPROC ENVIRONMENT POINTER MISSINGENTRY: CLOSE, READ, SEARCH (old method only)ENTRY: PCLOSE,
PREAD, PSRCH (old method only)

Reason:

A user programming error. One of these conditions exists:

• A successful POPEN was not issued before performing a PCLOSE, PREAD, or PSRCH.
• A storage overlay occurred in your PAM program, which resulted in the PCOMMON Control Block getting overlaid

following a successful POPEN.
• Your PAM program is improperly calling both PAM and the old interface (PCLOSE, POPEN, PREAD, PSRCH).

Action:

Correct the programming error.

ENTRY: PAM; Function: C, R, S (new method only)

Reason:

A user programming error. One or a possible combination of these conditions exists:
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• An invalid PACB was supplied.
• Your program altered the reserved field (PCOMMON Control Block Anchor Word) in the PACB, and it no longer points

to a legitimate PCOMMON Control Block.
• An OPEN was not issued and the reserved field (PCOMMON Control Block Anchor Word) in the PACB was never

properly initialized to zero.
• A storage overlay occurred in your PAM program, which resulted in the PCOMMON Control Block getting overlaid

following a successful OPEN.
• Your PAM program is improperly calling both PAM and the old interface (PCLOSE, POPEN, PREAD, PSRCH).

Action:

Correct the programming error.

Program: PAM

PV244
XPROC ENVIRONMENT POINTER NOT ZEROENTRY: POPEN (old method only)

Reason:

A user programming error. One of these conditions exists:

• A POPEN was issued without first performing a successful PCLOSE.
• A storage overlay occurred in your PAM program which resulted in the PCOMMON Control Block getting overlaid

following a successful PCLOSE.

Action:

Correct the programming error.

Program: PAM

PV245
INVALID PARAMETER LISTENTRY:PCLOSE, POPEN, PREAD, PSRCH (old method)PAM; Function: C, O, R, S (new
method)

Reason:

A user programming error. An invalid parameter list was supplied for the call made or function requested. The following is
a possible list of causes:

• An improper number of parameters were supplied for the call made or function requested.
• PAM received an ABORT request from your program's GEM exit on the TERM event during a CLOSE.

Action:

Take the appropriate action:

• Correct the programming error.
• None.

Program: PAM

PV246
INVALID FUNCTION IN PLISTENTRY: PAM; Function: n/a (new method only)

Reason:
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A user programming error. The requested function specified in the PACB is invalid. The function specified must be one of
the following:

• CL1'C' = CLOSE
• CL1'O' = OPEN
• CL1'R' = READ
• CL1'S' = SEARCH

Action:

Correct the programming error.

Program: PAM

PV247
PCOMMON CONTROL BLOCK POINTER MISSINGENTRY: PAM; Function: C, R, S (new method only)

Reason:

A user programming error. One or more of the following conditions exists:

• An invalid PACB was supplied.
• The reserved field (PCOMMON Control Block Anchor Word) in the PACB was set to zero following a successful OPEN.
• An inactive PACB was supplied, which belongs to a file that is no longer open.
• An OPEN was never performed.

Action:

Correct the programming error.

Program: PAM

PV248
PCOMMON CONTROL BLOCK POINTER NOT ZEROENTRY: PAM; Function: 0 (new method only)

Reason:

A user programming error. One or more of the following conditions exists:

• An invalid PACB was supplied.
• An active PACB was supplied, which belongs to a file that is still open.
• The reserved field (PCOMMON Control Block Anchor Word) in the PACB was not set to zero prior to an initial OPEN

request.
• The reserved field (PCOMMON Control Block Anchor Word) in the PACB was changed following a successful CLOSE

and is no longer set to zero.
• A CLOSE was never performed.

Action:

Correct the programming error.

Program: PAM

PV250
INVALID FILENAME IN OPENDATAENTRY:POPEN (old method)PAM; Function: 0 (new method)

Reason:
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A user programming error. The filename supplied in OPENDATA is invalid. One or more of the following conditions exists:

• The filename is greater than 7 characters in length.
• Your program overlaid OPENDATA, and it no longer contains a valid filename.

Action:

Correct the programming error.

Program: PAM (VSE only)

PV251
INVALID SYSNO IN OPENDATAENTRY:POPEN (old method)PAM; Function: 0 (new method)

Reason:

A user programming error. The SYSNO supplied in OPENDATA is invalid. One or more of the following conditions exists:

• SYSNO does not conform to the required format: SYSXXX
• Your program overlaid OPENDATA and it no longer contains a valid SYSNO.

Action:

Correct the programming error.

Program: PAM (VSE only)

PV260
INVALID LRECL SPECIFICATION

Reason:

An attempt was made to create an output member with a LRECL specification of less than 80 or greater than 4096 bytes.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

Program: PVAM (z/OS, VSE, or CICS Internal Only)

PV261
LRECL MUST BE 80 FOR THE SPECIFIED LANGUAGE TYPE

Reason:

An attempt was made to create an output member with a LRECL value greater than 80 bytes. The specified language
type requires the LRECL value to equal 80 bytes.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

Program: PVAM (z/OS, VSE, or CICS Internal Only)

PV263
NINTH PARAMETER OF CREATE NOT INCLUDED OR LRECL FORMAT UNIDENTIFIABLE

Reason:
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An attempt was made to create an output member by calling the CREATE request; however, the ninth parameter in the
passed list is unidentifiable by its specified format. Valid values are a space or “Y” for the INCLUDE parameter, or four
numeric values for the LRECL parameter.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

Program: PVAM (z/OS, VSE, or CICS Internal Only)

PV264
<nth> PARAMETER OF REPLACE NOT INCLUDED, LRECL, OR CC FORMAT UNIDENTIFIABLE

Reason:

An attempt was made to replace an output member by calling the REPLACE request; however, the <nth> parameter in the
passed list is unidentifiable by its specified format. Valid values are:

• a space or “Y” for the INCLUDE parameter, or
• four numeric values for the LRECL parameter, or
• “OFF”, “ASA”, or “MCH” for the CC= option.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

Program: PVAM (z/OS, VSE, or CICS Internal Only)

PV265
LRECL <incLrecl> OF ++INCLUDE <incMember> NOT EQUAL <lrecl> OF <member>

Reason:

An attempt was made to EXPAND a ++INCLUDEd member with a logical record length that does not match the logical
record length of the member in which the ++INCLUDE request was found.

<incLrecl>
The logical record length of the current ++INCLUDEd member to EXPAND.

<incMember>
The name of the member to EXPAND.

<lrecl>
The logical record length derived from the member that contains the ++INCLUDE statement (called the root
member).

<member>
The name of the root member.

NOTE
All ++INCLUDEd members must have the same logical record length as the root member.

Action:

Alter the logical record length of either the ++INCLUDEd or root members so that the logical record lengths match.

Program: PVAM (z/OS, VSE, or CICS Internal Only)
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PV266
CC NOT SUPPORTED FOR A PRE 14.3 (VERSION) LIBRARY

Reason:

An attempt was made to create an output member with a carriage control attribute setting in a pre version 14.3 Panvalet
library. This feature is only supported in version 14.3 and 14.4 libraries.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

Program: PVAM (z/OS, VSE, or CICS Internal Only)

PV267: PANVALET IS WAITING ON DSN
PANVALET IS WAITING ON <DSN>

Reason:                                                                   

The executing Panvalet Batch Job is waiting on the <DSN> referenced. The <DSN> is Enqueued by another Panvalet
process.                                 

Action:                                                                   

The Panvalet Batch Job issues the message at a frequency which is specified within the PVOPT macro BUSYLIB
option. Once the message frequency is exhausted, the Panvalet Batch Job will go into a WAIT until the <DSN> is
freed.                                               

Program: PAN#1, PAN#2, PAN#4, PAN#6, PAN#8 (z/OS only)

PV999: PANICCF INTERNAL ERROR
PANICCF INTERNAL ERROR nn

Reason:

Something happened to the ICCF procedure PAN. nn is the number of the error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support. Have a listing ready of the PAN ICCF procedure and the number of the error.

PV999: PANVALET INTERNAL ERROR
PANVALET INTERNAL ERROR

Reason:

An internal error occurred within the Panvalet system.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

Program: All
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PANUTxx Utility Messages
In z/OS only, Panvalet PANUTxx utility messages appear in the Panvalet Special Fix Report or in the batch job listings
along with JCL error messages. The messages begin with the PVUT prefix and contain a three-digit number and one of
the following one-character codes that indicates the severity of the conditions that caused the message:

I
—Informational message  (RC=0)

W
—Warning message  (RC=4)

C
—Critical error message (RC=8)

E
—Unrecoverable error message (RC=12)

The numbers are distributed as follows:

101-199
—PANUT01 messages

201-299
—PANUT02 messages

The following sections describe the PANUTxx Utility messages.

PVUT101E
YOU NEED A VALID DD FOR CBA3LINK OR CBA5LMD0 TO CONTINUE

Reason:

The CBA3LINK and CBA5LMD0 DD statements in PANUT01 must point to the Panvalet libraries.

Action:

Correct the CBA3LINK and CBA5LMD0 DD statements and rerun the job.

PVUT102E
ERROR, PARM DATA IS INVALID MUST BE "DEBUG", "LISTALL" OR "LISTALLD"

Reason:

The PANUT01 PARM parameter is invalid.

Action:

Correct the PARM statement and rerun the job.

PVUT103I
THE FOLLOWING DESCRIPTIONS ARE MISSING FROM THE SPECIAL FIX DESCRIPTION FILE

Reason:

The Special Fixes following the message do not have a description.

Action:

None.
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PVUT201I
JCL CREATED

Reason:

The SMP/E job to turn the Special Fixes on or off has been created in the PANVDATA data set.

Action:

Run the job in the PANVDATA data set.

PVUT202W
SPECIAL FIX IS ALREADY ON/OFF

Reason:

The Special Fix is already turned on or off.

Action:

None.

PVUT203C
INPUT SPECIAL FIX NOT FOUND

Reason:

The Special Fix that was specified is not a valid Special Fix.

Action:

Verify that the Special Fix requested is valid and rerun the job.

PVUT204C
PRE ONLY VALID FOR ICSF000, I2SF000, I3SF000, I4SF000 OR I7SF000

Reason:

A PREREQ for an invalid module was specified. Prereqs can only be specified for the following modules: ICSF000,
I2SF000, I3SF000, I4SF000 OR I7SF000.

Action:

Correct the module name and rerun the job.

PVUT205E
REQUEST MUST BE "ON" OR "OFF"

Reason:

A Special Fix can only be turned on or off.

Action:

Correct the Special Fix option and rerun the job.
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PVUT206I
PREREQ SAVED

Reason:

The PREREQ that was specified has been saved and will be added to the specified module in the SMP/E JCL stream.

Action:

None.

PVUT207E
SMPCSI DD MISSING UNABLE TO CONTINUE

Reason:

The DD statement for the Panvalet SMP/E CSI data set is missing.

Action:

Add the SMPCSI DD statement and rerun the job.

PVUT208I
** HIGHEST RETURN CODE

Reason:

The PANUT02 program completed with the highest return code indicated.

Action:

None.

CMS Messages
This section contains error messages issued by the Panvalet Option for CMS:

Error and Informational Messages

REQUIRED SUBCOMMAND MISSING OR INVALID

A required parameter for the PAN command has not been supplied or contains invalid characters. Return code = 8.

INCORRECT PARAMETER LIST SUPPLIED

No parameter list has been supplied where one is required, or necessary user information has been left out. Return code
= 8.

OPEN FAILURE ON DDNAME ddname

FILEDEF for the Panvalet library is missing or incorrect. Return code = 16.

RETRIEVE WILL WRITE OVER EXISTING FILE. SHOULD WE CONTINUE? ENTER Y OR N.

A CMS file already exists with the same filename, filetype, and filemode as the requested retrieval file. A reply of Y results
in the existing file being erased and the new file from the Panvalet library being created on the specified CMS disk with the
return code = 0. A reply of N terminates the command.

xxxxxxxxxx NOT FOUND
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The indicated data set referenced by an embedded ++INCLUDE statement is not present on the Panvalet library or the
name is an invalid Panvalet data set name. This can only occur on a RETRIEVE or DISPLAY subcommand. Return code
= 4.

xxxxxxxxxx NOT PRODUCTION

The indicated data set referenced by an embedded ++INCLUDE statement is in TEST status, while the data set named in
the RETRIEVE or DISPLAY subcommand is in the PRODuction status. Return code = 4.

xxxxxxxxxx PRIVILEGED

The indicated data set reference by an embedded ++INCLUDE statement is user security protected and the required
access code was not provided. Return code = 4.

xxxxxxxxxx INCLUDES SELF

An embedded ++INCLUDE statement was found to contain the same name as the including member. Return code = 4.

nnnn DATASET(S) SELECTED

This informational message indicates that nnnn data sets satisfied the PRINT subcommand selection criteria.

SUPPLY PANVALET DATA SET NAME

The Panvalet data set name was not supplied on a PAN R (RETRIEVE), PAN D (DISPLAY), or PAN L (LISTDS). Enter
name.

THE PANVALET LIBRARY WAS NOT FULL UPGRADED -- CONTACT YOUR SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER

A partial upgrade was performed on this library. The Panvalet Option for CMS does not function on this library until the
UPGRADE is complete. Contact your systems programmer to resolve the problem.

FILE VERSIONS: xxxxxx => nn.n

xxxxxx is the file name of the library being accessed. nn.n is the version number of that library.

ERROR OBTAINING OR RELEASING STORAGE

A DMSFREE or DMSFRET of storage has failed. The return code is from the failing DMSFREE or DMSFRET.

xxxxxxxxxx NEST ERROR

The maximum number of nested INCLUDE commands as defined in the INCLVLS option of FGPAN23 has been
exceeded.

xxxxxxxxxx LRECL MISMATCH

The LRECL of the INCLUDE member does not match that of the main member.

Other Return Codes

These error return codes are the same as those defined for the Panvalet Access Method (PAM). See the System
Management section for more information.

Return Code Description

2 Name contains other than alphanumeric and special characters.

7 Parameter too long (same as PV007).

23 Name not found (same as PV023).

33 Library malfunction (same as PV033).

245 Parameter list error.
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999 _INTERNAL ERROR FROM
"xxxxxxxx" in CSECT "zzzzzzzz"_.
Contact Broadcom Support and supply the exact text of this
message.

Error Recovery Procedures
This section contains information about the following subtopics:

Procedure One

You can use any of the following options whenever the library directory is full or the library capacity has been reached:

Option One

1. Execute PAN#1 and issue a STATUS...DISABLED or STATUS¼INACTIVE command for as many members as
feasible.

2. Execute PAN#2 and issue a DELETE DISABLED and DELETE INACTIVE command to remove the members to
a Panvalet protection file.

Option Two

1. Execute PAN#2 and issue a DUMP command.
2. Execute PAN#4 to allocate a new library that contains more data blocks or more directory blocks than the original

library.
3. Execute PAN#2 and issue a RESTORE command for the new library using the dump file from the original library.

Procedure Two

Use the following procedure whenever a member on the library cannot be accessed due to a DASD error or an invalid
data indication:

1. Locate the most recent protection file that contains the desired member.
2. Execute PAN#2 and issue a RESTORE xxxxxxxxxx, where xxxxxxxxxx is the desired member name.
3. If the level number of the newly replaced member is older than the working level of the member prior to the replace,

execute PAN#1 and resubmit all updates dating from the replaced level number.

Procedure Three

Use the following procedure whenever the library cannot be normally accessed due to a DASD error condition:

1. Execute PAN#2 and issue a DUMP command. If this command does not terminate successfully, you must use Error
Recovery Procedure Four.

2. Execute PAN#4 to allocate a new library.
3. Execute PAN#2 and issue a RESTORE command for the new library using the dump file just created.

Procedure Four

Use the following procedure whenever the library cannot be accessed by any Panvalet program due to a DASD error or
system error condition:

1. Locate the most recent protection file for the library.
2. Execute PAN#4 to allocate a new library.
3. Execute PAN#2 and issue a RESTORE command for the new library using the protection file.
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4. Execute PAN#1 and resubmit all updates dating from the restored level number

Procedure Five

After you receive and correct a PV033 error, you must check the integrity of the library with a PAN#2 ++DUMP command.
If this ++DUMP successfully creates a backup protection file (PANDD2), the library's forward and backward pointers have
been checked. (A ++DUMP is performed by blocks, and therefore, may not be able to detect members with bad internal
data structure.)

If you are in a time-sensitive situation, and the ++DUMP completes successfully, you can restore the member that
received the PV033 error from a previous protection file.

When more time is available, you can perform the integrity check of the library using one (or more) of the following
methods, which read and detect any corruption at the member level:

• Execute PAN#1 ++WRITE WORK,* to identify members with bad internal data structure. PAN#1 terminates when
it encounters a corrupted member. You can identify the member name by reviewing the output work file (PANDD2).
Continue execution of PAN#1 using multiple ++WRITE WORK,PREFIX= commands to pick up all remaining members
that are in the Panvalet library.

• Execute PAN#2 by issuing one of the following commands:

++PRINT COMMENT

or

++AUDIT name1<,name2>,AUDIT=COMMENT

• Execute PAN#8 ++SCAN *,'scan field'

This reads through every member in the library and checks the integrity of the member contents. PAN#8 does not
necessarily stop processing if it encounters a corrupted member. This is the least complicated method of checking the
integrity of the library.

After the names of the corrupted members have been identified:

1. Create a new backup protection file using PAN#2 ++TRANSFER name1,name2 to bypass the corrupted members.
The number of ++TRANSFER commands required depends on the number of corrupted members. For example, if
members B, I, and T are corrupted, code the following ++TRANSFER commands:

++TRANSFER A

++TRANSFER C,H

++TRANSFER J,S

++TRANSFER U,9999999999

2. Rename the existing Panvalet library and create a new library using PAN#4 ++CLEAR command.
3. Execute PAN#2 ++RESTORE (without specifying any member names) to copy the entire backup protection file

(created earlier by the ++TRANSFER commands) into a newly created Panvalet library.
4. Members identified as corrupted are not included in the newly created backup protection file. The corrupted members

that were not restored to the new protection file must be restored from a previous backup protection file created before
the corruption occurred. To test the members, restore them to a PANLIB, and perform one of the above integrity
checks at the member level.

5. After you are confident that the backup of the member was taken before the corruption occurred, transfer the tested
members into the newly created library.

6. Create a new backup protection file of the library with the combined protection file members from the ++TRANSFER
commands and the members from the individual restores of the corrupted member names. Perform this process right
away to ensure that a composite backup is available if needed.
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Options for CMS, ISPF, and TSO
The following sections provide details for the CMS, ISPF, and TSO options for this product.

Option for CMS
This section describes the functions and the management control features of the Panvalet Option for CMS Command
Processor Library System. It also provides technical information necessary for its implementation in an IBM VM
environment.

Systems programming and operations personnel can use this section to establish methods and procedures for the most
effective use of the PAN CMS interface. They can also use it to implement control and security procedures in connection
with their use of the CMS interface.

Use this section with System Management for evaluation and installation planning for the Panvalet library system with the
CMS Option.

Program Management and Security System

Panvalet is a versatile and efficient program management and security system designed for an IBM environment. It is
used to establish, maintain, and protect a control library of source programs, object programs, JCL, and card-image data
files. Central library storage on a direct access device (DASD) allows immediate access for maintenance or processing,
improved machine throughput, greater productivity of personnel, and effective control and protection against theft,
disaster, or other loss.

CMS Option

CMS is a conversational, terminal-oriented system used on VM systems that lets programmers quickly and effectively
develop, debug, and maintain computer programs

The Panvalet Option for CMS is the interface system between a z/OS or VSE Panvalet library under a VM operating
system.

The Panvalet Option for CMS provides read-only access to the Panvalet library and the ability to create a properly
named CMS file on a CMS disk for editing, compiling, link-editing, and so on. Subsequent to CMS editing, programs are
submitted to a batch machine for permanent Panvalet updating. To perform updates to the z/OS or VSE Panvalet libraries,
spool the update job stream to a z/OS or VSE machine. This gives the CMS user the full capabilities of Panvalet without
interfering with batch processing or with other CMS users.

The functions of storage and retrieval of programs in the Panvalet library are performed by the PAN Command Processor
in the CMS environment and by the PAN#1 program in an execution mode. Only the PAN Command Processor facilities
are discussed in this section. For all batch references, see Using and System Management.

Getting Started with CMS

The rest of this section is divided into several topics that provide information about:

• System and installation requirements for the Panvalet Option for CMS
• Subcommands, operation, and execution of the PAN Command Processor
• All subcommands with syntax and parameters
• User exits and how they work with the PAN Command Processor
• Error and informational messages issued by the Option for CM
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Installation for CMS
This section describes hardware, operating system, core size, and disk space requirements for installing the Panvalet
Option for CMS on your VM system. This section also describes how to install the Panvalet Option for CMS.

System Requirements

Review the following system requirements before proceeding with the Panvalet Option for CMS installation.

Hardware

The PAN Command Processor supports the Panvalet library file on any DASD supported by z/OS or VSE. The program is
executable in any IBM environment running under VM. The Decimal Arithmetic feature is also required.

Operating System

The PAN Command Processor can be executed concurrently in multiple CMS virtual machines under VM and on shared
DASD between multiple CPUs. The execution of the PAN Command Processor is accomplished by invoking commands
entered at a user's terminal during a CMS session. It can be executed under Release 2 and above of CMS.

Core Size

As a general rule, the PAN Command Processor requires a minimum CMS machine of 320 KB.

Disk Space

You must have sufficient disk space to install the Panvalet Option for CMS. Use the following table to estimate space
requirements for the Panvalet Option for CMS.

DiskType Blocking Test SystemFiles Production SystemFiles
3380 4 KB 1 cylinder 1 cylinder

Installing the CMS Option

he Panvalet Option for CMS consists of one cartridge of magnetic tape containing five z/OS standard-labeled files that are
blocked at 38 KB. To install the Panvalet Option for CMS:

1. Attach a tape drive to your CMS session. Retrieve the installation documentation from the tape with the following
commands:

TAPE REW

TAPE FSF 7

TAPE LOAD INSTALL DOC

You can unload the tape at this time, if necessary, with the command:

TAPE RUN

2. Review the file just retrieved and follow the steps detailed in it to complete the installation.

Post-Installation Considerations

Any time the installation security code or any other PVOPT option is changed, FGPAN23 must be assembled for both
batch and CMS. The PVLKCMS1 EXEC must also be executed to include the changes.
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Formatting Options for Retrieval and Command Suppression

A Panvalet data set can be retrieved with the usual Panvalet sequencing (sequence by ones) or with the CMS sequencing
(sequence by tens). These parameters can be established as the installation default. You can override the default, if
desired, by using the opposite parameter. If CMS is the default when retrieving a data set for which CMS sequencing is
not supported, then normal Panvalet sequencing occurs and no error is reported.

Retrievals can be performed with or without expansion of embedded ++INCLUDEs by using the EXPAND or NOEXPAND
parameters. You can choose either of these parameters as an installation default, with an override possible by using the
opposite parameter.

Also, you can suppress functions in the PAN Command Processor. Suppressed commands require the entry of the correct
control parameter. Entry of an invalid control code for a suppressed command causes the user to be disconnected from
CMS.

Information about resetting the default retrieval options and how to set suppressed commands can be found in the exec
retrieved by installation, PVCOPTS EXEC.

The PRINT command always requires the entry of the CONTROL parameter, regardless of what command suppression is
used or what the value of the CONTROL code is.

Input/Output Flow Diagram

File Requirements

The PAN Command Processor uses the file name/ddname PANDD1 for the input library. Messages are written to the
user's terminal.

Library File (PANDD1)

The Panvalet library resides on an z/OS or VSE disk and contains programs, object programs, job control, or card image
data files. It is logically segmented into library members referred to by name in Panvalet commands.
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Prepare z/OS and VSE Libraries for Access

CMS does not support BDAM as an access method for z/OS or VSE disks. Therefore, the Panvalet library must appear to
be a physical sequential file to CMS. You can do this by using one of the following methods:

• Panvalet for z/OS libraries can be dumped, cleared, and restored according to the specification in the System
Management section with one exception. The exception is to omit the DCB subparameter DSORG=DA in the PAN#4
clear execution.

• Panvalet VSE libraries are supported if they appear as z/OS BSAM files to CMS. You must modify the Format 1 label
contained in the VTOC of the device on which the Panvalet library resides to accomplish this. Modify the Format 1
label by using DITTO's DRL (disk record load) interactively through the console or ICCF.
The following general steps describe how to modify the Format 1 label:
a. Run a DITTO DVT to find the location (beginning and ending cylinder-head (CKD) or relative block (FBA)) of the

VTOC extent on the volume containing the Panvalet data set.
b. Use the VTOC location as input to a DITTO DDD to dump the VTOC.
c. Locate the record number (CKD) or block number (FBA) that contains the Panvalet data set name. This is required

later for input to DITTO's DRL.
d. Find the eye-catcher "IBMDOSVS" immediately after the Panvalet data set nameCompute the offset (relative to

zero) in bytes of where to begin the modification for input to DITTO's DRL. For CKD devices, the offset is computed
from the start of the DATA portion of the record. For FBA devices, the offset is computed from the start of the block.

The modification must begin on the 13th byte after the last S in IBMDOSVS. You should find an X'20' there. For example:

CHAR   IBMDOSVS

ZONE   CCDCDEEE444444440000|2 <----  This is where you begin to modify:

NUMR   9244625200000000000?|0 <----  4080XXYY00

                                     0000XXYY00

where both XXXX and YYYY represent the Panvalet library block size in hexadecimal.

User Terminal

Informational, error, and termination messages from the PAN Command Processor are listed directly to the user's
terminal. Input resulting from prompt messages is accepted directly from the user's terminal.

PAN Command Processor
This section discusses the subcommands, operation, features, and execution of the PAN Command Processor. The PAN
Command Processor is structured to serve both programmers and programming management in processing Panvalet
library members.

PAN Subcommands

All subcommands are combined in the PAN Command Processor, but execution of the management features is
automatically protected. A description of the subcommands of the PAN Command Processor follows.

DISPLAY

By using the DISPLAY subcommand, a Panvalet library member is displayed at the user's terminal. The requested
member can be displayed in its entirety or in various selected portions.
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LISTDS

You can inspect a Panvalet library member's attributes with the LISTDS subcommand. The Panvalet member name is
required. Information for the requested member is listed to the user's terminal and includes level number, user code,
status, language, blocks used, number of statements, dates of last maintenance and last access, percent of utilization,
and logical record length.

PRINT

A selective directory list in abbreviated form (72 characters per line) can be printed at the user's terminal with the PRINT
subcommand. You can select name key, status, user code, or language type. Regardless of the selection, the listing
appears in name sequence. Other CMS or batch users can access the Panvalet library while this subcommand is being
performed. Subtotals or summaries are not produced.

NOTE
The proper control code must be supplied, as in PAN#2, for this subcommand to be successfully executed.

RETRIEVE

You can copy a Panvalet library member from the library to a CMS sequential data set. The retrieved data set is read by
the CMS EDIT of the interactive compilers.

NOTE
Unless overridden, the data set is created with the default shown with the description of the DATASET
parameter (see PAN Subcommands for more information).

CMS/Batch Processing Interface

Several considerations exist for the CMS user who wants to reference CMS formatted data sets on the Panvalet library in
batch mode (for example, submitting a job that executes PAN#1).

Special Formatting Option

The special formatting option is part of the ++ADD command. The ++ADD command in the PAN-CMS environment
supports the optional parameter (CMS), which can be supplied in place of the NOFORMAT parameter. This parameter
requests special CMS internal storage and processing for the data set being ADDed to the system. This operand is
ignored for formats other than:

• ANSCOBOL
• BAL (or ALC)
• COBOL
• FORTRAN
• JCL
• PL/1 (or PL/I)
• ZTYPEs that mimic the above

Special Processing Features with PAN#1

The special processing features for a CMS library member with PAN#1 are shown below.
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• The program, when added to the library in a batch PAN#1 run, is resequenced by tens (10s). These sequence
numbers are stored on the library.

• When PAN#1 or PAN retrieves the data set, a special comment record is developed to inform the user of
the Panvalet name, the LEVEL number of the data set, and the date of last maintenance. When this comment is a
separate card, its sequence number is all zeros.

• For the COBOL format with the Panvalet CMS Option, the ID portion of the statement is blank after the first three
cards.

• A batch mode update of a program stored with CMS format can be made using PAN#1. The popular ++C update
technique is used. For example:

++C 4090,5010

Deletes all statements starting with 4090 and including 5010.

++C 6050

. . . statements to be inserted.

Inserts after the statement numbered 6050, the cards that follow.

++C 7020,7040

. . . statements to replace.

Deletes all the statements starting with 7020 and including 7040, and inserts the cards that follow in place of the
deleted statements.

The updated program would be renumbered by tens. A compile of the updated data set would show the new sequence
numbers.

Special PAN Command Processor Features

Special processing features for a CMS library member with PAN make it possible for the PAN Command Processor to
retrieve and display the data set in a variety of ways as follows:

• A PAN R or PAN D with "PANVALET,NOEXPAND" parameters or defaults performs the retrieval and display exactly as
PAN#1 ++WRITE¼PRINT except for PL/I data sets.

• A PAN R or PAN D with "PANVALET,EXPAND" parameters or defaults performs the retrieval and display exactly as a
PAN#1 WRITE¼WORK.

• A PAN R or PAN D with "CMS,NOEXPAND" parameters or defaults retrieves and displays the following format types
with a generated sequence field, sequenced by tens, filling the entire sequence field: ASM, COBOL, FORTRAN, PLI,
JCL. Members already stored as NOFORMAT are retrieved and displayed exactly as a PAN#1 ++WRITE¼PRINT.

• A PAN R or PAN D with "CMS,EXPAND" parameters or defaults retrieves and displays the following format types with
a generated sequence field, sequenced by tens, filling the entire sequence field: ASM, COBOL, FORTRAN, PLI, JCL.
Embedded ++INCLUDEs are expanded and sequenced inline with the original member.

The expansion of the ++INCLUDEs is performed in the following manner. The first level INCLUDE (or outermost
INCLUDE) is expanded with a special header and trailer comment to mark the beginning and end of the INCLUDEd
member. Additional levels of INCLUDEs are expanded normally. The format of the header comment is shown as follows:

type           column

               1 2 3        ...       7  8 ...            71 72

COBOL,RPG                             *  INCLUDE++

FORT           C                         INCLUDE++

PLI              / *                     INCLUDE++        *  /

JCL            / / *                     INCLUDE++

ASM            *                         INCLUDE++
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and others including ZTYPEs

The format of the trailer comment is the same, except for the "END INCLUDE++" key phrase, which starts in column 8 of
the trailer record.

WARNING
You must not alter the comments under CMS EDIT if the data set is to be properly stored back on the Panvalet
library.

NOTE
The special headers and trailers apply to the CMS EXPAND option only and are recognized by batch Panvalet.
The expanded INCLUDEs are recompressed when the data set is spooled back to batch Panvalet. The LRECL
of an INCLUDE member must match that of the main member.

The resulting output data set is compatible, if CMS sequencing is applicable, with the CMS interactive compilers or with
CMS EDIT.

Special Character Support

The PAN Command Processor supports special characters (@, #, $) in library member names. However, there is a
conflict with CMS itself concerning the pound sign (#). As the default, this character is the end-of-line character and
cannot be used when entering a name on the PAN command line. To use this character, you can alter your PROFILE
EXEC to choose a different end-of-line character.

Execution

Invoking the command PAN and the desired subcommand with its operands directly from the user's terminal during a
CMS session executes the PAN Command Processor.

Execution Under CMS

To use the PAN Command Processor during a terminal session, the ddname of PANDD1 must first be allocated. This can
be accomplished in either of two ways:

• Modify the user's logon procedure (PROFILE EXEC) to include the following FILEDEF for the Panvalet library.

FILEDEF PANDD1 DISK FILE PANDD1 fm DSN dsname

• Issue the above allocation command during the terminal session after the logon. The dsname can be a question mark
(?) or qual1, qual2,¼qualn. If you use a question mark, you are prompted to enter the proper 44-byte z/OS or VSE
data set name for the file. If quals are used (preferred method), the 44-byte z/OS and VSE data set name must follow
z/OS data set name rules. CMS strings the quals together, connected by periods, and the result must match the actual
z/OS and VSE data set name. For example:

z/OS and VSE Data Set Name CMS FILEDEFData Set Name
X.Y.Z DSN X Y Z
PANVALET DSN PANVALET
PAN.LIBRARY DSN PAN LIBRARY
PAN VALET (VSE only) DSN ? and reply PAN VALET to prompt.

The first method is preferred because it is automatic with every logon and is transparent to the user.
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Access to Multiple Libraries

For easy access to multiple Panvalet libraries during a single logon session, assign additional ddnames to the libraries
during or after logon and use the ddname operand with each PAN request to indicate the ddname of the library you want
to access. You can use any appropriate ddname, except PANDD2 and PANDD3.

PAN Command Processor Syntax

This topic describes the PAN Command Processor syntax format.

PAN subcommand           name           keywords/values

PAN subcommand
The command is PAN, followed by a space and then the subcommand. The minimum abbreviation for a
subcommand is variable, and it is followed by a space.

name
A 1- to 21-character Panvalet member name that the subcommand processes. It is followed by a space.

keywords/values
Keywords are non-positional and delimited by a space or spaces from each other and from their values (if any).
You can abbreviate each keyword as described in the keyword summary. You can specify keywords in any order.
Keyword values assign meaning or quantity that directs or qualifies the action of the keyword; an operand. The
value of a keyword must follow right after the keyword.
Required keywords are enclosed in braces:
{required}

Mutually exclusive, required keywords are stacked in braces:
{ one of these }

{ keywords     }

{ is required  }

Optional keywords are enclosed in brackets:
[Optional]

Mutually exclusive, optional keywords are stacked in brackets:
[ one of these ]

[ keywords     ]

[ can be used  ]

Variables (for example, a Panvalet member name or keyword value) are shown in lowercase.

PAN Subcommands for CMS
This section describes all the PAN Command Processor subcommands and keywords. For more information about
subcommands, see PAN Command Processor.

DISPLAY

The PAN DISPLAY subcommand displays a Panvalet library member.

Syntax

PAN DISPLAY          NAME             ([DDNAME ddname]

                                       [EXPAND  ]

                                       [NOEXPAND]

                                       [PANVALET]
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                                       [CMS     ]

                                       [ACCESS nn]

                                       [CONTROL nn]

                                       [FROM nn]

                                       [TO nn])

Parameters
PAN DISPLAY

The minimum abbreviation is PAN D.
Name

The member name is the 1- to 21-character Panvalet name you want to display. If the Panvalet name is
greater than eight characters, it must be broken into eight-byte increments, each separated by one space.
SUPERSET.SUBSET displays are permitted.

See Keyword Summary for additional information.

DDNAME ddname
Optional. Specifies an alternate ddname for the Panvalet library. This keyword allows access to multiple Panvalet
libraries and allows specification of a particular library at execution time. The minimum abbreviation is D.

EXPAND
Optional. Expands embedded Panvalet ++INCLUDE statements during display. The minimum abbreviation is E.

NOEXPAND
Optional. Leaves embedded Panvalet ++INCLUDE statements unexpanded during display. The minimum
abbreviation is N.

NOTE
The installation default for display of ++INCLUDEs can be EXPAND or NOEXPAND. You can use the
opposite parameter to override the default at execution time.

PANVALET
Optional. Requests sequencing displayed data sets by Panvalet sequence numbers with unnumbered, generated
comment records. The minimum abbreviation is P.

CMS
Optional. Requests sequencing of displayed data sets by CMS sequence numbers (sequenced by tens with
generated comment records numbered zero).

NOTE
The installation default for internal formatting can be PANVALET or CMS. You can use the opposite
parameter to override the default at execution time.

ACCESS nn
Optional. Allows access to a user security-protected Panvalet library member. The minimum abbreviation is A.

CONTROL nn
Optional. Performs the display if the subcommand is suppressed. The minimum abbreviation is CON.

FROM nn
Optional. Starting statement number to be displayed. If omitted, the display starts with the first statement. The
minimum abbreviation is F.

TO nn
Optional. Ending statement to be displayed. If omitted, the display ends with the last statement of the member.
The minimum abbreviation is T.
If CMS sequencing is in effect, the count is by tens and expanded INCLUDEs are counted. If Panvalet sequencing
is in effect, the count is by ones and the expanded INCLUDEs are not counted.
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Examples
PAN DISPLAY PAY57

Displays member PAY57 in its entirety.
PAN D PAY58 (DDN PANVLT

Displays member PAN#58 in its entirety from alternate Panvalet library defined to DDNAME PANVLT.
PAN D PAY59 (EXPAND

Displays member PAY59 in its entirety and expands any embedded ++INCLUDE statements.
PAN D SUPSET.S UB1 (F 5 T 10 CMS

Displays SUPERSET.SUBSET member named SUPSET.SUB1 from statement 5 to statement 10 with CMS
sequence numbers.

LISTDS

PAN LISTDS is a request to list the attributes of a Panvalet library member.

Syntax

PAN LISTDS           NAME             ([ACCESS nn]

    LD                                 [CONTROL nn]

                                       [COMMENT])

                                       [DDNAME ddname])

Parameters
PAN LISTDS

The minimum abbreviation is PAN L.
Name

The member name is the 1- to 21-character Panvalet name you want to list. If the Panvalet name is greater than
8 characters long, you must break it up into 8-byte increments, each separated by one space. You can specify a
SUPERSET.SUBSET, but the attributes listed are those of the SUPERSET.

See Keyword Summary for additional information.

ACCESS nn
Optional. Allows access to a user security protected Panvalet library member. The minimum abbreviation is A.

CONTROL nn
Optional. Performs the list if the subcommand is suppressed. The minimum abbreviation is CON.

COMMENT
Optional. Requests to also have the library member's user comment listed to the terminal. The minimum
abbreviation is COM.

DDNAME ddname
Optional. Specifies an alternate ddname for the Panvalet library. This parameter allows access to multiple
Panvalet libraries and specification of a particular library at execution time. The minimum abbreviation is DD.

Examples
PAN LD PAY57 (COM

Lists one heading line to the user's terminal, one line of directory information for Panvalet member PAY57, and
one line of user comment, if present.
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PAN L EMPSTAT (ACC 5 DD PANVLT
Lists one heading line to the user's terminal and one line of directory information for Panvalet member EMPSTAT
supplying the required user code 5 from the alternate Panvalet library defined to DDNAME PANVLT.

PRINT

PAN PRINT is a request for a selective directory list to be printed at the user's terminal.

Syntax

PAN PRINT             ({CONTROL nn}

                       {NAME namekey    }

                       {STATUS selection}

                       {USER xxxx[yyyy] }

                       {TYPE language   }

                       [COMMENT]

                       [DDNAME ddname])

Parameters
PAN PRINT

The minimum abbreviation is PAN P.

See Keyword Summary for additional information.

CONTROL nn
Required. Specifies the library control code. You must specify one of the following parameters: NAME, STATUS,
USER, TYPE. The minimum abbreviation is CON.

NAME namekey
Required. Indicates a selection on namekey (1 to 8 characters). The minimum abbreviation is N.

STATUS selection
Required. Indicates a selection on status (P, T, E, D, A, or I). The minimum abbreviation is S.

USER xxxx[yyyy]
Required. Indicates a selection on user code or range of user codes. The minimum abbreviation is U.

TYPE language
Required. Indicates a selection on language type. The minimum abbreviation is T.

COMMENT
Optional. Indicates that user comments are also listed, when present. The minimum abbreviation is COM.

DDNAME ddname
Optional. Specifies an alternate ddname for the Panvalet library. This parameter allows access to multiple
Panvalet libraries and allows specification of a particular library at execution time. The minimum abbreviation is
DD.

Examples
PAN PRINT (CON 64 S T COM

Requests a directory listing to the user's terminal of all Panvalet library members in Test status and a listing of
their user comments, if present.

PAN P (CON 53 U 00200030
Requests a directory listing to the user's terminal of all Panvalet library members with user codes between 20 and
30 inclusive.
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RETRIEVE

PAN RETRIEVE is a request to retrieve a Panvalet library member.

Syntax

PAN RETRIEVE         NAME             ([DATASET fn ft fm]

                                       [EXPAND  ]

                                       [NOEXPAND]

                                       [PANVALET]

                                       [CMS     ]

                                       [ACCESS nn]

                                       [CONTROL nn]

                                       [DDNAME ddname])

Parameters
PAN RETRIEVE

The minimum abbreviation is PAN R.
Name

The member name is the 1- to 21-character Panvalet name you want to retrieve. If the Panvalet name is
greater than eight characters long, you must break it into 8-byte increments, each separated by one space.
SUPERSET.SUBSET retrievals are permitted.

See Keyword Summary for additional information.

DATASET fn ft fm
Optional. Overrides the default file name, file type, and file mode of the data set being retrieved to a CMS disk
from an z/OS and VSE Panvalet library. The defaults are as follows:

• CMS file name -- positions one to eight of the Panvalet data set name.
• CMS file type -- Panvalet type except:

ASSEMBLE     ASM, BAL, ALC     TEXT       OBJECT

COBOL        COBOL-72          UNSPC      UNSPECIFIED

COBOL        ANSCOBOL          AUTOC      AUTOCODER

PLI          PL/1 or PL/I      ZTYPEs that mimic the above

• CMS file mode -- A1

When used, the DATASET parameter requires three subparameters: filename, filetype, and filemode. You
must specify the subparameters to change, while an equal sign (=) can indicate those for which the default is
acceptable.
The minimum abbreviation is DA.

EXPAND
Optional. Expands embedded Panvalet ++INCLUDE statements during retrieval. The minimum abbreviation is E.

NOEXPAND
Optional. Leaves embedded Panvalet ++INCLUDE statements unexpanded during retrieval. The minimum
abbreviation is N.

NOTE
The installation default for retrieval of ++INCLUDEs can be EXPAND or NOEXPAND. You can use the
opposite parameter to override the default at execution time.
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PANVALET
Optional. Requests sequencing of retrieved data sets by Panvalet sequence numbers with unnumbered,
generated comment records. The minimum abbreviation is P.

CMS
Optional. Requests sequencing of retrieved data sets by CMS sequence numbers (sequenced by tens with
generated comment records numbered zero).

NOTE
The installation default for internal formatting can be PANVALET or CMS. You can use the opposite
parameter to override the default at execution time.

ACCESS nn
Optional. Allows access to a user security protected Panvalet library member. The minimum abbreviation is A.

CONTROL nn
Optional. Performs the retrieve if the subcommand is suppressed. The minimum abbreviation is CON.

DDNAME ddname
Optional. Specifies an alternate ddname for the Panvalet library. This parameter allows access to multiple
Panvalet libraries and specification of a particular library at execution time.
If a PROCESS compiler control statement is the first statement in a PL/I format member, the Panvalet special
comment record is not generated.
If an ICTL assembler statement is the first statement in a BAL format member, the Panvalet special comment
record is not generated.
The minimum abbreviation is DD.

Examples
PAN RETRIEVE PAYROLL4 01

Retrieves a member called PAYROLL401 and creates a CMS file on the user's A-disk named PAYROLL4 filetype
A1. where filetype is the Panvalet format type.

PAN R SORTEST (DA = CARDS = E
Retrieves a member called SORTEST, expands any embedded ++INCLUDE statements, and creates a CMS file
named SORTEST CARDS A1. Uses normal Panvalet sequencing.

PAN R TDATE (DD PANVLT CMS DA TODAYS DATE =
Retrieves a member called TDATE from the alternate Panvalet library defined to DDNAME PANVLT and creates a
CMS file named TODAYS DATE A1. Uses CMS sequencing.

Keyword Summary for CMS
The following table is a summary of possible keyword usage with the Panvalet Option for CMS subcommands. The
minimum abbreviations of the subcommands are shown in bold text.

Keywords used with PAN subcommands must be enclosed as a group in a single set of parentheses.

Keyword Where Used Action Value Format
Access nn Optional for the R, L, and D

subcommands.
Allows access to a user
security- protected Panvalet
library members.

Numeric value, one to five digits.
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CMS Optional for the R and D
subcommands.

Causes members with
BAL, COBOL, ANSCOBOL,
FORTRAN, PL/I, or JCL formats
to be automatically sequenced
in CMS format for retrieval. All
other types and NOFORMAT
are treated with Panvalet
sequencing when applicable.
ZTYPEs can mimic any of the
above.

Keyword alone.

COMment Optional for the L and P
subcommands.

Causes user comment record to
be listed to user's terminal.

Keyword alone.

CONtrol nn Optional for R, L, and D
subcommands. Required for P
subcommands.

Allows execution of suppressed
or protected subcommands.

Numeric value, one to five digits.

DAtaset fn ft fm Optional for R subcommands. Allows output data set naming
other than standard default.

Specified filename, filetype, and
filemode.

DDname ddname Optional for R, L, P, and D
subcommands. Required for P
subcommands.

Allows ddname other than
PANDD1 (default) to be used
for Panvalet library. (Cannot be
PANDD2 or PANDD3.)

One to eight position
alphanumeric ddname allocated
to a Panvalet library. (Must
allocate before invoking PAN.)

Expand Optional for R and D
subcommands.

Allows override if system
installation option is not to
expand INCLUDEs.

Keyword alone.

Name namekey Optional for R and P
subcommands.

Causes all Panvalet library
members beginning with
namekey to be selected for
listing.

One to eight alphanumeric
characters.

Noexpand Optional for R and D
subcommands.

Allows override if system
installation option is to expand
INCLUDEs.

Keyword alone.

Panvalet Optional for R and D
subcommands.

Causes retrieval with Panvalet
formatting and sequence
numbers. Overrides CMS.

Keyword alone.

Status selection Optional for P subcommands. Causes all Panvalet library
members with requested status
to be listed.

The STATUS parameters and
allowable abbreviations are:
DISABLE, ENABLE, INACTIVE,
ACTIVE, PROD, TEST

Type language Optional for P subcommands. Causes all Panvalet library
members with the requested
language type to be listed.

Allowable values are:
ASSEMBLE (assembler)
ANSCOBOL (Anscobol)
COBOL-72 (Cobol-72)
FORTRAN FORTRAN
PLI (PL/I)
TEXT (Object)
AUTOC (Autocoder)
ASMB (Assembler)
COBOL (Cobol)
ANSCB (Anscobol)
COB72 (Cobol-72)
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   FORT (FORTRAN)
PL/1 (PL/1)
RPG (RPG)
OBJCT (Object)

   JCL (JCL)
DATA (Data)
OTHER (Other)
UNSPC (Unspecified)

   Note: The Panvalet CMS Option
supports user formats. If you
have set up any ZTYPEs, no
abbreviations are allowed.

User xxxxyyyy Optional for P subcommands. Causes all Panvalet library
members with the requested
user code or range of user
codes to be listed.

One to four numeric characters
for one code. Eight numeric
characters for a range of codes.

From nn Optional for D subcommands. Causes display to start with
specified statement number.

One to seven numeric
characters.

To nn Optional for D subcommands. Causes display to end with
specified statement number.

One to seven numeric
characters.

Exit Facilities for CMS
An exit facility is provided to accommodate user-written routines in the PAN Command Processor. The design of the
PAN exit facility is similar, though not identical to, the exit facility design for the batch Panvalet system. The following
capabilities are available to you in the PAN exit structure:

• Inspect and modify the parameters passed from the user
• Inspect, modify, add, or delete records or messages to be displayed on the user’s terminal
• Inspect, modify, add, or delete records being retrieved
• Receive control at end-of-job to complete any processing by the user exit

Linkage Conventions for User Exits

The PAN Command Processor calls a module named CMSPANEX for each of the following conditions:

• A first pass allows the user to examine the command.
• A separate pass for each error message, informational message, or display line created by PAN. The messages are

passed before being sent to the user's terminal with the WRTERM macro. Messages created by CMS service routines
are not passed to the exit.

• One pass is made before each record written on a PAN RETRIEVE subcommand; a second pass is possible after
each write if the user exit so requests.

• An end-of-job pass makes PAN immediately return to the system after the return from the user exit.

The Panvalet Option for CMS passes three arguments to the exit. The arguments are IOAREA, IOCODE, and DIRENTRY.

The address of these arguments is in register one. All arguments are not present on all passes and contain varying
information depending on the nature of the pass.

Register 13 contains the address of an 18 fullword save area where the user must appropriately store the registers.
Register 14 accomplishes the return.
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This register convention must be followed. It is the standard convention used in higher-level languages such as COBOL.
The parameters passed generally cannot be altered except where specifically indicated. PAN sets the parameter referred
to as IOCODE dependent on the operation being performed. You can change IOCODE to reflect your needs before
returning to PAN.

Parameters

First Pass

The first pass with command buffer occurs for all Panvalet Option for CMS subcommands. Register 1 points to a 2
fullword parameter list, each fullword containing an address:

• The first fullword is the address of the parameters passed from the user.
• The second fullword is the address of a 3-byte code field. Byte 1 is the IOCODE, byte 2 is the PROGRAM, and byte 3

is the RETURN request. These codes can have the following values:

IOCODE going to the exit

     X'05'       Before RETRIEVE output.

     X'06'       User requested return.

     X'08'       End-of-job.

     X'09'       Initial pass.

     X'10'       Message pass.

IOCODE returning from the exit

     C'E'        Insert a record.

     C'F'        Skip current record.

     C'G'        Go to the end-of-job.

     no change   Process as normal.

PROGRAM

     C'C'        Constant value indicating PAN is executing.

                 User cannot change.

RETURN going to the exit

     C'N'        A no return setting always set by PAN before

                 going to he exit.

RETURN returning from the exit

     no change   Process as normal.

     C'Y'        Set by the user to indicate a return pass is 

                 desired after an output record is written or

                 skipped. This value is ignored unless processing

                 an output file or message pass.

For the first pass, the IOCODE has a value of X'09', the PROGRAM always has a value of C'C', and RETURN is not used.
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Figure 6: Exit Facilities for CMS_Parameters_First Pass

Message Pass

Any pass for PAN messages/lines occurs with all PAN subcommands, and includes the print lines created during PAN
LISTDS, PRINT, or DISPLAY.

Register 1 points to a 3 fullword parameter list, each fullword containing an address:

• The first fullword is the address of a 2 fullword list containing the location and length of the message about to be
written to the user's terminal (see the following diagram).

NOTE
The message length can be altered to a maximum of 133 bytes.

• The second fullword is the address of a 3-byte code field. The first byte (IOCODE) has a value of X'10' for this pass,
the second byte (PROGRAM) always has a value of C'C', and the third byte (RETURN) has a value determined by the
actions of the user.

• The third fullword is the address of the directory entry (DIRENTRY). The DIRENTRY currently used by PAN is
presented in a 0-up format. If the name (positions 1-10) is blank, no entry is available.
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Figure 7: Exit Facilities for CMS_Parameters_Message Pass

Retrieve Pass

This pass can be the writing of data (RETRIEVEs only) or an end-of-job pass (last pass, occurs for all subcommands).

Register 1 points to a three fullword parameter list, each fullword containing an address:

• The first fullword contains the address of the record to be written (IOAREA).
• The second fullword is the address of the 3-byte code field. The values assigned to the three bytes are dependent on

the user's use of the pass.
• The third fullword is the address of the directory entry (DIRENTRY). The DIRENTRY currently used by PAN is

presented in a 0-up format. If the name (positions 1-10) is blank, no entry is available (see the following diagram).
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Figure 8: Exit Facilities for CMS_Parameters_Retrieve Pass

Using the Exit

Checks should be made during the first pass (IOCODE=X'09') to determine the PAN subcommand being requested. Only
RETRIEVEs will be processing output files.

If you want to read or write using your own output data files, you must allocate (by pre-allocation or using FSOPEN) and
open your own files.

The IOCODE of X'05' indicates that an output file is being processed. PAN passes the EOJ IOCODE (X'08') immediately
preceding the return to the operating system. If control is returned to PAN, it goes to the end-of-job regardless of the
IOCODE returned to the user.

To create a log of all terminal I/O, you can trap the COMMAND buffer in the first pass (IOCODE=X'09') and any PAN
terminal output with succeeding IOCODE=X'10' passes.

The following types of messages are passed to the exit:

• All PAN ERROR messages
• All headers and directory lines created by the PAN LISTD and PAN PRINT subcommands
• All data provided by the PAN DISPLAY subcommand

The remainder of this section, on how to use the exit, discusses using the RETRIEVE and DISPLAY subcommands.

PAN RETRIEVE/DISPLAY Output Mode

PAN passes an IOCODE of X'05' or X'10', and optionally X'06', when in the output mode. The first fullword in the exit
parameter list contains the address of IOAREA, which is 80 bytes in length.

An IOCODE of X'05' or X'10' is passed before each write of an output record. You can inspect and modify the input area
as desired. This requires no change to IOCODE and a simple return to PAN processes the record as normal. You can
place additional records on any output file before or after the current record. You can also skip the current record.
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NOTE
Records up to 4096 bytes in length can be passed in output mode. The length of a long record is passed in a
fullword, which is at IOAREA minus 4 bytes. When you set the LEXIT option of FGPAN23 to Y, the exit is only
called for output members whose logical record length exceeds 80 bytes.

Adding Records Before the Current Record

The procedure for adding records before the current record follows:

1. Move the current record from the output area to a save area in CMSPANEX.
2. Move the additional record to the output area.
3. Move a C'Y' (return request) to the RETURN code.
4. Return to PAN, which writes the records to the output file or terminal, then returns to the user exit with an

IOCODE=X'06' (user requested return).
5. If you want to add more records, move a C'E' (insert a record) to IOCODE and repeat steps 2-4. If no more records are

desired, move the original record from the save area to the output area, set the IOCODE to C'E' and return.

Adding Records After the Current Record

The procedure for adding a record after the current record follows:

1. Move a C'Y' (return request) to the RETURN code.
2. Return to PAN without changing the IOCODE. PAN writes the current record and returns to the exit with an

IOCODE=X'06'.
3. Move the new record to the output area.
4. Move a C'E' to the IOCODE and a C'Y' to the RETURN code.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until there are no more records to be added. Then return without changing the IOCODE.

Skipping Current Records

Skip the current record (delete from output) by setting the IOCODE to C'F' and returning.

Linking User Exits

The procedure for linking the user exits to a system with the Panvalet Option for CMS follows:

1. Relink the Panvalet Option for CMS to the system from scratch by executing the installation link EXEC (PVLKCMS1).
2. Modify the PVLKCMS1 to specify the SYSTEM option on the GENMOD command, if the exit modifies the parameter

list that is passed to the Panvalet Option for CMS from the user.
3. Store the text for the user exit as CMSPANEX TEXT.

Option for ISPF
The Panvalet Option for ISPF retains the advantages of the Panvalet library and provides the controls, information, and
security of the original batch system in the online programming environment. The direct interface between IBM ISPF/PDF
and the Panvalet library lets you perform online browse, edit, and utility functions on members in Panvalet libraries.

The following sections provide general information about the Panvalet ISPF Option and end-user information about using
the Panvalet ISPF Option.

The following set of topics describe the features and benefits of the Panvalet ISPF Option. They also describe interface
techniques using the Panvalet TSO Option and the Panvalet Access Method (PAM):
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ISPF Option System

The Panvalet ISPF Option solves the problems inherent in self-programmed systems. It provides direct communication
between ISPF Edit and a Panvalet library. The benefits of the Panvalet ISPF Option direct communication include:

• Ease of use
• Use of Panvalet and ISPF without the Panvalet TSO option as an intermediary
• Reduced overhead by bypassing the extra reading, writing, and DASD space required for temporary data sets
• Use of the full range of Panvalet and ISPF facilities
• Display of standard ISPF error messages
• Maintenance and display of Panvalet level stamps
• Display of Panvalet user-comment records
• Protection of production status or locked Panvalet members

ISPF Option Facilities

The Panvalet ISPF Option is divided into the following basic facilities: Edit, Browse, Utility, and View.

Edit

The Edit facility lets you edit Panvalet members using functions similar to ISPF/PDF edit.

Browse

The Browse facility lets you browse Panvalet members using functions similar to ISPF/PDF browse.

Utility

The Utility facility provides the following online Panvalet utilities:

• Member attribute changes (status, comment, user code, level)
• Member manipulation (copy, rename, delete, print)
• Member language change
• Library-to-library copy
• Member lock/unlock
• User query utility
• Compare utility
• Scan utility
• Create utility

NOTE
The member manipulation delete function and the Create and Scan utilities may not be available at your site.

View

The View facility lets you view Panvalet members using functions similar to ISPF/PDF view.

Interfacing ISPF and Panvalet

Many installations have interfaced Panvalet and ISPF through the Panvalet TSO Option, which is another TSO Command
Processor. Using the TSO Option, a Panvalet member is copied from the Panvalet library to a temporary work data
set. ISPF copies the member from the temporary data set into memory, and then you can edit the member while it is in
memory. When editing is complete, the updated member is saved to the temporary data set, and the TSO Option is re-
entered to copy the temporary data set back to the Panvalet library.
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Panvalet users have developed interface techniques that range from direct use of the TSO Option facility by the
programmer to very sophisticated automatic systems. Some installations have used the Panvalet access method (PAM),
combined with Panvalet and TSO Option user exits, to create systems that make the interface so efficient that the
programmer hardly realizes that the interface is there.

However, no matter how simple or sophisticated the interface, problems remain for these self-programmed systems. In
the simple system, the programmer faces extra work in switching to the TSO Option to retrieve and store programs in
the Panvalet library. The more sophisticated systems allow the same processing to be performed but restrict some of the
ISPF capabilities.

System Overview
The basic Panvalet system is a batch source program library facility. The advantages of Panvalet include efficiency,
reliability, control, and monitoring of program changes and activity, and program security.

Panvalet Library

The Panvalet library is a direct access data set where source code is compressed according to the characteristics of the
programming language used. The Panvalet library:

• Reclaims DASD space to eliminate any need for reorganization
• Extends automatic error detection and recovery far beyond standard system facilities
• Includes backup, restore, and archive facilities to make Panvalet a completely self-contained system.

Batch Update

In a batch environment, Panvalet provides a full range of facilities to delete, insert, or replace lines of code. You can:

• Modify individual lines in place and search and modify character strings
• Copy program code to and from partitioned data sets or sequential data sets
• Store common code on the library and have any other program on the library reference it using the Panvalet +

+INCLUDE function

Panvalet produces a complete audit trail of all changes, including before and after images of lines modified in place. An
optional facility lets you stamp all changed lines with the change level at which the modification was done.

Control and Security

The real value of Panvalet lies in the areas of control and security.

• For control, Panvalet monitors a wide range of activity information, including last access date, last maintenance date,
and last action performed on each individual program.

• For security, Panvalet can restrict access to any particular program or a library. You can even control Panvalet facilities
themselves and make them available to authorized persons only.

When you create a Panvalet library, you can suppress Panvalet commands (functions). To execute a suppressed function,
you must enter the correct control code. If no security codes are set, the default security code is zero. Batch Panvalet jobs
must supply a control code to execute suppressed commands even if the code is zero (the default). For more information
about the SUPPRESS and CONTROL commands, see the System Management.

The Panvalet ISPF Option Control field on the ISPF panels also defaults to zero. Therefore, when using
the Panvalet ISPF Option to access libraries created with suppressed functions but no security codes, you can perform
those suppressed functions without entering a CONTROL code.

NOTE
If you are using controlled, concatenated Panvalet libraries, the CONTROL codes for all libraries in the
concatenation must be the same.
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Production Status

Each Panvalet program has a status of production or test. You cannot modify programs in production status. You can
modify programs in test status and generally use them for testing.

Programmer and Management Functions

Each Panvalet command is defined as a programmer or a management function. Programmers use programmer functions
to create and maintain programs. Traditionally, programmer functions have been described in Using . Management
functions encompass all library administration and control facilities such as backup, restore, activity reporting, and
deletion. Deletion (or destruction) of programs is not treated as a programmer function. Traditionally, management
functions have been described in System Management .

Integrity Lock

The lock function lets you lock a member, regardless of status. Once a member is locked, only the user ID of the current
lock stored with the member can modify its data, attributes, or comment text in any way. All other users are unable to
modify it. For more information and an example of how to use this facility, see Utility Session 5 (Member Lock/Unlock) in
Sample Utility Sessions.

The user ID, as well as the date and time that the member was locked, are stored with the member. Only the user ID that
matches the user ID of current lock stored with the member is allowed to unlock the member.

ISPF Option

The Panvalet ISPF Option functions as a subsystem of ISPF/PDF by incorporating Panvalet as a new option on the ISPF/
PDF Primary Option Menu. Selecting the Panvalet option generates the Panvalet Primary Menu, which lets you select the
Browse, Edit, Utility, and View facilities as well as the What's New version summary information panels.

The following diagram illustrates the ISPF/PDF system with the Panvalet ISPF Option installed. Bold lines are used for
the Panvalet ISPF Option.
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ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu

The following panel shows the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

 -------------------  ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU ------------------------   

 OPTION  ==>                                                                  

                                                             USERID   - PRGM01

    0  ISPF  PARMS - Specify terminal and user parameters    TIME     - 11:24 

    1  BROWSE      - Display source data or output listings  TERMINAL - 3277  

    2  EDIT        - Create or change source data            PF KEYS  - 12    

    3  UTILITIES   - Perform utility functions                                

    4  FOREGROUND  - Invoke language processors in foreground                 

    5  BATCH       - Submit job for language processing                       

    6  COMMAND     - Enter TSO command or CLIST                               

    7  DIALOG TEST - Perform dialog testing                                   

    8  LM UTILITIES- Perform library management utility functions             

    C  CHANGES     - Display summary of changes for this release              

    P  PANVALET    - Browse, edit, and utilities                              

    T  TUTORIAL    - Display information about ISPF/PDF                       

    X  EXIT        - Terminate ISPF using log and list defaults               

                                                                              

                                                                              

                                                                              

                                                                              

 Enter END command to terminate ISPF.                                         
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NOTE
Although this panel lists Panvalet as option P, you can choose another option code for Panvalet at installation
time.

From this panel, you can make the following selections for Panvalet:

P
Panvalet Primary Menu

P.1
Browse facility

P.2
Edit facility

P.3
Utility facility
P.3.1

Member attribute changes utility
P.3.2

Member manipulation utility
P.3.3

Member language change utility
P.3.4

Member lib-to-lib copy utility
P.3.5

Member Lock/Unlock utility
P.3.6

User query utility
P.3.7

Compare utility
P.3.8

Scan utility
P.3.9

Library create utility
P.4

View
P.5

What's New

Primary Menu Options

The following panel illustrates the Panvalet primary menu:

 PDFINFO=2002203-45------ AllFusion CA-Panvalet for Z/OS --- Computer Associates

 OPTION ===>

 

                                                             VERSION - vvrgggg

 

         1  BROWSE     - Display AllFusion CA-Panvalet Members
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         2  EDIT       - Modify/Create AllFusion CA-Panvalet Members

 

         3  UTILITY    - AllFusion CA-Panvalet/ISPF Utilities (COPY,QUERY,etc.)

 

         4  VIEW       - Modify & Create without changing original mbr

 

         5  WHAT'S NEW - In AllFusion CA-Panvalet Version 14.5

 

 

      Enter END command to terminate AllFusion CA-Panvalet/ISPF.

 

 

    *********************************************************************

    *  COPYRIGHT (C) 2003      Computer Associates International, Inc.  *

    *        --    All   Rights   Reserved    Worldwide.    --          *

    *********************************************************************

From this panel, you can make the following menu selections:

1
Browse facility

2
Edit facility

3
Utility facility
3.1

Member attribute changes utility
3.2

Member manipulation utility
3.3

Member language change utility
3.4

Member lib-to-lib copy utility
3.5

Member lock/unlock utility
3.6

User query utility
3.7

Compare utility
3.8

Scan utility
3.9

Create utility
4

View facility
5

What's New
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NOTE
The upper-left section of the Panvalet primary menu identifies the level of IBM PDF and the version of Panvalet
installed at your site. This date-related information has been removed from this panel and other panels
throughout the remainder of this section. Additionally, the current version of the Panvalet ISPF Option that you
are operating replaces the vvrgggg in the upper-right section of the panel.

The Panvalet Option for ISPF provides a full range of Browse and Edit facilities. The primary difference between
the Panvalet Option for ISPF and ISPF/PDF is that the basic DASD storage medium is a Panvalet library instead of a
partitioned data set or a sequential data set.

Browse

The Browse functions are similar to ISPF/PDF Browse. The Panvalet member selected for browsing is copied to a work
data set, and the ISPF/PDF Browse Service is invoked internally to perform the actual browse operations.

Edit

The Edit functions are similar to the ISPF/PDF Edit functions. When you select a member for editing, the member is
retrieved from a Panvalet library directly into memory. Once the member is in memory, the ISPF Edit Service is invoked
internally to perform the actual edit operations.

Because of the Panvalet requirements to maintain a controlled library, you should be aware of the following restrictions.

Utility

The Utility facility provides online Panvalet utility functions such as member Copy, Rename, and Status change. Unlike the
Edit and Browse facilities, Utility has no direct correspondence to ISPF/PDF utilities.

See Utilities for detailed information about these utilities.

View

The View facility lets you edit or view a member without the ability to save the edits. Many use the view facility for
functions such as job submission.

The View functions are similar to ISPF/PDF View. The Panvalet member selected for viewing is copied to a work data set
and the ISPF/PDF View Service is invoked internally to perform the actual View operations. Because the functionality and
panels in the View facility are very similar to the Browse and Edit facilities, there is no section devoted to View functionality
in this section. See Browse and Edit for information about using the View facility.

What's New

The What's New option displays summaries of the two most recent Panvalet ISPF Option and Panvalet Batch versions.

Wildcard Notation for MSL Member Names

All Member Selection List (MSL) criteria specifications of the member name within Edit, Browse, Utilities, and View allow
for wildcard notation within the Panvalet member name. Wildcard notation allows for generic pattern matching in member
names. This reduces the length of selection criteria and provides more granularity in specifications.

The two special characters are:

• Asterisk (*) represents any number of characters or no characters
• Question mark (?) represents any single character

A name can contain only one asterisk (*), but any number of question marks (?). One name can contain both an asterisk
and question marks.
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Following are examples of wildcard notations:

PAY*
List all members beginning with the first three letters PAY. This includes any item named PAY, such as PAY,
PAYROLL, and PAY1.

PAY??*
List all members beginning with PAY. This is the same as entering PAY*.

P?Y
List only 3-character member names that have a P in position 1 and a Y in position 3.

P?Y*
List all members that have a P in position 1 and a Y in position 3.

P
List only the member named P (if any).

P*
List all members beginning with the letter P.

PAY??
List only 5-character member names beginning with PAY and followed by two additional characters. This does not
include any item named PAY, but does include PAY1A and PAYDA.

*
List all members.

*OLD
List all members ending in OLD, such as PAYOLD and PGMOLD.

*O?D
List all members with O as the third from the last character and D as the last character. For example, PAY01OLD
and BOND.

W*T
List all members starting with W and ending with T, such as WAIT and WHAT.

Default Panels

The panels used within this section assume that all installation default settings have been applied. If the actual panels
that you view online are slightly different than the panels shown in this section, it is because your site is using different
PSPIPOPT installation options. For additional information about these options, see PSPIPOPT.

Browse
The Browse facility gives you read-only access to a Panvalet member. Aside from the initial menu, there are no
differences between ISPF/PDF Browse and Panvalet Browse.

This section describes the following information:

Operational Flow

During the browse operation, selected Panvalet members are copied to a temporary data set named:

'prefix.userid.PANVALET.ISPFOPTN.BROWSEn'

Where n is the current ISPF logical screen number. ISPF/PDF Browse performs the actual browsing, but Panvalet controls
it. After the browse is completed, ISPF/PDF Browse exits through Panvalet Browse (see the following flow chart):
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The Browse facility supports members with all logical record lengths (from 80 through 4096 bytes, inclusive). The logical
record length of the browse temporary data set adjusts automatically to match the current logical record length of the
member being browsed. The blocking factor selected by the installation is used unless the result causes a block size
greater than the 32 KB maximum; in this case, a blocking factor of 5 is used.

NOTE
The temporary data set is suffixed with the current ISPF logical screen number to let you use the Browse facility
in a split screen environment.

Access the Browse Facility

To access the Browse facility, perform these steps:

1. Use either of the following methods:
– Enter 1 on the Panvalet primary menu.
– Enter P.1 from the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

2. Press Enter. The PVBROWSE - Entry Panel displays.

 -----------------------  PVBROWSE - ENTRY PANEL  --------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

                                                              VERSION - vvrgggg

  Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

    PROJECT  ===> PAYROLL

    GROUP    ===> WORK     ===> TEST      ===> QUALITY   ===> PROD

    TYPE     ===> PANLIB

    MEMBER   ===>            (Blank for Criteria Selection PANEL for MSLs)

                             (Member name with Wildcard * ? notation for MSL)

  Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library  -  RETAIN ==> Y     (Y/N, Save in Profile)

    DSNAME   ===>

    VOLSER   ===>                (If NOT Cataloged)

  CA-Panvalet Retrieval Options:

    CONTROL  ===>                (If necessary)

    ACCESS   ===>                (If necessary)

    EXPAND   ===> N              (Y/N)

    Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

NOTE
Specific display fields of Panvalet Browse differ from ISPF/PDF Browse, but the processing and use of the
panel are similar.

3. Specify a standard or non-standard data set name for a Panvalet library using the following fields:
Command

Command is the ISPF/PDF command entry field. The Panvalet ISPF Option does not use this field. For more
information, see the IBM ISPF/PDF Reference Guide.

Standard Panvalet Library
Specifies project, group, type and member information for the standard Panvalet library data set name.

Project, Group, Type
Specifies a standard three-level data set name for the Panvalet library in the project.group.type format (for
example, PAYROLL.WORK.PANLIB). As with ISPF/PDF, the data set name is initialized according to the last
library used.
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When used with Panvalet, Type has nothing to do with the type of data stored in the library. A Panvalet library
usually consists of several types of program codes and data. Type is the third level of the data set name (in this
example, PANLIB).
You can concatenate up to four standard Panvalet libraries (for example, work, test, quality, and prod).
Concatenated standard Panvalet libraries can generate a composite Member Selection List (MSL). For more
information, see Specifying Concatenated Libraries.

Member
Specifies a Panvalet member name or wildcard expression. The member name is from one to ten (1-10)
alphanumeric and special characters (@, $, #) in length. Wildcard notation allows for generic pattern matching in
member names. For more information about wildcard notation, see Wildcard Notation for MSL Member Names in
System Overview.
If you leave this field blank, the Member Selection List Option is chosen automatically. See Using the Member
Selection List Option for more information.

Non-standard Panvalet Library
Specifies non-standard Panvalet library information using the following fields:

• Retain -- Specifies whether to use the RETAIN parameter to retain the non-standard Panvalet data set name
across sessions. Valid values are Y (retain) and N (do not retain). The default is Y.

• Dsname, Volser -- Specifies a non-standard data set name for a Panvalet library. A non-standard data set
name does not match the three-level structure or the library is not cataloged.
You must specify a full data set name (Panvalet never adds a user ID qualifier).
You can specify a member name within parentheses, similar to a partitioned data set. If you do not specify a
member name, an MSL is produced. The data set name is initialized according to the last library used.
If you chose non-standard library concatenation panels at installation time, you can concatenate non-standard
Panvalet libraries.

NOTE
Concatenated non-standard Panvalet library panels provide for a 44-character data set name. With the
exception of the data set name structure, all requirements of concatenation still apply.

4. Specify retrieval options required for the specified member using the following fields:
Control

Specifies a control code to use for secured libraries that have suppressed functions. For more information, see
Control and Security in System Overview.

Access
Controls access to individual members. To browse a restricted member, you must enter the five-digit access code
before Panvalet can retrieve the member from the Panvalet library.

NOTE
When specified, this parameter must contain a numeric value. It is necessary only when the member
Security Level (SL) is set to 1, 2, or 3. If the member is secured, the access code you specify must be
left-justified. For example, if the access code is one (1), valid entries are:

1

01

001

0001

00001

For more information about access codes, see System Management.
Expand

Controls the expansion of embedded Panvalet ++INCLUDE statements. You can specify N or Y as follows:

• N -- The retrieved member contains the original ++INCLUDE statement. The installation default is N.
• Y -- The member contains the actual included code.
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For more information about expanding ++INCLUDE statements, see the description of the Expand field in the
Field Descriptions section of the PVEDIT - Entry Panel in Edit.

5. Press Enter to process.

Using the Member Selection List Option in PVBROWSE
When you leave the Member field blank on the PVBROWSE - Entry Panel, the PVBROWSE - MSL Criteria panel
displays.

Because Panvalet libraries tend to be much larger than typical partitioned data sets and ISPF libraries, you can set criteria
to limit the size of your MSL using this panel. If you choose not to limit the size of the MSL, leave all of the selection
criteria blank.

-------------------------  PVBROWSE  - MSL CRITERIA  ------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

 

  LIB1: PAYROLL.WORK.PANLIB

  LIB2: PAYROLL.TEST.PANLIB

  LIB3: PAYROLL.QUALITY.PANLIB

  LIB4: PAYROLL.PROD.PANLIB

  

  Please choose one or more of the following for the MEMBER SELECTION LIST:

 

                     SORT MSL ===> N         (Y/N)

  List members starting with  ===>           (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)

  List members with LANG TYPE ===>

  List members with USER CODE ===>

  List members with USER-ID   ===>           ==>   (I=ID Only,B=Blank IDs ONLY)

  List members with STATUS    ===>

 

  Display with COMMENT Data   ===> N         (Y/N)

  MSL DISPLAY Options:        ===> A         A - Standard  C - Last Update/LOCK

                                             B - USER-ID   D - LRECL/CC

  CONTROL CODE (If required)  ===>

 

  Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

The libraries LIB1, LIB2, LIB3, and LIB4 are displayed in the upper left portion of this panel. A maximum of four libraries
are displayed, depending on the library selection entered on the PVBROWSE - Entry Panel. This concatenation sequence
displayed is read-only, with modifications possible only by returning to the PVBROWSE - Entry Panel.

To limit the size of the MSL, enter data in the following fields as needed:

Command
Command is the ISPF/PDF command entry field. The Panvalet ISPF Option does not use this field. For more
information, see the IBM ISPF/PDF Reference Guide.

Sort MSL
Lets you sort the Member Selection List through access to the MSL Sort Fields Panel. See Specifying MSL Sort
Criteria for more information.

• N -- Do not provide additional sort criteria.
• Y -- Specify additional sort criteria to sort the MSL.
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List Members Starting with
Limits the MSL by name or wildcard notation:

• When you use a name followed by an asterisk (*), the characters entered are taken as the initial characters
of the member name. For example, entering MEM* limits the selection to members whose names start with
MEM. Entering MEM limits the MSL to the one specific member named MEM. From one to nine alphanumeric
(1-9) and special characters (@, $, #) are allowed.

• When you use a wildcard, the wildcard notation allows for generic pattern matching in member names. For
example, entering *O?D limits all members that have O as the third from last character and D as the last
character (such as PAY01OLD and BOND). For more information about wildcard notation, see Wildcard
Notation for MSL Member Names in System Overview.

List members with Lang Type
Limits the MSL by language type (for example, COBOL or FORTRAN). For a list of valid language types and
synonyms, see the description of the Lang Type field in the Creating a New Member section in Edit.

List members with User Code
Limits the MSL by specific user code (for example, 3210).

List members with User-ID
Limits the MSL by specific user ID and members with no user ID (old members that have not been accessed
since Panvalet 14.2 and earlier). Specify I to limit the selection to user IDs only or B to limit the selection to blank
user IDs only.

List members with Status
Limits the MSL to members of a certain status as follows: P (production), T (test), A (active), E (enabled), I
(inactive), or D (disabled).
You can specify only one status attribute (combinations such as PE or PI are not allowed).

Display with Comment Data
Controls the display of user comments records with each Panvalet member. Specify Y or N as follows:

• Y -- Display member information on two lines. One for the member information and one for the comment.
• N -- Display member information only. The default is N.

MSL Display Options
Determines how to display the Panvalet ISPF Option MSL. You must specify one of the following values. The
value entered is displayed on the Member Selection List for the specified option.

• A -- Displays a standard MSL for each member. This is the default. See Displaying the Standard MSL for more
information.

• B -- Displays the MSL with the user ID of Last Update for each member. See Displaying Last Update User ID
and Member Information for more information.

NOTE
Selecting this option on a Panvalet 14.1 or earlier library version generates the user ID of Last
Update MSL, with blank user ID information.

• C -- Displays the MSL with the last update and current lock information for each member. See Displaying Last
Update and Current Lock Information for more information.

NOTE
Selecting this option on a Panvalet 14.1 or earlier library version causes the last update information
to display as blanks. If the member was locked, the date and time of lock displays as blank and the
current lock displays as unknown.

• D -- Displays the MSL with the logical record length (LRECL) and carriage control attribute (CC) for each
member. See Displaying Logical Record Length and Carriage Control Information for more information.
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Control Code
Restricts certain library file functions using the specified control code. You can use these restricted functions only
after you enter the correct control code. If using controlled concatenated Panvalet libraries, you must use the
same control codes for all libraries.

Information Window

If you choose selection criteria for an MSL that could cause a long response delay due to the directory scan processing
requirements of the criteria, an information window displays toward the top of the PVBROWSE - MSL Criteria panel as
follows:

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|  DIRECTORY SCAN HAS COMPLETED FOR  1  OUT OF A TOTAL OF  4  LIBRARIES      |

|    LIBRARY IN PROCESS: PAYROLL.TEST.PANLIB                                 |

|         THUS FAR 21 PERCENT OF ALL MEMBERS HAVE BEEN PROCESSED             |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

The information in this window includes the:

• Count of libraries for which the directory scan process has completed out of the total count of concatenated Panvalet
libraries

• Data set name of the current Panvalet library in process
• Percentage of the MSL that has been built so far

While processing to build the MSL continues, this information displays with keyboard lock of the MSL - Criteria panel.
The panel provides you with an idea of how much processing has been done and how much remains. For very long
processing requirements, the current processing statistics are periodically updated.

Display the MSL in PVBROWSE

If you leave the member name on the PVBROWSE - Entry Panel blank and enter selection criteria on the PVBROWSE -
MSL Criteria panel, the Browse facility responds with an MSL for the options selected.

The panel that is displayed depends on the value specified in the MSL Display Options field on the PVBROWSE - MSL
Criteria panel. You can generate an MSL for a single library or multiple libraries from the PVBROWSE - MSL Criteria
panel. For a detailed multiple library example, see Specifying Concatenated Libraries in PVBROWSE.

Display the Standard MSL

The following panel shows an MSL generated with the following options specified on the PVBROWSE - MSL Criteria
panel:

• A (the default) for MSL Display Options
• Y for Display with Comment Data

-------- PVBROWSE MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  ---   Row 1 to 6 of 8

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | S or B -Browse,  M -MSL Options & Dataset Info

 |

 | MEMBER    LIB LVL USER F LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS   BLKS  STATMTS ACT AVG
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 V ---------- -  --- ---- - ----- --- -------- -------- ----- -------- --- --

 _ MEMBER1    1    1    0 N COBOL TAE          09/09/03     1        1 ADD 80

              THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT

 _ MEMBER2    1    1    0   COBOL TAE          09/09/03     1        1 ADD 80

              THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT

 _ MEMBER3    1    1    0 N COBOL TAE          09/09/03     1        1 ADD 80

              THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT

 _ MEMBER4    1    1    0   COBOL TAE          09/09/03     1        1 ADD 80

              THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT 

 _ MEMBER5    1    1    0 N COBOL TAE          09/09/03     1        1 ADD 80

              THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT

 _ MEMBER6    3    1    0 N DATA  TAE          09/09/03     1        1 ADD 80

              THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT

NOTE
These statistics are Panvalet statistics, not ISPF statistics.

MSL Processing

From the panel that is displayed, you can select a member for editing, browse a member, or modify a member as follows:

• To select a member for editing, specify S membername on the Command line or S to the left of the member name in
the Enter Panvalet Function field.

• To browse a member, specify B membername on the Command line or B to the left of the member name in the Enter
Panvalet Function field.

• To specify retrieval options for a member, specify M on the Command line or to the left of the member name in the
Enter Panvalet Function field. When you press Enter, the PVBROWSE - Retrieval Options panel is displayed. See
Specifying Retrieval Options for more information.

You can also specify the LOCATE and SELECT commands on the Command line the same as under ISPF/PDF. To
specify an access code with the member name, you must specify it in the User field that corresponds to the member
you are selecting. For example, if member ABC requires an access code of 4280, enter the following command on the
command line, and 4280 in the User field associated with member ABC:

SELECT ABC

NOTE
Because an MSL does not normally represent the whole directory, it is possible to select a member that is not
contained in the MSL. When a browse of such a member ends, the MSL display starts with the member name in
the list that immediately precedes the selected member name.

MSL Display Options

The following describes the common MSL display options:

Member
The Panvalet member name.

Lib
The Panvalet library number in which the member resides. Libraries are numbered based on the Group specified
on the PVBROWSE - Entry Panel. You can have up to four standard libraries, numbered one through four based
upon their order as specified on the Group parameter.

Lvl
The Panvalet modification level.
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User
The four-digit Panvalet user code. When a member has a user code other than 0, the user code does not display.
To browse this type of member, you must enter the correct user code for the member in this field. The user code
must be left-justified. For example, if the user code is one (1), valid entries are:
1

01

001

0001

00001

NOTE
If the correct access parameter is entered in the Access field on the PVBROWSE - Entry Panel, a value
is not required for this field.

F
The member's format-modifying, stored-sequencing options, if any.
N

Indicates a member added with the NOFORMAT option (all characters stored).
T

Indicates a member added with the TSO sequence option.
Blank

Indicates no stored sequencing options (formatted according to language type).
Lang

The language type of the member.
Stat

The current status attributes (for example, PROD, TEST, or ACTIVE) of each member.
L Maint

The date of last maintenance (the last time a change was made to the member). This field is blank when equal to
date of last access.

Laccess
The date of last access (the last time the member was accessed in any way). For more information about access
date, see the System Management section.

Statmts
The number of statements in the member.

Act
The last action performed on the member since the last complete (batch) directory listing was printed. Printing a
complete listing using Panvalet batch (PAN#2 ++PRINT) clears this field. Abbreviate the entries as follows:
Added (ADD)            Locked (LOC)            Status (STA)

Comment (COM)          Renamed (REN)           Updated (UPD)

Copied (COP)           Replaced (REP)          User (USE)

Format (FOR)           Restored (RES)

Level (LEV)            Resequenced (SEQ)

The Blks and Avg fields are only displayed when Option A is specified, where:

Blks
Displays the number of blocks the member occupies on the Panvalet library.

Avg
Displays the average number of bytes stored per statement.
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PVBROWSE Options Examples

The following section provides examples for different PVBROWSE use cases.

Example: Display Last Update User ID and Member Information

In this example, we specified B in the MSL Display Options field to display the last update user ID with the member
information. We also specified Y in the Display with Comment Data field to display comment information with the member
information. When you press Enter, the PVBROWSE MSL Option(B) - Member Selection List panel is displayed.

-------- PVBROWSE MSL Option(B) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  ---   Row 1 to 6 of 8

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | S or B -Browse, M -MSL Options & Dataset Info

 |

 | MEMBER     LIB LVL USER F LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS   STATMTS ACT USER-ID

 V ----------  -  --- ---- - ----- --- -------- -------- -------- --- --------

 _  MEMBER1    1     0 COBOL TAE 09/09/03 10:09 USER001         1 ADD USER001  

               THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT

 _  MEMBER2    1     0 COBOL TAE 09/09/03 10:09 USER001         1 ADD USER001

               THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT

 _  MEMBER3    1     0 COBOL TAE 09/09/03 10:08 USER001         1 ADD USER001

               THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT

 _  MEMBER4    1     0 COBOL TAE 09/09/03 10:08 USER001         1 ADD USER001

               THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT 

 _  MEMBER5    1     0 COBOL TAE 09/09/03 10:08 USER001         1 ADD USER001

               THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT 

 _  MEMBER6    3     0 DATA  TAE 09/09/03 10:24 USER001         1 ADD USER001

               THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT

The User-ID column only appears when you select option B in the MSL Display Options field on the MSL Criteria panel.
This field displays the user ID that performed the last update to this member. This user ID is updated for all Panvalet
members as a result of an add, update, create, or replace function. This information is available only for release 14.2 and
above libraries.

NOTE
See MSL Display Options for a description of the remaining fields.

Example: Display Last Update and Current Lock Information

In this example, we specified C in the MSL Display Options field to display the last update and current lock information
with the member information. We also specified Y in the Display with Comment Data field to display comment information
with the member information. When you press Enter, the PVBROWSE MSL Option(C) - Member Selection List panel is
displayed.

-------- PVBROWSE MSL Option(C) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  ---   Row 1 to 6 of 8

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | S or B -Browse,  M -MSL Options & Dataset Info

 |                               <----LAST UPDATE----->  <----CURRENT LOCK---->

 | MEMBER     LIB USER LANG STAT DATE     TIME  USER-ID  DATE     TIME  USER-ID
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 V ----------  -  ---- ----- --- -------- ----- -------  -------- ----- -------

 _  MEMBER1    1     0 COBOL TAE 09/09/03 10:09 USER001

               THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT

 _  MEMBER2    1     0 COBOL TAE 09/09/03 10:09 USER001

               THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT

 _  MEMBER3    1     0 COBOL TAE 09/09/03 10:08 USER001  09/09/03 12:21 USER001

               THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT

 _  MEMBER4    1     0 COBOL TAE 09/09/03 10:08 USER001  09/09/03 12:23 USER001

               THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT 

 _  MEMBER5    1     0 COBOL TAE 09/09/03 10:08 USER001  09/09/03 12:24 USER001

               THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT 

 _  MEMBER6    3     0 DATA  TAE 09/09/03 10:24 USER001

               THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT

The Current Lock field is only displayed when you select Option C from the PVBROWSE - MSL Criteria panel. This field
displays the date and time of the lock and the user ID of the user who locked the member.

The following last update information is available for release 14.2 and above libraries:

Date
Date of the last update to this member. This date is updated for all Panvalet members as a result of an add,
update, create, or replace function.

Time
Time of the last update to this member. This time is updated for all Panvalet members as a result of an add,
update, create, or replace function.

User-ID
User ID of the last update to this member. This user ID is updated for all Panvalet members as a result of an add,
update, create, replace, or lock function.

The following current lock information is available for release 14.2 and above libraries:

Date
Date of the current lock in effect for the member. This information is displayed only for members that are currently
locked. This date is updated only as the result of a successful lock request.

Time
Time of the current lock in effect for the member. This information is displayed only for members that are currently
locked. This time is updated only as the result of a successful lock request.

User-ID
User ID of the user who issued the current lock for the member. This information is displayed only for members
that are currently locked. The user ID is updated only as the result of a successful lock request.

Example: Display Logical Record Length and Carriage Control Information

In this example, we specified D in the MSL Display Options field to display the logical record length and carriage control
attribute information with the member information. We also specified Y in the Display with Comment Data field to display
comment information with the member information. When you press Enter, the PVBROWSE MSL Option(D) - Member
Selection List panel is displayed.

-------- PVBROWSE MSL Option(D) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  ---   Row 1 to 6 of 8

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | S or B -Browse,  M -MSL Options & Dataset Info
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 |

 | MEMBER     LIB LVL USER F LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS  ACT  LRECL  AVG  CC

 V ----------  -  --- ---- - ----- --- -------- -------- ---  -----  ---  ---

 _  MEMBER1    1    1    0 N COBOL TAE          09/09/03 ADD    80    80

               THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT 

 _  MEMBER2    1    1    0   COBOL TAE          09/09/03 ADD    80    80

               THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT

 _  MEMBER3    1    1    0 N COBOL TAE          09/09/03 ADD    80    80

               THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT

 _  MEMBER4    1    1    0   COBOL TAE          09/09/03 ADD    80    80

               THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT

 _  MEMBER5    1    1    0 N COBOL TAE          09/09/03 ADD    80    80

               THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT

 _  MEMBER6    3    1    0 N DATA  TAE          09/09/03 ADD    80    80  ASA

               THIS IS A SAMPLE COMMENT

The following information is available for release 14.3 and above libraries:

Lrecl
The logical record length of the member. The logical record length for a 14.3 and above library member of
language type DATA can range from 80 to 4096 bytes (inclusive). All other language types and pre-14.3 library
members can only have a logical record length of 80.

Avg
The average number of bytes stored per statement (extended display field). Although this field displays in the
Option A (standard) MSL display, only a maximum value of 99 is allowed within this display format. However,
within the option D display format, a maximum value of 4096 is allowed.

CC
The carriage control attribute of each member:

• ASA (American National Standard) carriage control in column one of each record. This member is eligible for
PRINT utility SPINOFF processing.

• MCH (machine carriage control) in column one of each record. This member is eligible for PRINT utility
SPINOFF processing.

Specifying MSL Sort Criteria

You can sort the MSL based on field name in ascending or descending sequence.

To specify MSL sort criteria, perform these steps:

1. Type Y in the Sort MSL field on the PVBROWSE - Retrieval Options panel or the PVBROWSE - MSL Criteria panel.
2. Press Enter. The MSL Sort Fields panel is displayed.

------------------------------  MSL SORT Fields --------------------------------

 Command ===>

 

   SORT ORDER Enter 1 thru 9 for each field OR Blank to not SORT the field.

 

     SEQUENCE Enter A for Ascending sequence or D for Descending sequence.

 

                   FIELD NAME             SORT ORDER    SEQUENCE

 

                   Member Name =============>         ===>
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                   Language Type ===========>         ===>

                   User Code ===============>         ===>

                   Status ==================>         ===>

                   Last Maint Date =========>         ===>

                   Last Access Date ========>         ===>

                   Last Update UserID ======>         ===>

                   Last Update Date ========>         ===>

                   Last Update Time ========>         ===>

 

       SAVE current SORT ORDER and SEQUENCE to the PROFILE ==> N  (Y/N)

 

           Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

3. Specify sort criteria using the following fields:
Sort Order

You can specify up to nine levels of sorting criteria and can sort by: member name, language type, user code,
status, last maintenance date, last access date, last user ID to update the member, last update date, and last
update time.
For each field, enter a value between 1 (highest sorting criterion) and 9 (lowest), or leave the field blank to
indicate no sorting based on that field.

Sequence
You can sequence each field in the sort by ascending or descending sequence. Specify A (ascending) or D
(descending).

SAVE current SORT ORDER and SEQUENCE to the PROFILE
To save the current sort order and sequence in your profile, specify Y for this parameter. If you do not want to
save the current sort order and sequence in your profile, specify N (the default).

4. Press Enter to Process.

Specifying Retrieval Options

To modify the Panvalet retrieval options from the MSL, perform these steps:

1. Type M on the Command line or in the Enter Panvalet Function area to the left of the member name on the Member
Selection List panel.

2. Press Enter. The PVBROWSE - Retrieval Options panel is displayed.

----------------------  PVBROWSE - RETRIEVAL OPTIONS  ----- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

 

   LIB 1- PAYROLL.WORK.PANLIB                                 5 SCAN HITS V 14.5

   LIB 2- PAYROLL.TEST.PANLIB                                 1 SCAN HIT V 14.5

   LIB 3- PAYROLL.QUALITY.PANLIB                              2 SCAN HITS V 14.5

   LIB 4- PAYROLL.PROD.PANLIB                                 0 SCAN HITS V 14.5

 

 

               Please choose one or more of the following for the

                         CA-Panvalet RETRIEVAL options:

 

               SORT MSL  ===> N         (Y/N)

               CONTROL   ===>           (If necessary)

               ACCESS    ===>           (If necessary)

               EXPAND    ===> N         (Y/N)
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          Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

Panvalet library information is displayed after the Command line. This information consists of the following:
– Data set name of the Panvalet library
– Count of Panvalet library directory member SCAN HITS found when building this MSL from your selection criteria
– Panvalet library version for the MSL

3. Specify retrieval options using the fields shown. See Access the Browse Facility for more information about these
fields.
If you specify Y for Sort MSL, when you press Enter the Sort MSL Fields panel is displayed. See Specifying MSL Sort
Criteria for more information.

Specifying Concatenated Libraries in PVBROWSE
To generate a composite MSL, specify multiple concatenated standard Panvalet libraries on the PVBROWSE - Entry
Panel and leave the Member field blank.

The following panel shows a standard Panvalet library concatenation specification.

 -------------------------  PVBROWSE - ENTRY PANEL  -------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

                                                              VERSION - vvrgggg

  Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

    PROJECT  ===> PAYROLL

    GROUP    ===> WORK      ===> TEST      ===> QUALITY   ===> PROD

    TYPE     ===> PANLIB

 

    MEMBER   ===>            (Blank for Criteria Selection PANEL for MSLs)

                             (Enter name with Wildcard * ? notation for MSL)

  Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library - RETAIN ===> Y   (Y/N, Save in Profile)

    DSNAME   ===>

    VOLSER   ===>                (If NOT Cataloged)

 

  CA-Panvalet Retrieval Options:

    CONTROL  ===>                (If necessary)

    ACCESS   ===>                (If necessary)

    EXPAND   ===> N              (Y/N)

 

    Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

When Panvalet libraries with standard data set names are concatenated, the MSL is a composite list. Composite lists
contain an ordered list of members, in collated sequence by member name, that meet your selection criteria. You define
your selection criteria and the concatenation sequence on the PVBROWSE - Entry Panel.

Only the first occurrence of a member name within the concatenation sequence is shown in the composite MSL. For
example, when the same member occurs on both the first and third concatenated libraries, only the First Library number
displays.

The following panel shows a composite MSL generated with N for Display with Comment Data and B for MSL Display
Options on the PVBROWSE - Entry Panel.

-------- PVBROWSE MSL Option(B) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  ---   Row 1 to 7 of 7
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 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | S or B -Browse,  M -MSL Options & Dataset Info

 |

 | MEMBER     LIB LVL USER F LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS   STATMTS ACT USER-ID

 V ----------  -  --- ---- - ----- --- -------- -------- -------- --- --------

 _  MEMBER1    1    1    0   COBOL TAE          09/09/03        1 ADD USER001

 _  MEMBER2    1    1    0 N COBOL TAE          09/09/03        1 ADD USER001

 _  MEMBER3    1    1    0   COBOL TAE          09/09/03        1 ADD USER001

 _  MEMBER4    1    1    0 N COBOL TAE          09/09/03        1 ADD USER001

 _  MEMBER5    1    1    0   COBOL TAE          09/09/03        1 ADD USER001

 _  MEMBER6    3    1    0 N DATA  TAE          09/09/03        1 ADD USER001

 _  MEMBER7    2    1    0   OTHER TAE          09/09/03       19 ADD USER001 

 _  MEMBER8    3    1    0   COBOL TAE          09/09/03        1 ADD USER001 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

The LIB column displays the library number or group in which the member was found. For concatenated libraries, up to
four library numbers can display in the order of the concatenation sequence specified for the Group parameter on the
PVBROWSE - Entry panel. If you are not using a concatenated sequence, a one displays.

The remaining MSL parameters, and the selection and primary commands, function the same as for the single library MSL
shown earlier in this section.

Using the PVBROWSE Data Display
Panvalet Browse data display is identical to the ISPF/PDF data display. The following is a typical PVBROWSE data
display panel showing 80 columns of data, including level stamps.

PVBROWSE PDPV.WORK.PANLIB(PAMTEST) ----------------- LINE 00000000 COL 001 080

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 

******************************* TOP OF DATA *********************************

*          DATA SET PAMTEST    AT LEVEL 009 AS OF 10/07/99                     

         TITLE 'OS PANVALET READ-ONLY SYSTEM TEST PROGRAM'            00001    

PAMREAD  CSECT                                                        00002    

*  THIS SAMPLE PROGRAM, IS TO BE USED FOR DOCUMENTATION AND EXAMPLE   00003    

*  PURPOSES WHEN USING PAM.                                           00004    

         USING *,15                 TEMPORARY BASE REG                00005**9 

         STM   14,12,12(13)         STORE REG                         00006    

         LR    12,13                SAVE CALLERS REG                  00007    

         LA    13,SAVEAREA          SET SAVEAREA ADDRESS              00008    

         ST    12,4(13)             SET CALLER IN CALLEES             00009    

         ST    13,8(12)             CALLEES IN CALLERS                00010    

         DROP  15                   DROP TEMPORARY BASE REG           00011**9 

         BALR  12,0                 USE R12 AS BASE                   00012    

         USING *,12                                                   00013    

*OPEN                                                                 00014    

         XC    ACTION,ACTION        CLEAR ACTION WORD                 00015    

         CALL  POPEN,(ACTION,DDNAME,BACKUP),VL    OPEN PANVALET FILE  00016    

         CLC   ACTION,=F'0'         ERROR DURING OPEN?                00017**8 

         BNE   ERROR                YES, GO TO ERROR ROUTINE          00018**8 

GETDIR   EQU   *                                                      00019    

         XC    ACTION,ACTION        CLEAR ACTION WORD                 00020    

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************
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Level Stamping

You can initiate a level stamp option when installing batch Panvalet. With this feature in effect, any changes in COBOL,
ANSCOBOL, BAL, PL1, RPG, AUTOCODER, JCL, and FORTRAN programs are flagged with the new level number at the
time of the change. The level stamp consists of three characters displayed in columns 78-80 of the data set. Values range
from **1 to 255 (asterisks are part of the level stamp display).

NOTE
A member must use Panvalet (PAN) sequencing to take advantage of level stamping.

Concatenated Data Display

When you select a concatenated standard Panvalet member, from the PVBROWSE - Entry Panel or from a Composite
MSL, the data display panel indicates the actual Panvalet library data set name and member being displayed. The
following is a PVBROWSE data display panel showing a member selected from the sample composite MSL example
shown earlier in this section. The library data set name identifies the third library (LIB 3) in the concatenation sequence.

PVBROWSE PAYROLL.QUALITY.PANLIB(MEMBER6)    ------- LINE 00000000 COL 001 080

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR  

******************************** TOP OF DATA *********************************

THIS IS SAMPLE DATA                                                     000010  

THIS IS SAMPLE DATA                                                     000020  

THIS IS SAMPLE DATA                                                     000030  

THIS IS SAMPLE DATA                                                     000040  

THIS IS SAMPLE DATA                                                     000050  

THIS IS SAMPLE DATA                                                     000060  

THIS IS SAMPLE DATA                                                     000070  

THIS IS SAMPLE DATA                                                     000080  

THIS IS SAMPLE DATA                                                     000090  

THIS IS SAMPLE DATA                                                     000100  

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

Edit
The Edit facility lets you display, create, and modify members stored in Panvalet libraries.

This section describes how to access the edit facility, use the member selection list option, specify retrieval/save options
and concatenated library information, and use the data display and sequencing information.

After a Panvalet library member is selected for editing and placed in memory, there are few differences between Panvalet
Edit and ISPF/PDF Edit. The main differences between the two systems are the characteristics of the ISPF libraries and
Panvalet libraries. This section discusses these differences.

Production, Disabled Status, or Locked Members

When you retrieve a production, disabled, or locked member using Panvalet edit, a member status message appears.
When you retrieve a locked member, the owning user ID of the user that currently has the member locked appears as part
of the long or informational message when you press PF1. When the owning user ID of lock is not available for a member,
the informational message displays the user ID as blanks enclosed within quotation marks. For more information, see the
Integrity Lock topic.

The Panvalet ISPF Option does not allow a locked member to be modified when the user ID of the user attempting to
modify the member does not match the owning user ID of lock. A locked member can, however, be modified on the
Panvalet library when the user ID of the user modifying the member matches the owning user ID of lock.
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You can use the Edit, Create, Utilities Member Copy, and Utilities Library-to-Library Copy to create a new member in test,
active, enable status.

Library Concatenation

Panvalet members edited with a library concatenation sequence specified are saved into the first library or the origin
library within the concatenation sequence. You can save a production or disabled member being edited if the original
member is not located in the first library within the concatenation sequence. The edited member is saved with a status of
TEST, ACTIVE, ENABLED (TAE) in the concatenated first library or origin library.

You can edit a production or disabled library member located in the first concatenated library. The Panvalet ISPF Option
issues a warning message indicating the member status. Panvalet denies any attempt to save the edited member and
generates an error message.

NOTE
The Panvalet ISPF Option panels support concatenation of non-standard libraries if you choose non-standard
library concatenation panels at installation time.

Although the Panvalet ISPF Option supports non-standard library concatenation, all references and examples presented
in this guide are to the standard form of concatenation, Project, Group, and Type. For more information, see the Control
and Security topic.

ISPF/PDF Edit MOVE

The Edit facility does not support the ISPF/PDF Edit MOVE primary command for Panvalet members.

LRECL Edit Restrictions

You can create Panvalet members in batch with logical record lengths between 80 and 4096 bytes (inclusive). However,
due to ISPF/PDF restrictions, Panvalet Edit only supports the editing of members with logical record lengths between 80
and 246 bytes (inclusive).

When expanding included (++ INCLUDE) members in Panvalet Edit (or Browse), all included members must have the
same logical record length as the edited member.

When copying a Panvalet member into a Panvalet edited member, the copied member must have the same logical record
length as the edited member.

When replacing a Panvalet member with a block of data from a Panvalet edited member, the replaced member's logical
record length is made the same as that of the edited member.

Accessing the Edit Facility

To access the edit facility, perform these steps:

1. Use either of the following methods:
– Enter 2 on the Panvalet primary menu
– Enter P.2 from the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

2. Press Enter. The PVEDIT - Entry Panel is displayed.

  ------------------------  PVEDIT - ENTRY PANEL  -------- Computer Associates

  COMMAND ===>

                                                             VERSION - vvrgggg

   Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

     PROJECT  ===> PDPV  

     GROUP    ===> TEST       ===>            ===>            ===>

     TYPE     ===> PANLIB
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     MEMBER   ===>            (Blank for Criteria Selection PANEL for MSLs)

                              (Member name with Wildcard * ? notation for MSL)

   Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library  -  RETAIN ===> Y    (Y/N, Save in Profile)

     DSNAME   ===>

     VOLSER   ===>            (If NOT Cataloged)

   CA-Panvalet Retrieval/Save Options:

     CONTROL  ===>            (If necessary)          EXPAND  ===> N  (Y/N)

     ACCESS   ===>            (If necessary)       EDIT LOCK  ===> N  (Y/N)

     SAVE     ===> 1          (1 = First  Library  UP LEVEL # ===> Y  (Y/N)

                               O = Origin Library)

   CA-Panvalet EDIT Profile   ===>             Initial Macro  ===>

     Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

NOTE
Specific display fields of Panvalet Edit differ from ISPF/PDF Edit, but the processing and use of the panels
are similar.

3. Specify a standard or non-standard data set name for a Panvalet library using the following fields:
For more information about these fields, see Accessing the Browse Facility in the Browse section.

Standard Panvalet Library
Specifies project, group, type and member information for the standard Panvalet library data set name.
If you list a new member name or a member name that does not exist, the PVEDIT(Add) - Member Options panel
appears. You can use this panel to specify the information to create the new member. For more information, see
the Creating a New Member topic.
If you do not specify a member name , the Member Selection List Option is automatically chosen. The PVEDIT -
MSL Criteria panel appears, which lists the options for limiting the MSL. The Member Selection List panel displays
next. For more information, see Using the Member Selection List Option topic.

Non-standard Panvalet Library
Specifies non-standard Panvalet library information using the Retain, Dsname, and Volser fields.

4. Specify retrieval/save options required for the specified member using the following fields:
You can also specify these fields from the MSL using the Retrieval/Save Options panel. See the Specifying Retrieval/
Save Options topic for more information.

Control
Specifies a control code to use for secured libraries that have suppressed functions. For more information, see
Control and Security in the "System Overview" section.

Access
Controls access to individual members. To edit a restricted member, you must enter the five-digit access code
before Panvalet can retrieve the member from the Panvalet library.

NOTE
When specified, this parameter must contain a numeric value. It is necessary only when the member
Security Level (SL) is set to 1, 2, or 3. If the member is secured, the access code you specify must be
left-justified. For example, if the access code is one (1), valid entries are:

1

01

001

0001

00001
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For more information about access codes, see the System Management section.
Save

For concatenated library specifications, the value specified controls the library in which the edited Panvalet
member is written. Valid values are:

• 1 - Saves the member in the First Library in the concatenation. The library from which you retrieved the
member (the Origin Library) contains the unmodified member whenever the Origin Library is not the First
Library.

• 0 - Saves the member in the library within the concatenation from which you retrieved it (the Origin Library).

Expand
Controls the expansion of embedded Panvalet ++INCLUDE statements. To expand ++INCLUDEd members, all
included members must have the same logical record length as the edited member. You can specify Y or N as
follows:

• N - The retrieved member contains the original ++INCLUDE statement. The installation default is N.
• Y - The member contains the source that was copied (included) by the ++INCLUDE statement.

You can use this field to change the existing expand specification. Any modifications to included source data are
not retained.

NOTE
Modifications to data lines that are present as the result of a ++INCLUDE expansion (data lines that
reside within the INCLUDE++ HEADER and the END INCLUDE++ trailer comment) are treated as
follows:

To save the data of a ++INCLUDE in the member you are editing, use the Edit Copy Facility. When you save the
original member, the expanded ++INCLUDE information is converted back to the single ++INCLUDE statement in
the original member.
The first level INCLUDE is expanded with a special header and trailer comment to mark the beginning and end of
the included member. Additional levels of INCLUDE are expanded normally. The format of the header comment is
as follows.
type            column

                1  2  3         ...          7  8      ...       71   72

COBOL,COBOL-72,

ANSCOBOL,RPG                                 *  INCLUDE++

FORT            C                               INCLUDE++

PLI             b!/  /  *                         INCLUDE++        *    /

JCL             /  / *                          INCLUDE++

ASM             *                               INCLUDE++

and others

After the expanded statements are saved, they are compressed back to the original ++INCLUDE statement. The
format of the trailer comment is the same, except for the key phrase END INCLUDE++, which starts in column 8
of the trailer record.

Edit Lock
Protects the Panvalet edited member from modification by any Panvalet products (such as batch Panvalet
processing) for the duration of the Panvalet Edit processing. When Edit Lock processing completes, the member
remains in the status it was in before the Edit Lock. To use this option, the edited member must be unlocked or
the same user ID of the already locked member must match the user ID editing it.
To enable Edit Lock, specify Y. The installation default is N, Edit Lock not enabled.
For concatenated libraries only, the following describes how Edit Lock functions with the Save option.
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• SAVE=1 - The library from which you retrieved the member for edit (the Origin Library) is used to Edit Lock
the member. When the edit is complete, the edited member is saved (unlocked) in the First Library in the
concatenation. The Origin Library's member is unlocked if it is not the First Library in the concatenation.

• SAVE=0 - The library from which you retrieved the member for edit (the Origin Library) is used to Edit Lock the
member. When the edit is complete, the edited member is saved (unlocked) in the same library from which you
retrieved it (the Origin Library).

Up Level #
Indicates whether you want to increase the Level Number when a save is performed. This parameter is useful
when working on a task that will take more than one edit session to complete. To increase the Level Number
when a save is performed, specify Y, the default. If you do not want the Level Number to increment, specify N.

5. Optionally specify an edit profile in the Panvalet Edit Profile field. Panvalet Edit profiles are similar to ISPF/PDF
profiles, except that Panvalet Edit profile names default to language type, not to data set name type as in ISPF/PDF.

6. Optionally specify the name of a macro to execute before editing of the member takes place in the Initial Macro field.
For more information, see the IBM ISPF/PDF Program Reference Guide.

7. Press Enter to Process.

Creating a New Member

As in ISPF/PDF Edit, when you specify a member name that does not exist, a new member is created. The PVEDIT (Add)
- Member Options panel provides all the necessary information needed by Panvalet to create the new member. This panel
is displayed when the following conditions exist:

• The Panvalet member name specified on the PVEDIT - Entry Panel does not exist in the specified library (or any of the
concatenated Panvalet libraries).

• The SELECT primary command on a Member Selection List panel tries to select a member that does not exist on the
specified library.

--------------------  PVEDIT(ADD) - MEMBER OPTIONS  - NEW MBR, NEED LANG TYPE

COMMAND ===>                                                                   

 Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

   PROJECT       : PDPV     

   GROUP         : TEST     

   TYPE          : PANLIB   

   MEMBER        :          

 Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

   DSNAME        :      

   VOLSER        :            (If NOT Cataloged)

 New Member Options:  -------------------------------------------------------

   LANG TYPE  ===>            (Required)      LRECL   ===> 133    (Required)

   USER CODE  ===>            (Optional)      CC      ===> ASA    (ASA/MCH)

   PAN/TSO    ===>            (Sequencing)

   FORMAT     ===>            (Y = Format according to Language type)

                              (N = NOFORMAT, store all characters)

   COMMENT    ===>                                                    

   Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.
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To create a new member, perform these steps:

1. Enter a standard or non-standard data set name for the Panvalet library and specify new member options using the
following fields:

Lang Type
Specifies the language type of the new member. A value is required in this field. Synonyms are allowed for many
standard languages. Valid entries are illustrated in the following table.

Language Type Allowable Synonyms

ANSCB ANSCOBOL

ASMB BAL,ALC,ASM,ASSEMBLER

AUTOC AUTOCODER

COBOL COBOL

COB72 COBOL-72

DATA DATA

FORT FORTRAN,FORTG,FORTGI,FORTH,GOFORT

JCL JCL,CNTL

OBJCT OBJECT,OBJ

OTHER OTHER

PL/I PL1,PL/I,PLI,PLIF,IPLI

RPG RPG

USER1 USER180

USER2 USER780

USER3 USER3

USER4 USER4

Most entries are self-explanatory. USER180, USER780, USER3, and USER4 are user-defined language types that can,
for an individual installation, carry their own unique names replacing the identifiers USER180, USER780, USER3, and
USER4. For specific details about the formatting of each language type, see the Getting Started topic.

NOTE
You can change the USER3 and USER4 names (up to five characters). Synonyms do not apply.

For information about displaying user-defined language type labels for existing language types, see the ZTYPEx option in
the Getting Started topic.

User Code
Represents the four-digit Panvalet user code. This value is optional. You can assign the user code at the time a
new member is created, or you can assign or change it later using the Panvalet Utility facility.
The user code can represent additional numeric information related to a member (for example, project number,
account number, or employee number). However, it can also be a member security code if it is a secured member
(Security Level 1, 2, or 3). The user code defaults to zero if it is not specified during the member add process.

PAN/TSO
Determines whether to use Panvalet (PAN) or TSO (TSO) sequencing of programs. PAN is the installation default.
For more information about PAN and TSO sequencing, see the Using the Data Display and Sequencing topic.
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Format
Stores all eighty characters of the input records, regardless of language type. Panvalet normally removes
sequence and ID fields as part of the data compression algorithm. To select this option, enter Y. The installation
default is N, which means that NOFORMAT is used.

Lrecl
Declares the logical record length of the newly-created member. For members whose Lang Type specification is
DATA, this value can range from 80 to 246 (inclusive). For all other Lang Type specifications, this value can only
be 80. The default value is 80.

CC
Declares the carriage control attribute of the newly-created member:

• ASA (American National Standard) carriage control in column one of each record. This member is eligible for
PRINT utility SPINOFF processing.

• MCH (Machine) carriage control in column one of each record. This member is eligible for PRINT utility
SPINOFF processing.

Comment
Lets you enter a comment (up to 50 characters) for the member you are adding. You can enter a comment on this
screen, or add or change it later using the Utility facility.

Press Enter to process.

Use the Member Selection List Option in PVEDIT
When you leave the member name parameter blank on the PVEDIT - Entry Panel, the PVEDIT - MSL Criteria panel
displays.

Since Panvalet libraries tend to be much larger than typical partitioned data sets and ISPF libraries, you can set criteria to
limit the size of your MSL using this panel. If you choose not to limit the size of the MSL, leave all of the selection criteria
blank.

-------------------------  PVEDIT  - MSL CRITERIA  ------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

 

  LIB1: USERID.SAMPLE.PANLIB

 

  Please choose one or more of the following for the MEMBER SELECTION LIST:

 

                     SORT MSL ===> N         (Y/N)

  List members starting with  ===>           (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)

  List members with LANG TYPE ===>

  List members with USER CODE ===>

  List members with USER-ID   ===>           ==>   (I=ID Only,B=Blank IDs ONLY)

  List members with STATUS    ===>

 

  Display with COMMENT Data   ===> N         (Y/N)

  MSL DISPLAY Options:        ===> B         A - Standard  C - Last Update/LOCK

                                             B - USER-ID   D - LRECL/CC

  CONTROL CODE (If required)  ===>

 

  Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.
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The libraries subject to edit are displayed in the upper left section of this panel. A maximum of four libraries are displayed,
depending on the library selection entered on the PVEDIT - Entry Panel. This concatenation sequence displayed is read-
only, with modifications possible only by returning to the PVEDIT - Entry Panel.

Enter selection criteria to limit the size of the Member Selection List to be displayed. See Using the Member Selection List
Option for detailed information about these fields.

Display MSL

If you leave the member name on the PVEDIT - Entry Panel blank and enter selection criteria on the PVEDIT - MSL
Criteria panel, the Edit facility responds with an MSL.

The panel that displays depends on the value specified in the MSL Display Option field on the PVEDIT - MSL Criteria
panel.

This section provides examples of generated MSLs for a single library from the PVEDIT - MSL Criteria panel. For a
multiple library example, see Specifying Concatenated Libraries.

When you modify a member through the Panvalet Edit facility, seven characters of user identification are automatically
associated with the modified member. You can optionally display this identification, called the user ID, through the
Member Selection List (MSL) panel.

If no members are selected as a result of the criteria, a ZERO MEMBER(S) SELECTED error message is generated.

Specify MSL Sort Criteria

You can sort the MSL based on field name in ascending or descending sequence.

To display the MSL Sort Fields panel, specify Y for the Sort MSL parameter on the PVEDIT - Retrieval/Save Options panel
or the PVEDIT - MSL Criteria panel. See Specifying MSL Sort Criteria for more information.

Specify Retrieval/Save Options

To modify the Panvalet retrieval and save options from the MSL, perform these steps:

1. Type M on the Command line or in the Enter Panvalet Function area to the left of the member name on the Member
Selection List panel.

2. Press Enter. The PVEDIT - Retrieval/Save Options panel displays.

-----------------  PVEDIT - RETRIEVAL/SAVE OPTIONS  ------- Computer Associates

COMMAND ===>

 

   LIB 1- PAYROLL.WORK.PANLIB                                 1 SCAN HITS V 14.5

   LIB 2- PAYROLL.TEST.PANLIB                                 2 SCAN HITS V 14.5

   LIB 3- PAYROLL.QUALITY.PANLIB                              2 SCAN HITS V 14.5

   LIB 4- PAYROLL.PROD.PANLIB                                 1 SCAN HITS V 14.5

 

 

         Please choose one or more of the following for the CA-Panvalet

                             Retrieval/Save Options:

 

                SORT MSL   ===> N         (Y/N)

                CONTROL    ===>           (If necessary)

                ACCESS     ===>           (If necessary)

                EXPAND     ===> N         (Y/N)

                EDIT LOCK  ===> N         (Y/N)

                SAVE       ===> 1         (1 = First  Library
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                                           O = Origin Library)

                UP LEVEL # ===> Y         (Y/N)

 

          Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

The following library information is displayed in the upper left portion of this panel:
– Data set name of the Panvalet library
– Count of Panvalet directory member scan hits found when building the MSL (displayed previously) from your

selection criteria
– Panvalet library version for the MSL

3. Specify retrieval/save options as needed in the fields on this panel. See Edit for more information about these fields.
If you specify Y for Sort MSL, when you press Enter the Sort MSL Fields panel displays. See Specifying MSL Sort
Criteria for more information.

Display the Standard MSL -- CHANGES

The following panel shows an MSL that was generated without comments (Comments=N) and the default MSL Display
Option. The statistics displayed in the MSL are Panvalet statistics, not ISPF statistics.

-------- CHANGES MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  ---    Row 1 to 3 of 3

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | U -User Code, L -Level #, S -Status, M -MSL Options

 |

 |  MEMBER     RES LVL USER SL STAT ACCDE LANG  LMAINT   LACCESS  BLKS  STATMTS

 V  ---------- --- --- ---- -  ---  ----- ----- -------- -------- ----- --------

    A011086A        3  0    0  TAE        COBOL          01/03/03     1       12

    A011586A        3  0    0  TAE        COBOL 01/15/03 05/22/03     1       33 

    A081985        39  0    0  TAE        COBOL 06/13/03 07/02/03     5      111

 ****************************** Bottom of data *********************************

NOTE
You can perform one simultaneous change function against each member listed on the MSL.

To change member attributes, perform these steps:

1. Specify a change code as follows in the Enter Panvalet Function field to the left of the member name.
– U -- Modify the user code. Type the new user code over the existing code in the User column.
– L -- Change the level number. Type the new level number over the existing level number in the Lvl column.
– S -- Change the status. Type the new status in the Stat column.
– C -- Add or change a user-comment. Display with Comment Data=Y must be specified on the MSL Criteria panel.
– M -- Specify MSL Sort options. See Specifying MSL Sort Criteria for more information.

NOTE
This option can also be entered on the Command line.

2. Press Enter to process your selections.

NOTE
You can scroll the MSL in the same manner as in ISPF/PDF using the Locate primary command.
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Common MSL Display Options

The following fields display on the Member Selection List when the MSL Display Options field on the Changes - MSL
Criteria panel is set to A or B:

Member
The Panvalet member name.

Res
Displays results of selected change functions. If the member is locked (LOC), you cannot modify the member
attributes unless the owning user ID of lock matches the user ID of the user performing the change function.

Lvl
The Panvalet modification level.

User
The four-digit Panvalet user code. The user code is displayed if it is non-zero.

SL
A one-digit code representing the member security level. Enter a security code here, if required. The SL field is
not displayed if the user code is non-zero.

Stat
The current status attributes (such as P for production, T for test, A for active) of each member.

Accde
A five-digit code (left-justified) used to allow access to a secured member.

Lang
The language type of the member.

Lmaint
The date of last maintenance -- the last time a change was made to the member. This field is blank when equal to
the date of last access.

Laccess
The date of last access -- the last time the member was accessed in any way. For more information about access
date, see System Management.

Blks
The number of blocks the member occupies in the Panvalet library.

The Statmts field appears only when Option A is specified. This field displays the number of statements in the member.

The User-ID field appears only when Option B is specified. This field displays the user-identification characters associated
with the last (most recent) Batch Panvalet ++UPDATE command or the Panvalet ISPF Option (EDIT) SAVE for the
corresponding member.

Display the Standard MSL -- LANG CHG

The following screen shows an MSL generated without comments (Display with Comment Data=N) on the MSL Criteria
panel. The statistics displayed in the MSL are Panvalet statistics, not ISPF statistics.

-------- LANG CHG MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  ---   Row 1 to 4 of 4

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | S or L -Change Language, M -MSL Options & Dataset Info

 |
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 |  MEMBER     F LANG  NEW-LANG   LVL USER STAT LMAINT   LACCESS  BLKS  STATMTS

 V  ---------- - ----- --------   --- ----- --- -------- -------- ----- --------

    MEMBER1      COBOL             33 3220  TAE 12/23/02 03/03/03     9      132

    MEMBER2      COBOL              1    0  TAE          04/13/03     1       11

    MEMBER3      COBOL              9    0  TAE          12/19/03     2       33

    MEMBER4      ASMB              18   42  TAE          11/15/03     1        9

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

You can use this panel to change the language type of any members displayed on the MSL.

To select one or more members for the language change processing, specify S (select) or L (language) in the Enter
Panvalet Function field to the left of the member name, then enter the New-Lang data for the member. When you press
Enter, the Language Change utility processes the MSL selections from the top of the panel down to the last selection
serially.

You must complete all panel selections before any panel changes are processed. Any member selected without New-
Lang specified or with incorrect change modification for New-Lang receives an error message.

NOTE
You cannot enter the S (Select) or L (Language) commands from the command line. A change to the format field
(F) must be made from the Language Change - Entry Panel.

Common MSL Display Options

The following describes the common fields displayed when you select Option A or Option B in the MSL Display Options
field on the Language Change - MSL Criteria panel:

Member
The Panvalet member name.

F
Y in this field indicates the member is formatted according to its language type. A blank in this field indicates that
no format is used and Panvalet stores all 80 characters of the input record, regardless of the language type.

Lang
The current member language type.

New-Lang
Lets you enter the new Panvalet language type for a member. Valid values are five-character or less LANG TYPE
values and their allowable synonyms (see the Language Type Table). If the member is locked (LOCKED), you
cannot change it unless the user ID of the LOCK matches the user ID of the user performing the language change
function.

Lvl
The Panvalet modification level.

User
The four-digit Panvalet user code. When a member has a security level other than 0, the user code does not
display. You must then enter the correct five-digit access code in the USER field for members that are restricted
by access code.

Stat
The current status attributes (P for production, T for test, A for active, and so on) of each member.

NOTE
The member must be in TEST, ENABLE status for this function to complete successfully.

Lmaint
The date of last maintenance -- the last time a change was made to the member. This field is blank when equal to
the date of last access.
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Laccess
The date of last access -- the last time the member was accessed in any way.

Blks
The number of blocks the member occupies in the Panvalet library.

The Statmts field displays only when option A is specified for MSL Display Options. This field displays the number of
statements in the member.

Display Last Update User ID and Member Information -- LANG CHG

In this example, we specified B in the MSL Display Options field to display the last update user ID with the member
information. When you press Enter, the Lang Chg MSL Option(B) - Member Selection List panel displays:

-------- LANG CHG MSL Option(B) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  ---   Row 1 to 4 of 4

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | S or L -Change Language, M -MSL Options

 |

 |  MEMBER     F LANG  NEW-LANG   LVL USER STAT LMAINT   LACCESS   BLKS USER-ID

 V  ---------- - ----- --------   --- ----- --- -------- -------- ----- --------

    MEMBER1      COBOL             33    0  TAE 12/23/02 03/03/03     1 USERAAA

    MEMBER2      COBOL              1    0  TAE          04/13/03     1        

    MEMBER3      COBOL              9    0  TAE          12/19/03     1        

    MEMBER4      ASMB              18    0  TAE          11/15/03     1 USERBBB

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

The User-ID column only appears when you select option B in the MSL Display Options field on the MSL Criteria panel.
This field displays the user ID of the last update to this member. This user ID is updated for all Panvalet members as a
result of an add, update, create, or replace function. This information is available only for release 14.2 and above libraries.

See Common MSL Display Options for a description of the remaining fields.

Language Change MSL Information Window Example

If you select multiple members for language change that causes a response delay due to processing requirements, an
information window is displayed. An example follows for Option A.

The following Lang Chg MSL Option(A) - Member Selection List panel has four members selected for language change.
For example purposes only, assume that these changes cause a response delay.

-------- LANG CHG MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  ---   Row 1 to 4 of 4

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | S or L -Change Language, M -MSL Options & Dataset Info

 |

 |  MEMBER     F LANG  NEW-LANG   LVL USER STAT LMAINT   LACCESS  BLKS  STATMTS

 V  ---------- - ----- --------   --- ----- --- -------- -------- ----- --------

 S  MEMBER1      COBOL cobol-72    33 3220  TAE 12/23/02 03/03/03     9      132

 S  MEMBER2      COBOL anscobol     1    0  TAE          04/13/03     1       11

 S  MEMBER3      COBOL pl/i         9    0  TAE          12/19/03     2       33

 S  MEMBER4      ASMB  cobol       18   42  TAE          11/15/03     1        9
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 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

In the next panel, the information window is displayed (at intervals) while the request is processing. The window contains
statistics indicating the count of members processed out of the total members requested for language change. This
information gives you an idea of how much processing has been done and how much remains. For long processing
requirements, the processing statistics are updated.

-------- LANG CHG MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  ---   Row 1 to 4 of 4

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|           LANGUAGE CHANGE DONE FOR 2 OUT OF 4 REQUESTED.                     |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

  

    MEMBER     F LANG  NEW-LANG   LVL USER STAT LMAINT   LACCESS  BLKS  STATMTS

    ---------- - ----- --------   --- ----- --- -------- -------- ----- --------

    MEMBER1      COBOL cobol-72    33 3220  TAE 12/23/02 03/03/03     9      132

    MEMBER2      COBOL anscobol     1    0  TAE          04/13/03     1       11

    MEMBER3      COBOL pl/i         9    0  TAE          12/19/03     2       33

    MEMBER4      ASMB  cobol       18   42  TAE          11/15/03     1        9

******************************** Bottom of data ********************************

Display Last Update User ID and Member Information -- LIB-TO-LIB

The following panel shows a sample display when you select Option B for MSL Display Options on the MSL Criteria panel.
This option displays a last update user ID and member information.

-------- LIB-TO-LIB MSL Option(B) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  --- Row 1 to 5 of 5

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | S or T -Transfer, M -MSL Options & Dataset Info

 |

 |  MEMBER     RESULT    LOC LVL USER LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS  BLKS  USER-ID

 V  ---------- ---------- -  --- ---- ----- --- -------- -------- ----- --------

 S  MEMBER1                   33 3220 COBOL TAE 12/23/02 03/05/03     1 USERBBB

 S  MEMBER2                    1    0 COBOL TAE          04/13/03     1        

 S  MEMBER3                    9    0 COBOL TAE          05/19/03     1 USERAAA

 S  MEMBER4                   18   42 ASMB  TAE          06/28/03     1         

 S  MEMBER5                    3    0 PL/1  TAE          05/28/03     1        

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

The User-ID column displays only when you select Option B from the Lib-to-Lib Copy MSL Criteria Panel. It displays user
identification characters associated with the last (most recent) Batch Panvalet ++UPDATE command or the Panvalet ISPF
Option (EDIT) SAVE for the corresponding member. See Common MSL Display Options for more information about the
other fields on this panel.

Lib-to-Lib Copy MSL Information Window

If you select multiple members for library-to-library copy, and cause a long response delay due to processing
requirements, an information window is displayed. An example of an MSL that generates an information window follows.
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The following Lib-to-Lib Copy - Member Selection List panel has four out of five members selected for library-to-library
copy using the REPL option from the Lib-To-Lib Copy - To Panel. For example purposes only, assume that these copies
cause a long response delay.

-------- LIB-TO-LIB MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  --- Row 1 to 5 of 5

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | S or T -Transfer, M -MSL Options & Dataset Info

 |

 |  MEMBER     RESULT    LOC LVL USER LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS  BLKS  STATMTS

 V  ---------- ---------- -  --- ---- ----- --- -------- -------- ----- --------

 S  MEMBER1                   33 3220 COBOL TAE 1/23/02  03/05/03     9      132

 S  MEMBER2                    1    0 COBOL TAE          04/13/03     1       11

 S  MEMBER3                    9    0 COBOL TAE          05/19/03     2       33

 S  MEMBER4                   18   42 ASMB  TAE          06/28/03     1        9

    MEMBER5                    3    0 PL/1  TAE          05/28/03     8      119

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

The following sample shows an information window that displays at intervals while the request is processing. The window
contains statistics indicating the count of members processed out of the total members requested for library-to-library
copy. This information gives you an idea of how much processing has been done and how much remains. For long
processing requirements, the processing statistics are periodically updated.

-------- LIB-TO-LIB MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  --- Row 1 to 5 of 5

COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|       LIB-TO-LIB COPY DONE FOR 3 OUT OF 4 REQUESTED.                         |

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

    MEMBER     RESULT    LOC LVL USER LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS  BLKS  STATMTS

    ---------- ---------- -  --- ---- ----- --- -------- -------- ----- --------

 S  MEMBER1                   33 3220 COBOL TAE 1/23/02  03/05/03     9      132

 S  MEMBER2                    1    0 COBOL TAE          04/13/03     1       11

 S  MEMBER3                    9    0 COBOL TAE          05/19/03     2       33

 S  MEMBER4                   18   42 ASMB  TAE          06/28/03     1        9

    MEMBER5                    3    0 PL/1  TAE          05/28/03     8      119

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

After processing your Lib-to-Lib Copy utility, the Lib-To-Lib Copy - Member Selection List panel displays the results as
shown on the following sample panel:

-------- LIB-TO-LIB MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  --- Row 1 to 5 of 5

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | S or T -Transfer, M -MSL Options & Dataset Info

 |

 |  MEMBER     RESULT    LOC LVL USER LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS  BLKS  STATMTS

 V  ---------- ---------- -  --- ---- ----- --- -------- -------- ----- --------

    MEMBER1    *REPLACED*     33 3220 COBOL TAE 12/23/02 06/15/03     9      132

    MEMBER2    *REPLACED*      1    0 COBOL TAE 04/13/03 06/15/03     1       11
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    MEMBER3    *REPLACED*      9    0 COBOL TAE 05/19/03 06/15/03     2       33

    MEMBER4    *REPLACED*     18   42 ASMB  TAE 06/01/03 06/15/03     1        9

    MEMBER5                    3    0 PL/1  TAE          05/28/03     8      119

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Specify Lib-to-Lib Copy Option

The Lib-To-Lib Copy Options panel is displayed when you enter M on the Command line of the Lib-To-Lib Copy Member
Selection List panel or enter M in Column 1 for a specific member on the Lib-To-Lib Copy Member Selection List panel.

 -------------------------  LIB-TO-LIB COPY OPTIONS  ------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

 

   FROM  -  PAYROLL.WORK.PANLIB                                 8 SCAN HITS V 14.5

   TO   - PAYROLL.TEST.PANLIB                                             V 14.5

 

 

 Please choose one or more of the following LIB-TO-LIB Copy Options:

 

           SORT MSL ===> N      (Y/N)

    CONTROL (FROM)  ===>        (If necessary, FROM library)

    ACCESS  (FROM)  ===>        (If necessary, FROM member)

 

    CONTROL (TO)    ===>        (If necessary, TO library)

    ACCESS  (TO)    ===>        (If necessary, TO member)

 

    STATUS          ===> REST   (REST to create status = T A E

                         -or-    REPL to retain FROM member status)

    CONFIRM?        ===> N      (Y/N - Display Confirmation panel)

 

    Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

Specify Lib-To-Lib Copy Options using the following fields:

Sort MSL
The SORT MSL parameter lets you sort the Member Selection List through access to the MSL Sort Fields panel.
If you specify N, you cannot provide additional sort criteria. If you want to sort the MSL, specify Y. See Specifying
MSL Sort Criteria for more information about how to specify sort criteria.

Control (From/To library)
When using the Lib-to-Lib Copy utility, you must always specify the control codes of the FROM and TO Panvalet
libraries. Use these two fields to specify the necessary control codes if you did not specify them on the Lib-to-Lib
Copy - From/To panels. For more information, see Control and Security in System Overview.

Access (From/To member)
Panvalet lets you control access to individual members. If you want to copy a restricted member, you must specify
that member's access code. If the copy results in the replace of a restricted member in the TO library, you must
specify that member's access code. Use these two fields to specify the necessary access codes if you did not
specify them on the Lib-to-Lib Copy - From/To panels.

Status
You can choose the restore/replace status of copied members here. The STATUS default value is blank. Valid
values are:
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• REPL (or repl) -- The status of the member in the To library is the same as the status of the member in the
From library. If the member does not exist on the To library, it is added to the To library.

• REST (or rest) -- The status of the member created on the To library is taken from the value displayed, which
is derived from the RSTSTAT operand value in the PVOPT macro (Panvalet options module FGPAN#23).
For more information about PVOPT, see System Management. The member must not already exist on the To
Panvalet library when you choose restore (REST) because existing members are not replaced.

You can transfer Panvalet library members directly to another Panvalet library. The last action field is set to
RESTORE or REPLACE, as chosen above. You cannot replace production status programs in an output (or To)
Panvalet library.
This function is similar to the batch Panvalet PAN#2 Management ++TRANSFER command direct method. For
more information about the ++TRANSFER command, see System Management.

Confirm
Indicates whether to display a confirmation panel for each existing Panvalet member undergoing replacement
due to the Lib-To-Lib Copy utility. See Confirming Language Change for more information. Enter Y or N. The
installation default is N (meaning do not display the Confirm Replace panel).

NOTE
If you specify Confirm=Y, status must be REPL for the Confirm Replace panel to display.

Specify MSL Sort Criteria

Specify Y in the Sort MSL field on the Lib-To-Lib Copy Options panel or the Lib-To-Lib Copy - MSL Criteria panel
to display the MSL Sort Fields panel. From this panel, you can sort the MSL based on field name in ascending or
descending sequence. See Browse and Edit for more information about the fields on this panel.

Display Last Update and Current Lock Information

The following panel shows a sample display when you select option C for MSL Display Options on the MSL Criteria panel.
This option displays last update user ID and current lock information.

---------- LOCK/UNLOCK MSL Option(C) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  -- Row 1 to 5 of 5

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | L -LOCK , U -UNLOCK , M -MSL Options

 |                                                    <----CURRENT LOCK---->

 |  MEMBER     RESULT    LOC LVL USER LANG STAT       DATE     TIME   USER-ID

 V  ---------- ---------- -  --- ---- ----- ---       -------- ------ --------

    MEMBER1               L    3    0 ASMB  TAE       07/26/03 14:21  USER001

    MEMBER2                    3    0 AUTOC TAE

    MEMBER3               L    3    0 ASMB  TAE       08/01/03 10:30  USER001

    MEMBER4                    3    0 COBOL TAE

    MEMBER5               L    3    0 DATA  TAE       08/05/03 11:01  USER001

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Specifying Concatenated Libraries in PVEDIT
To generate a composite MSL, specify multiple concatenated standard Panvalet libraries on the PVEDIT - Entry Panel and
leave the Member field blank.

You can concatenate up to four standard Panvalet libraries. Specification of concatenated standard Panvalet libraries
occurs from left to right on the Group qualifier of the standard Panvalet library name entry area. Each concatenated library
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must have the same Project and Type qualifiers. Concatenated standard Panvalet libraries generate a Composite MSL.
(For more information, see Concatenated Libraries in the Using the Data Display and Sequencing topic in this section.)

Before the selection list is displayed, a PVEDIT - MSL Criteria panel is displayed to give you control over criteria that can
limit the size of the Member Selection List. For more information, see PVEDIT - MSL Criteria Panel in this section. The
following panel shows a standard Panvalet library concatenation specification.

 ------------------------  PVEDIT - ENTRY PANEL  -------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

                                                            VERSION - vvrgggg

  Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

    PROJECT  ===> ACCOUNT

    GROUP    ===> TEST       ===> SAMPLE     ===> INCLUDEA   ===> INCLUDEI

    TYPE     ===> PANLIB

    MEMBER   ===>            (Blank for Criteria Selection PANEL for MSLs)

                             (Member name with Wildcard * ? notation for MSL)

  Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library  -  RETAIN ===> Y    (Y/N, Save in Profile)

    DSNAME   ===>

    VOLSER   ===>            (If NOT Cataloged)

  CA-Panvalet Retrieval/Save Options:

    CONTROL  ===>            (If necessary)          EXPAND  ===>    (Y/N)

    ACCESS   ===>            (If necessary)       EDIT LOCK  ===> N  (Y/N)

    SAVE     ===> 1          (1 = First  Library  UP LEVEL # ===> Y  (Y/N)

                              O = Origin Library)

  CA-Panvalet EDIT Profile   ===>             Initial Macro  ===>

    Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

If you enter a member name on the PVEDIT - Entry Panel and the member does not exist on any of the concatenated
libraries, the PVEDIT(ADD) - Member Options panel is displayed. After you choose the new Member Options and press
ENTER, an edit session is started for the new member.

NOTE
You cannot change the Panvalet library specification.

To return control to the MSL, press PF3 (End).

Composite Member Selection List
When Panvalet libraries with standard data set names are concatenated, the MSL is a composite list. Composite lists
contain an ordered list of members, in collated sequence by member name, that meet your selection criteria. You define
your selection criteria and the concatenation sequence on the PVEDIT - Entry Panel.

Only the first occurrence of a member name within the concatenation sequence is shown in the composite MSL. For
example, when the same member occurs on both the first and third concatenated libraries, only the First Library number
displays.

After the PVEDIT - MSL Criteria panel is processed, the composite MSL created from the libraries specified on the above
PVEDIT - Entry Panel is displayed. The following panel shows an MSL generated with the following options specified on
the PVEDIT - MSL Criteria panel:
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N
for Display with Comment Data

A
for MSL Display Options

-------- PVEDIT MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  - Com Row 1 to 11 of 11

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | S or B -Browse,  M -MSL Options & Dataset Info

 |

 | MEMBER     LIB LVL USER F LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS   BLKS  STATMTS ACT AVG

 V ----------  -  --- ---- - ----- --- -------- -------- ----- -------- --- --

 _  ACCOUNTPGM 1    3    0   COBOL TAE          05/11/03     5      250 REN 23

 _  ARECORD1   3    4    0 N ASMB  TAE          05/10/03     4      135 REN 42

 _  ARECORD2   3    5    0   COBOL TAE          05/10/03     3       87     25

 _  BANKINGPGM 1    1    0 N FORT  TAE          11/13/02     3       96     31

 _  COBSAMP    2    2    0   COBOL TAE          08/05/02     9      396     31

 _  INTRESTPGM 1    2      N COBOL TAE          12/10/02     9      397     26

 _  IRECORD1   4    1    0   OTHER TAE          04/12/03     1       19     45

 _  IRECORD2   4    4      N ASMB  TAE          04/18/03     1       22     29

 _  IRECORD3   4    9    0   COBOL TAE          04/12/03     2       33     27

 _  TESTPGM1   1   20    0   COBOL TAE          05/10/03     2       48 UPD 27

 _  TESTPGM2   1   21    0   ASMB  TAE          05/10/03     1       13     22

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

The LIB column displays the library number or group in which the member was found. For concatenated libraries, up to
four library numbers can be displayed in the order of the concatenation sequence specified for the Group parameter on
the PVEDIT - Entry panel. If you are not using a concatenated sequence, a 1 is displayed.

The remaining MSL parameters, and the selection and primary commands, function the same as for the single library MSL
shown earlier in this section.

Using the PVEDIT Data Display and Sequencing
Use the PVEDIT Data Display panel for the actual editing process. The contents of the specified member are displayed
for modification through the use of this panel. The PVEDIT Data Display panel is identical in appearance to the ISPF/PDF
Edit Data Display panel. The ISPF/PDF Edit Line Commands, used to edit data and text material, are also available in the
PVEDIT function through the Data Display panel.

Line Commands

Enter the edit line commands in the line command field on any line by overtyping the sequence number displayed in that
field.

Primary Commands

Enter primary commands on the Command line. For more information about edit primary commands supported by the
PVEDIT function, see Edit Primary Commands in this section.

Columns 1 to 6 of the data display show the ISPF/PDF line number followed by 72 columns of data. With ISPF/PDF, a
COBOL program displays columns 7 to 78, and all other data types display columns 1 to 72. Normal scrolling facilities let
you access the additional columns.
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A sample PVEDIT Data Display panel follows:

 PVEDIT --- PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(PLISAMP) ------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

 ****** ***********************************************************************

000001          /*  DATA SET PLISAMP    AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 09/10/01 */         

000002 /***** PL/I SAMPLE PROGRAM. *****/                                      

000003 /*******************************************************************/   

000004 /*                                                                 */   

000005 /* USES COMPILE-TIME PREPROCESSOR TO MODIFY PL/I (F) SOURCE FOR    */   

000006 /* USE WITH THIS COMPILER.  THE PREPROCESSOR STATEMENTS FOLLOWING  */   

000007 /* COULD BE PLACED ON A LIBRARY AND USED TO MODIFY SEVERAL SOURCE  */   

000008 /* PROGRAMS BY MEANS OF THE PREPROCESSOR %INCLUDE STATEMENT. THEY  */   

000009 /* PERFORM THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS:                                */   

000010 /*                                                                 */   

000011 /*  1.  CONVERT CALLS TO FOLLOWING PL/I (F) IHE... ROUTINES TO THE */   

000012 /*      EQUIVALENT NEW PL/I... ROUTINES-                           */   

000013 /*            IHEDUMP/J/C/T  TO  PLIDUMP,                          */   

000014 /*            IHESRTA/B/C/D  TO  PLISRTA/B/C/D,                    */   

000015 /*            IHECKPS/T      TO  PLICKPT,                          */   

000016 /*            IHERESN/T      TO  PLIREST/PLICANC,                  */   

000017 /*            IHESARC/IHETSAC      TO   PLIRETC                    */   

000018 /*                                                                 */   

000019 /*  2.  CHANGE FIRST DECLARE/DCL STATEMENT FOUND TO INCLUDE        */   

000020 /*      BUILTIN ATTRIBUTE FOR FOLLOWING BUILT-IN FUNCTIONS(WHICH   */   

000021 /*            DATE, TIME, ONCODE, ONCHAR, ONSOURCE, ONLOC,         */  

The setting of the NUMBER entry in the ISPF/PDF Edit profile determines the display line numbers. Either ISPF/PDF
(NUMBER OFF) generates the line numbers, or they are picked up from the member sequence field (NUMBER ON or
NUMB ON COB).

NUMBER ON picks up the Panvalet generated sequence field (PAN sequencing) or the saved sequence field (TSO
sequencing). Specifying NUMBER OFF as the installation standard resolves conflicts that exist in sequence field sizes
between Panvalet and ISPF/PDF.

Member Sequencing

Member sequencing is a complex relationship between Panvalet and ISPF/PDF. The actual events that take place depend
on the settings of Panvalet PAN or TSO sequencing, Panvalet EXPAND, ISPF/PDF NUMBER, AUTONUM, and STATS.

Panvalet has standard conventions for the processing of sequenced numbers, as does ISPF/PDF, and significant
differences exist between the two systems. However, the actual edit functions and technique of ISPF/PDF make the
sequence numbers relatively unimportant. Panvalet (using PAN sequencing) also places little importance on the exact
sequence number.

NOTE
The FIRST and LAST LINE NUMBERS of the PVEDIT(Copy) - Retrieval Option Panel rely on the physical or
relative statement numbers. The sequence numbers displayed during an edit session might not correspond to
the relative line numbers of the source statements as stored in the Panvalet library.

The line sequence numbering displayed during an edit session is affected by such factors as type of sequencing selected,
editing activities, and option chosen (for example, EXPAND). Therefore, the physical placement of the statements on
the Panvalet library only shows up consistently on a PVBROWSE screen or on a listing of the member. The generated
comments for the selected member types are not considered as part of the members and, therefore, are not counted as a
relative statement.
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Level Stamping

You can initiate a level stamp option when installing batch Panvalet. With this feature in effect, any changes in COBOL,
ANSCOBOL, BAL, PL1, RPG, AUTOCODER, JCL, and FORTRAN programs are flagged with the new level number at the
time of the change. The level stamp consists of three characters displayed in columns 78-80 of the data set. Values range
from **1 to 255 (asterisks are part of the level stamp display).

NOTE
To take advantage of level stamping, a member must use Panvalet (PAN) sequencing. Also, we recommend that
you use NUMBER OFF.

PAN Sequencing

The Panvalet ISPF Option is best used with PAN sequencing and NUMBER OFF. When you retrieve a program, PAN
sequencing generates sequence numbers. NUMBER OFF causes ISPF/PDF to ignore the PAN sequence numbers and
generate its own numbers for the leftmost 6 columns of the display screen. When saving the member, the ISPF/PDF
numbers are ignored and, with PAN sequencing, so are the Panvalet generated numbers. The member is stored without
sequence numbers and is automatically resequenced on the next retrieval.

PAN sequencing works with NUMBER ON, but several differences occur. For example, the ISPF/PDF sequence numbers
(positions one to six of the display) contain only five digits, with a blank in position six.

When a COBOL program is processed with NUMBER ON rather than NUMBER ON COB, part of the Panvalet ID
field information (name, level, date of late maintenance) appears in the first three ISPF/PDF sequence numbers. The
remaining ISPF/PDF sequence numbers are blank and transferred from the ID field columns 72 to 78.

TSO Sequencing

TSO sequencing lets you edit a program without having it resequenced. You should use this function only when you
require TSO sequencing. You can use TSO sequencing only with BAL, COBOL, ANSCOBOL, FORTRAN, PL/I, JCL
language types, and with any ZTYPEx that mimics the mentioned languages.

WARNING
Because TSO sequencing retains sequence numbers, you should use TSO sequencing with extreme care.
Unless this is handled properly, the end result could be an edited program that you cannot save because of out-
of-sequence errors.

When LANGUAGE=COBOL and NUM ON COB, either PAN or TSO sequencing works just as well. In this case, any
ISPF/PDF sequencing operations (RENUM, AUTONUM) are reflected in the stored sequence numbers.

NOTE
If you edit any TSO-sequenced member with ++INCLUDEs expanded (EXPAND=Y), you get a sequence error
when you attempt to save the member.

Concatenated Libraries

When you select a member from a concatenated group of Panvalet libraries, you can potentially retrieve the member
from any library within the concatenation. The retrieved data is always the first occurrence of the requested member from
the Panvalet library concatenation sequence. You specify this sequence from left to right on the PVEDIT - Entry Panel
in the GROUP field of the standard Panvalet library data set names. If Panvalet does not find the member in any of the
concatenated libraries, Panvalet treats the member as a new Panvalet member.

In either case, you can only save the edited data to the first Panvalet library of the specified concatenation sequence (LIB
1), regardless of the original Panvalet library. The title line of the PVEDIT Data Display Panel always identifies the data set
name of the first Panvalet library of the concatenation sequence. If the Panvalet member does not exist in the First Library
of the concatenation sequence, the first save command adds it automatically.
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The only exception involves Panvalet members with production or disabled attributes. When you select such a member
from LIB 1 for editing, Panvalet tells you that the data set is production or disabled and that SAVE is not permitted.
When you select a production or disabled member for editing from other than LIB 1, you can save the member to LIB
1; Panvalet adds it to the library with TEST, ENABLED status.

When using concatenated Panvalet libraries, the SAVE command uses the current Panvalet level number incremented by
one. The Panvalet level number is incremented when creating or replacing the member in the first concatenated library of
the sequence. For example, if a member exists in the second concatenated Panvalet library at level 5, the first save adds
the member to LIB 1 at level 1. For more information, see the SAVE command in Edit Primary Commands in this section.

Data Display Example (COBSAMP)

The following PVEDIT Data Display panel shows the contents of the member COBSAMP. The composite MSL display
shown earlier listed this member (see Composite Member Selection List in this section). The titled library data set name
is that of the First Library of the concatenation sequence. Note that the member was actually selected from the second
library (LIB 2), but you can only save the member to LIB 1.

 PVEDIT --- ACCOUNT.TEST.PANLIB(COBSAMP)---------------------- COLUMNS 001 072

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

 ******************************************************************************

000010 *   THE FOLLOWING IS THE COBOL SAMPLE PROGRAM  'TESTRUN' ***    08/05/  

000020  IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.                                        COBSA  

000030  PROGRAM-ID.  TESTRUN.                                             LV0  

000040    DATE-COMPILED.                                                       

000050    REMARKS. THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN WRITTEN AS A SAMPLE PROGRAM FOR       

000060      COBOL USERS. IT CREATES AN OUTPUT FILE AND READS IT BACK AS        

000070      INPUT.                                                             

000080  ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.                                                  

000090  CONFIGURATION SECTION.                                                 

000100    SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-370.                                            

000110    OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-370.                                            

000120  INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.                                                  

000130  FILE-CONTROL.                                                          

000140      SELECT FILE-1 ASSIGN TO UT-2400-S-SAMPLE.                          

000150      SELECT FILE-2 ASSIGN TO UT-2400-S-SAMPLE.                          

000160  DATA DIVISION.                                                         

000170  FILE SECTION.                                                          

000180  FD  FILE-1                                                             

000190      LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED                                          

000200      BLOCK CONTAINS 100 CHARACTERS                                      

000210      RECORD CONTAINS 20 CHARACTERS                                     

Edit Primary Commands
After a Panvalet member has been retrieved and displayed for editing, the differences between ISPF/PDF Edit and
Panvalet Edit are minor. These differences are mainly in the use of the primary edit commands.

The command descriptions below illustrate some of the differences between ISPF/PDF Edit and Panvalet Edit. (For a
complete list and descriptions of all primary edit commands that the Panvalet ISPF Option uses, see the topic, "Command
Summary.")
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COPY

The COPY command copies a Panvalet member, a partitioned data set member, or a sequential data set and
inserts it into a member being edited. A COPY command without a member name assumes that the member is not
a Panvalet member and produces an ISPF/PDF Edit Copy panel for you to specify the source of the copy. A COPY
command with a member name copies the entire member from the Panvalet library, or concatenated libraries, specified
on the PVEDIT - Entry Panel. The PVEDIT (COPY) - Entry Panel is also available to change the current Panvalet library
specification, or to limit the range of the copied data. The PVEDIT (COPY) - Entry Panel is similar to the PVEDIT - Entry
Panel. For examples of panel use, see the "Sample Edit Sessions" section.

Two techniques are provided for copying Panvalet members:

• Specify the Panvalet member name on the COPY primary command. The normal ISPF/PDF copying function is
performed as with other data sets.

• Specify COPY /PAN on the command line. The /PAN keyword causes the PVEDIT (COPY) - Entry Panel to appear.
For an example of this see Edit Session 1 in the "Sample Edit Sessions" section. This method lets you specify the
starting and ending sequence numbers to limit the range of the COPY or to change the current Panvalet library
specification. When you change the Panvalet library specification, the COPY command searches this library, or
concatenated libraries, for the requested member exclusively. After the member is copied, the original Panvalet library
specification on the PVEDIT - Entry Panel is activated.

NOTE
If the /PAN keyword does not work, see your Panvalet ISPF Option systems administrator. The keyword might
have been modified.

ISPF/PDF and PVCOPY LRECL Processing Differences

ISPF/PDF Edit COPY and PVCOPY process members with different logical record lengths differently:

• ISPF/PDF COPY lets you copy a PDS member that differs in logical record length from the edited member. If the
copied member's data LRECL is greater than the edited member, the copied data is truncated. If the copied member's
data LRECL is less than the edited member, the copied data is right padded with blanks.

• PVCOPY protects the integrity of data by allowing only copied data from Panvalet library members to match the logical
record length of the edited member. This eliminates the need to truncate or pad records that might be corrupted by a
blank padding character.

CREATE

The CREATE command causes a line or block of lines to be stored as a new Panvalet member or as a partitioned
data set member. A CREATE command without a member name assumes non-Panvalet and displays an ISPF/
PDF Edit Create panel for you to specify the destination of the created member. Two techniques are provided for
creating Panvalet members:

• Specify the Panvalet member name on the CREATE command. The requested member is created within
the Panvalet library, or the first concatenated library of the sequence, specified on the PVEDIT - Entry Panel.

• Specify CREATE /PAN on the command line. The /PAN keyword causes the PVEDIT (CREATE) - Entry Panel to be
displayed. For an example of this see Edit Session 1 in the "Sample Edit Sessions" section. This method lets you
change the current Panvalet library specification or certain Panvalet member attributes of the created member. After
the member is created, the original Panvalet library specification on the PVEDIT - Entry Panel is activated.

NOTE
If the /PAN keyword does not work, consult the person in charge of installation of the Panvalet ISPF Option at
your site. The keyword might have been modified.

NOTE
Both ISPF/PDF EDIT CREATE and PVCREATE create a new member from the edited data that has the same
logical record length (LRECL) as the Panvalet edited member. You cannot alter the logical record length.
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MOVE

Panvalet Edit does not support the MOVE command for Panvalet members. This is because the MOVE command
copies a module from an external library into the program being edited and then deletes the module on the external
library. Panvalet does not permit program deletion in this manner. Using this command results in an error message
informing you that copy was done instead.

RECOVERY

An audit trail of edit transactions is automatically recorded in an ISPF/PDF controlled data set. If the system crashes, you
can use the ISPF/PDF recovery data set to recover the edit session.

PVEDIT - Recovery Panel

When Panvalet Edit is operating in recovery mode (standard IBM RECOVERY ON), an audit trail of user interactions is
automatically recorded in an application-dependent data set. Following a system failure, you can use the audit trail to
replay the Panvalet Edit session.

Panvalet Edit uses a special recovery table, stored on your ISPF profile data set, to handle Panvalet Edit automatic
recovery processing. The name of the Panvalet Edit Recovery Table is built by appending PERT to the current ISPF
application identifier. When using the default application identifier, the name of the Panvalet Edit Recovery Table is
ISRPERT.

This table is separate and distinct from the ISPF/PDF Edit Recovery Table (see the ISPF/PDF Installation and
Customization Manual). Panvalet Edit uses IBM ISPF/PDF Edit Recovery facilities to handle its recovery, and uses its own
table to save relevant Panvalet recovery information.

When you select Panvalet Edit from the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu, the following screen is displayed, indicating
that recovery is available for a Panvalet library member. As directed on the panel, you can proceed with recovery, cancel
recovery, defer recovery until the next edit session, or you can enter the END command to return to the Primary Option
Menu. If you proceed with, defer, or cancel recovery, and other Panvalet library members exist to be recovered, the
PVEDIT - Recovery Panel is displayed for each library and member.

------------------------  PVEDIT - RECOVERY  ------------ Computer Associates 

OPTION ===>                                                                   

                                                             VERSION - vvrgggg

                 *****************************************                    

                 *  CA-Panvalet EDIT Automatic Recovery  *                    

                 *****************************************                    

                                                                              

Standard CA-Panvalet Library:                                                 

  PROJECT  : PAYROLL                    This CA-Panvalet EDIT was in progress 

  GROUP    : WORK                       when a system failure or task ABEND   

  TYPE     : PANLIB                     occurred.                             

                                                                              

  MEMBER   : MEMBERNAME                                                       

                                                                              

Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library:                                             

  DSNAME   :                                                                  

  VOLSER   :                                                                  

                                                                              

Instructions:                                                                 

  Press ENTER key to continue editing the CA-Panvalet member.                 

  Enter END command to exit from CA-Panvalet EDIT recovery mode.              

  Enter DEFER command to defer recovery of the CA-Panvalet EDIT.              
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  Enter CANCEL command to cancel recovery of the CA-Panvalet EDIT.           

REPLACE

The Panvalet replace command causes a line or block of lines to replace an existing Panvalet member. The replace
command is not allowed for Panvalet members other than those with TEST, ENABLE status. A member that is currently
locked is not replaced unless the owning user ID of lock matches the user ID of the user performing the replace function.
A replace command without a member name assumes non-Panvalet and produces an ISPF/PDF Edit Replace panel for
you to specify the destination of the replace.

To replace Panvalet members that are in TEST, ENABLE status and not locked, do one of the following:

• Specify the Panvalet member name on the REPLACE primary command. The requested member (with the required
TEST, ENABLE status) is replaced within the Panvalet library or the first concatenated library of the sequence (LIB 1)
specified on the PVEDIT - Entry Panel.

• Specify REPLACE /PAN on the command line. The /PAN keyword causes the PVEDIT (REPLACE) - Entry Panel
to be displayed. For an example of this see Edit Session 1 in the "Sample Edit Sessions" section. This method lets
you change the current Panvalet library specification. After the member is replaced, the original Panvalet library
specification on the PVEDIT - Entry Panel is activated.
When the attribute values of a Panvalet member being edited are inconsistent with those attributes of
the Panvalet member to be replaced, a Confirmation Panel appears. This panel describes the inconsistent attributes
(for example, LANG TYPE, NOFORMAT, or PAN/TSO), and prompts you for a decision for further processing. You can
continue the REPLACE processing, changing the contents of the Panvalet member to be replaced, or you can cancel
the replace request.

NOTE
If the /PAN keyword does not work, consult the person in charge of the Panvalet ISPF Option installation at
your site. The keyword might have been modified.

ISPF/PDF and PVREPLACE LRECL Processing Differences

ISPF/PDF Edit REPLACE and PVREPLACE process members with different logical record lengths differently.

ISPF/PDF REPLACE lets you REPLACE a PDS member that differs in logical record length from the
edited Panvalet member. If the replaced member's LRECL is greater than the edited member, the replaced data is right-
padded with blanks. If the replaced member's LRECL is less than the edited member, the replaced data is truncated.

PVCOPY lets you REPLACE a Panvalet member that differs in logical record length from the edited Panvalet member if
the replaced member's LANG TYPE is DATA. If the replaced member's LRECL is:

• Greater than the edited member, the replaced data remains the same length and causes the replaced member's
LRECL to be the same as the edited member.

• Less than the edited member, the replaced data remains the same length and causes the replaced member's LRECL
to be the same as the edited member.

If the replaced member LANG TYPE is not DATA, the edited member's data must have a logical record length of 80 for the
REPLACE processing to proceed.

SAVE

The SAVE command stores the edited data back into the Panvalet library from which the member was retrieved. There
are two exceptions to this.

• Specifying a concatenation sequence of Panvalet libraries with standard data set names. For further information about
concatenating Panvalet libraries in Panvalet Edit, see Specifying Concatenated Libraries earlier in this section.

• Specifying a production or disabled member or a locked member. When you select such a member for editing, you
are informed that the data set is production or disabled or locked and that you cannot save this member. A member
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that is currently locked can be saved only when the owning user ID of lock matches the user ID of the user performing
the save function. The retrieval and subsequent editing (in memory) of the member is not restricted; only the save
command does not function. As an alternative, use the create command to save the member by creating a new one.

NOTE
For a complete list of the primary edit commands, see the Command Summary section.

Simultaneous Update Protection

Panvalet provides protection against simultaneous updates through one of two possible mechanisms:

• Across multiple CPUs and between ISPF and batch users on the same CPU, the Panvalet level number provides
protection. When two users retrieve the same member for editing, Panvalet honors the first one that is saved. The
second SAVE results in a "faulty level" error message. Save the second update with a CREATE, CANCEL the edit
session, then sort out the situation. However, if the online user chooses not to update the level number, the "faulty
level" error may not occur.

NOTE
If the Panvalet library resides on a DASD device generated as SHARED, a very short-term RESERVE is
issued. For more information about enqueues and reserve processing, see the System Management section.

• For all ISPF users on a single CPU, the ENQ/DEQ facility provides protection. When you are editing a member, other
users attempting to edit the member receive a message that states that the member is already in use by another user.

Sample Edit Sessions
This section describes four Panvalet ISPF Option sample terminal sessions using the Edit facility.

Edit Session 1
Serves as a quick introduction to the Panvalet ISPF Option. It includes examples of the Primary Menus, Entry
Panels, Criteria Panels, Data Display Panels, and the CREATE Primary Command.

Edit Session 2
A continuation of Session 1. In addition to the panels demonstrated in Session 1, this session illustrates use of the
concatenation facility and includes examples of the Composite MSL and the REPLACE Primary command.

Edit Session 3
A continuation of Session 2, concentrating on the concatenation facility provided by the COPY primary command.

Edit Session 4
A continuation of Session 1. In addition to the panels demonstrated in Session 1, this session illustrates the use of
the concatenation facility and includes examples of the Composite MSL using the Last Update/Lock MSL.

You can use this section for training by going through the sessions in order, or you can reference specific topics through
the Table of Contents on the left.

For specific information about commands and parameters used in these sessions, see the Edit and Command Summary.

Edit Session 1

You can use this session as a quick introductory Panvalet ISPF Option course or to reference the use of specific edit
panel functions.

Initializing ISPF/PDF

To initialize the ISPF/PDF system, enter ispf below the READY prompt in TSO as shown in the following example:
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 READY                                                                        

 ispf                                                                        

The ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu is displayed.

Initiating the ISPF Option

From the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu, enter P on the Option line to initiate the Panvalet ISPF Option.

-----------------------  ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU -------------------------

OPTION  ===> P                                                                 

                                                            USERID   - PRGMR01 

   0  ISPF PARMS  - Specify terminal and user parameters    TIME     - 11:23   

   1  BROWSE      - Display source data or output listings  TERMINAL - 3277    

   2  EDIT        - Create or change source data            PF KEYS  - 12      

   3  UTILITIES   - Perform utility functions                                  

   4  FOREGROUND  - Invoke language processors in foreground                   

   5  BATCH       - Submit job for language processing                         

   6  COMMAND     - Enter TSO command or CLIST                                 

   7  DIALOG TEST - Perform dialog testing                                     

   8  LM UTILITIES- Perform library management utility functions               

   C  CHANGES     - Display summary of changes for this release                

   P  PANVALET    - Browse, edit, and utilities                                

   T  TUTORIAL    - Display information about ISPF/PDF                         

   X  EXIT        - Terminate ISPF using log and list defaults                 

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

Enter END command to terminate ISPF.                                          

The Panvalet primary menu is displayed.

Initializing PVEDIT

From the Panvalet primary menu, enter 2 on the Option line to initialize the Edit facility.

  -----------------------AllFusion CA-Panvalet for z/OS--- Computer Associates

 OPTION ===> 2

                                                            VERSION- vvrgggg

        1  BROWSE     - Display AllFusion CA-Panvalet Members

 

        2  EDIT       - Modify/Create AllFusion CA-Panvalet Members

 

        3  UTILITY    - AllFusion CA-Panvalet/ISPF Utilities (COPY, QUERY, etc.)

 

        4  VIEW       - Modify & Create without changing original mbr

 

        5  WHAT'S NEW - In AllFusion CA-Panvalet Version 14.5
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      Enter END command to terminate AllFusion CA-Panvalet/ISPF.

 

    *********************************************************************

    *  COPYRIGHT (C) 2003      Computer Associates International, Inc.  *

    *        --    All   Rights   Reserved    Worldwide.    --          *

    *********************************************************************

The PVEDIT - Entry Panel displays.

NOTE
You can also access the PVEDIT - Entry Panel by specifying Option P.2 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

Naming the Library

On the PVEDIT - Entry Panel, enter the Panvalet library name (PDPV.TEST.PANLIB) under the standard library section,
leaving the Member field blank.

--------------------------  PVEDIT - ENTRY PANEL  --------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

                                                              VERSION - vvrgggg

  Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

    PROJECT  ===> PDPV

    GROUP    ===> TEST       ===>            ===>            ===>

    TYPE     ===> PANLIB

 

    MEMBER   ===>            (Blank for Criteria Selection PANEL for MSLs)

                             (Enter name with Wildcard * ? notation for MSL)

  Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library - RETAIN ===> Y   (Y/N, Save in Profile)

    DSNAME   ===>

    VOLSER   ===>            (If NOT Cataloged)

 

  CA-Panvalet Retrieval/Save Options:

    CONTROL  ===>            (If necessary)          EXPAND  ===> N  (Y/N)

    ACCESS   ===>            (If necessary)       EDIT LOCK  ===> N  (Y/N)

    SAVE     ===> 1          (1 = First  Library  UP LEVEL # ===> Y  (Y/N)

                              O = Origin Library)

  CA-Panvalet EDIT Profile   ===>             Initial Macro  ===>

 

    Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

When you press Enter, the PVEDIT - MSL Criteria panel is displayed.

Limiting the Member Selection List

On the PVEDIT - MSL Criteria panel, indicate that you want to list all members starting with PAM, having a Lang Type of
Assembler (ASMB), a status of Test (T), and a standard PVEDIT MSL listing (Option A).

-------------------------  PVEDIT  - MSL CRITERIA  ------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

 

  LIB1: PDPV.TEST.PANLIB  
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  Please choose one or more of the following for the MEMBER SELECTION LIST:

 

                     SORT MSL ===> N         (Y/N)

  List members starting with  ===> PAM       (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)

  List members with LANG TYPE ===> ASMB

  List members with USER CODE ===>

  List members with USER-ID   ===>           ==>   (I=ID Only,B=Blank IDs ONLY)

  List members with STATUS    ===> T

 

  Display with COMMENT Data   ===> N         (Y/N)

  MSL DISPLAY Options:        ===> A         A - Standard  C - Last Update/LOCK

                                             B - USER-ID   D - LRECL/CC

  CONTROL CODE (If required)  ===>

 

  Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

Press Enter to display the PVEDIT - Member Selection List panel and all members in the PDPV.TEST.PANLIB library that
fit the MSL criteria.

Selecting the Member for Editing

From the Member Selection List, enter S next to PAMTEST to select it for editing.

-------- PVEDIT MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  ---     Row 1 to 3 of 3

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | S or B -Browse,  M -MSL Options & Dataset Info

 |

 | MEMBER     LIB LVL USER F LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS   BLKS  STATMTS ACT AVG

 V ----------  -  --- ---- - ----- --- -------- -------- ----- -------- --- --

 S  PAMTEST    1    9 3220    ASMB TAE          10/07/03     9        1 UPD 37

 _  PAMTEST2   1    1    0 N  ASMB TAE          10/03/03     1        1     29

 _  PAMTEST3   1    1    0    ASMB TAE          09/05/03     1        1      3

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

When you press Enter, the PVEDIT panel is displayed with the member PAMTEST open for editing.

Copying to a Member

You want to copy the contents of the Panvalet member XXXCOMMENT from library PDPV.COPY.PANLIB into PAMTEST.
Because the member name (XXXCOMMENT) is ten characters long and the library name is different from the library
specified on the Edit Entry Panel, you must access the PVEDIT (Copy) - Entry Panel.

To copy to a member, perform these steps:

1. Type copy /pan on the Command line.
2. Type a (after) on line 4 to indicate that the data is copied into PAMTEST after line 4.

 PVEDIT --- PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(PAMTEST) ------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072

 COMMAND ===> copy /pan                                        SCROLL ===> HALF

****** *************************** TOP OF DATA ********************************
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NOTE   *          DATA SET PAMTEST    AT LEVEL 009 AS OF 10/07/01              

000001          TITLE 'MVS/XA PANVALET READ-ONLY SYSTEM TEST PROGRAM'          

000002 PAMREAD  CSECT                                                          

000003 *  THIS SAMPLE PROGRAM IS TO BE USED FOR DOCUMENTATION AND EXAMPLE      

a 0004 *  PURPOSES WHEN USING PAM.                                             

000005          USING *,15                TEMPORARY BASE REGISTER              

000006          STM   14,12,12(13)        STORE REG                            

000007          LR    12,13               SAVE CALLERS REG                     

000008          LA    13,SAVEAREA         SET SAVEAREA ADDRESS                 

000009          ST    12,4(13)            SET CALLER IN CALLEES                

000010          ST    13,8(12)            CALLEES IN CALLERS                   

000011          DROP  15                  DROP TEMPORARY BASE REG              

000012          BALR  12,0                USE R12 AS BASE                      

000013          USING *,12                                                     

000014 *OPEN                                                                   

000015          XC    ACTION,ACTION       CLEAR ACTION WORD                    

000016          CALL  POPEN,(ACTION,DDNAME,BACKUP),VL   OPEN PANVALET FILE     

000017          CLC   ACTION,=F'0'        ERROR DURING OPEN?                   

000018          BNE   ERROR               YES, GO TO ERROR ROUTINE             

000019 GETDIR   EQU   *                                                        

000020          XC    ACTION,ACTION       CLEAR ACTION WORD                   

3. Press Enter. The PVEDIT(Copy) - Entry Panel is displayed.
4. To change the Panvalet library name, type the member name XXXCOMMENT in the Member field, and COPY in the

Group field.

---------------------- PVEDIT(COPY) - ENTRY PANEL  ------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

  EDIT LIBRARY(MEMBER): PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(PAMTEST)   

  From Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

    PROJECT  ===> PDPV  

    GROUP    ===> COPY       ===>            ===>            ===>

    TYPE     ===> PANLIB

    MEMBER   ===> XXXCOMMENT      (Blank for MEMBER SELECTION LIST)

  From Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

    DSNAME   ===>

    VOLSER   ===>                 (If NOT Cataloged)

  CA-Panvalet Retrieval Options:  Line Numbers:       (Blanks for entire member)

    CONTROL  ===>                 FIRST ===>          (Blank means FIRST)

    ACCESS   ===>                 LAST  ===>          (Blank means LAST)

    EXPAND   ===> N    (Y/N)

5. Press Enter to display the PAMTEST member with the XXXCOMMENT member copied into it.

Deleting Lines

To delete lines, perform these steps:

1. To delete the user comments on lines 3 and 4, enter D on those lines as shown on the following panel.
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 PVEDIT --- PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(PAMTEST) ------------------------ COLUMNS 001 072

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> HALF

****** *************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************* 

NOTE   *          DATA SET PAMTEST    AT LEVEL 009 AS OF 10/07/01              

000001          TITLE 'MVS/XA PANVALET READ-ONLY SYSTEM TEST PROGRAM'          

000002 PAMREAD  CSECT                                                          

d 0003 *  THIS SAMPLE PROGRAM IS TO BE USED FOR DOCUMENTATION AND EXAMPLE      

d 0004 *  PURPOSES WHEN USING PAM.                                             

000005 *  IF DESIRED THIS PROGRAM MAY BE USED AS A BASE FOR MODIFICATIONS      

000006 *  IN ORDER TO CREATE A WORKING PROGRAM.                                

000007          USING *,15                TEMPORARY BASE REGISTER              

000008          STM   14,12,12(13)        STORE REG                            

000009          LR    12,13               SAVE CALLERS REG                     

000010          LA    13,SAVEAREA         SET SAVEAREA ADDRESS                 

000011          ST    12,4(13)            SET CALLER IN CALLEES                

000012          ST    13,8(12)            CALLEES IN CALLERS                   

000013          DROP  15                  DROP TEMPORARY BASE REG              

000014          BALR  12,0                USE R12 AS BASE                      

000015          USING *,12                                                     

000016 *OPEN                                                                   

000017          XC    ACTION,ACTION       CLEAR ACTION WORD                    

000018          CALL  POPEN,(ACTION,DDNAME,BACKUP),VL   OPEN PANVALET FILE     

000019          CLC   ACTION,=F'0'        ERROR DURING OPEN?                   

000020          BNE   ERROR               YES, GO TO ERROR ROUTINE            

2. Press Enter. The PAMTEST member is displayed without the deleted lines.

NOTE
The screen will be resequenced as a result of deleting the two lines.

Inserting Lines

To insert lines, perform these steps:

1. To insert two lines between lines 2 and 3, enter I on line 2 as shown on the following panel.

 PVEDIT --- PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(PAMTEST)------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> HALF

****** *************************** TOP OF DATA ********************************

NOTE   *          DATA SET PAMTEST    AT LEVEL 009 AS OF 10/07/01              

000001          TITLE 'MVS/XA PANVALET READ-ONLY SYSTEM TEST PROGRAM'          

i2 002 PAMREAD  CSECT                                                          

000003 *  IF DESIRED THIS PROGRAM MAY BE USED AS A BASE FOR MODIFICATIONS      

000004 *  IN ORDER TO CREATE A WORKING PROGRAM.                                

000005          USING *,15                TEMPORARY BASE REGISTER              

000006          STM   14,12,12(13)        STORE REG                            

000007          LR    12,13               SAVE CALLERS REG                     

000008          LA    13,SAVEAREA         SET SAVEAREA ADDRESS                 

000009          ST    12,4(13)            SET CALLER IN CALLEES                

000010          ST    13,8(12)            CALLEES IN CALLERS                   

000011          DROP  15                  DROP TEMPORARY BASE REG              

000012          BALR  12,0                USE R12 AS BASE                      

000013          USING *,12                                                     

000014 *OPEN                                                                   

000015          XC    ACTION,ACTION       CLEAR ACTION WORD                    
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000016          CALL  POPEN,(ACTION,DDNAME,BACKUP),VL   OPEN PANVALET FILE     

000017          CLC   ACTION,=F'0'        ERROR DURING OPEN?                   

000018          BNE   ERROR               YES, GO TO ERROR ROUTINE             

000019 GETDIR   EQU   *                                                        

000020          XC    ACTION,ACTION       CLEAR ACTION WORD                   

2. Press Enter. The PAMTEST member is displayed with inserted blank lines.

PVEDIT --- PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(PAMTEST)------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> HALF

****** *************************** TOP OF DATA ********************************

NOTE   *          DATA SET PAMTEST    AT LEVEL 009 AS OF 10/07/01              

000001          TITLE 'MVS/XA PANVALET READ-ONLY SYSTEM TEST PROGRAM'          

000002 PAMREAD  CSECT                                                          

'''''' 

'''''' 

000003 *  IF DESIRED THIS PROGRAM MAY BE USED AS A BASE FOR MODIFICATIONS      

000004 *  IN ORDER TO CREATE A WORKING PROGRAM.                                

000005          USING *,15                TEMPORARY BASE REGISTER              

000006          STM   14,12,12(13)        STORE REG                            

000007          LR    12,13               SAVE CALLERS REG                     

000008          LA    13,SAVEAREA         SET SAVEAREA ADDRESS                 

000009          ST    12,4(13)            SET CALLER IN CALLEES                

000010          ST    13,8(12)            CALLEES IN CALLERS                   

000011          DROP  15                  DROP TEMPORARY BASE REG              

000012          BALR  12,0                USE R12 AS BASE                      

000013          USING *,12                                                     

000014 *OPEN                                                                   

000015          XC    ACTION,ACTION       CLEAR ACTION WORD                    

000016          CALL  POPEN,(ACTION,DDNAME,BACKUP),VL   OPEN PANVALET FILE     

000017          CLC   ACTION,=F'0'        ERROR DURING OPEN?                   

000018          BNE   ERROR               YES, GO TO ERROR ROUTINE            

3. The panel is now ready for the new data. Enter the comments on the blank lines as shown on the following screen.

 PVEDIT --- PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(PAMTEST)------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> HALF

****** *************************** TOP OF DATA ********************************

NOTE   *          DATA SET PAMTEST    AT LEVEL 009 AS OF 10/07/01              

000001          TITLE 'MVS/XA PANVALET READ-ONLY SYSTEM TEST PROGRAM'          

000002 PAMREAD  CSECT                                                          

'''''' *  This is an example of a program using the PANVALET access            

'''''' *  method.                                                              

000003 *  IF DESIRED THIS PROGRAM MAY BE USED AS A BASE FOR MODIFICATIONS      

000004 *  IN ORDER TO CREATE A WORKING PROGRAM.                                

000005          USING *,15                TEMPORARY BASE REGISTER              

000006          STM   14,12,12(13)        STORE REG                            

000007          LR    12,13               SAVE CALLERS REG                     

000008          LA    13,SAVEAREA         SET SAVEAREA ADDRESS                 

000009          ST    12,4(13)            SET CALLER IN CALLEES                

000010          ST    13,8(12)            CALLEES IN CALLERS                   

000011          DROP  15                  DROP TEMPORARY BASE REG              

000012          BALR  12,0                USE R12 AS BASE                      

000013          USING *,12                                                     
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000014 *OPEN                                                                   

000015          XC    ACTION,ACTION       CLEAR ACTION WORD                    

000016          CALL  POPEN,(ACTION,DDNAME,BACKUP),VL   OPEN PANVALET FILE     

000017          CLC   ACTION,=F'0'        ERROR DURING OPEN?                   

000018          BNE   ERROR               YES, GO TO ERROR ROUTINE            

4. Press Enter. The PAMTEST member is displayed with the inserted lines.

 PVEDIT --- PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(PAMTEST)------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> HALF

****** *************************** TOP OF DATA ********************************

NOTE   *          DATA SET PAMTEST    AT LEVEL 009 AS OF 10/07/01              

000001          TITLE 'MVS/XA PANVALET READ-ONLY SYSTEM TEST PROGRAM'          

000002 PAMREAD  CSECT                                                          

000003 *  THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF A PROGRAM USING THE PANVALET ACCESS            

000004 *  METHOD.                                                              

000005 *  IF DESIRED THIS PROGRAM MAY BE USED AS A BASE FOR MODIFICATIONS      

000006 *  IN ORDER TO CREATE A WORKING PROGRAM.                                

000007          USING *,15                TEMPORARY BASE REGISTER              

000008          STM   14,12,12(13)        STORE REG                            

000009          LR    12,13               SAVE CALLERS REG                     

000010          LA    13,SAVEAREA         SET SAVEAREA ADDRESS                 

000011          ST    12,4(13)            SET CALLER IN CALLEES                

000012          ST    13,8(12)            CALLEES IN CALLERS                   

000013          DROP  15                  DROP TEMPORARY BASE REG              

000014          BALR  12,0                USE R12 AS BASE                      

000015          USING *,12                                                     

000016 *OPEN                                                                   

000017          XC    ACTION,ACTION       CLEAR ACTION WORD                    

000018          CALL  POPEN,(ACTION,DDNAME,BACKUP),VL   OPEN PANVALET FILE     

000019          CLC   ACTION,=F'0'        ERROR DURING OPEN?                   

000020          BNE   ERROR               YES, GO TO ERROR ROUTINE            

NOTE
The screen is resequenced to accommodate the new data. The lower case input is changed to upper case
because the profile is defined as CAPS ON.

Creating a New Member

To add a new member to a Panvalet library that is different from the library specified on the PVEDIT - Entry Panel, use the
CREATE primary command.

To create a new member, perform these steps:

1. Type create /pan on the COMMAND line.
2. Type cc on lines 3 and 6 to identify the block of text you want to use to create the contents of the

new Panvalet member.

 PVEDIT --- PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(PAMTEST)------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072

 COMMAND ===> create /pan                                      SCROLL ===> HALF

****** *************************** TOP OF DATA ********************************

NOTE   *          DATA SET PAMTEST    AT LEVEL 009 AS OF 10/07/01              

000001          TITLE 'MVS/XA PANVALET READ-ONLY SYSTEM TEST PROGRAM'          

000002 PAMREAD  CSECT                                                          

cc 003 *  THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF A PROGRAM USING THE PANVALET ACCESS            
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000004 *  METHOD.                                                              

000005 *  IF DESIRED THIS PROGRAM MAY BE USED AS A BASE FOR MODIFICATIONS      

cc 006 *  IN ORDER TO CREATE A WORKING PROGRAM.                                

000007          USING *,15                TEMPORARY BASE REGISTER              

000008          STM   14,12,12(13)        STORE REG                            

000009          LR    12,13               SAVE CALLERS REG                     

000010          LA    13,SAVEAREA         SET SAVEAREA ADDRESS                 

000011          ST    12,4(13)            SET CALLER IN CALLEES                

000012          ST    13,8(12)            CALLEES IN CALLERS                   

000013          DROP  15                  DROP TEMPORARY BASE REG              

000014          BALR  12,0                USE R12 AS BASE                      

000015          USING *,12                                                     

000016 *OPEN                                                                   

000017          XC    ACTION,ACTION       CLEAR ACTION WORD                    

000018          CALL  POPEN,(ACTION,DDNAME,BACKUP),VL   OPEN PANVALET FILE     

000019          CLC   ACTION,=F'0'        ERROR DURING OPEN?                   

000020          BNE   ERROR               YES, GO TO ERROR ROUTINE            

3. Press Enter to display the PVEDIT(Create) - Entry Panel.

--------------------  PVEDIT(CREATE) - ENTRY PANEL  ------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

  EDIT LIBRARY(MEMBER): PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(PAMTEST)  

  To Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

    PROJECT    ===> PDPV

    GROUP      ===> TEST

    TYPE       ===> PANLIB

    MEMBER     ===>

  To Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

    DSNAME     ===> 

    VOLSER     ===>          (If NOT Cataloged)

  Create Member Options:

    USER CODE  ===>          (Optional)       PAN/TSO    ===> PAN  (Sequencing)

    CONTROL    ===>          (If necessary for the TO LIBRARY)

    FORMAT     ===> Y        (Y = Format according to Language type)

                             (N = NOFORMAT, store all characters)

    COMMENT    ===>

4. To specify the To Library data set and member name in DSNAME (name) format,
type "special.assembler.toolbox.panlib(pamcomment)" in the To Non-Standard Panvalet Library DSNAME field
and vol001 in the Volser field.

NOTE
Quotation marks around the non-standard DSNAME value are optional.

--------------------  PVEDIT(CREATE) - ENTRY PANEL  ------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

  EDIT LIBRARY(MEMBER): PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(PAMTEST)  
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  To Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

    PROJECT    ===> PDPV

    GROUP      ===> TEST

    TYPE       ===> PANLIB

    MEMBER     ===>

  To Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

    DSNAME     ===> SPECIAL.ASSEMBLER.TOOLBOX.PANLIB(PAMCOMMENT)

    VOLSER     ===> VOL001   (If NOT Cataloged)

  Create Member Options:

    USER CODE  ===>          (Optional)       PAN/TSO    ===> PAN  (Sequencing)

    CONTROL    ===>          (If necessary for the TO LIBRARY)

    FORMAT     ===> Y        (Y = Format according to Language type)

                             (N = NOFORMAT, store all characters)

    COMMENT    ===>

5. Press Enter to display the MEMBER1 member.

 PVEDIT --- PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(PAMTEST)----------------------- PAMCOMMENT CREATED

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

****** *************************** TOP OF DATA ********************************

NOTE   *          DATA SET PAMTEST    AT LEVEL 009 AS OF 10/07/01              

000001          TITLE 'MVS/XA PANVALET READ-ONLY SYSTEM TEST PROGRAM'          

000002 PAMREAD  CSECT                                                          

000003 *  THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF A PROGRAM USING THE PANVALET ACCESS            

000004 *  METHOD.                                                              

000005 *  IF DESIRED THIS PROGRAM MAY BE USED AS A BASE FOR MODIFICATIONS      

000006 *  IN ORDER TO CREATE A WORKING PROGRAM.                                

000007          USING *,15                TEMPORARY BASE REGISTER              

000008          STM   14,12,12(13)        STORE REG                            

000009          LR    12,13               SAVE CALLERS REG                     

000010          LA    13,SAVEAREA         SET SAVEAREA ADDRESS                 

000011          ST    12,4(13)            SET CALLER IN CALLEES                

000012          ST    13,8(12)            CALLEES IN CALLERS                   

000013          DROP  15                  DROP TEMPORARY BASE REG              

000014          BALR  12,0                USE R12 AS BASE                      

000015          USING *,12                                                     

000016 *OPEN                                                                   

000017          XC    ACTION,ACTION       CLEAR ACTION WORD                    

000018          CALL  POPEN,(ACTION,DDNAME,BACKUP),VL   OPEN PANVALET FILE     

000019          CLC   ACTION,=F'0'        ERROR DURING OPEN?                   

000020          BNE   ERROR               YES, GO TO ERROR ROUTINE            

The PAMCOMMENT CREATED short message in the upper right corner confirms that the
new member PAMCOMMENT has been added to the Panvalet library with data set name
SPECIAL.ASSEMBLER.TOOLBOX.PANLIB, which resides on volume VOL001. The member PAMCOMMENT has the
same Panvalet attributes as the currently edited member PAMTEST.

Ending the Edit Session

To end the edit session, press PF3 (End). This saves the Panvalet member, ends the edit session, and returns you to the
PVEDIT - Member Selection List panel.
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 -------- PVEDIT MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  ---     Row 1 to 3 of 3

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | S or B -Browse,  M -MSL Options & Dataset Info

 |

 | MEMBER     LIB LVL USER F LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS   BLKS  STATMTS ACT AVG

 V ----------  -  --- ---- - ----- --- -------- -------- ----- -------- --- --

 _  PAMTEST    1    9 3220    ASMB TAE          10/07/03     9        1 UPD 37

 _  PAMTEST2   1    1    0 N  ASMB TAE          10/03/03     1        1     29

 _  PAMTEST3   1    1    0    ASMB TAE          09/05/03     1        1      3

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

NOTE
Entering SAVE in the Command line saves the Panvalet data set, but does not end the edit session. Entering
CANCEL in the Command line ends the edit but does not SAVE the Panvalet data set.

To return to the PVEDIT - Entry Panel, press PF3 (End) twice.

--------------------------  PVEDIT - ENTRY PANEL  --------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

                                                              VERSION - vvrgggg

  Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

    PROJECT  ===> PDPV

    GROUP    ===> TEST       ===>            ===>            ===>

    TYPE     ===> PANLIB

 

    MEMBER   ===>            (Blank for Criteria Selection PANEL for MSLs)

                             (Enter name with Wildcard * ? notation for MSL)

  Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library - RETAIN ===> Y   (Y/N, Save in Profile)

    DSNAME   ===>

    VOLSER   ===>            (If NOT Cataloged)

 

  CA-Panvalet Retrieval/Save Options:

    CONTROL  ===>            (If necessary)          EXPAND  ===> N  (Y/N)

    ACCESS   ===>            (If necessary)       EDIT LOCK  ===> N  (Y/N)

    SAVE     ===> 1          (1 = First  Library  UP LEVEL # ===> Y  (Y/N)

                              O = Origin Library)

  CA-Panvalet EDIT Profile   ===>             Initial Macro  ===>

 

    Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

Edit Session 2

Edit Session 2 is a continuation of Edit Session 1. It illustrates the concatenation facility provided by PVEDIT.

This session applies concatenation to expand included (++INCLUDE) members from multiple Panvalet libraries. In this
example, the data set COBOL.INCLUDE1.PANLIB contains Panvalet members containing commonly used COBOL text,
such as file definitions expressed by COBOL FD statements. The installation shares this COBOL text by accessing these
members through the ++INCLUDE command.
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In addition, this session illustrates the use of concatenation as an aid in the control of changes made to Panvalet
members. Depending on policies at your site, you can use standard Panvalet ISPF Option data set names to identify the
development phase of an individual Panvalet member. The development or change life cycle of a Panvalet member is
defined by the member's LEVEL number and the standard Panvalet library in which the member resides. In this example,
the Panvalet library COBOL.SAMPLE.PANLIB contains various COBOL application programs. The site lets programmers
make changes within the Panvalet library COBOL.WORK.PANLIB only.

Concatenation Environment

The following example illustrates the PVEDIT session of the Panvalet member SAMPCOBOL. SAMPCOBOL
contains a ++INCLUDE for ENVDIV1, which is the standard COBOL Environment Division text used widely at the
site. Note that SAMPCOBOL is a member of the Panvalet library COBOL.SAMPLE.PANLIB, but does not exist in
COBOL.WORK.PANLIB. The first PVEDIT SAVE command that is issued causes the member SAMPCOBOL to be added
to the Panvalet library COBOL.WORK.PANLIB. The member is added with TEST ENABLE status and has a LEVEL
number one greater than the original LEVEL number. Each additional PVEDIT SAVE command that is issued causes the
member SAMPCOBOL to be updated to the Panvalet library COBOL.WORK.PANLIB and increments the LEVEL number
by one.

For more information, see Control and Security in the "System Overview" section.

Specify Data Set Names

From the PVEDIT - Entry Panel, perform the following steps to specify data set names:

1. Enter the standard Panvalet library data set names in the same order (left to right) as you want them concatenated.

NOTE
Do not enter a member name when you request a composite MSL.

2. Overtype the Expand option to Y (YES).

--------------------------  PVEDIT - ENTRY PANEL  --------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

                                                              VERSION - vvrgggg

  Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

    PROJECT  ===> COBOL

    GROUP    ===> WORK       ===> SAMPLE     ===> INCLUDE1   ===>

    TYPE     ===> PANLIB

    MEMBER   ===>            (Blank for Criteria Selection PANEL for MSLs)

                             (Enter name with Wildcard * ? notation for MSL)

  Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library - RETAIN ===> Y   (Y/N, Save in Profile)

    DSNAME   ===>

    VOLSER   ===>            (If NOT Cataloged)

  CA-Panvalet Retrieval/Save Options:

    CONTROL  ===>            (If necessary)          EXPAND  ===> Y  (Y/N)

    ACCESS   ===>            (If necessary)       EDIT LOCK  ===> N  (Y/N)

    SAVE     ===> 1          (1 = First  Library  UP LEVEL # ===> Y  (Y/N)

                              O = Origin Library)

  CA-Panvalet EDIT Profile   ===>             Initial Macro  ===>

    Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

3. Press Enter to display the PVEDIT - MSL Criteria panel.
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-------------------------  PVEDIT  - MSL CRITERIA  ------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

  LIB1: COBOL.WORK.PANLIB

  LIB2: COBOL.SAMPLE.PANLIB

  LIB3: COBOL.INCLUDE1.PANLIB

  Please choose one or more of the following for the MEMBER SELECTION LIST:

                     SORT MSL ===> N         (Y/N)

  List members starting with  ===>           (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)

  List members with LANG TYPE ===>  

  List members with USER CODE ===>

  List members with USER-ID   ===>           ==>   (I=ID Only,B=Blank IDs ONLY)

  List members with STATUS    ===>  

  Display with COMMENT Data   ===> N         (Y/N)

  MSL DISPLAY Options:        ===> A         A - Standard  C - Last Update/LOCK

                                             B - USER-ID   D - LRECL/CC

  CONTROL CODE (If required)  ===>

  Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

Limit Member Selection List

From the PVEDIT - MSL Criteria panel, perform these steps to list all members with Lang Type of COBOL and Status of
Test:

1. Type COBOL in the List members with Lang Type field.
2. Type T in the List members with Status field.

-------------------------  PVEDIT  - MSL CRITERIA  ------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

  LIB1: COBOL.WORK.PANLIB

  LIB2: COBOL.SAMPLE.PANLIB

  LIB3: COBOL.INCLUDE1.PANLIB

  Please choose one or more of the following for the MEMBER SELECTION LIST:

                     SORT MSL ===> N         (Y/N)

  List members starting with  ===>           (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)

  List members with LANG TYPE ===> COBOL

  List members with USER CODE ===>

  List members with USER-ID   ===>           ==>   (I=ID Only,B=Blank IDs ONLY)

  List members with STATUS    ===> T

  Display with COMMENT Data   ===> N         (Y/N)

  MSL DISPLAY Options:        ===> A         A - Standard  C - Last Update/LOCK

                                             B - USER-ID   D - LRECL/CC

  CONTROL CODE (If required)  ===>

  Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.
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3. Press Enter to display the PVEDIT - Member Selection List Panel.

-------- PVEDIT MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  ---     Row 1 to 7 of 7

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | S or B -Browse,  M -MSL Options & Dataset Info

 |

 | MEMBER     LIB LVL USER F LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS   BLKS  STATMTS ACT AVG

 V ----------  -  --- ---- - ----- --- -------- -------- ----- -------- --- --

 _  ENVDIV1    3    3    0   COBOL TAE 06/12/03 06/14/03     1        4     23

 _  ENVDIV2    3    4    0   COBOL TAE 06/11/03 06/14/03     4      135     42

 _  FDPARTB    3    2    0   COBOL TAE 06/11/03 07/19/03     4      135     42

 _  IOSEC      3    2    0 N COBOL TAE 06/11/03 07/19/03     1        9     51

 _  SAMPCOBOL  2    5    0   COBOL TAE 07/18/03 07/18/03     3       87 UPD 25

 _  SAMPLCOBOL 2    2    0   COBOL TAE 07/19/03 07/20/03     3       96     31

 _  TESTCOBOL  1    2    0   COBOL TAE 07/20/03 07/20/03     9      396 UPD 31

******************************** Bottom of data ********************************

Composite Member Selection List

The composite MSL shows the library location of the members used for the PVEDIT function. The member SAMPCOBOL
is retrieved from the library COBOL.SAMPLE.PANLIB (LIB 2) and the ++INCLUDE member ENVDIV1 from the library
COBOL.INCLUDE1.PANLIB (LIB 3).

From the Member Selection List, enter S next to SAMPCOBOL to select it.

-------- PVEDIT MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  ---     Row 1 to 7 of 7

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | S or B -Browse,  M -MSL Options & Dataset Info

 |

 | MEMBER     LIB LVL USER F LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS   BLKS  STATMTS ACT AVG

 V ----------  -  --- ---- - ----- --- -------- -------- ----- -------- --- --

 _  ENVDIV1    3    3    0   COBOL TAE 06/12/03 06/14/03     1        4     23

 _  ENVDIV2    3    4    0   COBOL TAE 06/11/03 06/14/03     4      135     42

 _  FDPARTB    3    2    0   COBOL TAE 06/11/03 07/19/03     4      135     42

 _  IOSEC      3    2    0 N COBOL TAE 06/11/03 07/19/03     1        9     51

 S  SAMPCOBOL  2    5    0   COBOL TAE 07/18/03 07/18/03     3       87 UPD 25

 _  SAMPLCOBOL 2    2    0   COBOL TAE 07/19/03 07/20/03     3       96     31

 _  TESTCOBOL  1    2    0   COBOL TAE 07/20/03 07/20/03     9      396 UPD 31

******************************** Bottom of data ********************************

The selected member, SAMPCOBOL, is displayed on a PVEDIT Data Display panel, as described in the following section.

Data Display

When SAMPCOBOL is displayed, the library data set name on the PVEDIT Data Display title line is that of the first
library in the concatenation sequence identified by the associated composite MSL as LIB 1. The LIB 1 data set and
member names are displayed on the title line as a reminder that SAMPCOBOL can be saved only in the first library in the
concatenation sequence.
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The following PVEDIT Data Display panel illustrates data displayed in NUMBER OFF format. The expansion of the +
+INCLUDED member ENVDIV1 resulted in an out of sequence condition on the sequence number fields within the
displayed data. To return COBOL display format, you can enter NUM ON COBOL on the command line. To renumber the
sequence fields, you can enter RENUM on the command line. For this sample session, the data displays in NUMBER
OFF format.

 PVEDIT --- COBOL.WORK.PANLIB(SAMPCOBOL)---------------------- COLUMNS 001 072

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

****** *************************** TOP OF DATA ********************************

==MSG> -CAUTION- PROFILE CHANGED TO "NUMBER OFF" (FROM "NUMBER ON COB")        

==MSG>        BECAUSE OF SEQUENCE NUMBERS (OR LACK OF THEM) FOUND IN DATA      

000001 000010*   THE FOLLOWING IS THE COBOL SAMPLE PROGRAM 'TESTRUN' ***       

000002 000020 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION                                          

000003 000030 PROGRAM-ID.  TESTRUN.                                            

000004 000040   DATE-COMPILED.                                                 

000005 000050   REMARKS. THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN WRITTEN AS A SAMPLE PROGRAM FOR 

000006 000060     COBOL USERS. IT CREATES AN OUTPUT FILE AND READS IT BACK AS  

000007 000070     INPUT.                                                       

000008 000080*INCLUDE++ ENVDIV1                                                

000009 000010 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.                                            

000010 000020 CONFIGURATION SECTION.                                           

000011 000030   SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-370.                                      

000012 000040   OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-370.                                      

000013       *END INCLUDE++                                                    

000014 000090 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.                                            

000015 000100 FILE-CONTROL.                                                    

000016 000110     SELECT FILE-1 ASSIGN TO UT-2400-S-SAMPLE.                    

000017 000120     SELECT FILE-2 ASSIGN TO UT-2400-S-SAMPLE.                    

000018 000130 DATA DIVISION.                                                   

000019 000140 FILE SECTION.                                                   

Saving a Member

To save the member SAMPCOBOL in the library COBOL.WORK.LIBRARY without terminating PVEDIT, enter save on the
command line.

NOTE
The member is saved with the original sequence numbers because all expanded (++INCLUDE) data lines are
not saved. Lines 8 through 13 are not saved because they are identified as include expansion data. Line 8
begins the block of data (*INCLUDE++) and line 13 ends the block (*END ++INCLUDE). The PVEDIT SAVE
command retains only the original INCLUDE++ line when the member is updated in the Panvalet library.

When you save the file, you remain in the member in PVEDIT. Note the SAMPCOBOL SAVED message in the upper right
corner.

 PVEDIT --- COBOL.WORK.PANLIB(SAMPCOBOL)---------------------- SAMPCOBOL SAVED

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

****** *************************** TOP OF DATA ********************************

==MSG> -CAUTION- PROFILE CHANGED TO "NUMBER OFF" (FROM "NUMBER ON COB")        

==MSG>        BECAUSE OF SEQUENCE NUMBERS (OR LACK OF THEM) FOUND IN DATA      

000001 000010*   THE FOLLOWING IS THE COBOL SAMPLE PROGRAM 'TESTRUN' ***       

000002 000020 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION                                          

000003 000030 PROGRAM-ID.  TESTRUN.                                            
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000004 000040   DATE-COMPILED.                                                 

000005 000050   REMARKS. THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN WRITTEN AS A SAMPLE PROGRAM FOR 

000006 000060     COBOL USERS. IT CREATES AN OUTPUT FILE AND READS IT BACK AS  

000007 000070     INPUT.                                                       

000008 000080*INCLUDE++ ENVDIV1                                                

000009 000010 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.                                            

000010 000020 CONFIGURATION SECTION.                                           

000011 000030   SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-370.                                      

000012 000040   OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-370.                                      

000013       *END INCLUDE++                                                    

000014 000090 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.                                            

000015 000100 FILE-CONTROL.                                                    

000016 000110     SELECT FILE-1 ASSIGN TO UT-2400-S-SAMPLE.                    

000017 000120     SELECT FILE-2 ASSIGN TO UT-2400-S-SAMPLE.                    

000018 000130 DATA DIVISION.                                                   

000019 000140 FILE SECTION.                                                   

Use the PVEDIT REPLACE primary command to update an existing member (IOSEC) in a Panvalet library
(COBOL.INCLUDE1.PANLIB) that is different from the library that was specified on the PVEDIT - Entry Panel.

NOTE
The member IOSEC is not in production status. The PVEDIT REPLACE command does not replace members in
production or disabled status.

To update IOSEC in a different library, perform these steps:

1. Type replace /pan on the COMMAND line.
2. Type cc on lines 14 and 17 to identify the block of text you want to use from the PVEDIT data for the contents of the

updated member.

 PVEDIT --- COBOL.WORK.PANLIB(SAMPCOBOL)---------------------- SAMPCOBOL SAVED

 COMMAND ===> replace /pan                                     SCROLL ===> PAGE

****** *************************** TOP OF DATA ********************************

==MSG> -CAUTION- PROFILE CHANGED TO "NUMBER OFF" (FROM "NUMBER ON COB")        

==MSG>        BECAUSE OF SEQUENCE NUMBERS (OR LACK OF THEM) FOUND IN DATA      

000001 000010*   THE FOLLOWING IS THE COBOL SAMPLE PROGRAM 'TESTRUN' ***       

000002 000020 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION                                          

000003 000030 PROGRAM-ID.  TESTRUN.                                            

000004 000040   DATE-COMPILED.                                                 

000005 000050   REMARKS. THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN WRITTEN AS A SAMPLE PROGRAM FOR 

000006 000060     COBOL USERS. IT CREATES AN OUTPUT FILE AND READS IT BACK AS  

000007 000070     INPUT.                                                       

000008 000080*INCLUDE++ ENVDIV1                                                

000009 000010 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.                                            

000010 000020 CONFIGURATION SECTION.                                           

000011 000030   SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-370.                                      

000012 000040   OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-370.                                      

000013       *END INCLUDE++                                                    

cc 014 000090 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.                                            

000015 000100 FILE-CONTROL.                                                    

000016 000110     SELECT FILE-1 ASSIGN TO UT-2400-S-SAMPLE.                    

cc 017 000120     SELECT FILE-2 ASSIGN TO UT-2400-S-SAMPLE.                    

000018 000130 DATA DIVISION.                                                   

000019 000140 FILE SECTION.                                                   
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3. Press Enter to display the PVEDIT(Replace) - Entry Panel.

-----------------  PVEDIT(REPLACE) - ENTRY PANEL  ------- Computer Associates

COMMAND ===>                                                                   

 EDIT LIBRARY(MEMBER): COBOL.WORK.PANLIB(SAMPCOBOL) 

 To Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

   PROJECT    ===> 

   GROUP      ===> 

   TYPE       ===> 

   MEMBER     ===>           **Unlocked, Test, Enable Status Members Only**

 To Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

   DSNAME     ===>                                                          

   VOLSER     ===>           (If NOT Cataloged)

 Replace Member Options:

   CONTROL    ===>           (If necessary for the To Library)

   ACCESS     ===>           (If necessary for the MEMBER)

   Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

4. In the TO Standard Panvalet Library area of the panel, enter the To library name COBOL.INCLUDE1.PANLIB, and the
member name IOSEC, which you want to replace.

-----------------  PVEDIT(REPLACE) - ENTRY PANEL  ------- Computer Associates

COMMAND ===>                                                                   

 EDIT LIBRARY(MEMBER): COBOL.WORK.PANLIB(SAMPCOBOL) 

 To Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

   PROJECT    ===> COBOL    

   GROUP      ===> INCLUDE1 

   TYPE       ===> PANLIB   

   MEMBER     ===> IOSEC      **Unlocked, Test, Enable Status Members Only**

 To Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

   DSNAME     ===>                                                          

   VOLSER     ===>           (If NOT Cataloged)

 Replace Member Options:

   CONTROL    ===>           (If necessary for the To Library)

   ACCESS     ===>           (If necessary for the MEMBER)

   Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

5. Press Enter.
The PVEDIT - Confirm Replace Panel is displayed, warning you that the TO member IOSEC has the NOFORMAT
attribute. The data used to replace the contents of the IOSEC member also has the NOFORMAT attribute after the
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update. This causes the sequence numbers of the data to be retained because all 80 characters of the data record are
stored.

--------------------  PVEDIT - CONFIRM REPLACE  --------- Computer Associates

COMMAND ===>                                                                   

 Data set attributes are inconsistent:

   LRECL differences will cause the TO MEMBER's LRECL size to be replaced

   by the LRECL size of the EDITed MEMBER's data.

   LANG TYPE differences will cause EDIT MEMBER data to be reformatted         

   to the LANG TYPE attribute of the TO MEMBER.

 EDIT LIBRARY(MEMBER): COBOL.WORK.PANLIB(SAMPCOBOL) 

   TO LIBRARY(MEMBER): COBOL.INCLUDE1.PANLIB(IOSEC) 

   EDIT MEMBER ATTRIBUTES:              TO MEMBER ATTRIBUTES:

     LANG TYPE : COBOL                    LANG TYPE : COBOL      

     NOFORMAT  : N                        NOFORMAT  : Y     

     PAN/TSO   : PAN                      PAN/TSO   : PAN

     LRECL     : 0090                     LRECL     : 0080  

   Press ENTER key to allow replace with TO MEMBER attributes.

   Enter END command to cancel replace.

6. Press Enter to proceed with the PVEDIT REPLACE and display the SAMPCOBOL member.

 PVEDIT --- COBOL.WORK.PANLIB(SAMPCOBOL)------------------------ IOSEC REPLACED

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

****** ********************** TOP OF DATA ************************************ 

==MSG> -CAUTION- PROFILE CHANGED TO "NUMBER OFF" (FROM "NUMBER ON COB")        

==MSG>        BECAUSE OF SEQUENCE NUMBERS (OR LACK OF THEM) FOUND IN DATA      

000001 000010*   THE FOLLOWING IS THE COBOL SAMPLE PROGRAM 'TESTRUN' ***       

000002 000020 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION                                          

000003 000030 PROGRAM-ID.  TESTRUN.                                            

000004 000040   DATE-COMPILED.                                                 

000005 000050   REMARKS. THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN WRITTEN AS A SAMPLE PROGRAM FOR 

000006 000060     COBOL USERS. IT CREATES AN OUTPUT FILE AND READS IT BACK AS  

000007 000070     INPUT.                                                       

000008 000080*INCLUDE++ ENVDIV1                                                

000009 000010 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.                                            

000010 000020 CONFIGURATION SECTION.                                           

000011 000030   SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-370.                                      

000012 000040   OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-370.                                      

000013       *END INCLUDE++                                                    

000014 000090 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.                                            

000015 000100 FILE-CONTROL.                                                    

000016 000110     SELECT FILE-1 ASSIGN TO UT-2400-S-SAMPLE.                    

000017 000120     SELECT FILE-2 ASSIGN TO UT-2400-S-SAMPLE.                    

000018 000130 DATA DIVISION.                                                   

000019 000140 FILE SECTION.                                                   
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The IOSEC REPLACED short message in the upper right corner confirms that existing member IOSEC has been
updated. The member IOSEC has its original Panvalet attributes, but contains the new data selected from the
SAMPCOBOL member currently under PVEDIT.

Canceling an Edit

Because the member SAMPCOBOL was already saved, you must use the CANCEL command to cancel its PVEDIT. To
do this, enter cancel on the Command line of the SAMPCOBOL member data display panel.

 PVEDIT --- COBOL.WORK.PANLIB(SAMPCOBOL)------------------------ IOSEC REPLACED

 COMMAND ===> cancel                                           SCROLL ===> PAGE

****** ********************** TOP OF DATA ************************************ 

==MSG> -CAUTION- PROFILE CHANGED TO "NUMBER OFF" (FROM "NUMBER ON COB")        

==MSG>        BECAUSE OF SEQUENCE NUMBERS (OR LACK OF THEM) FOUND IN DATA      

000001 000010*   THE FOLLOWING IS THE COBOL SAMPLE PROGRAM 'TESTRUN' ***       

000002 000020 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION                                          

000003 000030 PROGRAM-ID.  TESTRUN.                                            

000004 000040   DATE-COMPILED.                                                 

000005 000050   REMARKS. THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN WRITTEN AS A SAMPLE PROGRAM FOR 

000006 000060     COBOL USERS. IT CREATES AN OUTPUT FILE AND READS IT BACK AS  

000007 000070     INPUT.                                                       

000008 000080*INCLUDE++ ENVDIV1                                                

000009 000010 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.                                            

000010 000020 CONFIGURATION SECTION.                                           

000011 000030   SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-370.                                      

000012 000040   OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-370.                                      

000013       *END INCLUDE++                                                    

000014 000090 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.                                            

000015 000100 FILE-CONTROL.                                                    

000016 000110     SELECT FILE-1 ASSIGN TO UT-2400-S-SAMPLE.                    

000017 000120     SELECT FILE-2 ASSIGN TO UT-2400-S-SAMPLE.                    

000018 000130 DATA DIVISION.                                                   

000019 000140 FILE SECTION.                                                   

The PVEDIT MSL Option (A) - Member Selection List panel is displayed.

-------- PVEDIT MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  ---     Row 1 to 7 of 7

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | S or B -Browse,  M -MSL Options & Dataset Info

 |

 | MEMBER     LIB LVL USER F LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS   BLKS  STATMTS ACT AVG

 V ----------  -  --- ---- - ----- --- -------- -------- ----- -------- --- --

 _  ENVDIV1    3    3    0   COBOL TAE 06/12/03 06/14/03     1        4     23

 _  ENVDIV2    3    4    0   COBOL TAE 06/11/03 06/14/03     4      135     42

 _  FDPARTB    3    2    0   COBOL TAE 06/11/03 07/19/03     4      135     42

 _  IOSEC      3    2    0 N COBOL TAE 08/01/03 08/01/03     1        9 UPD 51

 _  SAMPCOBOL  2    1    0   COBOL TAE 08/01/03 08/01/03     3       87 UPD 25

 _  SAMPLCOBOL 2    2    0   COBOL TAE 07/19/03 07/20/03     3       96     31

 _  TESTCOBOL  1    2    0   COBOL TAE 07/20/03 07/20/03     9      396 UPD 31

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************
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NOTE
Member SAMPCOBOL now resides in LIB 1 at level 1; however, you would need to rerun the MSL to have
LIB 1 display. The original SAMPCOBOL still resides in LIB 2 with level 5, but Panvalet only displays the first
occurrence of a member within a concatenation. If you reran the MSL, the member IOSEC in LIB 3 has a new
level of 3 because the PVEDIT REPLACE command updated it. Here is a sample of the updated composite
MSL showing the LIB 1 for SAMPCOBOL and LVL 3 for IOSEC.

-------- PVEDIT MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  ---     Row 1 to 7 of 7

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | S or B -Browse,  M -MSL Options & Dataset Info

 |

 | MEMBER     LIB LVL USER F LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS   BLKS  STATMTS ACT AVG

 V ----------  -  --- ---- - ----- --- -------- -------- ----- -------- --- --

 _  ENVDIV1    3    3    0   COBOL TAE 06/12/03 06/14/03     1        4     23

 _  ENVDIV2    3    4    0   COBOL TAE 06/11/03 06/14/03     4      135     42

 _  FDPARTB    3    2    0   COBOL TAE 06/11/03 07/19/03     4      135     42

 _  IOSEC      3    3    0 N COBOL TAE 08/01/03 08/01/03     1        9 UPD 51

 _  SAMPCOBOL  1    1    0   COBOL TAE 08/01/03 08/01/03     3       87 UPD 25

 _  SAMPLCOBOL 2    2    0   COBOL TAE 07/19/03 07/20/03     3       96     31

 _  TESTCOBOL  1    2    0   COBOL TAE 07/20/03 07/20/03     9      396 UPD 31

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

To terminate PVEDIT and the Panvalet ISPF Option press PF3, and then press END.

Edit Session 3

Edit Session 3 is a continuation of Edit Session 2. It illustrates the concatenation facility provided by the PVEDIT COPY
primary command. Using the COPY and CREATE commands, you can use many "cut and paste" editing techniques. The
ability to access multiple Panvalet libraries within a single PVEDIT session makes this possible.

In this session, Panvalet library COBOL.INCLUDE1.PANLIB contains various COBOL ++INCLUDE members of
commonly used COBOL text. In addition, the Panvalet library COBOL.PAYROLL2.PANLIB contains various ++INCLUDE
members. These members contain COBOL file definition statements that are associated with the site's payroll application.

As in Edit Session 2, the Panvalet library COBOL.SAMPLE.PANLIB contains various COBOL application programs. The
site lets programmers make changes in the Panvalet library COBOL.WORK.PANLIB only.

The following illustrates the PVEDIT session of Panvalet member SAMPLCOBOL. SAMPLCOBOL does not contain any
++INCLUDE statements. Use the PVEDIT COPY command to copy a new COBOL file section text block. The member
FSPAY1 in the Panvalet library INCLUDE.PAYROLL2.PANLIB contains a COBOL file section definition that uses a +
+INCLUDE for member FDDBASEII. The member FDDBASEII in Panvalet library INCLUDE.COMMON.PANLIB contains
COBOL file definition statements for a file commonly used at the site.

As discussed above, Panvalet library COBOL.WORK.PANLIB is used for member modifications, and
COBOL.SAMPLE.PANLIB contains the desired member SAMPLCOBOL. See the following example.
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Specifying Data Set Names

On the PVEDIT - Entry Panel, perform these steps:

1. Type the standard Panvalet library data set names (COBOL.WORK.PANLIB and COBOL.SAMPLE.PANLIB) in the
same order (left to right) as you want to concatenate them.

2. Type the requested member name SAMPLCOBOL.

--------------------------  PVEDIT - ENTRY PANEL  --------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

                                                              VERSION - vvrgggg

  Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

    PROJECT  ===> COBOL

    GROUP    ===> WORK       ===> SAMPLE     ===>            ===>

    TYPE     ===> PANLIB

    MEMBER   ===> SAMPLCOBOL (Blank for Criteria Selection PANEL for MSLs)

                             (Enter name with Wildcard * ? notation for MSL)

  Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library - RETAIN ===> Y   (Y/N, Save in Profile)

    DSNAME   ===>

    VOLSER   ===>            (If NOT Cataloged)

  CA-Panvalet Retrieval/Save Options:

    CONTROL  ===>            (If necessary)          EXPAND  ===> N  (Y/N)

    ACCESS   ===>            (If necessary)       EDIT LOCK  ===> N  (Y/N)

    SAVE     ===> 1          (1 = First  Library  UP LEVEL # ===> Y  (Y/N)

                              O = Origin Library)

  CA-Panvalet EDIT Profile   ===>             Initial Macro  ===>

    Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

3. Press Enter to display the data display panel for COBOL.WORK.PANLIB(SAMPLCOBOL).

 PVEDIT --- COBOL.WORK.PANLIB(SAMPLCOBOL)--------------------- COLUMNS 001 072

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

****** ********************** TOP OF DATA ************************************ 

000010*   THE FOLLOWING IS THE COBOL VERSION OF                         07/19/ 

000020*   THE SAMPLE PROGRAM *** TESTRUN ***.                         SMPCOBOL 

000030 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.                                            LV0 

000040 PROGRAM-ID.  TESTRUN.                                                   

000050   DATE-COMPILED.                                                        

000060 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.                                                   
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000070 CONFIGURATION SECTION.                                                  

000080   SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-370.                                             

000090   OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-370.                                             

000100 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.                                                   

000110 FILE-CONTROL.                                                           

000120     SELECT FILE-1 ASSIGN TO UT-2400-S-SAMPLE.                           

000130     SELECT FILE-2 ASSIGN TO UT-2400-S-SAMPLE.                           

000140 DATA DIVISION.                                                          

000150* ===> INSERT FILE SECTION HERE          <===                            

000160* ===> INSERT WORKING-STORAGE HERE       <===                            

000170* ===> INSERT PROCEDURE DIVISION HERE    <===                            

000180* **** END OF 'TESTRUN'   SAMPLE PROGRAM ****                            

 ****** *************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************

The SAMPLCOBOL member contains an incomplete COBOL program. Your task is to cut and paste blocks of COBOL
text from other Panvalet libraries.

Copying to a Member

Use the PVEDIT COPY primary command to insert a file section after line 150 in the COBOL text.

To copy to a member, perform these steps:

• Type copy /pan on the command line.
• Type A (after) on line 150 to identify where you want to insert the copied Panvalet member.

 PVEDIT --- COBOL.WORK.PANLIB(SAMPLCOBOL)--------------------- COLUMNS 001 072

 COMMAND ===> copy /pan                                        SCROLL ===> CSR

****** ********************** TOP OF DATA ************************************ 

000010*   THE FOLLOWING IS THE COBOL VERSION OF                         07/19/ 

000020*   THE SAMPLE PROGRAM *** TESTRUN ***.                         SMPCOBOL 

000030 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.                                            LV0 

000040 PROGRAM-ID.  TESTRUN.                                                   

000050   DATE-COMPILED.                                                        

000060 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.                                                   

000070 CONFIGURATION SECTION.                                                  

000080   SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-370.                                             

000090   OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-370.                                             

000100 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.                                                   

000110 FILE-CONTROL.                                                           

000120     SELECT FILE-1 ASSIGN TO UT-2400-S-SAMPLE.                           

000130     SELECT FILE-2 ASSIGN TO UT-2400-S-SAMPLE.                           

000140 DATA DIVISION.                                                          

a 0150* ===> INSERT FILE SECTION HERE          <===                            

000160* ===> INSERT WORKING-STORAGE HERE       <===                            

000170* ===> INSERT PROCEDURE DIVISION HERE    <===                            

000180* **** END OF 'TESTRUN'   SAMPLE PROGRAM ****                            

 ****** *************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************

• Press Enter to display the PVEDIT(Copy) - Entry Panel.

--------------------  PVEDIT(COPY) - ENTRY PANEL  ------- Computer Associates

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

 EDIT LIBRARY(MEMBER): COBOL.WORK.PANLIB(SAMPLCOBOL)
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 From Standard CA-Panvalet Library: COBOL.WORK.PANLIB(SAMPLCOBOL)

   PROJECT  ===> COBOL    

   GROUP    ===> WORK       ===> SAMPLE     ===>            ===>          

   TYPE     ===> PANLIB   

   MEMBER   ===>                 (Blank for MEMBER SELECTION LIST)

 From Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

   DSNAME   ===>                                                          

   VOLSER   ===>                 (If NOT Cataloged)

 CA-Panvalet Retrieval Options:  Line Numbers:     (Blanks for entire member)

   CONTROL  ===>                 FIRST ===>        (Blank means FIRST)

   ACCESS   ===>                  LAST ===>        (Blank means LAST)

   EXPAND   ===> N    (Y/N)

   Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

NOTE
The default libraries that you can use for the COPY command are the same ones that you previously entered
on the PVEDIT - Entry Panel.

Edit Session 4

Edit Session 4 is a continuation of Session 1. Perform the same procedures to access the PVEDIT - ENTRY PANEL.

Naming the Library

Type the Panvalet library names of COBOL.WORK.PANLIB, COBOL.SAMPLE.PANLIB, and COBOL.INCLUDE1.PANLIB,
in the Standard Panvalet Library section.

--------------------------  PVEDIT - ENTRY PANEL  --------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

                                                              VERSION - vvrgggg

  Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

    PROJECT  ===> COBOL

    GROUP    ===> WORK       ===> SAMPLE     ===> INCLUDE1   ===>

    TYPE     ===> PANLIB

 

    MEMBER   ===>            (Blank for Criteria Selection PANEL for MSLs)

                             (Enter name with Wildcard * ? notation for MSL)

  Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library - RETAIN ===> Y   (Y/N, Save in Profile)

    DSNAME   ===>

    VOLSER   ===>            (If NOT Cataloged)

 

  CA-Panvalet Retrieval/Save Options:

    CONTROL  ===>            (If necessary)          EXPAND  ===> N  (Y/N)

    ACCESS   ===>            (If necessary)       EDIT LOCK  ===> N  (Y/N)

    SAVE     ===> 1          (1 = First  Library  UP LEVEL # ===> Y  (Y/N)

                              O = Origin Library)
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  CA-Panvalet EDIT Profile   ===>             Initial Macro  ===>

 

    Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

Press Enter to display the PVEDIT - MSL Criteria panel with concatenated libraries.

Limiting the Member Selection List

To limit the member selection list, perform these steps from the PVEDIT - MSL Criteria panel:

1. Type COBOL in the Lang Type field to select all members with a language type of COBOL.
2. Type T in the Status field to select all members in TEST status.
3. Type C in the MSL Display Options field to display the MSL with last update and current lock information.

-------------------------  PVEDIT  - MSL CRITERIA  ------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

 

  LIB1: COBOL.WORK.PANLIB 

  LIB2: COBOL.SAMPLE.PANLIB

  LIB3: COBOL.INCLUDE1.PANLIB

 

 

  Please choose one or more of the following for the MEMBER SELECTION LIST:

 

                     SORT MSL ===> N         (Y/N)

  List members starting with  ===>           (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)

  List members with LANG TYPE ===> COBOL

  List members with USER CODE ===>

  List members with USER-ID   ===>           ==>   (I=ID Only,B=Blank IDs ONLY)

  List members with STATUS    ===> T

 

  Display with COMMENT Data   ===> N         (Y/N)

  MSL DISPLAY Options:        ===> C         A - Standard  C - Last Update/LOCK

                                             B - USER-ID   D - LRECL/CC

  CONTROL CODE (If required)  ===>

 

  Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

4. Press Enter to display the PVEDIT MSL Option(C) - Member Selection List.

-------- PVEDIT MSL Option(C) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  --- Com Row 1 to 5 of 5

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | S or B -Browse,  M -MSL Options & Dataset Info

 |                               <----LAST UPDATE----->  <----CURRENT LOCK---->

 | MEMBER     LIB USER LANG STAT DATE     TIME  USER-ID  DATE     TIME  USER-ID

 V ----------  -  ---- ----- --- -------- ----- -------  -------- ----- -------

 _  MEMBER1    2     0 COBOL TAE 07/12/03 12:00 USERAAA

 _  MEMBER2    3     0 COBOL TAE 07/16/03 05:00 USERAAA  06/01/03 10:30 USERAAA

 S  MEMBER3    3       COBOL TAE 07/04/03 18:00 USERAAA  05/12/03 16:10 USERAAA

 _  MEMBER4    1     0 COBOL TAE 

 _  MEMBER5    2     0 COBOL TAE 07/12/03 17:00 USERAAA  05/12/03 14:10 USERAAA

*********************************Bottom of data ********************************
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Enter S in the member selection column next to member MEMBER3. This session proceeds as in Session 1, with
MEMBER3 displayed.

Utilities
The Utilities facility provides direct access to the Panvalet library utility operations.

This section describes how to access and use these utilities.

Accessing the Utility Selection Menu
To access the Utility Selection Menu, perform these steps:

1. Use either of the following methods:
– Enter 3 on the Panvalet Primary Menu
– Enter P.3 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

NOTE
You can select specific utilities as Options 3.x from the Panvalet Primary Menu, or P.3.x from the ISPF/PDF
Primary Option Menu.

2. Press Enter. The Utility Selection Menu is displayed.

 --------------------------  UTILITY SELECTION MENU  ------- Computer Associates

 OPTION ===>

                                                              VERSION - vvrgggg

             1 - CA-Panvalet Member Attribute Changes

                 . Add / Change USER CODE  .  Add / Change COMMENT

                 . Change LEVEL Number   . Change STATUS

 

             2 - CA-Panvalet Member Manipulation

                 . COPY a member, RENAME a member, DELETE a member

                 . PRINT a member (in the ISPF LIST data set)

                 . PRINT a member w/ Carriage Control ("SPINOFF")

 

             3 - CA-Panvalet Member Language Change

             4 - CA-Panvalet Member Library-To-Library Copy

             5 - CA-Panvalet Member Lock/Unlock Utility

             6 - CA-Panvalet User Query Utility

             7 - CA-Panvalet Compare Utility

             8   CA-Panvalet Scan Utility

             9   CA-Panvalet Create Utility

 

             Enter END command to terminate.

3. Specify the utility number in the Option line to select a utility from the list. When you press Enter, the Entry Panel for
the selected utility is displayed.

Detailed information for each utility is provided in the following sections.

Member Attribute Changes Utility
The Member Attribute Changes utility lets you modify member status, user code, level number, or user-comment records,
provided the member is not locked or is locked to your user ID. This utility lets you process Panvalet members with a
logical record length from 80 to 4096 bytes for version 14.3 and above libraries.
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Changing Member Attributes

To change member attributes, perform these steps:

1. Use either of the following methods to access the Member Attribute Changes utility:
– Enter 1 on the Utility Selection Menu.
– Enter P.3.1 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

2. Press Enter. The Changes - Entry Panel is displayed.

 ------------------------  CHANGES - ENTRY PANEL  -------- Computer Associates 

 FUNCTION ===>                                                                 

                                                              VERSION - vvrgggg

  S - Modify the STATUS of a member       L - Modify the LEVEL of a member     

  U - Add/Change a USER code              C - Modify/Add a COMMENT to a member 

                                      BLANK - Display MEMBER SELECTION LIST    

  Standard CA-Panvalet Library:                                                

    PROJECT   ===> PAYROLL                                                     

    GROUP     ===> WORK                  CONTROL ===>                          

    TYPE      ===> PANLIB                ACCESS  ===>                          

    MEMBER    ===>             (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)                 

  Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library:                                            

    DSNAME    ===>                                                             

    VOLSER    ===>                (If NOT Cataloged)                           

  Enter MODIFICATION data below:                                               

    STATUS    ===>                LEVEL NUMBER   ===>                          

    USER CODE ===>                SECURITY LEVEL ===>                          

    COMMENT   ===>                                                             

    Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.               

3. Enter one of the following from the Function line:
S

Modify the status. See Modifying the Status next for more information.
U

Add or change a user code. See Modifying the User Code for more information.
L

Modify the member level. See Modifying the Member Level for more information.
C

Add or change a user-comment. See Adding a User Comment for more information.
blank

Display the Changes - MSL Criteria panel, which lets you specify criteria to limit the MSL before displaying a list of
members on the Member Selection List panel. See Using the Member Selection List Option for more information.

4. Use the Project, Group, Type, and Member fields to specify standard Panvalet library member data or use the Dsname
and volser fields to specify non-standard Panvalet library fields. See the section "Browse" for more information about
these fields.

NOTE
You can modify only one of these fields per member in any single execution of the Member Attribute
Changes utility.
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5. Use the Status, User Code, Comment, Level Number, and Security Level fields (shown under Enter Modification data
below) to specify the new or changed data for the specified Panvalet member.

Modifying the Status

To change the member status, perform these steps on the Changes - Entry Panel:

1. Type S in the Function line.
2. Identify the member to change in the Member field.
3. Specify the new status code in the Status field. You can change one status attribute (for example, A to I). Valid status

changes are:

Old Status New Status Description

T P Test to production

A I Active to Inactive

I A Inactive to Active

E D Enabled to Disabled

D E Disabled to Enabled

NOTE
You cannot change status P to T. If the member is locked with a user ID other than your own, you cannot change
the status. If the member is locked with your own user ID, the only status change you can make is from T to P.

• Press Enter to process.

Modifying the User Code

To modify the member user code, perform these steps on the Changes - Entry Panel:

1. Type U in the Function line.
2. Identify the member to change in the Member field.
3. Specify the new user code in the User Code field.
4. Press Enter to process.

Modifying the Member Level

To modify the member level, perform these steps on the Changes - Entry Panel:

1. Type L in the Function line.
2. Identify the member to change in the Member field.
3. Specify the new level number in the Level Number field.
4. Press Enter to process.

Adding a User Comment

To add a user comment, perform these steps on the Changes - Entry Panel:

1. Type C in the Function line.
2. Identify the member to change in the Member field.
3. Specify the comment (up to 50 characters) in the Comment field.
4. Press Enter to process.
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Using the Member Selection List Option

To specify MSL selection criteria, perform these steps from the Changes - Entry Panel:

1. Leave the Function and Member fields blank.
2. Press Enter. The MSL Criteria panel is displayed.

--------------------------  CHANGES - MSL CRITERIA  ------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

  LIB1: PAYROLL.WORK.PANLIB

  Please choose one or more of the following for the MEMBER SELECTION LIST:

                     SORT MSL ===> N         (Y/N)

  List members starting with  ===> *         (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)

  List members with LANG TYPE ===>

  List members with USER CODE ===>

  List members with USER-ID   ===>           ==>   (I=ID Only,B=Blank IDs ONLY)

  List members with STATUS    ===>

  Display with COMMENT Data   ===> N         (Y/N)

  MSL DISPLAY Options:        ===> A         A - Standard MSL

                                             B - USER-ID of Last Update

  CONTROL (If required)        ===>

  Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

Panvalet libraries are typically larger than partitioned data sets and ISPF libraries. You can specify criteria on this
panel to limit the members that are displayed for processing on the Member Selection List.

3. Specify selection criteria as needed to limit the MSL.
If you choose not to limit the size of the MSL, leave all of the selection criteria blank.

NOTE
See the sections "Browse" and "Edit" for descriptions of the fields on this panel.

4. Press Enter to process. The following processing occurs depending on the values of the Sort MSL field and the MSL
Display Options field:
– If Sort MSL is N and MSL Display Options is A (the default), the Changes MSL Option(A) - Member Selection List is

displayed. See Displaying the Standard MSL next to continue.
– If Sort MSL is N and MSL Display Options field is B, the Changes MSL Option(B) - Member Selection List is

displayed. This list displays the user ID of last update for each member displayed.
– If Sort MSL is Y, the Sort MSL Fields panel is displayed. See Specifying MSL Sort Criteria for more information.

Specifying MSL Sort Criteria

Specify Y in the Sort MSL field on the Changes - MSL Criteria panel or specify M on the Command line or to the left of
the member name in the Enter Panvalet Function field on the Member Selection List panel to display the MSL Sort Fields
panel. From this panel, you can sort the MSL based on field name in ascending or descending sequence. See the section
"Browse" for more information about the fields on this panel.

Member Manipulation Utility
The Member Manipulation utility lets you copy, rename, or delete a Panvalet member. You can also produce a hardcopy
printout of a Panvalet member to the ISPF List data set.
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For Panvalet members created with an ASA (American National Standard) or MCH (Machine) Carriage Control attribute,
the utility also lets you print the member directly to the printer destination and output CLASS of your choice. The utility
preserves the member's carriage control within the printed record images.

This utility lets you process Panvalet members with logical record lengths from 80 to 4096 bytes for version 14.3 and
above libraries.

NOTE
You cannot concatenate Panvalet libraries for this utility.

Manipulating Member Information

To manipulate member information, perform these steps:

1. Use either of the following methods to access the Manipulate Member utility:
– Enter option 2 on the Utility Selection Menu.
– Enter P.3.2 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

2. Press Enter. The Manipulate - Entry Panel is displayed.

------------------------  MANIPULATE - ENTRY PANEL  ------- Computer Associates

 FUNCTION ===>

                                                              VERSION - vvrgggg

   C - COPY a member                      R - RENAME a member

   P - PRINT a member                 BLANK - Display MEMBER SELECTION LIST

   D - DELETE A member

       Confirm Delete ==> N (Y/N)

  Standard CA-Panvalet Library:             Print and SYSOUT "SPINOFF" Options:

    PROJECT  ===> PAYROLL                       Destination ID  ===>

    GROUP    ===> WORK                          Output Class    ===> A

    TYPE     ===> PANLIB                        Expand Includes ===> N  (Y/N)

    MEMBER   ===>             NEW MEMBER ===>

  Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

    DSNAME   ===>

    VOLSER   ===>             (If NOT Cataloged)

    CONTROL Code ===>             ACCESS Code ===>

    Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

3. Specify one of the following codes on the Function line:
C

Copy a member. See Copying a Member for more information.
P

Print a member. See Printing a Member for more information.
D

Delete a member. See Deleting a Member for more information.
R

Rename a member. See Renaming a Member for more information.
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blank
Display the Manipulate - MSL Criteria panel, which lets you specify criteria to limit the MSL before displaying
a list of members on the Member Selection List panel. See Using the Member Selection List Option for more
information.

4. Use the Project, Group, Type, and Member fields to specify standard Panvalet library member data or use the Dsname
and volser fields to specify non-standard Panvalet library fields.
Optionally use the Control field to change the existing control code specification. If the member you want to manipulate
is restricted, you must enter the Access Code before you can manipulate it.
See the "Browse" section for detailed information about these fields.

5. Press Enter to process.

Copying a Member

To create a copy of an existing Panvalet member, perform these steps from the Manipulate - Entry Panel:

1. Type C in the Function field.
2. Specify the name of the member you want to copy in the Member field.
3. Specify the name of the copy member in the New Member field.
4. Press Enter to process.

Printing a Member

To create a spinoff (carriage control) JES SYSOUT listing file or a listing (on the ISPF List data set), perform these steps
from the Manipulate - Entry Panel:

1. Type P in the Function field.
2. Specify the name of the member you want to print in the Member field.
3. Press Enter to Process.

– For Panvalet members that have a CC (Carriage Control) attribute setting of ASA (American National Standard) or
MCH (Machine), the PRINT request automatically causes the dynamic allocation of a JES SYSOUT listing file with
the corresponding carriage control attribute containing the specified member's data. Members must have a record
length from 80 to 133 bytes. The output obtained is similar to the print output from Panvalet ++WRITE PRINT, with
CC=ASA or CC=MCH.
The dynamic file is allocated as a SPINOFF SYSOUT data set, which means that when the PRINT function
completes for the specified member, the file is closed and becomes eligible for JES Writer (printer) processing.
You can manually change the Destination and Class of the SYSOUT through SPOOL access software, or you can
use the Destination ID and Output Class fields on the Manipulate - Entry Panel.

– For all other Panvalet members, the PRINT function produces a listing (on the ISPF List data set) of the specified
member.

WARNING
The Panvalet ISPF Option does no validation checking on the Destination ID or Output Class values. JES does
diagnostic checking.

Following are descriptions of the Print and SYSOUT "SPINOFF" options:

Destination ID
Specifies the JES printer destination name. Use the destination name when creating a JES listing SPINOFF
data set for PRINT functions using Panvalet members with a CC (Carriage Control) attribute of ASA (American
National Standard) or MCH (Machine). The default value is blank (no specification).

Output Class
Specifies the JES OUTPUT CLASS. Use the output class when creating a JES listing SPINOFF data set for
PRINT functions using Panvalet members with a CC (Carriage Control) attribute of ASA (American National
Standard) or MCH (Machine). The default value is A (Class A).
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Expand Includes
Controls the expansion of embedded Panvalet ++INCLUDE statements. You can specify Y or N. When Expand
Includes is N, the printed member contains the original ++INCLUDE statement. When Expand Includes is Y, the
printed member contains the source that was copied (included) by the ++INCLUDE statement. The default value
is N (no ++INCLUDE expansion).

NOTE
This processing option is in effect for both SPINOFF and ISPF List data set functions.

When expanding included members for Panvalet PRINT functions, all included members must have the same logical
record length as the specified (root) member.

Deleting a Member

To delete a member, perform these steps from the Manipulate - Entry Panel:

1. Type D in the Function field.
2. Specify the name of the member you want to delete in the Member field.
3. To delete with confirmation, specify Y in the Confirm Delete field.

If specified, a panel is displayed to prompt you to confirm the delete before it is performed.
4. Press Enter to Process.

NOTE
You cannot delete a locked member.

This option may not be available at your site. If you need this functionality, contact your Panvalet administrator.

Renaming a Member

To rename a Panvalet member, perform these steps from the Manipulate - Entry Panel:

1. Type R in the Function field.
2. Specify the name of the member you want to rename in the Member field.
3. Specify the new name of the member in the New Member field.
4. Press Enter to process.

NOTE
A locked member cannot be renamed unless the owning user ID of the lock matches the user ID of the user
performing the rename function.

Using the Member Selection List Option

To specify MSL selection criteria, perform these steps from the Manipulate - Entry Panel:

1. Leave the Function and Member fields blank.
2. Press Enter. The MSL Criteria panel is displayed. 

------------------------ MANIPULATE - MSL CRITERIA  ------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

  LIB1: PAYROLL.WORK.PANLIB

  Please choose one or more of the following for the MEMBER SELECTION LIST:

                     SORT MSL ===> N         (Y/N)

  List members starting with  ===>           (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)

  List members with LANG TYPE ===>
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  List members with USER CODE ===>

  List members with USER-ID   ===>           ==>   (I=ID Only,B=Blank IDs ONLY)

  List members with STATUS    ===>

  Display with COMMENT Data   ===> N         (Y/N)

  MSL DISPLAY Options:        ===> A         A - Standard MSL

                                             B - USER-ID of Last Update

  CONTROL (If required)        ===>

  Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

Panvalet libraries are typically larger than partitioned data sets and ISPF libraries. You can specify criteria on this
panel to limit the members that are displayed for processing on the Member Selection List.

3. Specify selection criteria as needed to limit the MSL.
If you choose not to limit the size of the MSL, leave all of the selection criteria blank.

NOTE
See the "Browse" and "Edit" sections for descriptions of the fields on this panel.

4. Press Enter to process. The following processing occurs depending on the values of the Sort MSL field and the MSL
Display Options field:
– If Sort MSL is N and MSL Display Options is A (the default), the Manipulate MSL Option(A) - Member Selection List

is displayed. See Displaying Members to continue.
– If Sort MSL is N and MSL Display Options is B, the Manipulate MSL Option(B) - Member Selection List is displayed.

This list displays the user ID of last update for each member displayed.
– If Sort MSL is Y, the Sort MSL Fields panel is displayed. See Specifying MSL Sort Criteria for more information.

Displaying the Standard MSL

The following panel shows an MSL that was generated with no comments (Comments=N) and the default MSL Display
Option (A). The statistics displayed in the MSL are Panvalet statistics, not ISPF statistics.

-------- MANIPULATE MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  --- Row 1 to 3 of 3

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | R -Rename, C -Copy, P -Print, D -Delete, M -MSL Options

 |

 |  MEMBER     RESULT     LVL USER FM LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS  BLKS  STATMTS

 V  ---------- ---------- --- ---- -  ----- --- -------- -------- ----- --------

    MEMBER1                10 3220    ASMB  PAE 10/19/03 11/05/03     9     113

    MEMBER2                 1    0 N  COBOL TAE          04/15/03     1      19

    MEMBER3                 2    0 T  COBOL TAE          05/03/01     1       8

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

To manipulate member information, perform these steps:

1. Specify a function code as follows in the Enter Panvalet Function field to the left of the member name:

NOTE
You can perform one manipulation function against each member listed on the MSL simultaneously using
these codes.

2. Press Enter to process your selections.

NOTE
You can scroll the MSL in the same manner as in ISPF/PDF using the Locate primary command.
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Common MSL Display Options

The following describes the fields that are displayed on the Member Selection List when the MSL Display Options field on
the Manipulate - MSL Criteria panel is set to A or B:

Member
The Panvalet member name.

Result
Displays results of selected manipulate functions. If the member is locked (LOCKED), you cannot rename it
unless the owning user ID of lock matches the user ID of the user performing the manipulate function.
The Result field is also an input field for the Copy and Rename functions. You can enter the new member name
for the rename or copy.

NOTE
To rename or copy a locked member, you must use the Manipulate - MSL Option (B) - Member
Selection List. You cannot rename or copy a locked member from the Manipulate - MSL Option (A) -
Member Selection List.

Lvl
The Panvalet modification level.

User
The four-digit Panvalet user code. When a member has a security level other than zero, you cannot perform an
action on the member unless your user ID matches the user ID that set the security level. If your user ID does not
match and the member is access code restricted, use the Manipulate - Entry Panel to manipulate the member and
specify an Access Code.

FM
The member format-modifying, stored sequencing options, if any.
N

Indicates a member was added with the FORMAT=N option.
T

Indicates a member was added with the TSO sequence option.
blank

Indicates no stored sequencing options.
Lang

The member language type.
Stat

The current status attributes (for example, P for production, T for test, and A for active) of each member.
Lmaint

The date of last maintenance -- the last time a change was made to the member. This field is blank when it equals
the date of last access.

Laccess
The date of last access -- the last time the member was accessed in any way. For more information about access
date, see the System Management section.

Blks
The number of blocks the member occupies in the Panvalet library.

The Statmts field appears only when Option A is specified. This field displays the number of statements in the member.
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Displaying Last Update User ID and Member Information

The following panel shows a sample display when you select option B for MSL Display Options on the MSL Criteria panel.
This option displays last update user ID and member information.

-------- MANIPULATE MSL Option(B) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  --- Row 1 to 3 of 3

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | R -Rename, C -Copy, P -Print, D -Delete, M -MSL Options

 |

 |  MEMBER     RESULT     LVL USER FM LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS  BLKS  USER-ID

 V  ---------- ---------- --- ---- -  ----- --- -------- -------- ----- --------

    MEMBER1                10 3220    ASMB  PAE 10/19/03 11/05/03     9 USERAAA

    MEMBER2                 1    0 N  COBOL TAE          04/15/03     1 USERAAA

    MEMBER3                 2    0 T  COBOL TAE          05/03/01     1 USERAAA

  ******************************* Bottom of data *******************************

The User-ID column only appears when you select option B in the MSL Display Options field on the MSL Criteria panel.
This field displays the user-identification characters associated with the last (most recent) Batch Panvalet ++UPDATE
command or the Panvalet ISPF Option (EDIT) SAVE for the corresponding member.

Specifying MSL Sort Criteria

Specify Y in the Sort MSL field on the Manipulate - MSL Criteria panel or specify M on the Command line on the Member
Selection List panel to display the MSL Sort Fields panel. From this panel, you can sort the MSL based on field name in
ascending or descending sequence. See the "Browse" and "Edit" sections for more information about the fields on this
panel.

Member Language Change Utility
The Member Language Change utility lets you change the internal language format/type and the carriage control attribute
of existing Panvalet members. This utility lets you process members with a language type of DATA that have a logical
record length from 80 to 4096 bytes. All other language types must have a logical record length of 80 bytes.

NOTE
You can only modify a locked member in TEST, ENABLE status if the owning user ID of the LOCK matches the
user ID of the user performing the language change function; otherwise the member must be unlocked prior
to performing the language change function. Any attempt to modify production or disabled status members, or
members that are locked to another user ID, generates an error message.

Defining Member Language Changes

To define member language changes, perform these steps:

1. Use either of the following methods to access the Language Change utility:
– Enter option 3 on the Utility Selection Menu.
– Enter P.3.3 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

2. Press Enter. The Language Change - Entry Panel is displayed.

------------------  LANGUAGE CHANGE - ENTRY PANEL  -------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

                                                              VERSION - vvrgggg

  Standard CA-Panvalet Library:
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    PROJECT    ===> PAYROLL     CONTROL    ===>         (If necessary)

    GROUP      ===> WORK        ACCESS     ===>         (If necessary)

    TYPE       ===> PANLIB

                                **Unlocked, Test, Enable Status Members Only**

    MEMBER     ===>             (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)

 

  Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

    DSNAME     ===>

    VOLSER     ===>             (If NOT Cataloged)

 

  Language Change Options:   CONFIRM?  ==> N  (Y/N - Confirmation Panel)

    LANG TYPE  ===>             (New CA-Panvalet Language)

    CC         ===>             (OFF/ASA/MCH - for NEW Carriage Control value)

    FORMAT     ===> Y           (Y = Format according to Language type)

                                (N = NOFORMAT, store all characters)

    KEEP STAMP ===> N           (Y/N - Keep the Level Stamps if the TO Lang is

                                 SIMILIAR & the POSITION of STAMP are the same)

    Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

3. Use the Project, Group, Type, and Member fields to specify standard Panvalet library member data or use the Dsname
and volser fields to specify non-standard Panvalet library fields. See the "Browse" section for detailed information
about these fields.

4. Specify language change options using the following fields:
Confirm

Indicates whether to display a confirmation panel for each member that is changed. The default is N, indicating
that the Confirm Language Panel is not displayed.

Lang Type
Specifies a new language type for the member. Available values include all standard Panvalet five-character or
less language type values and all language synonyms supported by Panvalet. These are listed in the following
table.

NOTE
When you make a language change, all level stamps are removed.

Language Type Allowable Synonyms

AUTOC AUTOCODER

ASMB BAL, ALC, ASM, ASSEMBLER

COBOL COBOL

ANSCB ANSCOBOL

COB72 COBOL-72

FORT FORTRAN, FORTG, FORTGI, FORTH, GOFORT

PL/1 PL1, PL/I, PLI, PLIF, IPLI

RPG RPG

OBJCT OBJECT, OBJ

JCL JCL, CNTL

DATA DATA

OTHER OTHER

USER1 USER180
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USER2 USER780

USER3 USER3

USER4 USER4

For information about displaying user-defined language type labels for existing language types, see the ZTYPEx option
description in the "PVOPT Macro USERMODS" section of the Getting Started topic.

For specific details on the Panvalet formatting of each language type, see the Using section. Most entries are self-
explanatory. USER180, USER780, USER3, and USER4 are user-defined language types that can, in an individual
installation, carry their own unique names replacing the identifiers USER180, USER780, USER3, and USER4.

NOTE
You cannot reformat Panvalet members with logical record lengths greater than 80 to any other language type
but DATA.

CC
Specifies new carriage control attributes. Valid values are:

• OFF -- Clears the current carriage control setting. Any carriage control within column one of each record is
ignored and treated as data. The member is no longer eligible for PRINT utility SPINOFF processing.

• ASA -- American National Standard carriage control within column one of each record. This member is eligible
for PRINT utility SPINOFF processing.

• MCH -- Machine carriage control within column one of each record. This member is eligible for PRINT utility
SPINOFF processing.

Format
Specify Y or N to indicate whether the member is formatted according to its language type. Y is the default. If
you specify N, no format is used. All 80 characters of the input record are stored, regardless of the language
type. Specifying N lets you suppress that level of compression. All other data compression is performed as usual.
Format is set to Y if left blank.

NOTE
If you specify Format=N, the F (format) field on the associated MSL will be blank.

Keep Stamp
Specify Y in the Keep Stamp field to keep level stamps if the To language is similar and the positions of the
stamps are the same. Specify N (the default) to remove level stamps. When you make a language change, all
level stamps are removed.

Press Enter to process.

Using the Member Selection List Option

To specify MSL selection criteria, perform these steps from the Language Change - Entry Panel:

1. Leave the Function and Member fields blank.
2. Press Enter. The MSL Criteria panel is displayed. 

---------------------  LANGUAGE CHANGE - MSL CRITERIA  ---- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

  LIB1: PAYROLL.WORK.PANLIB

  Please choose one or more of the following for the MEMBER SELECTION LIST:

                     SORT MSL ===> N         (Y/N)
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  List members starting with  ===>           (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)

  List members with LANG TYPE ===>

  List members with USER CODE ===>

  List members with USER-ID   ===>           ==>   (I=ID Only,B=Blank IDs ONLY)

  List members with STATUS    ===>

  Display with COMMENT Data   ===> N         (Y/N)

  MSL DISPLAY Options:        ===> A         A - Standard MSL

                                             B - USER-ID of Last Update

  CONTROL (If required)        ===>

  Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

Panvalet libraries are typically larger than partitioned data sets and ISPF libraries. You can specify criteria on this
panel to limit the members that are displayed for processing on the Member Selection List.

3. Specify selection criteria as needed to limit the MSL.
If you choose not to limit the size of the MSL, leave all of the selection criteria blank.

NOTE
See Using the Member Selection List Option in the sections "Browse" and "Edit" for descriptions of the fields
on this panel.

4. Press Enter to process. The following processing occurs depending on the values of the Sort MSL field and the MSL
Display Options field:
– If Sort MSL is N and MSL Display Options is A (the default), the Changes MSL Option(A) - Member Selection List is

displayed. See Displaying the Standard MSL to continue.
– If Sort MSL is N and MSL Display Options field is B, the Changes MSL Option(B) - Member Selection List is

displayed. This list displays the user ID of last update for each member displayed. See Displaying Last Update User
ID and Member Information to continue.

– If Sort MSL is Y, the Sort MSL Fields panel is displayed. See Specifying MSL Sort Criteria for more information.

Specifying MSL Sort Criteria

Specify Y in the Sort MSL field on the Language - MSL Criteria panel or specify M on the Command line on the Member
Selection List panel to display the MSL Sort Fields panel. From this panel, you can sort the MSL based on field name in
ascending or descending sequence. See the sections "Browse" and "Edit" for more information about the fields on this
panel.

Confirming Language Changes

When you specify Confirm=Y on the Language Change - Entry Panel, the Confirm Language Change panel is displayed
for each Panvalet member for which you are changing the language.

 ----------------------  CONFIRM LANGUAGE CHANGE  -------  Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>                                                                

 

    Data for the member below is about to be reformatted to the format of

    the NEW LANG TYPE listed below.

 

 

 

 

   LIBRARY(MEMBER): PAYROLL.WORK.LIBRARY(MEMBERNAME)
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    OLD LANG TYPE : COBOL              NEW LANG TYPE : ANSCB 

    OLD FORMAT    : N     (Y/N)        NEW FORMAT  : N      (Y/N)

    OLD CC        :                    NEW CC        :       

 

 

    Press ENTER key to allow reformatting of the above member.

    Enter END command to cancel LANGUAGE CHANGE of the above member.

NOTE
This panel is displayed for each member selected for language change from the Language Change - Member
Selection List panel.

Verify the information displayed on this panel for the member that is to be changed as follows:

Library (Member)
The Panvalet library data set name and member name (in parentheses) are shown for each member undergoing
language change.

Old Lang Type, New Lang Type
The member language types, both Old and New, are displayed to assist you in confirming the language change.

Old Format, New Format
The member Format options, both Old and New, are displayed to help you confirm the language change. The
displayed values are Y or N, where Y indicates the member has the Format option and N indicates the member
does not have the Format option.

Old CC, New CC
The Old and New member carriage control attribute settings are displayed to help you confirm the language
change.

Library-to-Library Copy Utility
The Library-to-Library Copy utility lets you copy members between Panvalet libraries with logical record lengths from
80 to 4096 bytes for version 14.3 and above libraries. This utility is similar to the batch Panvalet PAN#2 ++TRANSFER
command.

You can replace identical members on the target Panvalet library with the status information of the From Panvalet library
member by specifying the REPL option. You can restore members to the target Panvalet library using the status value
from the PVOPT RSTSTAT parameter in the Panvalet options module by specifying the REST option.

A locked member can be replaced only when the owning user ID of the current LOCK matches the user ID of the user
performing this function.

Performing Library-To-Library Copies

To perform library-to-library copies of a member, perform these steps:

1. Use either of the following methods to access the Library-To-Library Copy utility:
– Enter option 4 on the Utility Selection Menu.
– Enter P.3.4 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

2. Press Enter. The Lib-To-Lib Copy - From Panel is displayed.

------------------  LIB-TO-LIB COPY - FROM PANEL  ------- Computer Associates
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COMMAND ===>                                                                 

                                                           VERSION - vvrgggg 

 Specify From Library, Member and LIB-TO-LIB Copy Options below:

 From Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

   PROJECT    ===> PAYROLL

   GROUP      ===> WORK     

   TYPE       ===> PANLIB   

   MEMBER     ===>             (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)

 From Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

   DSNAME     ===>                                                          

   VOLSER     ===>             (If NOT Cataloged)

 LIB-TO-LIB Copy Options:

   CONTROL    ===>             (If necessary, FROM library)

   ACCESS     ===>             (If necessary, FROM member)

   Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

3. Specify the From Library, Member, and Lib-To-Lib copy options. See the sections "Browse" and "Edit" for detailed
information about these fields.

4. Press Enter. The Lib-to-Lib Copy - To Panel is displayed.

--------------------  LIB-TO-LIB COPY - TO PANEL  ------- Computer Associates

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

 From Library(Member): PAYROLL.WORK.PANLIB(MEMBERNAME)

 Specify TO CA-Panvalet Library and LIB-TO-LIB Copy Options below:

 To Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

   PROJECT    ===> PAYROLL  

   GROUP      ===> TEST     

   TYPE       ===> PANLIB   

 To Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

   DSNAME     ===>                                              

   VOLSER     ===>         (If NOT Cataloged)

 LIB-TO-LIB Copy Options:

   CONTROL    ===>         (If necessary, TO library)

   ACCESS     ===>         (If necessary, TO member)

   STATUS     ===> REST    (REST to create status = T A E

                   -or-     REPL to retain FROM member status)

   CONFIRM?   ===> N       (Y/N - member replacement confirmation panel)

   Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

The From Panvalet library data set name and member name (in parentheses) are displayed for informational
purposes.

5. Specify the Panvalet library to which you want to copy members contained in the From library.
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WARNING
When copying a member from a Version 14.3 (or above) Panvalet library that has a logical record length
greater than 80, the library you are copying to must also be a Version 14.3 (or above) library.

6. Specify member copy options in the Lib-to-Lib Copy To Options section:

NOTE
For information about the Control and Access fields, see the sections "Browse" and "Edit." For a successful
replace, you must specify identical access codes on the From and To panels.

7. Press Enter to process.

Confirming Changes

When you specify Y for Confirm on the Lib-To-Lib Copy - To Panel, the Lib-To-Lib Copy - Confirm Replace
panel is displayed for Panvalet members in the To Panvalet library that are being replaced by members of the
From Panvalet library.

NOTE
If no members are replaced (From library members do not exist in the To library), no confirmation panel is
displayed.

  --------------  LIB-TO-LIB COPY - CONFIRM REPLACE ----- Computer Associates

COMMAND ===>                                                                 

   Data within the To Library member is about to be REPLACED by

   data of the From Library member shown below.

           From Library: PAYROLL.WORK.PANLIB  

             To Library: PAYROLL.TEST.PANLIB   

                 Member: MEMBER1    

                                                                

                                                                

                                                

                                                                        

   Press ENTER key to allow replace of the above member.

   Enter END command to cancel above member LIB-TO-LIB COPY replace.

An informational message is displayed, indicating that member replacement is about to occur for the member name in the
Member field (MEMBER1 above). You can press Enter to allow member replacement, or you can use the END command
to cancel member replacement.

If the To member's Panvalet status is not the same as the original From member's status, the From Status and To Status
fields appear on the Lib-To-Lib Copy - Confirm Replace panel. These fields display the corresponding status values to
alert you that there is a difference. When the status values are the same, these fields do not appear on the Lib-To-Lib
Copy - Confirm Replace panel.
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NOTE
This panel is displayed for each member selected for library-to-library copy that is replacing a To Library member
when using the Lib-To-Lib Copy - Member Selection List panel. See Specifying MSL Sort Criteria if Sort MSL is
Y.

Using the Member Selection List Option

To specify MSL selection criteria, perform these steps from the Lib-To-Lib Copy To panel:

1. Leave the Member field blank.
2. Press Enter. The Lib-To-Lib Copy - MSL Criteria panel is displayed.

---------------------  LIB-TO-LIB COPY - MSL CRITERIA  ---- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

 

  FROM Library: PAYROLL.WORK.PANLIB

  TO Library:   PAYROLL.TEST.PANLIB

  Please choose one or more of the following for the MEMBER SELECTION LIST:

                     SORT MSL ===> N         (Y/N)

  List members starting with  ===> MEM       (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)

  List members with LANG TYPE ===>

  List members with USER CODE ===>

  List members with USER-ID   ===>           ==>   (I=ID Only,B=Blank IDs ONLY)

  List members with STATUS    ===>

 

  FROM library CONTROL (re-entry)  ===>

  FROM member  ACCESS  (re-entry)  ===>

  TO   library CONTROL (re-entry)  ===>

  TO   member  ACCESS  (re-entry)  ===>

 

  Display with COMMENT Data   ===> N         (Y/N)

  MSL DISPLAY Options:        ===> A         A - Standard MSL

                                             B - USER-ID of Last Update

  Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

Panvalet libraries tend to be much larger than typical partitioned data sets and ISPF libraries. You can specify criteria
on this panel to limit the members that are displayed for processing on the Member Selection List.

3. Specify selection criteria to limit the size of the MSL using the following fields:
If you choose not to limit the size of the MSL, leave all of the selection criteria blank.
See the sections "Browse" and "Edit" for descriptions of the remaining fields on this panel.

Control (From/To library)
When using the Lib-to-Lib Copy utility, you must always specify the control codes of the From and
To Panvalet libraries. Use these two fields to specify the necessary control codes if you did not specify them on
the Lib-to-Lib Copy - From/To panels. For more information, see Control and Security in the "System Overview"
section.

Access (From/To member)
Panvalet lets you control access to individual members. If you want to copy a restricted member, you must specify
that member's access code. If the copy results in the replace of a restricted member in the To library, you must
specify that member's access code. Use these two fields to specify the necessary access codes if you did not
specify them on the Lib-to-Lib Copy - From/To panels.

4. Press Enter to process.
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Member Lock/Unlock Utility
The member Lock/Unlock utility lets you lock or unlock a Panvalet member with a logical record length from 80 to 4096
bytes for Version 14.3 and 14.5 libraries, regardless of the member's status.

NOTE
When using the Panvalet ISPF Option, only the user that originally locks a member is able to unlock it.
If the user that locked a member is no longer available, the Panvalet batch ++UNLOCK functions allows
administrators to override an existing lock.

See Integrity Lock and Production, Disabled Status, or Locked Members in the "System Overview" section for more
information.

Locking or Unlocking a Member

To specify lock or unlock values for a Panvalet library member, perform these steps:

1. Use either of the following options to access the Lock/Unlock utility:
– Enter 5 on the Utility Selection Menu.
– Enter P.3.5 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

2. Press Enter. The Lock/Unlock - Entry Panel is displayed.

------------------------  LOCK/UNLOCK - ENTRY PANEL  ------ Computer Associates

 FUNCTION ===>

                                                              VERSION - vvrgggg

   L     - LOCK   a CA-Panvalet Member

   U     - UNLOCK a CA-Panvalet Member

   BLANK - Display MEMBER SELECTION LIST

  Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

    PROJECT    ===> PAYROLL

    GROUP      ===> WORK

    TYPE       ===> PANLIB

    MEMBER     ===>             (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)

  Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

    DSNAME     ===>

    VOLSER     ===>             (If NOT Cataloged)

  Lock/UnLock Options,(If necessary):

    CONTROL    ===>              ACCESS     ===>

    Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

3. Specify one of the following function codes on the Function line:
L (lock)

Lets you lock a Panvalet member. If the member is already locked, Panvalet issues a message stating that your
request was denied. See Locking a Member for more information.

U (unlock)
Lets you unlock a Panvalet member. See Unlocking a Member for more information.
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Blank
Display the Lock/Unlock - MSL Criteria panel, which lets you specify criteria to limit the MSL before displaying
a list of members on the Member Selection List panel. See Using the Member Selection List Option for more
information.

4. Use the Project, Group, Type, and Member fields to specify standard Panvalet library member data or use the Dsname
and volser fields to specify non-standard Panvalet library fields. See the section "Browse" for more information about
these fields.

NOTE
You can modify only one field per member in any single execution of the Member Attribute Changes utility.

5. Optionally specify Lock/Unlock options.
6. Press Enter to process.

Locking a Member

When Panvalet Batch locks a member, the lock user ID is present only for environments that use a security package that
propagates the TSO user ID. Some of the security packages that provide Panvalet with user ID information are: RACF,
PCF2, eTrustä ACF2â Security, and eTrustä Top Secretâ Security.

NOTE
When the member was locked on a Panvalet library version prior to Version 14.2, the informational message
that appears shows blanks enclosed within quotation marks. Otherwise, the informational message shows the
owning user ID of LOCK enclosed within quotation marks.

To lock a member, perform these steps on the Lock/Unlock - Entry Panel:

1. Type L in the Function line.
2. Specify the member to change in the Member field.
3. Press Enter to process.

Unlocking a Member

To unlock a member, perform these steps on the Lock/Unlock - Entry Panel:

1. Type U in the Function line.
2. Specify the member to change in the Member field.
3. Press Enter to process.

Manipulating Locked Members

Once a member is locked in a Panvalet library, its data, attributes, or comment cannot be modified in any way, but it can
still be accessed, copied, or retrieved to another library. This ability to lock and unlock a member in a Panvalet library
provides a more complete level of member integrity.

NOTE
A locked member can be modified when the owning user ID of the lock matches the user ID of the user
performing the update function, or if the owning user ID of lock is blank. Although the owning user ID is allowed
to update the member, the member still remains locked. For more information, see Integrity Lock in the section
"System Overview."

For example, suppose you want to manipulate the contents of a member stored in a Panvalet library using a workstation
rather than mainframe facilities. You could lock the member in the Panvalet library using the Panvalet ISPF Option utilities,
the PAN#1 ++LOCK facility, or the Panvalet TSO Option PAN LOCK command. As long as the member remains locked, it
cannot be modified by you or any other user.
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Once the member is locked, you can retrieve a copy of the its contents to a z/OS disk data set, using the Panvalet ISPF
Option facilities, the PAN#1 ++WRITE facility, or the Panvalet TSO Option PAN RETRIEVE command. Then, use a host/
workstation file transfer facility available at your data center to download the data to your workstation.

Once you are finished working on the data at your workstation, upload the data back to the host mainframe, again using
whatever host/workstation file transfer facility is available to you.

At the mainframe level, unlock the member in the Panvalet library, using the Panvalet ISPF Option utilities, the PAN#1 +
+UNLOCK facility, or the Panvalet TSO Option PAN UNLOCK command. Once the member is unlocked, you can move
the data back into the Panvalet library member, using the Panvalet ISPF Option facilities, the PAN#1 ++UPDATE facility,
or the Panvalet TSO Option PAN STORE command.

Using the Member Selection List Option

To specify MSL selection criteria, perform these steps from the Lock/Unlock - Entry Panel:

1. Leave the Function and Member fields blank.
2. Press Enter. The Lock/Unlock - MSL Criteria panel is displayed.

-----------------------  LOCK/UNLOCK - MSL CRITERIA  ------ Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

  LIB1: PAYROLL.WORK.PANLIB

  Please choose one or more of the following for the MEMBER SELECTION LIST:

                     SORT MSL ===> N         (Y/N)

  List members starting with  ===>           (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)

  List members with LANG TYPE ===>

  List members with USER CODE ===>

  List members with USER-ID   ===>           ==>   (I=ID Only,B=Blank IDs ONLY)

  List members with STATUS    ===>

  Display with COMMENT Data   ===> N         (Y/N)

  MSL DISPLAY Options:        ===> C         A - Standard MSL

                                             B - USER-ID of Last Update

                                             C - Current LOCK Information

  CONTROL (If required)        ===>

  Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

Panvalet libraries are much larger than typical partitioned data sets and ISPF libraries. You can specify criteria on this
panel to limit the members that are displayed for processing on the Member Selection List.

3. Specify selection criteria as needed to limit the MSL.
If you choose not to limit the size of the MSL, leave all of the selection criteria blank.

NOTE
See the sections "Browse" and "Edit" for descriptions of the fields on this panel.

4. Press Enter to process. The following processing occurs depending on the values of the Sort MSL field and the MSL
Display Options field:
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– If Sort MSL is N and MSL Display Options is A (the default), the Lock/Unlock MSL Option(A) - Member Selection
List is displayed. See Displaying Members to continue.

– If Sort MSL is N and MSL Display Options field is B, the Lock/Unlock MSL Option(B) - Member Selection List is
displayed. This list displays the user ID of last update for each member displayed.

– If Sort MSL is N and MSL Display Options field is C, the Lock/Unlock MSL Option(C) - Member Selection List is
displayed. This list displays the last update and current lock information for each member displayed.

– If Sort MSL is Y, the Sort MSL Fields panel is displayed. See Specifying MSL Sort Criteria for more information.

Specifying MSL Sort Criteria

Specify Y in the Sort MSL field on the Lock/Unlock - MSL Criteria panel or specify M on the Command line on the Member
Selection List panel to display the MSL Sort Fields panel. From this panel, you can sort the MSL based on field name in
ascending or descending sequence. See the sections "Browse" and "Edit" for more information about the fields on this
panel.

User Query Utility
The User Query utility lets you query the system for users and jobs that might have a data set enqueue. It requests a list
of user IDs and job names associated with all current SHARED and EXCLUSIVE queries outstanding in the operating
environment at the time of the query. If enqueues are found, an MSL is built with the ID, data set name, and input fields.
Use the input fields to type in a message and send it to the user immediately, at logon time, or save it for processing later.

Accessing the User Query Utility

To access the User Query utility, use either of the following methods:

• Enter 6 on the Utility Selection Menu.
• Enter P.3.6 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

When you press Enter, the Query Enqueued-Entry Panel is displayed.

 ---------------------  QUERY ENQUEUED-ENTRY PANEL  -----  Computer Associates

 FUNCTION ===>

 

  Enter Library and Queue Name to query who is ENQUEUED on a specific Library.

  Enter Any Queue Name for a list of ENQUEUED Users and or Jobs.

 

  Library Name ===>

    Queue Name ===> SPFPAN     (Blank Defaults to SPFPAN, PANVALET, VALETPAN)

From this panel, you can:

• Specify the library and queue name to query who is enqueued on a specific library
• Specify any queue name for a list of enqueued users and jobs

NOTE
If Queue Name is not specified, the search defaults to SPFPAN, PANVALET, and VALETPAN.

When you press Enter, the Queried Enqueues List panel is displayed when enqueues are found that match the specified
search criteria.

 ---------------------  QUERIED ENQUEUES LIST  ----------- Computer Associates

 FUNCTION ===>
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  Library Name ===>

    Queue Name ===> SPFPAN     (Blank Defaults to SPFPAN, PANVALET, VALETPAN)

 

Select User and enter message for Owner of Enqueue:            WHEN=

                                                      (L=LOGON,N=NOW,S=SAVE)

ID=STIKE02   DSN=STIKE02.WORK.PANLIB                         

MG=                                                            WHEN= N

ID=FRAMI06   DSN=LIBSYS.WORK9805.PANLIB

MSG=                                                           WHEN= N

ID=KRICA01   DSN=KRICA01.WORK.PANLIB

MSG=                                                           WHEN= N

To send a message to enqueued library users or to job names, perform these steps:

1. Specify the message you want to send to the user or job name in the Msg field.
2. Specify when to deliver the message by specify L (logon), N (immediate), or S (save) in the When field. If S is

specified, the message is not sent.

Compare Utility
This utility lets you report on the differences between two files (old and new) and highlight what has changed in the old file
to produce the new one.

Initiating the Compare Utility

To initiate the Compare utility, perform these steps:

1. Use either of the following methods to access the PCOMPARE Member Entry Panel:
– Select option 7 on the Utility Selection Menu.
– Enter P.3.7 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

2. When you press Enter, the PCOMPARE Member Entry Panel is displayed.

----------------- PCOMPARE Member Entry Panel ------------ Computer Associates

Command ===>                                                                  

                                                           Version - vvrgggg  

New Data Set                                                                  

 Dsname   ===> LIBSYS.APT.R030ABS.PANLIB                     Lvl  ===>        

 Member   ===> APCS0021   (Blank for Sequential file)     Access  ===>        

 Fileorg  ===> PAN        (PANvalet, SEQuential or PDS)  Control  ===>        

Old Data Set                                                                  

 Dsname   ===> LIBSYS.APT.R020ABS.PANLIB                     Lvl  ===>        

 Member   ===> APCS0021   (Blank for Sequential file)     Access  ===>        

 Fileorg  ===> PAN        (PANvalet or SEQuential)       Control  ===>        

CA-Panvalet/Compare Options:                     Output Options:              

 Expand      ===>     (Y/N)                         Space in CYL  ===>        

 Column Beg  ===>                                                             

 Column End  ===>                                                             

CA-Panvalet/Compare Report Options:                                           
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 Report Type  ===> DELTA   (Delta, Detail, Update, No)                        

Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.                  

3. Specify the old and new data set information using the following fields:
The files can be Panvalet members, sequential files, PDS members, or a combination of two of the three formats.

Dsname
Provides the data set name for the Old or New file to be compared. Do not use quotes or enter a member name if
the file is a Panvalet library or partitioned data set.

Member
Displays the member name if the member resides in a Panvalet or PDS file.

Fileorg
For a sequential file, specify SEQ. For Panvalet, specify PAN. For a PDS, specify PDS.

Lvl
Supplies the level number of the file you want to compare. This field applies only to Panvalet files and is optional.
If the level number does not agree with the current level of the file, the PCOMPARE will fail.

Access
Supplies a Panvalet library member access code. This field is optional. You can specify it only if Fileorg is
PANVALET. It is required for Panvalet members that are access controlled.
The access code can be any numeric value in the range of 0 to 75533.
If the same access code is needed for both the Old and New inputs, it is only necessary to give the Access
keyword once on the Old or New command. There is no default for Access.

Control
Supplies a Panvalet library control code. You can specify Control when Fileorg is PANVALET. It is required only
for Panvalet libraries that are control protected.
The control code can be any numeric value in the range of 0 to 65534.
If the same control code is needed for both the Old and New inputs, it is only necessary to give the Control
keyword once on the Old or New command. There is no default for Control.

4. Specify the following Compare options:
Expand

Determines whether to expand INCLUDE commands for a Panvalet library member you are comparing. You can
specify Expand only if Fileorg is PANVALET.

• N -- Causes INCLUDE commands to be read as is.
• Y -- Causes INCLUDE commands to be expanded up to the nesting level specified in the Panvalet options

module.

If you omit Expand from the Old or New command, it uses the value specified on the other command. The default
value is N.

Column Beg
Defines the first column of the field you want to compare. It must be a numeric value within the range of 1 to the
logical record length.

Column End
Defines the last column of the field you want to compare. It must be a numeric value within the range of 1 to the
logical record length. Column End must be greater than or equal to Column Beg. If you omit Column End, the
default is the logical record end.

5. Optionally, specify a value for Space in Cyl for large members that need to be compared. The default request is for two
cylinders.

6. Specify one of the following values for Report Type:
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Detail
Provides a complete listing of the Old and New files with all the differences shown. A single line shows matching
Old and New records. Differences are shown as deleted and inserted records.

Delta
Shows the records that are different between the Old and New files. The presence of a matched record or records
is marked only by a single line or pair of lines. Differences are shown as deleted and inserted records. If the
differences are few, a Delta change report is much smaller than a Detail change report.

Update
Lists the complete ++UPDATE stream required to modify the Old file to look like the New file.

No
Indicates to not write the Detail, Delta, or Update reports. The Command and Compare summaries are the only
reports built.

The default report type is Delta.
7. Press Enter to process.

See Viewing the Data Display for information about the generated report.

Viewing the Data Display

The data display is a view of the requested report from PCOMPARE.

Detail Report

The Detail report is a complete listing of all Old and New file records that were matched, deleted, or inserted. The Old and
New filenames are shown in the heading of every page. The Detail report is in a columnar format that includes Old-Num,
New-Num, Change, and the record image. A scale line appears at the top and bottom of every page.

Old-Num
When the Old and New files match, Old-Num is the relative record number of the matching Old record. For
deleted records, Old-Num is the relative record number of the deleted Old record. For inserted records, Old-Num
is blank.

New-Num
When the Old and New files match, New-Num is the relative record number of the matching New record. For
inserted records, New-Num is the relative record number of the inserted New record. For deleted records, New-
Num is blank.

Change
When the Old and New files match, this field is blank. Delete and insert mark deleted and inserted records,
respectively.

Record Image
When the Old and New files match, the record image field contains the corresponding Old record image. For
deleted records, this field contains the deleted Old record image. For inserted records, the record image field
contains the inserted New record image.

For Old and New files with record lengths greater than 100, up to 100 bytes of the first record is printed on the first line
with the remaining detail wrapped to the next print line until the entire record is printed. Unprintable characters appear as
periods (.).

A Detail report is useful when you need a complete hard copy audit of the similarities and differences between two files.

  Menu  Utilities  Compilers  Help                                             

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 BROWSE    SYS00206.T153146.RA000.USER001.R0334362    Line 00000000 Col 001 080
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 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

********************************* Top of Data *********************************

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.                     07/24/00        COM

PANVALET/COMPARE        VERSION vvrgggg                     15:31:46           

                                             PANVALET/COMPARE                  

          PROGRAMS AND ALL SUPPORTING MATERIALS COPYRIGHT 1995 BY COMPUTER AS  

C O(N) R(DET)                                                                  

O F(PAN) M( APCS0021  )A(00000) CON(XXXXX) E(NO ) COL(01   72  )               

N F(PAN) M( APCS0021  )A(00000) CON(XXXXX) E(NO ) COL(01   72  )               

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.                      07/24/00       DET

PANVALET/COMPARE        VERSION vvrgggg                      15:31:46          

OLD: LIBSYS.APT.R020ABS.PANLIB                              NEW: LIBSYS.APT.R03

   PANS03 - APCS0021   AT LEVEL 190 AS OF 02/14/00             PANS08 - APCS0  

OLD-NUM  NEW-NUM  CHANGE        ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+..

000001   000001   ============         TITLE 'CA-PanAPT  Move Request Model Pro

000002   000002   ============         IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.                

000003   000003   ============         PROGRAM-ID. APCS0021.                   

000004   000004   ============        ****************** < Description Begin   

000005   000005   ============        *                                        

000006   000006   ============        * Name       : APCS0021                  

000007   000007   ============        * Product    : PanAPT                   

The panel is scrollable to the right to reveal the text of the member. At the bottom of the report is a summary of changes.

Delta Report

The Delta report is a listing of all Old and New file records that were deleted or inserted. The Old and New file names are
shown in the heading of every page. The Delta report is in a columnar format that includes Old-Num, New-Num, Change,
and the record image. A scale line appears at the top and bottom of every page.

Old-Num
When the old and new files match, Old-Num is the relative record number of the matching Old record. For deleted
records, Old-Num is the relative record number of the deleted Old record. For inserted records, Old-Num is blank.

New-Num
When the Old and New files match, New-Num is the relative record number of the matching New record. For
inserted records, New-Num is the relative record number of the inserted New record. For deleted records, New-
Num is blank.

Change
When the Old and New files match, this field contains equal signs. Delete and insert mark deleted and inserted
records, respectively.

Record Image
When the Old and New files match, the record image field is blank. For deleted records, this field contains the
deleted old record image. For inserted records, the record image contains the inserted new record image.

For Old and New files with record lengths greater than 100, up to 100 bytes of the first record is printed on the first line
with the remaining detail wrapped to the next print line until the entire record is printed. Unprintable characters appear as
periods (.).

Any block of two or more matching records is represented by only two report lines. The record numbers of the first and
last records of the matching block are shown.

A Delta report is usually much shorter than a Detail report. It is useful when you need a hard copy audit of just the
differences between two files.
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   Menu  Utilities  Compilers  Help                                           

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 BROWSE    SYS00206.T154714.RA000.USER001.R0335306    Line 00000000 Col 001 080

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

********************************* Top of Data **********************************

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.                      07/24/00        COM

PANVALET/COMPARE        VERSION vvrgggg                      15:47:15          

                                              PANVALET/COMPARE               

           PROGRAMS AND ALL SUPPORTING MATERIALS COPYRIGHT 1995 BY COMPUTER AS

C O(N) R(DEL)                                                                  

O F(PAN) M( APCS0021  )A(00000) CON(XXXXX) E(NO ) COL(01   72  )               

N F(PAN) M( APCS0021  )A(00000) CON(XXXXX) E(NO ) COL(01   72  )               

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.                      07/24/00        DEL

PANVALET/COMPARE        VERSION vvrgggg                      15:47:15          

OLD: LIBSYS.APT.R020ABS.PANLIB                               NEW: LIBSYS.APT.R03

   PANS03 - APCS0021   AT LEVEL 190 AS OF 02/14/00              PANS08 - APCS0

OLD-NUM  NEW-NUM  CHANGE        ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+...

000001   000001   ============                                                 

000015   000015   ============                                                 

000016            ///DELETE///        *              Copyright (C) 2001 Co

       000016   ***INSERT***        *                Copyright (C) 2001 Co

000017   000017   ============                                                 

000058   000058   ============                                                 

       000059   ***INSERT***        *              APCS0001                 

Update Report

The Update report lists the complete PAN#1 ++UPDATE stream needed to change the Old file into the New file. The Old
and New file names are shown in the heading of every page. A scale line appears at the top and bottom of every page.

The Update report always shows fixed length 80-byte records. If the Old and New input files have a record size of less
than 80, the inserted records are padded with blanks on the right. If the Old and New input files have a record size of
greater than 80, the inserted records are truncated on the right.

   Menu  Utilities  Compilers  Help                                            

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 BROWSE    SYS00206.T160018.RA000.USER001.R0335862    Line 00000000 Col 001 080

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

********************************* Top of Data **********************************

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.                      07/24/00       COM

PANVALET/COMPARE        VERSION vvrgggg                      16:00:18          

                                              PANVALET/COMPARE               

           PROGRAMS AND ALL SUPPORTING MATERIALS COPYRIGHT 1995 BY COMPUTER AS

C O(N) R(UPD)                                                                  

O F(PAN) M( APCS0021  )A(00000) CON(XXXXX) E(NO ) COL(01   72  )               

N F(PAN) M( APCS0021  )A(00000) CON(XXXXX) E(NO ) COL(01   72  )               

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.                      07/24/00       UPD

PANVALET/COMPARE        VERSION vvrgggg                      16:00:18          

OLD: LIBSYS.APT.R020ABS.PANLIB                               NEW: LIBSYS.APT.R03

   PANS03 - APCS0021   AT LEVEL 190 AS OF 02/14/00              PANS08 - APCS0

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....8

++UPDATE APCS0021,190                                                          

++D 000016,000016                                                              
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    *              Copyright (C) 2001 Computer Associates      *030A*BAD

++C 000058                                                                     

    *              APCS0001                                          *030A*BAD

++C 000068                                                                     

    *              APCC0001                                          *030A*BAD

Compare Summary

The Compare summary is produced at the very end of all the previous reports or if Report Type No is selected. The
Compare summary gives match and difference statistics for the Old and New files. The Old and New file names are
shown in the heading.

   Menu  Utilities  Compilers  Help                                            

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 BROWSE    SYS00206.T163106.RA000.USER001.R0337551    Line 00000000 Col 001 080

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

********************************* Top of Data **********************************

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.                      07/24/00       COM

PANVALET/COMPARE        VERSION vvrgggg                      16:31:06          

                                              PANVALET/COMPARE               

           PROGRAMS AND ALL SUPPORTING MATERIALS COPYRIGHT 1995 BY COMPUTER AS

C O(N) R(N)                                                                    

O F(PAN) M( APCS0021  )A(00000) CON(XXXXX) E(NO ) COL(01   72  )               

N F(PAN) M( APCS0021  )A(00000) CON(XXXXX) E(NO ) COL(01   72  )               

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.                     07/24/00        COM

PANVALET/COMPARE        VERSION vvrgggg                     16:31:06           

OLD: LIBSYS.APT.R020ABS.PANLIB                              NEW: LIBSYS.APT.R03

   PANS03 - APCS0021   AT LEVEL 190 AS OF 02/14/00             PANS08 - APCS0

 006278 MATCHED RECORDS                                                      

 000581 OLD FILE DELETIONS                                                   

 002849 NEW FILE INSERTIONS                                                  

 006859 OLD FILE RECORDS                                                     

 009127 NEW FILE RECORDS                                                     

     NO AMBIGUOUS MATCHES                                                   

Scan Utility
The Scan utility lets you scan a member for user-specified values or statements and produce a report showing the results
of the scan.

NOTE
The Scan utility options may not be available at your site. If you need this functionality, contact your Panvalet
administrator.

Initiating the Scan Utility

To initiate the Scan utility, perform these steps:

1. Use either of the following methods to initiate the Scan utility:
– Select option 8 on the Utility Selection Menu.
– Enter P.3.8 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

2. Press Enter. The Scan Entry Panel is displayed.
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---------------------------  SCAN ENTRY PANEL -------------Computer Associates

 Command ===>

                                                             Version - vvrgggg

 

  Enter CA-Panvalet Library:

   Dataset name  ===> USERAAA.TEST.PANLIB

   Control Code  ===>           (If required)

 

  CA-Panvalet/Scan Options:

   Search Criteria => *          (Member name, *, OR by Language *COBOL)

   Delimiter       => /          (Beginning and Ending Delimiter)

 

   Scan Value  => THE

 

   Beg Statement   => ,          (Beginning MBR Statement number OR ,)

   End Statement   => ,          (Ending MBR Statement number OR ,)

   Beg Column      => ,          (Beginning Scan Column number OR ,)

   End Column      => ,          (Ending Scan Column number OR ,)

 

          Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

3. Specify the Panvalet library in the following fields:
Dataset name

Specify the name of the data set that you want to scan. Data set name is a required field for the scan function.
Control Code

Specify the control code (if necessary).
4. Specify the following scan options:
Search Criteria

Specify the search criteria for the scan, for example, member name, language, or an asterisk (*). An asterisk (the
default) indicates that you want to search the entire data set.

Delimiter
Specify a one-character beginning and ending delimiter for the scan. The default is a slash (/).

Scan Value
Specify the 1- to 60-character value for which you want to scan. Scan Value is a required field.

Beg Statement
Specify the beginning member statement (line) number on which you want to initiate the scan. Valid values for this
field are numeric or a comma (,), which indicates that you do not want to use this field as part of the scan criteria.
The default is comma.

End Statement
Specify the ending member statement (line) number on which you want to limit the scan. Valid values for this field
are numeric or a comma (,), which indicates that you do not want to use this field as part of the scan criteria. The
default is comma.

Beg Column
Specify the beginning column number on which you want to initiate the scan. Valid values for this field are numeric
or a comma (,), which indicates that you do not want to use this field as part of the scan criteria. The default is
comma.

End Column
Specify the column number on which you want to limit the scan. Valid values for this field are numeric or a comma
(,), which indicates that you do not want to use this field as part of the scan criteria. The default is comma.

5. Press Enter to generate a Scan report similar to the following:
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BROWSE    SYS03258.T105840.RA000.USERAAA.R0337153    Line 00000000 Col 001 080

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

********************************* Top of Data **********************************

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.                     VERSION    09/15/03 

USERAAA.TEST.PANLIB                                         vvrgggg    10.58.40 

++SCAN *,/THE/                                                                  

$$NOTES                     LV001                                               

 THIS DATA SET xxx.xxxx.xxxxxxxx.xxx CONTAINS THE JCL THAT              00010001

 THEY ARE CREATED BASED ON QAT.LIBR.BATCHJCL AND                        00030000

//* YOU CAN LINK ALL THE NECESSARY JOBS BY USING THE $CASCADE AND       00080004

//* RUN THE JOB CASCADES. HOWEVER IT'D BETTER TO RUN INDIVIDUALLY       00090004

***** ABOVE ACTION SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED *****                               

$CASCADE                    LV001                                               

//*     CASCADE TO THE NEXT JOB                                                 

***** ABOVE ACTION SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED *****                               

$CCFB103                    LV002                                               

-DESC USING THE ASSIGN BY ITSELF                                                

-DESC USING THE OPEN BUT LET IT ASSIGN                                          

***** ABOVE ACTION SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED *****                               

$CCFB104                    LV002                                              

Create Utility
The Create utility lets you create a Panvalet library. You specify the data set name and other application specifications
such as space, block size, and volumes.

NOTE
The Create utility options may not be available at your site. If you need this functionally, contact your Panvalet
administrator.

Initiating the Create Utility

To initiate the Create utility, perform these steps:

1. Use either of the following methods to initiate the Create utility:
– Enter 9 on the Utility Selection Menu.
– Enter P.3.9 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

2. Press Enter. The Library Create panel is displayed.

 -------------------------  LIBRARY CREATE ----------------- Computer Associates

 Command ===>                                                                  

                                                              Version - vvrgggg

                                                                                

  Specify New Data set and applicable fields, then Press ENTER to process       

                                                                                

 -Data set name      ===>                                                       

                                                                                

  Specifications:                                                               

       Records       ===>                 Data Sets     ===>                    

       Blksize       ===>                -Primary Space ===>                    

       Volume        ===>                 Dsorg         ===>    (PS or DA)      

      -Unit          ===>                 Secondary     ===>                    
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      -Space         ===>        (CYL, TRK or numeric Blksize)                  

       Volumes       ===>                                                       

                                                                                

  Suppress functions ===> Y          Execution Mode     ===> 1  1. Foreground   

                                                                2. Background   

  Job statement information:                                                    

  ===>                                                                          

  ===>                                                                          

  ===>                                                          

3. Specify the new data set name in the Data set name field. This is a required field for the Library Create function.
4. Enter data set specifications as needed in the following fields:

For more information about these fields, see PAN#4 - Library Creation in the System Management section.

NOTE
The Primary Space, Unit, and Space fields are required.

5. To suppress functions against the library, specify Y in the Suppress functions field. A panel is displayed where you can
suppress the following functions:

Add       Format    Select    Active    Print 

Allocate  Insert    Status    All       Prod  

Attach    Level     Unlock    Disabled  Punch 

Comment   Lock      Update    Enable    Temp  

Copy      Option    User      Inactive  Work  

Detach    Rename    Using     Prefix    *    

Exec      Reseq     Write

NOTE
Enforcement of suppressed commands requires imposition of a Control Code through the PAN#2 function.
For more information about PAN#2, see the System Management section.

6. Specify 1 or 2 in the Execution Mode field as follows:
1

Initializes a library in foreground. 1 is the default. When you press Enter, a create report is generated similar to the
following sample:

   Menu  Utilities  Compilers  Help ¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢

¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢

¢ BROWSE    SYS03258.T112621.RA000.USERAAA.R0339859    Line 00000000 Col 001 080 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE********************************* Top of Data **********************************COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.                     VERSION    09/15/03PUBLIC.QA2.PANLIB                                           1450403    11.26.21+

+CLEAR***** 000420 BLOCKS CLEARED ON VOLUME(S) WORK05P A N V A L E T   L I B R A R Y   S T A T U S   A N D   A C T I V I T Y   R E P             BLKS     BLOCK   TOTAL      OVER   UNAVAIL      DATA      DATA    T             /

UNIT     SIZE   BLOCKS     HEAD    BLOCKS    BLOCKS      SETS  STA ALLOCATED       14    3,440      420        6                 414       228COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.                     VERSION    09/15/03PUBLIC.QA2.PANLIB                                           1450403    11.26.21FILE VERSIONS:  PANCRE8 => V14.5         PANDD2 => NOT-

USED       PANDD3 => NOT-********************************* Bottom of Data *******************************

2
Builds JCL to execute in batch. For batch execution, you must also specify JOB statement information at the
bottom of the Library Create panel and have access to skeleton PANCR8J1 in the ISPSLIB concatenation. When
you press Enter, the JCL is built for Edit. If no changes are necessary, enter SUBMIT (or SUB) in the Command
field and press Enter.
A message is sent to the terminal indicating whether the job succeeded. In batch mode, the library statistics report
is found in the output listing.

Sample Utility Sessions
This section contains Panvalet ISPF Option sample terminal sessions, one for accessing utilities and one for each utility. 
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You can use this section for training by going through the sessions or you can reference specific topics in the sessions.

For specific information about commands and parameters used in these sessions, see Command Summary.

Accessing Utilities
This section describes how to access the Utility Selection Menu, from which you can use any of the Panvalet ISPF Option
utilities.

To access the Utility Selection Menu from TSO, follow these steps:

1. To initialize the ISPF/PDF system, enter ispf below the READY prompt in TSO as shown in the following example:

 READY                                                                        

 ispf                                                                        

The ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu is displayed.
2. From the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu, enter P on the Option line to initiate the Panvalet ISPF Option.

-----------------------  ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU -----------------------  

OPTION ===> P                                                                  

                                                          USERID   - PRGMR01   

 0  ISPF PARMS  - Specify terminal and user parameters    TIME     - 11:24     

 1  BROWSE      - Display source data or output listings  TERMINAL - 3277      

 2  EDIT        - Create or change source data            PF KEYS  - 12        

 3  UTILITIES   - Perform utility functions                                    

 4  FOREGROUND  - Invoke language processors in foreground                     

 5  BATCH       - Submit job for language processing                           

 6  COMMAND     - Enter TSO command or CLIST                                   

 7  DIALOG TEST - Perform dialog testing                                       

 8  LM UTILITIES- Perform library management utility functions                 

 C  CHANGES     - Display summary of changes for this release                  

 P  PANVALET    - Browse, edit, and utilities                                  

 T  TUTORIAL    - Display information about ISPF/PDF                           

 X  EXIT        - Terminate ISPF using log and list defaults                   

                                                                               

                                                                               

Enter END command to terminate ISPF.                                          

The Panvalet primary menu is displayed.
3. From the Panvalet primary menu, enter 3 on the Option line to initialize the Utility facility.

  -----------------------AllFusion CA-Panvalet for z/OS--- Computer Associates

 OPTION ===> 3

                                                            VERSION - vvrgggg

        1  BROWSE     - Display AllFusion CA-Panvalet Members

 

        2  EDIT       - Modify/Create AllFusion CA-Panvalet Members

 

        3  UTILITY    - AllFusion CA-Panvalet/ISPF Utilities (COPY, QUERY, etc.)

 

        4  VIEW       - Modify & Create without changing original mbr

 

        5  WHAT'S NEW - In AllFusion CA-Panvalet Version 14.5
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      Enter END command to terminate AllFusion CA-Panvalet/ISPF.

 

    *********************************************************************

    *  COPYRIGHT (C) 2003      Computer Associates International, Inc.  *

    *        --    All   Rights   Reserved    Worldwide.    --          *

    *********************************************************************

The Utility Selection Menu is displayed.

--------------------------  UTILITY SELECTION MENU  ------- Computer Associates

 OPTION ===>  

                                                              VERSION - vvrgggg

             1 - CA-Panvalet Member Attribute Changes

                 . Add / Change USER CODE  .  Add / Change COMMENT

                 . Change LEVEL Number   . Change STATUS

 

             2 - CA-Panvalet Member Manipulation

                 . COPY a member, RENAME a member, DELETE a member

                 . PRINT a member (in the ISPF LIST data set)

                 . PRINT a member w/ Carriage Control ("SPINOFF")

 

             3 - CA-Panvalet Member Language Change

             4 - CA-Panvalet Member Library-To-Library Copy

             5 - CA-Panvalet Member Lock/Unlock Utility

             6 - CA-Panvalet User Query Utility

             7 - CA-Panvalet Compare Utility

             8 - CA-Panvalet Scan Utility

             9 - CA-Panvalet Create Utility

 

             Enter END command to terminate.

NOTE
You can also access the Utility Selection Menu by specifying Option P.3 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

You can now access any of the Panvalet ISPF Option utilities from this menu, as described in the following sections.

Utility Session 1 (Attribute Changes)
This sample session illustrates the terminal session flow for a typical Attribute Changes utility function.

Initiating the Attribute Changes Utility

To initiate the Attribute Changes utility, perform these steps:

1. Use either of the following methods to access the Attribute Changes utility:
– Enter 1 on the Option line of the Utility Selection Menu.
– Enter P.3.1 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

2. Press Enter. The Changes - Entry Panel is displayed.

  -----------------------  CHANGES - ENTRY PANEL  -------- Computer Associates

FUNCTION ===>                                                                 

                                                             VERSION - vvrgggg

 S - Modify the STATUS of a member       L - Modify the LEVEL of a member

 U - Add/Change a USER code              C - Modify/Add a COMMENT to a member

                                     BLANK - Display MEMBER SELECTION LIST
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 Standard CA-Panvalet Library: 

   PROJECT   ===> PDPV     

   GROUP     ===> TEST                  CONTROL ===>       

   TYPE      ===> PANLIB                ACCESS  ===>       

 

   MEMBER    ===>             (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)          

 

 Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library: 

   DSNAME    ===>                                                          

   VOLSER    ===>                (If NOT Cataloged)

 

 Enter MODIFICATION data below: 

   STATUS    ===>                LEVEL NUMBER   ===>

   USER CODE ===>                SECURITY LEVEL ===>

   COMMENT   ===>

 

   Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

3. Leave Function and Member blank. Press Enter to display the Changes - MSL Criteria panel.

NOTE
You can perform individual utility functions on a Panvalet member using this panel. For example, to change the
level number of member pamtest, enter L in the Function field, pamtest in the Member field, and 1 in the Level
Number field. When you press Enter, the level is changed to 1. The message LVL CHANGED appears in the
upper right corner of the panel.

Limiting the Member Selection List

The Changes - MSL Criteria panel lists the options available for limiting the selection list.

To limit the member selection list, perform these steps:

1. Specify PAM in the List members starting with field.

--------------------------  CHANGES - MSL CRITERIA  ------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

 

  LIB1: PDPV.TEST.PANLIB

 

  Please choose one or more of the following for the MEMBER SELECTION LIST:

 

                     SORT MSL ===> N         (Y/N)

  List members starting with  ===> PAM       (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)

  List members with LANG TYPE ===>

  List members with USER CODE ===>

  List members with USER-ID   ===>           ==>   (I=ID Only,B=Blank IDs ONLY)

  List members with STATUS    ===>

 

  Display with COMMENT Data   ===> N         (Y/N)

  MSL DISPLAY Options:        ===> A         A - Standard MSL

                                             B - USER-ID of Last Update

  CONTROL (If required)        ===>

 

  Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

2. Press Enter. The Member Selection List panel is displayed, listing all members that start with PAM.
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-------- CHANGES MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  ---    Row 1 to 3 of 3

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | U -User Code, L -Level #, S -Status, M -MSL Options

 |

 |  MEMBER     RES LVL USER SL STAT ACCDE LANG  LMAINT   LACCESS  BLKS  STATMTS

 V  ---------- --- --- ---- -  ---  ----- ----- -------- -------- ----- --------

 _  PAMREAD        128 1111 0  TAE        ASMB  10/07/03 11/11/03     9      111

 _  PAMREADTST     19  1009 0  TAE        ASMB  09/03/03 11/11/03     1        1

 _  PAMTEST        2   0    0  TAE        ASMB           11/11/03     1        1

Changing Attributes

To change member attributes, perform these steps from the Member Selection List:

1. Change the level number of PAMREAD to 129:
a. Type L to the left of the member name.
b. Type the new level number over the existing number (128) in the LVL field.

2. Change the user code of PAMREADTST to 1234:
a. Type U to the left of the member name.
b. Type the new user code over the existing code (1009) in the USER field.

3. Change the status of PAMTEST from ENABLED to DISABLED:
a. Type S to the left of the member name.
b. Type D over the E in the STAT parameter.
The panel should look as follows:

-------- CHANGES MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  ---    Row 1 to 3 of 3

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | U -User Code, L -Level #, S -Status, M -MSL Options

 |

 |  MEMBER     RES LVL USER SL STAT ACCDE LANG  LMAINT   LACCESS  BLKS  STATMTS

 V  ---------- --- --- ---- -  ---  ----- ----- -------- -------- ----- --------

 L  PAMREAD        129 1111 0  TAE        ASMB  10/07/03 11/11/03     9      111

 U  PAMREADTST     19  1234 0  TAE        ASMB  09/03/03 11/11/03     1        1

 S  PAMTEST        2   0    0  TAD        ASMB           11/11/03     1        1

4. Press Enter to perform the functions.

-------- CHANGES MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  ---   PAMREAD LVL CHANGED

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | U -User Code, L -Level #, S -Status, M -MSL Options

 |

 |  MEMBER     RES LVL USER SL STAT ACCDE LANG  LMAINT   LACCESS  BLKS  STATMTS

 V  ---------- --- --- ---- -  ---  ----- ----- -------- -------- ----- --------

    PAMREAD    LVL 129 1111 0  TAE        ASMB  10/07/03 11/11/03     9      111

    PAMREADTST USR 19  1234 0  TAE        ASMB  09/03/03 11/11/03     1        1

    PAMTEST    STA 2   0    0  TAD        ASMB           11/11/03     1        1
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The panel is redisplayed, indicating that all three functions were performed simultaneously. The type of change is
indicated to the right of each member name.

Ending the Utility Session

To end the utility session, perform these steps:

1. Press PF3 (End) on the Member Selection List to return to the Changes - MSL Criteria panel.

--------------------------  CHANGES - MSL CRITERIA  -----   PAMREAD LVL CHANGED

 COMMAND ===>

 

  LIB1: PDPV.TEST.PANLIB

 

  Please choose one or more of the following for the MEMBER SELECTION LIST:

 

                     SORT MSL ===> N         (Y/N)

  List members starting with  ===> PAM       (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)

  List members with LANG TYPE ===>

  List members with USER CODE ===>

  List members with USER-ID   ===>           ==>   (I=ID Only,B=Blank IDs ONLY)

  List members with STATUS    ===>

 

  Display with COMMENT Data   ===> N         (Y/N)

  MSL DISPLAY Options:        ===> A         A - Standard MSL

                                             B - USER-ID of Last Update

  CONTROL (If required)        ===>

 

  Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

The message PAMREAD LVL CHANGED is displayed in the upper right corner of the panel. This message identifies
the first action performed on the Changes - Member Selection List panel.

2. To return to the Changes - Entry Panel, press PF3 (End) twice.

Utility Session 2 (Member Manipulation)
This sample session illustrates the terminal session flow for a typical Member Manipulation utility function.

Initiating the Member Manipulation Utility

To initiate the Member Manipulation utility, perform these steps:

1. Use either of the following methods to access the Member Manipulation utility:
– Enter 2 on the Option line of the Utility Selection Menu.
– Enter P.3.2 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

2. Press Enter. The Manipulate - Entry Panel is displayed.

------------------------  MANIPULATE - ENTRY PANEL  ------- Computer Associates

 FUNCTION ===>

                                                              VERSION - vvrgggg

   C - COPY a member                      R - RENAME a member

   P - PRINT a member                 BLANK - Display MEMBER SELECTION LIST

   D - DELETE A member

       Confirm Delete ==> N (Y/N)
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  Standard CA-Panvalet Library:             Print and SYSOUT "SPINOFF" Options:

    PROJECT  ===> PDV                           Destination ID  ===>

    GROUP    ===> TEST                          Output Class    ===> A

    TYPE     ===> PANLIB                        Expand Includes ===> N  (Y/N)

 

    MEMBER   ===>             NEW MEMBER ===>

 

  Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

    DSNAME   ===>

    VOLSER   ===>             (If NOT Cataloged)

 

    CONTROL Code ===>             ACCESS Code ===>

 

    Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

3. Leave the Function and Member fields blank.

NOTE
You can perform individual utility functions on a Panvalet member using this panel. For example, to rename
pamtest to pamtest2, enter R in the Function field, pamtest in the Member field, and pamtest2 in the New
Member field. When you press Enter, the member is renamed. The message PAMTEST RENAMED appears
in the upper right corner of the panel.

4. Press Enter to display the Manipulate - MSL Criteria panel.

Limiting the Member Selection List

The Manipulate - MSL Criteria panel lists the options available for limiting the selection list.

To limit the member selection list, perform these steps:

1. Enter PAM in the List members starting with field.

------------------------ MANIPULATE - MSL CRITERIA  ------- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

 

  LIB1: PDPV.TEST.PANLIB

 

  Please choose one or more of the following for the MEMBER SELECTION LIST:

 

                     SORT MSL ===> PAM       (Y/N)

  List members starting with  ===>           (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)

  List members with LANG TYPE ===>

  List members with USER CODE ===>

  List members with USER-ID   ===>           ==>   (I=ID Only,B=Blank IDs ONLY)

  List members with STATUS    ===>

 

  Display with COMMENT Data   ===> N         (Y/N)

  MSL DISPLAY Options:        ===> A         A - Standard MSL

                                             B - USER-ID of Last Update

  CONTROL (If required)        ===>

 

  Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

2. Press Enter. The Member Selection List panel is displayed, listing all members that start with PAM.
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-------- MANIPULATE MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  --- Row 1 to 3 of 3

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | R -Rename, C -Copy, P -Print, D -Delete, M -MSL Options

 |

 |  MEMBER     RESULT     LVL USER FM LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS  BLKS  STATMTS

 V  ---------- ---------- --- ---- -  ----- --- -------- -------- ----- --------

 _  PAMTEST                 1 3220    ASMB  TAE          03/01/03     9      111

 _  PAMTEST2                1 1234    ASMB  TAE 09/03/03 04/15/03     1        1

 _  PAMTEST3                1    0    ASMB  TAE 09/05/03 05/03/03     1        1

******************************* Bottom of data *********************************

Manipulating Member Information

To manipulate member information, perform these steps on the Member Selection List:

1. Make a copy of PAMTEST named PAMREAD:
a. Enter C to the left of the member name.
b. Enter the member name you want to copy to (PAMREAD) to the right of PAMTEST.

2. Rename member PAMTEST2 to PAMTEST1 as follows:
a. Enter R to the left of the member name.
b. Enter the new member name (PAMTEST1) to the right of PAMTEST2.

3. Print a copy of PAMTEST3 by entering P to the left of the member name.
The panel should look as follows:

-------- MANIPULATE MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  --- Row 1 to 3 of 3

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | R -Rename, C -Copy, P -Print, D -Delete, M -MSL Options

 |

 |  MEMBER     RESULT     LVL USER FM LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS  BLKS  STATMTS

 V  ---------- ---------- --- ---- -  ----- --- -------- -------- ----- --------

 C  PAMTEST    PAMREAD      1 3220    ASMB  TAE          03/01/03     9      111

 R  PAMTEST2   PAMTEST1     1 1234    ASMB  TAE 09/03/03 04/15/03     1        1

 P  PAMTEST3                1    0    ASMB  TAE 09/05/03 05/03/03     1        1

******************************* Bottom of data *********************************

4. Press Enter to perform the functions.
You cannot perform another manipulation on this MSL without first refreshing it. This is because the member name
was changed to a new name on the Panvalet library. The new name might or might not meet the MSL selection
criteria. To modify the new member, you must enter PF3 (End) and reenter selection criteria on the Manipulate - MSL
Criteria panel to refresh the MSL for the renamed member.

Ending the Utility Session

To end the utility session, perform these steps:

1. Press PF3 (End). This saves the Panvalet member, ends the utility session, and returns you to the Manipulate - MSL
Criteria panel.

2. To return to the Manipulate - Entry Panel, press PF3 (End) twice.
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Utility Session 3 (Language Change)
This sample session illustrates the terminal session flow for a typical Language Change utility function:

Initiating the Language Change Utility

To initiate the Language Change utility, perform these steps:

1. Use either of the following methods to access the Language Change utility:
– Enter 3 on the Option line of the Utility Selection Menu.
– Enter P.3.3 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

2. Press Enter. The Language Change - Entry Panel displays:

 
3. Leave Member blank and set Confirm to Y to request a confirmation panel. 

NOTE

- The confirmation panel (Confirm Language Change) displays automatically after you enter your changes.

- You can perform individual utility functions on a Panvalet member using this panel. For example, to
change the language of MEMBER3 to BAL without a confirmation panel, enter MEMBER3 in the Member
field, BAL in the Lang Type field, and leave the default value N for Confirm. When you press Enter, the
language is changed. The message MEMBER3 ASMB F = Y appears in the upper right corner of the panel,
where F=Y indicates that FORMAT=Y for MEMBER3.

4. Press Enter to display the Language Change - MSL Criteria panel.

Limiting the Member Selection List

The Language Change - MSL Criteria panel lists the options available for limiting the selection list.

To limit the member selection list, perform these steps:

1. Enter MEM in the List members starting with field.
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2. Press Enter. The Member Selection List panel displays.

Changing the Member Language

To change member languages, perform these steps from the Member Selection List:

1. Enter S to the left of the member names (MEMBER1, MEMBER3, and MEMBER4) for language change.
a.  For MEMBER1, change the language from COBOL to DATA by entering DATA in the New-Lang column.
b.  For MEMBER3, change the language from COBOL to PL/1 by entering PL/1 in the New‑Lang column and set the
format option to Y by entering Y in the F
column.
c. For MEMBER4, change the format option to N by entering N in the F column. Because this is a language change,
you must enter a new language type in the Lang-Type column. Enter the same type ASMB.
The panel should look as follows:
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2. Press Enter to display the Confirm Language Change panel. This panel displays because you entered Y for Confirm
on the Language Change - Entry Panel.

Confirming Language Changes

A separate Confirm Language Change panel displays for each change you entered. In our sample session, three panels
appear consecutively to show the changes.

To confirm the language changes that were made, perform these steps:

1. The Confirm Language Change panel for MEMBER1 displays. Press Enter to save and confirm the change that was
made to MEMBER1.

 
2. The Confirm Language Change panel for MEMBER3 displays. Press Enter to confirm the change to MEMBER3.

 
3. The Confirm Language Change panel for MEMBER4 displays. Press Enter to confirm the change to MEMBER4.
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4. Press Enter to display the changes on the Member Selection List.

 

This panel indicates that all three members were changed concurrently. To save I/O, the changes are not reflected on this
panel; however, the message Changed in the New-Lang field indicates that the changes have been applied.

To see the changes appear in the LANG field, press PF3 (End) to return to the Language Change - MSL Criteria panel,
and then press Enter to redisplay the Member Selection List. The F column appears blank for members with Format=N.

Utility Session 4 (Lib-to-Lib Copy)
This sample session illustrates the terminal session flow for a typical Library-to-Library Copy utility function.

Initiating the Member Lib-to-Lib Copy

To initiate the Lib-to-Lib Copy utility, perform these steps:

1. Use either of the following methods to access the Lib-to-Lib Copy utility:
– Enter 4 on the Option line of the Utility Selection Menu.
– Enter P.3.4 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

2. Press Enter. The Lib-To-Lib Copy - From Panel is displayed.

 ------------------  LIB-TO-LIB COPY - FROM PANEL  ------- Computer Associates

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                             VERSION - vvrgggg

 Specify From Library, Member and LIB-TO-LIB Copy Options below:

 From Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

   PROJECT    ===> PAYROLL

   GROUP      ===> WORK     

   TYPE       ===> PANLIB   

   MEMBER     ===>             (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)

 

 From Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

   DSNAME     ===>                                                          

   VOLSER     ===>             (If NOT Cataloged)

 LIB-TO-LIB Copy Options:
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   CONTROL    ===>             (If necessary, FROM library)

   ACCESS     ===>             (If necessary, FROM member)

                                                                        

   Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

3. Leave the Member field blank.

NOTE
You can perform individual utility functions on a Panvalet member using this panel and the Lib-To-Lib Copy
- To Panel. For example, specify a member name and Panvalet library in the Project, Group, Type, and
Member fields. When you press Enter, the Lib-To-Lib Copy - To Panel is displayed. Specify a standard
Panvalet library data set name in the Project, Group, Type fields, and leave the default values for Status and
Confirm. Press Enter to perform the copy. A message indicating that the member was restored appears in
the upper right corner of the panel.

4. Press Enter. The Lib-To-Lib Copy - To Panel is displayed.

---------------------  LIB-TO-LIB COPY - TO PANEL  ------- Computer Associates

COMMAND ===>                                                                 

 From Library(Member): PAYROLL.WORK.PANLIB()

 Specify TO CA-Panvalet Library and LIB-TO-LIB Copy Options below:

 To Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

   PROJECT    ===> PAYROLL  

   GROUP      ===> TEST     

   TYPE       ===> PANLIB   

 To Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

   DSNAME     ===>                                              

   VOLSER     ===>         (If NOT Cataloged)

 LIB-TO-LIB Copy Options:

   CONTROL    ===>         (If necessary, TO library)

   ACCESS     ===>         (If necessary, TO member)

   STATUS     ===> REPL    (REST to create status = T A E

                   -or-     REPL to retain FROM member status)

   CONFIRM?   ===> Y       (Y/N - member replacement confirmation panel)

5. Make the following changes on this panel:
a. Type a standard Panvalet library data set name, payroll.test.panlib, in the Project, Group, and Type fields in the

To Standard Panvalet Library section of the panel.
b. Type REPL in the Status field in the Lib-To-Lib Copy Options section of the panel to retain the member status of

the From members selected.
c. Type Y in the Confirm field to request a confirmation panel for replaced members.

NOTE
The confirmation panel (Lib-To-Lib Copy - Confirm Replace) is displayed automatically after you enter your
copy data.

6. Press Enter to display the Lib-To-Lib Copy - MSL Criteria panel.

Limiting the Member Selection List

The returned screen is the Lib-To-Lib Copy - MSL Criteria panel, which lists the options available for limiting the selection
list.
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To limit the member selection list, perform these steps:

1. Enter MEM in the List members starting with field.

---------------------  LIB-TO-LIB COPY - MSL CRITERIA  ---- Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

 

  FROM Library: PAYROLL.WORK.PANLIB

  TO Library:   PAYROLL.TEST.PANLIB

  Please choose one or more of the following for the MEMBER SELECTION LIST:

                     SORT MSL ===> N         (Y/N)

  List members starting with  ===> MEM       (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)

  List members with LANG TYPE ===>

  List members with USER CODE ===>

  List members with USER-ID   ===>           ==>   (I=ID Only,B=Blank IDs ONLY)

  List members with STATUS    ===>

 

  FROM library CONTROL (re-entry)  ===>

  FROM member  ACCESS  (re-entry)  ===>

  TO   library CONTROL (re-entry)  ===>

  TO   member  ACCESS  (re-entry)  ===>

 

  Display with COMMENT Data   ===> N         (Y/N)

  MSL DISPLAY Options:        ===> A         A - Standard MSL

                                             B - USER-ID of Last Update

  Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

2. Press Enter. The Lib-To-Lib Copy - Member Selection List panel is displayed.

Selecting Members for the Library-to-Library Copy

To select members for the library-to-library copy, perform these steps:

1. Type S next to MEMBER1, MEMBER3, and MEMBER4 on the Member Selection List as shown on the following
panel:

-------- LIB-TO-LIB MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  --- Row 1 to 5 of 5

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | S or T -Transfer, M -MSL Options & Dataset Info

 |

 |  MEMBER     RESULT    LOC LVL USER LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS  BLKS  STATMTS

 V  ---------- ---------- -  --- ---- ----- --- -------- -------- ----- --------

 S  MEMBER1                   33 3220 COBOL TAD 12/23/02 03/05/03     9     132

    MEMBER2                    1    0 COBOL TAE          04/13/03     1      11

 S  MEMBER3                    9    0 COBOL TAE          05/19/03     2      33

 S  MEMBER4                   18   42 ASMB  TAE          06/01/03     1       9

    MEMBER5                    3    0 PL/1  TAE          05/28/03     8     119

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

2. Press Enter. The Lib-To-Lib Copy - Confirm Replace panel is displayed. This occurs because you entered Y for
Confirm on the Lib-To-Lib Copy - To Panel.
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Confirming the Lib-to-Lib Copy Replace

To confirm the lib-to-lib copy replace, press Enter on the Lib-To-Lib Copy - Confirm Replace panel.

 --------------- LIB-TO-LIB COPY - CONFIRM REPLACE ------- Computer Associates

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

   Data within the To Library member is about to be REPLACED by

   data of the From Library member shown below.

           From Library: PAYROLL.WORK.PANLIB  

             To Library: PAYROLL.TEST.PANLIB  

                 Member: MEMBER4    

                                                                

                                                                

                                                                        

   Press ENTER key to allow replace of the above member.

   Enter END command to cancel above member LIB-TO-LIB COPY replace.

For example purposes, MEMBER4 from Panvalet library PAYROLL. WORK.PANLIB is replacing a duplicate member
name on Panvalet library PAYROLL.TEST.PANLIB. That is why you are asked for a confirmation.

NOTE
The other selected members do not exist on PAYROLL.TEST.PANLIB for this example; therefore, they do not
need confirmation.

The Lib-To-Lib MSL Option(A) - Member Selection List panel is displayed. The returned screen indicates that all three
members selected for library-to-library copy were copied, and the Result column indicates successful completion.

-------- LIB-TO-LIB MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  --- Row 1 to 5 of 5

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | S or T -Transfer, M -MSL Options & Dataset Info

 |

 |  MEMBER     RESULT    LOC LVL USER LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS  BLKS  STATMTS

 V  ---------- ---------- -  --- ---- ----- --- -------- -------- ----- --------

    MEMBER1    **RESTORED     33 3220 COBOL TAD 12/23/02 03/05/03     9      132

    MEMBER2                    1    0 COBOL TAE          04/13/03     1       11

    MEMBER3    **RESTORED      9    0 COBOL TAE          05/19/03     2       33

    MEMBER4    **RESTORED     18   42 ASMB  TAE          06/01/03     1        9

    MEMBER5                    3    0 PL/1  TAE          05/28/03     8      119

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************
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Ending the Session

To end the utility session, perform these steps:

1. Enter END on the command line or press PF3 (End). The Lib-To-Lib Copy - MSL Criteria panel is displayed.
2. Enter the END command or press PF3 again. The Lib-To-Lib Copy - From Panel is displayed.

Utility Session 5 (Member Lock/Unlock)
This sample session illustrates the terminal session flow for a typical Lock/Unlock utility function.

Initiating the Member Lock/Unlock Utility

To initiate the Member Lock/Unlock utility, perform these steps:

1. Use either of the following methods to access the Member Lock/Unlock utility:
– Enter 5 on the Option line of the Utility Selection Menu.
– Enter P.3.5 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

2. Press Enter. The Lock/Unlock - Entry Panel is displayed.

------------------------  LOCK/UNLOCK - ENTRY PANEL  ------ Computer Associates

 FUNCTION ===>

                                                              VERSION - vvrgggg

   L     - LOCK   a CA-Panvalet Member

   U     - UNLOCK a CA-Panvalet Member

   BLANK - Display MEMBER SELECTION LIST

 

  Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

    PROJECT    ===> PAYROLL

    GROUP      ===> WORK

    TYPE       ===> PANLIB

 

    MEMBER     ===>             (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)

 

  Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library:

    DSNAME     ===>

    VOLSER     ===>             (If NOT Cataloged)

 

  Lock/UnLock Options,(If necessary):

    CONTROL    ===>              ACCESS     ===>

 

    Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

3. Leave Function and Member blank.

NOTE
You can perform individual utility functions on a Panvalet member using this panel. For example, to lock
MEMBER1, enter L in the Function field and MEMBER1 in the Member field. When you press Enter, the
member is locked.

4. Press Enter. The Lock/Unlock - MSL Criteria panel is displayed, listing the options available for limiting the selection
list.
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Limiting the Member Selection List

To limit the member selection list, perform these steps on the MSL Criteria panel:

1. Enter MEM in the List members starting with field.

-----------------------  LOCK/UNLOCK - MSL CRITERIA  ------ Computer Associates

 COMMAND ===>

 

  LIB1: PAYROLL.WORK.PANLIB

 

  Please choose one or more of the following for the MEMBER SELECTION LIST:

 

                     SORT MSL ===> N         (Y/N)

  List members starting with  ===> MEM       (Wild * and ? notation, PAY?5*A)

  List members with LANG TYPE ===>

  List members with USER CODE ===>

  List members with USER-ID   ===>           ==>   (I=ID Only,B=Blank IDs ONLY)

  List members with STATUS    ===>

 

  Display with COMMENT Data   ===> N         (Y/N)

  MSL DISPLAY Options:        ===> A         A - Standard MSL

                                             B - USER-ID of Last Update

                                             C - Current LOCK Information

  CONTROL (If required)        ===>

 

  Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

2. Press Enter. The Member Selection List panel is displayed.

-------- LOCK/UNLOCK MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  -- Row 1 to 9 of 9

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | L -LOCK , U -UNLOCK , M -MSL Options

 |

 |  MEMBER     RESULT    LOC LVL USER LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS  BLKS  STATMTS

 V  ---------- ---------- -  --- ---- ----- --- -------- -------- ----- --------

    MEMBER1                   10 3220 ASMB  TAE 10/11/02 12/15/02   111     8007

    MEMBER2                    1    0 ASMB  TAE          11/20/02    10      404

    MEMBER3                   22    0 ASMB  TAE          06/01/03    20      973

    MEMBER4    **LOCKED** L    6    0 COBOL TAE 06/01/03 06/17/03     3      100

    MEMBER5    **LOCKED** L   17    0 COBOL TAE 04/18/03 12/15/02    27     1368

    MEMBER6                    6    0 COBOL TAE          02/06/03     2       88

    MEMBER7                    1    0 ASMB  TAE 01/05/03 01/09/03    65     4056

    MEMBER8                    8    0 ASMB  TAE          01/11/03    14      678

    MEMBER9                   23    0 ASMB  TAE          01/04/03   311    24132

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Locking and Unlocking Members

To use the L or U line commands to lock or unlock members, perform these steps on the Member Selection List:

1. Lock MEMBER2 by entering L to the left of the member name.
2. Unlock MEMBER4 by entering U to the left of the member name.
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3. Lock MEMBER7 by entering L to the left of the member name.
The panel should look as follows:

-------- LOCK/UNLOCK MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  -- Row 1 to 9 of 9

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | L -LOCK , U -UNLOCK , M -MSL Options

 |

 |  MEMBER     RESULT    LOC LVL USER LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS  BLKS  STATMTS

 V  ---------- ---------- -  --- ---- ----- --- -------- -------- ----- --------

    MEMBER1                   10 3220 ASMB  TAE 10/11/02 12/15/02   111     8007

 L  MEMBER2                    1    0 ASMB  TAE          11/20/02    10      404

    MEMBER3                   22    0 ASMB  TAE          06/01/03    20      973

 U  MEMBER4               L    6    0 COBOL TAE 06/01/03 06/17/03     3      100

    MEMBER5               L   17    0 COBOL TAE 04/18/03 12/15/02    27     1368

    MEMBER6                    6    0 COBOL TAE          02/06/03     2       88

 L  MEMBER7                    1    0 ASMB  TAE 01/05/03 01/09/03    65     4056

    MEMBER8                    8    0 ASMB  TAE          01/11/03    14      678

    MEMBER9                   23    0 ASMB  TAE          01/04/03   311    24132

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

NOTE
An L in the LOC column indicates that the member is currently locked.

4. Press Enter to perform the functions.

-------- LOCK/UNLOCK MSL Option(A) - MEMBER SELECTION LIST  -- MBR MEMBER7 LOCKED

 COMMAND ====>                                                   SCROLL==> CSR

 

 Enter Panvalet Function:

 | L -LOCK , U -UNLOCK , M -MSL Options

 |

 |  MEMBER     RESULT    LOC LVL USER LANG STAT LMAINT   LACCESS  BLKS  STATMTS

 V  ---------- ---------- -  --- ---- ----- --- -------- -------- ----- --------

    MEMBER1                   10 3220 ASMB  TAE 10/11/02 12/15/02   111     8007

    MEMBER2    *LOCKED*        1    0 ASMB  TAE          11/20/02    10      404

    MEMBER3                   22    0 ASMB  TAE          06/01/03    20      973

    MEMBER4    *UNLOCKED* L    6    0 COBOL TAE 06/01/03 06/17/03     3      100

    MEMBER5               L   17    0 COBOL TAE 04/18/03 12/15/02    27     1368

    MEMBER6                    6    0 COBOL TAE          02/06/03     2       88

    MEMBER7    *LOCKED*        1    0 ASMB  TAE 01/05/03 01/09/03    65     4056

    MEMBER8                    8    0 ASMB  TAE          01/11/03    14      678

    MEMBER9                   23    0 ASMB  TAE          01/04/03   311    24132

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

The returned screen indicates that all three functions were performed simultaneously. The type of change is indicated
to the right of each member name.

NOTE
To save I/O, the LOC (Locked) field still shows the previous status. To view the updated MSL, PF3 (End) to
return to the Lock/Unlock - MSL Criteria panel, and then press Enter.
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Utility Session 6 (User Query)
This sample session illustrates the terminal session flow for a typical User Query utility function.

Initiating the User Query Utility

To initiate the User Query utility, perform these steps:

1. Use either of the following methods to initiate the user query:
– Enter 6 on the Option line of the Utility Selection Menu.
– Enter P.3.6 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

2. Press Enter. The Query Enqueued - Entry Panel is displayed.

----------------------  QUERY ENQUEUED - ENTRY PANEL  ----- Computer Associates

 FUNCTION ===>

 

    Enter Library and Queue Name to query who is ENQUEUED on a specific Library.

    Enter Any Queue Name for a list of ENQUEUED Users and or Jobs.

 

    Library Name ===>

      Queue Name ===> SPFPAN     (Blank Defaults to  SPFPAN, PANVALET, VALETPAN)

3. Leave Function blank and enter SPFPAN in the Queue Name field.
4. Press Enter. The Queried Enqueues List is displayed.

----------------------  QUERIED ENQUEUES LIST -------------     Row 1 to 1 of 1

 FUNCTION ===>

 

 

    Library Name:

      Queue Name: SPFPAN

 

    Select User and enter message for Owner of Enqueue:            WHEN=

                                                          (L=LOGON,N=NOW,S=SAVE)

    ID=USER001    DSN=LIBSYS.CAIOISPF.V14R5BS.GL0403.PANLIB

 MSG=                                                              WHEN= N

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

5. To send a message to USER001:
a. Type S next to USER001.
b. Type Please save member1 in the MSG= field.
c. Schedule the message for immediate delivery by using the default of N for the WHEN parameter.
The panel should look as follows:

----------------------  QUERIED ENQUEUES LIST -------------     Row 1 to 1 of 1

 FUNCTION ===>

 

 

    Library Name:

      Queue Name: SPFPAN

 

    Select User and enter message for Owner of Enqueue:            WHEN=

                                                          (L=LOGON,N=NOW,S=SAVE)

 S  ID=USER001    DSN=LIBSYS.CAIOISPF.V14R5BS.GL0403.PANLIB
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 MSG= Please save member1                                          WHEN= N

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

6. Press Enter to send the message to USER001. The following message is delivered to USER001's screen and the
Query Enqueued - Entry Panel is displayed on your screen.

Please save member1

7. Press PF3 (End) to end the session.

Utility Session 7 (COMPARE)
This sample session illustrates the terminal session flow for a typical Compare utility function.

Initiating the Compare Utility

To initiate the Compare utility, perform these steps:

1. Use either of the following methods to initiate the Compare utility:
– Enter 7 on the Option line of the Utility Selection Menu.
– Enter P.3.7 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

2. Press Enter. The PCOMPARE Member Entry Panel is displayed.

----------------- PCOMPARE Member Entry Panel --------------Computer Associates

 Command ===>

                                                             Version - vvrgggg

 New Data Set

  Dsname   ===> PAYROLL.QA.PANLIB                            Lvl  ===>

  Member   ===> MEMBER1    (Blank for Sequential file)    Access  ===>

  Fileorg  ===> PAN        (PANvalet, SEQuential or PDS) Control  ===>

 

 Old Data Set

  Dsname   ===> PAYROLL.PROD.PANLIB                          Lvl  ===>

  Member   ===> MEMBER1    (Blank for Sequential file)    Access  ===>

  Fileorg  ===> PAN        (PANvalet, SEQuential or PDS) Control  ===>

 

 CA-Panvalet/Compare Options:                          Output Options:

  Expand      ===>     (Y/N)                        Space in CYL  ===>

  Column Beg  ===>

  Column End  ===>

 

 CA-Panvalet/Compare Report Options:

  Report Type  ===> DELTA   (Delta, Detail, Update, No)

Performing the Compare

To compare members, perform these steps from the PCOMPARE Member Entry Panel:

1. Compare MEMBER1 in the PAYROLL.QA.PANLIB and PAYROLL.PROD.PANLIB data sets:
a. In the New Data Set section of the panel, type PAYROLL.QA.PANLIB in the Dsname field, MEMBER1 in the

Member field, and PAN in the Fileorg field.
b. In the Old Data Set section of the panel, type PAYROLL.PROD.PANLIB in the Dsname field, MEMBER1 in the

Member field, and PAN in the Fileorg field.
2. Press Enter. The Compare report is displayed.
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BROWSE    SYS03268.T164756.RA000.USER001.R0316871     Line 00000000 Col 001 080

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

********************************* Top of Data **********************************

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.                      09/25/03        COM

PANVALET/COMPARE        VERSION vvrgggg                      16:47:56

                                                PANVALET/COMPARE

             PROGRAMS AND ALL SUPPORTING MATERIALS COPYRIGHT 1995 BY COMPUTER AS

C O(N) R(DEL)

O F(PAN) M( MEMBER1   )A(00000) CON(XXXXX) E(NO ) COL(01   72  )

N F(PAN) M( MEMBER1   )A(00000) CON(XXXXX) E(NO ) COL(01   72  )

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.                      09/25/03        DEL

PANVALET/COMPARE        VERSION vvrgggg                      16:47:56

OLD: PAYROLL.PROD.PANLIB                                     NEW: PAYROLL.QA.PAN

     PANS02 - MEMBER1    AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 09/18/03              PANS02 - MEMBE

OLD-NUM  NEW-NUM  CHANGE        ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+...

000001            ///DELETE///  000100 * You can use these commands in the COMMA

000002            ///DELETE///  000200 * This is a sample member.

         000001   ***INSERT***  000100    * This is a sample member.

3. Press PF3 (End) to return to the PCOMPARE Member Entry Panel.
4. Press PF3 (End) to end the session.

Utility Session 8 (Scan)
This sample session illustrates the terminal session flow for a typical Scan utility function.

Initiating the Scan Utility

To initiate the Scan utility, perform these steps:

1. Use either of the following methods to initiate the Scan utility:
– Enter 8 on the Option line of the Utility Selection Menu.
– Enter P.3.8 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

2. Press Enter. The Scan Entry Panel is displayed.

------------------------ SCAN ENTRY PANEL -----------------Computer Associates

 Command ===>

                                                             Version - vvrgggg

 

  Enter CA-Panvalet Library:

   Dataset name  ===> PAYROLL.QA.PANLIB

   Control Code  ===>           (If required)

 

  CA-Panvalet/Scan Options:

   Search Criteria => *          (Member name, *, OR by Language *COBOL)

   Delimiter       => /          (Beginning and Ending Delimiter)

 

   Scan Value  => MOVE

 

   Beg Statement   => ,          (Beginning MBR Statement number OR ,)

   End Statement   => ,          (Ending MBR Statement number OR ,)

   Beg Column      => ,          (Beginning Scan Column number OR ,)
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   End Column      => ,          (Ending Scan Column number OR ,)

 

          Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.

Performing the Scan

To scan PAYROLL.QA.PANLIB for the value MOVE, perform these steps on the Scan Entry Panel:

1. Type PAYROLL.QA.PANLIB in the Dataset name field.
2. Type MOVE in the Scan Value field.
3. Press Enter. The Scan report is displayed.

BROWSE    SYS03268.T170003.RA000.USER001.R0317326    Line 00000000 Col 001 080

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

********************************* Top of Data **********************************

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.                     VERSION    09/25/03

PUBLIC.QA.PANLIB                                            1450403    17.00.04

++SCAN *,/MOVE/

MEMBER1                     LV001

00010     MOVE EMPL-NUM TO OUTPUT-EMPL-NUM.

***** ABOVE ACTION SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED *****

MEMBER12                    LV001

          MOVE ZERO TO PR-BALANCE-DUE.

***** ABOVE ACTION SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED *****

MEMBER2                     LV001

00010     MOVE TX-WITH TO OUTPUT-TAX-WITH.

00020     MOVE VAC-PAY TO OUTPUT-VAC PAY.

00030     MOVE NET-PAY TO OUTPUT-NET-PAY.

***** ABOVE ACTION SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED *****

MEMBER3                     LV001

          MOVE TOTAL-LINE-1 TO PRTOUT-RECORD                            00000600

***** ABOVE ACTION SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED *****

MEMBER4

4. Press PF3 (End) to return to the Scan Entry Panel.

NOTE
The Scan Value is automatically removed.

5. Press PF3 (End) to end the session.

Utility Session 9 (Create)
This sample session illustrates the terminal session flow for a typical Create utility function.

Initiating the Create Utility

To initiate the Create utility, perform these steps:

1. Use either of the following methods to initiate the Create utility:
– Enter 9 on the Option line of the Utility Selection Menu.
– Enter P.3.9 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

2. Press Enter. The Library Create panel is displayed.
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Creating a Library

To create a Panvalet library, you need to enter a data set name and certain specifications on the Library Create panel as
follows:

1. Type PUBLIC.QA.PANLIB in the Data set name field.
2. Type 50 in the Data Sets field.
3. Type 5 in the Primary field.
4. Type SYSDA in the Unit field.
5. Type CYL in the Space field.

The panel should look as follows:

 -------------------------  LIBRARY CREATE ----------------- Computer Associates

 Command ===>                                                                  

                                                              Version - vvrgggg

                                                                                

  Specify New Data set and applicable fields, then Press ENTER to process       

                                                                                

 -Data set name      ===> PUBLIC.QA.PANLIB                                      

                                                                                

  Specifications:                                                               

       Records       ===>                 Data Sets     ===> 50                 

       Blksize       ===>                -Primary Space ===> 5                  

       Volume        ===>                 Dsorg         ===>    (PS or DA)      

      -Unit          ===> SYSDA           Secondary     ===>                    

      -Space         ===> CYL    (CYL, TRK or numeric Blksize)                  

       Volumes       ===>                                                       

                                                                                

  Suppress functions ===> N          Execution Mode     ===> 1  1. Foreground   

                                                                2. Background   

  Job statement information:                                                    

  ===>                                                                          

  ===>                                                                          

  ===>                                                          

6. Press Enter to display the Library Status and Activity Report.

BROWSE    SYS03269.T092259.RA000.LOIWI01.R0392577    Line 00000000 Col 001 080

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE

********************************* Top of Data **********************************

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.                     VERSION    09/26/03

PUBLIC.QA3.PANLIB                                           1450403    09.22.59

++CLEAR DATASETS=50

***** 001050 BLOCKS CLEARED ON VOLUME(S) WORK06

P A N V A L E T   L I B R A R Y   S T A T U S   A N D   A C T I V I T Y   R E P

             BLKS     BLOCK   TOTAL      OVER   UNAVAIL      DATA      DATA    T

             /UNIT     SIZE   BLOCKS     HEAD    BLOCKS    BLOCKS      SETS  STA

 

ALLOCATED       14    3,440    1,050        3               1,047       114

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.                     VERSION    09/26/03

PUBLIC.QA3.PANLIB                                           1450403    09.22.59

FILE VERSIONS:  PANCRE8 => V14.5         PANDD2 => NOT-USED       PANDD3 => NOT-

******************************** Bottom of Data ********************************

7. Press PF3 (End) to return to the Panvalet Library Create panel.
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8. Press PF3 (End) to end the session.

Command Summary for ISPF
This section describes commands for the Panvalet ISPF Option.

Member Selection List Primary Commands

This section describes the member selection list primary commands:

LOCATE
Causes direct scrolling to the member name given. Used for all MSLs.

SELECT
Causes the specified Panvalet member to be selected for Panvalet Browse, Edit, or Library-to-Library utility
facilities only.

Line Commands

You can enter the following one-character commands at the beginning of a line, ahead of the member name on
a Panvalet ISPF Option MSL.

NOTE
These commands are intended for use with the Panvalet ISPF Option functions. See the IBM ISPF and ISPF/
PDF Reference Manual for a complete list of line commands available for ISPF/PDF.

C (Comment)
Adds or modifies a Panvalet user comment. This command applies to the Panvalet Attribute Changes utility only.

C (Copy)
Creates a copy of an existing Panvalet member. Enter the name of the new member you want to create to the
right of the existing member name. This command applies to the Panvalet Member Manipulation utility only.

L (Level)
Causes the level number of a Panvalet member to be changed. This command applies to the Panvalet Attribute
Changes utility only.

L (Lock)
Causes the locking of a Panvalet member. This command applies to the Panvalet Member Lock/Unlock utility
only.

P (Print)
Produces a listing of the specified Panvalet member on the ISPF List data set. This command applies to
the Panvalet Member Manipulation utility only.

R (Rename)
Renames a Panvalet member. This command applies to the Panvalet Member Manipulation utility only.

S (Select)
Selects the specified Panvalet member for the Panvalet Browse, Edit, Language Change utility, or Library-to-
Library Copy utility facilities.

S (Status)
Changes one status attribute of a Panvalet member. This command applies to the Panvalet Attribute Changes
utility only.

U (Unlock)
Removes a LOCK from a Panvalet member. This command applies to the Panvalet Member Lock/Unlock utility
only.
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U (User)
Changes the user code of a Panvalet member. This command applies to the Panvalet Attribute Changes utility
only.

Browse Primary Commands

All of the ISPF/PDF Browse primary commands function normally under Panvalet Browse, with the following exception:

BROWSE
Recursive Browse of Panvalet members is not supported. During a Browse session, you can use the BROWSE
command for a sequential data set or a partitioned data set. However, the member name parameter on the
BROWSE command is not supported.

Edit Primary Commands

When using Panvalet Edit, you can enter ISPF/PDF Edit primary commands on the command line, which is line 2 of
the logical screen. With a few exceptions, these commands operate the same as described in the ISPF/PDF Program
Reference Manual for ISPF/PDF Edit.

Several edit primary commands are front-ended (dynamically during Edit initialization) with Panvalet ISPF Option program
macros. This means Panvalet edit commands are invoked. These front-ended commands are identified in the following
list with the PVxxxx macro name in parentheses. The commands, along with a short description of how the Panvalet ISPF
Option front-end differs from the normal ISPF/PDF Edit command, are also shown. The rest of the commands operate the
same under both Panvalet Edit and ISPF/PDF Edit, except where differences are noted.

AUTONUM
Toggles autonum mode and saves it in the edit profile. However, with Panvalet, the renumbering of sequence
numbers after a SAVE is controlled by the Panvalet library member's language type NOFORMAT and PAN/TSO
attributes, not by the autonum profile mode. Autonum affects members with the NOFORMAT attribute under edit.

BOUNDS
Sets the left and right boundaries and saves them in the edit profile. These bounds do not control left and right
scrolling of members under Panvalet Edit.

COPY (PVCOPY)
Copies a Panvalet member, a partitioned data set member, or a sequential data set into a member being edited. A
member name can have up to ten characters, and you can copy members from the current Panvalet library under
edit or from the concatenated libraries when you enter the member name next to the COPY command.
You can specify a Panvalet member name or the Panvalet ISPF Option keyword (normally /PAN) after the COPY
command. Specifying just a Panvalet member name copies members only from the current Panvalet library being
edited. If you specify the Panvalet ISPF Option COPY keyword, the PVEDIT - Copy Panel is displayed. If you do
not specify anything after the COPY command, the normal ISPF/PDF Copy panel (for non-Panvalet data sets)
displays.

CREATE(PVCREAT)
Causes a line or block of lines to be stored as a new Panvalet member or as a new partitioned data set member.
A member name can have up to ten characters, and only members on the current Panvalet library being edited
are created when you enter the member name next to the CREATE command.
You can specify a Panvalet member name or the Panvalet ISPF Option CREATE keyword (normally /
PAN) after the CREATE command. Specifying just a Panvalet member name creates members only for
the current Panvalet library being edited. If you specify the Panvalet ISPF Option CREATE keyword, the
PVEDIT(CREATE) - Entry Panel is displayed. If you do not specify anything after the CREATE command, the
normal ISPF/PDF Create panel (for non-Panvalet data sets) displays.

EDIT (PVEDIT)
Recursive editing is not supported while in Panvalet Edit.
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END (PVEND)
Updates the Panvalet member on the library if any changes were made, depending on the edit profile setting of
AUTOSAVE. Returns to the Panvalet Edit entry panel.

LEVEL
Panvalet Edit treats this as an invalid command, as it applies exclusively to partitioned data sets (PDSs).

MOVE (PVMOVE)
Panvalet Edit does not support this command. You are prevented from performing a MOVE operation against
a Panvalet member (PVCOPY is used instead; the member is not deleted). If you do not specify anything after the
MOVE command, the normal ISPF/PDF Move panel (for non-Panvalet data sets) is displayed.

NUMBER
Causes sequence numbers to be generated for any new lines created by insert, repeat, or copy. Affects
data being edited only, because sequencing is controlled by the Panvalet library member's language type,
NOFORMAT, and PAN/TSO attributes. Numbering affects members with the NOFORMAT attribute being edited.

PACK
The PACK command sets pack mode on or off and saves it in the edit profile. This is a partitioned data set-
oriented command. Panvalet Edit ignores pack mode profile settings, because the Panvalet library supplies the
necessary data compression itself.

WARNING
Do not use the PACK command in Panvalet Edit because unpredictable and erroneous ISPF/PDF side
effects can occur.

RECOVERY
Enables the PDF edit recovery function. If there is a subsequent system failure, you can recover the Panvalet Edit
session up to the point of failure, using the PVEDIT - Recovery Panel. (For more information, see PVEDIT -
Retrieval/Save Options Panel in Edit.) RECOVERY OFF disables the edit recovery function.

RENUM
Renumbers each line of data being edited and turns number mode on. Affects data being edited only, because
sequencing is controlled by the Panvalet library member's language type, NOFORMAT, and PAN/TSO attributes.
Renumbering affects members with the NOFORMAT attribute being edited.

REPLACE(PVREPLA)
Replaces a Panvalet member, a partitioned data set member, or a sequential data set with member data
being edited. A member name can have up to ten characters, and members are replaced only on the
current Panvalet library being edited when you enter the member name next to the REPLACE command.
You can specify a Panvalet member name or the Panvalet ISPF Option REPLACE keyword (normally /PAN)
after the REPLACE command. The REPLACE command operates on members with the TEST, ENABLE status
only. Specifying just a Panvalet member name replaces members only for the current Panvalet library being
edited. If you specify the Panvalet ISPF Option REPLACE keyword, the PVEDIT(REPLACE) - Entry Panel is
displayed. If you do not specify anything after the REPLACE command, the normal ISPF/PDF Replace panel (for
non-Panvalet data sets) is displayed.

RMACRO (PVRMACRO)
Stores the specified recovery macro name in the Edit profile.

SAVE (PVSAVE)
Updates the Panvalet member on the library.
Causes the data to be stored back into the edit file except when a production or disabled member is involved,
which generates an error message. Editing can continue after execution of this command.
While in Panvalet Edit, you can invoke the Panvalet Edit functions (those that front-end the normal ISPF/PDF Edit
commands) from user-written edit macros. You can do this by coding the edit function according to normal ISPF/
PDF Edit macro syntax. The Panvalet front-end automatically gets control and performs the request. For example,
if a user-written edit macro wants to perform a Panvalet Copy function, code one of the following:
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• ISREDIT COPY panmbr AFTER linenbr
• ISREDIT !PVCOPY panmbr AFTER linenbr

If you invoke Panvalet Edit functions from a user-written macro, note the following:

• When the Panvalet function completes, shared variables PVRC and PMSG contain the return code (eight
bytes in character format). The user macro must first get these variables from the shared pool, using VGET,
and then check them to determine the success of the function. PVRC contains 0 (successful), 4 (non-critical
error occurred, such as INCLUDE expand errors), 8 (critical error occurred, function not performed), or 12
(Panvalet internal diagnostic error). PMSG contains a Panvalet ISPF Option message ID, or blanks if no
message is available.

• When you invoke the Panvalet function from a user macro, Panvalet EDIT MOVE/COPY/CREATE/ REPLACE
commands do not pass control to the normal ISPF/PDF Edit routines if you omit the member name, as they do
if invoked from the EDIT primary command line. A member name is required.

• You can use the IBM BUILTIN feature to perform a normal ISPF/PDF Edit MOVE/COPY/CREATE/REPLACE
functions. For more information, see the IBM PDF Edit and Edit Macros Guide.

NOTE
You must not use BUILTIN to override any of the command front-ends set up by the Panvalet ISPF
Option, except MOVE/COPY/CREATE/REPLACE.

The Panvalet EDIT command front-ends, whether you invoke them from the EDIT primary command line or from
a user macro, follow the same syntax as the normal ISPF/PDF Edit equivalent.
User-written edit macros can check ISPF/PDF variable PACT to determine if the edit in progress is Panvalet or
not. PACT is set to Y during a Panvalet Edit.

STATS
Works the same as ISPF/PDF Edit for sequential data sets. No partitioned data set statistics are kept
for Panvalet members.

UNNUM
Causes sequence numbers to be set to blanks and turns number mode off. Affects data being edited only, as
sequencing is controlled by the Panvalet library member's language type, NOFORMAT, and PAN/TSO attributes.
Number off affects members with the NOFORMAT attribute under edit.

VERSION
Panvalet Edit treats this as an invalid command, as it applies exclusively to partitioned data sets (PDSs).

Supersets and Subsets

The Panvalet ISPF Option supports Panvalet supersets and subsets according to the following specifications:

BROWSE
You can browse standard Panvalet members or supersets. You cannot browse an individual subset, except as
part of a superset.

EDIT
You can enter an edit session for an existing Panvalet superset, but you cannot create or save a superset.

UTILITY
You can perform all utility functions on supersets, except level change, language change, and Lib-to-Lib Copy.

MEMBER SELECTION LISTS (MSLs)
A blank in the LVL column of an MSL indicates that the member is a Panvalet superset.

SUBSETS
The Panvalet ISPF Option cannot individually process a Panvalet subset. The subset can be processed only as
part of the superset that contains it.
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Messages for ISPF
This section describes error and log messages from Panvalet ISPF Option.

Error Messages

To display long descriptions of the Panvalet ISPF Option error messages at your terminal, press PF1 (Help) when errors
occur.

For information about user and system abends, see System Management. For information about some of the abend
codes, see ISPF Option ABEND Codes.

For information about other Panvalet error messages, see Messages .

Log Messages

Significant changes made by Panvalet Edit and Panvalet Utilities Changes, Manipulate, Language Change, and Library-
to-Library Copy are logged in the standard IBM ISPF LOG data set. The following shows a sample ISPF Transaction Log:

TIME    *** ISPF TRANSACTION LOG ***   USERID: USER210 DATE: 03/09/30 PAGE: 1

09:06 START OF ISPF LOG- - -SESSION # 300 ------------------------------------

09:08 PV EDIT - SAVE       -PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(PRODPAY57) - MEMBER ADDED

09:09 PV EDIT - CREATE     -PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(TESTPAY57) - MEMBER CREATED

09:11 PV EDIT - SAVE       -PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(TESTPAY57) - SAVED LVL  **9

09:13 PV UTIL - CHANGE     -PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(TESTPAY57) - LEVEL CHANGED

09:13 PV UTIL - CHANGE     -PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(TESTPAY57) - USER CHANGED

09:13 PV UTIL - CHANGE     -PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(TESTPAY57) - STATUS CHANGED

09:13 PV UTIL - CHANGE     -PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(TESTPAY57) - COMMENT CHANGED

09:14 PV UTIL - LANG CHANGE-PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(TESTPAY57) - LANG TYPE COB72 NF=N

09:15 PV UTIL - MANIP      -PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(PRODPAY57) - COPIED

09:15                                TO: PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(MOLDPAY57)

09:16 PV UTIL - MANIP      -PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(MOLDPAY57) - RENAMED

09:16                                TO: PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(DELEPAY57)

09:17 PV UTIL - LIB-TO-LIB -PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(PRODPAY57) - REPLACED

09:17                                TO: SYST.TEST.PANLIB(PRODPAY57)

09:18 PV UTIL - LIB-TO-LIB -PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(TESTPAY57) - RESTORED

09:18                                TO: SYST.TEST.PANLIB(TESTPAY57)

09:20 PV EDIT - REPLACE    -PDPV.TEST.PANLIB(SOMEPAY57) - REPLACED LVL  **6

09:21 END OF ISPF LOG- - - -SESSION # 300 ------------------------------------

Exit Facilities for ISPF
The following sections describe the general operation of the Exit Facility, version-to-version changes, and the available
exits you can use with Option for ISPF. 

Exit Facility
The Exit Facility lets you write customized features into any of the Panvalet ISPF Option programs. In addition, you can
also include several standard features that let you perform the following functions:
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• Control the flow of data into or out of the ISPPROF data set (for example, retrieving or saving an ISPPROF data set
and inspecting or changing the data from this set).

• Control user access to any or all Panvalet ISPF Option facilities.
• Control the display of a directory entry in a member selection list.
• Control user access to any or all of the library members.
• Modify menu parameters before the menu is displayed to give defaults or establish standards.
• Verify menu parameters after data entry to enforce standards.
• Inspect, modify, add, or delete data records retrieved from or written into the Panvalet library.
• Maintain an audit trail of changes to the Panvalet library corresponding to the Extended Backup/Audit Trail facility in

batch Panvalet.

NOTE
Source for a sample exit can be found in the Panvalet batch installation PANLIB. See member $$SEEME in that
library.

The following topics are also covered in this section.

Exit Load Module

You can use only the PSPILXIT load module for all user exits. The source for PSPILXIT can be found in
the Panvalet batch installation PANLIB. See member $$SEEME in that library.

The first byte of the first parameter passed to the load module identifies which user exit is being accessed. The load
module is called from several points in the Panvalet ISPF Option.

For other version-dependent changes, see Version-to-Version Changes.

Register Conventions

You must use the following register conventions when coding the exit module (PSPILXIT). It is the standard convention for
higher-level languages (for example, COBOL).

• Register 1 contains the address of a variable length parameter list. The end of the list is indicated by the high-order bit
of the last address. This bit is ON (X'80') for the last address in the list.

• Register 13 contains the address of a standard 18 fullword save area to be used by the exit module for
saving Panvalet ISPF Option registers.

• Register 14 contains the return address into the Panvalet ISPF Option module that called the exit load module.
• Register 15 contains the address of the entry point of the exit load module.

Parameters

The first two parameters of the parameter list are always the same, regardless of the type of user exit being called.
The rest of the parameter list varies depending on the user exit itself. See the user exit descriptions for details on the
parameter list formats.

• Parameter One -- The first address passed in the parameter list is always the address of the Exit Codes Area for a
particular type of exit call.

• Parameter Two -- The second address passed in the parameter list is always the address of the ISPF Logical Display
Table (TLD) for the currently active screen.

IBM Control Blocks

The exit facility passes copies of several IBM internal control blocks to the user. However, IBM no longer supplies its
customers with the documentation for these control blocks. For compatibility with previous releases, the Panvalet ISPF
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Option continues to pass these parameters to the user exit. However, Computer Associates cannot provide information
about their formats.

The ISPF Logical Display Table (TLD) field, which is named TLDUSER2, is used to communicate between modules while
the Option for ISPF is active.

WARNING
Do not modify TLDUSER2 under any exit processing at any time.

Linking Instructions

Following are sample link-edit control statements that link the sample exit program. The INCLUDE of ISPLINK would be
needed if the exit used ISPF services.

//SYSLMOD  DD  ......        (output load library)           

//ISPLOAD  DD  ......        (load library containing ISPLINK)

//SYSLIN   DD  ......        (linkage editor input)          

  (...  object from assembled sample exit ...)               

  INCLUDE  ISPLOAD(ISPLINK)                                  

  ENTRY    name                                              

  NAME     PSPILXIT(R)                                       

/*                                                           

The ENTRY statement specifies the entry point of the exit you have assembled.

Version-to-Version Changes
This topic describes changes to the operation of the Exit Facility that have taken place as the result of version
enhancements. Review these changes for the version of the Panvalet ISPF Option you are using.

NOTE
Be sure to review any ISPF Menu Fetch/Validation exits written under releases prior to 14.5 to determine the
impact of any updated panels.

Library Environment Data Block

The Panvalet Library Environment Data Block identifies a particular Panvalet library and its relationship to
other Panvalet libraries within a concatenation. The term "current Panvalet library" is used to designate a
particular Panvalet library within a concatenation that is the subject of the exit event. Other parameter data items that a
particular exit can return are associated with the current Panvalet library that is identified within the Library Environment
Data Block.

Some exits already return information concerning the data set name and volume serial number of the
associated Panvalet library. However, the Library Environment Data Block further describes the:

• Total number of Panvalet libraries concatenated.
• Search order used for the retrieval of Panvalet members.
• Relative position of the current Panvalet library within the concatenation search order.
• First library within the concatenation of Panvalet libraries (which is the only Panvalet Library that you can use for

the Panvalet ISPF Option SAVE command).
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Environment Data Block Structure

The Library Environment Data Block (PANLEDB) has a structure as shown in the following table. Each Panvalet library
within the concatenation sequence is identified by a Library Data Entry (LDE) that contains the ddname, data set name,
and volume serial number.

NOTE
When using the non-standard data set name field, the Library Environment Data Block is structured the same as
if a single, standard library was specified.

PV Library DDNAME (CL8) PV Library DSNAME (CL44) PV Library VOLSER (CL6)

See following note. MY.PANLIB1 111111

See following note. MY.PANLIB2 222222

See following note. MY.PANLIB3 333333

See following note. MY.PANLIB4 444444

NOTE
Panvalet Option for ISPF ddnames are assigned by the system. The Panvalet ddnames used by the Option
for ISPF do not follow the ddname naming convention found in the multiple support feature of batch Panvalet
version 14.5.

The following table provides DSECT and library environment information for PANLEDB:

PANLEDB DSECT Panvalet Library Environment

TOTLDE# DS F Total LDE Count

CURLDE# DS F Current LDE Entry Number

CURLDE DS CL58 Current LDE Entry

LDESTART EQU *
DS nCL58

Start of LDE
LDE table entries (n=count=TOTLDE#)

Total Entry Number (TOTLDE#)
The total entry number (TOTLDE#) identifies the total number of library data entries within the structure.

Current Entry Number (CURLDE#)
The current entry number (CURLDE#) identifies the number (concatenation sequence order) of the library data
entry for the Panvalet library, which is currently the subject of the exit event. The CURLDE# value is no less than
one and no greater than TOTLDE#.

Current Library Data Entry (CURLDE)
The current library data entry (CURLDE) identifies the Panvalet library that is currently the subject
of the exit event. The LDE contains the ddname, data set name, and volume serial number of the
associated Panvalet library.
The ddname values of Panvalet libraries in the Panvalet ISPF Option environment are system-assigned and,
therefore, not the same as those used by the batch environment. The CURLDE entry is also repeated in the
library data entry table in the entry number designated by the CURLDE# value.

Library Data Entry Table (LDESTART)
LDESTART is the ordered list of library data entries that identify each Panvalet library within the concatenation.
Each LDE contains the ddname, data set name, and volume serial number of the associated Panvalet Library.
The order of the LDE entry is the same as the concatenation order.
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Example 1: ISPF Option - Concatenation
The following panel shows an example of specifying the concatenation of standard Panvalet libraries on the
Pvedit - Entry Panel:

--------------------------  PVEDIT - ENTRY PANEL  --------- Computer Associates

COMMAND ===>                                                                   

                                                             VERSION - vvrgggg 

 Standard CA-Panvalet Library:                                                 

   PROJECT  ===> PROJECT                                                       

   GROUP    ===> WORK       ===> SCIENCE    ===> INCLUDE    ===>               

   TYPE     ===> PANLIB                                                        

                                                                               

   MEMBER   ===> STATPGM1   (Blank for Criteria Selection PANEL for MSLs)      

                            (Member name with Wildcard * ? notation for MSL)   

 Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library - RETAIN ===> Y   (Y/N, Save in Profile)   

   DSNAME   ===>                                                               

   VOLSER   ===>            (If NOT Cataloged)                                 

                                                                               

 CA-Panvalet Retrieval/Save Options:                                           

   CONTROL  ===>            (If necessary)          EXPAND  ===> N  (Y/N)      

   ACCESS   ===>            (If necessary)       EDIT LOCK  ===> N  (Y/N)      

   SAVE     ===> 1          (1 = First  Library  UP LEVEL # ===> Y  (Y/N)      

                             O = Origin Library)                               

                                                                               

 CA-Panvalet EDIT Profile   ===>             Initial Macro  ===>               

                                                                               

   Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.                

The following sample library environment data block diagram shows that the current library is the second
library within a concatenation of three Panvalet libraries. This library contains the requested member
STATPGM1 (see previous panel) that was retrieved from DSN=PROJECT.SCIENCE.PANLIB for PVEDIT.

NOTE
If you save the member, it is updated (or added) to the library based on the value entered
into the SAVE field, on panel PSPIPE01.

Figure 9: Version to Version Changes_Example One
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Example 2: ISPF Option - No Concatenation
The following panel shows an example for specifying a non-standard Panvalet library on the Pvbrowse - Entry
Panel:

-------------------------  PVBROWSE - ENTRY PANEL  -------- Computer Associates 

COMMAND ===>                                                                    

                                                             VERSION - vvrgggg  

 Standard CA-Panvalet Library:                                                  

   PROJECT   ===> PAYROLL                                                       

   GROUP     ===> WORK          ===>              ===>            ===>          

   TYPE      ===> PANLIB                                                        

                                                                                

   MEMBER   ===> MEMBER1    (Blank for Criteria Selection PANEL for MSLs)       

                            (Member name with Wildcard * ? notation for MSL)    

 Non-Standard CA-Panvalet Library - RETAIN ===> Y   (Y/N, Save in Profile)    

   DSNAME   ===> TEST.PANLIB                                                    

   VOLSER   ===>                (If NOT Cataloged)                              

                                                                                

 CA-Panvalet Retrieval Options:                                                 

   CONTROL  ===>                (If necessary)                                  

   ACCESS   ===>                (If necessary)                                  

   EXPAND   ===>                (Y/N)                                           

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

   Press ENTER key to process; Enter END command to terminate.                 

The following sample library environment data block diagram shows that the current library is the only library.
Note that the current library data entry (DSN=TEST.PANLIB) appears both in the CURLDE and the first entry
within the LDE table area (LDESTART). Whenever the TOTLDE# and CURLDE# have a value of one (1),
no Panvalet libraries are concatenated.
Figure 10: Version to Version Changes_Example Two

Initial Exit
This section covers the following topics:

You can use the Initial Exit to restrict access to one or more of the Panvalet ISPF Option facilities. The Initial Exit receives
control just after entry to any of the Panvalet ISPF Option facilities, but prior to any processing.
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Parameter List

When control is passed to the exit, Register 1 points to the following parameter list:

Exit Codes Area
The first address in the parameter list points to the Exit Codes Area, where the first byte is set to I to indicate that
the Initial Exit is being called.
The second byte is set to B (Browse), E (Edit), C (Changes utility), M (Manipulation utility), L (Language Change
utility), T (Lib-to-Lib Copy utility), O (Member LOCK/UNLOCK utility), or Q (Query Enqueued utility), indicating
from where the exit is.
The third, fourth, and fifth bytes are always blank.

ISPF TLD
The second address in the parameter list points to the ISPF Logical Display Table (TLD) for the currently active
screen.

Return Code

The Initial Exit routine can pass the following return code back in the last byte of the Exit Codes Area:

• The character N indicates that the Option for ISPF is not used. Control is passed to its caller immediately. Control does
not pass through the Final Exit if code N is returned from the Initial Exit.

• Any other character in the last byte of the Exit Codes Area allows the Panvalet ISPF Option to be used.

Final Exit
This section covers the following topics:

The Final Exit lets you undo any special processing performed in the Initial Exit. For example, in the Final Exit, you can
FREEMAIN storage acquired through the GETMAIN macro in the Initial Exit. The Final Exit receives control after you end
a Panvalet ISPF Option session using the END or the RETURN command.

Parameter List

When the exit receives control, Register 1 points to the following parameter list:

Exit Codes Area
The first address in the parameter list points to the Exit Codes Area, where the first byte is set to F to indicate that
the Final Exit is being called.
The second byte is set to B (Browse), E (Edit), C (Changes utility), M (Manipulation utility), L (Language Change
utility), T (Lib-to-Lib Copy utility), O (Member LOCK/UNLOCK utility), or Q (Query Enqueued utility), indicating
from where the exit is.
The third, fourth, and fifth bytes are always blank.

ISPF TLD
The second address in the parameter list points to the ISPF Logical Display Table (TLD) for the currently active
screen.

Return Code

No return code is necessary from the Final Exit.

Member Selection List Exit
This section covers the following topics:
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The Member Selection List (MSL) Exit lets you control which entries appear in the MSL. The MSL Exit receives control
every time you add a Panvalet member to a MSL for display to the terminal user.

Parameter List

When the exit receives control, Register 1 points to the following parameter list:

Figure 11: Parameter List

Exit Codes Area
The first address in the parameter list points to the Exit Codes Area, where the first byte is set to D to indicate that
the MSL Exit is being called.
The second byte is set to B (Browse), E (Edit), C (Changes utility), M (Manipulation utility), L (Language Change
utility), T (Lib-to-Lib Copy utility), or O (Member LOCK/UNLOCK utility), indicating from where the exit is.
The third, fourth, and fifth bytes of the Exit Codes Area are always blank.

ISPF TLD
The second address in the parameter list points to the ISPF Logical Display Table (TLD) for the currently active
screen.

Directory Entry
The third address in the parameter list points to the directory entry for the Panvalet member being processed.
This directory entry is in the 0-UP format, as described in System Management.
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Lib Environment
The fourth address in the parameter list points to a data block. This data block identifies the Panvalet library
where the passed directory entry was retrieved. A table entry that contains the ddname, data set name, and
volume serial number identifies the Panvalet library.

For more information about the format, see Library Environment Data Block.

Return Code

The MSL Exit routine can pass a return code back to the Option for ISPF in the last byte of the Exit Codes Area:

• The character N indicates that the Option for ISPF should not display the member in the MSL.
• The character E indicates that the MSL exit routine has ended its analysis, and the Option for ISPF does not need to

call the MSL exit again until the beginning of the next Member Selection.
• Any other character in the last byte of the Exit Codes Area allows the member to appear in the MSL.

NOTE
If your site does not use the MSL exit, use of the E return code can reduce the number of CPU cycles necessary
to call the exit routine.

Keyword Value Exit
This section covers the following topics:

The Keyword Value Exit lets you execute functions such as encrypting the control and access codes before they are
saved, and decrypting the codes after retrieval. The Panvalet ISPF Option gives control to the Keyword Value Exit just
before or after it retrieves data from the ISPPROF data set and before it saves data intended for the ISPPROF data set.

Parameter List

When control is passed to the exit, Register 1 points to the following parameter list:
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Figure 12: Keyword Value Exit_Parameter List

Exit Codes Area
The first address in the parameter list points to the Exit Codes Area, where the first byte is set to K to indicate that
the Keyword Value Exit is being called.
The third byte of the Exit Codes Area is set to B, A, or P to indicate that the Panvalet ISPF Option is calling the
exit:

• B (Before retrieving data from the ISPPROF data set)
• A (After retrieving data from the ISPPROF data set)
• P (Before putting data into the ISPPROF data set

The second, fourth, and fifth bytes of the Exit Codes Area are always blank.
ISPF TLD

The second address in the parameter list points to the ISPF Logical Display Table (TLD) for the currently active
screen.

Name List
The third address in the parameter list points to an ISPF name list structure containing the names of the ISPF
profile variables. (For the layout of an ISPF name list structure, see the IBM ISPF Dialog Management Services
Manual.)
The Keyword Value Exit can modify the ISPF variable names in this list.

Return Code

No return code is necessary from the Keyword Value Exit.

Menu Fetch Exit
This section covers the following topics:
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This exit receives control before a menu is displayed. The exit can change the name of the menu and modify the value of
variables associated with the menu to supply defaults and establish standards.

Parameter List

When the exit receives control, Register 1 points to the following parameter list:

Figure 13: Menu Fetch Exit_Parameter List

Exit Codes Area
The first address in the parameter list points to the Exit Codes Area, where the first byte is set to M to indicate that
a Menu Fetch Exit is being called.
The second byte is set to B (Browse), E (Edit), C (Changes utility), M (Manipulation utility), L (Language Change
utility), T (Lib-to-Lib Copy utility), O (Member LOCK/UNLOCK utility), or Q (Query Enqueued utility), indicating
from where the exit is.
The third and fifth bytes, in combination with the second byte, identify the panel function of the returned menu ID.
The third byte classifies the panel by a broad functional category or an Edit subcommand. Valid values are:
P

The Primary or Entry Panel associated with the function designated in the second byte.
M

The MSL display panel associated with the function designated in the second byte.
S

The MSL Criteria panel associated with the function designated in the second byte.
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A
The Add Panel associated with the Edit function (E) in the second byte.

C
The Copy subcommand associated with the Edit function (E) in the second byte.

R
The Replace subcommand associated with the Edit function (E) in the second byte.

N
The Create subcommand associated with the Edit function (E) in the second byte.

NOTE
The third byte must be interpreted with the second byte. For example, the third-byte value of C (Copy)
always has a corresponding second-byte value of E (Edit).

The fifth byte describes the panel by a more specific functional category or type. Valid values are:
C

A Confirmation panel type associated with the function identified by the second and third bytes.
N

A New Member Options panel type associated with the function identified by the second and third bytes.
R

A Retrieval Options panel type associated with the function identified by the second and third bytes.
T

A To panel type associated with the function identified in the second and third bytes.
F

A From panel type associated with the function identified by the second and third bytes.
M

The MSL display panel associated with the Edit subcommand designated in the third byte.
S

The MSL Criteria panel associated with the Edit subcommand designated in the third byte.

NOTE
The fifth byte must be interpreted with the third byte. For example, the fifth-byte value of T (To panel)
always has a corresponding third-byte value of P (Primary) and second-byte of L (Lib-to-Lib Copy utility).
When the fifth byte is not necessary to describe a panel, the byte is always reset to blank.

ISPF TLD
The second address in the parameter list points to the ISPF Logical Display Table (TLD) for the currently active
screen.

Menu ID
The third address in the parameter list points to an eight-byte field, which contains the name of the Panvalet ISPF
Option menu you want to retrieve. The name in the eight-byte field is left-justified and padded with trailing blanks,
as necessary, to make the name eight bytes long. The exit can modify this menu name. However, if the menu
name is changed, the Panvalet ISPF Option still uses the variable names associated with the Broadcom-supplied
menu. The exit can modify menu variables associated with the menu about to be displayed. (See Manipulating
ISPF Dialog Variables under Menu Validation Exit.)

Examples of Exit Codes
The following table lists the Exit Codes for the Panvalet ISPF Option Menu IDs (panels):

Exit Codes1 2 3 4 5 Menu ID Panel Description

M B P F PSPIPB01 Pvbrowse Entry Panel
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M B M F PSPIPB03 Pvbrowse MSL

M B S F PSPIPB04 Pvbrowse MSL Criteria

M B P F R PSPIPB05 Pvbrowse Retrieval Options

M E P F PSPIPE01 Pvedit Entry Panel

M E M F PSPIPE03 Pvedit MSL

M E C F PSPIPE04 Pvedit Copy Entry Panel

M E A F PSPIPE06 Pvedit Add PANEL

M E S F PSPIPE09 Pvedit MSL Criteria

M E P F R PSPIPE10 Pvedit Retrieval Options

M E C F S PSPIPE11 Pvedit Copy MSL Criteria

M E C F M PSPIPE12 Pvedit Copy MSL

M E C F R PSPIPE13 Pvedit Copy Retrieval Options

M E N F PSPIPE14 Pvedit Create Entry Panel

M E R F PSPIPE15 Pvedit Replace Entry Panel

M E R F C PSPIPE16 Pvedit Replace Confirmation Panel

M B M F PSPIPS01 Pvbrowse - Last Update - Current
Lock Information MSL

M E M F PSPIPS02 Pvedit - Last Update - Current Lock
Information MSL

M C P F PSPIPU02 Changes Utility Entry Panel

M C M F PSPIPU03 Changes MSL

M M P F PSPIPU04 Manipulation Utility Entry Panel

M M M F PSPIPU05 Manipulation MSL

M C S F PSPIPU06 Changes Utility MSL Criteria

M M S F PSPIPU07 Manipulation Utility MSL Criteria

M L P F PSPIPU08 Language Change Entry Panel

M L S F PSPIPU09 Language Change MSL Criteria

M L M F PSPIPU10 Language MSL

M T P F F PSPIPU11 Lib-To-Lib Copy From

M T S F PSPIPU12 Lib-To-Lib Copy MSL Selection
Criteria

M T M F PSPIPU13 Lib-To-Lib Copy MSL

M L P F C PSPIPU14 Language Change Confirmation
Panel

M T P F T PSPIPU15 Lib-To-Lib Copy To

M T P F C PSPIPU16 Lib-To-Lib Copy Replace
Confirmation

M T P F O PSPIPU17 Lib-To-Lib Copy Options

M O P F PSPIPU18 Lock/Unlock Utility Entry Panel
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M O S F PSPIPU19 Lock/Unlock Utility MSL Selection
Criteria

M O M F PSPIPU20 Lock/Unlock Utility MSL

M O M F PSPIPU21 Lock/Unlock Utility Current Lock
Information MSL

MQMF PSPIPU22 Queried Enqueues List

MQMF PSPIPU23 Query Enqueued Entry Panel

Return Code

No return code is necessary from the Menu Fetch Exit.

Menu Validation Exit
This section covers the following topics:

You can use this exit to inspect menu variables, as entered by the user, to enforce standards. If a variable is incorrect
or in violation of a standard, the exit can modify it. The exit can also request that the menu be redisplayed with an error
message, prompting the user for additional or corrected information. Control is given to the Menu Validation Exit after the
menu variables have been read from the panel, but before the Panvalet ISPF Option inspects them.

Parameter List

When control is passed to the exit, Register 1 points to the following parameter list:
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Figure 14: Menu Validation Exit_Parameter List

Exit Codes Area
The first address in the parameter list points to the Exit Codes Area, where the first byte is set to M to indicate that
a Menu Exit is being called.
The second byte is set to B (Browse), E (Edit), C (Changes utility), M (Manipulation utility), L (Language Change
utility), T (Lib-to-Lib Copy utility), O (Member LOCK/UNLOCK utility), or Q (Query Enqueued utility), indicating
from where the exit is.
The third and fifth bytes, in combination with the second byte, identify the panel function of the returned Menu ID.
The third byte classifies the panel by a broad functional category or an Edit subcommand. Valid values are:
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P
The Primary or Entry Panel associated with the function designated in the second byte.

M
The MSL display panel associated with the function designated in the second byte.

S
The MSL Criteria panel associated with the function designated in the second byte.

A
The Add Panel associated with the Edit function (E) in the second byte.

C
The Copy subcommand associated with the Edit function (E) in the second byte).

R
The Replace subcommand associated with the Edit function (E) in the second byte.

N
The Create subcommand associated with the Edit function (E) in the second byte.

NOTE
The third byte must be interpreted with the second byte. For example, the third-byte value of C
(Copy) always has a corresponding second-byte value of E (Edit).

The fifth byte describes the panel by a more specific functional category or type. Valid values are:
C

A Confirmation panel type associated with the function identified by the second and third bytes.
N

A New Member Options panel type associated with the function identified by the second and third bytes.
R

A Retrieval Options panel type associated with the function identified by the second and third bytes.
T

A To panel type associated with the function identified in the second and third bytes.
F

A From panel type associated with the function identified by the second and third bytes.
M

The MSL display panel associated with the Edit subcommand designated in the third byte.
S

The MSL Criteria panel associated with the Edit subcommand designated in the third byte.

NOTE
The fifth byte must be interpreted with the third byte. For example, the fifth-byte value of T (To
panel) always has a corresponding third-byte value of P (Primary) and second-byte of L (Lib-
to-Lib Copy utility). When the fifth byte is not necessary to describe a panel, the byte is always
reset to blank.

For further clarification, see Examples of Exit Codes earlier in this section. This example shows the Panvalet ISPF
Option panels with their associated exit codes values.

ISPF TLD
The second address in the parameter list points to the ISPF Logical Display Table (TLD) for the currently active
screen.

Message ID
The third address in the parameter list points to an eight-byte field containing the name of an ISPF error message
ID.
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• If the return code requests an error message display, the exit must fill in the eight-byte field with a message ID.
• If the exit does not request an error message display, the Message ID field is ignored.
• If the error message has substitution variables associated with it, the exit must update those variables before

returning to the Option for ISPF. The variables can be updated by using the ISPF VREPLACE service (see
Manipulating ISPF Dialog Variables in this section). The actual names of the variables to be replaced depend
on the message. Refer to the text of the message itself to determine if there are variables and, if so, what the
names are.

Parm ID
The fourth address in the parameter list points to an eight-byte field containing the name of the menu variable in
error.

• If the return code requests an error message display, the exit must fill in this field with a menu variable name.
After the error message is displayed, the cursor is positioned at the specified menu variable in error.

• If the exit does not request an error message display, the Parm ID field is ignored.
• If no specific cursor position is desired, fill the Parm ID field with blanks. In this case, the cursor is positioned

according to menu defaults.

Menu ID
The fifth address in the parameter list points to an eight-byte field containing the name of the Panvalet ISPF
Option menu whose fields have just been read from the screen. The menu name is padded with trailing blanks,
if necessary, to make the name eight bytes long. The exit can use the VCOPY and VREPLACE ISPF services to
query or modify menu variables. A description of those services follows.

Manipulating ISPF Dialog Variables

You can query or modify dialog variables using two ISPF services, VCOPY and VREPLACE. Some of the common uses
of these services in a Panvalet ISPF Option user exit are:

• Sets default values in certain menu variables before the menu is displayed to the user.
• Inspects menu variables, after the user presses Enter, to enforce standards.
• Sets values in error message text variables prior to error message display.
• Makes use of the three Panvalet ISPF Option user parameter fields (PUP1, PUP2, and PUP3) as general exit work

areas or, with menu modifications, as additional menu variables.

Both the VCOPY and VREPLACE services require a variable name. In the case of menu and error message variables,
refer to the menu or message itself to find the variable names. To determine maximum menu variable lengths for VCOPY
(MOVE mode) or VREPLACE, refer to the menu definition. For message variables, the only restraint is that the total length
of the short and long error messages (after variable substitution) cannot exceed the maximum as prescribed by ISPF.

The three user parameter variables (PUP1, PUP2, and PUP3) recognized by the Panvalet ISPF Option can also be
manipulated with VCOPY and VREPLACE. The only difference between using these variable names and using variable
names defined by you is that the Panvalet ISPF Option initializes PUP1, PUP2, and PUP3 with values from the ISPPROF
data set when the session begins. The values are also saved on ISPPROF at session end. Note that the three user
parameter variables are each saved on ISPPROF as 80-byte fields.

Note: See the sample Panvalet ISPF Option user exit for VCOPY and VREPLACE examples. The sample exit is member
PSPIAXS1. The source for PSPIAXS1 can be found in the Panvalet batch installation PANLIB. See member $$SEEME
in that library. For more information about these and other ISPF services, see the IBM Interactive System Productivity
Facility - Dialog Management Services Manual.

Return Code

The Menu Validation Exit routine can pass a return code back to the Panvalet ISPF Option in the last byte of the Exit
Codes Area.
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• The character N indicates that the Panvalet ISPF Option should not continue processing this menu, and the menu
should be redisplayed with an error message. If the exit returns an N to the Panvalet ISPF Option in the last byte of the
Exit Codes Area, the exit must:
– Place the error message ID in the area pointed to by the third address in the parameter list.
– VREPLACE any test variables associated with the error message.
– Place the name of the menu variable in error in the area pointed to by the fourth address in the parameter list.

• Any other character in the last byte of the Exit Codes Area causes the Panvalet ISPF Option to continue with its own
checks of the entered fields.

Data Retrieval Exit
This section covers the following topics:

This exit lets you insert, change, or delete records as they are being read from the Panvalet library. Control is given to the
Data Retrieval Exit each time the Panvalet ISPF Option reads a data record from the Panvalet library.

Parameter List

When control is passed to the exit, Register 1 points to the following parameter list:
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Figure 15: data_retrieval_exit_parameter_list
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Exit Codes Area
The first address in the parameter list points to the Exit Codes Area, where the first byte is set to R to indicate that
the Data Retrieval Exit is being called.
The second byte is set to B, E, C, V, or M to indicate that the exit is being called from Browse, Edit, Changes,
View, or the Manipulation utility facilities, respectively.
If the second byte of the Exit Codes Area is set to E, the third byte of the Exit Codes Area is set to I, C, or P to
indicate that the exit is called for Edit Initialization, during the processing of a copy of a Panvalet member, or
during edit profile print processing. The third byte is also set to P during the Manipulation utility print function.
The fourth byte is always reset to blank.
The fifth byte is set to a blank each time a new record is retrieved from the Panvalet library. The exit can set this
byte as a return code, in which case it is not reset by the Panvalet ISPF Option until the next record is read from
the library. If this byte is set to a character R, it means the exit requested that the Panvalet ISPF Option return to
the exit before reading another record from the library. (See Return Code later in this section for information about
using this byte to control the insertion of new lines into the member.)

ISPF TLD
The second address in the parameter list points to the ISPF Logical Display Table (TLD) for the currently active
screen.

Directory Entry
The third address in the parameter list points to the directory entry for the Panvalet member being processed.
This directory entry is in the 0-UP format (see System Management).

Data Record
The content and length of the fourth address in the parameter list depends on the Panvalet options module
(PVOPT) LNGEXIT value selected by the installation:

• If LNGEXIT=NO, the fourth address in the parameter list points to the 80-byte data record that has just been
retrieved from the Panvalet library.

• If LNGEXIT=YES, the length of the record just retrieved from the Panvalet library is four bytes in front of the
passed data record address. To access this value, subtract four from the address passed in the data record
field. The length value must not be altered, and the size of the passed record data must not be altered.

If the last byte of the Exit Code Area is set to R, this record is the last record returned to the Panvalet ISPF Option
by the exit. (See the description of how to insert and delete records later in this section.)

Record Indicator
The fifth address in the parameter list points to the record indicator. The record indicator is a one-byte character
field. It describes the 80 through 4096-byte data record described previously. Valid values are:
U (Unchanged)

The data record is an ordinary record of the Panvalet member.
S (Special)

The record is a Panvalet Special Comment Record. When present, this is the first record in a Panvalet
member. The sequence number for this record is always zero (F'0').

I (Include)
The record has been inserted as a result of Panvalet INCLUDE processing. The sequence number
for this record is always zero (F'0'). This indicator appears for INCLUDEd data records and Panvalet
INCLUDE++ header/trailer records.

For more information, see Data Save Exit.
Sequence Number

The sixth address in the parameter list points to a relative sequence number. This field is a four-byte binary
fullword (FL4). The sequence number represents the relative number of the data record within the Panvalet
member.
The sequence numbers start with one (F'1') and are incremented by ones.
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These same sequence numbers are passed to the Data Save Exit. Even if the data record has changed, or its
relative position in the saved member has changed, this field contains the original sequence number from the
Data Retrieval Exit.
Special Comment Records and included records do not have sequence numbers. When the record indicator is S
or I, the sequence number is zero.
For more information, see Data Save Exit.

Lib Environment
The seventh address in the parameter list points to a data block that identifies the Panvalet library from which the
passed member's data was retrieved. A table entry that contains the ddname, data set name, and volume serial
number identifies the Panvalet library.
For more information about the format, see Library Environment Data Block in this section.

Return Code

Two return codes are significant to the Data Retrieval Exit. The first return code is the fourth byte of the Exit Codes Area,
and the second return code is the last byte of the Exit Codes Area.

• If the exit sets the fourth byte of the Exit Codes Area to D, the data record is deleted. The data record is not passed to
the ISPF function, Browse, or Print processor.

• Any other character in the fourth byte of the Exit Codes Area will pass the data record to the ISPF function.
• If the last byte of the Exit Codes Area is set to R, the Panvalet ISPF Option returns to the Data Retrieval Exit before it

gets the next data record from the Panvalet library.
• The character E in the last byte indicates that the Data Retrieval Exit has ended its analysis, and the Panvalet ISPF

Option should not call the exit again until the next member is retrieved from the library.

NOTE
If your site does not use the Data Retrieval Exit, specifying E as the return code for the first call can reduce
the number of CPU cycles necessary to call the exit routine.

• Any other character in the last byte allows the Panvalet ISPF Option to get the next data line from the Panvalet library
before calling the Data Retrieval Exit again.

Return Code Summary

The following chart summarizes the meanings of various return code combinations:

Byte 4 Byte 5 Processing
* # 1. Pass this record to the ISPF function.

2. Get the next record from the Panvalet
library.
3. Call the exit again.

* R 1. Pass this record to the ISPF function.
2. Do not get the next record from the
Panvalet library.
3. Call the exit again.

* E 1. Pass this record to the ISPF function.
2. Do not call the exit again.

D # 1. Do not pass this record to the ISPF
function.
2. Get the next record from the Panvalet
library.
3. Call the exit again.
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D R 1. Do not pass this record to the ISPF
function.
2. Do not get the next record from the
Panvalet library.
3. Call the exit again.

D E 1. Do not pass this record to the ISPF
function.
2. Do not call the exit again.

  * Represents any character other than D.
# Represents any character other than R or
E.

The following topics show techniques for inserting and deleting records using the Data Retrieval Exit.

Adding Records After the Current Record

Use the following procedure to add records after the current record:

1. Move an R to the last byte of the Exit Codes Area to request that the Panvalet ISPF Option return to the exit after
passing the current record to the ISPF function, but without getting the next record from the library.

2. Return to the Panvalet ISPF Option, which passes the current record to the ISPF function. Call the exit again with the
R still in the last byte of the Exit Codes Area and the last record still in the data record area.

3. Set up the data record area with the new record you want to insert.
4. Return to the Panvalet ISPF Option, which passes the new record to the ISPF function. Call the exit again with the R

still in the last byte of the Exit Codes Area and the last new record still in the data record area.
5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 for every new record you want to insert.
6. When the last of the new records is passed back to the Panvalet ISPF Option, move a blank to the last byte of the Exit

Codes Area. The Panvalet ISPF Option then passes the last new record to the ISPF function and gets the next record
from the library before calling the exit again.

Adding Records Before the Current Record

Use the following procedure to add records before the current record:

1. Move the current record from the data record area to a suitable save area.
2. Move an R to the last byte of the Exit Codes Area to request that the Panvalet ISPF Option return to the exit after

passing the new record to the ISPF function, but without getting the next record from the library.
3. Set up the data record area with the new record you want to insert.
4. Return to the Panvalet ISPF Option, which passes the new record to the ISPF function. Call the exit again with the R

still in the last byte of the Exit Codes Area and the last new record still in the data record area.
5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 for every new record you want to insert.
6. Move the original record from the save area back to the data record area.
7. Move a blank to the last byte of the Exit Codes Area. The Panvalet ISPF Option then passes the original record to the

ISPF function and gets the next record from the library before calling the exit again.
8. Return to the Panvalet ISPF Option, which passes the original record to the ISPF function and gets the next record

from the library before calling the exit again.

Deleting Records

Use the following procedure to delete records:

1. Move a D to the fourth byte of the Exit Codes Area.
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2. Return to the Panvalet ISPF Option, which does not pass the record to the ISPF function. As long as the last byte of
the Exit Codes Area is not an R, the Panvalet ISPF Option reads the next record from the library before calling the exit
again.

Data Save Exit
This exit lets you insert, change, or delete records as they are written to the Panvalet library. Control is given to the Data
Save Exit each time the Panvalet ISPF Option writes a data record to the Panvalet library.

This section covers the following topics:

Parameter Lis

When control is passed to the exit, Register 1 points to the following parameter list:
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Figure 16: data_save_exit_parameter_list
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Exit Codes Area
The first address in the parameter list points to the Exit Codes Area, where the first byte is set to S to indicate that
the Data Save Exit is being called.
The second byte is set to E to indicate that the exit is being called from the Panvalet ISPF Option Edit facility.
The third byte is set to A, C, R, or U to indicate that the exit is being called for Edit Add, Edit Create, Edit Replace,
or Edit Update facilities, respectively.
The fourth byte is normally blank. On the last record to be saved, this byte is set to L. The Panvalet ISPF Option
always resets the fourth byte of the Exit Codes Area to a blank. If the exit sets the fourth byte of the Exit Codes
Area to D, the Panvalet ISPF Option deletes the data line (the data line is not written to the Panvalet library).
The fifth byte is set to blank each time a new record is obtained from the ISPF editor. The exit can set this byte as
a return code, in which case it is not reset until the next record is obtained from the editor. If this byte is set to R, it
indicates that the Panvalet ISPF Option is to return to the exit before getting another record from the editor. (See
Return Code later in this section for information about use of this byte to control the insertion of new lines into the
member.)

ISPF TLD
The second address in the parameter list points to the ISPF Logical Display Table (TLD) for the currently active
screen.

Directory Entry
The third address in the parameter list points to the directory entry for the Panvalet member being processed.
This directory entry is in the 0-UP format, as described in System Management.
This parameter is valid only if you are updating the member. If you are adding or creating a new member, the
directory entry has not yet been created. Therefore, it is not available to the exit. The only information that is
correct is the member name.

Data Record
The content and length of the fourth address in the parameter list depends on the Panvalet options module
(PVOPT) LNGEXIT value selected by the installation:

• If LNGEXIT=NO, the fourth address in the parameter list points to the 80-byte data record that has just been
retrieved from the Panvalet library.

• If LNGEXIT=YES, the length of the record just retrieved from the Panvalet library is four bytes in front of the
passed data record address. To access this value, subtract four from the address passed in the data record
field. The length value must not be altered, and the size of the passed record data must not be altered.

The exit can review, change, or delete this record before it is written to the library. (See the description of how to
insert and delete records later in this section.)

Record Indicator
The fifth address in the parameter list points to the record indicator. The record indicator is a one-byte character
field. It describes the 80 through 4096-byte data record discussed above. Valid values are:
A (Added)

The user added the data record to the Panvalet member during the edit session.
C (Changed)

The user changed the data record during the edit session.
U (Unchanged)

The data record is an ordinary record of the Panvalet member. The data record was not changed during
the edit session.

S (Special)
The record is a Panvalet special comment record. When present, this is the first record in a Panvalet
member. The sequence number for this record is always zero (F'0'). Not all Panvalet members contain a
special comment.
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I (Include)
The record is inserted as a result of Panvalet INCLUDE processing. The sequence number for this record
is always zero (F'0'). This indicator appears for included data records and Panvalet INCLUDE++ header/
trailer records.
For more information, see Data Retrieval Exit.

Sequence Number
The sixth address in the parameter list points to a relative sequence number. This field is a four-byte binary
fullword (FL4). The sequence number represents the relative number of the data record as it appeared in the
original Panvalet member prior to the edit session. For example, if this field contains the value F'27', then the
record was the 27th record in the member when it was retrieved from the Panvalet library for edit.
These are the same sequence numbers that were passed to the Data Retrieval Exit. Even if the data record is
changed, or its relative position in the saved member is changed, this field contains the original sequence number
from the Data Retrieval Exit.
A record that is moved during an edit session does not have the original sequence number. Moved records are
considered to be deleted from their original location and added to their new locations.
Records that were deleted during the edit session do not appear to this exit.
Special comment records, included records, and added records do not have sequence numbers. When the
Record Indicator is S, A, or I, the sequence number is zero.
For more information, see Data Retrieval Exit.

Lib Environment
The seventh address in the parameter list points to a data block that identifies the Panvalet library to which the
passed member's data is about to be saved. A table entry that contains the ddname, data set name, and volume
serial number identifies the Panvalet library.
For more information about the format, see Library Environment Data Block.

Return Code

Two return codes are significant to the Data Save Exit. The first return code is the fourth byte of the Exit Codes Area, and
the second return code is the last byte of the Exit Codes Area.

• If the exit sets the fourth byte of the Exit Codes Area to D, the Panvalet ISPF Option deletes the data line. The data
line is not written to the Panvalet library.

• Any other character in the fourth byte of the Exit Codes Area allows the Panvalet ISPF Option to write the data line into
the Panvalet library.

• If the last byte of the Exit Codes Area is set to R, the Panvalet ISPF Option returns to the Data Save Exit before it gets
the next data line from the Panvalet library.

• The character E in the last byte indicates that the Data Save Exit has ended its analysis, and the Panvalet ISPF Option
should not call the exit again until the next member is written to the library.

NOTE
If your site does not use the Data Save Exit, use of the E return code can reduce the number of CPU cycles
necessary to call the exit routine.

• Any other character in the last byte allows the Panvalet ISPF Option to get the next data line from the Panvalet library
before calling the Data Save Exit again.
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Return Code Summary

The following chart summarizes the meanings of various return code combinations:

Byte 4 Byte 5 Processing

* # 1. Write this record to the Panvalet library.

2. Get the next record from the ISPF
function.

3. Call the exit again.

* R 1. Write this record to the Panvalet library.

2. Do not get the next record from the ISPF
function.

3. Call the exit again.

* E 1. Write this record to the Panvalet library.

2. Do not call the exit again.

D # 1. Do not write this record to the Panvalet
library.

2. Get the next record from the ISPF
function.

3. Call the exit again.

D R 1. Do not write this record to the Panvalet
library.

2. Do not get the next record from the ISPF
function.

3. Call the exit again.

D E 1. Do not write this record to the Panvalet
library.

2. Do not call the exit again.

  * Represents any other character other than
D.
# Represents any character other than R or
E.

The following topics show techniques for inserting and deleting records using the Data Save Exit.

Log Exit
This section covers the following topics:

This exit lets you maintain an audit trail of changes to the Panvalet library, corresponding to the Extended Backup/Audit
Trail facility in batch Panvalet. Control is given to the Log Exit any time an action on the part of the user results in a
change to the Panvalet library. The Log Exit consists of three parts (Log Open, Log Data, and Log Close). Log Open and
Log Close use the same parameter list format, while Log Data uses its own format. The Log Exit sequence is as follows
for each function (except where noted):
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Log Open
The Log Open Exit occurs sometime after (but not necessarily immediately after) the physical open of the
specified Panvalet library. It is used as a method of associating Log Data Exit information with one or more
Panvalet libraries. The Log Close Exit (see below) terminates this association. When the Log Close Exit specifies
a Panvalet library that matches a Panvalet library already specified in a previous Log Open Exit, the specified
Panvalet library is no longer associated with the data returned in the Log Data Exit. For this reason, think of the
Log Open Exit as a logical open as opposed to a physical open. There might be cases where more than one pair
of Log Open and Log Close Exits occurs between the physical open and close of a Panvalet library.
The Log Open Exit and the Log Close Exit are called with the Format 1 parameter list.
The Log Open Exit is called with the Format 1 parameter list sometime after the Panvalet library has been
opened, and immediately before the PAN#1 command stream is passed through the data area of the Log Data
Exit. There is a corresponding Log Close Exit that describes the same library that was identified in the prior Log
Open Exit.

Log Data
The Log Data Exit is called with the Format 2 parameter list pointing to an area which contains a card image of a
batch Panvalet command (++RENAME, ++STATUS, ++UPDATE, and so on) corresponding to the Panvalet ISPF
Option function just successfully completed (RENAME, SAVE, and so on), or an image of the 80- through 4096-
byte data record being applied to the Panvalet library.

Log Close
The Log Close Exit occurs sometime before (not necessarily immediately before) the physical close of the
specified Panvalet library. It is used as a method of terminating the association of Log Data Exit information with
one or more Panvalet libraries. This termination can be determined by matching the specified Panvalet library with
the corresponding library specification found in the previous Log Open Exit.
The Log Close Exit is called with the Format 1 parameter list immediately after the PAN#1 command stream is
passed through the data area of the Log Data Exit and sometime before the Panvalet library is closed. The library
specification in the Log Close Exit matches a corresponding library specification in the previous Log Open Exit.

Save

In the case of a successful save from the Edit facility, the Log Data Exit is called multiple times with a complete +
+UPDATE or ++ADD stream. If the member does not exist in the Panvalet library before the first save, a ++ADD stream
is presented to the Log Exit that includes the contents of the entire member. If the member already exists, a complete
++UPDATE stream that corresponds to the changes made to the Panvalet member since the last successful save is
presented to the Log Exit.

Replace

In the case of a successful replace from the Edit facility, the Log Data Exit is called multiple times with a complete +
+UPDATE (ALL) stream that corresponds to the edit data used to replace the contents of the Panvalet member.

Create

In the case of a successful create from the Edit facility, the Log Data Exit is called multiple times with a complete ++ADD
stream that corresponds to the edit data used to create the new Panvalet member.

Lib-to-Lib Copy

In the case of a successful Lib-to-Lib Copy from the Utility facility, the Log Data Exit is called multiple times with a
complete ++UPDATE (ALL) or ++ADD stream representing the entire member in the "from" Panvalet library.

This section covers the following topics:
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Parameter List

When the Log Open and Log Close Exits receive control, Register 1 points to the following parameter list:

Exit Codes Area (Format 1)
The first address in the parameter list points to the Exit Codes Area. The Panvalet ISPF Option sets the first byte
of the Exit Codes Area to L to indicate that the Log Exit is being called. It sets the second byte to E, C, M, L, or T
to indicate that the exit is being called from the Edit, Changes utility, Manipulation utility, Language Change utility,
Lib-to-Lib Copy, or Lock/Unlock utility facilities, respectively.
It sets the third byte of the Exit Codes Area for the Format 1 parameter list to O or C to indicate that this is a Log
Open or a Log Close Exit, respectively.
The fourth and fifth bytes of the Exit Codes Area are always blank.

ISPF TLD (Format 1)
The second address in the parameter list points to the ISPF Logical Display Table (TLD) for the currently active
screen.

DSN (Format 1)
The third address in the Format 1 parameter list points to the fully qualified data set name for the Panvalet library
being opened or closed. The data set name is 44 characters long, left justified, and padded with trailing blanks as
needed.

VOLSER (Format 1)
The fourth address in the Format 1 parameter list points to the DASD VOLSER of the pack that contains the
Panvalet library being opened or closed. The VOLSER is six characters long, left justified, and padded with
trailing blanks as needed.

Control (Format 1)
The fifth address in the Format 1 parameter list points to the control code entered by the user for access to the
Panvalet library being opened or closed. The control code is five characters long and is in zoned decimal format.

Access (Format 1)
The sixth address in the Format 1 parameter list points to the access code entered by the user for access to the
Panvalet member being processed. The access code is five characters long and is in zoned decimal format.

Lib Environment (Format 1)
The seventh address in the Format 1 parameter list points to a Data Block that identifies the Panvalet library
environment associated with the change action. In the case of the Log Exit, this data block identifies a
concatenation environment that might have been used during the change to the specified number.
For more information about the format, see Library Environment Data Block.

Format 2 Parameter List

When the Log Data Exit receives control, Register 1 points to the following parameter list:

Exit Codes Area (Format 2)
The first address in the parameter list points to the Exit Codes Area. The Panvalet ISPF Option sets the first byte
of the Exit Codes Area to L to indicate that the Log Exit is being called. It sets the second byte to E, C, M, L, or T
to indicate that the exit is being called from the Edit, Changes utility, Manipulation utility, Language Change utility,
Lib-to-Lib Copy, or Lock/Unlock utility facilities, respectively.
It sets the third byte of the Exit Codes Area for the Format 2 parameter list to D to indicate that this is a Log Data
Exit.
The fourth and fifth bytes of the Exit Codes Area are always blank.

ISPF TLD (Format 2)
The second address in the parameter list points to the ISPF Logical Display Table (TLD) for the currently active
screen.
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Data Area (Format 2)
The content and length of the third address of the Format 2 parameter list depends on the Panvalet options
module (PVOPT) LNGEXIT value selected by the installation:

• If LNGEXIT=NO, the third address in the Format 2 parameter list points to any one of the following:
– An 80-byte area that contains a card-image of a Panvalet command corresponding to the ISPF function just

successfully completed
– An 80-byte area that contains a card-image of a data record being applied to the Panvalet library

• If LNGEXIT=YES, the third address in the Format 2 parameter list points to any one of the following:
– An 80-byte area that contains a card-image of a Panvalet command corresponding to the ISPF function just

successfully completed.
– An 80 through 4096-byte area that contains an image of a data record being applied to the Panvalet library.

The length of the record just retrieved from the Panvalet library is four bytes in front of the passed data
record address. To access this value, subtract four from the address passed in the data record field.

In the case of a successful save from the Edit facility, the Log Exit is called multiple times with a complete +
+UPDATE stream that corresponds to the changes made to the Panvalet library since the last successful save.
Data records inserted, deleted, or changed by the Data Retrieval Exit or the Data Save Exit are reflected in the +
+UPDATE stream passed to the Log Exit (the Data Save Exit is implemented before the Log Exit). Data records
that contain ++, --, or /* in the first two positions of the record are converted to $+, $-, and $* respectively, before
the Log Exit is called.
In the case of a successful replace from the Edit facility, the Log Data Exit is called multiple times with a complete
++UPDATE (ALL) stream that corresponds to the edit data that replaced the contents of the Panvalet member.
Data records inserted, deleted, or changed by the Data Save Exit are reflected in the ++UPDATE stream passed
to the Log Exit. Data records that contain ++, --, or /* in the first two positions of the record are converted to $+, $-,
and $* respectively, before the Log Exit is called.
In the case of a successful create from the Edit facility, the Log Data Exit is called multiple times with a complete +
+ADD stream that corresponds to the edit data used to create the new Panvalet member. Data records inserted,
deleted, or changed by the Data Save Exit are reflected in the ++UPDATE stream passed to the Log Exit. Data
records that contain ++, --, or /* in the first two positions of the record are converted to $+, $-, and $* respectively,
before the Log Exit is called.
In the case of a successful Lib-to-Lib Copy from the Utility facility, the Log Data Exit is called multiple times with a
complete ++UPDATE (ALL) or ++ADD stream that corresponds to the member in the "from" Panvalet library. Data
records that contain ++, --, or /* in the first two positions of the record are converted to $+, $-, and $* respectively,
before the Log Exit is called.

Return Code

The Log Exit routine can pass a return code back to the Panvalet ISPF Option in the last byte of the Exit Codes Area:

• The character E indicates that the exit ended its analysis and the Panvalet ISPF Option need not call the Log Exit
again during the processing of this function. If the character E is returned from the Log Data Exit, the next exit called is
the Log Close Exit for this function. If E is returned from the Log Open Exit, the Log Data Exit and Log Close Exit are
not called at all for this function.
If your site does not use the Extended Backup/Audit Trail facility, using this return code can reduce the number of CPU
cycles necessary to analyze the member under edit and to create the batch Panvalet commands that correspond to
the changes made to the member.

• The Panvalet ISPF option ignores any other character in the last byte.

Authorization Exit
This section covers the following topics:
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Use the Authorization Exit to determine whether to allow access to any or all Panvalet library members. Control is given to
the Authorization Exit before any access to a Panvalet library member for all the Panvalet ISPF Option functions, except
for MSL retrieval. Control is also given before the edit of a new member. If a member access is denied, a standard ISPF
error message informs the user that an installation security exit denied the access.

When Panvalet libraries with standard names are concatenated, the DSN and VOLSER parameter values (see below)
identify the Panvalet library within the concatenation associated with the returned directory entry (DIRENTRY). The
Library Environment Data Block is provided to identify all other Panvalet libraries in the order of their concatenation
sequence. Each entry contains the ddname, data set name, and volume serial number.

You can retrieve a member from any Panvalet library within the concatenation. However, the member can be changed (or
created) only in the first library (LIB 1) within the concatenation. In the case where a member is retrieved from other than
the first library (LIB 1) within the concatenation, you must inspect the Library Environment Data Block to determine the
Panvalet library where the member can be updated (or added).

NOTE
This concatenation technique is the same one used by IBM's ISPF/PDF.

When control is passed to the exit, Register 1 points to the following parameter list.

Parameter List
Exit Codes Area

The first address in the parameter list points to the Exit Codes Area, where the first byte is set to A to indicate that
the Authorization Exit is being called.
The second byte is set to B (Browse), E (Edit), C (Changes utility), M (Manipulation utility), L (Language Change
utility), T (Lib-to-Lib Copy utility), O (Member LOCK/UNLOCK utility), or Q (Query Enqueued utility), indicating
from where the exit is.
If the second byte of the Exit Codes Area is set to E, the third byte of the Exit Codes Area is set to I (Edit
Initialization), C (Copy), S (Save), R (Create), or A (Replace).

NOTE
A copy, create, or replace for a non-Panvalet member, such as a PDS member, does not invoke this
exit.

If the second byte of the Exit Codes Area is set to C, the third byte of the Exit Codes Area is set to S (Status), U
(User), L (Level), or M (Comment).
If the second byte of the Exit Codes Area is set to M, the third byte of the Exit Codes Area is set to C (Copy), R
(Rename), or P (Print), to indicate where the Manipulation Exit is called.
If the second byte of the Exit Codes Area is set to L, the third byte of the Exit Codes Area is blank, indicating the
exit is called from the Language Change utility.
If the second byte of the Exit Codes Area is set to T, the third byte of the Exits Code Area is set to S (Restore) or
R (Replace), to indicate the exit is called from the Lib-to-Lib Copy utility function.
Only the Lib-to-Lib Copy function uses the fourth byte of the Exit Codes Area parameter list. For all other
functions, this byte is always blank. The value F indicates that all data within the parameter list is associated with
the From Library; the value T indicates the To Library.
The directory entry and comment data that appears in the T (To Library) parameter list are the same values
that appear in the F (From Library) list when the member does not exist in the To Library. If the member already
exists in the To Library, the Directory Entry and Comment data keep the current values of the existing To Library
member.
For the Lib-to-Lib Copy function, the Authorization Exit is called twice. The first call describes the From
Panvalet Library and is identified with a fourth byte Exit Codes Area value of F. With the From Panvalet Library
specification, the second call describes the To Panvalet Library and is identified with a fourth-byte Exit Codes
Area value of T.
If the second byte of the Exit Codes Area is set to O, the third byte of the Exit Codes Area is set to O (LOCK) or N
(UNLOCK) to indicate that the exit is being called from the LOCK/UNLOCK utility.
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The fifth byte of the Exit Codes Area is always set to blanks.
ISPF TLD

The second address in the parameter list points to the ISPF Logical Display Table (TLD) for the currently active
screen.

DSN
The third address in the parameter list points to the fully qualified data set name for the Panvalet library being
accessed.

VOLSER
The fourth address in the parameter list points to the DASD volume serial number of the pack that contains the
Panvalet library being accessed.

Directory Entry
The fifth address in the parameter list points to the directory entry for the Panvalet member being accessed.
If a COPY or RENAME is done from the Manipulation utility panel, the new member name resulting from the
operation is shown in the ten bytes adjacent to this 80-byte directory entry. Note that this field is valid only for
COPY or RENAME; its value is uncertain at all other times. The field is initialized to binary zeros. When a save or
create adds a new member, the only directory information available for inspection is the member name, language
format, and user code.
If the Language Change utility is being done, the new language name (LANG TYPE) resulting from the operation
is shown in the five bytes adjacent to the directory entry. Note that this field is valid only for Language Change; its
value is uncertain at all other times.

Comment
The sixth address in the parameter list points to the user comment record for the Panvalet member being
accessed. This field is blank during the save or creation of a new member.

Lib Environment
The seventh address in the parameter list points to a data block that identifies the Panvalet library environment
associated with the requested function. In the case of the Authorization Exit, this data block is used to identify a
concatenation environment that can be used for the requested function.
For more information about the format, see the Library Environment Data Block.

Return Code

The Authorization Exit routine can pass a return code back to the Panvalet ISPF Option in the last byte of the Exit Codes
Area.

• The character N indicates that the Panvalet ISPF Option is not to allow access to the library member in question. The
Panvalet ISPF Option gives the user an error message indicating that an installation security exit has denied use of the
attempted function against the library member specified.

• Any other character in the last byte allows the Panvalet ISPF Option to continue processing the library member as
indicated in the exit call.

Messages

Because Panvalet library member access can be denied for any of a number of reasons, it might be desirable to modify
the Broadcom supplied error message and help menu text. The message ID used is Z059 and the help menu member
name is PSPITDNY. The following text is the Broadcom supplied message and help menu:

Message Text

Z059 'MEMBER ACCESS DENIED ' ALARM = YES HELP = PSPITDNY

You are not authorized for the function attempted against the member chosen.
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HELP Display

TUTORIAL ---------------- CA-PANVALET ACCESS CONTROL ------------------ TUTORIAL

COMMAND  ===>                                                                    

                                                                                 

  An installation security exit has determined that you are not authorized       

  to use this function against the member you have specified.                   

Option for TSO
Panvalet Option for TSO lets you develop programs online. Under TSO, the command processor performs storage and
retrieval functions of all programs and data stored in the Panvalet library.

Panvalet Option for TSO:

• Executes concurrently in multiple TSO regions and on shared DASD among multiple CPUs.
• Invokes commands entered at the user's terminal during a TSO logon session and uses TSO prompting techniques.
• Provides commands to add and maintain Panvalet for z/OS members, which can be retrieved into a TSO sequential

data set or a PDS. Likewise, both TSO sequential data sets and PDS members can be added to a Panvalet for z/OS
library.

• Provides the capability to change and display member attributes.
• Allows display of all or part of a Panvalet for z/OS member.
• Supports member LOCK and UNLOCK commands.
• Supports TSO submitted batch jobs referencing TSO formatted members.

This section describes how to use the Panvalet Option for TSO and describes the files that the PAN Command Processor
uses in processing Panvalet library members.

The rest of the section is divided into several topics to provide information about File Requirements and Options, PAN
Command Processor for TSO, Sample TSO Sessions with PAN, and Exit Facilities for TSO

File Requirements and Options
The following topics are covered in this section:
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The PAN Command Processor uses the ddnames PANDD1, PANDD2, and PANDD3 for input and output library/data files.
Messages are written to the user's terminal.

Library File (PANDD1)

The Panvalet library resides on a direct access storage device and contains source programs, object programs, job
control, and card image data files. It is logically segmented into library members referred to by name in Panvalet
commands.

The PAN Command Processor normally uses the ddname PANDD1 to specify the Panvalet library file. The library can
reside on any z/OS supported DASD. PAN#4 allocates space and formats the blocks. PAN#4 is normally executed in a
batch environment but can be executed under TSO using a CALL command. You can have multiple libraries, and each
can reside on multiple DASD volumes. If you use multiple libraries, ensure that they have different data set names. If you
want a multi-volume library, create it in a batch PAN#4 execution rather than invoking it from the user terminal.

PANDD1 should normally be a catalogued data set. Support is provided for shared DASD operation on all DASD devices.
Always use the library data set with DISP=SHR.

See Execution Under TSO for information about initializing the Panvalet library file by calling PAN#4 from the user
terminal and using a batch PAN#4 execution.

Output Work File (PANDD2)

The PAN Command Processor uses the ddname PANDD2 for its output work file. Any data selected by a PAN RETRIEVE
command is placed on this file. This work file is normally a catalogued TSO sequential data set with the following naming
standard:

userid.panname.type

Following is a description of these options:

userid
The user's logon ID.
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panname
The Panvalet member you want to retrieve. If the member name is greater than 10 characters, enter in the first
eight characters (high-order) of the member name you want to retrieve.

type
The language type converted to a standard TSO type qualifier as follows:

Format TSO Qualifier

ALC, BAL ASM

COBOL, COBOL-72, ANSCOBOL COBOL

FORTRAN FORT

PL/I, PL/1 PLI

OBJECT OBJ

JCL CNTL

AUTOCODER, RPG, DATA, and OTHER DATA

USER1, USER2, USER3, USER4, USER180, USER780 Set to the value specified in PVOPT

Use the DATASET operand on the RETRIEVE request to modify this naming convention.

• If the PANDD2 data set is new, the installation-option block size and record length of 80 are used.
• If the PANDD2 data set is old and you are reusing it, the original block size is used.
• If the PANDD2 data set refers to a member of a PDS, the PDS must be an existing PDS.

The PANDD2 data set is always written as a RECFM=FB, RECLN=80 file.

Input Work File (PANDD3)

The PAN Command Processor uses the ddname PANDD3 for the input work file. Any data selected by a PAN ADD or
a PAN STORE command is read from this file. This work file is normally a cataloged TSO sequential data set with the
following naming standard:

userid.panname.type

Following is a description of these options:

userid
The user's logon ID.

panname
The Panvalet member you want to add or store (maximum of eight characters).

type
The TSO type qualifier.

The PANDD3 data set must be old and cannot be empty. If several type qualifiers exist for the desired data set name,
you are prompted to choose one. Use the DATASET operand with the ADD or STORE request to modify the naming
convention.

The PANDD3 file is normally expected to be RECFM=FB, RECLN=80 file. If a VB file is encountered, the first 4 bytes of
each record are dropped, and a maximum of 80 bytes are accepted as input.
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User's Terminal

Informational, error, and termination messages from the PAN Command Processor are listed directly to the user's
terminal. Input resulting from prompt messages is accepted directly from the user's terminal.

PAN Command Processor for TSO
The PAN Command Processor is structured to serve both programmers and programming management in processing
Panvalet library members.

An exit facility is provided to accommodate user-written routines in the PAN Command Processor. See Exit Facilities for
more information about exits.

The following sections provide more information about the PAN Command Processor for TSO. 

PAN Subcommands for TSO
The following sections describe the subcommands of the PAN Command Processor.

ADD Subcommand

The following topics are covered in this section:

The ADD subcommand adds TSO sequential data sets or PDS members to the Panvalet library. Required information
includes the Panvalet member name and the language format. Data sets added to the library with the formats ALC,
COBOL, PL/1, FORTRAN, JCL, or any ZTYPEs that mimic the mentioned languages are normally stored with Panvalet
internal format, retaining the sequence NUMBER field. Other language types are stored with Panvalet internal format.

Syntax

PAN ADD              NAME              {FORMAT(  )}

                                       [DATASET(  )]

                                       [DDNAME(  )]

                                       [USER(  )]

                                       [NOFORMAT]

                                       [PANVALET]

                                       [TSO     ]

                                       [DELETE]

                                       [KEEP  ]

                                       [CONTROL(  )]

Parameters
PAN ADD

The minimum abbreviation is PAN A.
Name

The member name of the Panvalet member name you want to add.
When you initially enter a member into the library, assign the member a unique name. This name is used to
reference the member for retrievals. The name can consist of ten alphanumeric or special characters in any order
or combination
(A-Z, 0-9, #, $, or @).
See Keyword Summary for additional information.
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FORMAT( )
Required. Specifies the library formats. The Panvalet name that you add with certain TSO formats is stored
according to one of the following Panvalet formats:

TSO Format Panvalet Format

PLI, PLIF, IPLI, PL/I, or PL/1 PL/I

CNTL JCL

TEXT, BASIC, CLIST or GOFORT OTHER

For a complete list of available formats, see Keyword Summary (default naming conventions).

The minimum abbreviation is F.

DATASET( )
Optional. Specifies the input data set name. The minimum abbreviation is D.

DDNAME( )
Optional. Specifies an alternate ddname for the Panvalet library. The minimum abbreviation is DD.

USER( )
Optional. Specifies a user code for the library member. The minimum abbreviation is U.

NOFORMAT
Optional. Requests that neither special TSO handling nor Panvalet handling is performed, but that each entire
statement is stored. The minimum abbreviation is N.

PANVALET*
Optional. Requests that special TSO handling is not performed, but that each statement is stored according to the
Panvalet internal format. The minimum abbreviation is P.

TSO*
Optional. Requests that each statement is stored with TSO internal format. The minimum abbreviation is T.

DELETE**
Optional. Requests that the input data set is deleted after a successful add. The minimum abbreviation is DE.

KEEP**
Optional. Requests that the input data set is kept after a successful add. The minimum abbreviation is K.

CONTROL( )
Optional. Specifies a library control value needed to successfully perform the add if the subcommand is
suppressed. The minimum abbreviation is CON.
* The installation default for internal formatting can be Panvalet or TSO. You can use the opposite parameter to
override the default at execution time.
** The installation default for disposition of the input data set can be KEEP or DELETE. You can use the opposite
parameter to override the default at execution time.

Examples
This section provides examples of how to code the ADD command:

• Specify the following to add a TSO data set with a data set name of userid.PAYROLL5.ASM to the
Panvalet library under the name of PAYROLL5, using BAL TSO internal format. The input data set is
deleted if the add is successful.

PAN A PAYROLL5 F(BAL) TSO DE
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If TSO is the installation default parameter, specify the following to add a TSO data set with a data set name
of userid.V2DATERPT.COBOL to the Panvalet library under the name of V3DATERPT. Uses a COBOL TSO
internal format and assigns a user code of 32 to the new member.

PAN A V3DATERPT F(COBOL)

DA(V2DATERPT) U(32)

• Specify the following to add a TSO data set with a data set name of SFTWRE.JCLTEST.CNTL to the
Panvalet library under the name of TSTNEWJCL, using a JCL Panvalet internal format.

PAN AD TSTNEWJCL

DA('SFTWRE.JCLTEST.CNTL') F(JCL) PAN

CHANGE Subcommand

The CHANGE subcommand can apply, alter, or remove several Panvalet member attributes. These are changes in status,
user code, level number, or user comment. For more information on the purpose of these subcommands, see Using.

The following topics are covered in this section:

Syntax

PAN CHANGE           NAME               {STATUS(  )  }

                                        {USER(  )    }

                                        {LEVEL(  )   }

                                        {COMMENT(' ')}

                                        [DDNAME(  )]

                                        [ACCESS(  )]

                                        [CONTROL(  )]

Parameters
PAN CHANGE

The minimum abbreviation is PAN CH.
Name

The member name is the Panvalet member name selected for the change.

See the Keyword Summary section for additional information.

STATUS( )
Required. Specifies a status change. The minimum abbreviation is S.

USER( )
Required. Specifies a user code or user security level change. The minimum abbreviation is U.

LEVEL( )
Required. Specifies a level change. The minimum abbreviation is L.

COMMENT(' ')
Required. Specifies a user comment. The minimum abbreviation is COM.

DDNAME( )
Optional. Specifies an alternate ddname for the Panvalet library. The minimum abbreviation is DD.
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ACCESS( )
Optional. Specifies a security value to allow access to a user security-protected Panvalet library member. The
minimum abbreviation is A.

CONTROL( )
Optional. Specifies a library control value needed to successfully perform the change if the subcommand is
suppressed. The minimum abbreviation is CON.

Examples
This section provides examples of how to code the CHANGE subcommand:

• Specify the following to perform a status change to production on DATAREC1 on the Panvalet library.

PAN CHA DATAREC1 S(PROD)

• Specify the following to perform a level change in XYZFILE from 65 to 1, provided 65 matches the current
level number of the member. The character A indicates that the member is user security protected. The
PAN Command Processor prompts the user for this value on the print bypass mode.

PAN CHANGE XYZFILE L(65 1) A

• Specify the following to change the user code of QUERYSET10 on the Panvalet library to a value of 6.

PAN CH QUERYSET10 U(6)

• Specify the following to attach the user comment specified in the quotes to PAYRLCALV9.

PAN CH PAYRLCALV9

 COM('CALIF PAYROLL RUN VERSION 9

 09-15-73')

COPY Subcommand

The COPY subcommand creates a duplicate member on the Panvalet library. You give the copy a new name and
Panvalet places the copy in test, enabled status. Required information includes the original Panvalet member name and
the new member name you want to create.

DISPLAY Subcommand

The DISPLAY subcommand displays a Panvalet library member at the terminal. You can display the requested member in
its entirety or in various selected portions.

LISTDS Subcommand

The LISTDS subcommand lets you inspect the attributes of a Panvalet library member. The Panvalet member name is
required. Information for the requested member is listed to the user's terminal and includes level number, user code,
status, record length, language, blocks used, number of statements, dates of last maintenance and last access, last action
taken, and percent utilization.

LOCK Subcommand

The LOCK subcommand lets you lock a member to your TSO user ID. Once a member is locked, only the user it is locked
to can alter it. Other users cannot modify the member's data, attributes, or comment in any way (regardless of status).
Locking a member is treated as an action against that member. For locked members, Panvalet reports the last action
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value as LOC. Locking a member does not modify any of the member's current attributes. For more information about the
LOCK subcommand, see Executing PAN#1.

PRINT Subcommand

The PRINT subcommand prints a selective directory list in abbreviated format (72 characters per line) at the user's
terminal. You can select on namekey, status, user code, or language type. Regardless of the selection, the listing appears
in name sequence. Other TSO or batch users can access the Panvalet library while this subcommand is being performed.
Subtotals or summaries are not produced. You must supply the proper control code, as in PAN#2, for this subcommand to
execute successfully.

RENAME Subcommand

The RENAME subcommand changes the name of a Panvalet library member. Required information includes the old
member name and the new member name.

RETRIEVE Subcommand

The RETRIEVE subcommand copies a Panvalet library member from the library to a TSO sequential data set or to a
PDS member. A standard TSO dsname is normally generated based on the user ID, the Panvalet member name, and the
Panvalet language format. The TSO EDIT or the interactive compilers can read the retrieved data.

STORE Subcommand

The STORE subcommand updates a Panvalet library member by replacing a TSO sequential data set or PDS member.
Required information includes the Panvalet member name and the current level number.

UNLOCK Subcommand

The UNLOCK subcommand removes the LOCK indicator from a Panvalet member.
For more information, see LOCK.

Keyword Summary for TSO

The following table is a summary of possible keyword usage with the Panvalet TSO Option subcommands. The minimum
abbreviations of the subcommands are shown in bold text.

Note: Keywords used with PAN subcommands must be enclosed as a group in a single set of parentheses.

Keyword Where Used Action Format
ACCESS Optional with COPY,

RETRIEVE, STORE, RENAME,
CHANGE, LISTDS, and
DISPLAY subcommands.

Allows access to a user security
protected Panvalet library
member.

Numeric value one to five digits.
If entered without parentheses,
the access code is prompted for
in bypass mode.
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COMMENT Optional with the LISTDS,
CHANGE, and PRINT
subcommands.

CHANGE subcommand—
Indicates a request to add,
replace, or delete a user
comment record on a Panvalet
library member.
 
LISTDS, PRINT subcommands
—Indicates a request to have
the user comment record listed
to the user terminal along with
the normal information.

CHANGE subcommand—Up to
fifty positions of information of
any type, entered in quotes.

CONTROL Optional with ADD, COPY,
CHANGE, RENAME,
RETRIEVE, STORE, LISTDS,
and DISPLAY subcommands.
Required with the PRINT
subcommand.

Allows the execution of a
suppressed subcommand or of
a subcommand that is normally
protected.

Numeric value one to five digits.
The minimum abbreviation
is CON. If entered without
parentheses, the control code is
prompted for in bypass mode.

DATASET Optional with the ADD,
RETRIEVE, and STORE
subcommands.

Allows input or output data set
naming other than standard
default.

See DATASET NOTE, which
follows this table.

DDNAME Optional on the ADD,
COPY, CHANGE, RENAME,
RETRIEVE, STORE, LISTDS,
PRINT, and DISPLAY
subcommands.

Lets you use a ddname other
than PANDD1 for the Panvalet
library. You can use any
ddname except PANDD2 or
PANDD3. The ddnames must
be allocated to the respective
libraries prior to invoking PAN. If
omitted, PANDD1 is used.

From one‑ to eight‑position
alphanumeric ddname allocated
to a Panvalet library.

DELETE Optional with the ADD and
STORE subcommands.

Allows an override of the system
installation option to keep an
input data set after the ADD
or STORE subcommand is
successfully completed. If the
system installation option is to
delete the input data set, then
this operand has no effect.
If the data set keyword gives a
quoted DSN or points to a PDS
member, the input data set is
not deleted.

 

EXPAND Optional on the RETRIEVE and
DISPLAY subcommands.

The embedded source level
command, ++INCLUDE,
allows standardization and
storage efficiency in a Panvalet
library. Use of this parameter
allows an override of the
system installation option to
not EXPAND includes during
retrieval. If the installation
default is to EXPAND includes,
then this operand has no effect.
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FORMAT Required with the ADD
subcommand

Indicates the Panvalet
format used. See Using for a
description of the formats. If
the TSO operand/default is
used, the following language
types are stored with the
TSO sequence numbers and
are flagged as having TSO
internal format: ASM, COBOL,
ANSCOBOL, FORT, PLI, CNTL,
or any ZTYPEs that mimic the
mentioned languages.
Note: This also applies to
USER1, USER2, USER3,
USER4, USER180, and
USER780. The value is set to
the value specified in PVOPT.

The available values are:
• AUTOCODER
• ALC, BAL
• COBOL, ANSCOBOL
• COBOL‑72
• DATA3
• FORTRAN, FORT
• JCL
• OBJECT
• OTHER
• PL/1, PL/I
• RPG
• USER1, USER2, USER3,

USER4, USER180, and
USER780 (see Note under
Action column)

Note: The Panvalet TSO Option
supports user formats and
ZTYPEs.

KEEP Optional with the ADD and
STORE subcommands.

Allows an override of the system
installation option to delete an
input data set after the ADD
or STORE subcommand is
successfully completed. If the
system installation option is to
KEEP the input data set, then
this operand has no effect.

 

LEVEL Required with the STORE
subcommand, optional with the
CHANGE subcommand.

STORE subcommand - Allows
the input data set to replace
a Panvalet library member in
an UPDATE...ALL fashion.
The value used is the value
reported during the most recent
RETRIEVE operation on that
library member.
CHANGE subcommand—Allows
a change in level number.
The first value must match
the current level before the
requested level change can be
made.

Numeric value one to three
positions. You must supply
one value (current‑level) with
the STORE request. You must
supply two values (old‑level,
new‑level) with the CHANGE
request.

NAME Optional with the PRINT
subcommand.

Causes all Panvalet library
members that begin with
the named characters to be
selected for the listing.

From one to ten alphanumeric
and special characters.
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NOEXPAND Optional with the RETRIEVE
and DISPLAY subcommands.

The embedded source level
command, ++INCLUDE, allows
standardization and storage
efficiency in a Panvalet library.
Use of this parameter allows
an override of the system
installation option to EXPAND
INCLUDEs during retrieval. If
the installation default is to not
EXPAND INCLUDEs, then this
operand has no effect.

 

NOFORMAT Optional with the ADD
subcommand

Causes the library member to
be identified by the requested
format, yet the entire statement
is stored with no alteration or
stripping of fields. Normally this
is not used.

 

PANVALET Optional with the ADD,
RETRIEVE, DISPLAY, and
STORE subcommands.

ADD, STORE subcommands
—Causes the library member
to be added or stored with
Panvalet internal format.
Sequence and identification
fields are stripped before
storage on the library. Use
of this parameter allows
an override of the system
installation option to use
PANVALET internal format when
applicable.
RETRIEVE and DISPLAY
subcommands: Causes the
library member to be retrieved
with normal Panvalet formatting.
A five‑position sequence field
with sequencing by ones is used
when applicable. Use of this
parameter allows an override
of the system installation option
to retrieve members with TSO
sequencing when possible.
With this parameter specified,
you can retrieve a maximum of
99,999 records from the library
member.

 

RECLN Optional with the STORE
subcommands.

Causes the existing member's
record length to be changed.
Use of this parameter allows
an override of the existing
member's record length, and
replaces it with the new record
length. If the member's record
length is greater than 80 bytes,
the language type must be
DATA. The input member record
length must match the RECLN
specified in the PAN STORE
RECLN(nnnn) command.

The record length is a one to
four digit numeric value.
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SEQ 1, SEQ 2 Optional with the DISPLAY
subcommand.

Causes specific statements to
be displayed on the terminal.

SEQ1 indicates the first
statement you want to display.
SEQ2 indicates the last
statement you want to display.

STATUS Optional with the CHANGE and
PRINT subcommands.

CHANGE subcommand—
Causes the requested status
change to be made to the library
member.
PRINT subcommand—Causes
all Panvalet library members
with the requested status to be
selected for the listing.

The alpha parameter and
allowable abbreviations for
the CHANGE and PRINT
subcommands are:

D
ISABLE

E
NABLE

P
ROD

I
NACTIVE

A
CTIVE

For the PRINT subcommand
only, an additional status
abbreviation of TEST is allowed.
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TSO Optional with the ADD,
RETRIEVE, DISPLAY, and
STORE subcommands.

ADD, STORE subcommands
—Causes the library member
to be added or stored with
TSO internal format for
BAL, ANSCOBOL, COBOL,
FORTRAN, PL/1, JCL, or
any ZTYPEs that mimic the
mentioned language types,
unless the member is currently
stored as NOFORMAT. All
other language types are
automatically stored with
Panvalet internal format.
When the member is added
or stored according to TSO
internal format, the appropriate
sequence file is retained.
If the input data set is in
non‑ascending sequence, the
ADD/STORE fails. Use of this
parameter allows an override of
the system installation option to
use TSO internal formatting.
RETRIEVE and DISPLAY
subcommands—Cause
members of BAL, ANSCOBOL,
COBOL, FORTAN, PL/1, or
JCL language formats to be
automatically sequenced in TSO
formats for retrieval or display.
This applies to any ZTYPEs that
mimic the mentioned languages.
All other language types and all
NOFORMAT types are treated
with PANVALET sequencing
when applicable.
Use of this parameter allows
an override of the system
installation option to use TSO
sequencing on all retrievals or
displays. With this parameter
specified, you can retrieve a
maximum of 99,999 records
from the library member.
Note: TSO‑sequenced
members should not be
larger than 99,999 physical
statements; therefore, retrieves
or displays should not go
beyond physical statement
99,999. Using PANVALET
sequencing allows the retrieval
or display beyond physical
statement 99,999.

 

 TYPE Optional with the PRINT
subcommand.

 Causes all Panvalet library
members with the requested
language type to be selected for
the listing.

The parameter to be supplied
follows the same format as
described under the FORMAT
keyword.
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USER Optional with the CHANGE,
ADD, and PRINT
subcommands.

CHANGE subcommand—
Causes the user code or user
security level for the library
member to be changed to a new
value.
ADD subcommand—Causes a
user code to be established. If
omitted, user code is zero.
PRINT subcommand—Causes
all Panvalet library members
with the requested user code
or range of user codes to be
selected for listing.

The user code is a one to four
digit numeric value.
CHANGE subcommand—If
there is a user security level,
the user code and user security
level, which is a one digit
numeric value, are supplied
in the order; user code, user
security level.
PRINT subcommand—You
can supply one or two user
code values. When you specify
one user code value, only the
user code specified is selected.
When two user code values
are specified (separated by a
space), all user codes inclusive
of the first value and the second
value are selected. The listing
remains in Panvalet name
sequence.

VOLUME Optional with the RETRIEVE
subcommand.

Causes the requested member
to be written to a specific
volume.

 

Note: DATASET has the following default naming conventions:

userid.panname.type

Where userid is a one‑ to seven‑position ID from the User Profile, panname is a one to eight high‑order position of the
library member's name, and type is a TSO qualifier.

For input operations, you are prompted for the correct qualifier if there are multiple qualifiers for the DSNAME. For output
operations, a qualifier is selected according to the Panvalet internal format, as follows:

AllFusion Panvalet TSO Qualifier
BAL, ALC ASM
COBOL, COBOL‑72, ANSCOBOL COBOL
FORTRAN FORT
PL/I, PL/1 PLI
OBJECT OBJ
JCL CNTL
AUTOCODER, RPG, DATA, OTHER DATA

When you supply DATASET as a single level (DSNAME), the following default is used:

userid.DSNAME.type

          |

       supplied

When you supply DATASET as a qualified name (DSNAME.XTYPE), the following default is used:

userid.DSNAME.XTYPE
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          |

       supplied

When you supply DATASET as a quoted value ('ABSOLUTE'), the system uses the exact value supplied:

ABSOLUTE

 

Interface between TSO/Batch Processing
A number of considerations have been made for the TSO user who wants to reference TSO formatted members on the
Panvalet library in a batch mode (submitting a job which executes PAN#1).

The special formatting option is part of the ++ADD command. The ++ADD command in the PAN-TSO environment
supports the optional parameter (TSO), which you can supply in place of the NOFORMAT parameter. This parameter
requests special TSO internal storage and processing for the member you are adding to the Panvalet library. This operand
is ignored for formats other than:

• ANSCOBOL
• BAL (or ALC)
• COBOL
• FORTRAN
• JCL
• PL/I (or PL/1)

The special processing features for a TSO library member with PAN#1 follow:

• The program, when added to the library in a batch PAN#1 run, is resequenced by tens (10s), and these sequence
numbers are stored on the library.

• When you retrieve the member using batch PAN#1 or the TSO PAN Command Processor, a special comment record
is developed to inform the user of the Panvalet name, the LEVEL number of the member, and the Date of Last
Maintenance. This comment is a separate statement, and its sequence number is all zeros.

• For the COBOL format with the TSO option, the ID portion of the statement is blank after the first three cards.
• You can make a batch mode update of a program stored with TSO format using PAN#1. The ++C updating technique

is used. For example, the following deletes all statements starting with 4090 and including 5032:

++C 4090,5032

This next example inserts, after the statement number 6050, the cards:

++C 6050

...statements to insert

And this last example deletes all the statements starting with 7032 and including 7040, and inserts the cards which
follow in the place of the deleted statements:

++C 7032,7040

...statements to replace

The updated program is renumbered by tens. A compile of the updated member shows the new sequence numbers.

Special Processing Features

The special processing features for a TSO library member with the PAN Command Processor are described in the
following topics. The PAN Command Processor can retrieve or display the member in a variety of ways as follows:
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• A PAN R or PAN D with PANVALET,NOEXPAND parameters or defaults performs the retrieval or display exactly as a
PAN#1 ++WRITE PRINT.

• A PAN R or PAN D with PANVALET,EXPAND parameters or defaults performs the retrieval or display exactly as a
PAN#1 ++WRITE WORK (except for PL/1).
Multi-level ++INCLUDEs, if present, are expanded.

• A PAN R or PAN D with TSO,NOEXPAND parameters or defaults retrieves the following format types with a generated
sequence field, sequenced by tens, filling the entire sequence field: ASM, COBOL, FORT, PLI, CNTL. Members that
are already stored with TSO format use the stored sequence numbers. Other formats or any language types stored as
NOFORMAT are retrieved exactly as a PAN#1 ++WRITE PRINT.

• A PAN R or PAN D with TSO,EXPAND parameters or defaults retrieves the following format types with a generated
sequence field, sequenced by tens, filling the entire sequenced field: ASM, COBOL, FORT, PLI, CNTL, or any ZTYPEs
that mimic the mentioned languages. Embedded ++INCLUDES are expanded and sequenced inline with the original
member.
Members already stored with TSO format are resequenced by tens from the beginning rather than using the stored
sequence numbers. (This is done to accommodate the inline sequencing of the expanded includes.)
Other formats or any language type stored as NOFORMAT is retrieved with Panvalet sequencing, if applicable. Multi-
level ++INCLUDEs are expanded and sequenced, if applicable, inline with the original member.
The expansion of the ++INCLUDEs is performed as follows. The first level include (or outermost include) is expanded
with a special header and trailer comment to mark the beginning and end of the included member. Additional levels of
includes are expanded normally.
The format of the header comment follows:

type         column______________________

             1 2 3     7 8           7172

             | | |     | |            | |

COBOL, RPG   | | |     * INCLUDE++    | |

FORT         C | |       INCLUDE++    | |

PLI            / *       INCLUDE++    * /

CNTL         / / *       INCLUDE++

ASM and      *           INCLUDE++

all others

The format of the trailer comment is the same except for the key phrase END INCLUDE++, which starts in column 8 of
the trailer record.

WARNING
You must not alter the comments under TSO EDIT if the member is to be properly stored back on the Panvalet
library.

The resulting output member is compatible, if TSO sequencing is applicable, with the TSO interactive compilers or with
TSO EDIT.

The following processing techniques are used when adding or storing a member with the PAN Command Processor:

• A PAN A or PAN S with the PANVALET operand or default performs normal Panvalet formatting (sequence and
identification fields are dropped when possible). Any expanded includes, marked by the header and trailer comments
generated by a PAN R, are compressed back to a single ++INCLUDE statement as the member is written to
the Panvalet library.

• A PAN A or PAN S with the TSO operand or default retains existing sequence numbers for ALC, ANSCOBOL, COBOL,
FORTRAN, PL/I, or JCL library formats (unless currently stored as NOFORMAT). The specially expanded includes are
compressed back to single ++INCLUDE statements.
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NOTE
TSO sequenced members should not be larger than 99,999 physical statements; therefore, retrieves or displays
should not go beyond physical statement 99,999. Using Panvalet sequencing allows the retrieval or display
beyond physical statement 99,999.

Execution Under TSO
This section describes execution under TSO:

PAN Command Processor

Execute the PAN Command Processor by invoking the command (PAN) and the desired subcommand with its operands
directly from the user's terminal during a TSO logon session. To execute in this fashion, the PAN load module should
be located in either the TSO command library or in a private command library. To concatenate this library to the TSO
command library, use a //STEPLIB DD statement in the user's logon procedure.

To use the PAN Command Processor during a terminal session, you must first allocate the ddname of PANDD1. You can
accomplish this in one of the following ways:

• Modify the user's logon procedure to include the allocation using a DD statement.
• Issue the following allocation command during the terminal session after the logon, where x is the DSNAME for

the Panvalet library:

ALLOCATE FILE(PANDD1) DATASET(x) SHR

We recommend the first method because it is automatic with every logon and transparent to the user.

For easy access to multiple Panvalet libraries during a single logon session, assign additional ddnames to the libraries
during or after logon and use the ddname operand with each PAN request to indicate the ddname of the library you want
to access. You can use any appropriate ddname, except PANDD2 and PANDD3.

Syntax Format

This topic describes the PAN Command Processor syntax format.

Pan Subcommand        Name              Keywords/Values

PAN Subcommand

The command is PAN, followed by a space and then the subcommand. The minimum abbreviation for a subcommand is
variable, and it is followed by a space.

Name

A one- to ten-character Panvalet member name that the subcommand processes. It is followed by a space.

Keywords/Values

Keywords are non-positional and delimited by a space or spaces from each other and from their values (if any). You can
abbreviate each keyword as described in the keyword summary. You can specify keywords in any order.

Keyword values assign meaning or quantity that directs or qualifies the action of the keyword; an operand. The value of a
keyword must follow right after the keyword.

Required keywords are enclosed in braces:
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{required}

Mutually exclusive required keywords are stacked in braces:

{ one of these }

{ keywords     }

{ is required  }

Optional keywords are enclosed in brackets:

[Optional]

Mutually exclusive, optional keywords are stacked in brackets:

[ one of these ]

[ keywords     ]

[ can be used  ]

Variables (for example, a Panvalet member name or keyword value) are shown in lower case.

Batch Program

You can execute the PAN Command Processor only while TSO is active; the batch Panvalet programs (PAN#1, PAN#2,
PAN#3, PAN#4, PAN#6, PAN#7, PAN#8) from the user's terminal should generally be avoided unless being used with
the SUBMIT feature. This is recommended for reasons of efficiency only. If you must execute the batch program under
TSO (using the CALL command), route the SYSPRINT data set to a disk file. You can list this disk file after the program is
finished rather than routing SYSPRINT directly to the user's terminal.

To execute a PAN#4 under TSO for the purpose of creating a small testing Panvalet library, issue the following series of
TSO commands either one by one or by defining the commands in a command procedure:

ALLOC FI(SYSPRINT) DA(PAN4.LIST) NEW SP(105) BL(1210)

ALLOC FI(SYSIN) DA(*)

ALLOC FI(PANDD1) DA(PANVALET.LIBRARY) NEW SP(76) BL(3156)

CALL 'SYS1.LINKLIB(PAN#4)'

++CLEAR

++SUPPRESS ++RENAME

LIST PAN4.LIST 2 12 NONUM COL(1:90)

DELETE (PAN4.LIST)

Internal Organization

The PAN Command Processor performs its interactive functions using the standard IBM service routines, IKJSCAN and
IKJPARS. Data set allocations (other than the Panvalet library allocation) are performed dynamically using IKJDFLT and
IKJDAIR.

All interactive processing and allocations are performed before any attempt is made to access the Panvalet library. This
ensures that the library is updated or accessed by a single user for the shortest possible time.

When the library is accessed, a PAN attention interrupt routine is in effect. This exit routine is incorporated to attempt to
close any opened files in the event of an attention interrupt. The exit is not in effect while PAN is processing interactive
data or while performing dynamic allocation. The first attention interrupt causes the message PAN INTERRUPTED to print
at the terminal. You can take one of three courses of action:
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• Enter a null line. This causes the Panvalet Option for TSO to continue processing as normal. Note that the contents of
any of the buffers can be lost.

• Give a second attention interrupt. The Panvalet Option for TSO leaves the user in the READY mode.
• Enter any non-blank characters. This is necessary to clear a footprint, if the FTP option is in use, before going to the

READY mode.

Messages are normally written to the user's terminal after library processing is complete.

Sample TSO Sessions with PAN
This section contains sample TSO sessions using the PAN Command Processor subcommands. This section also
contains a sample TSO session using suppressed subcommands.

RETRIEVE and STORE Subcommands

Code Explanation

Logon

READY

alloc fi(pandd1) da('panvalet') shr1

READY

You can skip this step if PANDD1 is allocated in the logon process.

pan ret a2501835v42

DONE 1488 STMT (S) LEVEL 015

READY

edit a2501835 asm old

EDIT

 .

 .

 .

A Panvalet member called A2501835V4 is retrieved to a TSO
sequential data set called userid.A2501835.type, where type is a
type qualifier developed from the Panvalet format.

Save

SAVED

end

READY

pan store a2501835v4 lev(15)3

When editing is complete, store the changed copy of the program
back on the Panvalet library with the store operand.

DONE 1535 STMT(S) LEVEL 016

READY

pan ret a2501835v4 expand4

This retrieval creates a copy with the same name as the retrieve
request above, but imbedded ++INCLUDE statements are
expanded. You can skip this step if the data set contains no
includes.
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DATASET A2501835.ASM IS ABOUT TO BE REUSED ...

* *ENTER CARRIER RETURN TO CONTINUE OR ATTENTION TO

   SPECIFY NEW COMMAND

NOTE PV184 V4MACROS EXPANDED

DONE 3522 STMT(S) LEVEL 016

READY

asm a2501835 list test print(a25018835.list)5

Compile the member using an interactive compiler or assembler,
or set up a job for use with the SUBMIT subcommand.

NO STATEMENTS FLAGGED ...

READY

link ...

READY

test6

*  This message is not disaplayed when retrieving

   to a PDS.

At the end of the logon session, you can delete the TSO data sets,
since you can retrieve them from the Panvalet library at a future
session.

STORE, CHANGE, COPY, RENAME, and DISPLAY Subcommands

Code Explanation

logon...

READY

pan r a25018351

DONE, 298 STMT(s) level 018

READY

Once a program is tested and ready to be frozen, retrieve again.

pan st a2501835 lev(18) panv delete2

DONE, 298 STMT(S) LEVEL 019

INPUT DELETED

READY

Then store the data set using the Panvalet operand so the TSO
sequence numbers are dropped. After the store is completed, the
TSO data set is deleted as requested by the DELETE operand.

pan ch a2501835 stat(prod)3

DONE

READY

Issue a change request with the status operand to flag the
member as production on the Panvalet library.

pan rename a2501835 a2501835v44

DONE

READY

Rename the program, if desired, with a production type naming
convention.
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pan change a2501835v4 comment

  ('inventory control master file update v4 09-13-94')

DONE

READY5

Apply a user comment describing the production program, if
desired.

pan copy a2501835v4 a25018356

DONE, 298 STMT(S) LEVEL 019

READY

Create a test copy for future changes before the production
program is deleted from the library.

pan ch a2501835v4 stat(dis)7

DONE

READY

Issue a status change to flag the production program as disabled
so the program can be removed to a back-up file in a batch
Panvalet run.

pan d a2501835v4 SEQ1(20)SEQ2(30)8

DATA RECORD 20

DATA RECORD 30

DONE 11 STMT(S) LEVEL 019

Display a protion of a member to the screen for examination.

CHANGE, RENAME, and LISTDS Subcommands

Code Explanation

logon...

READY

pan r a25018351

DONE, 4523 STMT(S) LEVEL 015

READY

Once a program is tested and ready to be placed in production
status, issue a retrieve request.

pan ren a2501835 a2501835v42

DONE

READY

Rename the Panvalet member to its production name.
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pan add a2501835 f(asm) u(2742)3

Done, 4523 STMT(S) Level 001

READY

Add the previously retrieved member back under the old test
name.

pan ch a2501835v4 stat(prod)4

DONE

READY

pan ch a2501835v4 stat(dis)

DONE

READY

Change the production named member to production, and then
disable the member.

pan Ld a2501835v4 com5 ('version 4 master file update')

NAME        LVL...

A2501835v4  148...

* VERSION 4 MASTER FILE UPDATE

DONE

READY

If desired, you can apply a user comment to the production
version to describe the program.
Use the PAN LISTDS command to verify the previous changes.

CHANGE, ADD, and LISTDS Subcommands

Multiple Libraries

Code Explanation

logon/...

READY

alloc fi(pandd1) da('test.source.lib') shr1

READY

allc fi(panprod) da('prod.source.lib') shr

READY

To select a member from a production Panvalet library and create
a test copy on a test Panvalet library, first allocate the libraries to
different ddnames.

pan Ld xyzv5 dd(panprod) com2

NAME LVL...STT

XYZV5 33 PDA

* VERSION 5 RETAIL FORECAST REPORT

DONE

READY

Use a PAN LISTDS to inspect the production member, supplying
the ddname of the production library.
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pan r xyzv5 dd(panprod)3

DONE, 2852 STMT(S) LEVEL 033

READY

Retrieve the production member.

pan add xyzv6 da(xyzv5) f(pli) u(253)4

DONE, 2852 STMT(S) LEVEL 001

READY

Add the production member to the test library. The DDNAME is
not required if you are using PANDD1.

pan changte xyzv6 com5

 ('version 6 retail forecast monitor report')

DONE

READY

Change the user comment, if desired, to reflect the next program
being developed.

pan Ld xyzv66

NAME    LVL...STT...

XYZV6   001   TEA...

DONE

READY

Check out member's attributes, if desired, using the LISTDS
subcommand.

PRINT Subcommand (TSO)

Code Explanation

logon...

READY

pan ch xyz s(Sd)1

DONE

READY

To prepare for an impending deleted run, invoke the PAN
command processor to perform a STATUS...DISABLE
subcommand on each data set that is to be deleted in a batch
Panvalet run.

pan ch xyw s(d)

DONE

READY

pan ch abc s(d)

DONE

READY

 .

 .

 .

READY
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pan print s(d)2

ENTER CONTROL CODE

NAME LVL...STT

ABC        TDA

 .           .

 .           .

 .           .

 .           .

 .           .

XYW        PDA

XYZ        TDI

35 DATASET(S) SELECTED

DONE

READY

A PAN PRINT request can be invoked to list back all data sets that
are in disabled status only. The library control code is prompted for
in print bypass mode.

Suppressed Subcommands

Code Explanation

logon...

READY

alloc fi(pandd1) da('crw.panvalet') shr1

READY

pan LD payrollv5

NAME      LVL...

PAYROLLV5 017...

READY

The RENAME and USER subcommands are suppressed either on
the library or in the PAN command processor.

pan rename payroll v5 tpayrollv52

PAN RL ENDS FOR ABC CORP

ERROR PV107 PRIVILEGED SUBCOMMAND

READY

If you supply the control operand without the value, the code is
prompted for in print bypass mode.

pan ch tpayrollv5 user(45 1) con(68)3

DONE

READY

You can also supply the control code in parentheses. The second
value in the USER operand establishes a security level on the
data set.
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pan r tpayrollv54

PAN L ENDS FOR ABC CORP

ERROR PV021 PRIVILEGED COMMAND OR DATA SET

READY

Any reference by name to the protected member must be
accompanied by the access code to be successful.

pay r tpayrollv5 a

ENTER ACCESS CODE

DONE, 1540 STMT(s) LEVEL 017

READY

If you supply the access operand alone, the value is prompted for
in print bypass mode.

PRINT, LOCK, RETRIEVE, UNLOCK, and STORE Subcommands

Code Explanation

alloc f(pandd1) da('pan.panvalet') shr

READY

pan print user(0) con(0)              (NOTE: The control code is always required.)

NAME     LVL USER  TYPE STAT MAINT  ACCESS  BLKS  STATMTS ACT AVG %

AMEMBER    2       COB   TAE 011295 021595     1        4 REN  22  1.6

BMEMBER   10       ASM   PAE 100594 021595     1        4 REN  20  1.4

CMEMBER    4       ASM   TAE 120694 021595     2       84 LOC  75 57.4

NMEMBER    2       ASM   PAE 100594 021595     1        4 REN  20  1.4

PMEMBER    6       ASM   TAE 111094 021595     1        4 LOC  20  1.4

5 DATASET(s) SELECTED

[    FILE VERSION   PANDD1  :  V 14.4

DONE

READY1

The PAN PRINT command provides a directory listing. The ACT
(last action) field members CMEMBER and PMEMBER show
LOC, thus signifying those members are currently locked and
cannot be modified.

pan lock amember2

DONE

READY

This command marks AMEMBER as locked. You can fully access
this member, but cannot modify it in the Panvalet library using any
Panvalet subcommands.

Note: Locking the member in the Panvalet library assures you that
no other user can modify the member.
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pan ret amember3

DONE 4 STMT(S) LEVEL 002

READY

This command retrieves the Panvalet member AMEMBER to a
TSO sequential data set called userid.AMEMBER.type where type
is taken from the member type on the Panvalet library.
You can now edit the sequential data set using your TSO editor or
download the data to your personal workstation for editing.

pan unlock amember4

DONE

READY

To update the data into the Panvalet library as member
AMEMBER, you must UNLOCK the member.

pan store amember level(2)5

DONE 5 STMT(S) LEVEL 003

READY

This command stores the changted copy of the member back into
the Panvalet library.

Exit Facilities for TSO
An exit facility is provided for the Panvalet Option for TSO to accommodate user-written routines in the PAN Command
Processor.

The following sections describe how to use user exits for Panvalet Option for TSO.

PAN Exits
The design of the PAN exit facility is similar though not identical to the exit facility designed for the batch Panvalet system.
The following capabilities are available to the user in the PAN exit structure:

• Inspect the initial command buffer and the Command Processor Parameter List (CPPL) before PAN performs any
action on the command

• Inspect all data records read or written
• Modify any or all records read or written
• Delete records on any input or output file
• Allow the user to perform all the input or output using his or her own files
• Inspect all PAN error and informational messages on lines before they are written to the user's terminal
• Receive control at end-of-job to complete any processing by the user exit

Linkage Conventions
The PAN Command Processor calls a module named PANTSOEX (CSECT name) for each of the following conditions:
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• A first pass, which allows the user to examine the Command Processor Parameter List (CPPL) and the command
buffer.

• A separate pass for each error or informational message or line created by PAN. The messages are passed before
being sent to the user's terminal with the TPUT macro. Messages created by TSO service routines are not passed to
the exit.

• Two passes made for each read during a PAN ADD or STORE command; one pass before the read and one after.
• One pass made before each record written on a PAN RETRIEVE command, with a second pass possible after each

write if the user exit so requests.
• An end-of-file pass after reaching an EOF condition on the input file during a PAN ADD or STORE.
• An end-of-job pass. PAN immediately returns to the system after the return from the user exit.

PAN passes two or three arguments, the address of which is in Register 1. All arguments are not present on all passes
and contain varying information depending on the nature of the pass. Register 13 contains the address of an 18 fullword
save area where the user must appropriately store the registers. Return is accomplished by Register 14. See the example
at the end of this section.

You must follow this register convention, which is the standard convention used in higher-level languages such as
COBOL. Generally, you cannot alter the parameters passed, except where specifically allowed. PAN sets the parameter
referred to as IOCODE dependent in the operation being performed. The user can change IOCODE to reflect his needs
before returning to PAN.

First Pass Parameter List

First pass with command buffer, occurs for all PAN subcommands. Register 1 points to a two fullword parameter list, each
fullword containing an address.

• The first fullword is the address of another fullword in storage that contains the original Register 1 value passed to PAN
by the Terminal Monitor (TMP). This original Register 1 is a pointer to the Command Processor Parameter List (CPPL),
which consists of four fullword addresses. The first fullword in this list is the address of the command buffer.

• The second fullword is the address of a three byte code field. The first byte (IOCODE) has a value of X'09' on this
pass. The second byte is always C'1'. The remaining byte is not used on the pass.
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Figure 17: First Pass Parameter List

General Pass Parameter List

Any other pass. This can be the reading or writing of data (PAN ADD, STORE, RETRIEVE only), an end-of-file pass for
input (PAN ADD and STORE only), or an end-of-job pass (last pass, occurs for all subcommands).

Register 1 points to a 3 fullword parameter list, each fullword containing an address.
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• The first fullword contains the address of the record to be read or written. Its length is 80 for an input record and 81 for
an output record.

• The second fullword is the address of a three-byte code field. Byte 1 is the IOCODE, byte 2 is the program, and byte 3
is the return request. These codes can have the following values:
– IOCODE -- going to the exit:

C'1' (Before a read)
C'2' (After a read)
C'5' (Before a write)

– C'6' - After a write when user requested a return:
C'7' (EOF on PAN input)
C'8' (EOJ)

– IOCODE -- Returning from the exit, no change to original value-process as normal:
C'A' (User-supplied input record)
C'B' (Skip current input record)
C'G' (User says EOF on input file)
C'E' (Write current output record)
C'F' (Skip current output record)

– PROGRAM -- C'1 (Constant value indicating PAN is executing) You cannot change this value.
– RETURN -- Going to the exit:

C'N' (No return setting always set by PAN before going to the exit)
– RETURN (Returning from the exit, no change - process as normal:

C'Y' (Set by user to indicate a return pass is desired after an output record is written or skipped. This value is
ignored unless processing an output file.)
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Figure 18: General Pass Parameter List

Message Pass Parameter List

Any pass for PAN messages or lines occurs with all PAN subcommands and includes the print lines created during a PAN
LISTDS, PRINT, or DISPLAY.

Register 1 points to a 2 fullword parameter list, each fullword containing an address.

• The first fullword is the address of another 2 fullword list containing the length (four bytes) and location (four bytes) of
the messages about to be written to the user terminal.

• The second fullword is the address of a three-byte code field. The first byte (IOCODE) has a value of X'10' on this
pass. The second byte is always C'1'. The remaining byte is not used on this pass.
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Figure 19: Message Pass Parameter List

How to Use PANEXIT
Checks should be made during the first pass IOCODE=X'09' to determine the PAN subcommand being requested. Only
RETRIEVE, DISPLAY, ADD, or STORE can process an input or output file.

If you want to read or write using your own input or output data files, you must allocate (either by preallocation or
using DAIR) and open your own ddnames. PAN attempts to allocate, open, close, and free the PANDD2 and PANDD3
ddnames, as necessary.

You should check for IOCODES = C'1', C'2' or C'7' if data input file processing is performed.

IOCODES = C'5', C'6' indicate a data output file is being processed.

PAN passes the EOJ IOCODE = C'8' immediately preceding the return to the operating system. If control is returned to
PAN, it goes to the end of the job regardless of the IOCODE you returned.

If you want to create a log of all terminal I/O, you can trap the command buffer in the first pass IOCODE = X'09' and any
PAN terminal output with succeeding IOCODE = X'10' passes.

The following types of messages are passed to the exit:
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• All PAN ERROR and NOTE messages
• The DONE message created at the completion of a subcommand
• All PAN informational (INPUT DELETED) messages
• All headers and directory lines created by the PAN LISTDS and PAN PRINT
• All other data provided by PAN DISPLAY

Changes to IOCODE on an X'09', X'10', or X'F8' pass are ignored when PAN receives control back from the exit.

Changes to IOCODE are examined only on the return to PAN when processing a data input or output file (during PAN
ADDs, STOREs, RETRIEVEs only). The remainder of the discussion on how to use the PAN exits is divided into the two
basic modes of handling data, the input mode and output mode.

Input Mode-PAN ADD/STORE

PAN passes an IOCODE of C'5', and optionally C'6', when in output mode. The first fullword in the exit parameter list
contains the address of IOAREA, which is 81 bytes in length. The significant portion of the record is positions 2-81. The
first character is always ignored.

An IOCODE of C'5' is passed before each write of an output record. You can inspect and alter the input area as desired.
This requires no change to IOCODE and a simple return to PAN processes the record as normal. You can place additional
records on any output file before or after the current record. You can also skip the current record. The logic used in each
of these cases is described below. Assume an IOCODE=C'5' has been passed.

To add records before the current record:

1. Move the current record from the output area to a save area in PANTSOEX.
2. Move the additional record to the output area.
3. Move to a C'Y' (return request) to RETURN.
4. Return to PAN, which writes the record to the output file. Then return to the user exit with an IOCODE=C'6' (user

requested return).
5. If more records are to be inserted, move to a C'E' to IOCODE and repeat Steps 2-5. If no more records are desired,

move the original record from the save area to the output area, set the IOCODE to C'E', and return.

To add records after the current record:

1. Move a C'Y' (return request) to RETURN.
2. Return to PAN without changing IOCODE. PAN writes the current record and returns to the exit with an IOCODE=C'6'.
3. Move the new record to the output area.
4. Move a C'E' to IOCODE and a C'Y' to RETURN.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until no more records are to be added. Then return without changing the IOCODE.

To skip an output record, skip the current record (delete from output) by setting the IOCODE to C'F' and returning.

Exit Directory Entry (DIRENTRY)

The directory entry currently used by PAN is presented in 0-UP format in DIRENTRY, which is pointed to by the third
fullword in the exit parameter list. If the name (positions 1-10) is blank, no entry is available. Position 78 is a C'I' whenever
PAN is expanding a ++INCLUDE. On input functions, the directory cannot be complete until the function is completed,
although the name is usually available.

Linking TSO Exits

During the initial installation, module PAN00 was linked in TSTEP3, which contains the exit handles (CSECT=PAN00).
This module, which appears as an unresolved external reference after the normal link-edit in TSTEP4, must be linked with
the load module PAN and the user exit. Sample control statements to link PAN with a user exit are shown as follows:
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//TSTEP3                   - from original link deck to extract

    .                        PAN00 from the distribution tape

    .

    .

//SYSLMOD DD DSN=&&X...

    .

    .

    .

//TSTEPX EXEC PGM=IEWL...

    .

    .

    .

//PANLMOD DD DSN=&&X...    - temp load lib with PAN00 output load

                             module

//SYSLMOD DD DSN=          - library where current copy of PAN is

                             located

//SYSLIN DD *

     (user object exit)    - must have CSECT name PANTSOEX

     INCLUDE PANLMOD(PAN00)

     INCLUDE SYSLMOD(PAN)

     ENTRY CPPAN

     NAME PAN(R)

/*

Codes Passed Between PANTSOEX and PAN

Value of IOCODEPassed to PANTSOEX Valid IOCODEReturned by PANTSOEX
X'09' (first pass a PAN subcommand) None
X'10' (a PAN terminal line) None
C'1' (before a read) No change

C'A' (user-supplied input record)
C'G' (user says EOF)

C'2' (after a read) No change
C'B' (skip input record)
C'G' (user says EOF)

C'5' (before a write) No change
C'E' (user wants to write an output record)
C'F' (skip current output record)

C'6' (user requested return) No change
C'E' (user wants to write an output record)
C'F' (skip current output record)

C'7' (EOF on PAN input file) No change
C'A' (user-supplied input record)
C'B' (skip input record)
C'G' (user says EOF)
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C'8' (end of job) None

Value of IOCODE Passed to PANTSOEX Action by PAN
No change to IOCODE Process as normal
C'A' (user supplied input record) Process input record
C'B' (skip current input record) Return to PANTSOEX with IOCODE=C'1'
C'E' (user wants to write output record) Write output record; checks value of RETURN
C'F' (skip current output record) Skips current output record; checks value of RETURN
C'G' (user says EOF) Process as normal EOF

Value of RETURN
C'N' (No return requested by user -- Always set to N before entry to PANTSOEX)
C'Y' (Return requested by user -- Valid in output mode only)

Sample Exit

TSOX     TITLE 'EXIT FOR PAN VERSION M'

PANTSOEX CSECT

R0 EQU 0

R1 EQU 1

R2 EQU 2

R3 EQU 3

R4 EQU 4

R5 EQU 5

R6 EQU 6

R7 EQU 7

R8 EQU 8

R9 EQU 9

R10 EQU 10

R11 EQU 11

R12 EQU 12

R13 EQU 13

R14 EQU 14

R15 EQU 15

***

         USING *,15

         STM   14,12,12(13)

         LR    12,13

         LA    13,SAVEAREA

         ST    12,4(13)

         ST    13,8(12)

         DROP  15

         BALR  12,0

         USING *,12

***

         L     R6,0(1)      A(IOAREA)

         L     R7,4(1)        A(CODES)

         L     R8,8(1)        A(DIRECTRY)

         USING IOAREA,6
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         USING CODES,7

         CLI   IOCODE,C'8'  EOJ?

         BE    EOJ

         CLI   IOCODE,X'09'  CMD?

         BE    COMMAND

         CLI   IOCODE,X'10'  MSG?

         BE    MSG

RETTOPAN EQU  *

         L     13,4(13)

         LM    14,12,12(13)

         RR    14

***

COMMAND  EQU   *

         L     R9,0(R6)

         L     R9,0(R9)

         LH    R0,0(R9)

         SH    R0,=H'4'

         LA    R1,4(R9)

         TPUT  (1),(0),R

         R     RETTOPAN

***

MSG      EQU   *

         L     R0,0(R6)

         L     R1,4(R6)

         TPUT  (1),(0),R

         B     RETTPAN

***

 

EOJ      EQU   *

         LA    R0,16

         LA    R1,EOJMSG

         TPUT  (1),(0),R

         B     RETTOPAN

EOJMSG DC CL16'EOJ FOR PANTSOEX'

***

         LTORG

***

SAVEAREA DC    18A(0)

***

IOAREA DSECT

         DS    CL121

***

CODES DSECT

IOCODE DS CL1

PROGRAM DS CL1

RETURN DS CL1

         END
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User Exit Notes

• Thoroughly test all user exits on a test library before putting them to use on a production Panvalet library.
• Replicate problems with PAN that involve a user exit without the exit, if possible. This might expedite finding a solution

to the problem and eliminate the possibility of the user exit causing the problem.
• Whenever the user exit returns an invalid IOCODE, PAN ignores it and processes as though the IOCODE did not

change.
• A loop between PANTSOEX and PAN might occur if you always set RETURN to C'Y' on an output request. PAN

always sets RETURN to C'N' upon entry to PANTSOEX.

Modifying Installation Defaults
You can use an SMP/E USERMOD to customize the PAN Command Processor. Customization includes the suppression
of subcommands, setting sequence number and retrieval options, and defining work data set attributes.

Suppressing Subcommands
The PAN Command Processor recognizes suppressed subcommands occurring on the library and performs the
subcommand only if you supply the correct control code. With the PAN processor, you can leave a subcommand
unprotected in the batch system and suppress it from normal use. You can override the suppressed subcommand in the
PAN processor with the appropriate control code.

To suppress a PAN subcommand, prepare a code for location X'0022' of the PANTSO CSECT in the PAN module
according to the following scheme:

XFFFF    all allowed (default)

X'8000'  add allowed

X'4000'  copy allowed

X'2000'  level allowed

X'1000'  rename allowed

X'0800'  retrieve/display allowed

X'0400'  status allowed

X'0200'  store allowed

X'0100'  user allowed

X'0080'  comment allowed

X'0040'  listds allowed

X'0020'  lock allowed

X'0010'  unlock allowed

Examples

• REP 0022 FFFF -- Allows all PAN subcommands to be used without a control code.
• REP 0022 FAFF -- Suppresses only the STATUS and USER subcommands.

Sequence Numbering and Retrieval
The following topics are covered in this section:

Formatting Options for Retrieve or Display

You can retrieve or display Panvalet members with the usual Panvalet sequencing (sequence by ones) or with TSO
sequencing (sequence by tens). You can establish either of these parameters as the installation default. You can then
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override the default, if desired, by using the opposite parameter. If TSO is the default when retrieving or displaying a
member for which TSO sequencing is not supported, normal Panvalet

sequencing occurs and no error is reported.

You can perform retrievals or displays with or without expansion of embedded ++INCLUDEs by using EXPAND or
NOEXPAND parameters. You can choose either of these parameters as an installation default with override possible by
using the opposite parameter.

To establish the retrieval options, prepare a two-byte hexadecimal field to be placed in position X'0016' of PANTSO as
follows:

X'D7D5'  'PN'  -   CA-PANVALET/NOEXPAND

X'E3D5'  'TN'  -   TSO/NOEXPAND

X'D7C5'  'PE'  -   CA-PANVALET/EXPAND

X'E3C5'  'TE'  -   TSO/EXPAND

Example

REP 0016 E3C5 causes all data sets to be retrieved with TSO compatible sequence numbers (when the language format
permits) and expansion of INCLUDEs with header/trailer comments.

NOTE
Keep TSO sequenced members smaller than 99,999 physical statements; therefore, retrieves or displays should
not go beyond physical statement 99,999. Using Panvalet sequencing allows the retrieval or display beyond
physical statement 99,999.

Formatting Options for Add or Store

When the language format permits, records written to the Panvalet library can be automatically stored in TSO internal
format (retaining sequence numbers) by establishing the TSO operand as the installation default. If you want typical
Panvalet internal formatting (dropping sequence numbers), you should choose PANVALET as the default.

To establish this formatting option, prepare a two-byte code to be placed in PANTSO as follows:

REP      0018     D740  'P'   -  CA-Panvalet      or

REP      0018     E340  'T'   -  TSO

NOTE
Keep TSO sequenced members smaller than 99,999 physical statements; therefore, retrieves or displays should
not go beyond physical statement 99,999. Using Panvalet sequencing allows the retrieval or display beyond
physical statement 99,999.

Defining Work Data Set Attributes
The following topics are covered in this section:

Deleting Input Data Set, Updating Date of Last Access

Typically, the input data set used on a PAN ADD or PAN STORE request is kept after the subcommand is completed.
If desired, you can establish an installation option to delete automatically and uncatalog the data set after a successful
ADD or STORE is performed. The DELETE subcommand is performed only on sequential data sets, not PDSs or PDS
members. The installation option, whether to keep or delete, can be overridden at execution time by using the DELETE or
KEEP operand with the ADD or STORE subcommands.
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The delete option is selected with the Updating Date of Last Access Option. If you specify N (NO), no ENQ or reserve
is performed on the Panvalet library, and the date of last access is not updated. If you specify Y (YES), the date of last
access on a PAN R or PAN D is updated. Prepare a two-byte code to be placed in the PANTSO module for the option
combination as follows:

REP 0014 D2D5     'K' - KEEP     'N' - NO UPDATE

REP 0014 C4D5     'D' - DELETE   'N' - NO UPDATE

REP 0014 D2E8     'K' - KEEP     'Y' - YES UPDATE

REP 0014 C4E8     'D' - DELETE   'Y' - YES UPDATE

Setting Block Size for Retrieve Data Sets

You can specify the desired block size for the TSO data set created with PAN RETRIEVE as the installation standard by
modifying the TSO#BLK option of the PVOPT macro. The PVOPT default is block size 3200. For example, TSO#BLK is
set to 40 (40 x 80=3200). For more information, see PVOPT Macro USERMODs.

You cannot alter this default block size at execution time. However, if you require a different block size, you can
preallocate the data set with the block size before invoking the PAN RETRIEVE or perform a TSO COPY after the retrieve
with a new block size.

Setting the Number of Blocks to Be Allocated for Retrieve Data Sets
The primary and secondary number of blocks allocated for the data set (created with PAN RETRIEVE) can be specified
as the installation standard by preparing a six-byte character format replacement for the primary and secondary number of
blocks as follows:

REP  0002C        F0F0,F0F1,F0F0     '000100' Primary Blocks

REP  00032        F0F0,F0F0,F5F0     '000050' Secondary Blocks

When blocks are allocated, the exact number may not be exactly as requested, due to the propagation of blocks when
filling out the remainder of a track. This occurs when the number of allocated blocks falls short of the track capacity.

After installation, the next procedure is the initialization of the Panvalet library. See System Management for more
information.
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Compare Reference
Change is inevitable in the data processing industry. The purpose of any computer system is to manage, define, and
monitor the change of data. Programmers, software testers, production control personnel, auditors, and managers need
the power to identify change. Several times each day, the solution to a data processing problem is the answer to the
question, "What's changed?"

The Compare function of Panvalet can help you answer the question, "What's changed?" The Compare function has
a single purpose: to read two files and report on the differences between them. The differences between two files are
expressed as the changes made to the first file to produce the second file. Flexibility of inputs, variety of outputs, optional
controls, and performance make the Compare function of Panvalet unique among file comparison systems.

Uses

You can use the Compare function as a tool in many applications. The Compare function:

• Reports the differences between two source files (old and new). It also helps you identify the changes made to the
source code.

• Helps determine changes made during an edit session. You can use the reported changes to submit a batch update
job.

• Helps you merge modifications into an existing program. This is valuable when several programmers are making
modifications at the same time or when you have local modifications to vendor-supplied source.

• Helps you identify the cause of incorrect program results by comparing two files to see what has changed since the
last correct run.

• Helps you identify areas of program change so you can build test cases that focus on the new code.
• Optionally stores reported changes on a history tape for future retrieval.
• Helps identify the changes made during a programming project by comparing the new source with the old.
• Verifies that a file has not changed or helps you isolate the nature of a change to a critical file.
• Helps you measure the volume of programming changes and record the nature of those changes.

Features

The Compare function of Panvalet has a variety of features, described in the following subsections.

Flexible Input

Input files do not have to be in strict card-image format. You can compare any fixed-sequential file, blocked or unblocked,
of any record length. In z/OS, you can also compare variable files.

Direct Interface

In addition to sequential files, you can compare Panvalet library members. The directory information is updated when
a member is compared, and Panvalet security is honored. You can expand INCLUDES and use format types to ignore
sequence numbers.

Optional Reports

You can request a detailed listing of both files and their differences, a report of only the differences, or a short summary of
the number of differences that are found.
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Audit File

The Compare function produces a complete change log/audit. It contains before and after record images of all changes to
a file.

Update Decks

The Compare function produces a change deck in the format used by batch Panvalet (++UPDATE).

Exit Facility

The Exit Facility is described in Options for CMS, ISPF, and TOS.

System Operation
This section describes operational functions, the inputs to these functions, and the resulting outputs.

Functions

The Compare function has the following general operational characteristics:
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• It is a batch program invoked by job control language (JCL).
• You code commands to govern its operation.
• Missing command options assume default values. Defaults are set by the systems programmer when the product is

installed.
• Each execution of Compare reads and compares two files. The two files are called the OLD file and the NEW file. The

OLD and NEW files can be sequential files or members of Panvalet libraries.
• Compare prints reports on the differences between the OLD file and the NEW file.
• Compare writes files that define the differences between the OLD file and the NEW file. Compare can write an

UPDATE file (a Panvalet PAN#1 ++UPDATE deck) or a DELTA file (a log containing record images of all changes).
• If needed, you can invoke user exits to customize input and output processing. User exits are described in Options for

CMS, ISPF, and TSO.
• Compare writes informational and diagnostic messages during operation.

Inputs

Three input files are required. These files are the command stream (control statements) and the two files you want to
compare (the OLD file and the NEW file).

Command Stream

Compare lets you code commands in a free-form, keyword-oriented syntax. The commands specify a comparison of one
pair of files only. The command file must be fixed, 80-byte records on a device supported by SYSIN processing.

OLD File

The OLD file is one of the two files being compared. It can be a sequential file or a Panvalet library member.

For z/OS, sequential files can reside on any card, tape, or disk device that the sequential access method supports. The
record format can be fixed or variable. The record length can be any value supported by z/OS data management. The
OLD file can be a PDS member if you specify the member name in the JCL.

For VSE, sequential files can reside on any disk device supported by the sequential access method. The record format
can be fixed blocked or fixed unblocked. The record length can be any value up to the block size.

NEW File

The NEW file is one of the two files being compared. Its characteristics are identical to the OLD file.

See Inputs for detailed information on Compare inputs.

Outputs

The Compare output answers the question, "What changes were made to the OLD file to get the NEW file?" The output
can take several formats.

COMMAND Summary

The COMMAND summary lists input commands and any error or informational messages. This file is always written.

DETAIL Report

A DETAIL report of the OLD and NEW files, side-by-side, shows the differences between the files. The differences are
illustrated by showing which records must be deleted from and added to the OLD file to produce the NEW file.
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DELTA Report

A DELTA report (change report) shows only the differences between OLD and NEW files. This is a printout of the additions
and deletions.

UPDATE Report

An UPDATE report lists the contents of the UPDATE file.

COMPARE Summary

The COMPARE summary gives statistics on matches and differences for the OLD and NEW files. This file is always
written.

DELTA File

A DELTA file is a complete audit/log of all the differences between the OLD file and the NEW file. It contains images of all
the added and deleted records. You can use it as input to an activity logging system, audit system, or backup/recovery
system.

The DELTA file is two-directional. You can use it to produce the NEW file from the OLD file or the OLD file from the NEW
file. A record deleted from the OLD file is a record that is inserted in the NEW file. Therefore, you can successively apply
a series of DELTA files kept in an archive to an old version to recreate a recent version. Likewise, you can back out
changes, one version at a time, by applying DELTA files to the current version.

UPDATE File

You can use an UPDATE file as input to batch Panvalet, PAN#1. It is a ++UPDATE input stream. If you run the UPDATE
file against the OLD file using PAN#1, the output is the NEW file.

See Outputs for detailed information about Compare outputs.

Changed Records

An important Compare concept is that of a changed record. Compare determines only whether two records are identical. It
cannot determine how unlike records came to be different. Consider these two files:

OLD FILE                  NEW FILE

AAAAAAAA     Record-1     AAAAAAAA

BBBBBBBB     Record-2     BBBBBBBB

CCCCCCC*     Record-3     CCCCCCCC

DDDDDDDD     Record-4     DDDDDDDD

To a human, the change between the OLD file and the NEW file is stated: "Change Record 3, Column 8 from * to C."

Compare reports the change this way:

Record-3  contents = CCCCCCC*  DELETED

Record-3  contents = CCCCCCCC  INSERTED

A changed record is indicated with a delete followed by an insert.

There is no single correct output of any compare routine. In the previous example, it is also correct to summarize the
changes in this way:
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Delete record-1 through record-4 from the OLD file. Then, insert record-1 through record-4 into the NEW file.

While this example illustrates a correct output, the compare routine is of poor quality. A good routine should accurately
identify the differences between two files by showing a minimum of changed statements. A good routine should also
attempt to show the differences in a way that you can easily understand.

Compare has been designed with these concerns in mind and tries to report the minimum number of deleted and inserted
records that are required to produce the NEW file. This attention to the internal compare algorithm, with its available
format outputs, makes it suitable for many types of auditing, transaction logging, change control, and user inspection.

Ambiguous Matches

At end-of-job, the COMPARE summary lists the number of ambiguous matches. An ambiguous match is not an error, but
it can affect the appearance of the DELTA and UPDATE reports.

Compare encodes each record as a single value, called a hash code. Through this technique, you can represent the
entire OLD and NEW files in machine storage. From time to time, the hash code of two different records is equal. This is
called an ambiguous match.

Ambiguous matches are discovered and corrected after the compare process, when the files and reports are processed.
Thus, ambiguities are completely resolved.

Ambiguous matches are rare. The odds that any two records will cause an ambiguous match is less than one in two
billion. Even if an ambiguous match does occur, there is usually no effect on the output.

When an ambiguous match occurs, the DELTA and UPDATE reports are still entirely accurate. However, the way in which
records are matched in the output can be slightly different than if no ambiguous match occurred.

Commands

You can use the COMPARE, OLD, NEW, and UPDATE commands to control the Compare operation.

• The COMPARE command controls the functions that you want to perform and the format of the output.
• The OLD command describes the characteristics of the OLD input file and specifies the record field that you want to

compare.
• The NEW command describes the characteristics of the NEW input file and specifies the record field that you want to

compare.
• The UPDATE command supplies information for building Panvalet ++UPDATE commands.

See Commands for detailed information about the use of the Panvalet/Compare commands.

Command Syntax

This is a general discussion of command syntax. Always refer to the full description of the command in question.
Commands are constructed according to the following basic syntax:

COMMAND KEYWORD1(value1) KEYWORD2(value2) KEYWORD3(value3)...

Syntax Rules

When coding commands, follow these rules:

1. Start each command on a new line.
2. Code commands anywhere in columns 1 through 72. Columns 73 through 80 are ignored.
3. Start all Compare commands with the command name.
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4. Each operand is composed of a keyword and a value or values. You must code at least one non-blank value in the
parentheses.

5. The value must immediately follow the keyword and be enclosed in parentheses.
6. If you code multiple values within parentheses, one or more blanks must separate each value.
7. You must balance parentheses (every open parenthesis must have a close parenthesis).
8. One or more trailing blanks must delimit the command and each operand.
9. You can code blanks between any command, keyword, parenthesis, or value, but you cannot code blanks in them.
10. You can continue commands on successive statements by coding one or more blanks, then a hyphen (-) after the last

operand and resuming operands on the next line. You cannot split commands, operands, keywords, or values across
statements.

11. An asterisk (*) coded in column 1 causes the entire line to be ignored. Code comments on such a line. You cannot
continue comments with a hyphen.

12. Abbreviate any command or operand (keyword or value) by truncating the right-most characters. Minimum
abbreviations are shown in parentheses next to the margin entry. Truncation is allowed as long as the remaining
character string uniquely identifies the operand. A character string uniquely identifies an operand when:
– The character string entered matches the leading characters of Compare operand.
– No ambiguity arises because the character string entered matches more than one operand on the same command.
For example, two Compare keywords on the OLD command are:
– COLUMN
– CONTROL
The minimum abbreviation for each is, respectively:
– COL
– CON

Example

In the following example, the two commands are equivalent. In the second command, each operand has been abbreviated
to its minimum length.

OLD COLUMN(1 72) CONTROL(1313)  -

    FILEORG(PANVALET) MEMBER(GLS315)

OLD COL(1 72) CON(1313) F(P) M(GLS315)

Inputs
Compare has two inputs known as the OLD and NEW files. It is assumed that the OLD file was changed to create the
NEW file. The following inputs are allowed for use as OLD and NEW files:

You can compare these inputs in any combination. The only requirement is that the OLD and NEW file record formats and
lengths must be equivalent. Thus, it is possible for the OLD file to be a Panvalet library member, while the NEW file is a
sequential data set. When comparing two Panvalet members, the two members can be in the same library or two different
libraries.

Library Members

You can compare Panvalet library members by using the OLD and NEW command operands, FILEORG(PANVALET),
MEMBER(name), and optionally LEVEL(level). Panvalet supersets and subsets are not supported and, if used, the results
of a compare are unpredictable. Panvalet members have a record format of fixed and a record length of 80.

All CONTROL and ACCESS security controls, which apply to WRITE WORK in batch Panvalet, apply to Compare.
Similarly, all rules that apply to INCLUDE expansion are followed. Members are read from Panvalet in a format similar to
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the ++WRITE WORK command. The difference is that leading special comment records are not generated. The date of
last access is updated for members retrieved by Compare. See Using for detailed information.

Sequential Data Sets

To compare sequential data sets, use the OLD and NEW commands with the operand FILEORG(SEQUENTIAL). The
record length can be any value supported by the sequential access method. For z/OS, the record format can be fixed or
variable, blocked or unblocked. For VSE, the record format can be fixed block or fixed unblocked.

z/OS PDS Members

PDS members are read as sequential data sets. The DD JCL statement defines the fully qualified data set and member
name.

User Exits

See Exit Facilities in Options for CMS, ISPF, and TSO for information about user exits.

Outputs
This section provides information about the following types of outputs:

Required Summaries

Compare always writes the COMMAND and COMPARE summaries. The COMMAND summary lists the input commands,
informational messages, and error messages (if any). The COMPARE summary gives match and difference statistics for
the OLD and NEW files.

Optional Reports

The DETAIL, DELTA, and UPDATE reports are optional.

• The DETAIL report is a complete listing of all OLD and NEW file records that were matched, deleted, or inserted. When
two records match, the record image from the OLD file is printed.

• The DELTA report is a listing of only the OLD and NEW file records that were deleted or inserted. When two files have
a high incidence of matches, the DELTA report is much shorter than a DETAIL report.

• The UPDATE report lists the complete PAN#1 ++UPDATE stream needed to change the OLD file into the NEW file.

A title in the first heading line of every page identifies all reports.

The DELTA and UPDATE files are optional.

The DELTA file identifies every record deleted from the OLD file or inserted in the NEW file. You can save it for archive
and audit purposes. You can process the DELTA file to see how the OLD file was changed to the NEW file and vice versa.

The UPDATE file contains the complete PAN#1 ++UPDATE stream needed to change the OLD file into the NEW file. It is
suitable for direct input to PAN#1 for execution.

The rest of this section gives detailed descriptions and examples of all the reports and output files.

COMMAND Summary

The COMMAND summary lists the input commands along with any error and informational messages. The input
commands are listed exactly as read. If there are any command errors that prohibit Compare from executing, this is the
only report written.

If the input commands contain Panvalet control codes or access codes, the code values are replaced with Xs.
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The following example illustrates a sample COMMAND summary:

COMPARE OUT(NO) REP(DET DEL UPD) LINE(56)

OLD FIL(PAN) COL(1 72) M(EFFISAM)

NEW FIL(SEQ)

UPD S(++) L(12) M(ALS) TEMP(YES)

DETAIL Report

The DETAIL report is a complete listing of all OLD and NEW file records that were matched, deleted, or inserted. The OLD
and NEW filenames are shown in the heading of every page. The DETAIL report is in a columnar format that includes
OLD-NUM, NEW-NUM, CHANGE, and the record image. A scale line appears at the top and bottom of every page. The
following describes the terms that appear on this report:

OLD-NUM
When the OLD and NEW files match, OLD-NUM is the relative record number of the matching OLD record. For
deleted records, OLD-NUM is the relative record number of the deleted OLD record. For inserted records, OLD-
NUM is blank.

NEW-NUM
When the OLD and NEW files match, NEW-NUM is the relative record number of the matching NEW record. For
inserted records, NEW-NUM is the relative record number of the inserted NEW record. For deleted records, NEW-
NUM is blank.

CHANGE
When the OLD and NEW files match, this field is blank. ///DELETE/// and ***INSERT*** mark deleted and inserted
records, respectively.

Record Image
When the OLD and NEW files match, the record image field contains the corresponding OLD record image. For
deleted records, this field contains the deleted OLD record image. For inserted records, the record image field
contains the inserted NEW record image.
For OLD and NEW files with record lengths greater than 100, up to 100 bytes of the first record is printed on the
first line with the remaining detail wrapped to the next print line until the entire record is printed. If you want to
truncate the report line at a specific location, data sets must be created using that LRECL. Unprintable characters
appear as periods (.).

A DETAIL report is useful when you need a complete hard copy audit of the similarities and differences between two files.

The following example shows a sample DETAIL report:

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES LISLE DATA CENTER                        12/12/00        DETAIL REPORT                  PAGE

CA-PANVALET/

COMPARE        VERSION 14.4                      10:34:44                                          1

OLD: LIBSYS.PANI.R143EBS.PANLIB                              NEW: LIBSYS.PANI.R143EBS.PANLIB

     USER78 - EXITMVS    AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 12/12/00              USER78 - EXITVSE    AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 12/12/00

OLD-NUM  NEW-NUM  CHANGE        ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....

+....8....+

000001            ///DELETE///           TITLE  'PVEXTLDR - SAMPLE EXIT LOADER'                         00001

         000001   ***INSERT***  XLDR     TITLE  'PVESTLDR - SAMPLE EXIT LOADER'                         00001

000002   000002   ============           PRINT  NOGEN                                                   00002

000003   000003   ============  **********************************************************************  00003

000004   000004   ============  *                                                                       00004

000005   000005   ============  * PROCEDURE: PVEXTLDR                                                   00005

000006   000006   ============  *                                                                       00006
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000007   000007   ============  * FUNCTION: FOR 'LOAD' FUNCTION - LOAD USER EXIT AND RETURN ADDRESS     00007

000008            ///DELETE///  *            FOR 'DELETE' FUNCTION - DELETE USER EXIT                   00008

         000008   ***INSERT***  *            FOR 'DELETE' FUNCTION - NO OPERATION:                      00008

         000009   ***INSERT***  *                                    DELETE NOT SUPPORTED BY VSE        00009

000009   000010   ============  *                                                                       00009

000010   000011   ============  * ENTRY :   CALL PVEXTLDR,(FUNCTION,EXITID,ENVIRBLK,EXIT@)              00010

000011   000012   ============  *                                                                       00011

000012   000013   ============  * EXIT  :   RETURN CODE:                                                00012

000013   000014   ============  *                                                                       00013

000014   000015   ============  *            0  =>   SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION                              00014

000015   000016   ============  *            8  =>   LOAD/DELETE ERROR                                  00015

000016   000017   ============  *                                                                       00016

000017   000018   ============  * PARAMETERS:                                                           00017

000018   000019   ============  *                                                                       00018

000019   000020   ============  *   NAME         DECLARED AS      DESCRIPTION                           00019

000020   000021   ============  *   +---------+  +-------------+  +---------------------------------+   00020

000021   000022   ============  *   FUNCTION     CL8              'DELETE' OR 'LOAD'                    00021

000022   000023   ============  *   EXITID       CL8              IDENTIFIER OF EXIT                    00022

000023   000024   ============  *   ENVIRBLK     STRUCTURE        ENVIRONMENT BLOCK                     00023

000024   000025   ============  *   EXIT@        A                AREA TO RETURN ADDR OF EXIT LOADED    00024

000025   000026   ============  *                                                                       00025

000026   000027   ============  **********************************************************************  00026

000027   000028   ============           EJECT                                                          00027

000028   000029   ============  PVEXTLDR CSECT                                                          00028

000029   000030   ============           STM   R14.R12.12(R13)      (* STORE CALLER'S REGS *)           00029

000030   000031   ============           LR    R12.R15              (* BASE REG            *)           00030

000031   000032   ============           USING PVEXTLDR.R12                                             00031

000032   000033   ============           LR    R11.R1               (* SAVE PARAMETER ADDRESS LIST *)   00032

000033            ///DELETE///           GETMAIN R.LV=72            (* GET A REGISTER SAVE AREA    *)   00033

         000034   ***INSERT***  *                                                                       00034

         000035   ***INSERT***           LA    R0,GETVISL           (* LENGTH OF SAVE AREA         *)   00035

         000036   ***INSERT***           GETVIS ADDRESS=(1),LENGTH=(0) (* GET A REGISTER SAVE AREA *)   00036

         000037   ***INSERT***           LTR   R15,R15              (* GETVIS SUCCESSFUL?          *)   00037

         000038   ***INSERT***           BNZ   ERRORVIS             (* IF NOT, ERROR               *)   00038

         000039   ***INSERT***  *                                                                       00039

000034   000040   ============           LR    R14.R1               (* -> REGISTER SAVE AREA       *)   00034

000035            ///DELETE///           ST    R13.4(R14)           (* STANDARD      *)                 00035

000036            ///DELETE///           ST    R14.8(R13)           (*   MVS          *)                00036

000037            ///DELETE///           LR    R13.R14              (*      LINKAGE  *)                 00037

         000041   ***INSERT***           ST    R13.4(R14)           (* STANDARD                    *)   00041

                                ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....

+....8....+

**********************************************************************************************************************

DELTA Report

The DELTA report is a listing of all OLD and NEW file records that were deleted or inserted. The OLD and NEW file names
are shown in the heading of every page. The DELTA report is in a columnar format that includes OLD-NUM, NEW-NUM,
CHANGE, and the record image. A scale line appears at the top and bottom of every page. The following describes the
terms that appear on this report:
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OLD-NUM
When the OLD and NEW files match, OLD-NUM is the relative record number of the matching OLD record. For
deleted records, OLD-NUM is the relative record number of the deleted OLD record. For inserted records, OLD-
NUM is blank.

NEW-NUM
When the OLD and NEW files match, NEW-NUM is the relative record number of the matching NEW record. For
inserted records, NEW-NUM is the relative record number of the inserted NEW record. For deleted records, NEW-
NUM is blank.

CHANGE
When the OLD and NEW files match, this field contains ============. ///DELETE/// and ***INSERT*** mark
deleted and inserted records, respectively.

Record Image
When the OLD and NEW files match, the record image field is blank. For deleted records, this field contains the
deleted OLD record image. For inserted records, the record image contains the inserted NEW record image.
For OLD and NEW files with record lengths greater than 100, up to 100 bytes of the first record is printed on the
first line with the remaining detail wrapped to the next print line until the entire record is printed. If you want to
truncate the report line at a specific location, data sets must be created using that LRECL. Unprintable characters
appear as periods (.).
Any block of two or more matching records is represented by only two report lines. The record numbers of the first
and last records of the matching block are shown.

A DELTA report is usually much shorter than a DETAIL report. It is useful when you need a hard copy audit of just the
differences between two files.

The following example shows a sample DELTA report:

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES LISLE DATA CENTER                        12/12/00        DELTA REPORT                   PAGE

CA-PANVALET/

COMPARE        VERSION 14.4                      10:34:44                                          1

OLD: LIBSYS.PANI.R143EBS.PANLIB                              NEW: LIBSYS.PANI.R143EBS.PANLIB

     USER78 - EXITMVS    AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 12/12/00              USER78 - EXITVSE    AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 12/12/00

OLD-NUM  NEW-NUM  CHANGE        ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....

+....8....+

000001            ///DELETE///           TITLE  'PVEXTLDR - SAMPLE EXIT LOADER'                         00001

         000001   ***INSERT***  XLDR     TITLE  'PVEXTLDR - SAMPLE EXIT LOADER'                         00001

000002   000002   ============

000007   000007   ============

000008            ///DELETE///  *            FOR 'DELETE' FUNCTION - DELETE USER EXIT                   00008

         000008   ***INSERT***  *            FOR 'DELETE' FUNCTION - NO OPERATION:                      00008

         000009   ***INSERT***  *                                    DELETE NOT SUPPORTED BY VSE        00009

000009   000010   ============

000032   000033   ============

000033            ///DELETE///           GETMAIN R.LV=72            (* GET A REGISTER SAVE AREA    *)   00033

         000034   ***INSERT***  *                                                                       00034

         000035   ***INSERT***           LA    R0,GETVISL           (* LENGTH OF SAVE AREA         *)   00035

         000036   ***INSERT***           GETVIS ADDRESS=(1),LENGTH=(0) (* GET A REGISTER SAVE AREA *)   00036

         000037   ***INSERT***           LTR   R15,R15              (* GETVIS SUCCESSFUL?          *)   00037

         000038   ***INSERT***           BNZ   ERRORVIS             (* IF NOT, ERROR               *)   00038

         000039   ***INSERT***  *                                                                       00039

000034   000040   ============

000035            ///DELETE///           ST    R13.4(R14)           (* STANDARD      *)                 00035

000036            ///DELETE///           ST    R14.8(R13)           (*   MVS         *)                 00036
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000037            ///DELETE///           LR    R13.R14              (*      LINKAGE  *)                 00037

         000041   ***INSERT***           ST    R13.4(R14)           (* STANDARD                    *)   00041

         000042   ***INSERT***           ST    R14.8(R13)           (*  PANVALET                   *)   00042

         000043   ***INSERT***           LR    R13.R14              (*   SAVE AREA LINKAGE         *)   00043

         000044   ***INSERT***           MVC   O(4.R13).=C'XLDR'    (* SAVE AREA ID                *)   00044

000038   000045   ============

000047   000054   ============

000048            ///DELETE///           CLC   =CL8'LOAD'.FUNCTION  (* IS THIS A LOAD?  *)              00048

000049            ///DELETE///           BNE   CKDELETE             (* NO - TRY DELETE  *)              00049

000050            ///DELETE///           LOAD  EPLOC=EXITID         (* YES - DO LOAD    *)              00050

000051            ///DELETE///           ST    R0.EXIT@             (* SAVE EXIT@       *)              00051

000052            ///DELETE///           B     EXITOK                                                   00052

         000055   ***INSERT***           CLC   =CL8'LOAD'.FUNCTION  (* IS THIS A LOAD?          *)      00055

         000056   ***INSERT***           BNE   CKDELETE             (* NO - TRY DELETE          *)      00056

         000057   ***INSERT***           LA    R1.EXITID            (* POINT TO EXIT PHASE NAME *)      00057

         000058   ***INSERT***           CDLOAD (1).RETPNF=YES      (* YES - DO LOAD            *)      00058

         000059   ***INSERT***           LTR   R15.R15              (* WAS CDLOAD SUCCESSFUL?   *)      00059

         000060   ***INSERT***           BNZ   ERROR                (* IF NOT, THEN ERROR       *)      00060

         000061   ***INSERT***           ST    R1.EXIT@             (* SAVE EXIT@ - ENTRY POINT *)      00061

         000062   ***INSERT***           B     EXITOK               (* SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION    *)      00062

000053   000063   ============

000054   000064   ============

000055            ///DELETE///           CLC   =CL8'DELETE'.FUNCTION (* IS THIS A DELETE?   *)          00055

         000065   ***INSERT***           CLC   =CL8'DELETE'.FUNCTION (* IS THIS A DELETE?   *)          00065

000056   000066   ============

000057            ///DELETE///           DELETE EPLOC=EXITID        (* YES - THEN DELETE IT *)          00057

000058            ///DELETE///           LTR   R15.R15              (* DELETE GO OK?        *)          00058

         000067   ***INSERT***  *                                                                       00067

                                ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....

+....8....+

*********************************************************************************************************************

UPDATE Report

The UPDATE report lists the complete PAN#1 ++UPDATE stream needed to change the OLD file into the NEW file. The
OLD and NEW file names are shown in the heading of every page. A scale line appears at the top and bottom of every
page.

The UPDATE report always shows fixed length 80-byte records. If the OLD and NEW input files have a record size of less
than 80, the inserted records are padded with blanks on the right. If the OLD and NEW input files have a record size of
greater than 80, the inserted records are truncated on the right.

When the OLD FILEORG is SEQUENTIAL and you do not supply an UPDATE command, the member and level fields of
the UPDATE command contain $$$$$$$$$$ and ###, respectively. You can modify these dummy fields by a user exit or a
manual process.

The UPDATE report is useful for sight checking the UPDATE file contents before executing PAN#1. The UPDATE report is
identical to the UPDATE file contents. For a complete description of the UPDATE stream, see Using.

The following example shows a sample UPDATE report:

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES LISLE DATA CENTER                        12/12/00        UPDATE REPORT                  PAGE

CA-PANVALET/

COMPARE        VERSION 14.4                      10:34:44                                          1
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OLD: LIBSYS.PANI.R143EBS.PANLIB                              NEW: LIBSYS.PANI.R143EBS.PANLIB

     USER78 - EXITMVS    AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 12/12/00              USER78 - EXITVSE    AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 12/12/00

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....8

++UPDATE EXITMVS,001

++D 000001,000001

XLDR     TITLE  'PVEXTLDR - SAMPLE EXIT LOADER'                         00001

++D 000008,000008

*            FOR 'DELETE' FUNCTION - NO OPERATION:                      00008

*                                    DELETE NOT SUPPORTED BY VSE        00009

++D 000033,000033

*                                                                       00034

         LA    R0,GETVISL           (* LENGTH OF SAVE AREA         *)   00035

         GETVIS ADDRESS=(1),LENGTH=(0) (* GET A REGISTER SAVE AREA *)   00036

         LTR   R15,R15              (* GETVIS SUCCESSFUL?          *)   00037

         BNZ   ERRORVIS             (* IF NOT, ERROR               *)   00038

*                                                                       00039

++D 000035,000037

         ST    R13,4(R14)           (* STANDARD                    *)   00041

         ST    R14,8(R13)           (*  PANVALET                   *)   00042

         LR    R13,R14              (*   SAVE AREA LINKAGE         *)   00043

         MVC   0(4,R13),=C'XLDR'    (* SAVE AREA ID                *)   00044

++D 000048,000052

         CLC   =CL8'LOAD',FUNCTION  (* IS THIS A LOAD?          *)      00055

         BNE   CKDELETE             (* NO - TRY DELETE          *)      00056

         LA    R1,EXITID            (* POINT TO EXIT PHASE NAME *)      00057

         CDLOAD (1),RETPNF=YES      (* YES - DO LOAD            *)      00058

         LTR   R15,R15              (* WAS CDLOAD SUCCESSFUL?   *)      00059

         BNZ   ERROR                (* IF NOT, THEN ERROR       *)      00060

         ST    R1,EXIT@             (* SAVE EXIT@ - ENTRY POINT *)      00061

         B     EXITOK               (* SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION    *)      00062

++D 000055,000055

         CLC   =CL8'DELETE',FUNCTION (* IS THIS A DELETE?   *)          00065

++D 000057,000058

*                                                                       00067

*        NO FUNCTION - NO PROGRAM DELETE FACILITY IN VSE                00068

*                                                                       00069

++D 000069,000073

         LR    R1,R13               (* -> SAVE AREA TO BE FREED      *) 00080

         LA    R0,GETVISL           (* LENGTH TO BE FREED            *) 00081

         L     R13,4(R13)           (* -> CALLER'S REGISTER SAVEAREA *) 00082

         FREEVIS ADDRESS=(1)        (* FREE REGISTER SAVE AREA       *) 00083

ERRORVIS L     R14,12(R13)          (* RESTORE CALLER'S              *) 00084

         LM    R0,R12,20(R13)       (*   REGISTERS                   *) 00085

++C 000075

         LTORG                                                          00088

         DC    OD'0'.C'********PVEXTLDR********'                        00089

*                                                                       00090

GETVISL  EQU   128                  (* MINIMUM GETVIS LENGTH *)         00091

*                                                                       00092

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....8

*********************************************************************************
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COMPARE Summary

The COMPARE summary gives match and difference statistics for the OLD and NEW files. The OLD and NEW file names
are shown in the heading.

Ambiguous Matches

The number of ambiguous matches encountered during the COMPARE process is listed. See System Operation for a
detailed explanation of ambiguous matches.

The following example shows a sample COMPARE summary:

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES TRIAL INSTALLATION      12/12/00       COMPARE SUMMARY        PAGE

CA-PANVALET COMPARE       VERSION 14.4      11:41:05                                 1

                                                                                      

OLD: JONESAL.PANI.R11OVOWK.PANLIB                    NEW: JONESAL.RENTEFF.ASM         

     USER53 - EFFISAM    AT LEVEL 001 AS OF 03/31/00      USER54                      

                                                                                      

   000114 MATCHED RECORDS                                                             

                                                                                      

   000015 OLD FILE DELETIONS                                                          

                                                                                      

   000012 NEW FILE INSERTIONS                                                         

                                                                                      

   000129 OLD FILE RECORDS                                                            

   000126 NEW FILE RECORDS                                                            

                                                                                      

       NO AMBIGUOUS MATCHES                                                           

DELTA File

The DELTA file identifies every record deleted from the OLD file or inserted in the NEW file. You can save it as part of a
change log or audit trail facility. You can process the DELTA file to see how the OLD file changed to the NEW file and vice
versa.

NOTE
Compare might, on rare occasions, be unable to resolve some blocks of matching records, in which case it
reports these records as deleted and inserted, rather than matched. This does not in any way compromise the
integrity of the DELTA file. For this reason, however, Compare might not be suitable for some types of logging or
auditing that require a high degree of granularity. For additional information on how Compare resolves inserts,
deletes, and matches, see System Operation.

For z/OS, the DELTA file can reside on any device supported by the sequential access method. For VSE, the DELTA file is
a sequential disk file.

The DELTA file consists of variable length records in the following format:

Field Name Type Length Description
RECORD PREFIX binary 4 Standard llbb field for variable

records
CHANGE character 1 D (for delete) - I (for insert)
------------ character 3 Reserved for future use
OLD-NUM binary 4 Old file record number
NEW-NUM binary 4 New file record number
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------------ character 4 Reserved for future use
Record image character n Image of an old or new record (n

is the old/new record length)

The logical record length of the DELTA file is the logical record length of the OLD/NEW files, plus 20.

The block size of the DELTA file is:

• Track capacity for CKD DASD devices
• Unblocked, CISIZE=16384 for FBA DASD devices
• 32760 for other devices

The following describes the terms that appear on this report:

CHANGE
This field contains D (deleted record) or I (inserted record).

OLD-NUM
For deleted records, this is the relative record number of the deleted OLD record. For inserted records, this is the
relative record number of the last OLD record that matched before this insertion. If there is no prior match, this
field is zero.

NEW-NUM
For inserted records, this is the relative record number of the inserted NEW record. For deleted records, this is
the relative record number of the last NEW record that matched before this deletion. If there is no prior match, this
field is zero.

Record Image
For deleted records, this field contains the whole deleted OLD record image. For inserted records, this field
contains the whole inserted NEW record image.

The following example shows two sample records from a DELTA file. The records are shown in three lines. The first line is
the character representation of the file. The second and third lines show the hex value of each character.

    I               RECORD # 25                                                           00000025

0600C000000I00000000DCCDCC474FF44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444FFFFFFFF

04009000000A000400009536940B0250000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000025

    D               RECORD # 7                                                            00000007

0600C000000C000A0000DCCDDC474F444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444FFFFFFFF

04004000004F002C00009536940B0700000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000007

UPDATE File

The UPDATE file contains the complete PAN#1 ++UPDATE stream needed to change the OLD file into the NEW file. It is
suitable for direct input to PAN#1 for execution. You can use the UPDATE file to update a current copy of source or save it
as part of a change log or audit trail facility.

For z/OS, the UPDATE file contains fixed length 80-byte records. For VSE, the records are 81 bytes, with the first byte
containing a stacker select character. It can reside on card, tape, or disk. For VSE, it is always unblocked. If the OLD and
NEW input files have a record size of less than 80, the inserted records are padded with blanks on the right. If the OLD
and NEW input files have a record size of greater than 80, the inserted records are truncated on the right.

NOTE
The LRECL of the UPDATE file must match the total LRECL size of the files that are compared.

The block size of the UPDATE file is:
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• Unblocked for VSE
• Track capacity rounded down to a multiple of 80 for z/OS DASD
• 32720 for other z/OS devices

When the OLD FILEORG is SEQ and you do not supply an UPDATE command, the member and level fields of the
UPDATE command contain $$$$$$$$$$ and ###, respectively. These are dummy fields that you can modify with a user
exit or a manual process.

The UPDATE file does not contain the Panvalet commands CONTROL or ACCESS, or the keyword SEQxxy.

For a complete description of the ++UPDATE stream, see Using.

The following example shows a sample UPDATE file:

++UPDATE EXITMVS,001

++D 000001,000001

XLDR     TITLE  'PVEXTLDR - SAMPLE EXIT LOADER'

++D 000008,000008

*            FOR 'DELETE' FUNCTION - NO OPERATION:

*                                    DELETE NOT SUPPORTED BY VSE

++D 000033,000033

*

         LA    R0,GETVISL           (* LENGTH OF SAVE AREA         *)

         GETVIS ADDRESS=(1),LENGTH=(0) (* GET A REGISTER SAVE AREA *)

         LTR   R15,R15              (* GETVIS SUCCESSFUL?          *)

         BNZ   ERRORVIS             (* IF NOT, ERROR               *)

*

++D 000035,000037

         ST    R13,4(R14)           (* STANDARD                    *)

         ST    R14,8(R13)           (*  PANVALET                   *)

         LR    R13,R14              (*   SAVE AREA LINKAGE         *)

         MVC   0(4,R13),=C'XLDR'    (* SAVE AREA ID                *)

++D 000048,000052

         CLC   =CL8'LOAD',FUNCTION  (* IS THIS A LOAD?          *)

         BNE   CKDELETE             (* NO - TRY DELETE          *)

         LA    R1,EXITID            (* POINT TO EXIT PHASE NAME *)

         CDLOAD (1),RETPNF=YES      (* YES - DO LOAD            *)

         LTR   R15,R15              (* WAS CDLOAD SUCCESSFUL?   *)

         BNZ   ERROR                (* IF NOT, THEN ERROR       *)

         ST    R1,EXIT@             (* SAVE EXIT@ - ENTRY POINT *)

         B     EXITOK               (* SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION    *)

++D 000055,000055                                                      

         CLC   =CL8'DELETE',FUNCTION (* IS THIS A DELETE?   *)         

++D 000057,000058                                                      

*                                                                      

*        NO FUNCTION - NO PROGRAM DELETE FACILITY IN VSE               

*                                                                      

++D 000069,000073                                                      

         LR    R1,R13               (* -> SAVE AREA TO BE FREED      *)

         LA    R0,GETVISL           (* LENGTH TO BE FREED            *)

         L     R13,4(R13)           (* -> CALLER'S REGISTER SAVEAREA *)

         FREEVIS ADDRESS=(1)        (* FREE REGISTER SAVE AREA       *)

ERRORVIS L     R14,12(R13)          (* RESTORE CALLER'S              *)

         LM    R0,R12,20(R13)       (*   REGISTERS                   *)
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++C 000075                                                             

         LTORG                                                         

         DC    OD'0'.C'********PVEXTLDR********'                       

*                                                                      

GETVISL  EQU   128                  (* MINIMUM GETVIS LENGTH *)        

*                                                                      

Commands
Commands control how Compare makes its comparisons and what outputs to produce.

The COMPARE command must be the first command in the input stream. It defines the output and reporting options.

The OLD, NEW, and UPDATE commands can follow in any order. UPDATE defines the characteristics of the UPDATE
file output. The OLD and NEW commands define the OLD and NEW input files. The input files can be Panvalet library
members, sequential data sets, or other input provided by a user-written exit.

You can specify each command only once. You can compare only one pair of files during each execution.

The rest of this section gives a detailed description of the commands and their options.

COMPARE Command
Use the COMPARE command to request the various reports and files that are available from the Compare function.

Syntax
COMPARE [LINES (lines per page)]

        [         { [DELTA] [UPDATE] }   ]

        [OUTPUT ( { NO               } ) ]

        [         {                  }   ]

        [         { [DETAIL] [DELTA] [UPDATE] }   ]

        [REPORT ( { NO                        } ) ]

        [         {                           }   ]

The COMPARE command is required, but all of its keywords are optional. It must be the first statement in the input
stream. Installation defaults (see Defaults) apply to those keywords that you do not supply.

Keywords
[LINES] [L]

LINES is an optional keyword that indicates how many lines per page to print for the reports.
(lines per page)

Lines per page can be any numeric value from 20 through 99.
The default is LINES(56), unless it has been changed for your installation.

[OUTPUT] [O] [OUT]
OUTPUT is an optional keyword that requests the various file outputs available from the Compare function. When
choosing from DELTA and UPDATE, you can specify either or both values.

DELTA DEL
DELTA writes a DELTA file for the Compare. You can save the DELTA file for audit or archive purposes. It is
possible to interpret the DELTA file to see how the OLD file was changed to the NEW file or vice versa.

NOTE
This file must have a DISP of NEW.
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UPDATE UPD
UPDATE writes a Panvalet UPDATE file. The UPDATE file is the complete ++UPDATE stream required to modify
the OLD file to look like the NEW file. It is suitable for direct input to PAN#1.

NO
NO instructs Compare not to write any output files. The default is OUTPUT(UPDATE) unless it has been changed
for your installation.

[REPORT] [R] [REP]
REPORT is an optional keyword that requests the various report formats from Compare. When supplied, you
must give at least one or a combination of possible values.

DETAIL DET
DETAIL writes a DETAIL report. The DETAIL report is a complete listing that shows all of the differences between
the OLD and NEW files. A single line shows matching OLD and NEW records. Differences are shown as deleted
and inserted records.

DELTA DEL
DELTA writes a DELTA report. The DELTA report is a listing that shows the records that are different between the
OLD and NEW files. The presence of a matched record or records is marked only by a single line or pair of lines.
Differences are shown as deleted and inserted records. If the differences are few, a DELTA change report is much
smaller than a DETAIL change report.

UPDATE UPD
UPDATE writes a Panvalet UPDATE report. The UPDATE report lists the complete ++UPDATE stream required to
modify the OLD file to look like the NEW file.

NO
NO instructs Compare not to write the DETAIL, DELTA, or UPDATE reports. The COMMAND and COMPARE
summaries are the only reports written.

The default is REPORT(DELTA), unless it has been changed for your installation. 

OLD Command
The OLD command defines the OLD file input to the Compare function.

Syntax

OLD [ACCESS (CA-Panvalet access code)]

    [BLKSIZE (block size)]                VSE only

    [COLUMN (begin column  end column)]

    [CONTROL (CA-Panvalet control code)]

    [         {NO }   ]

    [EXPAND ( {YES} ) ]

    [         {   }   ]

    [          {PANVALET  }   ]

    [FILEORG ( {SEQUENTIAL} ) ]

    [          {          }   ]

    [LEVEL (CA-Panvalet level number)]

    [MEMBER (CA-Panvalet member name)]

    [RECSIZE (record length)]             VSE only
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The OLD command is optional. If you omit it, installation defaults are assumed for all its values (see the default charts in
Defaults). If you use the OLD command, it must appear after the COMPARE command. You can place it in any order with
the other commands.

For those keywords that have default values, the installation default is applied if you omit the keyword.

Keywords
[ACCESS] [A]

ACCESS is an optional keyword that supplies a Panvalet library member access code. You can only specify it
when FILEORG is PANVALET. It is only required for Panvalet members that are access controlled.

(Panvalet access code)
Access code can be any numeric value in the range of 0 through 75533.
If the same access code is needed for both the OLD and NEW inputs, it is only necessary to give the ACCESS
keyword once on either the OLD or NEW command.
There is no default for ACCESS.

[BLKSIZE] [B]
BLKSIZE is an optional keyword that specifies the block size of the file you want to compare. This operand is for
VSE only. You can specify BLKSIZE only when FILEORG is SEQUENTIAL.

(block size)
Block size is the physical block size of the OLD file. It can be any numeric value from 1 up to the limit for the disk
device. Block size must be an exact multiple of the RECSIZE value.
If you omit BLKSIZE from either the OLD or NEW command, it uses the value specified on the other command.
The default is BLKSIZE(80) unless it has been changed for your installation.

[COLUMN] [COL]
COLUMN is an optional keyword that determines which field to compare in the record. The field is expressed in
terms of columns in the record.

(begin column end column)
Begin column defines the first column of the field you want to compare. Begin column must be a numeric value
within the range of 1 through the logical record length.
End column defines the last column of the field you want to compare. End column must be a numeric value within
the range of 1 through the logical record length. End column must be greater than or equal to begin column. If you
omit end column, the default is the logical record end.
If the same choice is needed for both the OLD and NEW inputs, it is only necessary to give the COLUMN keyword
once on either the OLD or NEW command.
The Panvalet language type sets the default of COLUMN for Panvalet members. The columns compared are the
actual positions stored in the library. The Panvalet options, NOFORMAT and TSO sequencing, do not affect the
default columns. For more information about the effects of formatting, see Using. See the column Actual Positions
Stored in Library for the default columns.
The COLUMN default for non-Panvalet input is COLUMN (1 logical record length). The width defined by begin
column and end column must be equal between the OLD and NEW input files or Compare does not proceed.

[CONTROL] [CON]
CONTROL is an optional keyword that supplies a Panvalet library control code. You can specify CONTROL when
FILEORG is PANVALET. It is only required for Panvalet libraries that are control protected.
(CA-Panvalet control code)

The control code can be any numeric value in the range of 0 - 65534. There is no default value for CONTROL.
If the same control code is needed for both the OLD and NEW inputs, it is only necessary to give the CONTROL
keyword once on either the OLD or NEW command.
There is no default for CONTROL.
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[EXPAND] [E]
EXPAND is an optional keyword that determines whether to expand INCLUDE commands for a Panvalet library
member you are comparing. You can specify EXPAND only when FILEORG is PANVALET.
{NO }{YES}{   }

• NO reads INCLUDE commands as is.
• YES expands INCLUDE commands. INCLUDEs are expanded up to the nesting level specified in the Panvalet

options module.

If you omit EXPAND from the OLD or NEW command, it uses the value specified on the other command.
The default is EXPAND(NO), unless it has been changed for your installation. See the default charts in Defaults
for more information.

[FILEORG] [FIL] [F]
FILEORG is an optional keyword that determines what type of input file to compare.
{PANVALET  }{PAN}({SEQUENTIAL})({SEQ})   {          }{   }

• PANVALET specifies that the input file is a Panvalet library member. The MEMBER keyword is required when
PANVALET is specified.

• SEQUENTIAL specifies that the input file is read as a sequential data set.
• If the same choice is needed for both the OLD and NEW inputs, the FILEORG keyword is required only once

on either the OLD or NEW command.

The default is FILEORG(PANVALET), unless it has been changed for your installation. See the default charts in
Defaults.

[LEVEL] [L]
LEVEL is an optional keyword that verifies a Panvalet member's level number. You can specify LEVEL only when
FILEORG is PANVALET.

NOTE
If you do not supply LEVEL, the Compare executes regardless of the member's level.

When you supply LEVEL, the Compare only proceeds if the number given is equal to the level of the Panvalet
member.

(Panvalet level number)
Level number can be any numeric value in the range of 1 - 255. There is no default for LEVEL.

[MEMBER] [M]
MEMBER is an optional keyword that specifies the member name for the Panvalet data sets you want to
compare. You can only specify MEMBER when FILEORG is PANVALET.

(Panvalet member name)
This is a Panvalet member name. It must be from 1 to 10 alphanumeric characters.

NOTE
Panvalet supersets and subsets are not supported.

If the same member name is needed for both the OLD and NEW inputs, the MEMBER keyword is required only
once on either the OLD or NEW command.
There is no default for MEMBER.

[RECSIZE] [R]
RECSIZE is an optional keyword that specifies the record length of the file you want to compare. This operand is
for VSE only. You can only specify RECSIZE when FILEORG is SEQUENTIAL.
If you omit RECSIZE from either the OLD or NEW command, it uses the value specified on the other command.
The default is RECSIZE(80) unless it has been changed for your installation.
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(record length)
Record length is the logical record length of the OLD file. It can be any numeric value from 1 up to the block size.

NEW Command
The NEW command defines the NEW file input to the Compare function.

Syntax

NEW [ACCESS (CA-Panvalet access code)]

    [BLKSIZE (block size)]                VSE only

    [COLUMN (begin column  end column)]

    [CONTROL (CA-Panvalet control code)]

 

    [         {NO }   ]

    [EXPAND ( {YES} ) ]

    [         {   }   ]

 

    [          {PANVALET  }   ]

    [FILEORG ( {SEQUENTIAL} ) ]

    [          {          }   ]

 

    [LEVEL (CA-Panvalet level number)]

    [MEMBER (CA-Panvalet member name)]

    [RECSIZE (record length)]             VSE only

The description of the NEW command is identical to that of the OLD command. See OLD Command for complete details.

Compare UPDATE Command
UPDATE controls the generation of the ++UPDATE command in the UPDATE file output.

Syntax
UPDATE [LEVEL (CA-Panvalet level number)]

       [MEMBER (CA-Panvalet member name)]

       [           {++}   ]

       [SENTINEL ( {--} ) ]

       [           {$+}   ]

       [           {$-}   ]

       [           {NO }  ]

       [TEMP (     {YES} )]

       [           {   }  ]

The UPDATE command is optional. If the COMPARE command does not specify OUTPUT(UPDATE) or
REPORT(UPDATE), the UPDATE command is checked for syntax, and then ignored. The UPDATE command keywords
are all optional. The UPDATE command must appear after the COMPARE command, but you can place it in any order
with the other commands.

Installation defaults, for keywords that have defaults, apply to those keywords that you do not supply. See the default table
in Defaults.
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Keywords
[LEVEL] [L]

LEVEL is an optional keyword that supplies a level number for the ++UPDATE command in the UPDATE file
output.

(Panvalet level number)
Level number can be any numeric value in the range of 1 - 255.
LEVEL defaults in the following manner:

• When the input defined by an OLD command is a Panvalet member, the level is taken from the directory entry
for the OLD member.

• If the OLD file is not a Panvalet member, the string, ###, is placed in the UPDATE command as the level
number. This is a dummy field that you can modify using a user exit or a manual process.

[MEMBER] [M]
MEMBER is an optional keyword that supplies a member name for the ++UPDATE command in the UPDATE file
output.

(Panvalet member name)
This is a Panvalet member name. It must be from 1 - 10 alphanumeric characters.
MEMBER defaults in the following manner:

• When the input defined by an OLD command is a Panvalet member, the member name is the OLD member's
name.

• If the OLD file is not a Panvalet member, the string, $$$$$$$$$$, is placed in the UPDATE command as the
member name. This is a dummy field that you can modify with a user exit or a manual process.

[SENTINEL] [S]
SENTINEL is an optional keyword that supplies the command sentinel for the UPDATE command and
subcommands in the UPDATE file output. The sentinel is the two character prefix on all Panvalet commands.
{++}

({--})

 {$+}

 {$-}

++
Prefixes all UPDATE commands and subcommands.

--
Prefixes all UPDATE commands and subcommands.

$+
Prefixes all UPDATE commands and subcommands.

$-
Prefixes all UPDATE commands and subcommands.

The default is SENTINEL(++) unless it has been changed for your installation.
[TEMP] [T]

TEMP is an optional keyword that determines whether the UPDATE file output contains a permanent or temporary
update.
{NO }

({YES})

 {   }

• NO generates a permanent UPDATE.
• YES generates a temporary UPDATE. The ++UPDATE command appears as:

++UPDATE member,level,TEMP
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The default is TEMP(NO), unless it has been changed for your installation. 

Execution Requirements
An in-core representation of the files being compared is maintained. Therefore, the storage required is based on file size.
The Compare program requires approximately 448 KB of storage, plus 44 bytes for each record pair being compared.
When at least one of the files is a Panvalet library, the minimum additional storage for record pairs is 100 KB.

The amount of storage used depends on records per file. Larger logical record lengths do not require more storage,
except for larger I/O record buffers. Compare does not use a variable amount of storage based on the amount available.

Storage Requirements

The following table shows the storage required for various file sizes. The maximum records per input file indicates the
number of records that can be in each file, not the total in both. For example, an OLD file of 1,000 records and a NEW file
of 1,000 records can be compared in 586 KB.

Maximum Records per Input File Storage Required

1,000 586 KB

10,000 1024 KB (1 MB)

34,000 2048 KB (2 MB)

57,000 3072 KB (3 MB)

81,000 4096 KB (4 MB)

105,000 5120 KB (5 MB)

130,000 6144 KB (6 MB)

For VSE, code // EXEC PCOMPARE,SIZE=256K. The remainder of the storage is allocated from the partition GETVIS
area.

z/OS JCL

The following example shows the required JCL to run Compare on an z/OS operating system.

 1    //jobname  JOB installation job card parameters

 2    //step    EXEC PGM=PCOMPARE,

      //             PARM=(SYSIN,SYSPRINT,PCOLD,PCNEW,

      //             PCDELTA,PCUPDTE,PCWORK1,PCWORK2)

 3    //STEPLIB   DD DSN=PCOMPARE.LINKLIB,

      //             DISP=SHR

 4    //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=A

 5    //SYSUDUMP  DD SYSOUT=A

 6    //PCOLD     DD DSN=

      //             DISP=SHR

 7    //PCNEW     DD DSN=

      //             DISP=SHR

 8    //PCDELTA   DD DSN=

      //             UNIT=

      //             SPACE=

      //             VOL=SER=

      //             DISP=(NEW,KEEP)
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 9    //PCUPDTE   DD DSN=

      //             UNIT=

      //             SPACE=

      //             VOL=SER=

      //             DISP=(NEW,KEEP)

10    //PCWORK1   DD UNIT=

      //             SPACE=

11    //PCWORK2   DD UNIT=

      //             SPACE=

12    //SYSIN     DD *

                     :

                     :

                     :

           insert Compare command stream here

                     :

                     :

                     :

      /*

      //

1. Job Card -- Supply a job card that conforms to your installation standards. Select a region large enough for your
application. See Storage Requirements for more information.

2. Exec Statement -- The load module name of the Compare function is PCOMPARE. The PARM field is optional. It
specifies alternate ddnames. The PARM field operands are positional and separated by commas. Successive commas
indicate an omitted operand, and that the default ddname is used. If the PARM field is short and you omit trailing
operands, they also assume defaults. The order of the operands is shown in the above example.
The LINK, LOAD, XCTL, and ATTACH macros can also invoke PCOMPARE.

3. STEPLIB -- (Optional) Specify the name of the load library where Compare is installed. A STEPLIB statement is not
required if PCOMPARE resides in the LINKLIST or the LPA (z/OS).

4. SYSPRINT -- (Required) Specify the print data set where Compare writes reports and messages. The record length is
133. See the Note below for the default block size.

5. SYSUDUMP -- (Optional) Specify a dump data set for problem determination.
6. PCOLD -- (Required) Specify the OLD data set you want to compare. This can be a sequential data set or

a Panvalet library. If it is a Panvalet library, specify DISP=SHR.
7. PCNEW -- (Required) Specify the NEW data set you want to compare. This can be a sequential data set or

a Panvalet library. If it is a Panvalet library, specify DISP=SHR. When comparing Panvalet members, this can be the
same data set as PCOLD.

8. PCDELTA -- (Optional) Specify the data set where you want to write the audit/log DELTA file. This is required if you
specify OUTPUT(DELTA). The record length is the larger of the PCOLD and PCNEW record lengths, plus 20. The
record format is variable. For the block size, see the Note after step 12.

NOTE
The DISP of the PCDELTA file must be NEW.

9. PCUPDTE -- (Optional) Specify the data set where you want to write the PAN#1 ++UPDATE stream. This is required if
you specify OUTPUT(UPDATE). The record length is 80. See the Note below for the block size.

10. PCWORK1 -- (Required) Specify a temporary work data set. It must be a disk file and large enough to hold all the
records read from PCOLD. The record length and record format are the same as those of the PCOLD file. For the
block size, see the Note below.

11. PCWORK2 -- (Required) Specify a temporary work data set. It must be a disk file and large enough to hold all the
records read from PCNEW. The record length and record format are the same as those of the PCNEW file. For the
block size, see the Note below.

12. SYSIN -- (Required) Specify the command input stream. For the syntax of commands in this file, see Commands.
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To override default block sizes, you can specify DCB=BLKSIZE=nnnn for SYSPRINT, PCWORK1, PCWORK2,
PCUPDTE, and PCDELTA.

NOTE
For RECFM=V, the default block size is the largest block size permitted on the device.

For RECFM=F, the block size is the largest multiple of the record length which is less than or equal to the largest block
size possible on the device.

z/OS Return Codes

In z/OS, Compare issues the following return codes:

0
Successful completion, no differences were found.

1
Successful completion, but differences were found.

4
Successful completion, but one or more ambiguous matches (or differences) were found.

8
Error in the control statements or z/OS parm string. No compare is performed.

12
Error in execution, probable user setup error. Compare terminated at the point of the error.

16
Product internal error. Processing is terminated.

When the return code is 8, 12, or 16, Compare also issues diagnostic messages describing the error.

VSE JCL

The following example shows the required JCL to run Compare on a VSE operating system:

 1   // JOB    installation job card parameters

 2   // OPTION PARTDUMP

 3   // LIBDEF

 4   // DLBL   PCOLD

     // EXTENT

     // ASSGN  SYS013

 5   // DLBL   PCNEW

     // EXTENT

     // ASSGN  SYS014

 6   // DLBL   PCUPDTE

     // EXTENT

     // ASSGN  SYS015

 7   // DLBL   PCDELTA

     // EXTENT

     // ASSGN  SYS016

 8   // DLBL   PCWORK1

     // EXTENT

     // ASSGN  SYS011

 9   // DLBL   PCWORK2

     // EXTENT

     // ASSGN  SYS012
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10   // EXEC   PCOMPARE,SIZE=256K

                 :

                 :

                 :

11       insert CA-Panvalet/Compare command stream here

                 :

                 :

                 :

     /*

     /&

1. Job Card -- Supply a job card that conforms to your installation standards. Select a partition large enough for your
application. See Storage Requirements for more information.

2. OPTION Statement -- (Optional) Specify the PARTDUMP option for problem determination.
3. LIBDEF -- (Optional) A LIBDEF statement is not required if PCOMPARE resides in the system core-image library.

Use of a LIBDEF can also require DLB, EXTENT, and ASSGN statements. Specify the name of the core-image library
where Compare is installed.

4. PCOLD -- (Required) Specify the OLD file you want to compare. This can be a sequential file or a Panvalet library.
5. PCNEW -- (Required) Specify the NEW file you want to compare. This can be a sequential file or a Panvalet library.

When comparing Panvalet members, this can be the same file as PCOLD.
6. PCUPDTE -- (Optional) Specify the file where you want to write the PAN#1 UPDATE stream. This is required if you

use the OUTPUT(UPDATE) option. You can assign it to card, tape, or disk.
7. PCDELTA -- (Optional) Specify the file where you want to write the audit/log DELTA file. This must be a disk file. This

is required if you use the OUTPUT(DELTA) option.
8. PCWORK1 -- (Required) Specify a temporary work file. It must be a disk file and large enough to hold all the records

in PCOLD.
9. PCWORK2 -- (Required) Specify a temporary work file. It must be a disk file and large enough to hold all the records

in PCNEW.
10. EXEC Statement -- The core-image library phase name of the Compare function is PCOMPARE. You must specify the

SIZE=256K parameter.
11. Command Stream -- (Required) Insert the command input stream. For the syntax of commands, see Commands.

User Abend Codes

Compare abends with the following user abend code:

User exit abort request or error.

This abend is preceded by messages describing the actual error:

• User exit returned an abort response code
• User exit returned an invalid response code

User exit turned data validation on and improperly modified data

Defaults
These topics describe the common and file defaults for the Compare function:
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Command Defaults

Compare uses the following command defaults when you omit specific command keywords. See Commands for
explanations of default applications for each keyword.

Command Keyword Supplied Default Installation Change

EXPAND NO  

FILEORG PANVALET  

LINES 56  

OUTPUT UPDATE  

REPORT DELTA  

SENTINEL ++  

TEMP NO  

File Defaults

File Supplied Default File Installation Change Supplied Default SYS
Number

Installation Change

PCDELTA PCDELTA  SYS016  

PCNEW PCNEW  SYS014  

PCOLD PCOLD  SYS013  

PCUPDTE PCUPDTE  SYS015  

PCWORK2 PCWORK2  SYS012  
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Additional Resources
This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about this product:

• Broadcom Mainframe Training
• Video: Broadcom Education Learning Management System
• Broadcom Education YouTube Channel

Product Support

Use the following resources to obtain more product support:

• Broadcom Support Online for Panvalet
• Product Downloads for Panvalet
• Product Page for Panvalet

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain more product support:

• Compatibilities for Panvalet
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Maintenance Grid for Panvalet
• Release and Support Lifecycle Dates for Panvalet
• Common Mainframe Maintenance Procedures

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Panvalet Community
• Broadcom Mainframe Community

Social Media

Follow us on social media:

• Twitter
• LinkedIn
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005-2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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